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ABSTRACT

Smigelski, Jeffrey R. . Ph.D., Environmental Sciences PhD Program, Wright State
University, 2013. Water Level Dynamics of the North American Great Lakes:
Nonlinear Scaling and Fractional Bode Analysis of a Self-Affine Time Series.

Time series that exhibit multiple scaling properties in the frequency domain are
common in natural systems (e.g., temperature through geologic time). NOAA verified
hourly water level data ranging from 20 to 30 years in duration for nine stations in the
North American Great Lakes is converted to the frequency domain using a complex discrete
fast Fourier transform (FFT) and then expressed as a power spectrum in terms of frequency
versus power. To quantify power law scaling behavior, a scaling exponent (β ) is determined
by fitting a power function to a log-log plot of frequency ( f ) or period (T ) versus power
in the frequency domain. For water level fluctuations in the Great Lakes, the frequency
domain exhibits four distinct regions of power law scaling.
 
1
The mathematical relationship of the scaling exponent (β ) to
time series behavior
f
is examined employing Bode analysis. Variations in scaling behavior of water level data,
indicated by the patterns of change in amplitude and phase across frequencies, can be

iv

expressed through transfer functions. The transfer functions are created using Laplace
transforms. Each Laplace term (s) has a fractional exponent based on the scaling exponent
(β ) derived from the Bode magnitude plot. Convolution of the transfer function in the
time domain is equivalent to multiplication in the frequency domain (Laplace space).
Combining the transfer functions for all frequencies yields a Frequency Response Model
and provides a basis to determine how the system that created the time series will respond
to any given input over all frequencies.
For water level fluctuations in the Great Lakes, the scaling behavior pattern is well
approximated by a combination of four linear differential equations or transfer functions,
one primary equation for each distinct scaling region. The collective interactions of all
equations over all frequencies create the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model and
represent the underlying physical dynamics of the Great Lakes system. Incorporating the
1
Laplace term (s) and the scaling exponent (β ) into -noise transfer functions yields a
s
quantitative, equation-based Frequency Response Model of a self-affine time series with
single or multiple scaling behaviors and an innovative technique to generate synthetic yet
accurate time series simulations.
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PREFACE

“Profound study of nature is
the most fertile source of mathematical discoveries.”
- Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier [1]

This dissertation is the original and independent work of the author, Jeffrey R. Smigelski,
that began with asking some simple questions. What is the meaning behind the scaling
exponent (β ) of a time series? What is the origin of such distinct scaling behavior observed
in the water levels of the Great Lakes? Can the complex time series of Great Lakes water
levels be summarized in a mathematical equation? What is inside the black box? In
answering these questions, what follows is the result of several years of scientific research,
insight, computational experiment, and mathematical discovery leading to the formulation
of a fractional calculus capturing the complexity of nature through time to better understand
and illuminate the world in which we live.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Great Lakes consist of the largest open source of fresh water in the world. Water
level fluctuations in the Great Lakes are the subject of great interest and a mathematical
description may provide insight into the underlying physical dynamics of the system. The
objective of this work is to develop an in-depth understanding of the mathematics of time
series analysis and to use this knowledge to quantitatively examine time series of water
level data in the Great Lakes. In other words, what can mathematical analysis tell about the
nature of the underlying physical processes in the Great Lakes responsible for water level
fluctuations over time?
Traditionally, time series analysis methods describe the structure or shape of a time
series in the time domain. The structure of the time series, the way in which values rise
and fall over time, is often associated with certain distinct behaviors of the time series and
provides insight into the current and future predictability of the time series. The analysis of
time series data is a well-developed subject which has filled entire books, e.g., [3, 4, 5, 6].
Usually the stochastic behavior, or noise, within the time series is understood to determine
the roughness of the time series. For instance, a noisy time series is associated with random
behavior and a smooth time series may be thought of as following a certain pattern and is
less random. The traditional time series analysis approach creates many questions.
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When certain characteristics or patterns are observed in a time series, are these
behaviors a property of the time series itself or of the actual process by which the time
series was created or both? How can the “shape” of a time series or the trajectory be
described mathematically and can a time series be predictable in behavior? When a time
series is observed, what is being looked at and how can a change in perception about how
one thinks about time series enhance the understanding of how to deal with stochastic time
series that originate from sampling nature or the output of natural systems? To summarize
the above into one question: is there anything still unknown to science about time series
analysis? This dissertation will provide methods to enhance the ability to analyze a time
series and the noise embedded within a time series and present a framework to enhance
understanding that a time series is a manifestation of all the processes that combined to
create that time series.
In reality, a time series is not a structure nor a shape, but the measured output of the
process or processes that created the time series that is perceived by the observer as smooth
or rough in structure or shape. The process of generating a time series involves following
mathematical arguments which represent how a system processes various inputs into the
system to create a time series that is measurable. Any structure or distinct shape of a time
series and behavior associated with that structure is determined by the processes by which
a time series is created and the resolution at which the time series is sampled. For the most
part, the equations for the process of how any given natural time series was created are
largely unknown a priori and may be complex. Distinguishing between the observed time
series and the process that created the time series is crucial in developing an understanding
of the mathematics behind time series formation and is an important yet often overlooked
point. In other words, if a certain structure is observed in a time series, the question must
be posed as to what are ways in which that structure in the time series can be generated, the
underlying processes, and is there more than one process that may be involved?
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A time series is a representation of the result of a physical or mathematical process that
created that specific time series, the measured output, and the time series is not the process
itself. However, the processes of a system creating the time series under investigation
generally remain the same over time so the structure or shape of the time series generated
by the system through time is similar even though the inputs into the system are constantly
changing. The process that creates a time series may be mathematically described as a
function of how an input signal (usually unknown) is translated (filtered) through a system
into an output signal that is measured and recorded as a time series.

1.1

Physical Processes Acting in the Great Lakes

The entire Great Lakes watershed basin consists of approximately 764,600 square
kilometers. Water levels in a specific area are determined from immediate inputs into
the system and from inputs which occur over much longer time scales. Anthropogenic
and natural causes of perceived or measured changes in water levels include river inflows,
downstream outflow, precipitation, runoff, snowmelt, subsurface storm flow, groundwater
inflow, wind-driven water set-up (seiche), evaporation, barometric changes, climatic and
seasonal changes, glacial isostatic rebound, eustatic sea level effects, tectonic uplift and
subsidence. All of these inputs, and possibly others not identified here, combine over a
wide range of timescales from relatively low frequency events (e.g., annual and seasonal
changes) to high frequency events (e.g., daily precipitation) and contribute to the overall
measured water level at a given time in the North American Great Lakes.

1.2

Power Law Scaling in Natural Systems

Power law scaling has been observed in time series in several natural systems including
river water levels, sunspot activity, and global temperature [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. In this
dissertation, current and new techniques of time series analysis will be applied to water

3

level measurements from the North American Great Lakes. Further insights into the
processes responsible for the creation of the water level time series are found through
the application of control theory and Bode analysis. This dissertation will show how
the power scaling exponent (β ) of a system determines how the system responds to any
given input. Where appropriate, since no method or equations allowed for the power
law scaling exponent β to be used in Bode analysis, the power law scaling exponent
was introduced into Bode equations allowing for a series of six building block equations
(transfer functions) to be developed relating the power scaling exponent to the Laplace
equations for magnitude and phase. These six transfer function equations allow for creation
of a Frequency Response Model and the reconstruction of any natural stochastic time series.
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Chapter 2
Data
Verified Hourly Water Level data for the Great Lakes were obtained from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA NOS/CO-OPS website,
http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/) for five stations in Lake Michigan and four stations in
Lake Superior (see Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1). Locations were selected to reflect a complete
geographic representation of Lake Superior and Lake Michigan. Stations were selected that
did not contain data gaps greater than two continuous years.
For each station, yearly raw data was imported and combined in Excel. Each year (365
days) consists of 8760 hours with an instantaneous water level recorded each hour. Dates
and times were converted into a number and decimal format accounting for leap years by
converting the month, day, and year into the number of days since 1900 using 1900, 0:00
as the starting value. Time, each hour, was converted into a decimal number corresponding
to the fraction of hours of a 24 hour day. The day number and decimal time was then
added together to produce a numeric representation of the month, day, year, and specific
time of each potential tide gauge reading to account for gaps in the data1 . Due to the
large amount of data obtained per station, (approximately 30 yrs. × 8760 hours = 262, 000
1

Keeping the time location - water level data relationship intact allows the data to be graphed in a time series
without compressing the data together when there was a data gap. However, additional preprocessing steps
are necessary to accommodate data sets with missing data which are discussed in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.1: Satellite Image of the Great Lakes showing the locations of nine water level stations used in this study.
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Lake Superior
Station ID
9099064
9099018
9099004
9076070
Lake Michigan
Station ID
9075080
9087023
9087044
9087057
9087096
Latitude
46° 46.5’ N
46° 32.7’ N
46° 29.1’ N
46° 30.1’ N
Latitude
45° 46.7’ N
43° 56.8’ N
41° 43.8’ N
43° 0.1’ N
45° 58.2’ N

Station Name
Duluth, MN
Marquette C.G., MI
Point Iroquois, MI
S.W. Pier, MI
Station Name
Mackinac City, MI
Ludington, MI
Calumet Harbor, IL
Milwaukee, WI
Port Inland, MI

Longitude
84° 43.2’ W
86° 26.5’ W
87° 32.3’ W
87° 53.2’ W
85° 52.3’ W

Longitude
92° 5.6’ W
87° 22.7’ W
84° 37.9’ W
84° 22.4’ W

Table 2.1: Identification and Data Range of Great Lakes Water Level Stations

Data Range
01/01/1970 01:00 to 02/01/2005 23:00
01/01/1970 01:00 to 02/01/2005 23:00
01/01/1970 01:00 to 02/01/2005 23:00
01/01/1970 01:00 to 02/01/2005 23:00
01/01/1970 01:00 to 02/01/2005 23:00

Data Range
01/01/1970 01:00 to 03/01/2005 23:00
01/01/1980 01:00 to 03/01/2005 23:00
01/01/1970 01:00 to 03/01/2005 23:00
01/01/1973 01:00 to 02/01/2005 23:00

measurements for most stations) and computational limitations, the data was decimated
to one point every 4 hours to a maximum of 65,536 lines per station. A representative
data set, Mackinac Station, is shown in Figure 2.2. Annual fluctuations in water levels are
evident. A closer look (Figure 2.3) at two years of water level data displays distinct yearly
and seasonal variations.
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Figure 2.2: Time series of Lake Michigan water level data (left) from 1970 – 2000
(N=63249 data points, 4 hour sampling interval) from Station Number 8075080, Mackinac,
MI on the Great Lakes. A two year gap when no station data was available is observed in
1996 and 1997.
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Figure 2.3: A time series graph created from two years of water level data collected
from Station Number 9075080, Mackinac City, MI located on the Straits of Mackinac
where Lake Michigan and Lake Huron are hydraulically connected. A two year time span
demonstrates the natural yearly and seasonal fluctuations that were observed in the much
longer 30 year time series used for analysis. An annual low can be seen in late winter
mainly due to evaporation and an annual high can be seen in late spring as a result of
increased precipitation and snowmelt. A similar pattern in yearly water level fluctuations
is also seen for Lake Superior.
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Chapter 3
Methods
3.1

Fast Fourier Transform and the Frequency Domain

A brief overview of the analysis and synthesis equations of the complex discrete fast Fourier
transform (FFT) used for this work is provided. For a full discussion on the complex
discrete fast Fourier transform, see [12, 13, 14]. A time series is a record of a change in
some value, x, as some other value, n, increases. Here x is the dependent variable and n is
the independent variable. The n-value may be time, space, or some other variable. A time
series is by definition a single-valued function meaning that for every n-value, there is only
a single x-value1 .
A time series may be an analog (continuous) signal or discrete signal. However, once
values for a time series are sampled and data recorded in a spreadsheet or stored digitally
in a computer, a time series is always discrete. In digital signal processing, discrete
data (x) evenly sampled in time (n) is designated in the time domain as x[n]. Fourier
1

Time series have often been associated with the term Fractal Dimension (D) [15, 16, 17, 18]. However,
the concept of Fractal Dimension does not work for time series. A Fractal shape can be described as a
multi-valued function with more than one value of x per singular n-value (e.g., Koch Curve). As a result,
by definition as a single-valued function, the time series can never be plane-filling. The properties described
by the scaling of Fractal Dimension are in space, not time. Otherwise, one would say that when D = 2, a
Fractal time series fills all values for all time which is erroneous. Refer to [19] for a comparison of Fractal
Dimension to scaling behavior in time series using the conversion equation β = 5 − 2D . A brief discussion
of the Hurst exponent, Fractal Dimension, and the scaling exponent β is found in App. E.
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analysis is one of many methods used to analyze a time series and is used to transform
the time series from the time domain to the frequency domain. A representation of the
time series x[n] in the frequency domain is usually designated X[k] where k is the index
of the complex frequency. In the complex discrete fast Fourier transform, cosine and
sine waves of varying frequencies, both positive and negative, filter the time series data
to determine the amplitudes of the cosine and sine components present at each frequency
in the time series. The results of the complex discrete Fourier transform are a set of complex
numbers (x + jy) at each frequency which are the rectangular notation representation of the
amplitudes of the cosine (x) and sine ( jy) components. The amplitudes are then converted
from rectangular notation to polar notation to determine the magnitude (M) and phase (θ )
at each frequency (Fig. 3.1). A time series, no matter how complex, can be fully described
by these sinusoidal frequency components [13, 14]. In this work, the complex discrete
fast Fourier transform MATLAB function Y = fft(x) and inverse complex discrete Fourier
transform (IFFT) MATLAB function x = ifft(Y) were utilized.
A time series x[n] with N samples can be written in the form:

x[n] = (x0 , x1 , x2 . . . xN−1 )

(3.1)

When conducting a complex Fourier transform2 , the finite time series is treated as one
period (T = 0 to 2π) of an infinitely long data set since, by definition, cosine and sine
waves must extend from negative infinity to positive infinity. The FFT essentially wraps
the time series around the unit circle so that one revolution (2π) represents the complete
time series. In short:
xn = xn+N for all n
2

(3.2)

The term complex Fourier Transform technically describes the continuous form but also is used to describe
the complex discrete Fourier transform (complex DFT) which is discrete and analogous to the complex
discrete Fast fast Fourier transform (FFT). The terms, all representing complex frequencies, are used
interchangeably in this work.
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Through FFT Analysis, the forward transform conversion from the time domain to the
frequency domain, the complex discrete FFT X[k] can be written in polar form as:

X [k] =

1 N−1
∑ x[n]e− j2πkn/N , k = 0, 1, 2 . . . N − 1
N n=0

(3.3)

or in rectangular form as:

X [k] =

1 N−1
∑ x[n] (cos (2πkn/N) + j sin (2πkn/N)) , k = 0, 1, 2 . . . N − 1
N n=0

(3.4)

where j is the square root of -1 and e denotes the natural logarithm.
The frequency domain representation of the transformed time series X[k] also contains
N samples [13, 14]. Quadrature signals are generated when the FFT decomposes the
time series into the sum of cosine and sine components and represents the cosine and
sine components using orthogonal complex numbers (with a real and imaginary part) for
each frequency. The imaginary number ( j) is a necessary mathematical tool that allows
cosine and sine waves to be added since they lie on two separate axes and cannot be added
directly without the inclusion of the imaginary number ( j) which rotates the sine wave 90◦
counter-clockwise along the orthogonal axis 3 allowing addition such as in Euler’s formula:

e jθ = cos(θ ) + j sin(θ )

(3.5)

To transform from the frequency domain to the time domain, through FFT Synthesis,
the complex inverse discrete Fourier transform (IFFT) is used. In polar form, the IFFT can
3

Quadrature orthogonality is preserved in using the imaginary number, j. Sine waves describe the change
on the y-axis while cosine waves describe change on the x-axis. A shift from a positive to negative value,
e.g., from +1 to -1, is equivalent to a 180◦ rotation on the number line. The value -1 can also be written
represents a 180◦ rotation from positive to negative. Half of that rotation on the complex plane
as j2 and p
◦
is 90 or j2 = j. Therefore, a 90◦ rotation in the complex plane may be represented as j, which, when
multiplied by the sine wave, rotates that sine wave so that the sine and cosine wave now lie in the same plane
allowing addition. An excellent review of this concept related to the inclusion of the imaginary number, j,
in the equations is found in Lyons (2010) [12].
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be written as:
N−1

x[n] =

∑ X [k] e j2πkn/N , n = 0, 1, 2 . . . N − 1

(3.6)

k=0

or in rectangular form as:
N−1

x[n] =

∑ ReX [k] (cos (2πkn/N) + j sin (2πkn/N))
k=0
N−1

(3.7)

− ∑ ImX [k] (sin (2πkn/N) − j cos (2πkn/N)) , n = 0, 1, 2 . . . N − 1
k=0

Unlike the real discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), the complex Fourier Transform gives
an exact transformation from the time domain to the frequency domain and vice versa.
The only loss of information in computation is rounding errors in the 8th or 9th decimal
place due to computational limitations of the program4 . Additionally, the FFT exhibits
symmetry between the positive and negative frequencies (even symmetry for the cosine
components and odd symmetry for sine components) which allow the FFT to eliminate
artifacts introduced by calculations when using the DFT [13, 14, 12]. In general, the results
of FFT analysis in MATLAB are provided in rectangular notation as a complex number for
each frequency and must be converted to polar notation to produce a power spectrum.

3.2

Preprocessing and Windowing Data Prior to Analysis

Before a time series can be analyzed to determine scaling behavior, certain preprocessing
steps need to be done to the data to ensure that the analysis does not introduce artifacts
and yields a true approximation of the scaling exponent. In the case of using FFT analysis
to determine the scaling exponent, a few common issues must be addressed. In this work,
trends in the data are not removed prior to analysis although this is a common practice for
4

In addition to rounding errors, there may be errors in the 8th or 9th decimal place due to the primitive
data type used (e.g., byte, int, double, long). Technically, these errors produce what seems like imaginary
numbers upon conversion from the frequency domain to the time domain using the IFFT but in reality are
insignificant rounding errors equivalent to zero, 0. This is why only the real numbers are usually selected
after an IFFT to eliminate noise in the time series caused by rounding errors.
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time series analysis. The removal of trends changes the relationship of the time series across
frequencies and will have an overall effect of reducing power at the lower frequencies and
consequently, a reduction of the scaling exponent. Since trends are not removed, often
the end points of the time series will not match. Any discrepancy between starting and
ending points in the time series must be corrected prior to the FFT or else every frequency
will experience a miscalculation of the amplitudes of the cosine and sine components. A
property of synthetically generated time series using the technique described here is that
unlike real world data, the endpoints of the synthetic data set will always meet since the
FFT is used in the generation process. The FFT views any time series as one period of an
infinitely long data set (i.e., Eq. (3.2)) and the endpoints must meet in the calculations. Real
world natural time series data are rarely sampled to have endpoints that meet. However,
through computational experiments, if the endpoints of any time series do not meet, in
either natural or synthetic data sets, the correct scaling exponent will not be able to be
measured. Insight from computational experiments with synthetic data allows testing of the
methods used to determine the scaling exponents for the development of any modifications
or corrections to the method itself or for the development of additional preprocessing steps
on the data that must be implemented prior to using any method to determine the correct
scaling exponent.
Generally, the application of a Window to data (e.g., Hann, Welch, etc.) or an
alternative Mirror technique (introduced in Appendix A) may be used as a correction for
endpoint mismatch in order to recover the correct scaling exponent. An in-depth discussion
on this topic of preprocessing steps and corrections needed to obtain the correct scaling
exponent for time series including equations for the Hann and Welch window, and the
introduction of a new Mirror technique are addressed in Appendix A. The Hann window
and Mirror technique is found to be preferable to the Welch window. Further discussion on
trends as part of the signal and how a perceived trend is the result of the process generating
the measured scaling behavior are also addressed in Appendices A and D.
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3.3

Power Spectra and the Scaling Exponent

Results of a FFT are typically presented as a power spectrum plot with power on the
y-axis and the frequency on the x-axis, where power is proportional to the wave amplitude
squared at each frequency. To create a power spectra plot of power versus frequency, the
complex numbers calculated by the FFT are converted from rectangular notation (e.g.,
Fig. 3.2a) to polar notation (e.g., Fig. 3.2b) and then power using conversion equations.
The complex numbers in rectangular notation are the amplitudes of the cosine (real x) and
sine (imaginary y) components at each frequency. Each frequency is converted to the polar
representation of magnitude and then power from the following series of equations. The
equations are solved for magnitude (M) using the relation |z| = |x + jy| where x is the
amplitude of the real component and jy is the amplitude of the imaginary component. The
magnitude of each frequency is calculated by multiplying the complex number (z) by the
conjugate (z∗ ) such that:

M = |z| =

p
p
√
z · z∗ = (x + jy) (x − jy) = x2 + y2

(3.8)

while the complex argument or phase (θ ) at each frequency is calculated from the inverse
tangent function (i.e., arctangent) as:
θ = tan−1

y
x

(3.9)

Power (P) may be calculated by squaring each of the amplitudes.

P = x2 + y2
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(3.10)

Figure 3.1: Any point (x, y) can be expressed as a complex number in terms of z in
rectangular notation and converted in polar notation in terms of magnitude and phase using
the equations in this figure. When performing algebraic operations on such numbers, using
the same notation is important such that all calculations should be using the same notation,
either rectangular or polar, and the two notations should not be mixed. Additionally,
given the magnitude of any point, the only way to get back to the complex number form
in rectangular notation is to include phase in the calculation. Without phase, a proper
conversion cannot occur which will result in imaginary numbers occurring in the real data
of the inverse Fourier transform.
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Equivalently, power may be calculated by squaring the magnitude. Squaring the magnitude
to obtain power is the same as squaring the absolute value of the amplitudes.

P = M 2 = |z| =

p
2
x2 + y2

(3.11)

Note that amplitudes may be positive or negative as they measure how far and in what
direction the variable differs from zero.

Magnitude however is always positive and

measures how far, regardless of direction, that variable differs from zero. Thus, power
(P) is calculated by squaring either the magnitude or the amplitudes.
When creating a power spectrum, only the positive frequencies are plotted whereas the
FFT of the data returns both positive and negative frequencies. Consequently, calculation
of power from the results of a FFT using amplitude (or magnitude) squared from only
the positive or negative frequencies yields a value of power which is only half the true
power.

This is because in the FFT, half of the amplitude (or magnitude) for each

frequency is contained in the positive frequencies and the other half is contained within
the corresponding negative frequencies. This can be seen in Fig. 3.2a and quantitatively in
Euler’s identities for cosine and sine [12].
e j2π f t e− j2π f t
e j2π f t + e− j2π f t
=
+
2
2
2

(3.12)

e j2π f t − e− j2π f t
je− j2π f t je j2π f t
=
−
2j
2
2

(3.13)

cos (2π f t) =

sin (2π f t) =

Since a log-log plot can contain only positive frequencies, the data from the FFT for the
power versus frequency plot is truncated at the Nyquist frequency prior to plotting, thereby
eliminating the negative frequencies. An extra step is required to account for the loss
of power in the negative frequencies. To obtain the true power for each frequency, the
power calculation above must be multiplied by 2 for the positive frequencies up to but not
including the Nyquist frequency (or the DC component at zero frequency which is already
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(a) FFT results of white noise (β = 0) in rectangular notation. The data shown in this graph contains all
the information to recreate the white noise time series. Although the even/odd symmetry of the data is
demonstrated, this representation of complex numbers in rectangular notation is not very intuitive.

(b) FFT results of white noise (β = 0) in polar notation. Converting
  Fig. 3.2a to polar coordinates allows
1
one to see how the power scales with frequency ( f ) or period
. This representation does not contain all
f
the necessary data to recreate the time series. Phase is not plotted but is needed to get back to rectangular
notation to recreate the time series.

Figure 3.2: Rectangular versus Polar Notation of White Noise
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omitted). Omitting this step, while not altering the scaling behavior (i.e., slope) of the
power versus frequency plot, will only show half the power at all frequencies and is a
common mistake in the literature5 . A plot of power versus frequency (or period) yields the
power spectrum for the time series.
Power spectra have generally been used to identify dominant periodicities in a time
series which may represent a physical process occurring at periodic intervals in the time
series (e.g., cycles of tides in the ocean). On a power spectrum graph, strong periodicities
appear as peaks in the power spectrum which represent increased power at corresponding
frequencies [20, 21]. Traditional interpretations of power spectra focused on identifying the
periodicities and determining the significance of these peaks and represent a large portion
of the traditional time series analysis literature [6].
With significant periodicities removed, the remaining stochastic portion of the time
1
noise. If the
series is termed noise, often written in terms of frequency as f −1 or
f
stochastic portion of the time series exhibits power law scaling between frequency and
power in a power spectrum in the frequency domain, the time series is said to be self-affine
(e.g., [10, 17]). A power law is the only function in which the slope is a straight line
in log-log space. The negative of the scaling exponent of the power law (the slope in
the spectrum plot of all positive frequencies versus power) is the Beta value (β ). The
β -value describes the relative power across different frequencies and may be useful for
understanding the process or processes that created the time series, the overall structure,
and formation of innate characteristics of the time series. Numerous references in the
1
literature place the scaling exponent β on the frequency term ( f ) in
noise to yield
f
1
a power spectrum scaling according to β [10, 22, 23, 17]. The sign of the β -value is
f
defined in terms of a plot of power versus period. However, for a power versus frequency
5

In Eq. (3.13),

je− j2π f t
2

represents the negative frequency where the imaginary number j is the direction along
j2π f t

the imaginary axis (here, counter clockwise). The positive frequencies are represented by − je 2 , with
-j indicating that the direction is clockwise around the imaginary axis. The division by 2 shows that each
amplitude (or magnitude) is half of what it should be, with each half being half in the positive and half in
the negative frequencies.
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plot, the sign is reversed so the β -value must be multiplied by −1 to obtain the correct sign
of the β -value. The sign change is needed to accommodate the way in which the scaling
exponent is generally expressed in the frequency domain. In a power versus frequency plot,
the scaling exponent that is measured is the β -value and represents the way that the values
at each frequency scale according to f −β which is generally written in the inverse form as
1
changing the sign of the scaling exponent β . Thus, the sign change is needed when
fβ
1
referencing the scaling exponent to remain consistent with the inverse form of β of power
f
1
6
versus frequency. A sample of noise time series with β -values ranging from β = −2 to
f
β = 7.5 is shown in Fig. 3.3. The associated power spectra of these time series are shown
in Fig. 3.4.
As a uniformly spaced sequence of single-valued points, a time series will contain
certain characteristics specific to that time series and the relationship of one value to the
next is largely determined by the scaling behavior of the time series which can be described
by the β -value. In the past, the scaling behavior has been thought of as only stochastic
noise and has been primarily used for descriptive purposes to classify a time series as
fractional Gaussian noise (fGn) with (−1 < β < 1) and fractional Brownian motion (fBm)
with (1 < β < 3) [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 10]. The noise, described by the scaling exponent β , is
an essential part of the overall signal of the time series and provides useful information and
insight into the underlying behavior of the system or process that created the time series.
Table 3.1 summarizes the scaling exponent β and the associated color of noise as found in
the literature [29, 10, 23].
One important point is that although power may be described as both the amplitude
squared and equivalently as magnitude squared, power law scaling and the scaling
6

1
-noise, technically,
f
the frequency term f is a complex frequency jω. The Laplace operator, s equals jω. Thus, a more accurate
1
1
representation of power scaling behavior is as
or -noise. A complete discussion of the mathematics
jω
s
of the scaling exponent β in relation to the complex frequencies jω and the Laplace operator s begins in
Ch. 5, Sec. 5.6.
Although the traditional representation of scaling behavior in the power spectrum is as
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Figure 3.3: A collection of normalized synthetic time series with the range −2 < β < 7.5. Note how moving from left to right in any
row has the effect of integrating the time series in the previous column. Also note how the phase plays an important role in the new time
series, having the effect of shifting the time series to the right by one quarter cycle for each column in each row. As β increases, the time
series also becomes smoother as high frequencies are attenuated. The time series were all created from the same Gaussian white noise
to demonstrate the phase shift as the scaling exponent increases.
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Figure 3.4: Corresponding Power Spectra of synthetic time series (Fig. 3.3) with the range −2 < β < 7.5 that are generated using
transfer functions based on the scaling exponent at each frequency.

Table 3.1: The scaling exponent β , the associated color of noise, and the characteristic
behavior as generally described in the literature.
Scaling Exponent (β )
-1
0
1
2
3

Color Classification
Blue
White
Red/Pink
Brown
Black
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General Behavior
Negative Correlations
Random, No Correlations
Weak Positive Correlations
Brownian Motion
Strong Positive Correlations

exponent β are not observed in amplitudes, only in magnitude and power.

Both

Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) result in the same calculation for power. However, power law
scaling behavior is seen only in polar notation in the spectrum of either the magnitude
plots or the power plots in the frequency domain. Power law scaling is not seen directly in
the amplitudes of the cosine and sine components of the complex numbers in rectangular
notation as a result of the FFT. Scaling behavior is only observed in polar notation7 that
has been converted from rectangular notation by calculating the magnitude (square root of
amplitude squared) or calculating the power (amplitude squared).
The difference is that the magnitude being an absolute value calculation also takes the
square root after squaring the amplitudes in order to obtain a positive displacement. The
act of squaring to obtain power cancels out this square root operation of the absolute value
in the magnitude calculation leaving just the amplitudes squared.

2

2



Power = M = |z| =

2

2

x +y

 12

2

= x2 + y2

(3.14)

This is why the only difference between a power versus frequency plot when compared to a
magnitude versus frequency plot is that the slopes or β -value exponents for the magnitude
plot are exactly ½ of the value of the β -value exponents seen in a power plot for the same
data. The magnitude and power from which the β -value is calculated is a reflection of the
amplitudes of cosine (x) and sine ( jy) of each positive and negative frequency as calculated
from the FFT of the time series.
The power law scaling behavior seen in the spectrum of magnitude versus frequency is
half the scaling exponent of the scaling exponent of the spectrum of power versus frequency
1
due to the squaring of the magnitude (or amplitudes). In reference to β noise, the β -value
f
7

In polar notation, the calculation of magnitude is always positive and a normalization process which
calculates displacement regardless of direction. Amplitudes are sensitive to the starting point of the time
series and if the same time series is sampled again at a different starting point location, different amplitudes
will be calculated for cosine (x) and sine ( jy) for the same frequencies. However, these different amplitudes
will still calculate to approximately the same magnitude at each frequency regardless of when one begins
sampling the time series.
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1
f
noise in terms of the power scaling exponent, (β ), then when referencing the relation of
1
power to frequency, the exponent on frequency (f ) is P = β . However, when referencing
f
the relationship of magnitude to frequency in terms of the β -value, the scaling exponent on
 
β
1
the frequency term ( f ) for magnitude is halved to yield
resulting in M = β (e.g.,
2
f2
[10]).
exponent on the frequency (f ) is somewhat ambiguous in the literature. If discussing

The inverse of frequency (f ), period (T ), may be used for the x-axis of a power spectra
graph. In this way, the x-axis shows the time interval rather than frequency. This can be
helpful for interpreting power spectra of time series data, as the time interval associated
with any region of the data or changes in slope are easily discerned and may be more
intuitive than frequency. The slope, β , of the power spectra distribution will change sign
when changing from a frequency axis to a period axis, usually from negative to positive,
though the absolute value of the slope will not change.
A power spectra graph is often fit with only one line and one slope (or scaling exponent
β for the power law fit) over all frequencies even though the results clearly appear to be
composed of more than one slope over all frequencies to describe different scaling regions
of the power spectrum and perhaps a different physical process for different time regimes
represented in the single time series. In one time series, there may be several different
power law scaling relationships at work, each existing over all frequencies but through
their interaction, dominant over a distinct range of frequencies in the generation of the time
series. Each scaling exponent may represent one separate physical process of what may
be collectively, the interaction of several physical processes involved in creating the whole
time series. Note that this concept is different from a time series with only one β -value
where a change point occurs at some point in time in the physical process that created that
time series transforming the entire time series from that point on into a new series with a
different scaling exponent and associated scaling behaviors such as a red noise time series
changing into a black noise time series [7, 30].
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3.4

Self-Affine Time Series
as Defined By the Scaling Exponent

Power law scaling of water level data is not directly observed in the time domain but only
in the power spectra of the frequency domain. While the time series of water level data
is considered self-affine, the aspect of the time series where scaling behavior is directly
observable is in the magnitude or power at each frequency present in the frequency domain
representation of the time series and not in the individual values of the time series in the
time domain. In discrete time series data, self-affinity is limited to the resolution (i.e., the
sampling frequency) at which the time series was sampled. At frequencies higher than the
Nyquist frequency, the time series is not measured and a different scaling exponent may
or may not exist at higher sampling resolutions if that data were available. At frequencies
1
lower than one divided by the length of the time series (i.e., ), the time series is not fit
N
with a scaling exponent as the FFT considers the time series as one period of an infinitely
long data set.
As such, the definition of self-affinity of differential scaling in x and y directions is
limited within the parameters of the original time series due to the fact that any stretching in
time may actually make the time series smoother due to the sampling resolution remaining
the same relative to the original length of the time series. Only by sampling at a higher
resolution, thus adding more frequencies, can the time series be rescaled in time according
to the definition of self-affine scaling behavior. This is further complicated by the fact that
in many multiscaling natural time series, distinct scaling behavior exists only over a certain
range of frequencies beyond which a new distinct scaling behavior emerges so that the usual
definition of self-affinity may not apply as new scaling behavior is revealed when rescaling
occurs upon resampling at a different sampling resolution. For example, if Great Lakes
water level data are sampled at a sampling resolution of 1 month intervals, much of the
high frequency scaling behavior occurring at higher resolutions of days to hours is lost and
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these different and distinct scaling regions are only revealed and observed by increasing the
sampling resolution. The scaling behavior of the Great Lakes at a sampling resolution of 1
month intervals does not extend to all higher frequencies. Generally, one should not assume
that the same scaling exponent extends to higher frequencies or extend the definition of
self-affinity beyond the frequencies calculated from the length of the measured time series.
For real time series data of natural systems, self-affine scaling behavior described through
the FFT should be described only within the frequencies determined by the sampling
resolution and length of the time series.

3.5

Time Series Power Law Scaling
Versus Power Law Scaling of Size/Frequency

Power law scaling processes that occur in terms of physical sizes of objects or frequency
of occurrences are distinct and separate from power law behavior observed in the scaling
processes of time series. The two are often referred to as having power law scaling but
represent two very different ideas of power law behavior even though spatial and time
scaling are often used interchangeably but incorrectly in the literature. In terms of physical
size or frequency of occurrences, a physical process or attribute of the process that created
the size/frequency distribution may be found to be a power law and the object under study
is then thought to have power law scaling. However, in the creation of a size/frequency
distribution, the sizes are ranked according to their frequency when the actual distribution
may be random. In other words, the order of the sizes does not matter and any initial
spatial arrangement of the same objects will also result in the same power law scaling of
size versus frequency of occurrence. Often in the literature, the exponent for size/frequency
power law scaling is referred to as the Alpha value (α) [31].
Contrast this to the scaling exponent β of a self-affine time series. To determine
the β -value of a time series, the time series is converted from the time domain to the
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frequency domain and then the exponent of the power spectrum (of the magnitudes or
amplitudes squared) is fit with a linear least squares fit trend line in log-log space. In
time series analysis, the order of the time series values matters absolutely and is critical in
the determination of the scaling exponent. One cannot shuffle the time series values around
because that will strip all correlations to adjacent values and the result will resemble a white
noise8 . The value of the scaling exponent β provides a measure of correlation (since the fast
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function is also the Power Spectrum [32, 10, 14]).
The frequencies themselves do not scale, though there are many more higher frequencies
than lower frequencies, only the magnitude or power associated with each frequency scales.
The frequencies calculated from a FFT are dependent upon the length of the time series
(period) and are usually calculated from some index value in the computer code as the


index
. As mentioned previously, the amplitudes at
index divided by the total N or
N
each frequency do not scale directly from the scaling exponent, only when the power is
calculated from the amplitudes and a power spectrum is plotted do we find power scaling
over the frequencies.
Not only does the β -value play a significant role in how the magnitudes or power
scales over each frequency in the time series, but the β -value also impacts the phase (and
when an event occurs) quite significantly at each frequency. In this sense, going back
to a systems analogy introduced in the first chapter, the β -value can actually describe
the physical process in the system that is creating the time series observed as the output
of scaling behavior of this physical process. This is especially true for time series with
multiscaling behavior and a changing β -value over different frequencies as the scaling
8

The very act of shuffling temporally correlated time series data is a randomization process which
permanently removes all temporal correlations. Unless the shuffled time series values resulted in the same
or nearly the same sequence in time which is highly unlikely, the result will introduce noise, especially over
the lower frequencies, reducing the value of the scaling exponent β . The order of values of the time series
in the time domain, upon conversion to the frequency domain using the FFT, determines the appropriate
amplitudes, and ultimately the alignment of the phase components, of the cosine and sine waves making
up that time series. If a time series is shuffled and then converted to cosine and sine waves using the FFT,
the amplitude and phase of each wave component at each frequency describe the shuffled time series and
will reflect the scaling behavior of the shuffled time series, not the original time series prior to shuffling.
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exponent yields insight of the physical processes involved over the range of frequencies
over which a particular β -value holds.

3.6

Frequencies and Time Series Length

Since the number of frequencies is based on the length of the data set, a data set divided in
half will have half as many frequencies as are contained in the whole data set. However,
in calculating frequencies, half the number of data points has the effect of losing the
lowest frequency and then every other frequency in between when compared to frequencies
calculated for the entire data set. The importance of this concept is that in dividing a
data set in half, not much information is lost when fitting a power spectra, as on average,
the frequencies that remain still span the same range of frequencies except for the lowest
frequency.
Generally, while longer data sets offer more frequencies with which to fit a power law
to determine the scaling exponent, the fit of half the number of points is nearly identical as
the whole. This can easily be seen in the following example. In a data set where the number
1
or 0.00097, the next lowest frequency is
of points N = 1024, the lowest frequency is
1024
2
512
or 0.0019, and the highest frequency is
or 0.5. If that same data set is cut in
1024
1024
1
half so that the number of points is N = 512, the lowest frequency is now
or 0.0019
512
2
which is the same as the second lowest frequency of the whole data set as
is the same
1024
1
256
as
. The highest frequency however is still
or 0.5 since the sampling resolution
512
512
is unchanged. Note that for any data set, the highest frequency is equivalent to twice the
sampling resolution as at f = 0.5, T = 2. The frequencies calculated when a data set is cut
in half then are evenly interspersed within the entire range of frequencies calculated for the
whole data set. In short, each frequency at each evenly indexed value of a data set is equal
to each frequency of a data set of half the length. Table 3.2 summarized this concept with
index values of a short data set.
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31
-

7

8

9

10

1
20
2
20
3
20
4
20
5
20
6
20
7
20
8
20
9
20
10
20

1
10
2
10
3
10
4
10
5
10
-

N = 20

Frequencies of Whole Data Set

N = 10

Frequencies of Half Data Set

6

5

4

3

2

1

index

5
10

-

4
10

-

3
10

-

2
10

-

1
10

-

and Half (N = 10) Data Sets

Matching Frequencies of Whole (N = 20)

Table 3.2: An example of how frequency changes with length of data. A data set of twice the length contains twice as many frequencies
and overlaps every other frequency as the shorter data set. Both data sets of N = 10 and N = 20 span nearly the entire range of frequencies
with the exception of the lowest frequency of the longer data set. A longer data set of twice the length provides more resolution of the
frequency components but does not change the sampling resolution. With the exception of the lowest frequency, since the same frequency
range is represented in both full and halved data sets, the power spectrum and scaling behavior remains nearly identical for both as long
as the process or processes of the system remain unchanged.

3.7

Change Points within Time Series

While increasing the length of the data set should yield a similar power spectrum, there
are cases in which the physical process has changed. However, variation in the amplitude
by itself, without altering the process responsible for generating the time series, will not
affect measurement of the scaling exponent. Generally, if a change point has occurred
somewhere in time but the data set spans the change point, the power spectrum will be either
an average of the spectra if the processes and amplitudes of the two processes are similar or
the spectra will take on the characteristics of the portion of the time series with the greater
amplitudes. In order to verify if a change point has occurred and if there is a significant
change in the physical process, the data set is split into parts causing the dominant processes
to emerge of each part that may have remained hidden if the data set was left whole. For
example, if a white noise (β = 0) is concatenated with a Brownian motion (β = 2), the
time series half with the dominant amplitudes will influence the power spectrum more.
However, once divided in half, the halves tell a different tale of two physical processes, one
a random noise and the other an integral process. A series of synthetic data sets are shown
in figures 3.5 through 3.10 to illustrate these concepts.
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(a) Normalized Synthetic Gaussian White Noise time series (left) and power spectrum (right). The scaling
exponent β is β = 0.01.

(b) Normalized Synthetic time series of Brownian Motion (left) and power spectrum (right). The scaling
exponent β is β = 2.00.

(c) Concatenating the time series of Figs. 3.5a and 3.5b together yields a synthetic time series with a definite
change in process halfway through the data set. Since the normalized Gaussian white noise experiences more
variation in amplitude at high frequencies, the dominant process in the power spectrum is the high frequency
white noise. Traces of the Brownian motion can be seen in the low frequencies but overall, the power
spectrum reveals a flat portion at high frequencies dominating the measurement of the scaling exponent.

Figure 3.5: A Change Point occurs when the process creating the time series changes
in time. In this example, a normalized white noise and normalized Brownian motion are
concatenated together to simulate two different and distinct processes that generate the time
series.
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(a) Synthetic Gaussian White Noise time series (left) and power spectrum (right). The white noise is a random
process. The scaling exponent β is β = 0.03.

(b) Synthetic time series of Brownian Motion (left) and power spectrum (right). Brownian motion is an
integral process. Without normalization, the integration effects have the expected increasing variance from
high to low frequencies. The scaling exponent β is β = 2.01.

(c) Concatenating the time series of Figs. 3.6a and 3.6b together yields a synthetic time series with a definite
change in process halfway through the data set. Since the normalized Gaussian white noise experiences very
small variations in amplitude compared to the non-normalized Brownian motion, the dominant process in the
power spectrum is the scaling behavior of the Brownian motion. The scaling exponent β is β = 1.95.

Figure 3.6: In this example, a white noise and Brownian motion are concatenated together
to simulate two different and distinct processes that generate the time series.
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(a) Normalized Synthetic β = 1.52 time series (left) and power spectrum (right).

(b) Normalized Synthetic β = 2.01 time series of Brownian Motion (left) and power spectrum (right).

(c) Concatenating the time series of Figs. 3.7a and 3.7b together yields a synthetic time series with a definite
but less apparent change in process halfway through the data set. Since the normalized β = 1.5 time series
experiences more variation in amplitude than the normalized β = 2 time series, the dominant process in the
power spectrum is the β = 1.5 time series with added noise from the normalized β = 2 time series lowering
the scaling exponent to β = 1.47.

Figure 3.7: The change point occurs halfway
through the data set changing from an slightly

less than integral process 34 integral to a full integral process. The end result is a power
spectrum adopting scaling exponent of the more dominant process.
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(a) Synthetic β = 1.51 time series (left) and power spectrum (right).

(b) Synthetic β = 2.01 time series of Brownian Motion (left) and power spectrum (right).

(c) Concatenating the time series of Figs. 3.8a and 3.8b together yields a synthetic time series with a definite
but less apparent change in process halfway through the data set. Since the synthetic β = 1.5 time series
experiences less variation in amplitude than the synthetic β = 2 time series, the dominant process in the
power spectrum is the β = 2 time series with added noise from the β = 1.5 time series lowering the scaling
exponent to β = 1.88.

Figure 3.8: The change point occurs halfway
through the data set changing from an slightly

less than integral process 43 integral to a full integral process. The end result is a power
spectrum adopting the scaling exponent of the more dominant process.
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Figure 3.9: A white noise of length N=4096 was generated using with a scaling exponent
of β = 0. To simulate short duration bursts in the signal (where the signal is amplified but
the scaling exponent does not change), the y-value of two 512 point sections of the white
noise were multiplied by 10 at the index of n = 1024 and again at the index of n = 3072. The
effect is two distinct white noise signals appearing in same time series, with two sections
with 10x larger amplitude bursts than the overall time series. The power spectrum reveals
that even with the amplified signal embedded within the time series, there is no effect on
the measurement of the scaling exponent β = 0.05. The white noise time series, upon
frequency integration (as described in Ch. 5 and 6), yields a Brownian motion time series.
Since the white noise contained 10x bursts, the integrated signal now contains a rescaled
Brownian motion time series, only with amplified sections larger than 10x due to the scaling
effect of integration process. Measurement of the scaling exponent in the power spectrum
yields β = 2.05 as expected even with variation in amplification within the signal. In other
words, if the process generating the time series remains the same, even if sections of the
signal are amplified within the signal, the dominant process will influence the calculation
of the scaling exponent. These data sets will be mixed in the following figure (Fig. 3.10) to
show how combinations of different processes with dominant amplitudes each affects the
measurement of the scaling exponent.
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(a) Brownian motion is interspersed with larger amplitude white noise. The power spectrum reveals a flat
portion at high frequencies dominating the measurement of the scaling exponent yielding β = 0.40.

(b) Brownian motion is interspersed with smaller amplitude white noise. The power spectrum is dominated
by the larger amplitude of the Brownian motion yielding β = 1.93.

(c) White Noise is interspersed with larger amplitude Brownian motion. The power spectrum is again
dominated by the larger amplitude of the Brownian motion yielding β = 1.86. The scaling exponent is
slightly less here than in Fig. 3.10b due to the fact there is less Brownian motion signal to dominate the signal
and the spectrum has started to whiten in the higher frequencies.

Figure 3.10: If the processes generating the time series behavior are mixed, such as
Brownian motion suddenly changing to a white noise and back, the larger amplitude
process dominates the power spectrum and scaling exponent. Each figure uses some
combination of the variable amplitude white noise or Brownian motion from Fig. 3.9.
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Chapter 4
Fourier Analysis
4.1

Water Level Data

To examine the temporal variations in scaling behavior, the processed time series data
for each station (see Table 2.1) is converted to the frequency domain using a complex
discrete fast Fourier transform (FFT) (Section 3.1). The complex number results of the
FFT associated with each frequency are converted from rectangular to polar notation
and graphed as a power spectrum on a log–log scale with period, in days, on the x-axis
and power on the y-axis. To quantify the power law scaling, a scaling exponent (β ) is
determined by fitting a power law function to a log-log plot of frequency ( f ) or period (T )
versus power in the frequency domain. If more than one slope is present, a series of power
law functions is fit within the power spectra, one to each distinct region of scaling observed
over a range of periods to obtain a slope representing a β -value for that period range. Water
level fluctuations over seasons and years are observed in time series graphs (e.g., Fig. 2.2)
which can be verified in the power spectra. All stations exhibit multiple regions of power
law scaling behavior, termed “Piecewise” in [33]. The Great Lakes water levels are found
to exhibit power spectra with multiple scaling behavior and are self-affine for each scaling
region (Figs. 4.1 through 4.9). A summary of the observed scaling exponents (β ) and
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corresponding time ranges of water levels of the Great Lakes stations in Lake Superior and
Lake Michigan are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 respectively [34].

4.2

Discussion of Fourier Analysis of Great Lakes Data

Once a physical process is found to exhibit power law scaling, the question as to the origin
of that power law scaling behavior is asked. For example, an annual cycle of high water
observed in late spring and low water in winter (Fig. 2.3) is seen in the power spectra as
a broad peak occurring at approximately 365 days. The power spectra graphs confirm that
the Great Lakes experience tides. A semidiurnal tidal cycle is seen on several power spectra
graphs from both Lake Michigan and Lake Superior at approximately 0.5 days or a cycle
of 12 hours and 25 minutes. The power spectra for all locations examined exhibit peaks at
the expected tidal (solar and lunar), seasonal, and annual periodicities (Fig. 4.10).
A study by the US Coast and Geodetic Survey showed that the spring tide, which
would be the largest tide caused by the inline additive effects of the tractive forces of the
sun and the moon, is less than 5 cm or 2 inches in height. In essence, the Great Lakes are
considered non-tidal because the slight sea level variations are insignificant when compared
to larger fluctuations caused by wind and barometric pressure. In terms of barometric
pressure, a change in barometric pressure of 2.5 cm (or 1 inch) of mercury is equal to
approximately a 34.5 cm (or 13.6 inches) change in water levels [35, 36]. Compared
to tidal changes, water levels in the Great Lakes fluctuate far more from a weather front
moving through causing barometric pressure changes and wind set-up, referred to as storm
surge, and seiche, or a standing wave oscillation occurring as the wind ceases or changes
direction [37]. This fact illustrates the sensitivity of the FFT and power spectra in that at
most of the Great Lakes stations, a semidiurnal peak attributed to tides is present in the
power spectra. Peaks observed in power spectra represent a physical process that occurs at
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(a) Time Series of Station # 9087096, Port Inland, MI.

(b) Power Spectrum of Station # 9087096, Port Inland, MI.

Figure 4.1: Lake Michigan Water Levels from 1970 - 2000; Port Inland, MI.
Station # 9087096; Sampling Interval - 4 hours (65293 data points)
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(a) Time Series of Station # 9087057, Milwaukee, WI.

(b) Power Spectrum of Station # 9087057, Milwaukee, WI.

Figure 4.2: Lake Michigan Water Levels from 1970 - 2000; Milwaukee, WI.
Station # 9087057; Sampling Interval - 4 hours (65043 data points)
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(a) Time Series of Station # 9087044, Calumet Harbor, MI.

(b) Power Spectrum of Station # 9087044, Calumet Harbor, MI.

Figure 4.3: Lake Michigan Water Levels from 1970 - 2000; Calumet Harbor, MI.
Station # 9087044; Sampling Interval - 4 hours (64826 data points)
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(a) Time Series of Station # 9087023, Ludington, MI.

(b) Power Spectrum of Station # 9087023, Ludington, MI.

Figure 4.4: Lake Michigan Water Levels from 1970 - 2000; Ludington, MI.
Station # 9087023; Sampling Interval - 4 hours (63837 data points)
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(a) Time Series of Station # 9075080, Mackinac City, MI.

(b) Power Spectrum of Station # 9075080, Mackinac City, MI.

Figure 4.5: Lake Michigan Water Levels from 1970 - 2000; Mackinac City, MI.
Station # 9075080; Sampling Interval - 4 hours (63249 data points)
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(a) Time Series of Station # 9099064, Duluth, MN.

(b) Power Spectrum of Station # 9099064, Duluth, MN.

Figure 4.6: Lake Superior Water Levels from 1970 - 2000; Duluth, MN.
Station # 9099064; Sampling Interval - 4 hours (64327 data points)
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(a) Time Series of Station # 9099018, Marquette C.G., MI.

(b) Power Spectrum of Station # 9099018, Marquette C.G., MI.

Figure 4.7: Lake Superior Water Levels from 1980 - 2000; Marquette C.G., MI.
Station # 9099018; Sampling Interval - 4 hours (46023 data points)
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(a) Time Series of Station # 9099004, Point Iroquois, MI.

(b) Power Spectrum of Station # 9099004, Point Iroquois, MI.

Figure 4.8: Lake Superior Water Levels from 1970 - 1998; Point Iroquois, MI.
Station # 9099004; Sampling Interval - 4 hours (63355 data points)
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(a) Time Series of Station # 9076070, S.W. Pier, MI.

(b) Power Spectrum of Station # 9076070, S.W. Pier, MI.

Figure 4.9: Lake Superior Water Levels from 1973 - 2000; S.W. Pier, MI.
Station # 9076070; Sampling Interval - 4 hours (59628 data points)
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Point Iroquois, MI

S.W. Pier, MI

9076070

Marquette C.G., MI

9099018

9099004

Station Name
Duluth, MN

Lake Superior
Station ID
9099064

01/01/1973 01:00 12/31/2000 23:00

01/01/1970 01:00 12/31/2000 23:00

01/01/1980 01:00 12/31/2000 23:00

Data Range
01/01/1970 01:00 12/31/2000 23:00

0.35 to 2.5
2.5 to 3.5
3.5 to 60
60 to End

0.35 to 2.5
2.5 to 50
50 to End

0.35 to 1.5
1.5 to 5
5 to 40
40 to End

Period (Days)
0.35 to 0.6
0.6 to 3.5
3.5 to 40
40 to End

1.022
2.2224
0.2133
2.6863

1.4327
0.3601
2.3983

-0.1443
1.509
0.4081
2.7088

Slope (β )
-3.5202
2.1789
0.1555
2.7366

Table 4.1: Summary of Period Range and corresponding slope or β -value of hourly water level data from stations located on Lake
Superior. Lake Superior exhibits three to four distinct scaling regions depending on the location of the water level station.
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Calumet Harbor, IL

Milwaukee, WI

Port Inland, MI

9087057

9087096

Ludington, MI

9087023

9087044

Station Name
Mackinaw City, MI

Lake Michigan
Station ID
9075080

01/01/1970 01:00 12/31/2000 23:00

01/01/1970 01:00 12/31/2000 23:00

01/01/1970 01:00 12/31/2000 23:00

01/01/1970 01:00 12/31/2000 23:00

Data Range
01/01/1970 01:00 12/31/2000 23:00

0.35 to 1
1 to 3
3 to 50
50 to End

0.35 to 1
1 to 6
6 to 40
40 to End

0.35 to 1
1 to 5
5 to 60
60 to End

0.35 to 1.5
1.5 to 3.5
3.5 to 50
50 to End

Period (Days)
0.35 to 1
1 to 3
3 to 30
30 to End

-0.2562
2.3231
-0.0451
3.0757

0.1873
1.7297
0.2878
2.1141

0.2541
1.8162
0.2819
2.6544

0.5966
2.6314
0.4548
2.5396

Slope (β )
0.1911
1.701
0.1137
2.5209

Table 4.2: Summary of Period Range and corresponding slope or β -value of hourly water level data from stations located on Lake
Michigan. All Lake Michigan water level stations that were measured exhibited four distinct scaling regions.

Figure 4.10: Power spectrum produced from a fast Fourier transform of water level data
from Lake Michigan at Mackinac, MI. Four separate period ranges can be seen with distinct
inflection points as shown by the power law fit corresponding to a change in scaling
behavior. This same multiple scaling pattern was observed at 8 of the 9 stations on the
Great Lakes. The one exception was a station located at the mouth of the St. Mary’s River.
A peak represents increased power or energy at that frequency. Note the peak at 0.5 days
representing a 12 hour 25 min. tidal cycle and another, although much smaller, peak at 1
day or the 24 hour tidal cycle. Additionally, a relatively broad peak can be seen spanning
365 days representing a yearly cycle.
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periodic intervals in the time series, often the source of which originates outside the system
embedded within the inputs to that system.

4.3

Dominant Processes in the
Great Lakes at Different Timescales

At all Great Lakes stations, four distinct regions of scaling can be fit with a power law
with inflection points (breaks in slope of power spectrum, denoted as k or gain values) at
approximately 1 day, 5 days, and 30 - 60 days. For time scales of less than one day, the
power-scaling exponent (β ) ranges from 0.1 to 0.5, indicating a random white noise. From
1 day to 5 - 7 days, β ranges from 1.5 to 2.6. On timescales between 5 days and 30 - 60
days, β ranges from 0.1 to 0.4. Beyond 30 - 60 days, all stations exhibit β between 1.6
and 2.7. Power spectra created from water level data of the Great Lakes show significant
changes in slope spanning different time regions for nearly all Great Lakes time series
which leads to fundamental questions about the underlying physical processes that created
those time series.
On average, each lake exhibits nearly the same scaling behavior overall but the
location of the water level station and lake has an effect on scaling behavior.

The

possible physical processes and underlying causes of corresponding changes in β -values
are considered at the yearly, monthly, and weekly timescales in water level data in
Figure 4.11 [34]. One may ask what causes the appearance of four dominant scaling
regions in the Great Lakes. While fitting a power law to each scaling region is the first
step to understanding the origin of multiple scaling behavior, insight into how these four
scaling regions are created can only be gained through an understanding of the origin and
mathematics of the scaling exponent which are addressed in Chapters 5 through 7.
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Period Range (Days)

Scaling Exponent Range

Effect

1−Range: 0.35 to 1

0.1 < β < 0.5

Surface Effects

2−Range: 1 to (3 − 6)

1.5 < β < 2.6

Local Volume Effects

3−Range: (3 − 6) to (30 − 60)

0.1 < β < 0.4

Global Volume Effects

4−Range: (30 − 60) to > 2000

1.6 < β < 2.7

Watershed Effects

Figure 4.11: A pictograph of the scaling behavior of the Great Lakes power spectrum and
possible explanations for the forcing processes of water levels of the Great Lakes (Lake
Michigan and Superior). Four distinct regions of scaling behavior (each with a distinct
β -value) are observed for nearly all water level time series of the Great Lakes based on
the power spectrum alone prior to implementation of further quantitative analysis of the
scaling exponent.
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4.3.1

Lake Michigan

The power spectra graphs for Lake Michigan (Figs. 4.1 through 4.5) exhibit multiscaling
behavior with four distinct scaling regions corresponding to changes in the nature of the
physical process over those frequencies (or periods). For each station, the first scaling
region began at 0.35 days and ended at approximately 1 day and showed β -values of β ≈ 0
consistent with white noise. The second scaling region for each station ranges from a period
of 1 to 3-6 days and in this region, all scaling exponents were considered nonstationary with
1.7 < β < 2.5. The third scaling region shown for each station ranges from 3-6 to 30-60
days in which all beta values in this region were close to a white noise or 0 < β < 0.3.
For all stations in the fourth scaling region, all β -values show nonstationary behavior with
1.6 < β < 3.0. Refer to Table 4.2 for a summary of Lake Michigan stations.

4.3.2

Lake Superior

The power spectra graphs for Lake Superior (Figs. 4.6 through 4.9) varied from Lake
Michigan in scaling behavior and range of frequency over which the scaling behavior holds.
The stations in Lake Michigan show little variation among power spectra while the stations
in Lake Superior show considerable variance among power spectra based on the physical
location of the data source. In the Western portion of Lake Superior, a station at Duluth,
MN was sampled. The first scaling region begins at 0.35 days and ends at 0.6 days with
a negative β -value of -3.5. The second scaling region with a β -value of 2.2 begins at 0.6
days and ends at 3.5 days. The third scaling region begins at 3.5 days and ends at 40 days
and is β ≈ 0 consistent with white noise similar to Lake Michigan. From 40 days to the
end of the graph the β -value is 2.7. Refer to Table 4.1 for a summary of Lake Superior
stations.
An anomaly to all Great Lakes stations occurs at Duluth, MN located on the western
end of Lake Superior in a protected anchorage which could be fit with power law with a
highly negative scaling exponent in the highest frequencies. Although the power spectrum
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of Duluth exhibits four separate period ranges with distinct scaling regions similar to Lake
Michigan stations, the scaling region in the high frequencies begins with 0.35 days and
ends at 0.6 days (14.4 hours) and contains the most negative scaling exponent of any station
examined. This characteristic, while it may be an anomaly caused by the periodicities in
the signal, may possibly be due to the location of the water level gauge on the western end
of the lake. Perhaps, Duluth at the far western end of Lake Superior is highly variable at the
highest frequencies because an input of water must result in a subsequent drop as the water
moves away from shore due to wind and outflow and is absorbed by the lake itself draining
“downstream” to the east. The short time span of this trend, 14.4 hours, is concurrent with
a process in which a change in water levels at these high frequencies is followed by an
immediate change in water levels to the opposite extreme but does not exist over a longer
time scales.
From the mid-section of the lake, a station at Marquette, MI was sampled. This station
showed similar results to the Duluth station. The first scaling region starts at 0.35 days and
ends at 1.5 days with a scaling exponent of β = 0.1. The second scaling region begins at
1.5 days and ends at 5 days. The β -value is β = 1.5 and nonstationary. The third scaling
region begins at 5 and ends at 40 days and shows a scaling exponent of β = 0.4. The last
scaling region starts at 40 days strongly persistent β -value of β = 2.7.
The station data for Marquette, MI which is located on a mid-section of Lake Superior
shows a pattern consistent with the Lake Michigan stations. The power spectra graph,
from a station located approximately at a midpoint between the western and eastern
coasts of Lake Superior is the only Lake Superior station to exhibit four separate period
ranges with distinct inflection points similar to Lake Michigan. The characteristic seems
to be consistent with the location in that the lengthwise west-east orientation of Lake
Superior and subsequent outflow pattern produces remarkable changes in the slopes at high
frequencies at the extreme ends of the lake. However, in the midpoint of Lake Superior, the
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station seems to portray a transition phase between negative and positive scaling exponents
with the scaling exponent β = 0.1 in the high frequency range of 0.35 to 1.5 days.
Two stations in the eastern portion of the Lake Superior, Point Iroquois and S.W. Pier,
were sampled. Three distinct scaling behaviors are observed in the eastern portion of the
lake at Point Iroquois. The first scaling region at Point Iroquois begins at 0.35 days to 2.5
days and β -value of 1.4. The next scaling region, beginning at 2.5 days and ending at 50
days has a β -value of 0.4. The third region of scaling behavior starts at 50 days and runs to
the lowest frequencies (longest periods) with a β -value of 2.4.
At station S.W. Pier, the highest frequency scaling region occurs over a period of 0.35
days to 2.5 days and show scaling behavior consistent with a nonstationary signal with a
β -value of 1.0. The slope of the first scaling region blends into the second region but the
two scaling regions are different enough that two scaling exponents are fit to the data. The
second scaling region extends from 2.5 days to 3.5 days with β = 2.2. The third region
begins at 3.5 days and ends at 60 days with β = 0.2. From 60 days to the longest period,
β = 2.7.
As one looks from west to east across Lake Superior, the scaling behavior of the
highest frequency region not only changes slope from negative to positive, the region also
extends to longer periods or lower frequencies. Prevailing westerly winds within the Great
Lakes system may have a greater impact on water levels in Lake Superior because of the
west-east orientation and outflow controls when compared to the North-South orientation
of Lake Michigan. Prevailing westerly winds in Lake Michigan may cause buildup of
water on the eastern shore which may be counteracted by the flow causing the general
water movement to the northeast and out through the Straits of Mackinac, which have no
controls other than bathymetry of the strait. However, in Lake Superior, prevailing westerly
winds may have an additive effect on the normal west to east flow of the lake due to the
longer fetch resulting from the west-east orientation of the lake. The outflow controls at
the eastern end of Lake Superior cause buildup of water as the water is accumulating from
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an increased flow due to winds and outflow through the St. Mary’s River. The outflow of
Lake Superior via the St. Mary’s River has been completely under human control since
1921. The flow is controlled by three hydropower plants, five navigation locks, and a
16-gate control structure known as the Compensating Works all located at the head of the
St. Mary’s River.
From examination of the power spectrum, the flow control and resulting buildup of
water (through integration of the flow) may produce the positive scaling exponent behavior
seen at 0.35 to 2.5 days at both stations, Pt. Iroquois, MI and S.W Pier, MI located on
eastern end Lake Superior. A loss of high frequency behavior of less than one day is
observed at a point on Lake Superior where all of the water drains into the lower Great
Lakes, which is indicative of the integrative behavior of the flow in the area determining
the measured water levels. The high frequency behavior seen at the remaining Great Lake
stations of white noise or scaling exponents of β ≈ 0 illustrate this point. In essence,
the high flow through this area and the fact that the entire lake drains through this river
decreases the occurrence of the high frequency white noise seen at other locations in the
Great Lakes as the high frequencies are attenuated when flow is integrated. This pattern
appears at no other stations examined thus far on the Great Lakes.

4.3.3

Overview of Great Lakes Physical Processes

One further question remains, however, regarding the β -values observed in water level data
at long periods. The reason why a scaling exponent greater than β = 2 (black noise) and
not some other stationary value with β < 1 is observed for the lower frequencies in the
Great Lakes time series needs to be addressed. Ideally, in terms of stationary water levels,
one may think that at the lowest frequencies the power spectra should be defined by a
scaling exponent that is stationary (β < 1) since the Great Lakes are well established and
not expected to disappear or flood North America any time soon. However, with β = 2.5,
the power spectra suggests that the water levels are highly nonstationary and essentially
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unbounded for the 30 years of hourly data that was observed. A conclusion could be drawn
that the time series observed was not long enough to ultimately find the value of the time
series upon which the Great Lakes are considered stationary, i.e., remaining within a certain
range over a given number of years greater than 30.1
However, caution is advised in inferring that a time series is stationary or nonstationary
from the scaling exponent alone. Upon consideration of the concept of stationarity of a
time series within the context of the scaling behavior of the system, one realizes that any
stationarity of a time series generated as the output of a system is also dependent upon the
inputs into that system2 . Consider a simple system such as a basin acting as an integrator
with a scaling exponent of β = 2 for all frequencies. This system will integrate all inputs (or
flow into and out of a basin) into the system and generate as an output, a scaled and shifted
time series equivalent to a Brownian motion. Even though the system is an integrator, the
possibility exists that the inputs into the system are constrained so that the flow into the
system never overflows the basin. As such, stationarity is not dictated only by the scaling
exponent and the perimeter of the basin, but also by the change in water levels due to
minimal flow or input into the system. When the inputs are a white noise, the basin acts
as an integrator and the scaling exponent measured from the output time series is β = 2
suggesting nonstationarity yet the basin may be completely stationary because the inputs
into the system are small and balanced compared to the confines of the basin. The concept
of stationarity benefits from an alternative perspective from which stationarity is redefined
according to the scaling exponent of the system and the inputs into that system with time
and not from the measured scaling exponent of the output time series alone.
1

2

If the scaling behavior of the Great Lakes is compared with the scaling behavior of the oceans, stationarity
in oceans with β < 1 at low frequencies appears largely due to the bounding of the time series within the
tidal variation, in essence forcing stationarity, as the water levels in the oceans cannot go much higher
or lower than the tidal variation except perhaps in the case of storm surge, winds, or barometric pressure
changes.
Additional discussion on the origins of stationary behavior as the output of stochastic systems may be found
in Ch. 8.7 and App. D.5.
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As a further example, consider the case of the running sum of a coin flip. (Refer
to Appendix D for a full discussion of the running sum of a coin flip.) The fact that a
system is an integrator and yields of scaling exponent of β = 2 is somewhat independent
of the concept of stationarity. In fact, the scaling exponent as shall be seen in subsequent
chapters is indicative of the process of the system only, here when β = 2, of integration. If
the inputs into the system, that is, the data that is to be integrated is equally balanced (in
sign or positive and negative values relative to some mean) as either a complex stochastic
Gaussian distribution or a simple cosine wave, one sees that upon integration, the output
overall is relatively stationary. The scaling exponent is an indication of the physical
process of integration and will be measured as a scaling exponent of β = 2 whether the
input is white noise or a cosine wave. If the input into a system that consists only of an
integration process is a simple cosine wave, the output signal is an amplified and shifted
cosine wave, or in fact, a sine wave which is completely stationary. Thus, the definitions
usually offered of stationarity are a case more of the inputs into the time series and not
the process itself. Likewise, if the inputs into the system were always positive, then the
integration process would produce a random walk that may be considered nonstationary
yet, the scaling exponent would still be β = 2. One important difference when speaking of
stationarity appears to be the approach or perspective from which the concept is defined. In
describing the stationarity of the output signal, the mean may change with time of a signal
that was generated through the integration of white noise. However, based on the mean
and variance of the white noise signal that was integrated by the system, the time series
will remain bounded within an envelope so that ultimately, the signal can be expected to
maintain a certain degree of stationarity that is derived from the input signal and not just a
property of the output signal of the integration system.
Overall, scaling behavior in power spectra offers insight into physical processes not
gained through linear statistical methods. Analysis of physical processes using nonlinear
methods allows one to better determine what the natural state of the environment is and
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if the natural state is fluctuating randomly (β = 0) or has some underlying order (β > 0).
The Great Lakes hydrologic cycle is responsible for the water levels in the Great Lakes yet
quantifying the scaling exponent is only the first step in determining the physical processes
that are dominant over certain scaling regimes. What is responsible for the different values
of β observed over a distinct range of timescales in water level data and why does a break
in slope occur precisely at a particular frequency?
Insight on these questions might be gained from other studies which have noticed
similar effects. For example, in thinking about why several different water level locations
exhibit a similar pattern in the power spectra, a previous atmospheric study found
“long-range persistence with roughly the same exponent α [analogous to β ] for different
weather stations in different climatic zones and in different time regimes (self similarity
from weeks to decades of years)” suggesting “that atmospheric variability is governed by
rather fundamental mechanisms, leading to temperature fluctuations similar in different
places and on different time scales” [38]. Likewise, water level variability may be governed
by fundamental mechanisms responsible for the similar changes in slope observed across
water level or tide gauge stations from various locations over comparable time regimes.
Then the question becomes, does the scaling exponent β provide any clues as to the
fundamental mechanisms responsible for the scaling behavior and overall time series of
water levels?3 The answer is yes but before a discussion can occur on the results of Bode
analysis as related to the Great Lakes, a more in-depth discussion on the mathematics of
the scaling exponent must occur for only through these mathematics and understanding
how the scaling behavior applies to all frequencies, can one begin to address the physical
mechanisms behind the scaling exponents.
3

Furthermore, why are several different locations of water level stations remarkably similar in the pattern
seen in the power spectra graph and can be categorized as ocean locations or Great Lakes solely based on
the number of distinct scaling exponent period regimes (three time regimes for ocean locations, four for
the Great Lakes) [34, 39, 40]? In answering these questions, the fundamental mechanisms responsible for
changes in water levels may be revealed.
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4.4

Testing for Consistency of Scaling Behavior

FFT analysis may be used to determine if scaling behavior of a system has changed over
time due to a change in the physical processes that are responsible for that scaling behavior.
If the nature or type of the physical processes has changed in time, then the scaling exponent
that represents the underlying physical processes will also have changed in time. A test to
determine whether the observed scaling behaviors are representative of the true4 scaling
behavior of the natural system for the entire time interval analyzed is to split the data into
shorter time intervals and to observe whether the same scaling relationships are observed
in each subinterval. Changes in scaling behavior with time may indicate a change to the
physical processes5 creating the time series, a change in the scaling behavior of the input
into the system with no change in physical process6 , or potentially a significant change
in the both the physical processes governing the system and the inputs into that system
occurring as a result of a catastrophic event such as a tectonic shift or earthquake near a
river or lake. The location in time of such a definitive change in scaling behavior in the
time series is referred to as a change point and was documented for the Nile River [7, 30].
See Appendix E for a short discussion of the Nile River.
Comparing the scaling behavior of power spectra over time of the same data set is a
useful tool for determining if and how a system may be changing the internal dynamics
of how the system handles inputs. If a change point is observed within a system, an
investigation of the source of that change point may be determined from an evaluation
of any significant alterations that occurred in the system or the inputs into that system near
4

5

6

True scaling behavior as opposed to scaling behavior measured due to artifacts in the data or introduced as
a result of the method used to measure scaling behavior which are not representative of the system under
investigation.
For example, if the scaling exponent of a basin changes from β = 2 to something less such as β = 1.7 at a
specific point in time, the nature of the physical process may change but the type of process may not have.
A system such as a basin may still integrate, just not as efficiently leading to less than full integration.
For example, the measured water level (as output) of a small basin as an integration system may exhibit
changes in scaling behavior through time entirely due to changes in the inputs of the system if the inputs into
the system are not Gaussian, since the system is small, and the scaling behavior of the inputs themselves
fluctuate perhaps with seasonal effects of water availability.
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the time of the change point. If instead, the change in scaling exponent is found to be more
gradual and not an abrupt change, then the system itself may be evolving to a more steady
state of equilibrium for that system (such as increasing or decreasing the gain to achieve
stability within the system).
The power spectrum of a time series can be expected to remain relatively the same
(as long as the processes in the system have not changed) for time series of a range of
different lengths as long as the sampling resolution remains the same. For example, if 5
years of data are analyzed and a power spectrum is created, the FFT is a representation
of the amplitude at each frequency. Those same frequencies are present in a time series
that is longer (with the same sampling resolution) such as a 10 year or a 15 year data
set. The main difference is that the longer data set will allow more repetition of the high
frequencies (i.e., repeating periods) within the data so that a more accurate amplitude of
each frequency may be calculated from the data. Differences observed when the same time
series is analyzed for 5 years, 10 years, 15 years, 20 years, 25 years, and 30 years of data
from a water level station at Milwaukee are shown in Fig. 4.12. The differences between
power spectra are due to a variety of causes. As the length of the time series increases,
the amplitudes calculated may be more accurate (if the system has not changed) for each
frequency as there are more points, in effect yielding a greater sample size, from which the
amplitudes (cosine and sine) at a certain frequency may be calculated. Also, as the length
of the time series increases, there may be differences within the power spectra due to small
but real variations at certain frequencies within the input signal over time. Overall, each
power spectrum of the water levels at Milwaukee exhibits 4 distinct scaling regions which
are found regardless of the length of the data set. As the length of the data set increases
however, the amplitude calculations for lower frequencies are more robust due to the fact
that more points are used to determine the amplitude at a specific frequency. Thus, a longer
data set with a greater number of frequencies increases the confidence of the results.
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Figure 4.12: The length of the data set does not affect the power spectrum in the high frequencies as much as the low frequencies.
For the most part, all power spectrum (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 years for water levels of Lake Michigan at Milwaukee beginning in
1970-2000) yield the same scaling regions, similar scaling exponents and locations of breaks in slope. The small variations observed
between power spectra may be natural variations in time of the inputs into the system or the expected variations of the calculations
which are including more data into the calculations as time increases. One other interesting observation is that since the power spectra
are nearly identical regardless of length (as long as a long enough time series was sampled initially), the power spectra of a shorter time
series (e.g., 10 years) may be indicative of behavior (and modeling) of the power spectra of a longer time series (e.g., 20 years).

The record at Milwaukee was selected for a detailed analysis because the data is a
continuous 30 year data set from 1970–2000 with relatively few data gaps greater than 4
hours. The time series was subdivided into two 15 year increments (Figs. 4.13 and 4.14b)
and also in three 10 year increments for comparison (Figs. 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17). When the
data from Milwaukee is divided in half, the power spectrum largely remains unchanged
from the original whole data set suggesting the process creating that data set has not
changed. The lack of change observed in the power spectrum is in large part due to the
mathematics of how the frequencies are calculated. Even though the processes within the
physical system have remained unchanged through time, slight differences may still be
expected when comparing decades or 15 year increments due to expected variations within
the stochastic inputs into the system and may be reflected within the scaling exponent.
In calculating the amplitudes of the cosine and sine components, the same frequencies
present in both the whole data set and in each half of the data will not generate the same
amplitudes for the cosine and sine components at a certain frequency as the amplitudes are
highly dependent on the starting location of the data set. However, once the magnitude
is calculated, the amplitudes are normalized and the same frequencies should exhibit
approximately the same magnitudes at each frequency for both the halved and whole data
sets as long as the physical processes of each half compared to the whole data set did not
change. Likewise, the power should also be generally the same for each frequency as long
as the process that created the time series holds for each half of the entire time series.
Therefore, even though the starting location of the data is different, each power spectrum
for half the data set or a third of the data set should be very close to the original whole data
set. The power spectra from Milwaukee are an example of this property.
Milwaukee exhibits the same scaling patterns in the power spectra of the entire data
set of 30 years when compared to the power spectra of each half of 15 years and for each
decade with only slight variations due to stochastic noise fluctuations in the inputs of the
system. Each of the power spectra also exhibits the same periodicities for the divided
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(a) 15 Years of Water Level Data from 1970-1985 from Station # 9087057, Milwaukee, WI., Lake Michigan.
A small gap in the data does exist mid-1971.

(b) Power Spectrum of 15 Years of Water Level Data 1970-1985 from Station # 9087057, Milwaukee, WI.
The first half of the data set is consistent with the latter half found in Fig. 4.14b.

Figure 4.13: Lake Michigan Water Levels from 1970 - 1985; Milwaukee, WI.
Station # 9087057; Sampling Interval - 4 hours
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(a) 15 Years of Water Level Data from 1985-2000 from Station # 9087057, Milwaukee, WI., Lake Michigan.

(b) Power Spectrum of 15 Years of Water Level Data (1985-2000) from Station # 9087057, Milwaukee, WI.
The second half of the data set is consistent with the first half found in Fig. 4.13b. Small variations in power
spectra and scaling exponents are expected due to stochastic nature of the data set.

Figure 4.14: Lake Michigan Water Levels from 1985-2000; Milwaukee, WI.
Station # 9087057; Sampling Interval - 4 hours
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(a) 10 Years of Water Level Data from 1970-1980 from Station # 9087057, Milwaukee, WI., Lake Michigan.

(b) Power Spectrum of 10 Years of Water Level Data (1970-1980) from Station # 9087057, Milwaukee, WI.
The first third of the data set is consistent with each subsequent third found in Figs. 4.16b and 4.17b. Small
variations in power spectra and scaling exponents once again are expected due to stochastic nature of the data
set.

Figure 4.15: Lake Michigan Water Levels from 1970-1980; Milwaukee, WI.
Station # 9087057; Sampling Interval - 4 hours
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(a) 10 Years of Water Level Data from 1980-1990 from Station # 9087057, Milwaukee, WI., Lake Michigan.

(b) Power Spectrum of 10 Years of Water Level Data (1980-1990) from Station # 9087057, Milwaukee,
WI. The second third of the data set is consistent with each preceding and subsequent third found in
Figs. 4.15b and 4.17b.

Figure 4.16: Lake Michigan Water Levels from 1980-1990; Milwaukee, WI.
Station # 9087057; Sampling Interval - 4 hours
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(a) 10 Years of Water Level Data from 1990-2000 from Station # 9087057, Milwaukee, WI., Lake Michigan.

(b) Power Spectrum of 10 Years of Water Level Data (1990-2000) from Station # 9087057, Milwaukee, WI.
The last third of the data set is consistent with each preceding third found in Figs. 4.15b and 4.16b.

Figure 4.17: Lake Michigan Water Levels from 1990-2000; Milwaukee, WI.
Station # 9087057; Sampling Interval - 4 hours
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signals as the entire signal. The power scaling exponents for each scaling region of the
whole are comparable to the scaling exponents for each scaling region of each divided
signal data set. From the evaluation of these power spectra over the 30 years analyzed,
a conclusion may be drawn that the underlying dynamics of the Great Lakes system at
Milwaukee is unchanged from 1970 through 2000. As Milwaukee is a representative of the
Great Lakes, this suggests that changes observed in water level behavior of the Great Lakes
over the period of study are due to changes within the inputs to the Great Lakes system as
a reflection of how the constant system is filtering the inputs.7
In reference to water levels, a basin such as the Great Lakes or another lake may
have consistent scaling behavior through time as long as the system (i.e., how the Great
Lakes handles the sum of all inputs) or characteristics of the basin are not changed. If a
significant alteration of the way in which the basin or system processes the same inputs
into that system occurs, then the scaling behavior can be expected to change as a result.
The modification of the system must be significant for a change in scaling behavior to
occur and should be representative of some physical process that causes the mathematical
equivalent of a convolution or a change in the integration behavior of the system. The
scaling exponent can be used as an indicator of change in the system and may be useful in
strategies involving the modification of natural systems. However, modification of a natural
system to alter scaling behavior such as modifying the scaling behavior of a lake is not a
simple matter. While diverting water or increasing the outflow may be significant and alter
the water levels in the lake, the scaling exponent as a description of how the system handles
inputs remains unchanged, only the inputs have changed.
7

This conclusion is based on the presupposition that the time series is a measured output of a system and the
scaling exponents of the power spectrum are a representation of the transfer function equations for how the
system filters any inputs into that system to create that measured output. Therefore, variation observed in
the output signal is due to the variation of the input signal and not from variation of the system which as a
physical process, is constant. For example, in a simple integrator system, there is much variation observed
in the output signal, the source of which is the variation of the input signal which is integrated to produce
the output. The system is always acting as an integrator and does not change to produce variation in the
output signal, the source of the variation is the variation of the input signal and how the system filters the
inputs according to the transfer function equations which are explained in more detail in Ch. 5.
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For example, as a thought exercise, consider the case of a very simple system in which
one source of input, for example, the flow of a river, is integrated into a basin forming a lake.
Now, for this example only, consider that the flow is perfectly integrated and measured as
the output in the water level of the lake. There are no diversions or flow out of this fictitious
lake. In this system, there may be constant or variable flow but either way, the flow is
perfectly integrated so that the system has the known integration β -value of β = 2. The
measured output as a time series indicates a water level increasing in time as the flow over
a particular time interval is summed into the whole body of water. The water levels in the
basin are continuously increasing and unless the basin is capable of expanding, eventually
the flow integrated over a long enough time will overflow the banks of the lake.
Now, as a continuation of this thought experiment, a diversion of water is introduced
in order to prevent the overflow of the lake basin. The diversion represents a change in
the behavior of the amount of water levels ultimately in the lake but does not represent a
change in the fact that a basin will integrate everything that falls within. The goal of the
diversion is not to drain the lake or basin but to maintain a specific range of acceptable water
levels. As a result, there are two threshold levels of both high and low water levels that
constitute the range of acceptable water levels to maintain in the system: a maximum water
level to prevent flooding and overflow of the banks and a minimal level of water within
the lake to prevent the lake from becoming too shallow or drying up from the diversion
and evaporation. The diversion in this example will not alter the scaling exponent or the
physical process of the system responsible for the water level and how the system integrates
the inputs into that system since the diversion just reduces the amount of water integrated
by the system but does not alter the fact that the basin is integrating. A significant diversion
that drains more water than is input in flow will reduce the total amount of water in the
basin following a downward trend but the basin will still act as an integrator in reverse
(or, as a differentiator). In one sense, the diversion becomes a natural oscillation, as an
alternating current, where as the water levels increase due to increased flow in, the flow out
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increases and as the water levels drop due to less flow in, the flow out decreases always
maintaining a relatively consistent level of water within the basin. Modification of scaling
behavior of natural systems is best understood from the perspective of the underlying
mathematics describing these processes. Further discussion of these concepts may be found
in Chapters 6 through 8 and App. A.
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Chapter 5
Control Theory and Convolution
in the Laplace Frequency Domain
5.1

Scaling Behavior and the
Linear Systems Approach of Control Theory

A time series which exhibits nonlinear scaling, such as power law scaling observed in
the Great Lakes water levels, may be considered within the context of control theory.
In traditional control theory, inputs and outputs of a system are related by one or more
differential equations. From the power spectrum of a time series, a transfer function may
be obtained that relates the inputs to the outputs and thereby provides a mathematical
description of the process or processes controlling the system. Though the Great Lakes may
be described as being a nonlinear system due to the power law scaling exponent β and the
stochastic and seemingly unpredictable nature of the data set, a linear systems approach of
control theory may be used. By shifting perspective regarding the nature of stochastic time
series behavior, a linear system approach is reasonable to describe scaling behavior within
a time series and provides all of the information needed to derive the frequency response
of a system which is useful to potentially discover the process or processes responsible
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for the generation of a time series. In the natural world, one may make the case that a
natural stochastic time series, the effects of a scaling exponent on the behavior of that time
series1 , and the meaning behind the scaling exponent β is more fully understood through
the context of the mathematics of the convolution, which is the mathematical foundation
upon which the linear systems approach of control theory is built [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46].
In a linear systems approach, an input signal is transformed into an output signal by
filtering the input through an impulse response filter (Fig. 5.1). The output represents how
the impulse response filter (the system) will scale (in magnitude) and shift (in phase) any
input into the system at every frequency. This scaling and shifting of the input to output
represents a convolution of the input signal with the system in the time domain. In the
frequency domain, the impulse response filter may be represented as a transfer function and
may also be referred to as the Frequency Response Model (or FRM). In natural systems,
usually only the measured output of the system is known, such as a time series of water
levels, while the transfer function of the system is unknown and considered a black box.
For large natural systems, the inputs into the system may be assumed to be a white noise
or a stochastic Gaussian process, based on the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), combined
with any periodicities that originate outside the system allowing for the transfer function
or impulse response of the system to be derived directly from the scaling behavior of the
power spectrum of the output signal2 [41, 32, 42, 43, 14, 46].
The transfer function of the system, derived from the scaling exponent(s) β of the
power spectrum at each frequency or frequency range, fully describes all scaling and phase
1

2

The scaling exponent under investigation is the scaling exponent that describes the underlying physical
process responsible for generation of the time series, not the scaling exponent that describes the time series
itself. The scaling exponent which describes the time series does not always reflect how that time series was
generated. Additionally, the process or processes by which the time series was generated will determine the
scaling behavior of the time series. Further discussion of the need for the distinction between the scaling
exponent(s) describing the time series and the scaling exponent(s) describing the process by which that
time series is generated is found in Sec. 5.13, after the mathematics of the convolution are introduced.
In order for the transfer function of the system to be derived directly from the scaling behavior of the
measured time series output signal, the input must be Gaussian white noise (with or without added
periodicities). If the input is not Gaussian white noise, the transfer function cannot be derived directly
from the scaling exponent(s) of the output time series. Refer to the discussion in Sec. 5.13.
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shifting behavior at each frequency for any input that enters the system. The scaling
exponent β of the transfer function is more than just a scaling factor which describes scaling
of the input signal as attenuation or amplification of a magnitude at each frequency. The
scaling exponent β also describes shifting of the input signal in phase in the frequency
domain which translates to a time delay in the time domain, where the extent of the
time delay3 is dependent upon both the scaling exponent β and frequency. The power
spectrum of a stochastic time series may exhibit one value of the scaling exponent β for all
frequencies or multiple values of the scaling exponent β over distinct ranges of frequencies,
all of which may be encapsulated in a transfer function. Thus, the scaling exponent β of
the power spectrum of any stochastic time series is not just a measure of noise in data, but
actually a measure of the frequency response of the system that generated the time series
from which transfer functions may be developed.
With the impulse response of the system, one can calculate the output signal for
any possible input signal. In one sense, everything is known about the mathematical
properties of the system through the Frequency Response Model which represents the
complex internal dynamics of the natural system. The physical processes of the natural
system filters the inputs into that system by scaling and shifting each frequency in the
frequency domain to yield all of the changes seen in the measured output time series in
the time domain. In the natural world, many physical interactions that take place are in
terms of frequency, magnitude, and phase, not time4 . The question then becomes, how
exactly is the scaling exponent incorporated into the mathematics of the convolution? In
order to demonstrate the inclusion of the scaling exponent into the impulse response filter
and how the value of the scaling exponent will scale and shift an input time series to
3
4

The time delay relative to the scaling exponent β and frequency is fully discussed in Ch. 8.
In short, many environmental time series can be viewed as the interaction of waves across all frequencies
(i.e., the input time series combined with physical processes at different amplitudes, phases, and
frequencies, collectively known as the system, are responsible for generation of the output time series).
This framework, approached from the perspective of the frequency domain, of viewing the interaction
of inputs into the system, as time series themselves, and physical systems, dominant across some or all
frequencies, is useful to describe time series behavior observed as outputs of a system.
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yield the behavior of that scaling exponent in the output time series, some background
and terminology of the convolution must be introduced.

5.2

Convolution in the Time and Frequency Domain

In Eq. (3.1), a time series was defined in general terms as x [n]. In a convolution, the
input signal or time series in the time domain is also usually represented in standard digital
signal processing (DSP) notation as x [n] (i.e., a lowercase letter with brackets enclosing the
index value n) [47]. The corresponding transform of the input in the complex frequency
domain, a result of a fast Fourier transform of the input signal, is represented as X[k]
(i.e., an uppercase letter with the index value k for the complex frequency) which includes
both cosine and sine components in rectangular notation or magnitude and phase in polar
notation of each complex positive and negative frequency.
The entire impulse response of the system (also referred to as the convolution kernel)
can collectively be represented as h[n] in the time domain5 and as H[k] in the frequency
domain. The time series of the output signal is represented as y[n] in the time domain
and Y [k] in the frequency domain. In any linear system, the time series for the output
signal y[n] is equal to the input signal x[n] convolved with the impulse response h[n] of the
system [13, 14]. Therefore, a convolution in the time domain is:

x [n] ∗ h [n] = y [n]

(5.1)

where the star (∗) denotes convolution. Convolution in the time domain is equivalent to
multiplication in the frequency domain [48, 12, 14]. Therefore, convolution can be written
5

The impulse response filter is also defined in the literature as the output created by using a delta function
as input into a system. A delta function can be defined as a filter in which there is no change from input to
output, (i.e, when the scaling exponent of h[n], as the system, is equivalent to β = 0 ).
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Figure 5.1: The Question is: What is inside the black box? Physical Processes and internal dynamics determine what is observed in
the measured output. What exactly are these processes and dynamics in the black box that cause this output? In other words, given an
unknown input, is the output predicatable? Assuming random input, through Bode analysis and the application of the scaling exponent
to the Laplace transform, a transfer function will be derived that quantifies and describes the fundamental behavior of the natural system
under investigation, the Great Lakes.

in the frequency domain in rectangular notation as:

X [k] • H [k] = Y [k]

(5.2)

where the dot (•) indicates multiplication.
Computationally, the algorithm for performing a convolution in the frequency domain
(simple multiplication) is more efficient yielding identical results to convolution in the time
domain and also readily enables other operations such as integration, differentiation, and
deconvolution. When the convolution (Eq. (5.2)) is rewritten in polar notation, separating
the magnitude and phase components of each term, the magnitudes are multiplied:

MX [ω] • MH [ω] = MY [ω]

(5.3)

θX [ω] + θH [ω] = θY [ω]

(5.4)

and the phases are added:

These properties, of multiplying magnitudes and adding phases are the source of the scaling
and shifting that occurs when an input signal is convolved with an impulse response
filter (or transfer function representing the magnitude and phase) to yield a scaled and
shifted output signal.

The polar representation of the convolutions provides a more

intuitively obvious approach to the operations occurring during the convolution. However,
the mathematics of a convolution is generally computationally less prone to error when
performed in rectangular notation.
A convolution in rectangular notation is more complex. Magnitude and phase may be
converted from polar to rectangular notation using the following equations. The real (x)
cosine component of the complex number is found for each frequency with:

x = M cos (θ )
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(5.5)

and the imaginary (y) sine component of the complex number (the imaginary term ( j) is
implied) is found for each frequency with:

y = M sin (θ )

(5.6)

Often, the rectangular form is already given in the results of the FFT. However, if the
power spectrum is used to determine the transfer function of the impulse response filter,
the transfer function is given in polar notation and must first be converted to rectangular
notation for use in a convolution.

5.3

Deconvolution in the Time and Frequency Domain

Deconvolution in the time domain is equivalent to division in the frequency domain. If
one knows the output, and can fit the spectrum with a transfer function assuming white
noise input, then through deconvolution of the output time series with the transfer function
of the system, one can arrive at a time series which reflects the actual white noise input
(including range and distribution) including any periodicities within the input. Periodicities
are found in addition to random white noise since the scaling exponents and transfer
function equations usually do not include information on peaks with the exception of
periodic behavior induced by resonance. In this way, one may arrive at a novel way of
finding properties of the periodicities in the input signal which may not always be apparent
in the measured output due to scaling and shifting.
The equation for a deconvolution can also be used to find the transfer function directly
if both the output Y [k] and input X[k] are known. The transfer function H[k] is defined as
the output divided by the input:

H [k] = Y [k] ÷ X [k]
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(5.7)

In deconvolution, in polar notation, the magnitudes are divided:

MH [ω] = MY [ω] ÷ MX [ω]

(5.8)

θH [ω] = θY [ω] − θX [ω]

(5.9)

and the phases are subtracted:

5.4

Magnitude and Phase in Terms of Properties of the
FFT: Homogeneity, Additivity, and Shift Invariance

Convolution in the time domain manifests as scaling behavior in the frequency domain in
magnitude and power of polar notation. Though, the power-frequency scaling behavior
that exists in a time series is not always obvious and the transfer functions for how a
system processes inputs to generate that time series as output cannot be derived directly
in the time domain, the scaling behavior in the frequency domain directly describes the
process of convolution that occurs in the time domain. The convolution in the time
domain is summarized in the transfer functions of the frequency domain as these functions
describe how the system scales, in magnitude or power, and shifts, in phase, each frequency
that enters into the system to generate the measured time series output. By converting
from the time domain to the frequency domain using the FFT, development of transfer
functions quantifying the underlying processes responsible for time series generation
becomes possible allowing for a more thorough understanding of the time domain. The
FFT is a linear equation, possessing the traits of homogeneity and additivity, which permit
the observations of the signal in the frequency domain, such as scaling behavior, to be
transformed back to the time domain with a similar meaning and implications.
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Homogeneity is important in that any scaling observed in the time domain translates to
scaling by the same amount in the frequency domain. For example, a change in amplitude
in the time domain x[n] will produce an equivalent change in cosine and sine amplitudes in
the frequency domain X[k] [12, 13, 14]. Homogeneity is also the reason why power law
scaling behavior observed in the frequency domain can be directly related to the scaling
behavior in the time domain and also why a time series may be described as self-affine from
scaling observations in the frequency domain. A change in scaling due to the multiplication
of magnitudes in the frequency domain from a convolution can then be translated back to
the time domain through the IFFT as an equivalent change in scaling behavior in the time
series.
Additivity is the FFT property in which addition in the time domain is also addition in
the frequency domain. However, in the frequency domain all addition must be performed in
rectangular notation where real numbers are added to real numbers and imaginary numbers
are added to imaginary numbers (e.g., cosine waves are added and sine waves are added).
Addition cannot be performed directly in the frequency domain in polar notation as the
magnitudes add or subtract depending on whether the phase is in-phase or out-of-phase [13,
14]. The effects of additivity are another reason why calculations are more efficiently
performed in rectangular notation.
Even though linear, the FFT is not shift invariant. The lack of shift invariance in the
FFT is precisely why one considers a time series in the frequency domain in polar notation
in terms of magnitude and phase and not as amplitudes in the complex number form of
rectangular notation. A time series that is shifted within the time domain in either direction
will show no change in magnitude of a given frequency but the phase will change linearly
relative to the amount of the shift. In a way, one can think of the calculating the magnitude
as a way of normalizing the data so that the starting location at which one begins sampling
the time series does not matter. If one were to start sampling at an time index value of
(x[0]) and then resample the same time series shifted over by m = 20 points at (x[19]),
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the calculated amplitudes of the cosine and sine components would be different for each
frequency. However, upon calculation of the magnitude for each frequency, one would
find that the magnitude calculated for each frequency is nearly identical. The magnitude
is indifferent to starting location of sampling and any shift of (m) number of samples in
the time domain will not alter the magnitude6 . This allows one to begin sampling the
time series at any location and still arrive at the same magnitude for each frequency. For
example, a 12 month sample of a time series starting in January is expected to yield
the same magnitude for each frequency as a 12 month sample of that same time series
beginning in July, despite the amplitudes at each frequency from January to July being
different, assuming that the physical system that created that time series remained the same
throughout7 . The phase response is dependent on starting location and changing the point
at which sampling begins will alter the phase by the amount of the linear term (2πm f ) the
sign of which is dependent on the direction in which the shift occurs.
To summarize the discussion in equation form, the time domain can be expressed in
the frequency domain as the magnitude and phase:
time domain

z}|{
x [n]

FFT

z}|{
↔

frequency domain

}|
{
z
MX [ω] and θX [ω]

(5.10)

and a shift in the time domain does not change the magnitude, but shifts the phase by
(2πm f ) [14]:
time domain

z }| {
x [n + m]

FFT

z}|{
↔

frequency domain

z
}|
{
MX [ω] and θX [ω] + 2πm f

(5.11)

From Eq. (5.11), any shift in the time domain affects high frequencies more than low
frequencies due to the way in which the phase handles each frequency.
6

7

Some preprocessing steps discussed in App. A may be necessary to correct for discrepancies between
endpoints when a time series is shifted in time. However, the lack of shift invariance of the FFT is useful
in correcting a time series with a single gap of missing data to recover the scaling exponent β , the method
of which is discussed in App. A, Sec. A.6.4 and A.6.5.
The time series is already assumed to be one period of an infinitely long signal from the FFT. However, one
period may contain several processes that are responsible for generation of the time series.
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5.5

Complex Conjugation and the
Sign of the Phase Component

Mathematical operations involving changing the sign of the phase component are common
in DSP. Phase has an impact on the structure of the time series, the location of significant
events, and describes the direction of the time series. From Eq. (5.11), an impulse function,
in which the time series is symmetrical about a central vertical axis, yields a linear change
in phase observed as a straight line with each half of the symmetrical time series having
the same phase but opposite sign effectively canceling out each other [14]. This equation
also implies that the magnitude of a time series for each half is the same since directional
information of the time series is contained within the sign of the phase component at each
frequency. The directional property of phase allows for time series manipulation in the
frequency domain as changing the sign of the phase without changing the magnitude will
reverse the order of the time series but keep the time series values intact8 .
Complex conjugation changes the sign of the phase in the frequency domain and is
equivalent to reversing the order of the time series in the time domain. In standard DSP
notation, complex conjugation is represented with the asterisk (*), not to be confused with
the star (∗) used in convolution. The frequency domain as magnitude and phase is written:


 M [ω]
X [k] =

 θ [ω]

(5.12)

and the complex conjugate of this is written as:


 M [ω]
X* [k] =

 −θ [ω]
8

(5.13)

Though not covered here, discussion of time series reordering based only on sign changes of the real or
imaginary complex number components of rectangular notation are found in App. A.6.3.
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A time series forward in time is written in both the time domain and the corresponding
frequency domain as x[n] and X[k] respectively. If this same time series is reversed, that
is flipped from left to right so that the values read in reverse order, this reverse-ordered
time series can be rewritten in the time domain as x[−n] and in the corresponding
frequency domain as X*[k]. Comparing Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13) shows the importance of the
phase information in the direction of the time series. From these equations for complex
conjugation, time reversal (flipping the time series from left to right) has no effect on
magnitude but changes the sign of every frequency in the phase9 . In this respect, a time
series that contains an increasing trend will yield exactly the same magnitude if the time
series were reversed to create a time series with a decreasing trend yet the phase information
will be of opposite sign10 .

5.5.1

Cross-Correlations

The complex conjugate has useful applications to time series analysis such as performing
correlations. A correlation can be performed using convolution by reversing one of the
time series in the convolution. A time series convolved with another time series in reverse
order undergoes a cross-correlation. While a convolution of two time series may be written
as x [n] ∗ h [n] = y [n], a cross-correlation of two time series can be written as:

x [n] ∗ h [−n] = c [n]

(5.14)

Here, c[n] is used to distinguish the result of correlation from the result of the direct
convolution yielding the output time series y[n]. In the frequency domain, a correlation
9

The directional properties associated with phase in regards to the direction of the time series can be used to
create a new alternative to windowing data prior to the FFT for connecting endpoints to recover the scaling
exponents when endpoints do not match. The method is referred to as the mirror approach or technique
and is found in App. A, Sec. A.5.1.4.
10 In this work, trends are not removed prior to processing and are considered to be part of the signal. Further
discussion on the considerations of trends and trend removal in stochastic time series is found in App. A,
Sec. A.5.2.
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is indicated by:
X [k] • H* [k] = C [k]

(5.15)

Understanding the properties of convolutions and time series allows additional methods to
be developed that can recover the correct scaling exponent when there is a significant trend
in the data and also when there is a single large gap in the data. Appendix A describes
methods to recover the scaling exponent when a gap exists or there is a significant trend in
the data.

5.5.2

Some Time Series Information Is Contained
Only Within Phase, Not Magnitude

In the frequency domain, although the complex numbers in rectangular notation contain all
the information needed to reconstruct the time series in the time domain, a power spectrum,
as the magnitude squared, is limited in the information contained within about that same
time series. In polar notation, the phase holds significant information, contained only
within phase, that is needed in order to properly reconstruct the time series without which,
conversion back to the time domain using the IFFT is no longer possible. Unfortunately in
time series analysis, the phase is often discarded and only the power spectrum is retained
since the phase components of stochastic data sets appear random. However, both the
magnitude and phase are necessary for conversion back to rectangular notation which is
necessary for conversion from the frequency domain to the time domain. Since magnitude
and phase each contain distinct information about the time series, there are some useful
attributes of phase that permit for a more in-depth examination of the time series than is
possible with the magnitude alone.
A phase only reconstruction of the time series can be used to display when an event
occurs in the time domain. Events in a time series, such as a significant jump in values
in either direction from one value to the next, will appear as an edge in a phase-only
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reconstruction [14]. An event may also be thought of as a before-and-after process in
the time domain in which you have a time series that is separated into a series of before
the event occurs to the left and after the event occurs to the right. In this sense, the entire
time series to the right is dependent upon the position and size of the event. For example,
consider a time series of the step size normally found in a random walk. If there is a
significant jump in values, represented as a large step up or down in the time series, the
values in the time series that occur afterward are added to that large jump so their value is
impacted by the event and the location. If an event occurs at the beginning of a time series,
then the entire time series is affected. If the event occurs near the end of the time series,
then only the points that occur after the event are affected.
While magnitude is insensitive to the location of events, phase provides this
information. An edge occurs whenever there is a significant change in the value of the time
series. Since a time series in the time domain may be viewed as being composed of the sum
of cosine and sine waves at different frequencies, in order for an event to occur, many of the
cosine and sine waves must increase at the same location to represent the edge. Thus, the
phases of these cosine and sine waves are in-phase at this location in time to form the edge
because otherwise, they would cancel each other out. In essence, the superposition of the
cosine and sine waves at several frequencies results in the amplitudes at those frequencies
adding and constructive interference. Information about where constructive interference
occurs in the time series is contained in the phase information. Through the phase-only
reconstruction, the location of these edges in time can be observed. Information as to the
structure and shape of the time series is contained within the phase information and not
in the magnitude. The magnitude does not require that the points be in-phase because
the magnitude calculation takes the absolute value of the amplitudes, measures how far,
regardless of direction, that variable differs from zero, and is always positive.
For example, the FFT equation will find the amplitudes at a variety of different
frequencies and several of these waves at a particular location in the time domain may
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cancel out or add up depending on the phase. The magnitude will not indicate if certain
frequencies will experience constructive or destructive interference, only the phase will
determine the position of the waves relative to one another. To perform a phase-only
reconstruction, the FFT of the time series is taken and converted into polar notation of
magnitude and phase. The magnitude is then thrown away and replaced with small random
numbers (or as a variation, a small constant magnitude) but the phase of the original
time series is retained. For stochastic data sets, the phase will appear to exhibit random
phases but this phase information, even though appearing random, is specific to the time
series being measured and cannot just be replaced with random data. The small random
magnitudes and original phases are then converted back to rectangular notation at each
frequency, the IFFT calculated, and the result is a new time series created entirely from
only the phase information of the original time series. Edges or the location of significant
events in time are more apparent within the representation of the time series in this manner.
Alternatively, one may also create a magnitude-only reconstruction of the time series. In
this reconstruction, the time series is converted to the frequency domain as before with the
FFT and converted to polar notation. In the magnitude-only reconstruction, however, the
phase information is thrown away and replaced with random phases in radians ranging from
π to −π but the original magnitudes are retained. When these values of original magnitude
and random phase are taken back to the time domain through the IFFT, a new time series
is revealed which looks nothing like the original and the location of any events is totally
lost [13, 14].
The magnitude-only reconstruction has been used to simulate scaling behavior
and to generate synthetic time series with known scaling exponent β [10]. However,
mathematically, since the phase is a distinct part of the signal, though the synthetic time
series may have the same scaling behavior, the synthetic time series will not be properly
aligned relative to the input if the phase is randomized. As a result, the magnitude-only
reconstruction should not be used to model natural time series such as the Great Lakes
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as any periodicities occurring in the input outside the system will not be properly aligned
in the output time series relative to input eliminating the possibility of determining cause
and effect or tracking real world changes given a known input. A complete discussion on
generating synthetic time series from both magnitude and phase is found in App. B.
In summary, the phase contains information about the time series that magnitude
does not. The magnitude is not dependent on whether or not the time series is running
backwards or forwards, the same magnitudes for each frequency and overall spectrum will
be calculated no matter the direction. The phase will be able to determine the direction
based on the sign and change in phase. Furthermore, the locations of events or jumps in
the time series are indexed by the phase as being a location where several amplitudes from
several frequencies are in-phase. Conversely, the magnitude ignores information such as
which event happened first which may be significant in determining causation. In terms of
time series analysis and the linear systems approach, phase preserves the overall structure
of the time series, the proper shifting of the input relative to the output, and the order or
direction of the time series. In time series analysis, phase is a necessary component holding
additional information about the actual time series that is not provided by the magnitude
alone within a power spectrum.

5.6

1
Time Series
f
to Represent Scaling Exponent Behavior

Limitations of the Term

1
to describe power
fβ
scaling behavior. Technically, this reference only refers to scaling observed in real, positive

In Sec. 3.3 the concept of power spectra was introduced using

frequencies in relation to the power at each frequency and is a source of inaccuracies
1
in many of the methods used to measure
scaling behavior. Scaling behavior defined
f
1
with only the real frequency term as is limited, describing scaling exponent behavior as
f
scaling in frequency of magnitude (or power) only but not the phase shifting which occurs
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as a result of the scaling exponent in all stochastic self-affine time series. The term

1

,
β
f2
as the solution for magnitude, fails to capture the phase shift that occurs at each frequency
relative to the scaling exponent and as a regular or simple frequency, contains no phase
information. Mathematically, the frequencies ( f ) as a result of the FFT are a set of positive
and negative complex frequencies ( jω) where ( j) is the imaginary component and (ω)
is the angular frequency which allow the signal to be represented in polar notation as both
magnitude and phase. With the scaling exponent β included on the complex frequency term
jω, at each complex frequency, in addition to defining the scaling properties associated
with each value of β , the scaling exponent β also influences the amount of phase shifting
that occurs as well. However, all of the information contained within the phase component
is omitted when fractal-like statistics are described using only equations in the form of
1
1
. When
real numbers and simple frequencies as instead of complex frequencies as
f
jω
viewed in the context of complex frequencies, the term “scaling” exponent for the variable
β is incomplete in description and a bit of a misnomer, as scaling of the magnitude or
power of a time series at each frequency is only half of the impact this exponent has on
a time series, the other half is the phase shifting of signal, dictated by the system scaling
exponent β , that takes place at each complex frequency during the transition from input to
output time series upon passing through the system.
The scaling exponent β is more than just the result of the linear least squares fit of a
power law to the power spectrum of the measured output time series of a system. From
the perspective of a convolution, the scaling exponent β is intrinsic to the transfer function
and is part of the Frequency Response Model of the system. The time series is scaled and
shifted from input to output after passing through a system for which the impulse response
filter can be defined in part using the scaling exponent. Any scaling exponent thus is a
fundamental property of the system that created the time series, not the output time series
itself, and the influence of the scaling exponent may exist even in simple time series such
as a sine wave. Though the scaling behavior embedded within the output time series yields
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single or multiple scaling exponents when a power law is fit to the power spectrum of that
stochastic time series, the scaling behavior is in reality, evidence of how the system has
filtered (scaled and shifted) that time series from input to output and the scaling exponent
is observed in the measured output time series as an artifact of the underlying processes of
the system11 .
1
noise, the
f
lack of phase information resulting from not using the complex frequencies prevents the
When the scaling exponent β is used with only simple frequencies as

calculation of the proper phase shift of the output relative to the input for physical systems.
Mathematically, this is problematic because as β increases, the phase shift becomes greater
and if other methods which omit phase are used to create synthetic time series, fractal
images, or textures with a specific given input, the output will not be correct for that specific
input. Additionally, the phase information will dictate how the cosine and sine components
will align to add at each frequency when composing the entire time series. Without phase
information, the positions of cosine and sine components at each frequency relative to the
other frequencies are not defined [49].
The lack of phase information also leads to alternative reconstructions of the time
series based on the misalignment of the cosine and sine components which are not
representative of the original time series but are due to the constructive or destructive
1
interference among these misplaced components. Generating synthetic time series using
f
methods without including phase information or using improper phase information. such
as randomized phase, may lead to errors if incorrect time series, images, or textures are
used to test for the accuracy of methods when developing code and techniques used to
measure scaling behavior in natural or synthetic images or textures. Not only is phase an
important parameter to describe alignment within frequency components of a time series,
the difference in phase from the input signal to the output signal at each frequency is
11 These

concepts are more fully understood after the mathematics of the Laplace transform have been
formally introduced. Refer to Sec. 5.13 for a more thorough discussion of the differences between the
scaling exponent(s) of the system and the scaling exponent(s) of the output of that system.
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precisely how a scaling exponent of a system shifts each frequency of the output relative to
the input. In short, the exponent β is more accurately described as a “scaling and shifting”
exponent for which the scaling and shifting behavior can only be represented by using
complex frequencies in the form ( jω).

5.7

The Laplace Transform and Scaling Exponent β

To define the frequency response of a system, in order to fully describe all scaling and
shifting at each frequency that occurs as a result of the scaling exponent, a more robust
approach is necessary. The complex Fourier transform represents a signal as the sum of
the cosine and sine components in the frequency domain and is written in continuous polar
form for positive12 time (t > 0) as:
ˆ
F[k] =

∞

f (t)e− jωt dt

(5.16)

0

The complex Fourier transform is a subset of a broader transform, the Laplace transform,
that uses complex exponentials (i.e., an exponential combined with cosine and sine
components) to represent the time series in the Laplace frequency domain [14]. Like a
complex Fourier transform, a time series, no matter how complex, can be fully represented
with complex exponentials [12]. While the FFT can be used to translate a time series
from the time domain to the complex frequency domain, the Laplace transform is used to
translate a time series from the time domain to the Laplace frequency domain or s-domain,
which may be thought of as the complex (angular) frequency domain [51]. From Standard
12 The

term positive time is appropriate for a unilateral transform of a stochastic time series of a physical or
natural system which is generally considered a causal system. As causal systems, knowledge prior to t = 0
is not needed though in some cases there may be an initial condition at t = 0 [12, 50]. For stochastic time
series defined as linear time-invariant (LTI) causal systems, when β > 0, the scaling and shifting behavior
due to the scaling exponent β at each frequency suggests that the system has memory since the output at
time t does depend on the input at times 0 ≤ t. For example, a system that acts as an integral of all inputs
(for which β = 2, starting at time t = 0) is considered to have memory since the output at time t is the total
summation of all values at times 0 ≤ t.
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Mathematical Tables and Formulae, Ref. [52], the Laplace transform (L ) of time domain
f (t) is represented as:

ˆ
L [ f (t)] = F (s) =

∞

f (t) e−st dt

(5.17)

0

where the Laplace variable s represents a complex variable of the form:

s = σ + jω

(5.18)

where σ is a damping factor, or decay constant, and ( jω) is the complex angular frequency.
In practice, one assumes zero initial conditions for which σ = 0, so s = jω and upon
substitution of the complex angular frequency for s, the Laplace transform (Eq. (5.17))
is equal to the Fourier transform13 (Eq. (5.16)) [53, 12, 14, 54]. Furthermore, since the
mathematical constant e is a dimensionless number, the complex exponential e−st indicates
1
that the Laplace variable s must be equal to the frequency or [12]. Thus, the index of
t
the complex frequency term (k) as a result of the FFT in the convolution equations within
Sec. 5.1 may be replaced with the Laplace variable (s) to represent a complex angular
frequency ( jω).
In linear control systems analysis, the Laplace transform is generally used to calculate
the output response from various input stimuli and can be used to solve differential
equations [48, 53].

From this control theory perspective, the FFT convolution of

Eq. (5.2) can be rewritten using the notation of the Laplace transform in the Laplace
frequency domain as:
X [s] • H [s] = Y [s]
13 When

(5.19)

one assumes σ = 0, the system exhibits conditional stability as an oscillator such that any
disturbance from initial conditions causes the system to enter into oscillations, a property common in
natural systems [12]. When σ = 0, s = jω which allows the frequency response of the system to be found
just from the magnitude or power spectrum of the time series in the frequency domain as a result of the
FFT. In Ch. 8, Sec. 8.7, the traditional approach of defining a time series as stationary or nonstationary
based on the scaling exponent β is addressed within the context of the property of conditional stability of a
system that generated that time series.
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where the impulse response or transfer function H [s] of the system is now defined by the
Laplace variable representing complex angular frequencies. However, in many stochastic
natural systems, the transfer function of the system is unknown as a black box, the input is
unknown, and the only measurable aspect is the time series output of the natural system.
Fortunately, from the behavior of the scaling exponent(s) β at each frequency of the output
time series, the transfer function of the unknown system can be built in the form of Laplace
transforms. The methods behind creating the transfer function from the scaling exponents
of the output signal are described in the following chapter. For now, the focus is on
the scaling exponent β and how and where the scaling exponent is incorporated into the
Laplace transform in the general case of a single scaling system with one scaling exponent.
The simplest scaling behavior found in a time series is single scaling in which there
is one value of the scaling exponent β over all frequencies. One of the most familiar and
simple scaling processes is a Brownian motion time series, for which the step increments in
time are random as Gaussian white noise. To create a Brownian motion time series, with a
scaling exponent of approximately β = 2, a Gaussian white noise with a scaling exponent
of β = 0 is integrated. In discrete terms, the running sum of a white noise produces a
Brownian motion14 . From the standpoint of a convolution in the time domain, a white noise
input signal x[n] is convolved with integration system h[n] yielding a Brownian motion as
the output signal y[n]. Note that the change in scaling exponent due to the process of
a single integration15 exactly increases the power scaling exponent by 2, from β = 0 to
β = 2.
14 The change in scaling exponent due to the running sum of discrete data is slightly less than β

= 2, increasing
by β = 1.85, due to loss of resolution at high frequencies from numerical integration (as discussed in
App. C).
15 In practice, the type of integration process (numerical integration such as cumulative summation versus
frequency domain integration) and the minor variations in scaling behavior around β = 0 of the Gaussian
white noise used as input will determine the ultimate scaling exponent that is obtained in the Brownian
motion time series. Variation from β = 2 of a Brownian motion time series may be attributed to the
method and the input used in generation of the time series. A method developed from the properties of the
theoretical equations to generate a time series with exact scaling behavior (e.g., such as a Brownian motion
time series with β = 2.0000, accurate to several decimal places) is introduced in App. B.3.2.
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Tables of Laplace transforms for common time domain functions are available
allowing one to quickly translate between the time domain and Laplace domain.
Referencing Standard Mathematical Tables and Formulae, the Laplace transform of a single
integrator is:

ˆ

t

1
f (t) dτ = F (s)
s

0

(5.20)

while the Laplace transform of a double integrator is:
ˆ tˆ

τ

f (u) f (t) du dτ =
0

where

the

Laplace

0

transform

F(s)

1
F (s)
s2
in

(5.21)

the

Laplace

domain

equations (5.20) and (5.21) represents the Laplace transform of the time domain
function that is to be integrated (i.e., from a systems perspective, F(s) is the input time
1
series and the transfer function, here , is the system).
s
From control theory, the transfer function represents the impulse response of the
system to a delta function or unit impulse. Thus, in order to create a transfer function
H[s] that represents the impulse response filter of the convolution, a unit impulse function,
also called the Dirac delta function, δ (t) is used for F(s) and is represented in the time
domain as:

ˆ

∞

δ (t) dt = 1

(5.22)

−∞

and in the Laplace frequency domain as:

F (s) = 1

(5.23)

so that upon substitution of 1 for F(s) in Eq. (5.20), the transfer function H[s] for a single
integrator is:
1
s
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(5.24)

which is also the transfer function that represents the process of generating a Brownian
motion through the integration of white noise.
Thus, the process of integration in the Laplace frequency domain can be represented
1
as the transfer function . The number of integrations is indicated by the exponent on the
s
Laplace variable s. For example, for a double integration system, rewriting the transfer
function using Eq. (5.21), for which β = 4, yields:
1
s2

(5.25)

In fact, as found in the Standard Mathematical Tables and Formulae, a general Laplace
transform integration equation can be written from the property that the exponent on s
indicates the number of integrations:
 1
L f −n (t) = n F (s)
s

(5.26)

for which, the term ( f −n (t)) is the nth integral16 of f (t). Rewriting this equation as a
general transfer function for any integral yields:
1
sn

(5.27)

where n, again, refers to the number of integrations of the impulse response filter.
As the complex angular frequency ( jω), the Laplace transform variable (s) may be
1
used in lieu of the frequency ( f ) in time series where the total complex number notation
f
of the FFT can be represented in both positive and negative frequencies within the Laplace
term (s). The power scaling exponent β also indicates the number of integrations with an
increase of +2 for each integration. Since the Laplace transforms in the Laplace domain
are written in terms of magnitude and not power, when the Laplace variable (s) is used
16 The

term ( f −n (t)) is an indefinite integral sometimes referred to as the nth anti-derivative of f (t) [52].
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with the power scaling exponent β , the degree of the exponent must agree with the degree
β
of the variable and be divided in half to become . The Laplace transfer function of
2
β
Eq. (5.27) may now be written in terms of the scaling exponent β by assigning n = to
2
17
yield :
1
(5.28)
β
s2
Three depictions representing a self-affine time series have been demonstrated. The
1
simplest is the designation as a time series which is widely used as a generic term since
f
the scaling exponent is not designated on the frequency term ( f ) in the denominator. The
1
second depiction is β , with the scaling exponent directly on the real, positive frequency
f2
term ( f ) obtained from analysis of the spectrum of the FFT which indicates scaling in
1
magnitude (or β for scaling in power) but does not include phase information. The third
f
1
depiction is β obtained from the Laplace transform in the complex frequency domain.
s2
However, two of the three depictions have limitations in representing both the scaling and
shifting effects of the scaling exponent β due to β being included as the exponent on a
regular frequency rather than as the exponent on a complex frequency which is returned by
the FFT. Therefore, to fully encapsulate the behavior given by the scaling exponent β , the
frequency term ( f ) to which β is applied is better substituted by the complex frequency
Laplace variable (s) with the same degree of fractional scaling exponent β so that the
β -value on the complex frequencies represents both scaling in magnitude and shifting
in phase when the Laplace equation (Eq. (5.28)) is solved. Thus, a more descriptive
1
1
1
1
reference than
noise or β time series is noise or β time series which includes
f
s
f2
s2
β
the n term on the Laplace operator s is an integer. However, upon substitution of β as n = ,
2
n becomes fractional allowing for fractional calculus and a more accurate description of system behavior.

17 Traditionally,
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all the information about the scaling and shifting behavior of the system that has occurred
from input to output at each frequency18 (at least for single scaling time series).
With the addition of the scaling exponent β to the Laplace variable s, the modified
1
Laplace transfer function β is no longer just an integrator equation but the base transfer
s2
function equation of the power scaling exponent β useful for describing all self-affine time
series, and the systems from which these time series originate, that exhibit single scaling
behavior of any value of the scaling exponent β . The Laplace transform equations have
been expanded with the addition of the scaling exponent β to include fractional exponents
rather than only integer values for the Laplace variable s which is similar to fractional-order
operators in control theory [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Just as “clouds are not spheres,
mountains are not cones, [and] coastlines are not circles....” [61], the power spectrum of
a time series of a natural or stochastic system refuses to be confined to integer-only based
slopes which usually define the Laplace operator (s); fractional scaling behavior occurs and
in the power spectra of natural and stochastic systems, is the norm. The fractional scaling
behavior of natural systems is properly represented mathematically only when the scaling
1
exponent β is included on the Laplace operator (s) as in β 19 .
s2
To explore the relationship between the Laplace term (s) and the scaling exponent β ,
the modified Laplace equation may be viewed as the impulse filter (or transfer function) of
a system H[s] so that:
H [s] =

1
β

(5.29)

s2
When H[s] is solved for magnitude and phase, this allows the magnitude scaling and
phase shift of the frequency response of the system to be discussed in terms of the scaling
exponent β for any input convolved with the transfer function.
18 The

shifting behavior of the scaling exponent also incorporates the time delay or lag in the system of the
output relative to the input, which, being different for each frequency, is preserved in the phase and in using
1
the Laplace form of the equation: β .
s2
19 This concept is discussed in more detail in section 6.5.1. Table 6.1 shows the scaling exponent β and the
equivalent scaling behavior in terms of integration and differentiation.
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5.8

Magnitude and Power of

1
in terms of β
s

1
An integrator system has been shown to be equivalent to the Laplace Transform . To find
s
the frequency response of this system, the Laplace variable s is replaced by ( jω) which
√
results in a complex number (z) where j = −1 and ω is the angular frequency in radians.
Here, as an integrator, the result is strictly imaginary, there is no x-value in the complex
number z = x + jy [53].
1
1
→
=
s
jω



−1
ω


j

(5.30)

The complex angular frequency form of the Laplace integrator is solved for magnitude (M)
using the relation in Eq. (3.8). In the case of an integrator system, the magnitude then is
the absolute value of the imaginary part ( jy) only as there is no real component (x). The
magnitude of the Laplace integrator equation is:

M=

1
=
jω

s

1
1
1
•
=
jω − jω
ω

(5.31)

1
is written in terms of magnitude and not power.
s
Yet, an integrator is known to have a power scaling exponent of β = 2. Thinking of the
1
modified Laplace equation β as a transfer function H[s] of a system, the power scaling
s2
exponent will have an effect on the power of the measured output of the system. A question
The original Laplace integrator equation

might arise as to the validity of substituting β on the Laplace variable s in the equation for
an integrator.
In order to substitute the scaling exponent correctly, the difference between the
1
exponent on the magnitude integrator equation 1 must be resolved with the power form
s
of the scaling exponent of β = 2 for an integrator. As mentioned in Eq. (5.8), for an
1
1
integrator system , the magnitude is . The complex angular frequency term ω in
s
ω
1
has an exponent of 1 and as this equation represents only the magnitude component,
ω
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the exponent on ω is half of the power scaling exponent. When a single integrator as
1
M = 1 written in terms of magnitude is squared to arrive at power, the degree of the
ω
exponent of 1 on ω for magnitude must increase to 2 on ω for power for an integrator
 2
1
1
=
). Therefore, the exponent of 1 on the term ω in the magnitude
(i.e., P =
ω1
ω2
1
form of the integrator equation 1 can be rewritten then in terms of 21 the power scaling
ω
β
law exponent for an integrator β = 2 substituting
for the exponent 1 on ω. Since the
2
scaling exponent β is defined as the power scaling exponent, the only way to write a single
integrator using the power scaling exponent β in terms of magnitude with the exponent of 1
1
1
2
β
is to write 1 with as β which, when β = 2, the exponent on ω is equivalent to . For
ω
2
2
ω2
a single integrator, the numerator and denominator of the exponent on ω are equal leaving
the magnitude frequency ω with an exponent of 1 but for double or fractional integrators,
β
the exponent on ω is not 1 and entirely defined by . Upon squaring the magnitude to
2

2
β
1
, the exponents are added so that sums to β and power
obtain power P = M 2 =
β
2
ω2
1
1
equals P = β . Although the degree of the exponent of the angular frequency ω in
ω
ω
1
and of the complex angular frequency s in are equivalent and one could just as easily
s
1
express the Laplace equation for an integrator in terms of the scaling exponent β as β ,
s2
the inclusion of an undefined value of β directly on the Laplace term prior to solving
the equation for magnitude and phase is not always recommended. Though this will be
useful when the relationship of β to phase is solved for later, sometimes in Laplace space,
solving the general Laplace equation first is easier before substituting an undefined scaling
exponent β or the correct value of the scaling exponent to avoid issues with cancellations
of the imaginary term j that arise when the exponent on j is an undefined variable β or not
an integer.
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To put the above discussion in terms of equations, power is defined in terms of β on
the angular frequency ω as:
1
P (ω) =
jω

2


=

1
ω

2

β
2

 β
 β 2
β

1
−1 2 •2
−2
−1 β
= ω
= ω
= ω
=
ω

(5.32)

To derive magnitude from power, one takes the square root since power is the square of
√ 
√ m
1
m
the magnitude . Using the laws of exponents, particularly n xm = ( n x) = x n where
ω
1
m = β , n = 2, and x = M = , one finds the following substitutions for any β :
ω

p
M = P (ω) =

s
 β
1
2
=
ω

r !β   β
1 2
2 1
=
ω
ω

(5.33)

Note that the scaling exponent on the magnitude is clearly half that of power so that the
1
magnitude and power in terms of the Laplace integrator equation β and the power scaling
s2
exponent β are:
 β
1 2
M (ω) =
(5.34)
ω
 β
1
P (ω) =
ω

(5.35)

 β
1 2
β
One can see that the
exponent on the Laplace transform
and the angular
2
s
 β
1 2
frequency response
are the same which yields the general equations for the
ω
 β
 
1 2
1
frequency response of any scaling exponent. To show
as the exact form
,
β
s
2
s
1
−1
from the rules of exponents, can be also be written as s . Thus, the Laplace variable s
s
in terms of β is written as:
−1

s

 β2

 β
1
1
= s− 2 = β =⇒ β
s2
ω2
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(5.36)

This formula is consistent with double integrators, with each single integrator being β = 2.
The power scaling behavior in systems other than integral systems may scale differently
than a simple integral. In these cases, the β -value of the power spectrum will determine the
scaling behavior that results from the convolution. β = 2 denotes a single integrator, β = 4
signifies a double integrator, and β = 3 is somewhere in between, a fractional integrator
(specifically, β = 3 performs one and a half integrations). Likewise, setting β = −2 will
result in the system acting as a first differentiator and setting β = 0 will cause the system
output to be unchanged relative to the input. The range of values for β allows a system
to perform as many integrations, fractional integrations, or differentiations as desired. The
β -value can be any real number, even a non-integer decimal, and is a solution to fractional
scaling.
1
1
yielding β is a
s
s2
new approach with great significance. The use of β in the Laplace equation allows the
The concept of using β as an exponent to the Laplace equation

equation to be used for a wide range of integrations and differentiations without the types
of errors related to the DC offset20 that propagate using current techniques of numerical
integration such as the running sum or the trapezoidal cumulative summation (see App. B).
Not only is there the ability to perform fractional integrations, but multiple integrations
can be done quickly in one set of calculations. For example, if one wants to perform 3
20 Generally,

the DC Offset, also referred to as the DC bias, is the mean of the waveform. If the mean of
the waveform is 0, there is no DC offset. For a time series passed into the FFT, since the time series is
considered one period of an infinitely repeating signal, the mean of the time series may be considered to
be the “zero” value and any offset relative to the mean of the time series is the DC offset (e.g., a time
series may be normalized to adjust the mean to equal 0). Worth noting, in some cases, the DC offset is
the sum of the time series which, when the time series is considered 1 period, is the sum divided by the
period as 1 and this value is also found in the real X cosine component of the FFT at the zero frequency.
Even for time series with no DC offset, such as a negative cosine wave centered around 0, when passed
through an integral system may yield a new time series with a DC offset due to the type of summation
process. For example, numerical integration, such as the cumulative summation of a negative cosine wave,
yields a significant DC offset (i.e., the endpoints will not match) and does not return a negative sine wave
as expected but instead returns a run away biased waveform. The same negative cosine wave, integrated
1
in the frequency domain through β , will yield the correct negative sine wave. Due to the periodic nature
s2
of time series in the frequency domain from the FFT, and the preprocessing steps to force the time series
to have matching endpoints if necessary, frequency domain integration does not produce a DC offset with
each integration.
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integrations, one can integrate in the frequency domain using the method of β and Laplace
1
as β and setting β = 6 to perform 3 integrations on whatever input is convolved with this
s2
transfer function. The only drawback to using this method is that although one may be
able to integrate a cosine wave and arrive at what the equations theoretically say is correct,
practically speaking, the result will differ from a running sum in that the endpoints will
always match due to the fact that the FFT is used in this method and the FFT returns a
periodic signal. Still, there are benefits in obtaining the theoretical results.
To develop the concept further, if a single integrator with the scaling exponent of
1
β = 2 is expressed as then a double integrator can be expressed as the product of two
 s 
1
1 1
•
or 2 . In order to see that this is consistent with the above
single integrators
s s
s
1
equations, consider that each Laplace integrator , when written in magnitude form in
s
1
terms of the power scaling exponent β , is β . As such, two single integrators with β = 2
s2
can be expressed as:


1
β

s2

•

1
β

s2



   2
 β
  −β +−β   −2β   −2•2 
1
1
−2
− β2
−2
= s •s
= s 2
= s 2 = s 2 =s = 2 =
s
s
(5.37)

This result will yield β = 4 and perform a double integration on the time series that is
convolved with this transfer function.
The discussion thus far has centered on the Laplace equation for an integrator and the
relationship between magnitude, power, and the power scaling exponent β for the Laplace
variable s. Both magnitude and phase comprise the information that is necessary to describe
the function of the scaling exponent β in the transfer function defining the system and
the effect that the scaling exponent ultimately has on the scaling and shifting behavior
produced by the system as the output time series. The Laplace equation for an integrator
when solved for magnitude is written in terms of polar notation. The results of the FFT
are in terms of a real cosine (x) and imaginary sine ( jy) amplitudes or rectangular notation
complex numbers. In order to be able to correctly calculate any system response using the
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rectangular notation of the FFT, the Laplace form of the equation must be converted into the
same rectangular notation. However, since the Laplace equation is written in magnitude in
polar notation, in order to convert to rectangular notation, the phase information is needed.
A common problem in the literature is when rectangular signals are multiplied out by only
the magnitude in polar notation. Mixing notations fails to account for the proper phase shift
that occurs naturally in integration, differentiation, or for any scaling behavior in which β
does not equal 0. The question then arises as to what is the relationship of the scaling
exponent β to the phase of the Laplace operator s? Once the relationship of β to phase is
known, a proper conversion of the transfer function from polar to rectangular notation may
be achieved for all subsequent calculations.

5.9

Relation between Phase Shift and β
in the Laplace Transform

The Laplace transfer function of an integration system (Eq. (5.30)) is solved for phase (θ )
for a single integrator using the following:
θ = tan−1

y

(5.38)

x

Since the complex number notation of Eq. (5.30) only has a y-component and no
x-component, substitution yields:

θ = arg

1
jω



= tan−1

− ω1 /0



= tan−1 (−∞) = −

π
= −90◦
2

(5.39)

The calculation from Eqs. (5.38) and (5.39) is common in control theory texts.
However, of greater benefit would be to rewrite the above equations to establish the relation
1
between phase (θ ) and β for all variations of β in the Laplace equation β . For single
s2
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scaling time series, the problem arises that there is no x-component of the complex number
so using equation (5.38), one always seems to divide by 0 resulting in an infinity term. So,
how does one determine the phase of any given value of β ? Furthermore, what is the proof
that a change in the value of β must always result in a phase shift unless β = 0?

5.9.1

Proof that the Phase Shift Is Dictated by the Scaling Exponent β

To establish the phase shift for any value of the scaling exponent β , a mathematical proof
is necessary that a change in β must result in a phase shift. The steps will be explained
in detail to enhance the understanding of the shifting at each frequency that must occur
due to the scaling exponent. To show the shift for any value of β , an input time series
signal will be convolved with the Laplace scaling integration filter and this convolution
will take place in the frequency domain using Eq. (5.19) where X[s] is the input time series
1
in the frequency domain, the transfer function H[s] is the Laplace equation β , and Y [s]
s2
represents the newly integrated time series21 scaled and shifted according to the scaling
exponent β .
The premise of the proof is that any time series converted from the time domain x[n]
to the frequency domain X[s] through the FFT can be convolved with the transfer function
H[s] to yield a new output time series Y [s] which scales and shifts according to β . In
the natural world, the transfer function represents a system such as the Great Lakes and
collectively, the physical processes that generate the measured time series.
Proof : In the convolution equation X [s] • H [s] = Y [s], Y [s] is phase shifted from X[s] by
1
the multiplication of H[s] or β .
s2
Step 1: Write X[s] in polar notation.
Let j =

√
−1 and s = jω is a complex frequency.

21 This

result may be a fractional integration or derivative as well depending on the value of the scaling
exponent used in the transfer function.
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X[s] can be written in rectangular notation as the complex number A (ω) + B (ω) [ j]
such that:
X [s] = X [ jω] = A (ω) + B (ω) [ j]

(5.40)

A complex number can be rewritten in terms of magnitude multiplied by the cosine and
sine component of the phase in polar notation using the relation:

A (ω) + B (ω) [ j] = RX (cos (θ ) + j sin (θ ))

(5.41)

so that X [ jω] when rewritten in polar notation becomes:

X [ jω] = |RX | (cos (θ ) + j sin(θ ))

(5.42)

where e jθ = cos (θ ) + jsin(θ ) so that:

X [ jω] = |RX | e jθX

(5.43)

Here, |RX | is the magnitude and e jθX is the phase of X[s].
Step 2: Write the transfer function

1

in polar notation and determine the phase for β .
β
s2
The transfer function H [s] is a complex number. Upon first substitution of the complex
frequency in the transfer function, the magnitude is solved but the phase is still in the
imaginary form:
 β
β
 β  β 
β
β 
1 2
−1 2
−1 2
H [s] = H [ jω] =
= s
= ( jω)
= ( jω)− 2 = ω − 2
j− 2
(5.44)
s
π

However, one knows that j = e j 2 from either of the following:
π
Relation 1: Let x = so that e jπ = cos (x) + j sin (x) yields:
2
π

e j 2 = cos

π 
2

+ j sin
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π 
2

(5.45)

where cos

π 
2

= cos (90◦ ) = 0 and sin

π 
2

= sin (90◦ ) = 1. This upon substitution yields:

π

ej 2 = 0+ j •1

(5.46)

Simplifying yields:
π

ej 2 = j

(5.47)

Relation 2: Let x = π so that e jπ = cos (x) + j sin (x) yields:

e jπ = cos (π) + j sin (π)

(5.48)

where cos (π) = cos (180◦ ) = −1 and sin (π) = sin (180◦ ) = 0. This upon substitution
yields:
e jπ = −1 + j • 0

(5.49)

e jπ = −1

(5.50)

which when simplified yields:

The square root is taken of both sides to yield:
√
√
e jπ = −1

Substituting j =

(5.51)

√
−1 yields:
π

ej 2 = j

(5.52)

Phase can now be determined for the scaling exponent by substitution of either
Eqs. (5.47) or (5.52) for j in Eq. (5.44). This substitution in the imaginary form of the
phase component yields:


j

− β2





 π − β
2
j − β4π
j2
= e
=e
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(5.53)

which is now in the form of e jθ where the phase θ is written in terms of the scaling exponent
β as:
θ =−

βπ
4

(5.54)

Using Euler’s identity e jθ = cos (θ ) + j sin (θ ), the phase component Eq. (5.53) may be
written as:


j

− β2



=e



j − β4π



π
π
= cos −β
+ j sin −β
4
4

(5.55)

Through substitution of Eq. (5.55)22 into the transfer function of Eq. (5.44), the transfer
function may be written in terms of magnitude multiplied by the cosine and sine form of
phase as:
− β2

H [s] = ( jω)

 β  β   β h 

π
π i
−2
−2
−2
= ω
j
= ω
cos −β
+ j sin −β
4
4

(5.56)

Eq. (5.44) can now be written in terms of magnitude and phase:
β

H [ jω] = ( jω)− 2 = |RH | e jθH

(5.57)

The magnitude and phase of the transfer function written in terms of the scaling exponent
β are:
 β
−
|RH | = ωH 2
θH = −β
22 Interestingly,

π
4

(5.58)
(5.59)

Eq. (5.55) is a variation of De Moivre’s Theorem and offers a way to find the phase rotation
of a single scaling system H[s] for an
imaginary
number j as related to β and θ . For example, one


 β
βπ


j
−
4
may write Eq. (5.55) as j− 2 = e
= cos −β π4 + j sin −β π4 for positive frequencies and as
 
 β


j βπ
j 2 = e 4 = cos β π4 + j sin β π4 for negative frequencies. Substitution of β yields θ of H[s] while
solving these equations yields the rectangular coordinates (as x + jy) of the phase shift of H[s] from 1 + j0
on the unit circle. As the fractional exponent of the imaginary number j, β can be any value, integer or
π
decimal such that the imaginary number j can now describe any angular rotation, not only ±90◦ or ±
2
increments. See Fig. 5.7.
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So that the equation of the transfer function

1
β

is:

s2
− β2

H [s] = ( jω)

=

−β
ωH 2

e



j − β4π

(5.60)

Step 3: Show the scaling and phase shift that occurs in the convolution as a result of the
scaling exponent β .
The original convolution written with the Laplace variable s is:

Y [s] = X [s] • H [s]

(5.61)

which in terms of the complex frequency is:

Y [ jω] = X [ jω] • H [ jω]

Substitution of the modified Laplace transfer function equation

(5.62)
1
s

β
2

β

as ( jω)− 2 in terms of

the scaling exponent into the convolution equation is:
β

Y [ jω] = X [ jω] • ( jω)− 2

(5.63)

Rewriting the convolution in polar notation using Eq. (5.43) and Eq. (5.57) yields:

Y [ jω] = |RX | e jθX • |RH | e jθH

(5.64)

Upon convolution, the magnitudes are multiplied from Eq. (5.3) and the phases are added
from Eq. (5.4) to yield:
Y [ jω] = |RX | |RH | e j(θX +θH )

(5.65)

When the equation for phase (5.59) in terms of β is then added to the phase θX of the input
time series, the phase shift is apparent at each frequency ω.
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Therefore, before the convolution:

X [ jω] had angle θX at ω

(5.66)

After the convolution:

Y [ jω] has angle θY = θX − β

π
at ω
4

(5.67)

Thus, any convolution in the time domain or multiplication in the Laplace frequency
1
domain of an input time X [ jω] series by the modified Laplace transfer function β
s2
π
incorporating the scaling exponent β must include a phase shift of θH(+ω) = −β in the
4
23
output Y [ jω] for positive frequencies (+ω) in addition to the rescaling that occurs when
the magnitudes are multiplied. Note that this phase shift changes sign when the frequencies
π
are negative (−ω) to yield θH(−ω) = β to maintain odd symmetry of the sine component.
4

5.9.2

An Example of the Phase Shift at β = 2

To demonstrate the relation between phase shift and β , an example of a single integrator
when β = 2 exhibits the expected −90◦ phase shift. Although one may just substitute
 π
β = 2 directly into Eq. (5.59) and solve for the phase, yielding − , this example
2
will place β = 2 directly into the equations of section (5.9) to show what happens to
the scaling exponent in terms of Euler’s formula. The terms i and j are both used to
represent the imaginary component and are equivalent. They are kept as i and j to make the
23 The

rescaling that occurs is generally amplification when a time series is integrated or fractionally
integrated when β > 0 and generally attenuation when the time series is differentiated or fractionally
1
differentiated when β < 0. However, there is a magnitude transition frequency at fA =
for all single
2π
1
scaling systems, defined as β , where for all systems with β > 0, all magnitudes are attenuated at all
s2
frequencies higher than fA up to the Nyquist frequency ( fC = 0.5) and at all frequencies lower than fA to
1
the lowest frequency fLow = , all magnitudes are amplified. At fA in these systems, there is no change in
N
magnitude. The reverse is true for all single scaling systems with β < 0. The concepts of the magnitude
transition frequency fA are introduced in App. D.3.1.
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mathematics easier to follow until they are combined. Also, although some of the relations
are redundant, each is shown as an alternative mathematical representation arriving at the
same final outcome as an indicator of the robustness of the approach.
From Eq. (5.59), the phase in terms of the scaling exponent can be placed in Euler’s
formula:


π
π
π
+ jsin −β
e(−β 4 ) j = cos −β
4
4

(5.68)

Relation 1: Substitution of β = 2 into the left side of the Eq. (5.68) yields:
 π j
π
π
π
e(−β 4 ) j = e(−2 4 ) j = e(− 2 ) j = e− 2

(5.69)

π
With the identity, e(− 2 ) = ii , the phase shift relative to β = 2 may be expressed as:

 
 π j

1 1
i
i
i
i j
i2
−1
−2
= i =i =i = = •
= 2=
= −i
e
i
i
i
i
−1

(5.70)

Relation 2: Alternatively, if solved using cosine and sine on the right hand side of
Eq. (5.68), the same answer for β = 2 is expected:

 π
 π

π
π
+ j sin −β
= cos −
+ j sin −
= 0 + j(−1) = − j (5.71)
−i = cos −β
4
4
2
2
Relation 3: Or, additionally, substitution of β = 2 in following equation using the
relationship between e, j, and defined in Eq. (5.53) yields:


− β4π j

e

 β   2
= j− 2 = j− 2 = j−1 = − j

(5.72)

Thus, as the scaling exponent for an integrator when β = 2, the phase shift is equivalent
to –i. What does this mean and how exactly is –i related to integration? In the frequency
domain, integration can be performed through convolution by setting β = 2 which results
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in the following shift in phase:

Y [ jω] = |RX | e jθX • |RH | (−i)

(5.73)

π
Previously in Eqs. (5.47) and (5.52), the result e(− 2 ) j = −i was shown that such that the

convolution becomes:
π
Y [ jω] = |RX | e jθX • |RH | e(− 2 ) j

(5.74)

for which the magnitudes are multiplied and the phases are added to yield:
π

Y [ jω] = |RX | |RH | e j(θX − 2 )

(5.75)

X [ jω] had angle θX at ω

(5.76)

Therefore, before integration:

After integration with β = 2:

Y [ jω] has angle θY = θX −

π
at ω
2

(5.77)

π
or −90◦ phase shift in the positive
2
frequencies. If the frequencies are negative, then the sign changes and the phase shift is
π
or +90◦ . One can verify this by taking a cosine wave and integrating the cosine wave
2
through a convolution with the Laplace Integral equation setting β = 2. The result is the
Thus, a single integration in which β = 2 includes a −

expected sine equation with a −90◦ phase shift from input (cosine) to output (sine) (as
shown in Fig. 5.10).
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5.10

Fractional Integration and Differentiation
through the Scaling Exponent β

A variation of integration and differentiation is possible using the scaling exponent
in conjunction with a convolution.

Incorporating the scaling exponent β into the

Laplace transfer function (Eq. (5.29)) allows for integration, differentiation, and fractional
integration and differentiation by frequencies in the complex frequency domain. In fact,
1
the concept of using β yields insight into the dynamics of integration and differentiation.
s2
Current numerical integration techniques rely on obtaining better approximations to the
correct answer through the addition of more terms starting with first order and adding terms
to obtain second, third, fourth order, and more. Using this alternative method to integrate
may improve the accuracy of the integration in some cases such as the case of several
successive integrations of sine or cosine waves. An equation (or any time series) can be
converted into the frequency domain using the FFT, integrated through the multiplication
of the real and imaginary components of the equation or time series by the rectangular
1
notation of the modified Laplace equation β where β = 2 for an integrator but may also
s2
be set to any value of β for fractional integration or differentiation, and then passed through
an IFFT which yield the newly integrated time series or function.
Furthermore, the scaling exponent β can be set to any value for the desired number
of integrations, differentiations, or fractional integrations and differentiations providing an
1
alternative frequency domain approach to fractional calculus. Positive values of β in β
s2
will perform integration when convolved with a signal such as β = 2 for one integration or
β = 4 for two integrations with the value of the scaling exponent β increasing by +2 per
1
integration. Negative values of β in β will perform differentiation when convolved with a
s2
signal such as β = −2 for one differentiation or β = −4 for two differentiation decreasing
by −2 per differentiation. Fractional integration or differentiation is accomplished by
setting β to any non-multiple of 2, even decimal values, positive for fractional integration
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and negative for fractional differentiation (e.g., setting β = 1 in

1
β

will perform a half

s2
integration upon convolution with a signal).
Integration in the frequency domain using a transfer function convolution always
produces a time series in which endpoints match (i.e., a DC-balanced waveform)
representing one period of an infinitely repeating time series so there is no DC component
after integration that is normally observed with numerical integration. The lack of a DC
bias after integration is useful in some cases, especially in systems that exhibit natural
oscillations as is found in alternating or AC waveforms such as a sine wave24 . For example,
integration of a simple cosine wave will fail after three numerical integrations if the DC
1
offset is not removed while frequency domain integration using a convolution and β will
s2
yield a negative sine wave after three integrations (setting β = 6) without having to remove
the DC offset as shown in App. B (see Figs. B.17 and B.18). A comparison and discussion
of numerical versus synthetic integration in the frequency domain is found in App. D (see
Figs. D.1 and D.2).

5.11

On the Continuous Laplace Transform
for Discrete Natural Data Sets

Many natural stochastic systems are continuous in nature and are only discretized,
truncating the frequencies of the natural system, by the sampling of the system. Any
continuous data set, once sampled, technically becomes a discrete data set and an array
of numbers sampled per a predetermined sampling interval but this does not mean that
the discrete data set is now a discrete-time signal since the data still is representative
of a continuous-time signal.

One may sample a continuous-time signal at smaller

sampling intervals and still obtain a value such as water levels of the Great Lakes. The
24 Here

DC refers to Direct Current and AC refers to Alternating Current. However, in terms of waveforms,
natural stochastic systems consisting of cosine and sine waves are adequately described using electrical
engineering terminology such as AC which refers to the natural oscillations of the waveform.
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Laplace transform is used here on continuous-time water level data which only becomes
discrete after sampling, but the system represented is still a continuous-time system.
Since the Laplace transform is only to be used for continuous (analog) data sets, which
are represented by many stochastic natural systems, the analogous z-transform used for
discrete-time systems is not applicable (e.g. [62, 14]). The complex rectangular frequencies
of the Laplace operator s, extending to positive and negative infinity, better describes
natural systems as continuous-time signals than the polar format of the z-transform which is
specific to discrete-time signals with limited discrete frequencies dictated by the bandwidth
of the signal.
Moreover, since the FFT (as the complex discrete Fourier transform) is used for
all natural discrete (but ultimately continuous in behavior) data sets presented here, the
complex frequency domain representation of these data sets from the FFT allows all
mathematics of the modified Laplace transfer function equations with the scaling exponent
β to be solved in terms of the continuous sinusoids and exponentials of the Laplace
transform, the language of the physical world, but within the context of the complex
discrete Fourier transform. In other words, by allowing the scaling exponent β found on
the power spectrum (in polar format) to be represented in all Laplace transform equations,
continuous-time signals in the form of discrete natural stochastic data sets, converted to
the complex frequency domain using the FFT, may be solved directly in the rectangular
form of the s-domain as if they were continuous. The Laplace transform with the scaling
exponent β yields more robust mathematical results analogous to what is expected from
the continuous differential equations of natural systems.

5.12

Polar to Rectangular Notation and the Convolution

With the relationship of the scaling exponent to both the magnitude (Eq. (5.34)) and phase
(Eq. (5.59)) established, all the information needed to convert from polar to rectangular
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notation is available to perform a convolution on a data set. Since the FFT returns both
1
positive and negative frequencies, a simple integrator type system β , with one scaling
s2
exponent β , contains the following relationships for magnitude and phase.
Magnitude (for all positive frequencies):
1

M=

β

(5.78)

ω2
Phase for Positive Frequencies:

θ(+ω) = −β

π
for all (+ω)
4

(5.79)

At the Nyquist Frequency:
θNyquist = 0

(5.80)

Phase for Negative Frequencies:

θ(−ω) = β

π
for all (−ω)
4

(5.81)

Rewriting the conversion equations (3.8) and (3.9) from polar notation to rectangular
notation with phase θ in terms of the scaling exponent β yields the general conversion for
each frequency25 (here shown for positive frequencies):

25 These


π
xReal = M • cos −β
4

(5.82)


π
yImaginary = M • sin −β
4

(5.83)

conversion equations represent only single scaling time series of the modified Laplace transform

1

. For more modified Laplace transforms representing multiscaling systems, the appropriate values
β
s2
of magnitude (M) and phase (θ ) for these more complex transfer functions should be substituted into
these conversions to rectangular notation. The magnitude and phase equations of more complex Laplace
transforms, such as high and low pass filters, which incorporate the scaling exponent β are discussed in
Ch. 6.
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Solving for the magnitude from the amplitudes at each frequency of the real x and
imaginary y component of the complex number and phase in terms of β yields (for positive
frequencies):
Real (X)

cos −β π4

(5.84)

Imaginary (Y )

sin −β π4

(5.85)

Magnitude =

Magnitude =

To perform a convolution in rectangular notation, the complex numbers are written
as the real and imaginary number for each frequency. Most of the time, the convolution
will be written in a computer algorithm that uses the rectangular notation to perform the
calculations in the frequency domain. As such, the convolution equation for complex
frequencies (Eq. (5.62)) can be rewritten in terms of the index values and scaling exponent
of the results normally given by the FFT. While many of the equations have been written
using the angular complex frequency ( jω), the complex frequency includes both positive
and negative frequencies and to correctly calculate the convolution, the sign of the
frequency must be taken into account. Magnitude, as the absolute value of x and y at
a frequency, will remain the same for each positive frequency and negative counterpart.
Phase, however, being the arctangent of y divided by x, is sensitive to the sign and changes
sign at the Nyquist frequency. At the Nyquist frequency, the frequencies change sign from
positive to negative and the sine (imaginary) components also change sign (the cosine (real)
components do not change sign)26 . These properties must be taken into account when
writing a computer algorithm to perform a convolution in rectangular notation using the
scaling exponent.
26 The

real cosine components of the complex number at each frequency is said to have even symmetry
(i.e., the sign and number at a positive frequency is equal to the same sign and number at the corresponding
negative frequency). The imaginary sine components of the complex number are said to have odd symmetry
(i.e., the sign and number at a positive frequency is equal to the opposite sign yet same number at the
corresponding negative frequency). Refer to Fig. 5.2.
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5.12.1

The Input Signal

A convolution in the frequency domain (through either Eq. (5.19) and Eq. (5.62)) in terms
of the complex angular frequency is an input signal X[ jω] multiplied by a transfer function
H[ jω] to yield a new frequency domain representation of the time series, Y [ jω]. The results
of the FFT of an N sample input signal x[n] are a series of N complex numbers X[ jω]
indexed from m = 0, 1, 2 . . . N − 1 and contain amplitudes of both positive and negative


frequencies. The index values m of the positive frequencies range from 0 < m < N 2
 

and the index values m of the negative frequencies range from N 2 < m < (N − 1) . The
complex numbers x and jy (Fourier coefficients) of the input signal in rectangular notation
are assigned to an array X[m]. The array X[m] of the input signal contains a complex
number; the real x-value at index m will be designated Xx [m] and the imaginary y-value
at index m will be designated Xy [m] as summarized in Table 5.1. In the FFT algorithm of
MATLAB, at an index of m = 0, the value at Xx [0] is equal to the sum of the time series
1
since MATLAB assigns the term to the IFFT synthesis equation as opposed to the FFT
N
analysis equation.
Table 5.1: Input Complex Number Array of FFT in Rectangular Notation.

index

Xx [m]

Xy [m]

m=0

Xx[m]

0

m=1

Xx[m]

Xy[m]

..
.

..
.

..
.

Xx[m]

0

..
.

..
.

..
.

m = N −1

Xx[m]

−Xy[m]

m=

N
2
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5.12.2

The Transfer Function

Any value of β , both integer or fractional, may be incorporated into the modified Laplace
transfer function which can represent single scaling or multiscaling behavior. In these
1
examples, only the single scaling transfer function β will be convolved27 . According
s2
to the index values m and frequencies at the index values, given a modified Laplace
transfer function and value of β , the conversion equations for magnitude and phase in
Eqs. (5.82) and (5.83) are used to convert from polar notation into the proper rectangular
coordinates and stored in the array H[m]. If convolving an actual signal, the magnitude and
1
phase are known from the FFT. However, the transfer function β requires that magnitude
s2
and phase be solved from Eqs. (5.78) through (5.81).
A convolution in the frequency domain is a multiplication of the complex number of
the FFT at each frequency of the signal of interest with the transfer function solved for
the same frequencies. As such, the magnitudes and phases must be calculated for each
frequency at each index value m and since both the input signal X[m] and the transfer
function H[m] contain N samples, the index value m is the same for each. Given any value
of scaling exponent β , a single scaling time series may be generated (or integrated setting
β = 2 or differentiated setting β = −2) once the transfer function is solved and converted
to rectangular notation for any given signal. Prior to the calculation of magnitude and phase
for a given index value and associated frequency and subsequent conversion of magnitude
and phase to real x and imaginary y values, the structure of the FFT signal must be taken
into account.
The index values m count up from 0 to (N–1). At an index of m = 0 and at the Nyquist
N
frequency at m = there is only a real x value and no imaginary y term which is seen in
2
the array of Table 5.1. At an index value of m = 1, the lowest frequency to just below
27 The

modified Laplace transfer function equations describing multiscaling behavior are discussed in Ch. 6.
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N
the Nyquist frequency at m =
− 1 , the positive frequencies are increasing and range
2
N
from (0 < f < 0.5). At the Nyquist frequency the index value is m = and the frequency

2
N
equivalent to fNyquist = 0.5. From an index value of m =
+ 1 to m = (N − 1), the
2
frequencies are negative and start at high frequencies and decrease to lower frequencies
ranging from (−0.5 < f < 0). Even though the index values are always counting up, the
frequencies progress from the lowest positive frequency (at m = 1) to the highest frequency
N
at the Nyquist frequency (at m = ) and then an abrupt inversion of sign takes place at
2
the Nyquist frequency where the frequencies become negative and progress from highest
negative frequency to the lowest negative frequency (at m = (N − 1)). The index value m
is used to determine the frequency required when calculating the magnitude component
in terms of the scaling exponent. Two equations are required for the calculation of each
frequency, one for the positive frequencies and one for negative frequencies using the index
values m.
Once the frequency ( f ) is determined, the angular frequency should be calculated for
use in the transfer function. The angular frequency, denoted as (ω) omega and sometimes
referred to as the natural frequency, ranges from (0 < ω < π) in the positive frequencies
and from (−π < ω < 0) in the negative frequencies. To calculate the angular frequency,
the formula for ω is:
ω = 2π f

(5.86)

and is measured in units of radians per sample (or sampling interval). The index values (m)
compared to the frequency ( f ) and angular frequency (ω) with the conversion formulas for
the positive and negative frequency calculations are summarized in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Summary of index values (m), frequency ( f ), and angular frequency (ω) with
conversion formulas for positive and negative frequency calculations.

index
m=0

Conversion

−−−−−−→
f ormula

→

m=

N
2

m=

[ Nm ]
−−→

m=

N
2

→

..
.
m = N −1

0

→

..
.

±0.5

[ m−N
N ]
−−−→

..
.

→

1
−
N

0
 
1
2π
N

positive

..
.

• 2π

−−→
2π
→

f requencies

m
N

±π


m−N
N

+1

ω

(2π f )

m
N

−1
N
2

Conversion

−−−−−−→

1
N

m=1
..
.

f

2π

m−N
N



−−→

• 2π

..
.

negative

→



1
2π −
N

f requencies

Once the appropriate frequencies have been calculated for each index value, the
1
transfer function formula β can then be solved for magnitude and phase using Eqs.
s2
(5.78), (5.79), (5.80), and (5.81). In order to calculate the magnitude for each frequency, all
calculations are possible directly from the positive frequencies. Caution is advised when
calculating magnitude for the negative frequencies such that if the negative frequencies are
used in Eq. (5.78), an error will result due to the negative sign of the frequency term.
The magnitude however, like the real x cosine component in rectangular notation, has
even symmetry about the Nyquist frequency meaning that each positive frequency and
negative frequency complement will have the same positive magnitude. As such, since the
magnitudes for the positive frequencies are in effect, a mirror image around the Nyquist
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Figure 5.2: A graphic representation of how the Fourier coefficient data is structured.
There are some landmarks within the results that one should look for to make sure that the
computer program or spreadsheet is working properly. Note that for samples m = 0 and
sample m = N/2, there is no matching point and only a real value, no imaginary value.
(With few exceptions, these points will never match). The frequencies start out with low
frequencies becoming higher frequencies as the index approaches the Nyquist frequency.
At the Nyquist frequency of 0.5 or π, the frequencies switch sign and begin counting down
from high to low negative frequencies based on Euler’s equations.
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frequency, the command fliplr in MATLAB can be used to reflect the magnitudes in the
negative frequency to create the full data set needed for conversion to rectangular notation.
For the phase information, use Eq. (5.79) for positive frequencies and Eq. (5.81) for
negative frequencies with a phase of 0 at the Nyquist frequency, i.e., Eq. (5.80). As the
magnitudes and phases have now been calculated for the transfer function, and assigned to
an index value, the rectangular notation can now be calculated. A summary of the index
values with the magnitude and phase is found in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Summary of Index Values with Magnitude and Phase.
index

M

θ

m=0

Mm(0)

0

m=1

Mm(1)

θm(1)

..
.

..
.

..
.

m=

N
2

m=
m=

N
2

..
.

− 1 Mm( N −1)
2
N
2

Mm(0)

θm( N −1)
2

0

+ 1 Mm( N +1) −θm( N +1)
2
2
..
.

m = N − 1 Mm(N−1)

..
.
−θm(N−1)

The reference Table 5.3 can be used as a general guide for the structure of magnitude
and phase for a transfer function for both single scaling and multiscaling data sets. The
magnitudes for multiscaling sets are the sum of all transfer functions at each frequency,
still reflected about the Nyquist frequency, and the phase is additive but changes sign
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as the frequencies change from positive to negative. Conversion from polar notation to
rectangular notation can now be performed using Eqs. (5.82) and (5.83) to obtain the
complex number at each frequency (taking into consideration sign changes occurring from
positive to negative frequencies). Alternatively, if the magnitude of the transfer function is
calculated directly from the index value (such as when writing computer code to handle the
calculations), Table 5.4 can be used which uses a modification of the index (F) so that the
index reverses itself at the Nyquist frequency allowing magnitude to be calculated.
Table 5.4: Table of Index, F-value, and Phase for Direct Calculation of x + jy.
index

F-value

Phase

m=0

F =0

θ =0

m=1

..
.

..
.

..
.

F =m

m=

N
2

m=
m=

N
2

−1
N
2

+1

θ = −β

..
.
Nyquist: F =

..
.
N
2

..
.

..
.

F = − (m − N)

m = N −1

..
.
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π
4



θ =0
..
.
θ =β
..
.

π
4

For a single scaling exponent, solving for magnitude is then a matter of substituting the
F
correct value of F to calculate the frequency28 by dividing by N. The frequency is fm =
N
which is then converted from frequency ( f ) to angular frequency (ω), since the phase is
 
F
already in radians, through multiplication by 2π (i.e., ωm = 2π
). Once the angular
N
frequency array is known based on the length of the time series, the magnitude array of
 β
1 2
from Eq. (5.34). With the
a single scaling exponent transfer function is Mm =
ωm
 β
1 2
correct magnitude, as
, and phase information, as θm(+ω) = −β π4 for the positive,
ωm
θm(Nyquist) = 0 at the Nyquist frequency (here, ±π), and θm(−ω) = β π4 for the negative
frequencies, the magnitude and phase may be placed into the equations for the real x and
imaginary y components of the complex number at each frequency to become:

xReal[m] =

1
ωm


yImaginary[m] =

β

2

cos (θm )

1
ωm

(5.87)

β

2

sin (θm )

(5.88)

As such, the total complex number in rectangular notation will be referred to as H[m].
Then, combining Eqs. (5.87) and (5.88) into one complex number equation yields:



 β
1 2
H[m] = x[m] + jy[m] = 
cos (θ )
ω




 β
1 2
sin (θ )
+ j
ω
[m]

(5.89)
[m]

which represents the rectangular notation of the transfer function at each index value and
every frequency. To ensure proper calculation, check for even symmetry of the cosine
28 Note

that the F-value is slightly different from frequency in that this value represents the absolute value of
the frequency in order to generate a positive magnitude number which is required for the DSP mathematics.
The result of multiplying by −1 in the negative frequencies before dividing by N will calculate to an
equivalent positive frequency for each negative frequency. When the frequency is then solved with the
scaling exponent, the resulting magnitude will be positive. Alternatively, beyond the Nyquist frequency
from N2 < m < N − 1 , the F-value may be written as F = (N − m) to omit the multiplication by −1.
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component and odd symmetry of the sine component from positive to negative frequencies
around the Nyquist frequency.
When calculating the rectangular notation of the transfer function, the values at the
zero frequency at an index of m = 0 must be addressed. Naturally, during the calculations,
any division by zero will return an undefined result, either as infinity or the Not-a-Number
(NaN) term. The imaginary term, jy[0] at the zero frequency will always be zero (0) such
that after the calculation in Eq. (5.89), the value jy[0] = 0 should be substituted for the NaN
result at jy[0] . However, the real term x[0] at the zero frequency at an index of m = 0 is
usually either the mean of the time series (the DC offset) or the sum of the time series
depending on the FFT algorithm29 . In the case of the transfer function, with no time series
counterpart, the real cosine term x[0] at the zero frequency may be assigned the value of
1 such that x[0] = 1. The reasoning behind assigning a value of 1 and not 0 here is that
if the transfer function is developed for a single scaling system in which β = 0, the input
is expected to be passed directly to the output such that the rectangular notation in the
frequency domain remains unchanged. From the convolution of the input with the transfer
function, since the real cosine terms are multiplied, by assigning x[0] = 1, the value at x[0] is
preserved from input to output (i.e., Xx [0] equals Yx [0]) . Had the transfer function assigned
the value of 0 at x[0] , the real value at Xx [0] of the input would not be preserved in the output
at Yx [0] after passing through the β = 0 system represented by the transfer function.

5.12.3

The Output Signal

The convolution in rectangular notation in the frequency domain is performed by
multiplying the two complex number arrays, X[m] and H[m], to arrive at a new filtered
29 As

mentioned from the discussion regarding the input signal, in MATLAB, the value x[0] at m = 0 is the
1
sum of the time series since the term is assigned to the IFFT instead of the FFT. The FFT and IFFT are
N
1
considered a pair of analysis and synthesis equations and as long as the
term is assigned to either the
N
FFT or the IFFT, translation from time domain back to frequency domain and back will work properly. If
1
the term had been assigned to the FFT, the value x[0] at m = 0 would be the mean of the time series.
N
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set of Fourier Coefficients Y [m], as the output signal, which is also in rectangular notation.
Thus, to carry out:
Y [m] = X [m] • H [m]

(5.90)

the real x and imaginary y values of the input, X[m], are multiplied by the complex number
of the transfer function, H[m], as:




Y [m] = X [m]R H [m]R − X [m]I H [m]I + j X [m]R H [m]I − X [m]I H [m]R

(5.91)

where R and I are representing the real and imaginary components, respectively, of X[m]
or H[m]. Once this step is finished, all that is left is to calculate the IFFT on the results
of Y [m]. This will yield a new synthetic time series that contains only real numbers.
The symmetry and phase of the FFT was preserved in the convolution so there are no
imaginary numbers after the IFFT to exclude as previous studies required30 . This method
of using transfer functions to describe any scaling exponent is useful for both single and
multiscaling behaviors in time series. If a white noise is used as the input, then the
time series created is an exact representation of the scaling exponent that was used in the
equations. Appendix F contains links to a repository containing MATLAB code which may
be used to generate a single-scaling time series of any length and any value of β .
30 From

the discussion, the importance of phase should be apparent. While methods such as the
1
Weierstrass-Mandelbrot functions or using only magnitude as β were used to generate fBm fractal data
f2
sets, these methods randomized or omitted the phase component and did not preserve the symmetry of the
1
FFT [63, 64, 10]. When time series analysis is approached from the β system perspective, the phase of
s2
the output, while appearing random, is actually the shifted phase of the input, shifted at each frequency
according to the scaling exponent β at each frequency. As such, the phase of the output time series is
representative of the shifting aspect of the scaling exponent and not meaningless random behavior.
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5.13

Distinguishing Between Scaling Exponents
of the Input, System, and Output

Thus far, the focus has been on measuring the scaling exponent(s) of power spectrum of
the output time series to determine the scaling exponent(s) of the system in order to derive
the Frequency Response Model of the system as the modified Laplace transfer functions
incorporating the scaling exponent β . However, one must understand that each component
of the convolution equation (Eq. (5.19)) as Input X[s], System H[s], and Output Y [s]
contains distinct values of the scaling exponent β at each frequency, both in magnitude
and phase. The scaling behavior of the input, together with the scaling behavior of the
system processing the input, will generate an output time series with the combined scaling
behavior of the input and system. In general, if the scaling behavior of the input is β = 0,
since the scaling exponent of the system is left as an artifact on the output, the scaling
behavior of the output signal completely represents the scaling behavior of the system.
However, from an in-depth examination of the data, further discussion of the nuances of
scaling behavior over all frequencies and at each frequency is necessary.
The data from which the scaling exponent exponent is measured, or the context in
which the scaling exponent exponent is solved, necessarily dictates the overall composition
of the resulting array of β at each frequency. For example, one would not expect the
measurement and fit of the power spectrum of the input time series to be the same as the
power spectrum of the output time series for any system for which β 6= 0. Furthermore, a
variation of the scaling exponent β at each frequency may be solved from either magnitude
or phase in polar notation or directly from the x and y rectangular complex numbers of the
input and output time series from which the scaling exponent of the system may be derived
at each frequency without the need to fit the equation with a power law. To avoid confusion
of the scaling exponents (β ) in the input (X) time series, the system (H), and the output
(Y ) time series, additional subscripts will be used to designate the source of the data and
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also if the scaling exponent was solved from magnitude (M), phase (θ ), or directly from x
and y of rectangular notation.
For single scaling systems in which the same scaling exponent β spans all frequencies,
the scaling exponent representing the scaling behavior of the input (βX ) is added to the
scaling behavior of the system (βH ) to yield the scaling exponent of the output time series
(βY ) at all frequencies. The scaling exponent β may be considered as a global exponent,
spanning all frequencies, with local variation of β at each frequency in the input and
output signal which collectively, result in the observed global scaling exponent of the power
spectrum for the input or output signal. The global scaling exponent system βH of a single
scaling system over all frequencies is equal to the local value of β at each frequency within
the system. However, the local value of β of the input (X) or output (Y ) signal at each
frequency is variable and does not necessarily equal the global scaling exponent measured
in power spectrum of the input βX or output βY signal over all frequencies. Even though
the local values of β of the input and output signal are variable, the difference of the local
values of β from output signal to input signal at each frequency will equal the local, and
thus global, scaling exponent of the system βH . In saying that the scaling behavior of the
input (βX ) added to the scaling behavior of the system (βH ) yields the scaling exponent of
the output time series (βY ) at all frequencies, one is saying that the global scaling exponents
over all frequencies are additive since the local value of β at each frequency is also additive.
At each frequency, the local yet variable scaling exponent of the input adds to the fixed
scaling exponent of the system at that same frequency to yield a new local, variable scaling
exponent at that frequency of the output, collectively manifesting as the observed global
scaling exponent over all frequencies of the output time series. The additive behavior of
the scaling exponent β at each local frequency and over all global frequencies from input
to output through the system may be summarized as:

βX + βH = βY
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(5.92)

where (βY ), as the scaling behavior of the output time series, is what is generally measured
as β when fitting a power spectrum with a power law to determine the slope.
For example, there are many ways to arrive at a global scaling exponent of β = 2 in
the output time series. Foremost, when one assumes Gaussian white noise as the input with
1
βX = 0 for large systems, an integrator system as β with βH = 2 will yield an output time
s2
series with βY = 2 such that:

[βX = 0] + [βH = 2] = [βY = 2]

(5.93)

Here, the system imparts the output time series with the scaling exponent of the system and
is the complete origin of the observed scaling behavior in the output.
Alternatively, for smaller systems with a red noise input with βX = 1, a half integral
1
system as β with βH = 1 will yield an output time series with βY = 2 such that:
s2
[βX = 1] + [βH = 1] = [βY = 2]

(5.94)

In this example, with red noise as input, the system still imparts the output time series with
the complete scaling behavior of the system but the system is only responsible for half of
the scaling behavior observed in the output time series, the other half is contributed entirely
by the input into the system.
In some cases, a Brownian motion with βX = 2 may be used as an input into a system
1
that essentially does nothing defined as β with βH = 0 to yield the same Brownian motion
s2
time series as output with βY = 2, having passed completely through the system unchanged
such that:
[βX = 2] + [βH = 0] = [βY = 2]

(5.95)

An important note is that the scaling behavior of transfer function equations is
completely deterministic. For example, a Gaussian white noise with β = 0 may be used
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to generate a red noise input such that the input is βX = 1. When this red noise input is
1
then passed through a half integral system of β with βH = 1 to yield an output time series
s2
with βY = 2, the resulting output time series will be exactly the same as if that same initial
Gaussian white noise with β = 0 which was used to make the red noise input was passed
1
directly through a single integral system of β with βH = 2 to yield the identical output
s2
time series with βY = 2. In addition to these examples, any number of decimal values rather
than integers may be used for the scaling exponents to yield the same result of a Brownian
motion time series with βY = 2 as the output time series of the system. Furthermore, for
multiscaling time series, the effect is the same with the local scaling exponent at each
frequency adding to the local scaling exponent of the system at that same frequency to
yield the local scaling exponent of the output, again at the same frequency.
One logical conclusion from these observations is that the scaling exponent of the
output time series (βY ) only equals the system process(es) (βH ) when the input is a
Gaussian white noise with βX = 0. Thus, when referencing the underlying processes
responsible for generating the output time series, one is referring only to of the scaling
exponent of the system, βH , and not the scaling exponent of the output time series, βY ,
since the scaling exponent of the input, βX , may not always be βX = 0 if the system is small
or has few inputs. If the scaling exponent of the input is not βX = 0, then the measured
scaling exponent on the output time series, βY , describes the scaling behavior of the input,
βX , and the scaling behavior of the system, βH , collectively, as the scaling exponent of the
output time series and not necessarily the process by which the system was generated. This
is also why the scaling behavior observed on the output time series, in both magnitude and
power, may be described as an artifact of the system, since in all cases where the system is
not βH = 0, the scaling behavior of the output (βY ) includes the complete signature of the
scaling behavior of the system (βH ).
If the scaling exponent β only described the output time series and did not describe the
processes by which the time series was generated (or the inputs as well), then that suggests
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that the process by which the time series was generated (and the inputs) have no effect
on observed scaling behavior which cannot be. For example, integration of a Gaussian
white noise (βX = 0) is known to yield a Brownian motion (βY = 2) where the scaling
exponent of the system (βH = 2) not only is representing the process of integration, the
1
scaling exponent of βH = 2 in the modified Laplace equation β performs the integration
s2
in the frequency domain. One may also fractionally integrate (such as a three-quarters
integration as βH = 1.5 ) a βX = 0.5 time series and also arrive at a Brownian motion
with βY = 2. However, the point here is that in order to achieve a Brownian motion time
series with βY = 2, some form of integration must take place or have taken place, whether
the integration has occurred in the system, the input, or even as a system differentiation
process, as the reverse of integration, with βH = −2 and βX = 4. As such, the scaling
exponent represents the process by which the time series was generated and in many natural
systems, the input is a Gaussian white noise as βX = 0 due to the Central Limit Theorem
so that the scaling exponent of the output equals the scaling exponent of the system (i.e.,
βH = βY ).

5.13.1

Solve for the Effect of the
Scaling Exponent in Rectangular Notation

The question of where power law scaling behavior, as β , is observed in time series data
must be addressed. Scaling behavior is more apparent within the frequency domain
representation of the time series rather than the time domain since the scaling occurs
over each frequency. However, patterns which occur in the time domain are related to
scaling over all or distinct ranges of frequencies, the effects of scaling behavior are readily
observable in the structure and appearance of a time series31 . The conversion of a stochastic
31 A discussion on the origin of structure within stochastic time series is found in App. D.2.1.3 which discusses

the number of runs per run length of each scaling exponent and the impact these runs have on the overall
structure of the time series. The number of runs per run length experiences exponential scaling which is
further defined by the overall scaling behavior of the time series.
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time series from the time domain to the frequency domain through the FFT allows for
discovery of the scaling exponent.
In rectangular notation of the time series, the amplitudes as the complex numbers at
each frequency in the frequency domain do not scale. However, contained in the amplitudes
is the information necessary to determine scaling behavior once the rectangular complex
numbers have been converted to polar notation. Already discussed is the comparison of
the scaling exponent of power to the scaling exponent of magnitude as half of the scaling
exponent of power. In order to determine scaling behavior of magnitude or power, the
positive frequencies of magnitude or power are plotted as a spectrum in log-log space and
a power law is fit to the data using a linear least squares fit. However, both magnitude and
1
1
power, as β or β respectively, are only one half of the information contained within
ω
ω2
1
the complex Laplace operator s, the other half being j or phase as β which is equivalent
j2


to e

j − β4π

from Eq. (5.53). Both magnitude (or power) and phase are required to convert

to back to rectangular notation from polar notation.

5.13.2

Local Scaling Exponent βθ from Phase

Some other useful equations can be obtained from the mathematics of the scaling exponent
β . Having established the relationship of the scaling exponent to the phase, one can convert
y
from polar notation to rectangular notation. Of note, the phase equation tan−1
is
x
equivalent to the MATLAB command atan2(y,x). If the phase equation (Eq. (3.9)) and the
phase in terms of the scaling exponent (Eq. (5.79)) are combined for positive frequencies,
θH(+ω) , then:
−1

tan

y
x

= −β

π
4

(5.96)

The combined equation may then be used to solve for various relationships of x, y , and the
local scaling exponent β .
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Phase does contain a local value of the scaling exponent β at each frequency, but not
in the traditional sense of how scaling behavior is usually addressed. For each stochastic
time series, the phase is essentially random and on average, approximately 0 radians since
the phase extends from −π < θ < π. In radians, phase is a rotation around a unit circle
with each 2π interval as one rotation. The phase of the input (θX ) is random, such as
β = 0 (Fig. 5.3), as is the phase of the output (θY ), such as β = 2 (Fig. 5.4) , after
having passed through the system. However since the system is represented by the modified
1
Laplace transfer function, such as β , the phase of the system (θH ) is not random. The
s2
key to understanding phase is that while both the input and output phase are random, the
randomness of the output phase (θY ) at each frequency is exactly the input phase (θX )
at each frequency shifted by the phase of the system (θH ) at each frequency as defined
by the transfer function. In essence, the phase of the output time series is a result of
π
the input time series, shifted by the transfer function such as the − (or −90◦ ) phase
2
π
shift observed in positive frequencies and a corresponding phase shift of + (or +90◦ )
2
in negative frequencies for an integrator system (Fig. 5.5). Thus, for an integrator system
1
defined as β with βH = 2, the phase may be summarized as:
s2
θX +
θX

θH
=
θY
 π
π
+ −
= θX −
2
2

(5.97)

π
for each positive frequency such that θY = θX − .
2
From the phase at each frequency, a local exponent equivalent to β may be solved for
the output signal and input signal. For clarity, the local scaling exponent solved from phase
at each frequency will be denoted βθ . Solving for βθ for positive frequencies (+ω):

−β

y
π
= tan−1
4
x
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(a) Gaussian white noise in the time domain. The actual values, when compared to the calculated values, are
the same.

(b) Gaussian white noise in the complex frequency domain in polar notation. The power spectrum (left)
indicates that the scaling exponent is β = 0.0336. The phase (right) appears random, with inverse symmetry
in phase from positive to negative frequencies.

Figure 5.3: A Gaussian white noise in the time domain (x[n] and Fig. 5.3a) and the
complex frequency domain (X[s] and Fig. 5.3b). This Gaussian white noise is used as input
and integrated through a convolution in the frequency domain with the modified Laplace
1
integral β and the scaling exponent β = 2. The output, Brownian motion, if the frequency
s2
domain integral of this Gaussian white noise time series, is found in Fig. 5.4. Selected
samples of the corresponding data of this Gaussian white noise are found in Table 5.5.
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(a) Brownian motion in the time domain from the frequency domain integral of Gaussian white noise input
of Fig. 5.3a.

(b) Brownian motion as output in the complex frequency domain in polar notation. The power spectrum (left)
indicates that the scaling exponent is β = 2.0336, a β = +2 increase from the input time series. The phase
(right) appears random, with inverse symmetry in phase from positive to negative frequencies, yet the output
π
π
phase is shifted from input at each frequency by − radians in positive frequencies and in + negative
2
2
frequencies.

Figure 5.4: A Brownian motion in the time domain (y[n] and Fig. 5.4a) and the complex
frequency domain (Y [s] and Fig. 5.4b). This Brownian motion is the output of the
integration of Gaussian white noise input of Fig. 5.3a through a convolution in the
1
frequency domain with the modified Laplace integral β and the scaling exponent β = 2.
s2
Selected samples of the corresponding data of this Brownian motion are found in Table 5.7.
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   4
4
π
−1 y
−
• −β = tan
• −
π
4
x
π

−4 tan−1 xy
βθ (+ω) =
π

(5.98)

For negative frequencies (−ω), there is a sign change and the negative sign is removed
such that:
4 tan−1
βθ (−ω) =
π

y
x

(5.99)

When solved for a stochastic time series, the local exponent βθ at each frequency using
the random phase of the input or output time series in Eqs. (5.98) and (5.99) also appears
random in positive frequencies with inverted symmetry of the same randomness in negative
frequencies. Thus, the local exponent βθ does not conform to the traditional sense of
a power scaling exponent and should not be expected exhibit power scaling in phase.
However, one must realize that the global scaling exponent βH , as a property of the
system, exists between the local exponent of the output βθ (Y ) and the local exponent of
the input βθ (X) time series at the same frequencies so that the local scaling exponent(s) at
each frequency, and global scaling exponent at all frequencies, of the system βH may be
determined using Eqs. (5.98) and (5.99), but only if the input and output time series are
known.
The phase term is distinct to a time series for each frequency and though random for
each stochastic time series, may be used to determine the scaling behavior of the system if
both the input and output are known. Unlike magnitude and power, for which the scaling
behavior of the output time series equals the scaling behavior of the system when Gaussian
white noise is the input, the phase shift of the system affects the output but does not leave
an artifact of scaling behavior directly in the phase of the output; the phase of the output is
random. This means that when Eqs. (5.98) and (5.99) are solved for βθ , that the value of
βθ , as a direct consequence of phase, will also be random for the input at each frequency
and the output at each frequency. In other words, the scaling exponent βθ solved from
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phase for the input time series and the output time series does not exhibit any of the power
law scaling associated with β in magnitude and power. In phase, the scaling exponent βH
is manifest completely within the system as βH = βθ (H) = βθ (Y ) − βθ (X) .
Consequently, the difference in phase at each frequency from output to input may also
be used to determine the phase of the system at each frequency (i.e., as an array of all
frequencies, θH = θY − θX ) which when inserted into Eqs. (5.98) and (5.99), will yield the

correct scaling exponent of the system βθ (H) at each frequency (Fig. 5.6) without the
need to fit a linear least squares fit line to the data. So, while phase cannot be used to find
the scaling exponent of the system (βH ) directly from the random local scaling exponents

in phase of the output time series βθ (Y ) , the difference in phase of output to input can be
used to determine the scaling exponent of the system once this phase difference is used in
Eqs. (5.98) and (5.99).
Furthermore, if the phase is solved for the scaling exponent at each frequency32 of




the input θ(X) f → βθ (X) f and output θ(Y ) f → βθ (Y ) f , the difference of these scaling
exponents from output to input will also yield the scaling exponent of the system (i.e.,
βθ (H) f = βθ (Y ) f − βθ (X) f ). For single scaling systems, the local scaling exponent of the
system at each frequency βθ (H) f will equal the global scaling exponent of the system as a
whole βH . For multiscaling systems, the local scaling exponent at each frequency gives an
exact picture of the scaling behavior at that frequency manifesting as scaling in magnitude
and shifting in phase. Thus, the global scaling exponent β , as βH , may be determined
entirely by examining the phase shift between input and output of the rectangular real and
imaginary components of the complex number x + jy at each frequency.
Phase offers additional insight into the nature of the scaling exponent β . Just as phase
may be mapped to the unit circle in terms of rotations, the scaling exponent βθ may also be
mapped to the unit circle (Fig. 5.7) with the scaling exponent extending, on 1 circle, from
−4 < βθ < +4 with a full rotation being β = 8 equivalent to 4 total integrations. Positive
32 Here,

the subscript f is used to denote frequency. Alternatively, the subscript ω may be used to denote
angular frequency.
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Figure 5.5: The phase (θX ) of a Gaussian white noise (left) as input is shifted by the phase of the integration system (center) to yield the
phase (θY ) of the Brownian motion (right) as output as a result of integration in the frequency domain. For each stochastic time series,
the phase is random, extends from −π < θ < π, and on average, is approximately θ̄ ≈ 0 radians. However, the phase of the system
(θH ) is not random. While both the input and output phase are random, the randomness of the output phase (θY ) at each frequency is
exactly the input phase (θX ) at each frequency shifted by the phase of the system (θH ) at each frequency which is defined by the transfer
function. In this example, the random phase of the output time series is the shifted random phase of the input time series after having
1
passed through the integrator system represented by the modified Laplace transfer function, as β , which shifts the input time series
s2
π
π
◦
by a − (or −90 ) phase shift in positive frequencies with a corresponding phase shift of + (or +90◦ ) in negative frequencies. In
2
2
this figure, the phase of the system (θH ) (center) was determined by subtracting the phase of the output Brownian motion (θY ) by the
phase of the Gaussian white noise input (θX ) (i.e., θH = θY − θX ) and then applying an angle correction to phase shifts across the ±π
discontinuity. Selected samples of the corresponding data sets from the Gaussian white noise input, the integrator system, the Brownian
motion output, and the differences of the output to input are found in Tables 5.5 through 5.8.
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Figure 5.6: Once the phase of the system (θH ) is determined from the difference of phase from input to output (θH = θY − θX ), thenthe
phase of the system at each frequency may be used in Eqs. (5.98) and (5.99) to determine the scaling exponent of the system βθ (H) at
each frequency which also is the global scaling exponent of the system. A sign change occurs in Eq. (5.99) in the negative frequencies
which accommodates the change in sign observed in phase from positive to negative frequencies.

values of the scaling exponent are integrations and negative values are differentiations, with
the degree of the phase shift dictated by the amount of the scaling exponent. Each quadrant
π
represents one integration with a scaling exponent of β = 2 or a phase of θ = .
2
When an input signal is phase shifted by the system to become the output signal, the
value of phase on the unit circle may shift (through angular rotation) from input to output
across the ±π discontinuity. However, the phase is not discontinuous and the difference of
the phase angle from output to input must be adjusted to account for the discontinuity at
±π and the sign of x and y values in each quadrant. In order to do this, once θH is known


from θH = θY − θX , the absolute value of the phase difference θ(H) f at each frequency
is calculated. A conditional statement (if-then) is needed so that, if the absolute value of the


phase difference θ(H) f is greater than +π, the absolute value of the phase difference is
subtracted from 2π otherwise the absolute value of the phase difference is left alone. This
corrects the angles for each quadrant and for rotational phase shifts from input to output
across the ±π discontinuity resulting in the actual phase difference at each frequency. Once
the phase difference has been calculated, both the positive and negative frequencies will be
the same sign so the sign of the phase must be adjusted for the transfer function and scaling
exponent. If β is positive, then the sign of phase of the positive frequencies is negative and
the sign of the phase of the negative frequencies is positive. If β is negative, the values
are reversed and the sign of phase of the positive frequencies is positive and the sign of the
phase of the negative frequencies is negative. The phase of the system θ(H) f may now be
used to calculate the scaling exponent βθ (H) f at each frequency using Eq. (5.98) for positive
frequencies and Eq. (5.99) for negative frequencies.
If the scaling exponent is determined directly from the difference of the scaling
exponents at each frequency from Eqs. (5.98) and (5.99) of the output and input time series
(i.e., from βθ (H) f = βθ (Y ) f − βθ (X) f ), the same type of correction must be performed on the
differenced data βθ (H) f in order to correct for the discontinuity in phase, which manifests
from Eqs. (5.98) and (5.99) in the unit circle equivalent at β = ±4 instead of θ = ±π.
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Figure 5.7: Unit Circle of the Scaling Exponent β and Phase θ for positive frequencies
(+ω) of a single scaling system H[s]. The phase extends from −π < θ < π. In radians,
phase is a rotation around a unit circle with each 2π interval as one rotation. The local
scaling exponent βθ , solved from phase, may also be mapped to the unit circle with the
scaling exponent extending, on 1 circle, from −4 < βθ < +4 or β = +8 for one rotation.
In this figure, a simple example of a phase shift of a single scaling system H[s] is shown
(with no magnitude change) with X(s) (green dot) as the input signal, Y (s) (red dot) as the
output signal representing an arbitrary phase of input and output, and H(s) as the transfer
π
1
function for an integrator as β when β = 2 which yields a − or −90◦ phase shift in
2
s2
positive frequencies (orange dotted line) from input to output.

 The phase shift of H(s) when
 β
βπ


j
−
4
β = 2 may be verified using Eq. (5.55) as j− 2 = e
= cos −β π4 + j sin −β π4
for positive
frequencies on this unit circle. Substitution of β = 2 into Eq. (5.55) yields




π
π
2
j
j− 2 = e (− 2 ) = cos − π2 + j sin − π2 = 0 − 1 j = − j such that θY = θX −
for
2
positive frequencies.
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To adjust for the discontinuity in phase, the absolute value of the scaling exponent of the


system βθ (H) f is determined at each frequency to calculate the actual difference in the
scaling exponent, as the scaling exponent of the system. If the absolute value of the scaling
exponent of the system is greater than +4, the absolute value of the scaling exponent of
the system is subtracted from 8 and left alone if less than +4. Once the scaling exponent
is determined, a sign correction is applied, the positive frequencies are multiplied by the
sign of the phase at those frequencies and −1 since the values are opposite that of phase
while negative frequencies are multiplied by the sign of the phase in negative frequencies
(Fig. 5.8). MATLAB code to calculate the phase and the scaling exponent from phase and
code to calculate βH directly from the values of the scaling exponents on each frequency
of the input and output signal may be found in App. F.2, specifically MATLAB Code
Snippets F.1 through F.4.

5.13.3

Real X and Imaginary Y Components from
Phase or the Local Variable βθ

Since the local scaling exponent βθ may be used as a proxy for θ or phase, when βθ is
known for a frequency, βθ may be used to solve for the imaginary component y given the
value of the real component x of the complex number x + jy in rectangular notation. Solve
for y:
y

π
x
4

 y 

π
tan tan−1
= tan −β
x
4
y


π
x•
= tan −β
•x
x
4

π
y = x • tan −β
4
tan−1

= −β

(5.100)

Similarly, the value of βθ at a frequency may be used to solve for the real component
x given the value of imaginary component y of the complex number x + jy in rectangular
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Figure 5.8: The local scaling exponent βθ (X) f , calculated directly from y and x (as phase), of a Gaussian white noise (left) as input is
shifted by the scaling exponent βθ (H) f of the integration system (center) to yield the local scaling exponent βθ (Y ) f of the Brownian motion
(right) as output as a result of integration in the frequency domain. In this figure, the local scaling exponent of the system βθ (H) f (center)
is determined directly from the difference of the local scaling exponents at each frequency calculated from Eqs. (5.98) and (5.99) of the
output and input time series (i.e., βθ (H) f = βθ (Y ) f − βθ (X) f ). A quadrant correction is performed on the differenced data βθ (H) f in order
to correct for the discontinuity in phase, which manifests from Eqs. (5.98) and (5.99) in the unit circle equivalent at β = ±4 relative to
θ = ±π. The phase of the input and output time series may be used to calculate the local scaling exponent βθ (X) and βθ (Y ) which then
may be used to determine the scaling behavior of the system βθ (H) directly from the data. Selected samples of the corresponding data
sets from the Gaussian white noise input, the integrator system, the Brownian motion output, and the differences of the output to input
are found in Tables 5.5 through 5.8.

notation. Solve for x:

π
y = x • tan −β
4
x=

y

tan −β π4

(5.101)

Both equations (Eqs. (5.100) and (5.101)) offer a method to calculate the real or imaginary
component when the local scaling exponent βθ (or phase) is known. In the Gaussian white
noise to Brownian motion example (Figs. 5.3 through 5.9 and Tables 5.5 through 5.8),
Eqs. (5.100) and (5.101) were used to calculate the values of real x and imaginary y
amplitudes at each frequency and compared against the actual values of the real x and
imaginary y amplitudes for both the Gaussian white noise input and Brownian motion
output; the actual values were identical to the results of Eqs. (5.100) and (5.101).

The equation tan−1 xy = −β π4 offers additional insight in the process of integration.
When β = 2 is substituted into the equation, one sees that the arc-tangent of the ratio of
y over x is equivalent to a −90◦ phase shift which validates equations derived in previous
discussions. A single integrator with β = 2 can be shown to have the following relation:
tan−1

5.13.4

y
x

= −2

π
π
=−
4
2

(5.102)

Local Scaling Exponent βM from Magnitude

Since the relationship of x and y in rectangular notation, upon conversion to polar notation,
holds scaling behavior information not only in phase but also in magnitude, magnitude
and frequency together may also be used to solve for a local scaling exponent β which
can then be used to determine the scaling exponent of the system. Magnitude and power
exhibit power scaling behavior according to β but the individual amplitudes of the real
cosine and imaginary sine components do not. The squaring of amplitudes to obtain the
magnitude is a normalization process which makes the starting point of the sampling of
the time series irrelevant so that no matter where one begins to sample the time series, the
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spectrum will be the same at a particular frequency unless a change point has occurred
in the physical process that creates the time series. By squaring the complex numbers of
the amplitudes, the cosine (real x-values) and sine (imaginary y-values), the magnitude
achieves the scaling behavior of β divided by 2 (half the scaling of the value of β ) while
the power achieves the scaling behavior according to the exact value of β . As a result, the
reason that power scaling behavior is observed in the magnitude or power and not in the
cosine or sine amplitudes becomes apparent, because the amplitudes of each frequency are
dependent on and sensitive to the starting point of sampling of the time series and the cosine
and sine components are complimentary variations of the scaling behavior dependent upon
the phase which is further defined by the value of β .
For clarity, the local scaling exponent solved from magnitude at each frequency will
be denoted βM . Solve for βM :
 β p
1 2
= x2 + y2
ω
 β  p

ω− 2 =
x2 + y2
p
 1

β • log ω − 2 = log
x2 + y2
p

x2 + y2
 1
log ω − 2

log
β=

log

p

βM =
log

x2 + y2
 



√1
ω

βM in terms of angular frequency (ω) and magnitude:

βM = log √1




p
x2 + y2

ω
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(5.103)

βM in terms of frequency ( f ) and magnitude:

βM = log √ 1



p

x2 + y2

(5.104)

2π f

From these relations, evidently βM is equivalent to the log of the magnitude with the base
of the log being 1 over the square root of angular frequency ω. The above equation offers a
way to directly calculate the local scaling exponent βM by knowing the magnitude and the
frequency.
For a stochastic time series, the exponent βM at each frequency using magnitude and
frequency directly, while not random, also does not exhibit direct power law scaling but
will exhibit a clear pattern in the signal, with a discontinuity (similar to the discontinuity
1
(or
of the tangent function) occurring in the positive and negative frequencies at fA = ±
2π
fA = ±0.159155). This frequency is the magnitude transition frequency fA around which
a transfer function of the system either amplifies or attenuates frequencies of the inputs
into the system above or below this frequency based on the scaling exponent of the system.
The magnitude transition frequency is a recurring constant occurring in all stochastic time
series systems exhibiting β scaling behavior and is discussed in App. D.3.1.
Similar to βθ from phase, βM from magnitude may be used to determine the global
scaling exponent of the system (βH ). Although βM does not directly indicate βH when
Eq. (5.103) is solved over all frequencies of the input time series, as βM(X) , or the output
time series, βM(Y ) , once again the difference from output to input will reveal the scaling
exponent of the system (i.e., βH = βM(Y ) − βM(X) observed in Fig. 5.9). For multiscaling
time series, each scaling region may be thought of as containing a regional scaling exponent
(as βH ) over a distinct range of frequencies, which changes with frequency over the
transition from one scaling region to the next. However, each regional scaling exponent of a
multiscaling time series is a result of the interaction of several transfer functions spanning
all frequencies so that when βH is found, the value represents the collective behavior of
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processes represented by the multiple transfer functions and not any one individual process
(though one process may dominate a frequency region).
One important point, the exponent βM 6= βθ at each frequency of the same time
series since these local scaling exponents are either dependent upon magnitude (βM )
or phase (βθ ) at each frequency in the calculation which understandably, are different
values. However, since these local exponents are derived directly from the relationship
of β to magnitude and phase at each frequency, either βM or βθ may be used to obtain
the scaling exponent of the system (βH ), both locally and globally. The fact that the local
1
variables βM or βθ , derived from the same mathematics and base equation β as the global
s2
scaling exponent, do not experience power law scaling when solved directly from phase or
magnitude, is expected since the scaling behavior, as a property of the system, is a process
applied to the stochastic input time series, scaling and shifting that time series, to yield
another stochastic output time series. The scaling behavior, as a property of the system,
shifts the local variables βM or βθ by the amount of the scaling exponent of the system
but still leaves these local variables in the stochastic state in which they reside in phase
or as the discontinuous pattern of magnitude attenuating or amplifying frequencies around
the magnitude transition frequency fA . This is also why in order to determine the correct
scaling exponent of the system βH from βM or βθ , the difference of βM or βθ from output
to input is necessary and either method using βM or βθ will arrive at the same value of βH .
Selected samples of the data sets from the Gaussian white noise input (x[n] and X[s]),
the integrator system H[s], the Brownian motion output (y[n] and Y [s]), and the differences
θH , βθ (H) , and βM(H) of the output to input are found in Tables 5.5 through 5.8. In each of
these tables, there are some notable landmarks within the data that may be used to illustrate
the effect of the scaling exponent β on data that enters into a system which is defined by β
1
such as an integrator system β . Each of the data sets were of length N = 1024 originally
s2
and were summarized based upon the structure of data in the frequency domain. The first
row in each of the tables highlighted in blue at an index of m = 0 is the zero frequency in
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Figure 5.9: The local scaling exponent βM(X) f , calculated from magnitude, of a Gaussian white noise (left) as input is shifted by the
scaling exponent βM(H) f of the integration system (center) to yield the local scaling exponent βM(Y ) f of the Brownian motion (right) as
output as a result of integration in the frequency domain. In this figure, the difference of local scaling exponents from output βM(Y ) f to
input βM(X) f will reveal the local scaling exponent of the systemβM(H) f at each frequency which also is the global scaling exponent of the
system for this single scaling time series (i.e., βH = βM(Y ) − βM(X) ). In both the input βM(X) f and output βM(Y ) f local scaling exponent
1
arrays, there exists a magnitude transition frequency at fA = ±
around which frequencies are amplified or attenuated from input to
2π
output depending on the value of the scaling exponent. Selected samples of the corresponding data sets from the Gaussian white noise
input, the integrator system, the Brownian motion output, and the differences of the output to input are found in Tables 5.5 through 5.8.

the frequency domain (or the first value in the time domain). At the zero frequency, there is
no rectangular imaginary y component nor a polar phase component. However, at the zero
frequency, there is a rectangular real x component for which the magnitude is the absolute
value of the real x component and using the fft command of MATLAB to convert to the
frequency domain, this value is the sum of the time series. At the zero frequency, the local
scaling exponent from the magnitude βM calculates to 0. In phase, the value of θ at the
zero frequency is π for which βθ = −4.
The Nyquist frequency is also highlighted in blue at an index of m = 512 in each
Table 5.5 through 5.8. At the Nyquist frequency, ± f = ±0.5 and ±ω = ±π, such that
this frequency is both positive and negative, separating the positive frequencies (m = 1 to
m = 512) from the negative frequencies (m = 512 to m = N − 1). At the Nyquist frequency,
there is only a real x component (and magnitude) but no imaginary y component nor
phase. In rectangular notation from positive to negative frequencies about the Nyquist
frequency, there is even symmetry in the real x components and odd symmetry in the
imaginary y components. In polar notation, the same pattern holds with even symmetry
for the magnitude and odd symmetry for phase. At the Nyquist, a value of βM of the local
scaling exponent from magnitude will be calculated but no value will be calculated for βθ ,
the local scaling exponent from phase.
1
, highlighted in red in both positive
2π
and negative frequencies, occurs at m = 163 and m = 861 in Tables 5.5 through 5.8. This
The magnitude transition frequency, fA = ±

frequency is significant because, for all values of the scaling exponent of the system of
β => 0, the magnitudes of each frequency from input to output will be amplified for all
(positive) frequencies lower than this magnitude transition frequency (from 0 < f < fA ).
At all (positive) frequencies higher than the magnitude transition frequency up to the
Nyquist frequency, all magnitudes of each frequency from input to output will be attenuated
(from fA < f < fC ). At fA , the system magnitude is 1 and the magnitude is passed
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from input to output unchanged33 . The pattern is reversed when the system yields a
scaling exponent of β < 0. For multiscaling systems, the value of the scaling exponent
of the system at which magnitude transition frequency fA occurs will determine the
attenuation/amplification behavior around this frequency. Phase is not affected at fA .
Furthermore, Eq. (5.103) exhibits a discontinuity at the magnitude transition frequency
fA when used to calculate βM , the local scaling exponent from magnitude which is also
observed in each of the tables as an extreme value yet despite this discontinuity, the value
of βM(H) calculated from the difference of the output βM(Y ) to the input βM(X) at ± fA is
exactly the expected value of the scaling exponent of the system βM(H) .

5.14

Time Series and Orders of Magnitude

Typically, a power law fit to a distribution is said to have to span at least three orders
of magnitude in order to be valid. While this may be true for power laws in size versus
frequency plots or spatial systems where the order of data does not matter, the orders of
magnitude rule does not apply in the same way to determine the scaling exponent of the
stochastic time series in the frequency domain. The underlying equations indicate that
when calculating a power scaling exponent, that power scaling is taking place across all
frequencies and the scaling exponent β exists in some form on all frequencies when in polar
notation as an exponent on either magnitude or power. A time series is not the function or
process but any time series is a series of numbers generated as the output or result of
some mathematical function or process such as the integration of Gaussian white noise to
become a Brownian motion or using a sine function to create a sine wave. However, from
the discussion of Eq. (5.92), there may be other explanations for how the Brownian motion
or even the sine wave that is observed as a time series was created.
33 In

these tables, the values are rounded to 4 decimals places. The magnitude at fA in these examples is not
exactly 1 due to the length of the data set and sampling interval. By increasing the resolution and length
of the data set, the magnitude value at fA of the system will approach 1. Also, in negative frequencies, the
same pattern exists due to symmetry.
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164

163

162

161
..
.

5

4

3

2

1

860

861

862

863
..
.

1019

1020

1021

1022

1023

165
..
.

165
..
.

165

164

164

859

163

163

510
..
.

162

162

514
..
.

161

161

511

5
..
.

5
..
.

513

4

4

512

3

3

512

2

2

511

1

1

510

0

0

511

Index (F)

(m)

510

Frequency

Index

0.0010

0.0020

0.0029

0.0039

0.0049

0.1572
..
.

0.1582

0.1592

0.1602

0.1611

0.4980
..
.

0.4990

0.5000

0.4990

0.4980

0.1611
..
.

0.1602

0.1592

0.1582

0.1572

0.0049
..
.

0.0039

0.0029

0.0020

0.0010

0.0000

(± f )

Frequency

0.0061

0.0123

0.0184

0.0245

0.0307

0.9879
..
.

0.9940

1.0002

1.0063

1.0124

3.1293
..
.

3.1355

3.1416

3.1355

3.1293

1.0124
..
.

1.0063

1.0002

0.9940

0.9879

0.0307
..
.

0.0245

0.0184

0.0123

0.0061

0.0000

(±ω)

Omega

0.0527

0.2103

-0.3356

-0.6118

-0.5548

0.2663
..
.

0.9662

-1.6474

-0.6357

0.3074

-1.6233
..
.

0.8669

-1.2294

-1.1970

1.1093

1.2489
..
.

0.8901

1.4454

-0.8421

-0.4013

1.2607
..
.

0.7997

-0.4140

0.8237

-1.3317

0.3099

Time Series

Input x[n]

43.6418

13.8337

2.6194

-5.6433

-12.0728

2.1591
..
.

-8.3342

-1.9405

-15.5089

-29.6936

-2.9835
..
.

15.1672

27.3649

15.1672

-2.9835

-29.6936
..
.

-15.5089

-1.9405

-8.3342

2.1591

-12.0728
..
.

-5.6433

2.6194

13.8337

43.6418

-3.9165

Real x

Input X[s]

14.6203

16.1111

-26.3604

7.0795

0.7359

-19.9709
..
.

6.9473

5.4515

-10.2264

-19.2549

10.2182
..
.

44.8597

0.0000

-44.8597

-10.2182

19.2549
..
.

10.2264

-5.4515

-6.9473

19.9709

-0.7359
..
.

-7.0795

26.3604

-16.1111

-14.6203

0.0000

Imaginary y

Input X[s]

46.0257

21.2354

26.4902

9.0536

12.0952

20.0873
..
.

10.8500

5.7866

18.5770

35.3901

10.6449
..
.

47.3544

27.3649

47.3544

10.6449

35.3901
..
.

18.5770

5.7866

10.8500

20.0873

12.0952
..
.

9.0536

26.4902

21.2354

46.0257

3.9165

Magnitude

MX Input

1.5035

1.3888

1.6404

1.1886

1.4309

492.2057
..
.

794.9335

-22584.9128

-931.7831

-577.5256

-4.1463
..
.

-6.7514

-5.7817

-6.7514

-4.1463

-577.5256
..
.

-931.7831

-22584.9128

794.9335

492.2057

1.4309
..
.

1.1886

1.6404

1.3888

1.5035

0.0000

(Eq. (5.103))

βM(X)

0.3233

0.8613

-1.4718

2.2438

3.0807

-1.4631
..
.

2.4467

1.9128

-2.5586

-2.5663

1.8549
..
.

1.2448

0.0000

-1.2448

-1.8549

2.5663
..
.

2.5586

-1.9128

-2.4467

1.4631

-3.0807
..
.

-2.2438

1.4718

-0.8613

-0.3233

3.1416

Phase

θX Input

-0.4116

-1.0966

1.8739

-2.8569

-3.9225

1.8629
..
.

-3.1152

-2.4354

3.2578

3.2675

-2.3617
..
.

-1.5849

0.0000

1.5849

2.3617

-3.2675
..
.

-3.2578
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and (5.99))

βθ (X) (Eqs. (5.98)

Table 5.5: Selected Samples of Gaussian White Noise as Input (x[n] and X[s]). Corresponding Figs. 5.3, 5.5, 5.8, and 5.9.
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Table 5.6: Selected Samples of the Integration System
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Imaginary y

System H[s]

with β = 2 (H[s]). Corresponding Figs. 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9.
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(Eq. (5.103))

βM(Y )
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and (5.99))

βθ (Y ) (Eqs. (5.98)

Table 5.7: Selected Samples of Brownian Motion as Output (y[n] and Y [s]). Corresponding Figs. 5.4, 5.5, 5.8, and 5.9.
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(Eqs. (5.98) and (5.99))
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(Eq. (5.103))

Local βM(H)

Table 5.8: Selected Samples of Differences θH , βθ (H) , and βM(H) from Output (Y [s]) (Table 5.7) to Input (X[s]) (Table 5.5).
Corresponding Figs. 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9.

The scaling exponent β , existing as the exponent on the Laplace operator s of a
system, defines the process of the system, and indirectly, but not necessarily, the output
1
time series. As such, the scaling exponent and the transfer function β does not pertain
s2
only to complex, stochastic time series, but also to simple cases. When a simple input time
series, such as a cosine wave, is filtered or passes through a system, the output may be a
sine wave and the scaling exponent β can be used to represent the process by which the
1
time series was created, as β with β = 2 representing integration. Even stochastic time
s2
series, passing through several integrations, begin to resemble a sine wave (e.g., a Gaussian
white noise, integrated four times setting β = 8, will resemble a sine wave. Perhaps, in
some cases, what appears to be low frequency periodicities observed in natural systems are
the result of multiple integrations of Gaussian white noise.
Even if a certain process or behavior such as integration is responsible for creating
the time series, there are cases in which that process and scaling exponent will not be
measured within the output time series of a system or the origin of some or all scaling
behavior is from outside the system. In cases where the input into the system is not β = 0,
any measurement of the output time series includes the combined scaling behavior of the
system and the input into that system. In a simple time series measured as the output of
a system, such as a sine wave, a scaling exponent is not directly observed and one would
not expect to measure a scaling exponent in a sine wave. However, if that sine wave is the
output of a scaling process of a system, such as integration, then the effects of the scaling
exponent in how that sine wave time series was created are defined within and intrinsic to
the sine wave output at that specific frequency.
For example, if a sine wave oscillation observed as water level height in a basin is
the output of a system, and one knew that the flow into the basin from a river may be
sine wave as well, with a −90◦ phase shift relative to the sine wave water level oscillation
at the same frequency, one actually can measure the scaling exponent β from both the
frequency and the value of the offset (−90◦ ). Taking a snapshot of the system from an
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input-transfer function-output perspective (meaning that if you start sampling the input and
output at the same time (t)), sampling reveals that the flow into the basin is a cosine wave
input, the transfer function is an integrator with β = 2, and the water level change in height
is a sine wave output

34

since a cosine wave when integrated is a sine wave. If the sine

wave is the result of passing a cosine wave through a system, then the fact that the cosine
was integrated to result in a scaled and shifted sine wave is evidence that the system is
an integral process and contains a scaling exponent equivalent to β = 2. This is because
when one says that the behavior is scaling to β = 2, what one is really saying is that the
frequency response of the system acts as an integrator scaling and shifting any input into
that system as is expected from an integrator convolution filter. In this example, though a
scaling exponent cannot be measured directly in the sine wave output of the system, this
does not change the fact that the scaling exponent does exist in the system (or filter) that
the cosine wave was passed through to achieve the sine wave output. This property is not
suggesting that all sine waves are the effect of integrating a cosine wave through a system
described by scaling exponents, only that the possibility exists as to the formation of the
time series that the output that is measured and observed is due to passage through a scaling
exponent system.
For stochastic data sets, the scaling processes that create the time series are embedded
and can be measured directly in the output signal. The influence of the scaling exponent
exists over all frequencies (assuming in this example a single scaling time series) and is
present throughout the time series no matter how long or what location the time series is
measured. Simple time series similar to a sine wave may exhibit only the effects of scaling
and shifting caused by the system such as the sine wave integrated to become a cosine wave
without being able to measure the scaling behavior or exponent in the simple output time
series. More complex time series, however, such as stochastic time series appear to have
34 In

this example, the water level height of the basin may be made to oscillate at the same frequency yet
delayed in time as a sine wave if there is a steady flow out of basin equivalent to the mean flow rate of the
sine wave input.
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the additional property of embedding the scaling exponent(s) of the system within the final
measured output of that system assuming that the inputs were white noise. See Fig. 5.10.
Due to the nature of the scaling exponent representing the system or process that created
the time series and not the time series itself, the order of magnitude has no effect as any
input into the system or process is scaled and shifted according to the scaling exponent
regardless of the length of the input time series.
Furthermore, the equations in Sec. 5.13 demonstrate that there exists, at each
frequency, a local variable βM or βθ , mathematically equivalent to β , which may be used to
determine the scaling exponent of the system, without the need to fit the data with a power
law but only from a single frequency if the input and output signal are known. Regardless of
the number of orders of magnitude of frequency the scaling behavior is able to be measured,
the exponent β in the Laplace frequency domain representing the scaling behavior of a
system exists. In essence, a process of integration or differentiation in the time domain has
an equivalent integration or differentiation process in the complex frequency domain which
may be defined by the scaling exponent β . The scaling exponent encompasses both the
scaling and phase shift from input to output over the frequencies over which it is valid. For
1
example, a cosine at one frequency may be integrated by β to become a sine wave at the
s2
same frequency, amplified and shifted in time as determined by β (as long as the frequency
of the cosine wave was lower than fA ). Any stochastic time series that is measured (as
the output) may then be thought of as a scaled and shifted version of an unknown input
(persistently exciting white noise) after undergoing a convolution with the transfer function
with a scaling exponent β that represents how a system scales and shifts every frequency
that enters that system. Thus, the scaling exponent β is not a direct property of the time
series, but a property of the underlying mathematics in the complex frequency domain.
This is also why the use of the label “scaling exponent” for β is somewhat of a misnomer,
because β acts as a fractional calculus exponent in the modified Laplace transfer functions
fractionally integrating or differentiating any input multiplied by the transfer function in
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Figure 5.10: The scaling exponent exists as a property of the system that created the time series. The output of the system, which is
filtered by the system according to the scaling exponent, is dependent upon the input. A stochastic time series using a white noise as
the input embeds the scaling behavior in the output signal. A simple time series, such as using a cosine wave as the input, is influenced
by the scaling and shifting behavior of the system yet the scaling exponent is not directly measurable in the output. Here, both a white
noise (5.10a) and a cosine wave (5.10b) are integrated (the scaling exponent of the same system performing the integration is β = 2) and
both are scaled and shifted at all frequencies by the system. The result of filtering by the system according to the scaling exponent is a
Brownian motion time series as the output from integration of a white noise input and a sine wave as the output from integration of a
cosine wave. The scaling exponent can be measured directly in the output of a stochastic time series while for simple time series, both
the input and output time series are needed to measure the scaling exponent of the system using a time delay equation. In this case, the
scaling exponent β cannot be measured in the output signal for the simple time series yet the system consists of an integrative scaling
property over all frequencies and the scaling exponent β defines the process by which the output time series was formed.

(b) A cosine wave is integrated through a convolution in the frequency domain with the Laplace integral and the scaling exponent. The result is a sine wave.

(a) White noise is integrated through a convolution in the frequency domain with the Laplace integral and the scaling exponent. The result is a Brownian motion.

the complex frequency domain. This provides a powerful method to create a Frequency
Response Model that can be used to describe the behavior of any time series and will be
covered in the next chapter on Bode analysis.

5.15

Scaling Behavior and Energy

The time domain and complex frequency domain representations of a stochastic time series
are equivalent. Through the FFT and IFFT, the time series may be transformed between
the time domain and complex frequency domain without loss of information other than
minor rounding errors in the calculations. As such, since each domain is an equivalent but
alternative representation of the time series, properties observed in one domain also hold
in the other. One such property is the concept of energy, (E), for which the energy in the
time domain is equal to the energy in the complex frequency domain of the same signal, as
described by Parseval’s Energy Theorem, also known as Rayleigh’s Energy Theorem [65,
47, 14, 66]. Parseval’s Energy Theorem states:
N−1

∑

n=0

|x (n)|2 =

1 N−1
∑ |X (k)|2
N k=0

(5.105)

where k is the index of the complex frequency. From Eq. (5.105), the energy in the
2
time domain, as E = ∑N−1
n=0 |x (n)| , is equal to the energy in the frequency domain, as

E=

1
N

2
2
∑N−1
k=0 |X (k)| . The term |X (k)| in Eq. (5.105) as the magnitude squared is the

power or energy density spectrum of x (n). Thus, Eq. (5.105) means that the total energy35
contained within the time series, as the sum of the amplitude squared or power of each
value x(n), is equal to the sum of the energy, or power, of each frequency component [47].
In other words, the sum of the power of each value in the time domain is equal to the sum
of the power at each frequency in the frequency domain.
35 Energy,

as described by Eq. (5.105), is not returned as physical units of energy but may be converted to the
appropriate units of the system under investigation.
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5.15.1

Energy of Single Scaling Time Series

For single scaling time series in which one value of the scaling exponent β defines the
scaling behavior of the power spectrum over all frequencies, the contribution of the energy
of each frequency scales as well according to β . In order to establish how much energy
is added by a system from the scaling exponent β , a standardized Gaussian white noise
time series of length N = 4096 is generated with a scaling exponent of β = 0.0000. This
Gaussian white noise time series as input, with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of
1
1, is then passed through a β single scaling system for which the input signal is either
s2
differentiated, fractionally differentiated, fractionally integrated, or integrated by setting
the scaling exponent to a value of β within the range −2 ≤ β ≤ 5 in 0.5 increments. For
each value of the scaling exponent β , a total of 10, 000 standardized Gaussian white noise
time series are generated and passed through the system to generate a new output time
series. The energy, per Eq. (5.105), is calculated for each of the 10, 000 input time series
and output time series in both the time and frequency domains. The change in energy (∆E)
is calculated from the difference of the output energy minus the input energy for each of
the 10, 000 time series. The average energy and standard deviation for the input, output,
and ∆E of all 10, 000 time series is calculated for each value of the scaling exponent β .
The entire computational experiment is repeated for time series of length N = 8192 and

N = 16384. The change in energy per scaling exponent ∆Eβ for each length of time
series is plotted on a semi-log plot (Fig. 5.11).
From the results shown in Fig. 5.11, several conclusions may be drawn of the influence
of the scaling exponent β on the overall energy of the output time series. From examination
of the data, the average energy for each of the 10, 000 standardized Gaussian white noise
time series (β = 0.0000) used as input was EX ≈ N meaning that the average energy was
equivalent to the approximate length of the time series. Consequently, the total energy in
the output is dependent upon the total energy of the input signal which is dependent upon
the length of the time series. The difference in energies of the output time series is observed
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in Fig. 5.11 in the stepped pattern of each length time series of N = 4096, N = 8192, and
N = 16384
With Gaussian white noise as input, for both differentiation (β < 0) or integration
(β > 0), there was an increase in energy observed in the output time series after having
1
passed through the β system. Differentiation, which is shown in Fig. 5.11 as values
s2
of β < −0.5, amplifies the high frequencies and attenuates the low frequencies around
the magnitude transition frequency fA . With the process of differentiation, there was
a moderate increase in energy from the initial energy of a Gaussian white noise which
became more pronounced as the value of the scaling exponent β decreased. Integration,
shown in Fig. 5.11 as values of β > 0.5, amplifies the low frequencies and attenuates
the high frequencies around the magnitude transition frequency fA and with integration,
there was a substantial increase in energy from the initial energy of a Gaussian white
noise which became more pronounced as the value of the scaling exponent β increased.
However, as may be expected, the amplification of high frequencies within a signal from
differentiation with β = −2 adds less energy to the output signal than the amplification of
the low frequencies of a signal from integration with β = 2 even though the only difference
1
is the sign of the scaling exponent in the β system. The area between −0.5 < β < 0.5 is
s2
not plotted in Fig. 5.11 since these values exhibit a distinct roll-off behavior approaching
1
β = 0 when compared to larger fractional differentiations or integrations. When the β
s2
system is set to β = 0, there is no in energy change from input to output and any perceived
change (such as 0.15 for an N = 4096 length time series, Table 5.9) is due to round-off
noise in the calculations.
Furthermore, examination of Fig. 5.11 reveals another difference between
differentiation and integration, the range of standard deviation. The mean energy of the
output time series for each scaling exponent β was plotted with the standard deviation, as
error bars, of all 10000 time series for each length N = 4096, N = 8192, and N = 16384.
The standard deviation of an output time series as a result of a differentiation process is
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small, relative to the length of the time series. However, as the value of the scaling exponent
β increases with an integration process, the standard deviations of each distinct time series
length begin to overlap. The expanding standard deviation of the output time series occurs
with increasing β indirectly because of the transfer function as the range of the output is
determined by the range of the Gaussian white noise input which is then expanded due
1
to the scaling exponent36 . Alone, the transfer function β would produce a fixed output
s2
given a fixed input. The randomness of the Gaussian white noise as input is responsible
for the uncertainty in the outcome or the trajectory of the output time series while the
scaling exponent β of the transfer function is responsible for the overall range of possible
outcomes.
For these ideal cases using a standardized Gaussian white noise time series
(β = 0.0000) with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1 as input, the rate of change
of energy per single scaling exponent β , as ∆Eβ , may be expressed through an exponential
equation, using one set of parameters for differentiation and another set of parameters for
integration, for which the parameters are dependent upon the length of the time series
used. As such, a general equation describing the approximate change of energy per scaling
exponent β of a Gaussian white noise input is:
∆Eβ ≈ 10(aβ +b)

(5.106)

where the parameters a and b are from the fit of the semi-log plot (Fig. 5.11) of ∆Eβ
versus β . The parameters a and b are highly dependent upon the length of the time
series, the range of values used as input37 , and whether or not the system is performing
36 The standard deviation and variance of a time series increases with increasing values of the scaling exponent

β . The expected values of the output time series are bounded by an envelope of maximum values that may
be achieved based upon the length of the time series. The concepts of standard deviation and variance
envelopes as related to the scaling exponent β are discussed in App. D.
37 The parameters provided here are for use with a Gaussian white noise input with a mean of 0 and standard
deviation of 1 for which the scaling exponent is β = 0. If other inputs are used or the range or mean of the
Gaussian white noise input has changed, these parameters may not apply.
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a form of differentiation (β < 0) or integration (β > 0). As an example, consider a time
series of length N = 4096, the approximate change of energy per scaling exponent β for
differentiation (β < 0) may be calculated setting a = −0.73 and b = 2.57 whereas the
approximate change of energy per scaling exponent β for integration (β > 0) may be
calculated setting a = 2.62 and b = 1.07. Tables 5.5 through 5.8 contain a summary of
the data in Fig. 5.11 as well as the parameter settings for the variables a and b to calculate
the approximate ∆Eβ for both differentiation and integration for each length N = 4096,
N = 8192, and N = 16384.
1

system, the variability
β
s2
of the input, and subsequent energy of the input, will affect the ability to predict the total
Naturally, when using Gaussian white noise as input into a

energy of the output time series. One may predict only approximate energies given an
unknown input based on the scaling behavior of the system. However, there is the question
1
of exactly how much energy a transfer function, such as β , will yield in a system which
s2
allows for an alternative calculation of the expected energy change per scaling exponent,
∆Eβ , in a system.

5.15.2

Energy of a Single Scaling Transfer Function

1
β

s2
From Parseval’s theorem, Eq. (5.105), the total energy contained within the time series is
equal to the sum of the energy, or power, of each frequency component. From this property,
1
1
the transfer function β solved for magnitude, as β , at each frequency may be converted
s2
ω2
1
to power, as β and then summed to yield the total energy contained within the transfer
ω
function, over the range of frequencies dictated by the length of the time series, for any
1
value of the scaling exponent β . Since the total energy from the transfer function β is
s2
based upon the angular frequency ω and the scaling exponent β on the frequency term, at
any value of β other than β = 0, if a Gaussian white noise time series is used as input,
there must always be an increase in energy from the input energy of the Gaussian white
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Figure 5.11: Parseval’s Energy per Scaling Exponent β with Gaussian White Noise Input. For each value of the scaling exponent β ,
10, 000 standardized Gaussian white noise time series of each length N = 4096, N = 8192, and N = 16384 are generated and passed
1
through the β single scaling system to generate a new output time series. The energy, per Eq. (5.105), is calculated in the frequency
s2
domain for each of the 10, 000 input time series and output time series. The change in energy (∆E), calculated from the difference of
the output energy minus the input energy for each time series, is then averaged
for all 10, 000 time series per scaling exponent for each

length of data. The average change in energy per scaling exponent ∆Eβ and standard deviation, as error bars, for each length of time
series is plotted on a semi-log plot. An approximate exponential fit to the data (Eq. (5.106)) is plotted in circles. Data for this plot are
found in Tables 5.9 through 5.11.
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∆Eβ

σ∆Eβ of
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Change in Energy

Table 5.9: Summary of data from Fig. 5.11 of Parseval’s Energy per scaling exponent β with standardized Gaussian white noise input
of length N = 4096. A total of 10, 000 standardized time series for each scaling exponent β are generated as input. The scaling exponent

1
of each time series is measured before and after passing through the β system and the average value of β and standard deviation σβ
s2
is calculated of all 10, 000 time series per value of β . The average input energy, EX , output energy, EY , and change in energy, ∆Eβ , are
calculated along with the standard deviation as σEX , σEY , and σ∆Eβ , respectively. The values of a and b are provided for an approximate
exponential fit to the data (Eq. (5.106)). Corresponding Fig. 5.11.
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Table 5.10: Summary of data from Fig. 5.11 of Parseval’s Energy per scaling exponent β with standardized Gaussian white noise input
of length N = 8192. A total of 10, 000 standardized time series for each scaling exponent β are generated as input. The scaling exponent

1
of each time series is measured before and after passing through the β system and the average value of β and standard deviation σβ
s2
is calculated of all 10, 000 time series per value of β . The average input energy, EX , output energy, EY , and change in energy, ∆Eβ , are
calculated along with the standard deviation as σEX , σEY , and σ∆Eβ , respectively. The values of a and b are provided for an approximate
exponential fit to the data (Eq. (5.106)). Corresponding Fig. 5.11.
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Table 5.11: Summary of data from Fig. 5.11 of Parseval’s Energy per scaling exponent β with standardized Gaussian white noise input
of length N = 16384. A total of 10, 000 standardized time series for each scaling exponent β are generated as input. The scaling exponent

1
of each time series is measured before and after passing through the β system and the average value of β and standard deviation σβ
s2
is calculated of all 10, 000 time series per value of β . The average input energy, EX , output energy, EY , and change in energy, ∆Eβ , are
calculated along with the standard deviation as σEX , σEY , and σ∆Eβ , respectively. The values of a and b are provided for an approximate
exponential fit to the data (Eq. (5.106)). Corresponding Fig. 5.11.

noise to the output energy of the new signal when passing through a single scaling

1
β

s2
system, either a small to moderate increase in energy during differentiation when β < 0 or
a larger increase in energy from input to output when β > 0. Since magnitude and power are
always positive in sign for both positive or negative frequencies, when the power of a single
scaling transfer function with β 6= 0 is summed for all frequencies, the result is a positive
total energy value of the transfer function for any system defined with a single scaling
exponent β , regardless of whether β is positive (integration) or negative (differentiation).
1
The total energies EH of the transfer function β for each scaling exponent over the range
s2
−2 ≤ β ≤ 5 for time series of lengths N = 4096, N = 8192, and N = 16384 are shown in
Fig. 5.12.
To be clear, a stochastic Gaussian white noise time series will experience an increase
1
in energy from input to output passing through a β system and even when differentiated,
s2
that energy can only be increased as long as the scaling exponent in the transfer function
is a value where β 6= 0. When the scaling exponent of the transfer function is β = 0, there
is no change from input to output and the energy remains the same. In this discussion, the
1
energy increase is from the perspective of a single scaling transfer function β acting on
s2
a Gaussian white noise input with equal energy (and scaling) at all frequencies. Naturally,
based on the scaling exponent β , the transfer function will amplify the energy of either
the high or low frequencies while attenuating the energy of the low or high frequencies,
respectively, of this Gaussian white noise input, pivoting around the magnitude transition
frequency fA . To better explain the origin of the energy increase and why the energy is
always expected to increase given a Gaussian white noise input regardless of the value of
the scaling exponent β , one must understand the individual effects of the single scaling
transfer function at each frequency for both differentiation and integration.
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1

system is a differentiation system with β < 0, all high frequencies from
β
s2
the magnitude transition frequency fA to the Nyquist frequency fC are amplified38 . The
When a

Nyquist frequency, being the highest frequency, also experiences the greatest degree of
amplification in a differentiation or fractional differentiation process. At the magnitude
transition frequency of fA , the input signal at that same frequency passes through the
system unchanged. From the magnitude transition frequency fA to the lowest frequency
1
(as f = ), each frequency is attenuated. However, despite the attenuation of the low
N
frequencies, the high frequencies are always amplified in the process of differentiation.
The degree to which a frequency is amplified or attenuated is dependent upon the both the
frequency and the scaling exponent at that frequency.
Examination of Fig. 5.12 reveals another interesting characteristic about the scaling
behavior of differentiation when β < 0, the energy of the transfer function is insensitive
to the length of the time series. Each time series of lengths N = 4096, N = 8192, and
N = 16384 show the same energy for each scaling exponent from −2 ≤ β < 0. The reason
for this is that as the length of the time series increases, there are more lower frequencies
and in between frequencies, but the range of the higher frequencies from fA to fC is the
same as long as the sampling interval remains the same. Even though twice as many
frequencies are added between fA to fC when the length of a time series is doubled,
the overall range is the same. The only region which experiences amplification upon
differentiation is between fA to fC such that all frequencies below fA do not add energy
to the signal due to attenuation. As a result, no matter how long the time series becomes,
no new energy can be added at lower frequencies when differentiated which is why only
the range from fA to fC adds energy to the input signal upon differentiation.
1
reference, the magnitude transition frequency is fA =
or f = 0.159155 translating to ω = 1
2π
1
regardless of the scaling exponent β used in β . The Nyquist frequency is fC = 0.5 translating to ω = π
s2
1
1
which is then scaled according to β as PC = β for power (or MC = β for magnitude). Refer to
π
π2
App. D.3.1.

38 For
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The opposite effect is observed when β > 0 for all integrative

1

systems. In an
β
s2
integration process, all high frequencies from the magnitude transition frequency fA to
the Nyquist frequency fC are attenuated with the greatest attenuation occurring at fC . As
with differentiation, in integration the same pass-through property holds at the magnitude
transition frequency as the input signal at fA passes through the system unchanged. From
1
the magnitude transition frequency fA to the lowest frequency (as f = ), each frequency is
N
amplified with the greatest amplification occurring at the lowest frequency with the amount
of this amplification dictated by β . The amplification of power at each frequency from fA
to the lowest frequency is the source of the increased energy in the integration system. The
lower frequencies add much more energy (power) to the transfer function of the system
when summed to discern the total energy and as the length of the time series increases,
the contribution of energy by the lower frequencies is enhanced. Thus, the length of the
time series is significant in the determination of the energy of the transfer function EH for
positive values of β . Tables 5.9 through 5.11 contain a summary of the data in Fig. 5.11 as
well as the parameter settings for the variables a and b to calculate the approximate ∆Eβ
1
for both differentiation and integration of a single scaling transfer function β .
s2
Thus, for a Gaussian white noise input, even though either the high or low frequencies
are attenuated, the concurrent low or high frequencies are amplified, respectively, around
the magnitude transition frequency such that those frequencies experience an increase in
energy. The attenuated frequencies add little to no energy to the output signal but the
amplified frequencies do add energy thus constituting an overall increase in energy since
the Gaussian white noise input initially scaled to β = 0. However, this is not to imply
that a single scaling transfer function applied to an input with a scaling exponent of β 6= 0
will always increase the energy of the resulting signal since the energies within any signal
are amplified or attenuated based on frequency. For example, in applying a differential
1
transfer function β with β = −2 to a Brownian motion time series with β = 2 that contains
s2
significant power in the low frequencies, the power within the low frequencies is attenuated
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while the power within the high frequencies is amplified resulting in a Gaussian white noise
with β = 0 which is clearly a lower energy signal. The point is that the single scaling
1
transfer function β will increase or decrease the energy of the input signal based both on
s2
the scaling behavior of the input signal, the scaling exponent of the transfer function, and
the frequencies over which these scaling exponents of input and transfer function interact.
From the energy of the transfer function, the total change in energy from input to
output may be calculated just by multiplying the energy of the input signal EX by the
energy of the transfer function EH to obtain the energy of the output signal EY . In equation
form, the energy of the output may be calculated by:

EX • EH = EY

(5.107)

For a Gaussian white noise input, the energy of the input signal EX may be approximated
by the length of the time series such that:

EX ≈ N

(5.108)

which means that the output energy of Eq. (5.107) may be estimated from an unknown
input EX , assuming Gaussian white noise input from the CLT, and known transfer function
EH with scaling exponent through:

N • EH ≈ EY

(5.109)

When the data from Fig. 5.12 and Table 5.12 is examined and interpreted in the context
of Eq. (5.107) or (5.109), the effect of each scaling exponent β on the energy imparted on
1
the input time series by the transfer function β becomes apparent. Setting the scaling
s2
1
exponent to β = 0 will result in the total energy of the β transfer function to be EH = 1 so
s2
that when the energy of the input time series EX is multiplied by the energy of the transfer
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function, EH = 1, there is no change in energy from input to output and EX = EY . If the
signal is differentiated, the input energy EX is multiplied by the value of EH corresponding
to a scaling exponent of β < 0 to yield the new energy of the output. For example, the
total energy of a N = 4096 output time series resulting from a β = −2 differentiation
process of an unknown Gaussian white noise input may be estimated by multiplying the
approximate energy of the input time series based on length EX = 4096 by the energy of
the differential system, which is EH = 3.29 to yield EY ≈ 13476.3 which is close to the
average value of 10, 000 trials (Fig. 5.11) of EY = 13483.8. Likewise, that same Gaussian
 
1
with β = 2, in which case the
white noise used as input into an integration system
β
s2
energy of the transfer function is EH = 341.23 when N = 4096, will yield a Brownian
motion time series with EY ≈ 1397687.3 which is close to the average value of 10, 000
trials of EY = 1389867.8 for that same length time series.
1
The energy of the single scaling transfer function β can be calculated for any length
s2
time series in addition to the three lengths shown in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 and corresponding
tables. The most direct way to calculate the energy of the transfer function EH for any
length time series is to create the transfer function, solve for magnitude and power of all
complex frequencies for that specific length, and then calculate the actual energy based
on Eq. (5.105). The energy of the transfer function may also be calculated based on a
modification to Eq. (5.106) which directly incorporates the length of the time series into
the equations in addition to the scaling exponent β . However, this calculation is limited
to scaling exponents of β > 1 since differentiation exhibits a distinct scaling behavior in
terms of energy.
To calculate the approximate energy EH of a single scaling, integral transfer function,
1
β

, with any value of β > 1, the equation is:

s2
EH ≈ 10aβ +b
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(5.110)

where the terms a and b are parameters which incorporate the length of the time series.
Eq (5.110) is similar to Eq. (5.106) but instead of describing the change in energy as ∆E(β )
which included the effects of using a Gaussian white noise as input, Eq (5.110) calculates
the approximate energy of the transfer function, EH , separate from any input, bypassing
the lengthy calculations of power at each frequency. The approximate energy EH is nearly
equivalent to the actual energy of a transfer function and useful to estimate the total energy
expected from a waveform as output of any single scaling system.
One significant difference between Eqs. (5.106) and (5.110) is in the parameters a and
b which may each be defined through a power law equation incorporating the length of the
time series N. To calculate the value of a to use in Eq (5.110) to determine EH when β > 1,
the power law equation is:
a = 0.8203N 0.1442

(5.111)

where N is the length of the time series. To calculate the value of b to use in Eq (5.110) to
determine EH when β > 1, the power law equation is:
b = −(0.9271N 0.1364 )

(5.112)

in which N is also the length of the time series and the result is negative. For example,
1
to calculate the approximate energy in the integration transfer function β with β = 2
s2
for a time series of length N = 4096, first calculate the parameters a and b from
Eqs. (5.111) and (5.112). Plugging N = 4096 into Eqs. (5.111)and (5.112), one arrives at
a = 2.72 and b = −2.88, respectively. Inserting these values of a and b into Eq (5.110) with
β = 2, EH ≈ 363.74 which is close to the actual value of EH = 341.23 for a N = 4096 time
series. While not exact, Eq (5.110) generates a result well within the margin of error of the
standard deviation and allows a straightforward way to calculate the approximate energy of
1
a single scaling transfer function β when β > 1 without having to calculate each frequency
s2
separately and the total energy through MATLAB code.
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A similar approach may be used for differentiation by a single transfer function

1
β

s2
in which β < −0.5. The same form of the equation as integration is used but the values
a and b are not dependent upon the length of the time series so only the value of the
scaling exponent is necessary. To calculate the approximate energy EH of a single scaling
1
differential transfer function, β , with any value of β < −0.5, the equation is:
s2
EH ≈ 10(−0.297β −0.088)

(5.113)

where a and b are already included as a = −0.297 and b = −0.088. An equation for EH to
determine the approximate energy within the range −0.5 < β < 1 is not as straightforward
but the increase in energy is small near β = 0 and there is no increase in energy at β = 0
(Refer to Table 5.12).
From Eq. (5.107), the energy calculated for any transfer function EH may be
multiplied by the energy of the input time series EX in order to calculate the total energy
of the output time series EY . Alternatively, the energy of the output time series EY may
be divided by the energy of the transfer function EH to obtain the total energy of the input
signal EX as:
EY
= EX
EH

(5.114)

which may be useful if one is interested in the total energy needed as input to generate an
observed result as output through a known transfer function or if the input is unknown.

5.15.3

Energy of Multiscaling Time Series
and the Frequency Response Model

With the knowledge of Eq. (5.105) stating that the total energy of the time series is equal
in both the time domain and the frequency domain, the total energy may be calculated
for any single or multiscaling time series. The total energy, as the sum of the energy of the
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1

Transfer Function for lengths N = 4096, N = 8192, and N = 16384.
β
s2
1
The energy of the single scaling system, EH , as the β transfer function, was calculated using Eq. (5.105) in the complex frequency
s2
domain for each scaling exponent β and length of data set. The total energy from the transfer function is based upon the angular
frequency ω and the scaling exponent β on the frequency term. Thus, at any value of β other than β = 0, there must always be an
increase in energy from input to output through a single scaling system, either a small to moderate increase during differentiation when
β < 0 or a larger increase in energy from input to output when β > 0. At β = 0, there is no change in energy from input to output since
EH = 1. Data for this figure are found in Table 5.12.

Figure 5.12: Rayleigh’s Energy per Scaling Exponent β of the
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Transfer Function for lengths
β
s2
1
N = 4096, N = 8192, and N = 16384 . The energy of the system, EH , as the β transfer function, was calculated using Eq. (5.105) in
s2
the complex frequency domain for each scaling exponent β and length of data set. The value of EH is exact for the particular length
of time series and scaling exponent. From Eq. (5.108), the energy of the input time series, EX , was estimated from the length (N) of
the time series assuming a Gaussian white noise as input. The energy of the output time series, EY , was estimated from Eq. (5.109) by
multiplying the energy of the transfer function, EH , by the length N as EX of the time series. Overall, when comparing the estimated
values of the output time series, EY , for each length and scaling exponent, the results are close to the values calculated from the
computation experiment summarized in Fig. 5.11 and Tables 5.9 through 5.11. The values of a and b are provided to approximate the
1
energy of the system, EH for a single scaling transfer function, β (Eqs. (5.110) and (5.113)). Corresponding Fig. 5.12.
s2

Table 5.12: Summary of data from Fig. 5.12 of Rayleigh’s Energy per scaling exponent β of the

individual samples in the time domain or the sum of the energy of each individual frequency
in the frequency domain, is a summary of the energy contained within the signal. However,
when calculated by summation of all time or all frequency components per Eq. (5.105),
the total energy alone does not suggest the process or processes responsible as a possible
source of that energy nor does the total energy indicate how much energy may be attributed
to a specific process or range of frequencies within a multiscaling time series.
In the time domain, all frequencies are interacting to yield the final waveform as a time
series which makes the isolation of separate processes responsible for the generation of the
time series and the total energy in the signal rather difficult. In translating the time series
from the time domain to the frequency domain, the determination of the overall scaling
behavior and the scaling exponent β over all or distinct ranges of frequencies allows the
one to isolate the process or processes responsible for the generation of the time series and
subsequently, to isolate the energy (as power) from all or specific ranges of frequencies
over which a scaling behavior holds. Depending on the value of the scaling exponent β ,
both single scaling time series and multiscaling time series may contain distinct frequency
regions responsible for the bulk of the total energy within the signal while other frequency
regions add little to no energy.
In a multiscaling time series, there are distinct frequency regions (R) defined by the
scaling exponent β over which a certain scaling behavior holds. In the frequency domain,
from Eq. (5.105), the sum of the energy at each individual frequency yields the total energy
of the signal. With a slight modification to Eq. (5.105), the sum of energies, ER , of
each scaling frequency region R, defined by one value of the scaling exponent β over a
limited range of frequencies, will also yield the total energy, ET , of the signal. Thus, if the
frequencies are separated by scaling behavior so that all frequencies with the same scaling
exponent β represent the same physical process(es), then the contribution of energy of each
distinct scaling frequency region to the total energy of the signal may be calculated. As
such, the contribution of specific physical processes to the total energy may be calculated
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when the energies are separated within the energy calculation by the range of frequencies
over which a certain scaling behavior holds.
To begin modifying Eq. (5.105), the total energy of the signal, ET , in the frequency
domain, and generally of a single scaling system, may be expressed as:

ET =

1 N−1
∑ |X (k)|2
N k=0

(5.115)

For multiscaling systems, Eq. (5.115) may be separated into the component scaling
frequency regions ER by defining the range of frequencies over which each specific value
of the scaling exponent β is valid.
For example, the multiscaling Great Lake time series is shown to have four distinct
scaling frequency regions (R1, R2, R3, R4) with each region having a different value of
the scaling exponent β which represents the dominant process over a limited range of
frequencies. The energy of each of the four scaling regions, ER1 , ER2 , ER3 , and ER4 may
be calculated and summed to yield the total energy ET of the time series. In equation form,
the variable ER(n) may be used to represent each distinct scaling region with n being the
number of the scaling region from low to high frequencies such that, for the Great Lakes:

ET = E0 + ER1 + ER2 + ER3 + ER4

(5.116)

where the term E0 represents the zero frequency at an index of k = 0 and the highest
frequency scaling region includes the Nyquist frequency (here, ER4 )39 . Note that while the
energy or power spectrum is plotted with only the positive frequencies, Eq. (5.116) contains
all energies from both positive and negative frequencies. For other multiscaling behaviors,
the number of variables of ER(n) which are necessary to represent the actual scaling
behavior of the signal can be added or subtracted as needed.
39 Additional

discussion of the energy of the multiscaling Great Lakes time series is found in Ch. 7.4.
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In the frequency domain, the energies of each individual frequency within the range of
frequencies (R) over which one scaling exponent holds may be summed to arrive at the total
energy of that specific scaling region ER(n) . To calculate the energy of each distinct scaling
region, as ER(n) , one must take into account the positive and negative complex frequencies
represented by the index value k. The index variable kR(n) may be used to define a specific
range of complex frequencies over which a scaling exponent is dominant such that such
that for a single scaling exponent, the entire range of frequencies may be kR = (1 . . . N − 1),
not including the zero frequency at k = 0.
However, for a multiscaling system with two scaling exponents, such as βR1 = 0 over
the mid-range to low frequencies of R1 and βR2 = 2 over the high to mid-range frequencies
of R2, defining the index variables kR1 and kR2 representing the entire range of frequencies
for each scaling region is more complex due to the structure of the FFT. For example, the
kR1 index locations of the mid-range frequencies to low frequencies may be from an index
2π
π
N
to +ω = + ,
of kR1 = 1 to kR1 = representing positive angular frequencies of +ω =
4
N
2
3N
respectively, and also from an index of kR1 =
to kR1 = N − 1 representing negative
4
π
2π
angular frequencies −ω = − to −ω = − , respectively40 . Concurrently, given that kR1
2
N


N
index locations of the mid-range frequencies to low frequencies are 1 < kR1(+) <
in
4


3N
< kR1(−) < N − 1 in the negative frequencies, the kR2
the positive frequencies and
4
N
index locations of the high to mid-range frequencies are from an index of kR2 = + 1 to
4  
3N
k
kR2 =
− 1 spanning both positive and negative angular frequencies of +ω = 2π
4
N


k−N
to −ω = 2π
, respectively41 . The energy in the positive frequencies should equal
N
40 When

distinguishing between scaling regions, make certain not to overlap frequencies (or index values).
Refer to Table (5.2) for the conversions from an index value to frequency and angular frequency. Note that
in Table (5.2), the index term m is equivalent to k used in these examples.
41 For this example, the definition of low frequency and high frequency is arbitrary with the example range
N
of index values spanning equal numbers of frequencies, each , for both the low and high frequencies. In
4
reality, a multiscaling power spectrum with two scaling regions usually has considerably more frequencies
included within the high frequency scaling region than the number of frequencies included in the low
frequency scaling region.
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the energy of the negative frequencies which is why the zero frequency, at k = 0, is not
included in the initial range as there is no negative counterpart. The energy at k = 0, as E0 ,
is added to the energy over each scaling region ER(n) when the total energy ET is calculated.
As a result, the indexing of frequency ranges is somewhat complicated with the index series
starting, stopping, and starting again for all but the high frequency range due to the way in
which positive and negative frequencies are indexed.
Alternatively, since the energy in the positive frequencies is equal to the energy in the
negative frequencies with the exception of the zero frequency at an index of k = 0, one may
express the energy of a scaling region ER(n) in terms of all positive frequencies, multiplying
the positive frequency energy by 2 to recover the energy from the negative frequencies. The
energy values at the zero frequency and the Nyquist frequency are not multiplied by 2 since
there is no negative counterpart to the zero frequency and the Nyquist frequency is both a
positive and negative frequency. Instead of using the index k which covers both positive and
negative frequencies, the positive angular frequency +ω may be substituted as long as one
accounts for the energy of the zero frequency, Nyquist frequency, and negative frequencies.
However, in practice, including all frequencies, noting the index values of the positive and
negative frequencies, is computationally more efficient and avoids additional steps.
Once the frequency index locations, kR(n) , of the start and stop of each scaling
region, R, of a multiscaling time series are known, one may write a series of equations
expressing the energy of each scaling region, ER(n) . As an example, consider a multiscaling
time series with two distinct scaling regions, a low frequency scaling region, as R1, and
high frequency scaling region, as R2. In this example, the equations will be written
including all frequencies, both positive and negative, and will use the same index locations
of the previous example for a multiscaling system with two scaling exponents. The
multiscaling energy equations for the energy of each scaling region ER(n) are written
starting from the lowest frequencies to the highest frequencies (including the negative
frequency counterparts). Technically, the zero frequency does not represent a frequency,
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but since the zero frequency is assigned to the first index location k = 0 next to the lowest
positive frequency at k = 1, the zero frequency is addressed first.
The energy at the zero frequency, E0 is calculated by:

E0 =

|X (k0 )|2
N

(5.117)

where N is the length of the time series and k0 is the index of the zero frequency which is
not considered a low frequency, but must be included if calculating the total energy ET of
the signal.
To accurately calculate the energy of the low frequency scaling region R1, one
must separately calculate energy of the positive and negative frequencies and add them
together42 . In this example, the low frequencies of the scaling region R1 are the same as
N
the previous example, in the positive frequencies from an index of kR1 = 1 to kR1 = which
4
2π
π
translates to the positive angular frequency range of +ω =
to +ω = + , respectively,
N
2
3N
and in the negative frequencies from an index of kR1 =
to kR1 = N − 1 which translates
4
2π
π
to the negative angular frequency range of −ω = − to −ω = − , respectively. For a
2
N
multiscaling time series with two scaling regions, the energy for the low frequency scaling
region ER1 is found through:

ER1 = 

N
4





1
1
|X (k)|2  + 
∑
N k=1
N

42 Alternatively,

N−1



∑3N |X (k)|2

k=

(5.118)

4

if only positive frequencies are used to calculate the energy of this low frequency scaling
region, the result is multiplied by 2 to calculate the total energy from positive and negative frequencies.
The Nyquist frequency is not included in the low frequency scaling region.
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Two equations are needed, one for the positive frequencies, as
for the negative frequencies, as

1
N

1
N

N

4
|X (k)|2 , and one
∑k=1

|X (k)|2 which are added43 together to yield the
∑N−1
k= 3N
4

energy ER1 contained within the scaling region R1. To check if the calculation was
done correctly, the energy of the positive and negative frequencies will be equal so that
1
N

N

4
|X (k)|2 =
∑k=1

1
N

|X (k)|2 . When there are more than two scaling regions in a
∑N−1
k= 3N
4

multiscaling time series, Eq. (5.118) should be used to calculate the energy for all additional
scaling regions which do not include the Nyquist frequency, changing the range of values
of the index k as necessary per scaling region.
The energy of the high frequency scaling region R2 of a multiscaling time series
with two scaling regions may be written with one equation. The index values of the
highest frequency scaling region span both positive and negative frequencies and includes
the Nyquist frequency. The high frequency scaling region R2 spans from an index of
3N
N
− 1 translating to a positive and negative angular frequency
kR2 = + 1 to kR2 =
4
 4


k
k−N
range of +ω = 2π
to −ω = 2π
, respectively, which includes the Nyquist
N
N
N
frequency at k = or ω = ±π. Thus, the energy for the high frequency scaling region ER2
2
is found through:
1
ER2 =
N

3N
4 −1

∑
N

|X (k)|2

(5.119)

k= 4 +1

When there are more than two scaling regions in a multiscaling time series,
Eq. (5.119) is always used for the scaling region which spans the range of the highest
43 The

positive and negative frequencies each contain half of the power at a specific frequency which is why
they are added to obtain to total energy within this frequency range. In terms of numbers, since the positive
and negative frequencies may be considered as the power at a specific frequency, the number of frequencies
in a specific scaling region is equal to the number of positive frequencies only. For example, if an index of
a scaling region R1 contains 2048 positive frequencies and 2048 negative frequencies, the total energy of
that scaling region is found over 2048 frequencies.
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frequencies that include the Nyquist frequency44 . In practice, the index values k of
Eqs. (5.118) and (5.119) may change since these index values are dependent upon the
location of the change in the scaling exponent β of the multiscaling time series under
investigation.
Thus, the equations for ER1 and ER2 allow for the calculation of the energy
contribution of each distinct scaling region to the total energy of the multiscaling signal.
In this example, the total energy ET of a multiscaling time series with two scaling regions
may be found by adding the values of each scaling region and the zero frequency through:

ET = E0 + ER1 + ER2

(5.120)

The total energy ET calculated from the summation of the energies of each scaling region
through Eq. (5.120) is the equal to the total energy calculated through Eq. (5.115) from the
entire complex frequency domain. Through substitution of Eqs. (5.115), (5.117), (5.118),
and (5.119) into Eq. (5.120), the complete equation to calculate the total energy ET of a
multiscaling time series with two scaling regions45 becomes:
1 N−1
ET =
∑ |X (k)|2 =
N k=0

|X (k0 )|2
N

!

 
N
4
1
1
+  ∑ |X (k)|2  + 
N k=1
N


N−1





1
∑ |X (k)|2  +  N
3N

k= 4

3N −1
4

∑
N


|X (k)|2 

k= 4 +1

(5.121)
44 Using

the notation of the example, the high frequencies initially appear to contain one less frequency than
the low frequencies. However, the Nyquist frequency, as both a positive and negative frequency of ω = ±π,
may be counted twice adding 1 additional frequency to the total number of high frequencies though the
energy at the Nyquist is still only counted once upon summation. For example, the total index of R2
may contain 4095 index values which includes 2048 positive frequencies (including the positive Nyquist
frequency) and 2047 negative frequencies (not including the Nyquist frequency). To accommodate the
negative Nyquist frequency, +1 may be added to the index total to become 4096. However, since this value
now represents the positive frequencies with a positive Nyquist frequency and negative frequencies with
a negative Nyquist frequency, the total is divided by 2 to obtain the total number of positive frequencies
as 2048. While seemingly obvious here, the structure of the complex frequencies used in this calculation
becomes important when incorporating a frequency count based on index values in MATLAB code.
45 For each additional scaling region, add another representation of Eq. (5.118) to the total multiscaling
equation, adjusting the index values as needed.
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5.15.4

Contribution of Energy by Frequency and Scaling Exponent β

In a multiscaling time series, the contribution of energy of each scaling region may be
represented as a percentage by dividing the energy of each region ER(n) by the total energy
ET and multiplying by 100. In equation form, the percent energy contribution, PER(n) , of a
scaling region to the total energy of a multiscaling time series is:

PER(n) =

E(n)
• 100
ET

(5.122)

where ET is the total energy of a multiscaling time series46 with a value of the zero
frequency near 0. However, if a natural multiscaling time series is converted to the
frequency domain in MATLAB through the FFT, since the zero frequency value X[0] at an
1
index of k = 0 is the sum of the time series (as the term is assigned to the IFFT instead
N
of the FFT), when calculating the percent contribution, PER(n) , of a scaling region, any
inclusion of the energy at the zero frequency, E0 , into the total energy, ET , will significantly
bias the results. As such, for any natural or synthetic multiscaling time series that includes
the sum of the time series at the zero frequency value, X[0] , the energy at the zero frequency,
E0 , should be excluded from the calculation of the percent contribution, PER(n) , of a scaling
region by subtracting E0 from the total energy ET . In equation form, the percent energy
contribution, PER(n) , of a scaling region to the total energy of a multiscaling time series
that excludes E0 , the energy of the sum of the time series at the zero frequency, is:

PER(n) =

E(n)
• 100
(ET − E0 )

(5.123)

where ET − E0 is the adjusted energy to remove the bias created by the energy of the sum
of the time series at the zero frequency due to the method of calculation of the FFT and
46 Generally,

a synthetic time series generated from the convolution of a transfer function with a Gaussian
white noise input with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1 will also have a zero frequency value near
0 so that Eq. (5.122) may be used to calculate the percent contribution, PER(n) , of a scaling region.
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IFFT equations. These equations (Eqs. (5.122) or (5.123)) allow one to determine which
frequencies and physical processes, defined by the scaling exponent β and the transfer
function, are responsible for most of the energy observed in the signal. However, within
a scaling region, some frequencies may contribute more energy to the signal than others
based not only on the energy of each individual frequency, but on the scaling exponent as
well.
In order to correctly interpret the contribution of energy of a specific scaling region,
one must first address how the energy is distributed across frequencies by the scaling
exponent. Since the scaling exponent β accurately describes the scaling behavior of the
power versus frequency, and power is synonymous with energy, a higher scaling exponent
such as a β = 2 Brownian motion time series is said to have more power in the low
frequencies than a β = 1 red noise time series or a β = 0 Gaussian noise time series. The
total energy over all frequencies (Eq. (5.105) or (5.115)) of a β = 2, β = 1, and β = 0 time
series, relative to the length of the time series, was addressed in Sec. 5.15.1, specifically
in Fig. 5.11 with corresponding Tables 5.5 through 5.8 and Fig. 5.12 and Table 5.12. As
a summation equation, the total energy over all frequencies (Eq. (5.115)) does not provide
a quantitative answer to the question of how much more power is in the low frequencies
versus high frequencies due to the value of the scaling exponent β .
When the energy of a scaling region or single scaling time series is calculated, the
amount of energy that is added by each individual frequency component relative to the
total energy of the scaling region or single scaling time series is heavily dependent upon
the value of the scaling exponent β . The effect of the scaling exponent β on power is not
always intuitive when thinking in log space. Thus, a computational experiment may be
performed to quantitatively illustrate the primary frequencies responsible for the majority
of the energy observed within a single scaling region or a single scaling time series due to
the scaling exponent β .
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In this computational experiment, the frequencies of a single scaling time series are
divided at a specific frequency to separate the frequencies into two scaling regions, R1
spanning the lower range of frequencies and R2 spanning the higher range of frequencies.
To demonstrate that the relative energy contribution of each frequency to the total energy
of the signal changes based upon the value of the scaling exponent β , the multiscaling
time series energy equations (Eqs. (5.121) and (5.122)) are applied to a single scaling time
series to show the relative percent energy contribution PER(n) of the low (R1) and high (R2)
frequency regions of a single scaling time series. Although each scaling region, R1 and R2,
of a single scaling time series does exhibit the same scaling behavior with the same scaling
exponent β , the relative contribution of energy at each frequency is summed within each
scaling region to arrive at the quantity of energy, ER1 and ER2 , within each scaling region
which can then be compared to the total energy ET of the single scaling time series through
Eq. (5.122).
Necessarily, the frequency at which the two scaling regions, R1 and R2, are separated
will influence the relative contribution of each scaling region to the total energy. However,
within the frequencies calculated by the FFT upon conversion of a single scaling time
series from the time domain to the frequency domain, there are two distinct frequency
landmarks at which, if the scaling regions R1 and R2 and separated, important properties of
the percent contribution PER(n) of each scaling region to the total energy emerge at specific
values of the scaling exponent β . The first landmark frequency is at frequency index values
3N
N
translating to positive and negative frequencies of ± f = ±0.25 for
of k = and k =
4
4
π
which the angular frequencies are ±ω = ± . When the frequencies of a single scaling
2
π
time series of length N = 8192 are separated into two scaling regions at ±ω = ± ,
2
there are equal numbers, n = 2048, of frequencies within each low (R1) and high (R2)
1
frequency region. The second landmark frequency is at a frequency of ± fA = ±
which
2π
is the magnitude transition frequency of ±ωA = ±1. The magnitude transition frequency is
significant as a point of reference around which the signal is amplified or attenuated based
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upon the frequency and scaling exponent (Refer to App. D.3.1). When the frequencies of
a N = 8192 single scaling time series are separated at the magnitude transition frequency
1
or ±ωA = ±1, there are nR1 = 1304 low frequencies in R1 and nR2 = 2792
± fA = ±
2π
higher frequencies in R2. These frequency landmarks may be used as reference points to
estimate the distribution of energy across frequencies for time series defined by a single
scaling exponent.
The computational experiment is run for each landmark frequency. For each scaling
exponent β from β = −2 to β = 5, a total of 10, 000 synthetic single scaling time series of
1
length N = 8192 are generated using the β transfer function with standardized Gaussian
s2
white noise as input. The total energy ET of each synthetic time series is calculated using
Eq. (5.115) in the complex frequency domain. The complex frequencies of the single
π
scaling time series are then separated into two scaling regions, R1 and R2, at ±ω = ±
2
for the first experiment and at ±ωA = ±1 for the second experiment. The energy at the
zero frequency E0 (Eq. (5.117)), the energy of the low frequency region ER1 (Eq. (5.118)),
and the energy of the high frequency region ER2 (Eq. (5.119)) are calculated. The energy
of the zero frequency, E0 , and each frequency region, ER1 and ER2 , are then summed per
Eq. (5.121) to arrive at the sum total energy ET for comparison to the total energy ET from
Eq. (5.115). The percent contributions of the low (PER1 ) and high (PER2 ) frequencies are
then calculated from ER1 , ER2 , and ET (Eq. (5.122)) for each time series. The average
ET , ET from sum, E0 , ER1 , ER2 , PER1 , and PER2 of all 10, 000 time series for each
scaling exponent β is calculated and summarized in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14, Table 5.13 for the
π
±ω = ± landmark frequency, and Table 5.14 for the ±ωA = ±1 landmark frequency.
2
Upon examination of the results of the computational experiment
π
(Tables 5.13 and 5.14), when the signal is separated at ± f = ±0.25 or ±ω = ± ,
2
the low (R1) and high (R2) frequency regions each contribute 50% of the energy to
the signal at β = 0; at β = 0.5 the energy contribution ratio is 70% low and 30% high
frequencies; and above β = 2, the low frequencies are responsible for 100% of the energy
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Figure 5.13: Sample of positive frequencies of power spectra over a range of scaling exponents β showing the separation of frequencies
used in the computational experiment of percent energy contribution PE
per scaling exponent β . For each scaling
 R of frequencies
π
exponent, the scaling regions R1 and R2 are separated at ± f = ±0.25 or ±ω = ±
(solid dark green line) during the first experiment
2
1
and then at ± fA = ±
or (±ωA = ±1) (dashed light green line) during the second experiment. A summary of the results and data for
2π
this figure are found in Fig. 5.14 and Tables 5.13 and 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Summary of the percent energy contribution of low (PER1 ) and high (PER2 ) frequencies of a range of scaling exponents

π
1
of β based on the separation of scaling regions R1 and R2 at f = ±0.25 or ±ω = ±
(solid lines) or at ± fA = ±
or (±ω = ±1)
2
2π
(dashed lines). As the scaling exponent increases, the lower frequencies are responsible for more of the total energy in the signal. Above
1
β = 2, based on the separation of R1 and R2 at both ±f=±0.25 and ± fA = ± , the low frequencies of R1 are responsible for 100% of
2π
the energy of the signal. Data for this figure are found in Table 5.13 and 5.14. Corresponding Fig. 5.13.
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Table 5.13: Summary
contribution of energy PER by frequency and scaling exponent β based on the separation of R1 and
 of percent
π
R2 at ± f = ±0.25 ±ω = ±
allowing for equal numbers, n = 2048, of low and high frequencies. R1, the low frequency region,
2 

spans an index of 1 < kR1(+) < N4 in the positive frequencies and 3N
<
k
<
N
−
1
in the negative frequencies. R2, the high
R1(−)
4
3N
N
frequency region, spans an index of kR2 = 4 + 1 to kR2 = 4 − 1 which includes positive, Nyquist, and negative frequencies. For each
1
scaling exponent β , 10, 000 standardized synthetic single scaling time series of length N = 8192 are generated using the β transfer
s2
function. In the complex frequency domain, for each time series, the total energy ET (Eq. (5.115)), the energy at the zero frequency E0
(Eq. (5.117)), the energy of the low frequency region ER1 (Eq. (5.118)), and the energy of the high frequency region ER2 (Eq. (5.119))
are calculated. The energy of the zero frequency, E0 , and each frequency region, ER1 and ER2 , are then summed per Eq. (5.121) to arrive
at the sum total energy ET for comparison to the total energy ET from Eq. (5.115). The percent contributions of the low (PER1 ) and high
(PER2 ) frequencies are calculated from ER1 , ER2 , and ET (Eq. (5.122)). The average ET , ET from sum, E0 , ER1 , ER2 , PER1 , and PER2
of all 10, 000time series per β is calculated. When the single scaling signal is separated into scaling regions R1 and R2 at ± f = ±0.25

π
±ω = ± , the low and high frequencies each contribute 50% of the energy to the signal at β = 0; at β = 0.5 the energy contribution
2
ratio is 70% low and 30% high frequencies; and above β = 2, the low frequencies are responsible for 100% of the energy in the signal.
(In red, columns (+ω (ER1 )) and (−ω (ER2 )) add to become ER1 per Eq. (5.118)). Corresponding Figs. 5.13 and 5.14.
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Table 5.14: Summary of percent contribution of energy PER by frequency and scaling exponent β based on the separation of R1
1
and R2 at the magnitude transition frequency ± fA = ±
(±ωA = ±1) allowing nR1 = 1304 low frequencies in R1 and nR2 = 2792
2π

N
higher frequencies in R2. R1, the low frequency region, spans an index of 1 < kR1(+) / 2π
in the positive frequencies and


N
N
N − 2π / kR1(−) < N − 1 in the negative frequencies. R2, the high frequency region, spans an index of kR2 ≈ 2π
+ 1 to

N
kR2 ≈ N − 2π − 1 which includes positive, Nyquist, and negative frequencies. In the complex frequency domain, for each of 10, 000
standardized synthetic single scaling time series (N = 8192) per scaling exponent β , the total energy ET (Eq. (5.115)), the energy at the
zero frequency E0 (Eq. (5.117)), the energy of the low frequency region ER1 (Eq. (5.118)), and the energy of the high frequency region
ER2 (Eq. (5.119)) are calculated. The energy of the zero frequency, E0 , and each frequency region, ER1 and ER2 , are then summed per
Eq. (5.121) to arrive at the sum total energy ET for comparison to the total energy ET from Eq. (5.115). The percent contributions of the
low (PER1 ) and high (PER2 ) frequencies are calculated from ER1 , ER2 , and ET (Eq. (5.122)). The average ET , ET from sum, E0 , ER1 ,
ER2 , PER1 , and PER2 of all 10, 000 time series per β is calculated. For a single scaling time series separated into scaling regions R1 and
1
R2 at ± fA = ±
or ±ωA = ±1, the lower (R1) frequency region contributes 30% of the total energy while the higher (R2) frequency
2π
region is responsible 70% of the total energy of the signal at β = 0; at β = 0.5 the energy contribution ratio is 56% low and 44% high
frequencies; and above β = 2, the low frequencies are responsible for 100% of the energy in the signal. (In red, columns (+ω (ER1 ))
and (−ω (ER2 )) add to become ER1 per Eq. (5.118)). Corresponding Figs. 5.13 and 5.14.

1
or ±ωA = ±1, the lower (R1)
2π
frequency region contributes only 32% of the total energy while the higher (R2) frequency
in the signal. When the signal is separated at ± fA = ±

region is responsible 68% of the total energy of the signal at β = 0; at β = 0.5 the
energy contribution ratio is 56% low and 44% high frequencies; and above β = 2, the low
frequencies are responsible for 100% of the energy in the signal. In one sense, graphically
(Fig. 5.13), the frequency dividing the scaling regions R1 and R2 may be thought of as
a slider bar upon the power spectrum. So, for a β = 0 time series, when the division, or
slider bar, is at f = 0.25, there is equal energy in R1 and R2 (approximately 50% in R1
and 50% in R2). When the slider bar of a β = 0 time series is moved to a lower frequency
1
to divide the scaling regions R1 and R2, there is now more energy (and more
of fA =
2π
2792
nR2
=
× 100 = 68%
frequencies) in the higher frequencies (68% more energy and
nT (+) 4096
more frequencies in R2) compared to the lower frequencies (32% in R2). This leads to one
additional observation only for a single scaling Gaussian white noise time series (with a
mean of 0), at β = 0 since all frequencies are scaling the same, the percent contribution
of energy PER(n) of a scaling region R is going be equal to the percentage of the number
nR
of frequencies included in that region (i.e., at β = 0, PER =
× 100 where nR is the
nT (+)
number of positive frequencies within a scaling region R and nT (+) is the total number of
positive frequencies)47 . However, as the scaling exponent changes, so does the percent
contribution of each scaling region to the total energy of the signal. As the scaling
exponent increases, the contribution of the lower frequencies becomes responsible for
nearly all of the energy observed within a signal.
Taking this argument one step further for a multiscaling time series, one may further
subdivide each scaling region to determine the energy distribution across the frequencies
within each region based upon the scaling exponent β . Since each region is scaling to a
47 This

property does not necessarily hold for a synthetic multiscaling time series. This is because if a β = 0
scaling region occurs near scaling regions exhibiting scaling behavior other than β = 0, then the energy of
the β = 0 scaling region may have been affected by the scaling behavior of the surrounding scaling regions
of the multiscaling time series.
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distinct value of β , the pattern of the distribution of energy across frequencies is similar
to the single scaling time series. This means that within a distinct scaling region of a
multiscaling time series, that the lower frequencies of the scaling region are responsible
for most of the energy of that scaling region if the value of the scaling exponent β of that
scaling region is high. Within a multiscaling time series, if the scaling exponent of a scaling
region is β = 0, then all frequencies within that scaling region are equally responsible for
the energy over that frequency range. While the scaling exponent β may be useful in
determining the dominant process over a specific range of frequencies, through the use of
energy E in conjunction with the scaling exponent β , a quantitative method of determining
the frequencies and processes that dominate a signal is achieved. A sample of MATLAB
code using this example and index values for all frequencies is found in App. F.6.
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Chapter 6
Bode Analysis and β
6.1

Background

Bode analysis is widely used in the fields of control theory and electrical engineering
though not commonly utilized in the earth and environmental sciences. An extended
introduction to Bode analysis is provided here and more details can be found in the
literature [48, 67, 68, 53, 69]. The system under investigation, the Great Lakes, may be
thought of as a black box. The goal is to determine what is inside the black box, the
internal dynamics of the system, by looking at the output versus input. More simply, the
way in which inputs are processed through the system to yield the measured time series
output encompasses the internal dynamics of the system and a function of how the system
processes any input. For example, a simple closed basin with water entering and no other
dynamics will always be an integrator for whatever water flows into the basin because the
input flow is what determines the water level in the basin. If water levels do not change in
the simple basin example, the fact that a basin still acts as an integrator (the system) has not
changed. Instead, the reason for lack of water level change is because there was no input
to integrate into the overall volume of water. The system changes the inputs according to a
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certain set of rules to yield an output based both on what the rules were and the nature of
the input.
A system can be thought of as a mathematical function that takes an input and converts
this input to an output. This mathematical function (i.e., the transfer function) represents
the internal dynamics or frequency response of the system. If one knows the input, then by
analyzing the output one can determine the scaling properties and develop a mathematical
model of the system based on the scaling behavior that captures the underlying dynamics.
Great Lakes Water levels (as the measured output of our system) are a relatively complex
time series with changes in water level heights that occur hourly, daily, weekly, monthly,
yearly, and also at a known 13 year cycle. Changes in water level heights also occur at
non-periodic intervals due to the stochastic nature of inputs into the system. With natural
time series, however, often one does not know the profile of the input as sometimes the
system is too large to test experimentally. Likewise, the inputs into the Great Lakes system
are unknown, or known but immeasurable, given the vastness and complexity of possible
inputs over the entire Great Lakes watershed.
In order to create a representative model of the Great Lakes system, the transfer
function approach and Bode analysis may be used to develop a set of equations that fully
characterizes the system in terms of the scaling behavior. The type of transfer function
equations that reproduce the scaling behavior may indicate the sort of processes that are
responsible for the different β -values or scaling exponents observed over each distinct
range of timescales in water level data, the extent of the interaction of these processes, and
why a change in scaling behavior occurs precisely where it does. Water level variability
may be governed by fundamental mechanisms responsible for the similar changes in the
behavior of the scaling exponent observed across several water level stations from various
locations over comparable time regimes. Physical processes and the interaction of these
processes, the internal dynamics of how the system evaluates inputs, determine what is
observed in the output which is measurable. However, the exact nature of these processes
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and the dynamics in the black box that cause this observed measured output are generally
unknown. Bode analysis of power spectra of the Great Lakes can provide a powerful tool
to help to determine a model representing what is inside the black box.
To be clear, the transfer functions of multiscaling systems, representing the physical
processes of the system, interact at all frequencies and the sum total of these interactions,
summarized as the Frequency Response Model of the system, dictates how the inputs are
processed through the system. Generally, the transfer function of the linear time-invariant
(LTI) causal system is static while the input signal and output signal are dynamic. Inputs
into the system are evaluated based on the transfer function which then generates an output.
Technically, the system itself, and associated transfer functions, do not generally “respond”
to inputs by changing the system based upon the input. However, the output of a system
is generally referred to as the response of the system (i.e., the Frequency Response Model)
to inputs. The term “response”, in the context of a system response, is the output signal
produced by a system given an input for which the output signal, but not the system, will
change given a different input. The difference in meaning of “response”, though subtle, is
significant. There are cases in which the transfer function of the system may change with
input for which the input causes a change in the behavior of the system. In such cases,
where the system, and transfer function defining the system, changes with input, such as a
linear time-varying (LTV) system, a simple and efficient universal transfer function cannot
be written for these systems1 [70, 71]. In this work, unless otherwise noted, the system
response is taken to mean the output generated by the LTI system in response to any specific
input, not that the transfer function defining the system has actually changed.
1

A simple universal transfer function may be made to respond to an input and change the transfer function
based upon this input through a computer algorithm in real or near real-time, referred to as a smart filter in
digital signal processing. In cases where the input may be sampled beforehand, such as in the generation
of a synthetic time series or in the processing an audio signal, a standardized transfer function may be
developed using a computer algorithm modifying the transfer function of the system based on the sampled
input, sampled entirely or continuously sampled, to generate any desired exact scaling behavior in the
output regardless of scaling behavior of the input. For example, a smart filter may be developed to always
deliver the same frequency spectrum with the same scaling behavior at each frequency by monitoring
the scaling behavior of the input signal and adjusting the transfer function based upon that input. The
standardized transfer function method is found in App. B.3.2.
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6.2

Role of Central Limit Theorem in Bode Analysis

Generally, to be confident that the model truly represents the actual scaling behavior of the
system under investigation, the sum total of all inputs into the system must be a stochastic
Gaussian white noise time series. However, the measured time series represents only the
output of the system and since the inputs are usually not known, an assumption must be
made that the input into the natural system is indeed a stochastic white noise. An unknown
input for a large system does not pose much of a problem in determining the nature of
the system due to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) which allows for the assumption that
the sum total of all inputs into a large system is a stochastic Gaussian white noise time
series [41, 32, 42, 43, 14, 46].
Theoretically, by knowing the output (the measurable time series) and assuming that
the Central Limit Theorem dictates that for such a large system, the sum of all the inputs
(and outputs to some of these inputs2 ) collectively sum to a Gaussian White Noise input, the
internal dynamics and how the system filters inputs at various frequencies is summarized in
the behavior of the power scaling exponent(s) of the power spectrum of the measured output
time series. By assuming the CLT holds for large natural systems, any scaling exponents
measured in the power spectra of a natural time series are a direct result of the scaling
changes at each frequency imposed by the system on the Gaussian white noise which has
a scaling exponent of β = 0 over all frequencies. The change in scaling exponents over
frequency is summarized in a transfer function equation and once this function is known,
the output of the system becomes predictable given a known input, and predictable within
an envelope given an unknown or stochastic white noise input. Generally, the transfer
functions of any natural or stochastic system may be determined through Bode analysis
and in creating a Bode plot.
2

An important point is that negative inputs, such as the flow out of a lake, are considered part of the input
as Gaussian white noise. For example, the scaling exponent summarizes the total impulse response of the
system so that a lake or basin as an integration system (β = 2) can have as input a net flow (flow in minus
flow out) and the signal that is ultimately integrated by the basin is the net flow input. Further discussion is
found in App. A.5.2, particularly Fig. A.19.
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Applying these concepts to a large system such as the Great Lakes, the postulate is
that collectively, all of the inputs into the Great Lakes system, no matter what type of
distribution they are from, will add to one total Gaussian White Noise input of β = 0 over
all frequencies due to the Central Limit Theorem. This premise allows the conclusion
that the measured output time series of the system and the scaling exponents over specific
frequency ranges observed in the power spectrum of this output time series are solely due
to how the system processes a white noise input. Thus, one axiom of the scaling exponent
behavior that is measured from Great Lakes water level data is that the measured scaling
exponents and behaviors of the output time series, i.e., the water levels, are equivalent to
the scaling exponents of the system, or filter, over specific ranges of frequencies. This
property is seen in the multiplication of the frequency domain input X[s] with the transfer
function H[s] in which the scaling exponents add to yield an output Y [s] of the system
where the scaling exponent(s) of the output are equivalent to the scaling exponent(s) of
the transfer function since the scaling exponent of the input was β = 0 at all frequencies.
By examining the scaling exponents over a range of frequencies of the Great Lakes water
levels, the underlying dynamic behavior of how the Great Lakes system translates the white
noise input through the system to the measured water level output is revealed. Insight into
the underlying dynamics and properties of the Great Lakes system then allows for both
prediction and modeling of water level behavior based on the scaling exponents and for
creation of a series of transfer function equations that describe the Great Lakes system in
the frequency domain.
Through computational experiments using synthetic data and the transfer functions for
the Great Lakes, one important observation is that the periodicities seen in the measured
output of Great Lakes water levels originated outside the system, are embedded within
the input signal, and are not part of how the Great Lakes system processes inputs into
the system. In general, periodicities originate outside natural systems unless they are a
specific property of the system or some type of resonance within the system. For example,
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the Great Lakes have tidal periodicities at 12 hours 25 minutes and again at 24 hours,
even though they are considered non-tidal. These tidal periodicities originate from the
well-known gravitational effects of the sun and the moon on the earth, independent of the
Great Lakes. Likewise, the yearly periodicity seen in the spectrum of Great Lakes water
level data also originates outside the Great Lakes system as yearly fluctuations. These
periodicities are embedded but not directly observed in the white noise input as they are
masked by the random white noise behavior. The integrative processes and rescaling by
the Great Lakes system, especially at lower frequencies, enhance3 these periodicities as the
input is translated to the measured output.

6.3

Method to Create a Bode Plot
and Frequency Response Model

The Bode plot describes the behavior of the system by giving an overview of the frequency
response of the system. A Bode plot is created first by performing a fast Fourier transform
of the data, the same initial step used in creating a power spectrum. The difference lies in
how one plots the data. The change in amplitude of the signal from input to output (the
amplitude ratio) is represented in a Bode magnitude plot, also known as a log modulus
plot or gain curve, plotted in log-log space with log frequency (or period) on the x-axis
and decibels as 20 log dB (magnitude) plotted on the y-axis. This allows the y-axis to
remain linear even though the data scales in log and also allows for the additive properties
of logarithms to be used rather than multiplication which makes the equations easier to
3

The scaling exponent of the system at the frequency of a periodicity does more than just maintaining the
periodicity. If the scaling exponent β is positive and the frequency is lower than the magnitude transition
frequency fA , the periodicity is amplified in addition to being shifted in phase within the output signal.
As such, from input to output through the system, a periodicity embedded within a Gaussian white noise,
but masked completely by the noise, may be enhanced or amplified by the positive scaling behavior of the
system to dominate the output signal. This property is observed in the yearly periodicity of the Great Lakes.
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solve. The decibel (dB) is a dimensionless logarithmic unit that represents a scaling factor
as a ratio of the output divided by the input.
Systems have distinctive frequency responses which are represented in a Bode plot
as a relative change in amplitude at each frequency from input to output. (In short, the
Output amplitude/Input amplitude = Transfer Function.) In the time domain, the Transfer
Function (i.e., the system) executes a convolution of the time series in which the input signal
is convolved with the transfer function to equal the output signal. This is why analysis
of the output, assuming that the input is persistently exciting white noise, allows one to
discover the dynamic properties of the system, which are described by the transfer function
or Frequency Response Model and represented in terms of Laplace transforms [41, 42, 72].
The transfer function may be thought of as a description of how a system filters inputs and
translates any input into the observed output time series which is why obtaining a transfer
function is like opening the black box and revealing the inner workings of the system.
Transfer functions may be created from the Bode plot using Laplace transforms
based on the change in behavior of the scaling exponent. Laplace transforms are used
to translate from the time domain to the frequency domain in order to allow complex
differential and integral equations to be solved using simpler algebraic operations. This
is an important feature for time series with multiple scaling exponents. The convolution
of the transfer function in the time domain becomes multiplication when done in Laplace
space (or the complex frequency domain). The transfer function is converted further into
log space (which is also referred to as Bode space) allowing the multiplication to become
addition. A transfer function composed of a product of terms is equal to the sum of the dB
magnitudes of the individual product terms in log space. The entire transfer function may
be comprised of several smaller transfer functions each representing one or more specific
time regimes with different scaling exponents specific to a frequency region though each
transfer function spans all frequencies. In short, this technique permits convolution of a
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time series to be calculated using addition which allows even complex systems to be solved
almost effortlessly.
A strength in this approach comes from being able to link together several transfer
functions to describe systems containing multiple β -values over distinct time regimes as
observed in the analysis of the water level time series data from the Great Lakes or any other
time series of interest. The choice of the transfer function equation to use is determined
by the slope and locations of breaks in slope in frequency, denoted with the variable for
gain (k). For stochastic data sets, the transfer function(s) will be comprised of one or more
of the six basic building block transfer functions introduced here in terms of the scaling
exponent. Thus, the traditional approach of just fitting the line with a least-squares fit to
obtain the slope is enhanced with the application of a set of transfer function differential
equations that fit the data, describe the scaling behavior over all frequencies, and provide
more insight on the processes occurring inside the black box.
This transfer function, which now represents the internal dynamics of the system in
the frequency domain, can now to be used to create a synthetic data representation of the
system or even to find the unknown inputs to the system. The transfer function equation
includes both magnitude and phase information (in polar notation). The actual plot of the
line seen in the Bode Magnitude plot is the transfer function solved for magnitude and
only the positive frequencies. Alternatively, magnitude may be solved for power for direct
translation of the scaling exponent into the six building block equations derived in Sec. 6.5.
The phase information is not usually shown as part of power spectral analysis but must
be derived from the transfer functions in order to convert from the polar notation of the
transfer functions to rectangular notation when the IFFT is used to create a synthetic model
data set of the system.
Thus far, the application of traditional interpretations to the power spectra of the
Great Lakes have provided the scaling exponents to describe the time series and suggested
reasons for the observed scaling behavior. Borrowing from concepts in control theory and
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electrical engineering, additional analysis may be performed on the power spectra to yield
quantitative equation based models that describe the processes that create the time series.
Prior to this research, there have been no known studies that modeled the Great Lakes water
levels using the methods introduced here which incorporate scaling exponent behavior over
frequencies directly into the Laplace transfer function equations and Bode analysis.

6.4

Bode Transfer Functions Solved for Magnitude and
Phase Incorporating the Scaling Exponent β

Bode analysis is a method of fitting transfer functions in the frequency domain to explain
variations in scaling behavior and β by examining the patterns of change in amplitude and
phase across frequencies. A transfer function representing the output of the system divided
by the input to that system over all frequencies is derived from a Bode magnitude plot of
the data using modified Laplace transforms that incorporate the scaling exponent β . When
solved, the modified Laplace transfer function used in Bode analysis consists of a set of
two transfer function equations, one for magnitude and one for phase, for each distinct β
over a specified period range. The type of transfer function controls the slope (β ) while the
gain constant (k), if k exists in the differential equation, controls the position (period) of
transitions in scaling behavior (i.e., corner frequencies or inflection points). Even though
the transfer functions are selected based on the scaling behavior over a certain range of
frequencies, all transfer functions are effective over all frequencies with the overall effect
being that a transfer function is either dominant or canceled by other transfer functions over
a range of frequencies. Combining the transfer functions of each distinct scaling regime
for all frequencies yields a Frequency Response Model and provides a quantitative model
of how a system will respond to any given input.
To describe stochastic systems such as the Great Lakes, transfer functions are selected
from Laplace tables which best represent the scaling behavior observed in the power spectra
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of the stochastic time series of the Great Lakes water levels. However, in the Laplace
tables found in control theory and electrical engineering literature, each transfer function
contains only integer values of the exponents on the variables (such as s and k) in the
Laplace equations. Starting with a total of six transfer functions which may be used to
create a Frequency Response Model for any system and with the knowledge that the scaling
exponent β may be introduced as the exponent of the Laplace transforms, the traditional
transfer functions found in Laplace transform tables which use only integer exponents can
be rewritten. In each of the six Laplace equations that was selected from Laplace tables,
each transfer function was solved for magnitude and phase and then the scaling exponent
β was introduced where appropriate to create a group of six modified Laplace transfer
functions that may be used as basic building blocks to describe nearly all aspects of the
behavior of stochastic time series in the complex frequency domain4 . One or more of these
equations, with appropriate parameters, may be combined to create a single representative
equation as the Frequency Response Model.
Power spectra created from a stochastic time series can be generally described from
the behavior of the scaling exponent over a range of frequencies, the location of breaks in
slope at the k-values or gain, and the activity at the break in slope (e.g., peaks, rate of change
of slope). These properties determine which modified Laplace transfer function equations
best describe the observed behavior. A single equation or a combination of some or all of
the following six transfer function equations may be used to describe both the magnitude
and phase response due to the scaling exponent(s) across frequencies of power spectra
created from self-affine time series5 . The modified Laplace equations with the scaling
exponent β describe the way in which the system is processing (scaling and shifting over
4

5

These six equations were selected from Laplace tables as the six most likely transfer functions based on
the scaling behavior and types of power spectra normally observed in natural stochastic time series. The
scaling exponent β may be introduced prior to solving for magnitude and phase but introducing the scaling
exponent after solving for magnitude and phase expedites the solution and ensures that the imaginary term
j cancels out properly.
The same equation of the six may also be used more than once, usually with an opposing (opposite sign
slope) third equation in between, to describe scaling over different frequency regions.
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all frequencies) input into that system and may provide insight into the physical processes
responsible for this scaling behavior.
Generalized forms of these equations, using β as a fractional scaling exponent, are
derived in Sec. 6.5 and will be applied to the Great Lakes in Chapter 7. To allow more
direct interpretation of the β -value and the transfer function equations that may be useful
in fitting the Bode-magnitude plot from the scaling exponent of power spectra, the solutions
of magnitude and phase of each of the transfer functions will be defined and written in terms
of the scaling exponent β of the power spectra based upon the original order of the transfer
function when using integer exponents in traditional Bode analysis. Note that the scaling
exponent of a power spectra is twice that of a Bode magnitude plot and because the scaling
exponent β is referring to the power scaling exponent, the equations shown here account
for this when translating from the power spectra to the transfer function equations written
in magnitude and phase.
Overall, in the construction of the Laplace building block equations, the general
approach is to write each transfer function equation such that the value of β in the equation
is equal to the value that is read directly from the power spectrum (which is twice that of the
Bode-magnitude plot). Thus, when redefining a control order of the Laplace building block
equations in terms of the scaling exponent β , one may introduce the following relation of
the scaling exponent β to the control order to yield the fractional control order as:
β

Fractional Control Order =
2•

(6.1)

Control
Order

where the control order in Eq. (6.1) is the order of the Laplace term s of the original equation
and the fractional control order is the term that will be multiplied by the exponents of
the original Laplace equations. As previously mentioned, the scaling exponent β may
be introduced directly into the Laplace transform or introduced into the magnitude and
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phase after the transform is solved6 . In the following derivations, the scaling exponent
is introduced after the equations have been solved for magnitude and phase to simplify
the mathematics to avoid complications with the imaginary term j. As such, modified
Laplace transforms will be written and solved in the traditional method, with the fractional
control order of the scaling exponent β denoted as a subscript for reference as a modified
Laplace transform until the scaling exponent β is introduced into the magnitude and phase
equations.
For formerly first order equations using integers and from Eq. (6.1), the scaling
β
exponent β is divided by 2 to equal the equivalent magnitude form (i.e., ) and introduced
2
into the first order Laplace equations such that all values within the Laplace transfer
function (e.g., (s) and gain (k)) will scale according to β . If Eq. (6.1) is applied directly
β
to second order equations, the scaling exponent β is divided by 4 (i.e, ) to equal the
4
equivalent magnitude form. Thus, for the following magnitude and phase equations, to
ensure that the transfer function equations scale and shift according to β and that the correct
slope is generated for the β -value when plotted as a power spectrum, the exponents on ω
β
and k of the first order form of the equations are multiplied by
(e.g., as the terms of
2
β
β
magnitude of a first order system, ω 2× 2 = ω β and k2× 2 = kβ ) while the exponents on
ω and k (and in some cases d, the damping coefficient) of the second order form of the
β
equations are multiplied by (e.g., as the first and last terms of the magnitude of a second
4
β
β
4×
β
order system, ω 4 = ω and k4× 4 = kβ ).
The end result is that whatever value is used for β in Eq. (6.1) will yield the same
slope as β obtained in the power spectrum. For example, the exponents of a first order
β
β
system are multiplied by so that by including the scaling exponent in the form of on
2
2
6

When the scaling exponent is introduced after the equations are solved, the scaling exponent is only
introduced on the variables (such as s and k) and not on the numbers preceding these variables of a second
order system or beyond. This is because if the scaling exponent was introduced on the first order system
which was then squared or cubed to arrive at a second or third order system, the numbers represent a
multiplication of the variable group which already contain the scaling exponent so that the scaling exponent
is not distributed to the numbers in the equation. The incorporation of the scaling exponent β on each of
the variables will become more obvious in Sec. 6.5.
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a first order system, if the system is set to β = 4 which would be a second order slope,
the solution will yield a power spectrum with a scaling exponent of β = 4 in the sloped
portion of the spectrum (although the transition in slope at k will continue to act as a first
order equation as ±3 dB since the equation lacks the central term of the second order
equation). For equations already solved from Laplace tables as a second order system,
by multiplying each exponent of the second order system by the scaling exponent in the
β
form of , when β = 4 which is again a second order slope, the solution will default to
4
the correct equation for a second order system and generate a β = 4 slope in the power
spectrum where appropriate with the transition in slope at k as ±6 dB since the equation
contains the central term of the second order equation (except for the resonance equation).
β
Furthermore, the reason that the scaling exponent in the form of is not used for a
2
second order system that is already solved is that the second order system is the squared
form of the first order system and the act of squaring will actually increase the scaling
exponent β by β = +2. When transitioning from a first order to second order system, the
effect of squaring on the scaling exponent must be accounted for to preserve the correct
scaling behavior of β . If a system was squared without accounting for the increase in
scaling exponent by β = +2, such as when selecting a second order Laplace equation
directly from a Laplace table, then the square must be accounted for through Eq. (6.1) so
that the scaling exponent has the correct effect on the order of the system. If the scaling
β
was used for a second order system from a Laplace table,
exponent in the form of
2
the result would be an artificial doubling of the slope and scaling exponent of the power
spectrum such that if the exponents of a second order system are multiplied by the scaling
β
exponent in the form of set to β = 4, each exponent of the second order system would
2
4
be multiplied by or 2 which would square the variables in the second order system a
2
second time resulting in a variation of a fourth order system instead of a second order
β = 4 system. Essentially, since the scaling exponent β is applied to the Laplace equations
from the perspective of the first order system, the multiplication of the exponents of a
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second order system by the fractional control order of

β
already includes the exponent of
4

1
β
together with the square root of the system as to account for the effect of squared
2
2
value without changing the structure of the equation to convert to the proper perspective
β 1 β
of β (i.e., as exponents, • = accounts for the squaring of the system if the scaling
2 2
4
exponent is applied after the second order system is already solved). This allows the scaling
exponent β to control the order of the system directly so that when the scaling exponent is
set to β = 4, the system will yield β = 4 as the slope in the power spectrum.
Overall, using Eq. (6.1) to define the fractional control order results in the correct
relationship of the exponent, based on β , to the original order of the Laplace equation
from Laplace tables. One of the reasons why the discussion of fractional control orders is
extensive is that the mathematics can become entangled within the fractional aspect of the
exponents. To avoid rather unwieldy equations, one must understand why Eq. (6.1) must
be introduced to account for any squaring as one converts from first order to second order
systems that is not directly reflected within the scaling exponent but should have been since
moving from a first order to second order system has the effect of increasing the scaling
exponent β by β = +2. Also, as a consequence of adding in the scaling exponent to the
Laplace equations, artificial control orders are possible by setting first order systems to
second order scaling exponents and vice versa or creating entirely fractional control orders
allowing for the utilization of artificial filters in digital signal processing (Sec. 6.6.2).

6.5

Deriving the Bode Transfer Functions
in terms of the Scaling Exponent β

Six Laplace equations are solved in the traditional manner of control theory in terms of the
Laplace variable s, the gain k, and the damping coefficient d. These equations are grouped
according to standard forms of the integer-based exponent of the Laplace integrator
equation, a first and second order high frequency amplifier, a first and second order low
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pass filter, and a second order resonance equation. In the equations shown here, when
solving the Laplace equations from the Laplace tables for magnitude and phase, the original
integer exponents are kept on the terms s, k, and d to approximate and expedite the solution
before adding the scaling exponent. Although the scaling exponent β may be introduced
β
from the beginning in the first order form of the equations as , caution is advised for
2
multiscaling transfer functions as the imaginary numbers tend to accumulate since the
value of the scaling exponent β is unknown or fractional preventing the cancellation of the
imaginary terms ( j). The practice of introducing the scaling exponent after the magnitude
and phase have been solved for multiscaling transfer functions yields a reasonable solution
with predictable mathematical results. As such, for multiscaling transfer functions, the
fractional control order of the scaling exponent will be denoted as a subscript for reference
until introduced in magnitude and phase.
There are three basic steps in deriving the transfer function equations. After the
correct Laplace equation or set of equations are determined from the scaling exponents
to reproduce the scaling behavior seen in the power spectra, each Laplace equation is then
solved to form a complex number equation in rectangular notation that is valid for all
frequencies. The complex number equation is then multiplied by the complex conjugate to
obtain the magnitude. The magnitude may then be squared to obtain power. The complex
number equation is also converted to phase. Since each of the Laplace equations initially
contained only integer forms of the scaling exponent, in this work, the scaling exponent
β is substituted at the appropriate exponent location in each of these equations. Once
the equations are written in terms of β , the designation as first order and second order
equations are no longer as relevant since one could set the scaling exponent of a first order
equation to a second order scaling exponent and vice versa if needed to achieve the correct
scaling behavior. Rather than integer scaling exponents of “1” for first order form and “2”
for second order form, the scaling exponent β can take on any integer value (e.g., 1, 2,
3,. . . etc.) or a fractional scaling exponent (e.g., β = 1.8).
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6.5.1

Basic Laplace Integrator/Differentiator

The first and most basic equation is the Laplace integral equation which was discussed in
detail in Ch. 5 on convolutions to show how a time series is both scaled and shifted by the
scaling exponent β . This equation is useful for generating synthetic single scaling time
series and also for performing fractional integrations and differentiations on any function.
The Laplace equation for an integrator is:
1
s

(6.2)

where the Laplace operator s is a complex independent variable. Although the Laplace
1
integrator was already derived in Ch. 5 as β and for magnitude and phase, the traditional
s2
solutions are shown here for consistency. The Laplace integrator equation is the key to
creating synthetic single scaling data sets which can be used to test methods for accuracy.
(See Appendix B for the methods and Appendix F for a link to a repository containing
MATLAB code to generate synthetic data sets.)
To derive the transfer function in terms of a fractional scaling exponent β , three steps
are followed. First, a complex number is created from the Laplace transform through
substitution of the complex number term jω for s. The Fourier transfer function upon
substitution is then:
1
1
=
s
jω

(6.3)

Multiply Eq. (6.3) by 1 (which is Complex Conjugate ÷ Complex Conjugate) to obtain the
more familiar rectangular form of x + jy:


 
1 − jω
− jω
ω
−1
= −j 2 =
=
j
2
2
jω − jω
−j ω
ω
ω

(6.4)

For an integrator, there is no x-value, only an imaginary component jy in rectangular
notation. The complex form of the Laplace equation (6.3) is enough for the calculation
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of magnitude while an additional conversion to express the complex number using
the rectangular notation convention of the Laplace equation (6.4) is necessary for the
calculation of phase.
Second, calculate the magnitude through the absolute value of the complex form of
the Laplace integrator in polar notation in Eq. (6.3).
1
=
jω

s

1
1
•
jω − jω


=

1
ω

Following Eq. (6.1) of Sec. 6.4, the exponent on ω is multiplied by

(6.5)

β
which yields the
2

magnitude in terms of the power spectra scaling exponent β :
1

M=

β

(6.6)

ω2
As an integrator then, the magnitude is inversely related to the angular frequency (ω). The
magnitude may also be represented in Bode Space converting magnitude to decibels as 20
log dB (magnitude):
 


1
= 20 log10 ω −1 = −20 log10 ω 1
20 log10
ω

(6.7)

A Bode plot representation of an integrator shows a gain curve that slopes downward with
a 20 dB reduction in amplitude per decade frequency (factor of 10 in log space). Thus the
amplitude ratio (gain) changes by −20 dB for each factor of 10x increase in frequency.
This result can easily be seen in the 20 dB log of the transfer function. The Bode plot also
has the same slope as power plotted versus frequency in the power spectrum and −20dB
per decade is equivalent to β = 2.
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Third, calculate the phase of the time series, (θ ), from the complex number form of
the Laplace integrator in rectangular notation in Eq. (6.4).

θ = arg

1
jω



= tan−1



1
jω



"
= tan−1

− ω1
0

#
= tan−1 (−∞) = −

π
= −90◦
2

(6.8)

Following Secs. 5.9 and 5.9, the phase for any scaling exponent on the Laplace term s was
derived (Eqs. (5.79, 5.80, and 5.81)). From these equations, phase of the Laplace integrator
equation in terms of the power spectra scaling exponent for all positive frequencies is:

θ(+ω) = −

βπ
4

(6.9)

A sign change occurs in phase for negative frequencies (i.e., Eq. (5.81)). Based on
Eqs. (6.6) and (6.9), we see that the Laplace integral can incorporate any β -value and
calculate the proper amplitude change and phase shift for each β -value (Fig. 6.1).
Additionally, fractional integration and differentiation can be performed on the time
series through a convolution with the Laplace integral equation. Differentiation can be
performed by setting the scaling exponent to a negative value such as β = −2 for a single
differential. In general, a fractional integral (or differential) can be performed by setting the
scaling exponent β to a non-integer decimal value which is positive for a fractional integral
and negative for a fractional differential. Table 6.1 summarizes the integral and derivative
properties according to a scale of β -values for the Laplace integral equation (Eq. (6.2)). A
summary of all magnitude and phase equations in terms of the scaling exponent β , along
with a graphic representation of the equations in positive frequencies is shown in Table 6.3.
Additional discussion on the Laplace integral equation and the use of this equation to create
synthetic data sets is in Appendix B.
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(a) Magnitude of Laplace Integrator (β = 2)

(b) Phase of Laplace Integrator (β = 2)

Figure 6.1: Laplace Integrator/Differentiator (Eq. (6.2))
Equation 1 of 6 Basic Building Block Transfer Function Equations for Stochastic Time
Series. When β = 2, the slope of the magnitude is negative at −20 dB per decade and
the phase is −90◦ . For integration, β = 2 with each subsequent integration increasing the
scaling exponent by +2. For differentiation, β = −2 with each subsequent differentiation
decreasing the scaling exponent by -2.
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Table 6.1: The scaling exponent β of the power spectrum may be an indicator of a
1
specific physical process or behavior of the system. In the transfer function equation, β ,
s2
the scaling exponent β can be used to apply any scaling behavior to any input over all
frequencies for single scaling convolution operations.
Scaling Exponent β in

1
β

Equivalent Convolution Operation

s2
β =8

Quadruple Integral

β =6

Triple Integral

β =4

Double Integral

β =2

Single Integral

β =1

Half Integral

β =0

No Change in Time Series

β = −1

Half Derivative

β = −2

Single Derivative

β = −4

Double Derivative

β = −6

Triple Derivative

Decimal Value of β > 0

Fractional Integration

Decimal Value of β < 0

Fractional Differentiation
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6.5.2

1st Order High Frequency Amplifier (Lead Filter)

The second transfer function equation selected as one of the six building block equations
for stochastic time series is the high frequency amplifier (lead filter) that amplifies high
frequencies and passes low frequencies. The 1st order High Frequency Amplifier has one
of the following two forms. The primary form is:


s+k
k


(6.10)

While some texts show the high frequency amplifier in the form:
s
k

+1



(6.11)

both forms are shown here for clarity as the literature uses them interchangeably. As such,
for reference, Eq. (6.10) can alternatively be written as Eq. (6.11) from the following:


s+k
k




→

s k
+
k k


→

s
k

+1



(6.12)

To derive the filter in terms of β , the same three steps are followed. As a first order equation,
β
β
the scaling exponent will be introduced in the form of . To indicate that
will be
2
2
introduced once this equation is solved for magnitude and phase and to distinguish this
β
equation from the Laplace tables, the subscript may be added for reference as:
2


s+k
k


(6.13)
β
2

However, in practice, to avoid complications associated with the imaginary term j, the
equation contained within the parenthesis is solved prior to introducing the scaling
exponent.
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First, the complex number is created by substitution of the term jω for s:
jω + k
s+k
=
k
k

(6.14)

which is rewritten in the rectangular form as:
 
hω i
k2 k jω
jω + k k k jω + k2 k2 + k jω
kω
j
=
1
+
• =
=
=
+
=
1
+
j
k
k
k2
k2
k2
k2
k2
k

(6.15)

Note that the conversion to the rectangular form of x + jy is not merely a simplification of
Eq. (6.14) as the conversion initially appears to be. Instead, Eq. (6.14) is multiplied by 1
which is the (complex conjugate ÷ complex conjugate) and then real and imaginary terms
are isolated, grouping the x and y components to bring the equation into the rectangular
convention of x + jy prior to simplification. The fact that in this equation, simplification of
Eq. (6.14) would result in Eq. (6.15) is coincidence for the high frequency amplifier only.
In other filters, the only way to arrive at the correct rectangular notation of x + jy is to
multiply the equation containing jω by 1 which is the complex conjugate divided by the
complex conjugate and not through simplification.
Second, calculate the magnitude through the absolute value of the complex number in
Eq. (6.14) to yield:
jω + k
=
k

s

 
 r 2
jω + k
− jω + k
ω + k2
•
=
k
k
k2

(6.16)

β
, from Eq. (6.1),
2
which yields magnitude in terms of the power spectra scaling exponent β :

Each exponent of ω and k of the first order equation is multiplied by

s
M=

ω β + kβ
kβ
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(6.17)

Third, calculate the phase of the time series, θ , from the complex number rectangular
form in Eq. (6.15).

θ = arg

jω + k
k



= tan−1

h

ω
k

. i
 
−1 ω
=
tan
(1)
k

Each exponent of ω and k of the first order equation is multiplied by

(6.18)

β
which yields phase
2

in terms of the power spectra scaling exponent β :
β

θ = tan−1

ω2

!
(6.19)

β

k2
At the gain value (k), the high frequency amplifier (Eq. (6.10)) passes through +3 dB
in magnitude and through +45◦ in phase. For positive values of the scaling exponent β ,
the high frequencies are amplified and the low frequencies are passed through this filter.
However, if negative values of the scaling exponent β are used, the behavior remains the
same at the gain value (k) for magnitude (+3dB) and phase (+45◦ ) but the filter effect
is opposite, as low frequencies are amplified and the high frequencies are passed with no
change (Fig. 6.2).

6.5.3

2nd Order High Frequency Amplifier

In Bode analysis, the 2nd order high frequency amplifier has the form:


s+k
k



s+k
k




=

s2 + 2ks + k2
k2


(6.20)

which is simply the square of the first order high frequency amplifier. The traditional
second order filter will also amplify high frequencies and pass low frequencies. The
second order high frequency amplifier has a steeper slope, twice that of the first order
high frequency amplifier, yet experiences a more gradual change in slope at the gain value
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(a) Magnitude of Laplace 1st Order High Frequency Amplifier (Lead Filter) (β = 2)

(b) Phase of Laplace 1st Order High Frequency Amplifier (Lead Filter) (β = 2)

Figure 6.2: Laplace 1st Order High Frequency Amplifier (Lead Filter) (Eq. (6.10))
Equation 2 of 6 Basic Building Block Transfer Function Equations for Stochastic Time
Series. At the gain value (k), the first order form of the high frequency amplifier passes
through +3 dB in magnitude and through +45◦ in Phase.
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k than the first order high frequency amplifier. However, when rewritten in terms of the
scaling exponent β , the steepness of the slope is dictated solely by the scaling exponent so
that in fact, the first order form and second order form of the high frequency amplifier may
have the same slope if the scaling exponent is the same.
As a second order equation, the scaling exponent will be introduced in the form of

β
.
4

β
will be introduced once this equation is solved for magnitude and phase
4
β
and to distinguish this equation from the Laplace tables, the subscript may be added for
4
reference as:
 2

s + 2ks + k2
(6.21)
β
k2

To indicate that

4

In practice, the subscript is omitted as the transfer function equation is solved.
To obtain the filter in terms of β , first a complex number is created through substitution
of jω for s.


s2 + 2ks + k2
k2


=

( jω)2 + 2k jω + k2
k2

!

simpli f ying

−−−−−−→
=



−ω 2 + 2k jω + k2
k2


(6.22)

The complex number is then converted to the rectangular form x + jy by multiplying by 1
and then grouping real and imaginary terms:


−ω 2 + 2k jω + k2
k2




 3 
k2
−k2 ω 2 + k4 + 2k3 jω
−k2 ω 2 + k4
2k ω
• 2 =
=
+
j (6.23)
4
4
(k )
k
k
k4

Second, calculate the magnitude by taking the absolute value of the complex form in
Eq. (6.22):
−ω 2 +2k jω+k2
k2

=

r

−ω 2 +2k jω+k2
k2

  2

jω+k2
• −ω −2k
k2
(6.24)

=

q

ω 4 +2k2 ω 2 +k4
k4
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β
, from Eq. (6.1), to
4
obtain magnitude of the second order form of the high frequency amplifier in terms of the
Multiply each exponent of ω and k of the second order equation by

power spectra scaling exponent β :
s
M=

ωβ

β
2

+ 2k ω
kβ

β
2


+ kβ

(6.25)



Third, calculate the phase of the time series, θ , using the complex form in Eq. (6.23):

θ = arg



−ω 2 +2k jω+k2
k2



= tan−1

h

2k3 ω
k4

i.
h

= tan−1

h

2k3 ω
−k2 ω 2 +k4

= tan−1

h

2kω
k2 −ω 2

−k2 ω 2 +k4
k4


i

i

(6.26)

i

Each exponent of ω and k of the second order equation is multiplied by

β
which yields
4

phase in terms of the scaling exponent β :
"
θ = tan−1

β

β

2k 4 ω 4
β

β

#
(6.27)

k2 −ω 2
The second order filter written in the form of the power scaling exponent β is second
order in appearance only by including an additional term (kω). At the gain (k), the decibel
magnitude is +6dB and the inflection point in phase at k is +90◦ (Fig. 6.3). The main
difference between the magnitude equations of the 1st order (Eq. (6.17)) and 2nd order
(Eq. (6.25)) form of the high frequency amplifier filters when the scaling exponents are
equivalent is the rate of change to the slope. The rate of change in slope, from where the
scaling behavior begins to change to where the slope indicated by the scaling exponent is
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reached is over a much larger range of frequencies in the second order equation (Eq. (6.25)),
starting at lower frequencies and ending at higher frequencies, than the high frequency
amplifier in the first order form (Eq. (6.17)) when the scaling exponents are equal.

6.5.4

1st Order Low Pass (Lag) Filter

The 1st order low pass filter will pass low frequencies below the gain value (k) and attenuate
high frequencies above (k). In Bode analysis, the 1st order low pass filter, or lag filter, has
the form:


k
s+k


(6.28)

As a first order equation, the scaling exponent will be introduced in the form of

β
.
2

β
will be introduced once this equation is solved for magnitude and phase
2
β
and to distinguish this equation from the Laplace tables, the subscript may be added for
2
reference as:


k
(6.29)
s+k β

To indicate that

2

As before, the equation contained within the parenthesis is solved prior to introducing the
scaling exponent.
To obtain the filter in terms of the scaling exponent β , first convert the Laplace form
to the complex number through substitution of the term jω for s:


k
s+k




=

k
jω + k


(6.30)

which is rewritten in rectangular form by multiplying by 1 (complex conjugate ÷ complex
conjugate) and grouping terms to yield:





(− jω + k) −k jω + k2
k2
kω
k
•
=
= 2
−
j
jω + k
(− jω + k)
ω 2 + k2
ω + k2
ω 2 + k2
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(6.31)

(a) Magnitude of Laplace 2nd Order High Frequency Amplifier (β = 2)

(b) Phase of Laplace 2nd Order High Frequency Amplifier (β = 2)

Figure 6.3: Laplace 2nd Order High Frequency Amplifier (Eq. (6.20))
Equation 3 of 6 Basic Building Block Transfer Function Equations for Stochastic Time
Series. At the gain value (k), the second order form of the high frequency amplifier passes
through +6 dB in magnitude and through +90◦ in Phase.
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Second, calculate the magnitude through the absolute value of the complex form in
Eq. (6.30) to yield:
 
 s
k
k
k2
•
=
jω + k
− jω + k
ω 2 + k2

(6.32)

Each exponent of ω and k of the first order equation is then multiplied by

β
, from Eq. (6.1),
2

k
=
jω + k

s

to obtain magnitude in terms of the power spectra scaling exponent β :
s
M=

kβ
ω β + kβ

(6.33)

Third, calculate the phase of the time series, θ , from the complex number in
Eq. (6.31):
θ = arg



k
jω+k



= tan−1

.


− ω 2kω
+k2

= tan−1

h

−kω
k2

= − tan−1

ω
k

k2
ω 2 +k2




(6.34)

i



Each exponent of ω and k of the first order equation is then multiplied by

β
to obtain phase
2

in terms of the power spectra scaling exponent β :
β

θ = − tan−1

ω2
β

!
(6.35)

k2
The rate of change of the 1st order low pass filter is similar to that of the 1st order high
frequency amplifier, with the change in slope occurring fairly rapidly over a short range
of frequencies before and after the gain value (k). High frequencies that are attenuated
above the gain value are attenuated according to the power scaling behavior dictated by the
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scaling exponent. In a data set, the way in which high frequencies are attenuated is through
an integration process of the signal so that the high frequency behavior effectively serves to
dampen the effects of adjacent high frequencies7 . The phase of the 1st order low pass filter
equation passes through −45◦ at the gain, (k) (Fig. 6.4).

6.5.5

2nd Order Low Pass Filter

In Bode analysis, the 2nd order low pass filter has the form:


k
s+k



k
s+k




=

k2
s2 + 2ks + k2


(6.36)

which is the square of the first order low pass filter. The 2nd order form of the low pass
filter also attenuates high frequencies above k while passing low frequencies below k.
As a second order equation, the scaling exponent will be introduced in the form of
To indicate that

β
.
4

β
will be introduced once this equation is solved for magnitude and phase,
4

β
may be added for reference to show that this equation is modified from the
4
traditional Laplace 2nd order low pass filter as:
the subscript



k2
s2 + 2ks + k2


(6.37)
β
4

Once again, the subscript is omitted as the transfer function equation is solved.
To derive the filter in terms of β , first create a complex number by substitution of jω
for s:


7

k2
s2 + 2ks + k2


=

!

k2
( jω)2 + 2k jω + k2

simpli f ying

−−−−−−→
=



k2
−ω 2 + 2k jω + k2


(6.38)

Further discussion on attenuation of high frequencies upon integration can be found in
Appendix D discussing the behavior of coin flips as related to the scaling exponent.
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(a) Magnitude of Laplace 1st Order Low Pass (Lag) Filter (β = 2)

(b) Phase of Laplace 1st Order Low Pass (Lag) Filter (β = 2)

Figure 6.4: Laplace 1st Order Low Pass (Lag) Filter (Eq. (6.28))
Equation 4 of 6 Basic Building Block Transfer Function Equations for Stochastic Time
Series. At the gain value (k), the first order form of the low pass filter passes through
−3dB in magnitude and through −45◦ in Phase.
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which is rewritten in rectangular form by multiplying by 1 (complex conjugate ÷ complex
conjugate) and grouping real and imaginary terms to yield:



k2
−ω 2 +2k jω+k2



•

(−ω 2 −2k jω+k2 )
=
(−ω 2 −2k jω+k2 )

−k2 ω 2 +k4 −2k3 jω
ω 4 +2k2 ω 2 +k4

(6.39)
=

−k2 ω 2 +k4
ω 4 +2k2 ω 2 +k4

−

h

2k3 ω
ω 4 +2k2 ω 2 +k4

i

j

Second, calculate the magnitude by taking the absolute value of the complex form in
Eq. (6.38):
k2
−ω 2 +2k jω+k2

=

r

k2
−ω 2 +2k jω+k2

 

k2
• −ω 2 −2k jω+k2
(6.40)

=

q

k4
ω 4 +2k2 ω 2 +k4

Multiply each exponent of ω and k of the second order equation by

β
, from Eq. (6.1), to
4

obtain magnitude in terms of the power spectra scaling exponent :
s

!

kβ

M=

β

β

ω β + 2k 2 ω 2 + kβ
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(6.41)

Third, calculate the phase of the time series, θ , using the complex form in Eq. (6.39):

θ = arg



= tan−1

= tan−1

k2
−ω 2 +2k jω+k2

h

h

−2k3 ω
ω 4 +2k2 ω 2 +k4

−2k3 ω
−k2 ω 2 +k4

= − tan−1



h

2kω
k2 −ω 2

i.
h

−k2 ω 2 +k4
ω 4 +2k2 ω 2 +k4


i
(6.42)

i

i

Multiply each exponent of ω and k of the second order equation by

β
to obtain phase in
4

terms of the power spectra scaling exponent β :
"
θ = − tan−1

β

β

2k 4 ω 4
β

#

β

(6.43)

k2 −ω 2
The rate of attenuation is determined by the scaling exponent β while the frequency
at which attenuation begins is determined by the gain, k. As with the 2nd order form of the
high frequency amplifier, the range of frequencies over which the change in slope occurs is
broader around the gain value (k) than the 1st order form of the low pass filter. The phase
of the 2nd order low pass filter passes through −90◦ at the gain (Fig. 6.5).

6.5.6

2nd Order Low Pass Resonance Filter with Damping Coefficient

The 2nd order low pass resonance filter, with damping coefficient (d) has the form:


k2
s2 + 2dks + k2
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(6.44)

(a) Magnitude of Laplace 2nd Order Low Pass Filter (β = 2)

(b) Phase of Laplace 2nd Order Low Pass Filter (β = 2)

Figure 6.5: Laplace 2nd Order Low Pass Filter (Eq. (6.36))
Equation 5 of 6 Basic Building Block Transfer Function Equations for Stochastic Time
Series. At the gain value (k), the second order form of the low pass filter passes through
−6 dB in magnitude and through −90◦ in Phase.
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As a second order resonance equation, the scaling exponent will be introduced in the
β
β
β
form of . The subscript may be added to indicate that will be introduced after this
4
4
4
equation is solved for magnitude and phase such that the reference to the modified Laplace
resonance equation is:


k2
s2 + 2dks + k2


(6.45)
β
4

β
is omitted as the transfer function equation is solved.
4
First, to derive the resonance equation in terms of β , create a complex number by

Once again, the subscript

substitution of jω for s:


k2
s2 + 2dks + k2

=

!

k2



( jω)2 + 2dk jω + k2

simpli f ying



−−−−−−→
=

k2
−ω 2 + 2dk jω + k2


(6.46)

which is rewritten in rectangular form by multiplying by 1 (complex conjugate ÷ complex
conjugate) and grouping real and imaginary terms to yield:



k2
2
−ω +2dk jω+k2



•

(−ω 2 −2dk jω+k2 )
=
(−ω 2 −2dk jω+k2 )

=

−k2 ω 2 +k4 −2dk3 jω
ω 4 −2k2 ω 2 +4d 2 k2 ω 2 +k4

−k2 ω 2 +k4
ω 4 −2k2 ω 2 +4d 2 k2 ω 2 +k4

−

h

2dk3 ω
ω 4 −2k2 ω 2 +4d 2 k2 ω 2 +k4

i

j

(6.47)
Second, calculate the magnitude by taking the absolute value of the complex form in
Eq. (6.46):

k2
2
−ω +2dk jω+k2

=

r

k2
2
−ω +2dk jω+k2

 

k2
• −ω 2 −2dk
jω+k2
(6.48)

=

q

k4
ω 4 −2k2 ω 2 +4d 2 k2 ω 2 +k4
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Multiply each exponent of ω, k, and d of the second order equation by

β
, from Eq. (6.1),
4

to obtain magnitude in terms of the scaling exponent β :
s

!

kβ

M=

β

β

β

β

(6.49)

β

ω β − 2k 2 ω 2 + 4d 2 k 2 ω 2 + kβ
Third, calculate the phase of the time series, θ , using the complex form in Eq. (6.47):

θ = arg



= tan−1

= tan−1

k2
−ω 2 +2dk jω+k2

h

h

−2dk3 ω
ω 4 −2k2 ω 2 +4d 2 k2 ω 2 +k4

−2dk3 ω
−k2 ω 2 +k4

= − tan−1



h

2dkω
k2 −ω 2

i.
h

−k2 ω 2 +k4
ω 4 −2k2 ω 2 +4d 2 k2 ω 2 +k4


i
(6.50)

i

i

Multiply each exponent of ω, k, and d of the second order equation by

β
to obtain phase
4

in terms of the scaling exponent β :
"
θ = − tan−1

β

β

β

2d 4 k 4 ω 4
β

β

#
(6.51)

k2 −ω 2
The Laplace Resonance equation Eq. (6.44) includes a damping parameter (d) on the
middle term, without which the resonance equation is essentially the same as the second
order low pass filter Eq. (6.36). The β -values still apply in the same way to the variables s,
k, and now d which adds in additional terms to both the magnitude and phase components
when the Laplace equation is solved for the transfer function. The variable d is a damping
coefficient that is responsible for the resonance peak behavior that occurs in some power
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spectra at the break in slope at the gain value (k) and the height of the peak is determined
by the value of d combined with the scaling exponent β (Fig. 6.6). The closer d is to 1, the
lower the amplitude of the peak. The term d is used only if a resonance peak occurs at the
break in slope that is part of the internal system dynamics and has not originated outside the
system. For periodicities originating outside the system, transfer functions are not applied
though they do interact with periodicities coming into the system as input. However, in
some cases, the periodicity is part of the system and may be described by a resonance
transfer function as the source of the periodicity is embedded within the system.

6.6

On the Order of Equations and the
Introduction of the Scaling Exponent β

Now that the equations have been introduced, further discussion is necessary on the control
order of the transfer function equations. Traditionally, the order of the transfer function
equation is determined by the numeric value of the exponent on s or k. On the Laplace
variable, s, for a simple first order equation, the exponent is 1. Thus, when multiplying
s by itself, we find that a second order system is s2 . From this, if the exponent on s
represents the slope in the magnitude plot, then s2 is double the slope and a second order
version of s. While using integer exponents on the terms s and k is well established, the
nature of the scaling exponent β dictates the need for an alternative approach. The power
scaling exponent β measured from stochastic time series is generally found within the range
−1 < β < 5 and is rarely found to be exactly an integer value, instead β is fractional. The
exponent on the terms s and k may be better described in fractional exponents rather than
traditional integer exponents that represent the fractional nature of the scaling exponent β
of self-affine time series. Therefore, the control order of the equation that should be used is
based on the scaling exponent β . The application of the β -values in this manner allows for
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(a) Magnitude of Laplace 2nd Order Low Pass Resonance Filter (β = 2)

(b) Phase of Laplace 2nd Order Low Pass Resonance Filter (β = 2)

Figure 6.6: Laplace 2nd Order Low Pass Resonance Filter (Eq. (6.44))
Equation 6 of 6 Basic Building Block Transfer Function Equations for Stochastic Time
Series. At the gain value (k), the second order form of the low pass resonance filter
experiences a resonance peak, defined by d, in magnitude and passes abruptly from
approximately 0◦ to −180◦ in phase through a −90◦ inflection point.
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the scaling exponent, the way in which changes in scaling behavior occur8 , and the range
of frequencies over which the scaling exponent holds to dictate which equations are used.
This allows for the simplest forms of the equations to be used that fully characterize the
scaling behavior. Thus, the number of terms in the equation and the choice of transfer
function equation that is needed to describe the system, though these parameters may
have previously been a function of the order, are now determined by the β -value over
the frequencies for which the β -value holds and the rate of change in slope that occurs at
the gain value k.
For example, the transfer function equations given here are first solved as if the
exponent on s was the integer 1. Since the exponent on the magnitude is half that of
the exponent on the power, which is the β -value, and the magnitude form of an integrator
β
1
is equivalent to the power form of the integrator with β = 2 one may substitute for
1
s
2
1
the exponent 1 on the term s yielding β for the equation in Bode Magnitude space for an
s2
integrator. This allows for direct interpretation of the power spectra into transfer functions
based on the scaling exponents observed over distinct frequency ranges. The order then is
based entirely on the scaling exponent β and the number and type of terms in the equation
are based on the location (k) and rate of change in the scaling behavior. Incorporation of
the scaling exponent β into the transfer function equations allows the system that created a
time series to be described not just as an integer or integrator, but as a fractional integration
process.

6.6.1

“Fuzzy” Control Systems

The exponent on s is a scaling exponent β referring to power while the actual s term is
in magnitude. As a result of these relationships, the overall range of the exponent on s
β
and order is equivalent to half of the value of the power scaling exponent β which is or
2
8

Specifically, a sudden versus more gradual change in slope which is expressed by the differences between
first and second order equations.
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β
< 2.5 in magnitude for what normally is described as the range of −1 < β < 5
2
for power. The relationship of β relative to s is important because usually in Bode analysis,

−0.5 <

to know the order of the magnitude equation is to know something about the control order
of the system and the type of response that the system has from a control input to the
output9 . For example, normally a first order system and set of equations is considered a
velocity control system while a second order system is considered an acceleration control
system [53]. By rewriting the fractional scaling transfer functions in terms of β , one is no
longer limited to integer scaling exponents on the Laplace variable s in that what was once
a first order equation can now have a scaling exponent greater or less than 1, acting as a
“fuzzy” integral or “fuzzy” velocity control system (1 < β < 3). Also, what was formerly
a second order equation can now have a scaling exponent less than or greater than 2, being
a “fuzzy” double integral or “fuzzy” acceleration control system (3 < β < 5). In other
words, through the application of power scaling exponent β to s, fractional orders may
1
be used as a description of systems, such as a single scaling system as β rather than
s2
1
1
only integer order descriptions such or 2 . Thus, the linear systems approach using
s
s
only integer based velocity or acceleration control systems to describe natural systems is
expanded in scope since non-integer exponents on s are the norm rather than the exception
1
when describing natural stochastic time series. The fractionally based mathematics of β
s2
more fully characterizes natural systems as “fuzzy” velocity control systems or “fuzzy”
acceleration control systems which are perfectly plausible occurrences in nature such as
9

One word of caution is necessary here regarding the size of the system under investigation and the scaling
exponent of the input. If an output signal is measured to have a scaling exponent of β = 1, the general
assumption for large systems is that the input is a Gaussian white noise and the system is acting as the half
integral of the β = 0 input. However, for small systems for which the input is not white noise, an alternative
viewpoint is that the system may be equivalent to a full integrator with β = 2, but the input is a β = −1
time series which becomes a β = 1 output time series after passing through the β = 2 system. Furthermore,
the output time series could be a combination of both the scaling effects of the input (such as β = 0.5) and
the scaling exponent of the system also at β = 0.5 to arrive at the output time series at β = 1. Thus, the
size of the system and scaling behavior of the input into the system are important in determining the overall
frequency response based on the scaling exponent(s) of the system. Still, any transfer function developed
from Bode analysis will be able to synthetically generate the time series under investigation using β = 0 as
the input time series regardless of the origin of scaling behavior.
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β
exponent on s becomes 0.5.
2
Table 6.2 lists the conventional approach and interpretation of the integer based exponents
a half-integral control system when β = 1 for which the

on the Laplace variable s in transfer functions to the order of equations and control order
compared to this new approach using the fractional scaling exponent β on the Laplace
variable s.
Table 6.2 may appear counter-intuitive at first since the control order is reverse of the
effect of integration for which acceleration may be integrated to obtain velocity which may
be integrated a second time to obtain position. From a control order perspective, in terms of
the number of integrations from input into a system to arrive at the output of that system, a
scaling exponent of β = 0 indicates that the control of the system and the output generated
is dictated solely by the position or values of the input into that system since there was
no integration taking place. For a β = 0 system, the output time series and the input time
series are equivalent.
A scaling exponent of β = 2 indicates that the output of the system (the position
of the time series) is dictated by velocity control of the input having passed through one
integration. For a β = 2 system, the velocity of the output time series and the values of the
input time series are equivalent. Any input into higher scaling order systems of any value
of β > 0 also experiences a time delay from input to output, which also may be fractionally
calculated. The time delay equations as related to the scaling exponent β are discussed
in detail in Ch. 8. A scaling exponent with β = 4 is an acceleration control system for
which the position of the output time series, having passed through two integrations, is
dictated by acceleration control of the input. For a β = 4 system, the acceleration of the
output time series and the values of the input time series are equivalent. Alternatively, the
control system defines what the input time series is equivalent to being position, velocity,
or acceleration based on the both the scaling exponent β and the position or values of the
output time series [53].
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Double
Integral

Two and a
Half Integrals

β =5

Single Integral

β =2

β =4

Half Integral

β =1

One and a
Half Integrals

No Change

β =0

β =3

Mathematical
Equivalent

Scaling
Exponent

Position

···

···

···

Acceleration

···

Position

···

···

Velocity

Position

System
Output

Position

Input
Equivalent

Table 6.2: Natural Systems Fractional Scaling Control Order

···

Acceleration Control System

···

Velocity Control System

···

Position Control System

Direct Scaling Control
Order

Fuzzy Acceleration Control System: β < 5

l

Fuzzy Acceleration Control System : β > 3

Fuzzy Velocity Control System: β < 3

l

Fuzzy Velocity Control System: β > 1

···

Fractional Scaling Control Order

6.6.2

Artificial Control Orders

One further note about fractional scaling behavior as related to control order, changing the
perspective of the equations so that all transfer functions are written in terms of the scaling
exponent β allows for the construction of artificial control orders that normally would not
exist when solving Laplace transforms. Formerly first order and second order systems may
be rewritten in terms of the fractional scaling exponent β as observed in the power spectrum

k
which allows any order of transfer function so that a first order system such as s+k
β or
2


k
a second order system such as s2 +2ks+k2 β may represent the same control order if the
4

same value of β is used in each equation or any control order depending on the value of
the scaling exponent β that is used in the equation. If the same value of β is used in both
equations, the difference between the two equations will occur at the gain value k due to
the additional terms in the second order forms of the equations.
Furthermore, the inclusion of the scaling exponent in the modified Laplace transfer
functions allows higher order scaling behavior to be represented within formerly lower
order equations or lower order scaling behavior to be represented within formerly higher
order filters. This property allows fine tuning of artificial filter equations to achieve any
desired fractional scaling behavior effect in any order of equation which may be useful
for certain digital signal processing filters to reduce the rate of change in slope (β ) at the
gain value (k). As such, one may construct completely artificial filters, with predictable
mathematical properties, based on the scaling behavior effect that is desired rather than
being constrained to the integer-based mathematical filters of the Laplace tables.

6.6.3

Selective Magnitude and Phase Filters

Each modified Laplace transfer function has been solved for both magnitude and phase to
allow fractional filtering of data such as fractional high or low pass filters and fractional
high or low pass amplifiers. However, from the examination of the properties of the scaling
exponent, one knows that the scaling exponent β scales in magnitude and shifts in phase
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any input signal. As such, by understanding the mathematics of the scaling exponent in
magnitude and phase, additional manipulations of the input signal may be achieved in
digital filters by selectively applying the magnitude or phase of the fractional modified
Laplace transfer functions.
For example, if a signal is passed through a low pass filter (Eq. (6.28)), the filter
will pass all low frequencies and attenuate high frequencies. However, when the high
frequencies are attenuated, they are also phase shifted by the low pass filter and relative
to the low frequencies which are left relatively intact, are no longer in the same phase
alignment across all frequencies. If one wants implement a low pass filter to rescale
(attenuate) only the high frequencies of a time series without introducing the phase shift
in the high frequencies, which is sometimes unwanted as a phase distortion, one may
use only the magnitude equation (Eq. (6.33)) of the modified Laplace transfer function
(Eq. (6.29)) and ignore the phase equation (Eq. (6.35)). By using only the magnitude
equation (Eq. (6.33)) of the modified low pass filter, the phase of the input signal is kept
intact passing through the system directly to the output but the magnitude of the input signal
is rescaled and attenuated in the high frequencies of the output. The end effect is a filtered
signal that is attenuated in the high frequencies having passed through the magnitude-only
portion of the modified low pass filter without any phase distortion in the high frequencies
relative to the low frequencies that would have been introduced by the general low pass
filter (Eq. (6.28)). Furthermore, by applying artificial control orders of the scaling exponent
β to achieve any degree of change in slope, a magnitude-only low pass filter (Eq. (6.33))
may roll-off to any degree necessary, such as an eighth order filter, without introducing
any change in phase in the output signal or requiring filtering of the signal forward and
backward which is the general solution to prevent phase distortion [62, 73].
A variation of the selective application of the fractional modified Laplace transfer
function is to use only the phase equation (Eq. (6.35)) and eliminate the magnitude
equation. The end result of a phase filter would be a restructuring of the data in the
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frequencies where the filter is active keeping the magnitude of the input signal intact at each
frequency. In a phase filtered signal, since the magnitude is unchanged, the signal appears
restructured due to the constructive and destructive interference effects of the phase at each
frequency where the phase has been shifted from input to output. Therefore, a phase-only
filtered signal becomes a new time series with the same power spectrum as the original.
For example, if only the phase equation (Eq. (6.35)) of the modified first order form
of a low pass filter is applied to the data, the magnitudes across all frequencies are left
intact passing from input to output unchanged so that the high frequencies which normally
would be have been attenuated in magnitude are not. For phase, the phase shift imposed
on the input signal by the phase equation (Eq. (6.35)) of the modified transfer function
is dependent on frequency. In the low frequencies, at least for the first order form of the
equations, there is a gradual introduction of a phase shift leading up to the gain value
k resulting in either no phase shift or only a minor phase shift in the lowest of the low
frequencies10 . Thus, the lowest frequencies of the input signal are passed through the
transfer function from input to output relatively intact as any low frequency would have
to experience a more significant phase shift to alter the overall low frequency structure
of the signal. As one increases in frequency, the degree of the phase shift also increases.
The phases of the mid-frequencies and high frequencies are shifted according to the scaling
exponent β in the phase equation (Eq. (6.35)) as defined by the angular frequency and gain.
As a result, only the mid-frequencies and high frequencies are significantly restructured
in the output but the lowest frequencies remain relatively intact as do the magnitudes
over all frequencies. The output signal of a phase-only modified low pass filter is a
new signal that retains the basic characteristics and structure of the low frequencies but
exhibits a restructuring (through phase shifts) in the mid and high frequencies. By using
only the phase equation (Eq. (6.35)), one may generate a partially modified signal with
10 However,

in second order forms of the modified low pass filter, the phase shift may occur immediately in
the lowest frequencies depending on the value of the scaling exponent β used as the artificial control order.
For reference for this discussion, compare Fig. 6.7 to Fig. 6.9.
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new instances of mid to high frequency change combined with little to no change in the
lowest frequencies which yields the same power spectrum as the original signal. Selective
application of the magnitude and phase equations of the modified Laplace transfer functions
allows for finely tuned control over the manipulation of the digital signal.

6.6.4

Frequency Isolation and Elimination

Worth noting, transfer function filters are not always necessary to isolate or eliminate
distinct frequencies within a signal. As an alternative to filtering equations, the mathematics
of the FFT/IFFT allows for complete frequency isolation within a signal or frequency
elimination from a signal simply by substitution of the number zero (0) for the complex
number associated with any unwanted frequency in the complex frequency domain.
Assuming the signal is periodic (or made periodic through a window or mirror per
App. A.5.1), the signal may be converted to the complex frequency domain through the
FFT. Once in the complex frequency domain, to isolate a frequency or group of frequencies
within a signal, assign a value of zero (0) to all complex numbers at each positive and
corresponding negative frequency other than the frequencies of interest. Then, perform
an IFFT on the new selectively zeroed array of complex numbers. The result will be a
new signal consisting of only the frequencies of interest isolated from the original signal.
Consequently, this new isolated frequency signal may also be subtracted from the original
to generate a signal with the isolated frequencies completely removed from the original
signal which can be verified through examination in the complex frequency domain.
Likewise, a variation to the isolation of frequencies is the elimination of frequencies
from a signal in the complex frequency domain. A signal converted to the complex
frequency domain through the FFT may have distinct individual frequencies or a range of
frequencies eliminated by setting the complex numbers of each of these unwanted positive
and negative frequencies to zero (0) leaving the remaining frequencies intact. By passing
this selectively zeroed array of complex numbers through the IFFT, the result is a new signal
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with certain unwanted frequencies totally eliminated from the signal. Similarly, if this new
signal with frequencies eliminated is subtracted from the original signal, the result is a new
signal of only the unwanted frequencies isolated from the original. As such, isolation or
elimination of frequencies from a signal are each part of the same method of zeroing the
complex numbers of the undesired frequencies in the complex frequency domain with the
only difference being at which frequencies are the complex numbers replaced with zero (0)
depending on if one wants to isolate frequencies or eliminate frequencies from a signal.
As an example, this method of isolating or eliminating frequencies from a signal
may be used to isolate the energy of a specific frequency region in a multiscaling signal
or to eliminate an entire energy region from a multiscaling signal to observe the overall
effect that the scaling region contributes to the values and structure of the time series in
the time domain. In fact, the multiscaling energy equation (Eq. (5.121)) is a variation of
this technique and is applied directly to the water levels of the Great Lakes in Ch. 7.4 in
order to isolate and then calculate the energy of each distinct scaling region. Additionally,
an individual frequency or group of frequencies such as a periodicity may be entirely
eliminated from a signal in the complex frequency domain to observe the behavior of
the time series without the effects of the periodicity, such as allowing for the removal of
the yearly periodicity in the Great Lakes, to better understand the source of the structure
and variation within the time series and how much of the variation is from within the
system versus originating outside the system as is generally the case for tidal and yearly
periodicities observed in water level data.

6.6.5

Selecting the Transfer Function(s) for
Power Spectra Based on β and k

The scaling exponent, β , denotes the slope of the power spectra and Bode magnitude plot
and just as there may be more than one slope, there may be more than one value of β
observed in a power spectrum. The choice of transfer function is partially determined by
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the scaling exponent, β , over a specific range of frequencies and partially determined by the
location and rate of change in slope that occurs at the gain value, k. If the power spectrum
exhibits single scaling behavior, then the simplest transfer function (Eq. (6.2)), may be used
to fully describe the frequency behavior of the time series whether or not the time series
is the result of integration or differentiation (i.e., fractional integration is represented as a
positive scaling exponent β and fractional differentiation as a negative scaling exponent
β ). If the power spectrum exhibits multiscaling behavior, each scaling exponent and range
of frequencies over which each scaling exponent is valid may be used to choose the correct
transfer function or combination of transfer functions that will exactly describe scaling
behavior and changes in scaling behavior over all frequencies. Periodicities within power
spectra originating outside the system are not included in the transfer function equation
description of the system. Rules for choosing the correct transfer function are based on the
number of scaling exponents, the number and location of breaks (k) in slope, and the way
in which the transition to a new scaling exponent occurs, from low β to high β , high β
to low β , or from no slope (β = 0) to low or high β . Table 6.3 summarizes the choice of
transfer functions according to common power spectra11 .
The order of the transfer function will influence what occurs at the gain value of k.
Since all of the transfer functions have been rewritten in terms of the scaling exponent β ,
theoretically, and as portrayed in Table 6.3, both formerly first order forms and second
order forms of the high or low pass transfer functions can now have the same scaling
exponent β . The gain, k, for first or second order form of the fractional transfer functions
1
is still the location of the break in slope in frequency (or ) where there is a change in
T
11 Table

6.3 is written in terms of positive frequencies of the complex discrete Fourier transform (which
is the FFT) and each transfer function is set to β = 2 regardless of the order of the original equation
for comparison. When selecting the equations for magnitude and phase, recall that magnitude exhibits
even symmetry in both positive and negative frequencies and phase exhibits odd symmetry in positive and
negative frequencies about the Nyquist frequency. As such, while magnitude remains unchanged, the sign
of the phase must be changed when transitioning from positive to negative frequencies to maintain the odd
symmetry of the sine component. If multiple transfer function equations are used, adjusting for symmetry
may be done at the end of the calculation by multiplying the total phase of each of the positive frequencies
(i.e., each phase of each transfer function added together at each frequency) by −1 to obtain the correct
sign of the phase at each negative frequency.
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scaling behavior. However, the degree of the rate of change in slope at the break (k) from
a transition of no slope to the slope indicated by the β -value not only is determined by the
scaling exponent, but also by additional terms in the equation using the second order form
for a slower change or transition in slope and using the first order form for a faster change
in slope.
In a Bode magnitude plot of a low pass filter, conventionally the magnitude of a first
q 2 
k
(Eq. (6.32)), has a value of −3 dB at the frequency gain
order low pass filter
ω 2 +k2
value k. For the same gain value of k, the magnitude of second order low pass filter
q

k4
(Eq. (6.40)) has a value of −6 dB at the gain of k. The rate of change
ω 4 +2k2 ω 2 +k4
in the slope and decrease of −3dB from −3db to −6dB at k when a second order equation
is used is not due to scaling exponents on the variables (which normally would double

when going from a first to second order) but due to additional terms 2k2 ω 2 found in
the conventional second order low pass filter equation for magnitude12 . The low pass
q

q 2 
k
k4
and
(Eq. (6.32) and (6.40)) rewritten in terms
filter equations
ω 2 +k2
ω 4 +2k2 ω 2 +k4
!
r
q β 
k
kβ
and
of the scaling exponent β of the power spectra are
β
β
ω β +kβ
ω β +2k 2 ω 2 +kβ

(Eq. (6.33) and (6.41)), respectively. Rewriting the transfer function equations in terms of
the scaling exponent β in the power spectra allows direct reading of the scaling exponent
from the power spectra and immediate translation into the transfer function equations in
Bode space.
The only difference between the first and second order form is the addition of the

middle term 2k2 ω 2 in the denominator of the magnitude in the second order form of the
 β β
equation, or when rewritten in terms of the scaling exponent, the variables 2k 2 ω 2 . In
terms of β , the first and second order form of the equations are now technically of the same
order (i.e., the slope is unchanged from formerly first to second order form). The difference
12 Here,

the scaling exponent
dictates the final slope of the spectra but the rate of change is due to the

additional term 2k2 ω 2 for which the −6 dB at k indicates a faster rate of change than −3 dB at k.
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is in the number of additional parameters needed to properly fit the data resulting in a slight
change in behavior of the power spectra and what occurs at the break in slope.
For example, for the low pass filters, when the magnitude equations for the first and
second order form of the Laplace equations are plotted for the same gain value of k and
same scaling exponent value of β = 2, the two magnitude plots overlap with the exception
of the area around the break in slope at k. The second order form of the low pass filter
equation Eq. (6.36) begins the transition to the new slope at a lower frequency, has a much
more gradual rate of change, and then reaches the pre-determined slope (β ) at a higher
frequency than the first order form of the low pass filter equation Eq. (6.28). For the first
order form of the equation (Eq. (6.28)), the transition to a new slope at k begins at a higher
frequency, is faster, and shorter in range of frequencies than the second order form of
the equation with additional terms (Eq. (6.36)). The result is that with the same scaling
exponent and order of equation for each low pass filter, the magnitude value at k is −3
dB for first order form (Eq. (6.28)) and −6 dB for the second order form (Eq. (6.36)) and
 β β
the difference is solely due to the additional terms 2k 2 ω 2 . Furthermore, a first order
form of any of the transfer functions from Table 6.3 will always yield ±3 dB at the gain
value k no matter what value of β is used as the scaling exponent just as a second order
form of any of the transfer functions from Table 6.3 will always yield ±6 dB (depending
on the function) at k regardless of the value of β . As such, when using transfer functions
written in terms of the scaling exponent β , the choice of whether to use the first or second
order form of the fractional scaled transfer functions is no longer due to the slope but the
behavior and decibel level at the break in slope (k) where the transition from one scaling
exponent β to another occurs.
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Table 6.3

6 Basic Building Block Transfer Function Equations for Stochastic Time Series
Laplace Equation
Integrator

Transfer Function Equations
(Written in terms of 𝛽 in the positive frequencies of the Complex DFT)

Bode Magnitude and Phase Plots
at 𝜷 = 𝟐 and 𝒌 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏

Original Form

1

M

1
s

Magnitude
(decibels)

Magnitude



2
Note: An integrator will have a negative
slope and a differentiator will have a
positive slope when plotted according to
positive frequencies in Bode space.

Modified Form

1


 

s2

frequency

Phase Angle
(degrees)

Phase


4

1.)

frequency

Original Form

Magnitude

M

sk 


 k 

Magnitude
(decibels)

High Frequency Amplifier
(Lead Filter)
(formerly 1st Order)

  k 
k

Note: A +3 dB amplification of Magnitude occurs at a gain of 𝑘 = 0.01

Modified Form

frequency

 2

  tan  
 k2

1

2

Note: Subscripts indicate the
form of the scaling exponent
introduced after the transfer
function is solved for
magnitude and phase.

2.)

High Frequency Amplifier
(Lead Filter)
(formerly 2nd Order)
Original Form

 s 2  2ks  k 2 


k2









Note: The phase passes through +45° at a gain of 𝑘 = 0.01

frequency

Magnitude




2
   2k  2  k 
M 
k









Magnitude
(decibels)

sk 


 k 

Phase Angle
(degrees)

Phase

Note: A +6 dB amplification of Magnitude occurs at a gain of 𝑘 = 0.01

frequency

Phase

 s 2  2ks  k 2 


k2



4

3.)

 4 4
2k 
  tan 1  


 k 2   2

Phase Angle
(degrees)

Modified Form






Note: The phase passes through +90° at a gain of 𝑘 = 0.01

frequency
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Table 6.3 (cont’d)

6 Basic Building Block Transfer Function Equations for Stochastic Time Series
Low Pass (Lag) Filter
(formerly 1st Order)

 k 


sk 

Bode Magnitude and Phase Plots
at 𝜷 = 𝟐 and 𝒌 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏

Magnitude

k
M
  k 

Original Form

Note: A -3 dB attenuation of Magnitude occurs at a gain of 𝑘 = 0.01

frequency

 2

   tan 1  
 k2


 k 


 s  k 

2

Phase Angle
(degrees)

Phase

Modified Form







Note: The phase passes through -45° at a gain of 𝑘 = 0.01

4.)

frequency

Magnitude


k
M 





2
   2k  2  k

Original Form



k2
 2
2 
 s  2ks  k 

Magnitude
(decibels)

Low Pass (Lag) Filter
(formerly 2nd Order)






Note: A -6 dB attenuation of Magnitude occurs at a gain of 𝑘 = 0.01

frequency



k2
 2
2 
 s  2ks  k  

4

 4 4
2k 
   tan  


 k 2   2
1

Phase Angle
(degrees)

Phase

Modified Form






Note: The phase passes through -90° at a gain of 𝑘 = 0.01

5.)

frequency

Low Pass
Resonance Filter

(formerly 2nd Order)
Original Form



k2
 2
2 
 s  2dks  k 


k
M 


 




2
2
2 2
   2k   4d k  2  k






Magnitude
(decibels)

Magnitude

with damping coefficient (d)

Note: A Resonance Peak in Magnitude occurs at a gain of k = 0.01 and
the height of this peak is determined by the damping coefficient 𝑑 .
Here, d = 2.5 x 10-5.

frequency



k2
 2
2 
 s  2dks  k  

4

 4 4 4
2d k 
   tan 1  


 k 2   2

Phase Angle
(degrees)

Phase

Modified Form

6.)

Transfer Function Equations
(Written in terms of 𝛽 in the positive frequencies of the Complex DFT)

Magnitude
(decibels)

Laplace Equation






Note: The phase passes through -90° at a gain of 𝑘 = 0.01

frequency
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6.7

Implications of Writing Transfer Functions in
Terms of the Scaling Exponent β

In summary, the traditional Laplace transfer function equations can now be expressed as
fractional Laplace transfer functions in terms of the scaling exponent β . The choice of
fractional transfer function equations fit to the power spectrum in Bode space is determined
by scaling behavior over all frequencies. A slope of any scaling exponent β can be
introduced into any of the transfer function equations, but whether there is single or
multiscaling behavior, or how fast the scaling exponent changes and over what range of
frequencies that change occurs, is determined by not only the choice of transfer function
but also the parameters of the transfer function equation (e.g., the gain term k, the inclusion
β

β

of the second order terms 2k 2 ω 2 , etc.) and number of transfer functions used. A large
amplitude peak in the power spectrum over specific frequencies that occurs at the break in
slope (i.e., a peak in the power spectrum due to resonance within the system) is represented
by the damping coefficient, d. Furthermore, a single slope and scaling exponent may be
due to the interaction of more than one transfer function with constructive or destructive
interference effects.
The fractional transfer functions, plotted in Bode space on a log modulus plot with
decibels on the y-axis and frequency (or period) on the x-axis, graphically add to create a
fit to the power spectra. The result is an overall transfer function fit to the power spectra and
is the simplest equation or set of equations which fully describes the entire scaling behavior
of the system over all frequencies (based on the resolution and length of the initial data set).
The transfer function approach replaces the traditional method of fitting each multiscaling
section of a power spectrum with a power law trend line. Through incorporation of
the scaling exponent β on the Laplace operator s of the transfer function, a Frequency
Response Model may be developed that captures all scaling behavior over all frequencies
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of a natural continuous stochastic system providing insight into the underlying dynamics
and mechanism(s) responsible for generation of the time series under investigation.

6.8

Transfer Functions and the
Sign of the Scaling Exponent β

The sign of the scaling exponent β is important when the scaling exponent is incorporated
into the transfer function. Recall that the sign of the scaling exponent β is reversed from
what is observed in a power spectrum plotted as frequency versus power. Since the negative
of the slope of the power law fit to the spectrum of frequency versus power is the scaling
exponent β , the transfer functions are written keeping the sign of the scaling exponent
intact. Thus, a scaling exponent of β = 2 is an integrator when used in the Laplace
1
integrator transfer function β . Each of the six transfer functions derived in Sec. 6.5 have
s2
a specific purpose in their ability to represent the scaling and shifting behavior dictated by
the scaling exponent β over all frequencies from input to output to represent the internal
dynamics of stochastic natural systems.
Through a sign change of the scaling exponent β , five of the six transfer function
equations can serve a dual purpose allowing for five additional but alternative forms of
behavior that may be used as building blocks of the Frequency Response Model to describe
the behavior of stochastic time series in the frequency domain. For five of the six transfer
functions derived in Sec. 6.5, excluding the low pass resonance equation (Eq. (6.44)), a
simple sign change of the scaling exponent β from positive to negative or negative to
positive will reverse (or graphically flip from left to right), the behavior of the transfer
function over all frequencies. To observe an alternative form of behavior of one of the five
transfer functions, only a change in sign is necessary of the scaling exponent β , keeping
the value of the scaling exponent the same. The signs and values of the angular frequencies
and the gain values also remain the same. Refer to Figs. 6.7 through 6.10.
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For example, the Laplace integrator equation (Eq. (6.2)) written as

1

performs
β
s2
integration when β = 2 is used as the scaling exponent and performs differentiation when
β = −2 is used. Switching the sign of the scaling exponent β changes the direction of the
slope of the magnitude and power and may alter the sign of the phase. In reversing the
behavior of the transfer function equation through a sign change of β , the frequencies that
are amplified, attenuated, or passed by the transfer function are also reversed. For the most
part, the sign change will switch the behavior of the transfer function of the low and high
frequency regions by changing what is occurring on each side of the gain value k which
separates these regions.
Both the 1st and 2nd order forms of the high frequency amplifier (lead filters)
(Eqs. (6.10) and (6.20)) amplify high frequencies and pass low frequencies when the scaling
exponent β is included in the transfer function. However, in changing the sign of the
scaling exponent used in these high frequency amplifier transfer functions, such as from
β = 2 to β = −2, the behavior is reversed turning both Eqs. (6.10) and (6.20) into low
frequency amplifiers that amplify low frequencies and pass high frequencies. Likewise,
both the 1st and 2nd order forms of the low pass (lag) filter (Eqs. (6.28) and (6.36)) pass
low frequencies and attenuate high frequencies. By changing the sign of the scaling
exponent of these low pass filters, the behavior of the transfer functions is reversed such that
Eqs. (6.28) and (6.36) become high pass filters which pass high frequencies and attenuate
low frequencies. The only equation that does not experience a reversal of behavior when
there is a change in sign of the scaling exponent is the low pass resonance filter (Eq. (6.44)).
The inclusion of the extra variable d in the low pass resonance filter as a damping coefficient
that is responsible for the resonance peak behavior adds an additional term to the solved
magnitude of the resonance equation which prevents the transfer function from reversing
behavior with a sign change of the scaling exponent β .
In practice, the sign of the scaling exponent changes because the slope of the power
spectrum of a single scaling stochastic time series or a scaling region of a multiscaling
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stochastic time series has changed sign and direction. The original six basic building block
equations, alternative forms, and their actions with both positive and negative sign values
scaling exponents β are summarized in Figs. 6.7 through 6.10 and Table 6.4. As such, with
a sign change of the scaling exponent, the toolbox of building block equations is expanded
from six basic building block equations to eleven fundamental forms of the building block
equations that may be linked together to develop a Frequency Response Model for nearly
1
all stochastic -noise systems.
s
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Figure 6.7: Bode magnitude and phase plots of six basic building block transfer functions
representing six of the eleven fundamental forms, each with a positive scaling exponent
(+β ) set to β = +2 with a gain of k = 0.01 if present. In the resonance equation only,
d = 2.5 × 10−5 . In the Bode magnitude plot, the red dotted lines are at ±3 dB and the blue
dashed lines are at ±6 dB. Corresponding Tables 6.3 and 6.4.
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Figure 6.8: Bode magnitude and phase plots of six basic building block transfer functions
representing five of the eleven fundamental forms (the resonance equation is no longer
valid), each with a negative scaling exponent (−β ) set to β = −2 with a gain of k = 0.01
if present. In the resonance equation only, d = 2.5 × 10−5 although the resonance equation
no longer produces a resonance peak at k. In the Bode magnitude plot, the red dotted lines
are at ±3 dB and the blue dashed lines are at ±6 dB. Corresponding Tables 6.3 and 6.4.
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Figure 6.9: Bode magnitude and phase plots of six basic building block transfer functions
with positive scaling exponents (+β ) representing six of the eleven fundamental forms.
The first order forms are set to β = +2 with a gain of k = 0.01 if present and the second
order forms are set to β = +4 with a gain of k = 0.01 and, if present, d = 2.5 × 10−5 . In
the Bode magnitude plot, the red dotted lines are at ±3 dB and the blue dashed lines are at
±6 dB. Corresponding Tables 6.3 and 6.4.
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Figure 6.10: Bode magnitude and phase plots of six basic building block transfer functions
with negative scaling exponents (−β ) representing five of the eleven fundamental forms
(the resonance equation is no longer valid). The first order forms are set to β = −2 with
a gain of k = 0.01 if present and the second order forms are set to β = −4 with a gain
of k = 0.01 and, if present, d = 2.5 × 10−5 although the resonance equation no longer
produces a resonance peak at k. In the Bode magnitude plot, the red dotted lines are at ±3
dB and the blue dashed lines are at ±6 dB. Corresponding Tables 6.3 and 6.4.
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s

β
2

1

Transfer Function

Basic Building Block

2nd Order
High Pass Filter

−−−

Passes low frequencies and
attenuates high frequencies.
Passes low frequencies and
attenuates high frequencies.
Damping coefficient (d)
controls resonance peak
behavior.

2nd Order
Low Pass (Lag)
Filter
2nd Order Low Pass
Resonance Filter
with Damping
Coefficient

1st Order
High Pass Filter

Passes low frequencies and
attenuates high frequencies.

1st Order
Low Pass (Lag)
Filter

2nd Order Low
Frequency Amplifier

1st Order Low
Frequency Amplifier

Differentiator

Alternative Form

Amplifies high frequencies
and passes low frequencies.

Amplifies high frequencies
and passes low frequencies.

Performs Integration or
Fractional Integration.

Action

−−−

Passes high frequencies and
attenuates low frequencies.

Passes high frequencies and
attenuates low frequencies.

Amplifies low frequencies
and passes high frequencies.

Amplifies low frequencies
and passes high frequencies.

Performs Differentiation or
Fractional Differentiation.

Action

Negative Scaling Exponent (−β )

2nd Order High
Frequency Amplifier

1st Order High
Frequency Amplifier

Integrator

Original Form

Positive Scaling Exponent (+β )

Table 6.4: Eleven Fundamental Forms of the Six Basic Building Block Transfer Functions, written with the scaling exponent β in the
β
1
form as the control order, that describe nearly all stochastic -noise. In five of the six transfer functions derived in Sec. 6.5, excluding
2
s
the Low Pass Resonance Filter, a simple sign change of the scaling exponent β from positive to negative or negative to positive will
reverse the behavior or action of the transfer function over all frequencies. The toolbox of building block equations is expanded from
six basic building block equations to eleven fundamental forms of the building block equations which may be combined to develop a
Frequency Response Model of the signal of interest. Examples are found in corresponding Figs. 6.7 through 6.10.

Chapter 7
Bode Analysis of the Great Lakes
7.1

Bode Analysis of the Great Lakes Power Spectra

The application of Bode analysis allows one to model scaling behavior of the Great Lakes
and gain insight into how the inputs into the Great Lakes will impact the measured water
level output. A linear differential equation Frequency Response Model of water level
fluctuations of the North American Great Lakes can be created from the scaling behavior
of water level time series in the frequency domain through the application of a combination
of transfer functions selected from the six transfer function equations as described in
sections 6.3 and 6.4. The Frequency Response Model may then be used to create a synthetic
time series representation that captures the underlying dynamics and physical properties of
the original time series. See Appendix B for a summary of methodology for creation of
synthetic natural time series from a Frequency Response Model.
The synthetic time series created from the Frequency Response Model contains the
same statistical properties and scaling exponents (β ) over the same range of frequencies
as the original time series from which it was created. Synthetic time series can enhance
probability forecasts, risk assessments, and provide insight into the physical processes
responsible for the original time series behavior. The application of Bode analysis to
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natural time series and the new technique of including the scaling exponent directly into the
transfer function equations introduce a quantitative, equation-based model of a self-affine
time series with single or multiple scaling and a technique to create synthetic yet accurate
renditions of these time series.
The Great Lakes power spectrum of period versus power has 4 distinct scaling regions
and each region can be fit with a homogeneous power law function yielding 4 straight
lines in log-log space to obtain a value of the scaling exponent β for each scale invariant
region (Ch. 4). For water level change in the Great Lakes, the complex pattern of scaling
versus period is well approximated by a combination of 4 linear differential equations
or transfer functions over the entire period range, one primary equation for each distinct
scaling exponent though the end result is the collective interaction of all equations over all
frequencies as the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model. The slope (β ) of the power
spectra not only yields information about the correlation properties of the time series
at different time scales, but also indicates which transfer functions equations should be
applied to each distinct scaling range of frequencies in the multiscaling power spectrum.
The type of transfer function which describes the scaling behavior over each range of
frequencies provides insight on the origin and formation of the behavior of each of the
scaling regions and possible physical forcing processes or mechanisms responsible for the
changes in water levels over these time regimes.

7.1.1

Great Lakes Transfer Function

The water level time series are first converted from the time domain to the complex
frequency domain through the FFT (Eq. (3.4))1 . The data set is then converted from
rectangular nation to magnitude in polar notation through Eq. (3.8). Power is calculated
from the magnitude squared (Eq. (3.11)), plotted in a power spectrum of frequency
1

To ensure proper conversion from the time domain to the complex frequency domain, the endpoints of the
data set must match as described in App. A.
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versus power, and a power law is fit to each distinct scaling region to approximate the
value of the scaling exponent β to be used in selecting the transfer function for that
region. Conversion to Bode space is accomplished by converting magnitude to decibels as
20 log dB (magnitude) from Eq. (6.7) which is then graphed as a Bode plot as a log-log plot
of ω (angular frequency) on the x-axis versus decibels on the y-axis. The building block
transfer functions are fit in terms of magnitude, incorporating the power scaling exponent
β
β as half of the slope or , whereupon the magnitude frequency response of the transfer
2
functions may be squared and converted to decibels power using 20 log dB (power). When
plotted as decibels of power, the scaling exponent(s) β of the power spectrum and the
locations of any breaks (k) in slope of the power spectrum are the same within the Bode
power plot of the same data. For consistency and visual comparison, the Bode plots of the
Great Lakes water levels are plotted in terms of decibels of power and not magnitude, as
is customary in Bode magnitude plots, in order to match the scaling behavior of the power
spectrum of the Great Lakes water levels.
The scaling exponents defining each scaling region of the power spectrum provide
a framework for selecting which Laplace equations are needed to begin fitting the data.
The Laplace transfer functions are fit to each multiscaling region based on both the scaling
exponent β and the frequency (k or gain) at which the scaling behavior changes. The
Frequency Response Model is found by fitting one or more of the six basic building block
transfer functions to the spectrum of the data (Table 6.3). When choosing the transfer
function, the fit is first based on the activity (scaling exponent β and gain (k) if any) at the
low frequencies and how and where the slope changes as the frequencies increase towards
high frequencies. Any flat portion within the Bode plot (or power spectrum) requires a
reversal of the current slope, usually with an opposing equation. For example, an integrator
or a low pass filter may be effectively canceled with a high frequency amplifier of the same
scaling exponent β to create the flat spectrum that begins approximate at the gain value k.
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If the time series is single scaling with only a single scaling exponent over all
frequencies, then the power law fit to the power spectrum will yield the value of β to insert
1
into the transfer function β . Cases may exist of a multiscaling time series for which only
s2
one transfer function applies, such as a low pass filter or high frequency amplifier. In such
cases where one transfer function may be used to describe the multiscaling behavior of two
distinct scaling regions, there exists a sloped portion in which frequencies are amplified
or attenuated depending on the sign of the scaling exponent and flat portion which passes
frequencies. The power law fit to the sloped portion will indicate the scaling exponent β
used in the transfer function describing the multiscaling behavior since the flat portion is
β = 0.
However, for multiscaling time series exhibiting multiscaling behavior for which more
than one transfer function applies, the value of β over a distinct range of frequencies
is often the result of a combination of transfer functions, each with a scaling exponent
different from the scaling exponent of the power law fit, since the power law fit represents
the interaction of these transfer functions over all frequencies. Thus, the scaling exponents
found through fitting power laws to a power spectrum, representing the collective response
of the system, are a starting point in selecting the appropriate transfer function to define a
scaling region and in determining the scaling exponents used in the transfer functions. For
a multiscaling time series, the total transfer function is the sum of all transfer functions for
each section of the Bode plot and in Bode space, the transfer function equations graphically
add making the selection of transfer functions fairly straightforward.

7.2

Identification of the Great Lakes Transfer Function

In order to fit a series of transfer functions to Great Lakes water level data, the data set
consisting of the Great Lakes water levels at Mackinac, MI. from 1970 − 2000 was selected
which is representative of the multiscaling behavior found in the majority of Lake Michigan
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Great Lakes data sets. The basic method and identification of the Great Lakes transfer
function is summarized in Figs. 7.1 through 7.8. The transfer function is not necessarily fit
directly to the data but overlays the data. The goodness of fit may then be measured from
regression analysis of the final transfer function to the data. The Bode power plot of the
Great Lakes (Fig. 7.1) is fit with 4 transfer functions which together, comprise the Great
Lakes Frequency Response Model. To begin, a multiplier K spanning all frequencies is
added which aligns the transfer functions over the data by shifting the combined transfer
functions up or down to increase or decrease power (Fig. 7.2). The value may be adjusted
as needed during the fitting process and for the Great Lakes data set was found to be
K = 0.075.

7.2.1

Low to Mid-range Frequencies of the
Great Lakes Transfer Function

Fitting of the transfer functions starts at the lowest frequencies. For the Great Lakes data
set, the scaling exponent of the multiscaling power spectrum over the low frequencies, here
defined as the scaling region R1, is β ≈ 2.5 (Fig. 4.5b). In order to match the scaling
behavior of the power spectrum to the Bode power plot, the Laplace integrator equation
(Eq. (6.2)) is needed to fit the low frequencies of scaling region R1 from a period from
roughly 40 days and greater (Fig. 7.3). This integral equation, like all transfer functions,
spans all frequencies yet is canceled out at periods less than approximately 40 days. In
order to overlay the data in the Bode power plot, the scaling exponent is set to β = 2.7
1
in β indicating that scaling region R1 is characterized by additional integrative behavior
s2
than just the standard single Laplace integrator. Furthermore, a yearly periodicity occurs in
this region which is not accounted for in the transfer function since this yearly periodicity
is part of the input with origins outside the system.
Continuing from lowest to highest frequencies, the scaling exponent of the
multiscaling power spectrum of Great Lakes over the low to mid-range frequencies, defined
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Figure 7.1: Bode plot of Great Lakes water levels at Mackinac, MI. from 1970-2000. The
Laplace transfer functions will be fit to each section based on both the scaling exponent β
and the frequency (or period) at which the scaling behavior changes. Note that the data here
and in subsequent Bode plots are plotted in terms of decibels of power and not magnitude
as is customary in Bode magnitude plots. Though the transfer functions are fit in terms
of magnitude, the magnitude frequency response of the transfer functions are then squared
and converted to decibels using 20 log(Power).
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Figure 7.2: K-value and Bode plot of Great Lakes water levels at Mackinac, MI. from
1970-2000. The K-value (dark blue line) is a multiplier that shifts the fit of the combined
transfer functions over all frequencies of the entire Bode plot up or down to align the
transfer functions to the data. Here, K = 0.075.
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Figure 7.3: Laplace integrator equation (Eq. (6.2)) and Bode plot of Great Lakes water
levels at Mackinac, MI. from 1970-2000. Starting at the lowest frequencies, the Laplace
integrator equation (red line) is needed to fit the period from approximately 40 days and
greater. This equation spans all frequencies yet is canceled out at periods less than 40 days.
Here, β = 2.7 which indicates that this scaling region R1 is characterized by additional
integrative behavior than just the standard Laplace integrator. The scaling exponent β
shown in the transfer function equation of Figs. 7.1 through 7.9 is introduced so that when
solved for magnitude and phase, the power of each of the plots scales correctly.
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as the scaling region R2, is β ≈ 0.1 from a period of approximately 3 to 40 days (Fig. 4.5b).
However, since each transfer function spans all frequencies, the Laplace integrator equation
is still in effect over this distinct scaling region where the slope of the spectrum has flattened
out. In order to fit this low to mid-range frequency region R2, the scaling exponent of
the Laplace integrator equation must be canceled out by another transfer function. The
1st order form of the high frequency (lead filter) amplifier equation (Eq. (6.10)) is used
to achieve the correct rate of change in slope. This lead filter equation acts as a high
frequency amplifier passing low frequencies and amplifying high frequencies. Thus, the
high frequency amplifier transfer function passes the lowest frequencies of the Laplace
integrator equation intact without attenuation and, from a period of 40 days and less,
cancels out the attenuation effects of the Laplace integrator equation by applying an equal
but opposite amplification of each frequency (Fig. 7.4). The overall result is a direct
cancellation of all scaling behavior less than 40 days so that the flattened low to mid-range
frequency region of the Great Lakes Bode plot is fit. The parameters used in the 1st order
form of the high frequency amplifier (lead filter) equation applied to the low to mid-range
frequencies of scaling region R2 of the Great Lakes data are β = 2.7 with a gain value, as
1
an angular frequency, of k1 = .
40
1
and in subsequent gain values (k2 and
For clarity, the gain values (k), here as k1 =
40
k3 ), are provided in the form of angular frequency (ω) which is the form of the gain value
needed in the Great Lakes transfer function. Since the Great Lakes Bode plot is plotted
in terms of period (T ), to convert from angular frequency (ω) to frequency( f ) and then
period (T ), the following calculation is necessary. To obtain the frequency ( f ), the angular
1
frequency (ω) is divided by 2π. The period is then determined as T = . The period
f
may then be multiplied by the sampling resolution to arrive at the period in units of the
sampling resolution or converted to another appropriate time scale based on the sampling
1
resolution. For example, the angular frequency k1 =
is ω = 0.025. The frequency is
40
ω
0.025
1
1
f=
=
= 0.00397. The period is T = =
= 251.889 which is in terms
2π
2π
f
0.00397
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of the sampling resolution. The sampling resolution of the Great Lakes water levels was
hourly data at 4 hour intervals. Adjusting the period for the sampling resolution, the period
T = 251.889 × 4 hours is 1007.5 hours or, divided by 24, is 41.98 days. Thus, the angular
1
translates to a period of approximately 42 days. Furthermore, when
frequency k1 =
40
selecting the gain value k1 , in order for the gain value of the high frequency amplifier to
have completely canceled out the Laplace integrator by a period of 40 days, a gain value
must be selected at a slightly lower frequency (such as a period of 42 days) so that the high
frequency amplifier has completed the transition to a new slope by the period of 40 days.
In summary of the low to mid-range frequencies of the Great Lakes, the transfer
functions of scaling regions R1 and R2 are coupled together, interacting only over these low
to mid-range frequencies and not extending into the higher frequency regions. Together,
these two transfer functions, as an integrator ( Eq. (6.2)) with a scaling exponent of β = 2.7
1
for
for R1 and a lead (high frequency amplifier) filter (Eq. (6.10)) with β = 2.7 and k1 =
40
R2, represent the two dominant processes for the lower to mid-range frequencies of scaling
regions R1 and R2 up to the break in slope (gain) of the power spectrum at approximately
3 days. The integrator and lead filter technically interact at all periods (or frequencies).
However, beyond 42 days in the scaling region R1, the lead filter passes all frequencies


1
lower than the gain value k1 =
and only the integrator equation with β = 2.7 is
40
responsible for the scaling behavior of the time series at these lowest frequencies. The
flattened portion of the power spectrum between the period of approximately 3 and 40 days
where β ≈ 0 is an indication of stochastic scaling behavior within scaling region R2 and
is traditionally defined as a white noise. However, the interaction of these two transfer
functions defining R1 and R2 is responsible for the seemingly random behavior less than
1
42 days (from the gain value k1 = ), as the lead filter (with the Laplace variable in the
40
numerator) is perceived to have canceled out the scaling effects of the integrator (with the
Laplace variable in the denominator) over the frequencies represented by the periods in
days of (2.5 < T < 42). Each of the transfer function equations span all frequencies and
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Figure 7.4: High frequency amplifier (lead filter) equation (Eq. (6.10)) and Bode plot of
Great Lakes water levels at Mackinac, MI. from 1970-2000. The 1st order form of the
high frequency amplifier (lead filter) is used to achieve the correct rate of change in slope.
Continuing from lowest frequencies to highest, a high frequency amplifier (lead filter)
equation (orange line) passes the lowest frequencies of the integrator (red line) intact and at
a period of 42 days, the effects of the high frequency amplifier (lead filter) begin canceling
out the attenuation effects of the Laplace integrator equation by amplifying frequencies
greater than a period of 42 days. The overall result is a direct cancellation of all scaling
behavior less than 40 days so that the flattened middle portion, as scaling region R2, of the
1
Great Lakes Bode plot is fit. Here, β = 2.7, k1 = .
40
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the lack of scaling behavior over the period of 2.5 to 42 days is best described as a result of
the interaction of two opposing β = 2.7 scaling processes of the integrator of R1 and lead
filter of R2 and cannot be described with just one transfer function equation representing
that period regime given the scaling behavior of the surrounding regions.

7.2.2

Mid-range to High Frequencies of the
Great Lakes Transfer Function

From mid-range to high frequencies, defined as the scaling region R3, since the previous
equations of the low frequency regions R1 and R2 (represented by the Laplace integrator
and high frequency amplifier, respectively) have canceled each other at all frequencies
higher than a period of 40 days, the scaling exponent of the combined fit of region R2 is
approximately β = 0. Thus, the two transfer functions of the low to mid-range frequency
regions R1 and R2 are no longer considered in the fit of the remainder of frequencies, from
mid-range to high frequencies2 . The scaling exponent of the multiscaling power spectrum
of Great Lakes over the mid-range to high frequencies of region R3 is β = 1.7 from a period
of approximately 1 to 3 days (Fig. 4.5b). To match the scaling behavior of this mid-range
to high frequency region R3, the low pass (lag) filter equation (Eq. (6.28)) is necessary to
achieve the change in slope of the Bode plot beginning at the period of 2.5 days and ending
at a period of 1.15 days (Fig. 7.5). However, the change in slope from approximately β = 0
to β = 1.7 is rather abrupt with the transition occurring at the gain value at a faster rate than
possible if the transfer function used only the measured scaling exponent of this region of
the power spectrum. In order to achieve both the abruptness of the change in slope and the
actual scaling exponent from the interaction of the transfer functions, the scaling exponent
2

For the general Great Lakes transfer function, the scaling exponents were selected so that the transfer
functions cancel out each other in the mid-range frequencies. However, in cases of natural time series
where the mid-range region is not entirely flat, the effect of the low frequency transfer functions may still
be apparent in the mid-range frequencies depending on the initial parameters selected based on the scaling
behavior being matched. The scaling exponents of each region do not necessarily have to cancel each other
out and a separate scaling exponent may be used in each transfer function representing a distinct scaling
region.
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included in the low pass filter equation is twice as high, at β = 3.4, than the corresponding
region of the power spectrum, at β = 1.7. The parameters used in the 1st order form of
the low pass (lag) filter equation applied to the mid-range to high frequencies of scaling
region R3 of the Great Lakes data are β = 3.4 with a gain value, as an angular frequency,
1
which is a period of approximately 2.5 days.
of k2 =
2.4
At the highest frequencies in the multiscaling power spectrum of Great Lakes, defined
as scaling region R4, the scaling exponent flattens out to β ≈ 0.2 from a period of
approximately 8 hours to 1 day (Fig. 4.5b). However, the low pass equation (Eq. (6.28))
1
is still in effect attenuating all frequencies less than k2 =
. To counteract this transfer
2.4
function and flatten the spectrum within scaling region R4, a high frequency amplifier (lead
filter) equation (Eq. (6.10)) is necessary to cancel out the attenuation effects of the low
pass (lag) filter equation by applying an equal but opposite amplification of each frequency
(Fig. 7.6). Once again, the 1st order form is used to achieve the correct rate of change in
slope and the parameters of the transfer function are set to a scaling exponent of β = 3.4
1
which is a period of approximately 1.15
and a gain, as an angular frequency, of k3 =
1.1
days.
In summary of the mid-range to high frequencies of the Great Lakes, which range
over periods from approximately 2.5 days to 8 hours, scaling regions R3 and R4 also have
two dominant processes represented by two transfer functions coupled together, a low pass
1
(lag) filter (Eq. (6.28)) with β = 3.4 and k2 =
and a high frequency amplifier (lead
2.4
1
filter) (Eq. (6.10)) with β = 3.4 and k3 =
. The scaling behavior of the Great Lakes
1.1
1
power spectrum flattens out at a high angular frequency of k3 =
after initiating the
1.1
1
change in slope at a relatively high angular frequency of k2 =
. In order to fit the power
2.4
spectrum of these two scaling regions R3 and R4, the interaction of the two dominant
transfer function equations for the period from approximately 2.5 to 1.15 days must be
considered, rather than the behavior of each transfer function individually, since this period
is relatively short when compared to the range of period of the entire data set. Both of these
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Figure 7.5: Low pass (lag) filter equation (Eq. (6.28)) and Bode plot of Great Lakes
water levels at Mackinac, MI. from 1970-2000. Continuing from low frequencies to high
frequencies, the previous equations of scaling regions R1 and R2 (represented by the red
line and orange line) have canceled each other at frequencies higher than a period of 40
days so that the scaling exponent is approximately β = 0. The 1st order form of the low
pass (lag) filter equation (purple line) is necessary to achieve the change in slope of the
Bode plot beginning at the period of approximately 2.5 days and ending at a period of 1.15
days, which defines the boundaries of scaling region R3. The scaling exponent included in
the equation is higher than if the corresponding region of the power spectrum was fit with
a power law to achieve both the abruptness of the change in slope and the actual scaling
1
exponent. Here, β = 3.4, k2 =
.
2.4
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Figure 7.6: High frequency amplifier (lead filter) equation (Eq. (6.10)) and Bode plot of
Great Lakes water levels at Mackinac, MI. from 1970-2000. From low frequencies to high
frequencies, at the highest frequencies, as scaling region R4, a high frequency amplifier
(lead filter) equation (light blue line) is necessary to cancel out the effects of the low pass
(lag) filter equation (purple line). The 1st order form is used to achieve the correct rate
of change in slope with an equivalent positive scaling exponent to achieve the effect of
passing the low frequencies and amplifying high frequencies counteracting the effects of
1
the attenuation of high frequencies caused by the low pass filter. Here, β = 3.4, k3 =
.
1.1
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equations each need to have a scaling exponent greater than the scaling exponent measured
when just fitting a power law to the period between 1.15 to 2.5 days (which was β = 1.7).
The reason for using a greater scaling exponent in the equations than shown in the power
law fit is due to the behavior of the transfer function equations at the gain at the period of
2.5 days where the break in slope begins.
1
,
2.4
the type of transfer function equation and scaling exponent used, in this case, a 1st order
At the break in slope, where the angular frequency form of the gain value is k2 =

form of a lag filter (Eq. (6.28)) determines how fast and at what frequency the scaling
1
behavior begins to change. Likewise, at the gain value of the angular frequency k3 =
1.1
where the slope flattens out, the type of equation and scaling exponent chosen determines
the rate of transition from one scaling region to the next and ability of the lead equation
(Eq. (6.10)) to eliminate the effects of the scaling exponent of the lag equation and flatten
out the spectrum at the highest frequencies. The only way to achieve the immediacy of the
1
, to reach the correct
change in scaling behavior starting at an angular frequency of k2 =
2.4
scaling behavior of β = 1.7 within the limited range of frequencies, and to complete the
correction in scaling behavior necessary to flatten out the spectrum at angular frequencies
1
higher than k3 =
is to substitute a scaling exponent of β = 3.4 into both 1st order forms
1.1
of the low pass transfer function (Eq. (6.28)) and high frequency amplifier (Eq. (6.10)).
By combining the 1st order form of these transfer functions with a high scaling
exponent of β = 3.4, the rate of transition from one scaling region to the next at the
gain value is increased to match the scaling behavior of the data. Selection of any scaling
exponent less than β = 3.4 does not change slope at a fast enough rate to reach the correct
scaling behavior within the period between 2.5 to 1.15 days before being canceled out
by the next lead filter when all transfer functions are added, at least in this example of the
Great Lakes transfer function (Fig. 7.7). The 2nd order form of the equations with additional
terms (e.g., Eq. (6.20) and (6.36)) are also not used since these 2nd order form equations
experience a more gradual slope transition at the gain value due to the additional terms
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even if the scaling scaling exponent of β = 3.4 is used. Thus, the 2nd order form of the
transfer functions do not achieve the correct rate of change in slope at the gain for the Great
Lakes and are not the best fit to the data. Only the interactions of the modified transfer
functions which incorporate the scaling exponent β can achieve the correct measured
scaling exponent and the correct rate of change in slope over the frequencies of scaling
regions R3 and R4. Furthermore, if the mid-range to high frequency transfer functions of
the Great Lakes are compared with the 1st and 2nd order form of the transfer functions
without the scaling exponent, one will notice that in this situation, a 1st order form of the
equation was used with what would normally be approximately a 2nd order exponent of
β = 3.4. Thus, by modifying the Laplace transfer functions with the scaling exponent β , a
greater variety of scaling behaviors of natural systems may be represented.

7.2.3

The Great Lakes Frequency Response Model

In describing stochastic data, each transfer function equation spans all frequencies though
the overall effect of an individual transfer function observed at each frequency the power
spectrum is dependent upon both the transfer function equation and the interactions with
other transfer function equations at each frequency. While the scaling exponents of some
equations may cancel each other over a distinct scaling region yet still alter the power of
the scaling region depending on the gain value, others have no effect over this same range
and pass those frequencies through the system from input to output with no modification
of the amplitudes or phase shift of the input time series at those frequencies. For the Great
Lakes, the four transfer functions used to describe the power spectrum act in pairs with
two interacting transfer functions at the lower frequencies (integrator and lead function)
and two interacting transfer functions at the higher frequencies (lag and lead filter). The
1
within the spectrum resets the interaction of
time constant at the gain value of k2 =
2.4
the transfer functions on one another as the lower frequencies (R1 and R2) are separated
from the higher frequencies (R3 and R4) even though the each transfer function spans all
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frequencies. Refer to Figs. 7.1 through 7.8 for the application sequence of transfer functions
to the Great Lakes water level data.
Added together (Fig. 7.7), these four transfer functions collectively create the Great
Lakes Frequency Response Model (Fig. 7.8) and capture the four basic, interacting
processes that are fundamental to the way in which the Great Lakes system handles inputs
into that system over all frequencies. The water levels of the entire Great Lakes System can
then elegantly be represented in a linear differential equation Frequency Response Model
which provides a quantitative explanation of variations observed in the power spectra of
water levels. The Frequency Response Model for the Great Lakes is as follows (K is a
multiplier added to align the function to match the activity level of the data):
O (s)
=K
I (s)



1
β

s2



s + k1
k1

 
β
2

k2
s + k2

 
β
2

s + k3
k3


(7.1)
β
2

Ultimately, the transfer function approach provides the simplest set of equations, as the
Frequency Response Model, which fully characterize the scaling behavior of the time series
under investigation in the frequency domain and collectively represent the dynamics of the
system. Although the transfer function equations span and effect all positive and negative
frequencies, the Bode plot and power spectrum representation is a representation of only
the magnitude or power (respectively) in positive frequencies and assists in the fitting of
the transfer function to the data. However, once the transfer function is derived, the transfer
function containing magnitude, phase, possible gain values and damping coefficients, and
scaling exponents may be reflected from the positive to negative frequencies using even
and odd symmetry of the complex frequency domain.
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Figure 7.7: Bode plot of water level data from Mackinac, MI. from 1970 to 2000 plotted
with each transfer function in separate colors and the sum total Great Lakes transfer
function (green trend line). From the equation on the plot, there are two dominant processes
for low frequencies represented in red as a Laplace integrator (Eq. (6.2)) and orange as
the 1st order form of a high frequency amplifier (lead filter) (Eq. (6.10)). There are two
dominant processes for high frequencies represented in blue as the 1st order form of low
pass (lag) filter (Eq. (6.28)) and purple as the 1st order form of a high frequency amplifier
(lead filter) (Eq. (6.10)). Each transfer function spans all frequencies but have additive
effects from low to high frequencies and may cancel each other out at the gain values.
For example, a flat sloped portion may be the result of a Laplace integrator (red) being
canceled out by the 1st order form of a high frequency amplifier (lead filter) (orange) as the
gain value (corner frequency or inflection point k1 ) is reached at a period of 42 days as seen
in the graph. Bode analysis allows each of the transfer functions to be added together (as
can be seen graphically) to yield one overall transfer function representing the Frequency
Response Model of the Great Lakes (green).
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Figure 7.8: Bode plot of water level data from Mackinac, MI. from 1970 to 2000 with
the Great Lakes Transfer Function Equation (green line) plotted over the data. In log
Bode space, each transfer function is added together (this is easily seen graphically in
Fig. 7.7). The end result is a transfer function which represents the frequency response
of the original time series, the Great Lakes. The transfer function fits the data extremely
well and represents the Frequency Response Model for the Great Lakes water level data
(Eq. (7.1)) capturing the multiple scaling and location of corner frequencies over all
frequencies (dictated by both the sampling resolution and length of the time series). Note:
As with the power spectrum log-log plot of the fast Fourier transform of the Great Lakes
time series, the Bode plots are represented in polar notation.
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The Great Lakes Frequency Response Model with all parameters and the scaling
exponent β included is:
β =2.7

Great Lakes

n

Frequency Response Model

O(s)
I(s)

β =3.4
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Low frequencies

High frequencies

where k1 =

1
40 ,

k2 =

1
2.4 ,

k3 =

1
1.1

(7.2)
The model consists of one set of equations for the lower frequencies (R1 and R2) and
another set of equations for higher frequencies (R3 and R4) each with shared scaling
exponents3 that represent the dominant processes of the system.

See Fig. 7.9 and

Table 7.1 for a summary of the methodology and parameters used to create the Great Lakes
Frequency Response Model.
When the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model is solved for magnitude and phase,
the scaling exponent β is included in the equations. Thus, the magnitude (MFRM ) of the
Great Lakes Frequency Response Model is:
β =3.4
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(7.3)

High frequencies

where k1 =

1
40 ,

k2 =

1
2.4 ,

k3 =

1
1.1



1



of the
In this equation, the multiplier (K) is combined with the magnitude term
β
ω2


K
Laplace integrator to yield a combined term
.
β
2
ω
Optionally, the magnitude may be calculated in Bode space to allow the plots to be
graphically added. The magnitude of the transfer function, when converted to magnitude
3

From the discussion in Ch. 6 and Table 6.3, the scaling exponent β is added to the Laplace operator s after
the transfer function is solved for magnitude (M) and phase (θ ).
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in Bode space (MB ), is additive as:
β =2.7
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(7.4)

Magnitude in Bode space (MB ), after addition of each value of the transfer function
at each angular frequency, may then be converted to back to magnitude (MFRM ) by taking
the anti-log of the result of Eq. (7.4) divided by 20 as:


MFRM = 10

MB
20



(7.5)

The magnitude of the Great Lakes Frequency Response of Eq. (7.3) is equal to the
magnitude from Eq. (7.5). The intermediary step of adding the values in Bode space
is useful when graphically adding magnitude (or power) in Bode space to determine
the transfer functions of the Frequency Response Model. However, once the Frequency
Response Model and the parameters of the Frequency Response Model are known, the
magnitude of the transfer function may be calculated directly from Eq. (7.3) without
entering Bode space from both positive and negative frequencies.
The phase of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model is not converted to Bode

space and is additive. Thus, the phase θ(+ω) , in radians for positive frequencies (+ω),
of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model is:
β =2.7

β =3.4
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}| 

}| 
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β
β
β
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ω2
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θ(+ω)FRM = −
+ tan−1  β  + − tan−1  β  + tan−1  β 
4
k12
k22
k32
where k1 =
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1
40 ,

k2 =

1
2.4 ,

1
k3 = 1.1
(7.6)

This equation (Eq. (7.6)) for the phase of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model

will yield the correct phase of the positive frequencies θ(+ω) . However, Eq. (7.6) may
yield incorrect signs or values in the negative frequencies if used to calculate phase for both
positive and negative frequencies since the phase of the integrator equation, as the term
βπ
, does not include a frequency term, only the scaling exponent, and changes sign in
−
4
βπ
the negative frequencies to
. Since phase exhibits odd symmetry behavior, phase of the
4
negative frequencies may be entirely calculated from the phase of the positive frequencies.

One way to calculate the phase of the negative frequencies θ(−ω) is to reverse the phase
values of the positive frequencies (i.e., flip the phase array θ(+ω) from left to right using a
MATLAB command fliplr) and multiply by −1 to recover the odd symmetry behavior of
phase as:
θ(−ω) = θ(+ω) • −1

(7.7)

The positive and negative frequencies are then concatenated, inserting a phase of θ = 0
at the zero frequency and Nyquist frequency such that the final phase of the Great Lakes
Frequency Response Model is in the form:

θFRM = [0(ω0 =0) . . . θ(+ω) . . . 0(ωC =π) . . . θ(−ω) ]

(7.8)

showing odd symmetry about the Nyquist frequency, here at ωC = π.
The application of Bode analysis and fractional transfer function equations to natural
time series now invokes questions as to the cause of the dominant processes and how these
processes are summarized in such a simple set a scaling equations for the entire system.
The behavior of physical processes of the Great Lakes are similar to their representative
fractional transfer functions, applying to all frequencies yet having a dominant effect over
a limited range of frequencies. The processes of the system act as a filter to the inputs and
determine the way in which the inputs are integrated into the measured output upon passing
through the system. For example, precipitation as one of the inputs, combined with input
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Table 7.1: The general parameters of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model. The Great Lakes Frequency Response Model
requires several parameters to achieve the proper fit to the data. Using the transfer function with these parameters, a synthetic time
series representing a model of the Great Lakes may be generated. The scaling exponent β is included in the Laplace equation after the
equations are solved for magnitude and phase. To achieve results specific to a Great Lakes water level time series based on location, the
value of the scaling exponent β and the gain value k in each of the transfer functions may be set to the appropriate values for that time
series. The gain values, k, are in the form of angular frequencies (ω).
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Figure 7.9: Summary of Methodology for fitting transfer functions to a Bode Plot of Great Lakes water levels. The Laplace transfer
functions are fit to each section with a distinct scaling exponent β . Each transfer function represents one component frequency response
of the entire Great Lakes transfer function and serves to explain each distinct scaling region of the Bode plot though all transfer functions
span all frequencies. The overall fit is one transfer function representing the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model over all frequencies.
The representation of the power spectrum, normally in log-log space, in Bode space, as a semi-log plot with decibels as 20 log(Power)
on the y-axis allows the transfer functions to be graphically added to more easily select the correct transfer function to use. All fits begin
from the low frequencies toward the high frequencies (in these plots, with period on the x-axis, that is from right to left).

flow, runoff, and a variety of other inputs is summarized as the Gaussian white noise input
according to the Central Limit Theorem. The processes represented by the transfer function
filters dictate what will happen to the additional water added into the Great Lakes system
through precipitation combined with the other inputs to ultimately result in the water levels
that are measured by the gauge at the water level station.

7.2.4

Degrees of Freedom

While the traditional approach of power law scaling analysis generally used the scaling
exponent β as a classification tool to define a time series by different scaling behaviors, the
transfer function approach combined with the incorporation of the scaling exponent β as the
exponent of the Laplace operator s in the modified Laplace equations provides the ability to
develop a detailed and quantitative equation-based model of scaling behavior in the Great
Lakes. Additionally, the traditional approach of fitting power law trend lines to power
spectra of the Great Lakes yields four total scaling exponents for each of four power law
functions over a range of frequencies. The number of parameters needed then to describe
power law scaling using the traditional approach is four scaling exponents (from low to high
frequencies: β = 2.5, β = 0.1, β = 1.7, β = 0.2) and three gain values (as the frequency
1
1
1
, k3 = 1). To describe power law
f = from low to high frequencies: k1 = , k2 =
T
30
2.4
scaling in the Great Lakes using the traditional approach, four degrees of freedom (scaling
exponents) are needed and no equation-based model is found.
Using the transfer function approach, the number of parameters needed to describe
Great Lakes power law scaling is reduced to just two scaling exponents which are grouped
together, one scaling exponent with the low frequency transfer function pair and one
scaling exponent with the high frequency transfer function pair. To fully describe power
scaling in the Great Lakes, the fractional transfer function approach requires four linear
equations but only two scaling exponents (degrees of freedom), the low frequency pair
incorporating β = 2.7 and the high frequency pair incorporating β = 3.4, while still
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1
keeping approximately the same gain values4 (here, converted from ω to frequency f = ,
T
1
1
1
from low to high frequencies: k1 = , k2 =
, k3 =
). As such, the fractional
42
2.5
1.15
transfer function approach is not only quantitative providing an accurate Frequency
Response Model, but fewer degrees of freedom are required to define scaling behavior
in the Great Lakes and the accuracy of the model is improved5 .
Interpretation of the transfer function components, the interaction of these
components, the scaling exponents, and the gain values also provide insight into the source
of the scaling behavior of the Great Lakes system and possible physical processes or
properties which create this scaling behavior. Furthermore, the transfer function can be
used to create a synthetic representation of the Great Lakes as one realization6 of a possible
Great Lakes time series that may develop as a result of the innate scaling behavior of the
system. The Frequency Response Model may also be used to determine how the Great
Lakes would respond to any given input, to generate a predictive, probabilistic envelope
within which the water levels of the Great Lakes can be expected to remain in the future,
or to generate a synthetic time series that is statistically identical on average to the original
Great Lakes water level time series (See Sec. 7.3).
4

5

6

The fact that the gain values (k) are approximately the same for the traditional approach compared to the
fractional transfer function approach is due to the way in which the values are chosen. In the traditional
approach, the gain values are the locations where the change in slope is thought to occur yet in fitting the
slope, the exact location is subjective. The traditional approach is describing the approximate location of
the break in slope. The transfer function approach uses the gain value in a different way, in which the gain
value is the location at which the change in slope has already occurred but is not yet complete (e.g., the
slope has already changed by −3 dB at the gain (k) for a 1st order Low Pass Filter (Eq. (6.28))).
Generally, due to the interaction of the transfer functions in the flattened regions (R2 and R4) of the Great
Lakes spectra, the same scaling exponents are selected to define each transfer function of the transfer
function pair (for either R1 and R2 or for R3 and R4). However, for specific water level stations of the
Great Lakes, some fine tuning may be necessary in which case the scaling exponents of a transfer function
pair may not be exactly the same but still close in value in order to define the flattened region of the
spectrum. For example, if β = 3.4 is selected for region R3 and β = 3.5 is selected for region R4, the final
scaling exponent of flattened region R4 will be slightly closer to β = 0 than if the initial values for regions
R3 and R4 were both β = 3.4.
Generation of a synthetic data set from the transfer functions requires a white noise input that is convolved
with the transfer function. As each instance of white noise is a set of random numbers, the resulting
output represents one instance or realization of the Great Lakes water levels containing the same statistical
characteristics as the original. However, one should not expect the synthetic time series created from the
transfer functions to be an exact duplicate of the original since the input was stochastic and is expected to
vary each time the synthetic data is generated using a different white noise input.
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7.3

Synthetic Data and the
Great Lakes Frequency Response Model

The Great Lakes Frequency Response Model reveals the contents of the black box of
the Great Lakes system for water level behavior. Therefore, the Great Lakes Frequency
Response Model may be used to generate synthetic data that represents a possible instance
of Great Lakes water level behavior given an unknown stochastic input. The generation
of synthetic data is a fairly simple process once the transfer function equations of the
Frequency Response Model have been derived from the original data. The Frequency
Response Model and synthetic data can be used to test methods, determine how the system
will response to any input, or to provide a robust model of how changing any one of the
physical processes of the system (if possible) can ultimately determine the output.
The steps necessary to generate a synthetic time series are developed in Appendix B,
particularly in Sec. B.3.3. Briefly, in the time domain, a Gaussian white noise with added
periodicities that originate outside the system is generated to act as input to the system
described by the transfer functions or Frequency Response Model (Fig. 7.10). The time
domain equivalent of a convolution of the input time series with the transfer function
is then performed (Fig. 7.11). First, the input time series with added periodicities is
converted to the rectangular complex number representation of the signal in the frequency
domain through the FFT. Next, all calculations are done in the frequency domain through
multiplication of the complex numbers of the input with the complex numbers of the
transfer function at each frequency to yield a new series of complex numbers as output.
The new complex numbers output are converted from the frequency domain back to the
time domain through an IFFT to generate a new synthetic time series.
Synthetic data produced from the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model should not
be expected to be identical to the Great Lakes time series from which the transfer function
was derived. Since the inputs into the system are stochastic with added periodicities, the
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Figure 7.10: An assumption of the Frequency Response Model is that the input in the Great Lakes system is white noise, β = 0, combined with
some periodic components such as yearly or seasonal cycles with some variance. Due to the complexity of the natural system, white noise is
thought to best represent the sum total of all inputs as all frequencies are equally represented. An annual low frequency periodicity in the time
series must be included to model the data correctly since all other frequencies higher than the annual cycle are affected by the annual cycle. The
sine component represents an annual cycle as a low frequency periodicity is apparent in the real data indicating increased power at an annual
frequency (originating outside the system). Thus, a white noise combined with an annual sinusoid cycle convolved with the transfer function
generates a synthetic signal that models the actual data from which the transfer function was derived using the Bode Plot approach.
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Figure 7.11: The contents of the Great Lakes black box are revealed as the transfer function representing the Great Lakes Frequency
Response Model. To generate a synthetic representation of the Great Lakes water levels, the inputs into the system are three sine wave
periodicities combined with Gaussian white noise which is convolved with the transfer function in the frequency domain.

Great Lakes synthetic water level data represents one possible instance of Great Lakes
water levels from a multitude of possible variations given a different Gaussian white noise
input with added periodicities. In these examples, the synthetic data produced from the
transfer function is normalized and must be adjusted to represent the units (in this case,
meters above the IGLD 1985) of the time series that one is simulating. Here, the synthetic
Great Lakes time series generated through the transfer function is rescaled to achieve
the approximate mean and range of the original Great Lakes water level time series by
multiplying each value of the synthetic time series by a rescaling factor which increases
or decreases the range and adding the mean water level of the original time series from
which the transfer function was derived. The normalized Great Lakes synthetic time series
data was made proportional by multiplying each value of the synthetic data by 25% and
then adding the average water level (176.705 meters over 30 years). The final result is a
synthetic Great Lakes water level data set that exhibits the same scaling behavior, has the
same mean water level7 (176.705 m), and approximately the same range as the original
Great Lakes water level time series. A comparison of the Great Lakes time series from
which the transfer function was derived and a synthetic Great Lakes data generated from
this transfer function is found in Figs. 7.12 through 7.16.
Furthermore, because of the nature of the frequency domain, synthetic data that is
longer than the original data set can be generated with fairly accurate results as the act of
doubling the length of the data set has the effect of adding one lower frequency to the end of
the power spectrum and an additional frequency between each frequency. Thus, the power
spectrum of a 15 year data set can be expected to be nearly identical to the power spectrum
of a 30 year data set given that the sampling resolution is high. One of the reasons that this
works is that when sampling at any frequency, the data at a particular point does include
7

By normalizing the synthetic time series to a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1, the synthetic time
series is more easily adjusted to match the units of the original time series. The rescaling factor alters the
range and standard deviation but the mean of the normalized synthetic time series remains at 0. The ability
to generate a synthetic time series with exactly the same mean water level as the original is then achieved
by adding the mean of the original time series to each value of the zero-mean, rescaled-range, normalized,
synthetic time series which shifts the synthetic time series to the new mean.
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Figure 7.12: 15 years of Water Levels at Mackinac, MI (Station: 9075080) from 1970 to 1985. This figure may be used to compare synthetic
water level data (Fig. 7.14) created using the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model.
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Figure 7.13: Power Spectrum of 15 years of Water Levels at Mackinac, MI
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Figure 7.14: Synthetic Water Levels to simulate 15 years of water level changes of the Great Lakes created from the transfer function (Great
Lakes Frequency Response Model) of Mackinac, MI. The transfer function of the real data can be used to generate synthetic data entirely from
a white noise inputs with added periodicities (i.e., Fig. 7.10). The synthetic data represents one possible instance of Great Lakes water levels
and should not be expected to be identical to the Great Lakes time series from which the transfer function was derived as the inputs into the
system are stochastic with added periodicities. The synthetic data produced from the transfer function is normalized and must be adjusted to
represent the units (here, meters above the IGLD 1985) of the time series that one is simulating. The normalized data was made proportional
by multiplying the data by 25% and then adding the average water level (176.705 meters over 30 years). The result is a synthetic data set that
exhibits the same scaling behavior as the original, has the same mean water level (176.705 m) and approximately the same standard deviation.
The power spectra are also nearly identical. The data has been plotted on the same axis at the original for comparison.
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Figure 7.15: Power Spectrum for 15 years of Synthetic Water Levels created from Great Lakes Frequency Response Model. Overall, the power
spectrum from the synthetic data set with multiple scaling is nearly identical. Some differences in the synthetic power spectrum when compared
to the original are expected and are also observed when comparing synthetic data set to synthetic data set due to minor variations in the power
spectrum of the white noise input with each trial. The power spectrum of the synthetic data expresses all periodicities, changes in scaling
behavior, and similar scaling exponents as the original data set from which the transfer function was derived.
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Figure 7.16: Comparison of Time Series and Power Spectrum of Real and Synthetic Data. The Great Lakes Frequency Response Model
captures the scaling behavior of the original time series by mathematically defining the processes of the system that created the time series. For
all practical purposes, the synthetic data set cannot be distinguished visually or mathematically from the real data.

(b) Time Series (left) of 15 years of Synthetic water level data from the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model and the power spectrum representation of the data (right).
Note that the overall behavior and yearly variations of water levels in the Great Lakes are captured in synthetic data. The mean of both the real data and synthetic time series
data is identical.

(a) Time Series (left) of 15 years of water level data from Mackinac, MI and the power spectrum representation of the data (right). In comparing real data to synthetic data,
note the nature of the rise and fall of water levels with the yearly cycle.

the collective information from each of the frequencies that comprise the time series (as
the FFT indicates). The scaling behavior observed at a certain frequency in the time series
will have that same behavior as long as the physical processes that the scaling exponent
represents have not changed in time.
For example, in the Great Lakes, 5 years of water level data shows the same power
spectrum as 10 years of data (with the addition of twice as many frequencies interlaced
between the frequencies from the 5 year data set). The power spectrum of 5 years, 10 years,
15 years, 20 years, 25 years, and 30 years of data from the same water level station all have
the same scaling behavior (Refer to Fig. 4.12). Thus, extrapolation of scaling behavior to
synthetic time series longer than the original time series from which the transfer functions
of the Frequency Response Model were derived is appropriate as long as the increased
length of any synthetic time series beyond the original from which the scaling behavior
was measured is reasonable. In such cases, the length of the synthetic time series must
be viewed in terms of how many additional low frequency components are added and if
the possibility exists that the low frequency components experience any change in scaling
behavior.

7.3.1

Alternate Synthetic Realizations of
Great Lakes Water Levels from the Frequency Response Model

Any time series generated through the Frequency Response Model allows an unlimited
number of synthetic time series to be produced from the transfer function, all of which will
have the same power spectrum as the original time series and represent another possible
instance of what may have developed in the natural time series from which the transfer
function was derived had the input into the system been different. In natural systems,
often there is only one system to study and only one time series (from a geological and
geographical point of view) that shows how the system has changed through time. For
example, there is only one Great Lakes system and while the Great Lakes are composed
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of five individual lakes, sampling at several locations yields relatively the same changes in
water levels within each lake through time with only minor differences, captured within the
Frequency Response Model, due to bathymetry at the location of the water level gauge. The
similarity of water levels among stations suggests a common global input that is modified
according to the Frequency Response Model at each station. In this regard, the common
input and Frequency Response Model may actually be used to reconstruct missing data at
other stations which is discussed in Appendix B, Sec. B.6.3.1.
Based on the CLT, the Gaussian white noise input into each lake, while stochastic, is
fixed with time and represents the stochastic input that is assumed to have occurred in the
natural history of Great Lakes system. However, any minor variations, in the history of
any of the collective inputs which sum to a Gaussian white noise may have resulted in a
totally different Gaussian white noise input in the Great Lakes system leading to an entirely
different trajectory or observed change in water levels over time. In using the Great Lakes
Frequency Response Model, alternative realities can be generated using a different sets of
random numbers, as Gaussian white noise, which result in plausible outcomes given the
stochastic nature of the input into the Great Lakes system.
Certain characteristics or properties of water levels of the Great Lakes such as the
rate of change and the maximum change in water level over distinct time scales may be
calculated from synthetic time series generated through the Frequency Response Model
which describes how the Great Lakes will respond to any given input. Additionally, the
time delay of significant events observed in the input or output, as cause and effect, can
be calculated directly from the value of scaling exponent β at each frequency as discussed
in Ch. 8. The ability to generate alternate realities of natural systems as synthetic time
series generated from the Frequency Response Model offers valuable insight into an infinite
number of variations or outcomes that are possible in the future as the output time series
of a system when there is only one system to study. Furthermore, if any of the stochastic
input into the system is measurable, a known input combined with a Frequency Response
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Model based on the modified Laplace transfer function incorporating the scaling exponent
β will generate a predictable output potentially allowing forecasts to be made on the future
behavior of the time series as the output of that system.
Several synthetic realizations of 15 years of Great Lakes water levels are shown in
Figs. 7.17a through 7.17p which represent just a small fraction of the possible time series
that may arise from the Frequency Response Model which describes the natural Great
Lakes system. Each of these sixteen synthetic time series are created with a different
Gaussian white noise combined with the same periodicities, in the form of sine waves,
as input. The yearly periodicity included a minor 10% noise fluctuation in amplitude and
frequency to widen the peak in the power spectrum to maintain consistency with the broad
peak observed in the yearly periodicity of the natural Great Lakes time series. While the
periodicities in the output signals, especially the yearly seasonal periodicity, are shared by
all outputs, some appear to have trends8 up or down while others do not. These variations
are all a result of the different white noise inputs and the way in which the system processes
these inputs. The system, as a Great Lakes transfer function, does not change in each
example. However, the scaling exponent of the output may be slightly different from one
synthetic time series to another synthetic time series given the minor variability in the
scaling behavior (β = ±0.03) of the Gaussian white noise input. Thus, the differences
in the structure, appearance, range, and overall behavior of the synthetic time series in the
sixteen examples shown in Figs. 7.17a through 7.17p are entirely due to the Gaussian white
noise input with added periodicities.

7.3.2

Using the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model
as a Proxy for Shoreline Movement

Once the Frequency Response Model of water level behavior is acquired for a particular
location, a vertical change in water levels can be used to determine a horizontal change in
8

The characteristics and treatment of perceived trends in stochastic time series are found in App D.1.
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(a) Example 1: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

(b) Example 2: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

(c) Example 3: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

(d) Example 4: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

Figure 7.17: Examples 1 through 4 of sixteen examples (Figs. 7.17a through 7.17p),
each representing one instance of a infinite number of possible Synthetic Great Lakes
Time Series generated from the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model (Eq. (7.2)) and a
Gaussian white noise input with added 12 hour 25 minute, 24 hour, and yearly periodicities.
Each time series yields a similar power spectrum with the same scaling exponents. The only
difference in each of these instances is the Gaussian white noise used as input, all of which
were generated by a random number generator in MATLAB with a mean of 0 and standard
deviation of 1. The variations of each of these synthetic time series examples is generated
entirely from random noise and representative of a small sampling of the many possibilities
that may result in a natural time series.
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(e) Example 5: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

(f) Example 6: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

(g) Example 7: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

(h) Example 8: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

Figure 7.17:
(Continued) Examples 5 through 8 of sixteen examples
(Figs. 7.17a through 7.17p), each representing one instance of a infinite number of
possible Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series generated from the Great Lakes Frequency
Response Model (Eq. (7.2)) and a Gaussian white noise input with added 12 hour 25
minute, 24 hour, and yearly periodicities.
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(i) Example 9: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

(j) Example 10: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

(k) Example 11: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

(l) Example 12: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

Figure 7.17:
(Continued) Examples 9 through 12 of sixteen examples
(Figs. 7.17a through 7.17p), each representing one instance of a infinite number of
possible Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series generated from the Great Lakes Frequency
Response Model (Eq. (7.2)) and a Gaussian white noise input with added 12 hour 25
minute, 24 hour, and yearly periodicities.
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(m) Example 13: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

(n) Example 14: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

(o) Example 15: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

(p) Example 16: Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series

Figure 7.17:
(Continued) Examples 13 through 16 of sixteen examples
(Figs. 7.17a through 7.17p), each representing one instance of a infinite number of
possible Synthetic Great Lakes Time Series generated from the Great Lakes Frequency
Response Model (Eq. (7.2)) and a Gaussian white noise input with added 12 hour 25
minute, 24 hour, and yearly periodicities.
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shoreline based on the slope or grade of the shore. Through basic trigonometric equations,
a change in water level is translated into an approximate horizontal change in the position
of the shoreline by the equation:

∆Shoreline =

∆Water Level
sin (θShore )

(7.9)

and a horizontal change in distance from water to a fixed point as:

∆Horizontal Distance =

∆Water Level
tan (θShore )

(7.10)

where in both of these equations, the angle (θShore ) represents the slope or grade of the
shoreline (generally within the boundaries of the high and low water lines) and the change
in water level is measured from a base level such as Mean Low Low Water (MLLW).
Both of these equations can incorporate synthetic water level data to generate a
synthetic time series representing horizontal shoreline change. Any change in shoreline
provided by Eqs. (7.9) and (7.10) will have a similar power spectrum to the water levels.
However, due to the relatively shallow angle of the shore slope, the amount of change in the
amplitudes of shoreline position will be greater than the change in amplitudes of the water
levels and manifest in the power spectrum as increased power over all frequency scales.
Furthermore, shoreline change generated directly from water levels is only approximate
and based on a fixed slope or grade of shoreline that is not changing through time. Shoreline
accretion by addition of substrate or erosion through loss of substrate is not accounted for
in this simplified model of shoreline change. However, over time, with knowledge of the
approximate change in water levels from the Frequency Response Model, a reasonable
estimation of possible changes in shoreline behavior may be developed based on multiple
synthetic time series and an envelope of probabilities of future behavior (as discussed in
App. D, Sec. D.5). An illustration of these equations in relation to the shore may be found
in Fig. 7.18.
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Figure 7.18: Illustration of Equations used to Simulate Shoreline Movement from Synthetic Great Lakes Water Levels. Synthetic water
level time series generated from the Frequency Response Model may be used to simulate the horizontal change is distance relative to a
fixed position (usually the previous value) or the change in position of shoreline taking into account the increased distance based on the
slope or grade of the shore using one of the equations (shown above and also in Eqs. (7.9) and (7.10)).

A simulation of shoreline change was programmed in MATLAB using these equations
(Eqs. (7.9) and (7.10) ) to show the concept of analyzing synthetic time series for
approximate shoreline change9 . Two frames of an animation demonstrating the change
in position of the shoreline due to changes in synthetic water level of a sandy shore are
shown in Figs. 7.19 and 7.20. The synthetic water level data was generated directly from
the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model and shows how in just 12 years, a small change
in water level translates to a large change in shoreline position depending on the slope of
the shore. This result is entirely possible within the Great Lakes. For example, for every 1
meter change in water level, a relatively shallow grade of θShore = 1.5◦ will yield a change
in shoreline position of 38.2 meters while a steeper grade of θShore = 7◦ will yield a 8.2
meter change in shoreline position.
The benefit of such a program is that an infinite number of synthetic water level
time series and thus an infinite number of possible shoreline positions may be generated
at a given location based on the Frequency Response Model of water levels at or near
that location providing an overview of how the shoreline may change with time. This
provides the ability once again to simulate multiple scenarios or realizations where only one
natural time series of a system may be available to study. For example, the construction or
insurance industry may be interested in cases such as where to build a structure on shore to
ensure that 50 or 100 years from now, any change in water level is unlikely to compromise
the location of the structure. In terms of conservation or erosion control, sustainable coastal
zone management strategies may also be developed from a Frequency Response Model
of water level change. As an alternative, at any particular location, changes in shoreline
position may be measured directly allowing a Frequency Response Model to be developed
from the time series of change in shoreline position at a particular location in order to
capture shoreline erosion and accretion through time. The Frequency Response Model of
shoreline movement can be compared to the Frequency Response Model of water levels
9

A link to a MATLAB code repository containing an algorithm to simulate shoreline change from synthetic
water levels generated by the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model is found in App. F.
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at the same location for which any differences may be attributed to the composition and
geological characteristics of the shore (e.g., sand, rock, erosion rate, vegetation).

7.4

Energy of the Multiscaling Great Lakes System

The multiscaling Great Lake time series consists of four distinct scaling frequency regions
(R1, R2, R3, R4), from a low frequency region R1 to a high frequency region R4, with
each scaling region having a distinct scaling exponent β as a result of the transfer function
or functions responsible for the dominant process or processes over each limited range of
frequencies. The regional energy of each of the four scaling regions, ER1 , ER2 , ER3 , and
ER4 may be calculated to determine the energy of each scaling region and then summed,
including the zero frequency E0 , to yield the total energy ET of the multiscaling time series.
The total energy of the Great Lakes may be written as:

ET = E0 + ER1 + ER2 + ER3 + ER4

(7.11)

In this equation (Eq. (7.11)), the energy at the zero frequency is E0 and calculated
using Eq. (5.117). Starting at the low frequencies, ER1 , the energy of the lowest frequency
region R1, is calculated using Eq. (5.118) where the index of the frequencies included in
this region runs approximately from the lowest frequency to the gain value k1 of Table 7.1.
The location of the break in slope from one scaling region to the next is near the gain value
k and may be estimated using the gain value of the transfer function that is responsible
for any change in scaling behavior around the frequencies at which the slope changes.
However, since the gain technically represents a change in power (as decibels) of ±3 dB
for a first order equation and a ±6 dB change for a second order equation, the inclusion of
the scaling exponent β in the transfer function necessarily influences the rate of change of
power at the gain value so that any transition in slope and scaling exponent β has already
begun at the gain value. Generally, although each scaling region is fit with a power law to
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Figure 7.19: Year 2 of Simulated Shoreline Movement from 15 years of Synthetic Great Lakes Water Levels. The time series at the top
is a simulation of water levels in the Great Lakes over 15 years, indexed over N = 32768 points. In this example, the water level tends
to increase with time, appearing to progress from a relative state of low water to high water even though technically, the time series is
periodic. The picture on the lower left is a 3D view of a transect of a sandy beach with a fixed angle (slope) into the water. The water is
plotted at a low water level indicated by the green dot at 2.14 years, at an index of 4681, in the time series. On the right is an aerial view
of the beach showing how the area covered by water from any change in water level changing the location of the shoreline. Note, units
of shoreline movement are not shown to scale relative to the water level.
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Figure 7.20: Year 12 of Simulated Shoreline Movement from 15 years of Synthetic Great Lakes Water Levels. The time series at the
top is the same simulation of water levels in the Great Lakes over 15 years indexed over N = 32768 points (from Fig. 7.19). The picture
on the lower left is the 3D view of the same transect of sandy beach inundated by water at a much higher water level indicated by the
green dot at 12.69 years, at an index of 27728, in the time series. On the right is the aerial view of the beach showing the result of a 1
meter vertical change in water level causing the shoreline to move approximately 38 meters closer to the structure built far back on the
beach. Note, units of shoreline movement are not shown to scale relative to the water level.

determine the scaling exponent β for that region, this practice treats the data as if there was
an abrupt and instantaneous change in slope from one scaling region to the next at a specific
frequency. The transition from one scaling region to the next is not abrupt but instead
occurs over a narrow range of frequencies centered around the gain value k. Thus, since
any change in slope at the gain value is a relatively smooth curve defined by the transfer
function rather than an abrupt and sudden change in slope at a specific frequency, the gain
is used to estimate approximately where the change in slope from one scaling region to the
next has occurred knowing that the slope begins the transition to a new scaling behavior
at frequencies slightly lower than the gain value and reaches the new scaling behavior at
frequencies slightly higher than the gain value.
The energies ER2 , of the low to mid-frequency region R2, and ER3 , of the mid to
high frequency region R3, are also calculated using Eq. (5.118) for which the indices of
the frequencies of R2 are bounded by the gain values k1 and k2 and the indices of the
frequencies of R3 are bounded by the gain values k2 and k3 of Table 7.1. The highest
frequency scaling region, which includes the Nyquist frequency, is R4 for which the energy
ER4 is calculated using Eq. (5.119) in which the frequency indices run from k3 to the
Nyquist frequency fC in the positive frequencies. The appropriate ranges of the negative
frequencies are also included in the calculation of energy of each scaling region. To
calculate the total energy, ET , of the Great Lakes time series, the energy from each scaling
region is added per Eq. (7.11). MATLAB code to calculate the energy of each scaling
region and the total energy of the Great Lakes water levels is provided in App. F.7.
To demonstrate the properties of regional energy of a multiscaling time series, the
Great Lakes Frequency Response Model (Eq. (7.2)) and the parameters from Table 7.1 are
used to generate a normalized synthetic Great Lakes water level time series of length
N = 32768. The normalized synthetic Great Lakes time series is then made proportional
to the range and mean of the original Great Lakes time series through the multiplication
of each value of the normalized synthetic time series by a rescaling factor of 25% and the
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addition of the mean of 176.705 m. Upon conversion to the frequency domain through the
FFT, the distinct scaling regions (R1, R2, R3, R4) of the Great Lakes synthetic time series
are separated based on indices of the gain values k1 , k2 , and k3 and fit with a power law
to determine the regional scaling exponent β R(n) . The energy ER(n) of each scaling region
is calculated as is the energy at the zero frequency, E0 , and the total energy, ET , using
Eq. (5.115). Since the mean of the synthetic time series is 176.705 m, there is significant
energy at the zero frequency which is not attributed to any specific and real frequency. The
percent energy contribution, PER(n) , of each scaling region to the total energy of the Great
Lakes synthetic time series is calculated using Eq. (5.123) which adjusts the calculation by
excluding the added energy at the zero frequency.
The practice of excluding the energy of the zero frequency in the calculation of the
percent energy contribution of each scaling region is used only when there is significant
energy from the sum of the time series at the zero frequency which usually occurs when
the mean of the time series is not 0. Alternatively, if the normalized synthetic Great
Lakes time series is used in the calculation of the percent energy contribution instead of
the proportional Great Lakes synthetic time series, Eq (5.122) is used to calculate the
percent energy contribution. The use of Eq (5.122) with the normalized synthetic time
series to calculate the percent energy contribution is expected to yield the same results as
using Eq. (5.123) with the proportional Great Lakes synthetic time series because prior to
rescaling and mean adjustment, the normalized synthetic time series has a mean of 0 so
that E0 is approximately 0. An example of the energy contribution of each scaling region
of the multiscaling Great Lakes time series is shown in Fig. 7.21 and Table 7.2.
Examination of Fig. 7.21 and Table 7.2 reveals some interesting characteristics of
each scaling region. First, the lowest frequency scaling region R1 accounts for 99.21%
of the energy in the signal even though there are only 131 frequencies represented out of
the possible 16384 total frequencies of the signal. In other words, region R1 consists of
0.8% of all frequencies in the signal but is responsible for nearly all of the energy within
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(a) The Great Lakes Frequency Response Model (Eq. (7.2)) is used to generate a synthetic Great Lakes water
level time series of length N = 32768.

(b) The power spectrum of the synthetic Great Lakes water level time series from Fig. 7.21a exhibits four
distinct scaling regions (R1, R2, R3, R4). The energy ER(n) and percent energy contribution PER(n) of each
scaling region is calculated, the results of which are summarized in Table 7.2.

Figure 7.21: A synthetic Great Lakes water level time series and power spectrum
demonstrate the properties of regional energy within each scaling region of the Great Lakes
multiscaling time series.
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Scaling Exponent βR(n)

Regional

in Scaling Region R(n)

Percent of Frequencies

in Scaling Region R(n)

Number of Frequencies

Contribution PER(n)

Percent Energy

Energy (E)

−−−

100%

16384

100%

ET = 1023171609.33

Total

−−−

−−−

−−−

−−−

E0 = 1023169561.39

Zero Frequency

−−−

−−−

−−−

−−−

ET − E0 = 2047.94

Adjusted Energy

βR1 = 2.51

0.80%

131

PER1 = 99.21%

ER1 = 2031.83

R1

βR2 = 0.22

12.47%

2043

PER2 = 0.37%

ER2 = 7.56

R2

βR3 = 1.80

15.67%

2568

PER3 = 0.22%

ER3 = 4.40

R3

βR4 = 0.32

71.06%

11642

PER4 = 0.20%

ER4 = 4.15

R4

Table 7.2: Table of Energy of the Great Lakes Multiscaling Time Series. A synthetic Great Lakes water level time series is generated
(Fig. 7.21a) from the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model (Eq. (7.2)). The power spectrum (Fig. 7.21b) exhibits four distinct scaling
regions R1, R2, R3, and R4. For each scaling region, the regional energy ER(n) is calculated using Eq. (5.118) for regions R1, R2, and
R3 and Eq. (5.119) for region R4. The percent energy contribution PER(n) of each scaling region is calculated using the adjusted energy
of Eq. (5.123) to exclude the added energy at the zero frequency. With each new representation of the Great Lakes synthetic time series,
the percent contribution of each scaling region may vary slightly depending upon minor stochastic variations of the Gaussian white
noise used as input into the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model. However, scaling region R1 will continue to dominate the signal
and scaling regions R2 through R4 will each continue to account for less than 1% of the total energy of the signal as long as the same
parameters are used. Corresponding Fig. 7.21.

the signal. As such, the frequencies of scaling region R1 are the dominant frequencies
within the Great Lakes time series. This scaling region includes the increased power of
the yearly periodicity. The significant contribution of energy of these lowest frequencies
1
may be attributed to the integrative transfer function β which defines this region and the
s2
measured high scaling exponent10 of β = 2.51.
Comparatively, the low to mid-frequency region R2 which represents 2043 frequencies
(or 12.47% of all frequencies) is responsible for only 0.37% of the total energy of the
Great Lakes time series. The scaling exponent of the low to mid-frequency region R2 is
β = 0.22, the origin of which is from the cancellation of the integrative transfer function by
the high frequency amplifier beginning near the gain value k1 . From the discussion of the
distribution of energy within a scaling region (Refer to Ch. 5.15.4), even though the energy
of R2 is small compared to R1, the energy of R2, as ER2 , is more evenly distributed among
frequencies slightly favoring the lower frequencies than the higher frequencies.
The energy, ER3 , of the mid to high frequency region R3 constitutes 0.22% of the total
energy of the Great Lakes time series and is represented by 2568 frequencies (or 15.67%
of all frequencies). The scaling exponent of region R3 is β = 1.80 which is a result of the
low pass filter beginning at the gain value k2 and extending to k3 at which point the high
frequency amplifier begins to cancel out the effects of low pass filter. Since the scaling
exponent of region R3 is high, most of the energy of this region is distributed throughout
the lower frequencies of this region.
Lastly, the highest frequency scaling region, R4, is responsible for 0.20% of the total
energy of the signal even though this region comprises a total of 11642 of the possible
10 For

the low frequency region R1, although the actual scaling exponent used in the transfer function

1

was
β
s2
β = 2.7 per Table 7.1, the measured scaling exponent is β = 2.5. The reason for this discrepancy is that the
scaling behavior is measured from the lowest frequency to the gain value of k1 . Approaching the frequency
k1 , the slope in R1 has already begun to change due to the influence by the gain value k1 which is part of
the high frequency amplifier that partially defines the scaling behavior of the adjacent scaling region R2.
In a multiscaling time series, since the transition in slope (and scaling exponent β ) is gradual at the gain
value and not abrupt, when the power law fit extends to the gain values, the measured scaling exponent of a
scaling region is expected to differ slightly from the scaling exponent used in the transfer function for that
scaling region.
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16384 total frequencies of the signal, including the periodicities at 12 hours 25 minutes
and 24 hours. With a scaling exponent of β = 0.32 from the effects of the high frequency
amplifier, the energy distribution slightly favors the lower frequencies within this region R4.
Still, given that region R4 contains 71.06% of all frequencies of the signal, as the highest
frequency region of a multiscaling time series, region R4 contributes the least amount of
energy to the total energy of the signal.
The nature of the power scaling exponent β is exemplified when the percent energy
contribution, PER(n) , is examined of each scaling region of a multiscaling time series. In
this example of a multiscaling Great Lakes time series, the dominance of the low frequency
region R1 to the entire multiscaling time series is revealed through the calculation of PER(n)
since scaling region R1, holding only 0.8% of all frequencies in the signal, is responsible
for 99.21% of the total energy in the signal. At the opposite end of the power spectrum, the
high frequency region R4 containing 71.06% of all frequencies of the signal is responsible
for 0.20% of the energy in the signal. The stark contrast between the energy contributions
of the low and high frequency regions is due to the power scaling behavior of each distinct
frequency region. This is not to say that the higher frequencies of scaling regions R2, R3,
and R4 are not important as these regions consist of the readily observable frequencies
of daily, weekly, and monthly changes in water level behavior. However, with nearly
all (PER1 = 99.21%) of the energy contained within the lowest frequency scaling region
R1, thinking of energy as mass, the inertial effects of the scaling region R1 dampens the
influence of higher frequencies.
Thus, the Great Lakes is a stable system resisting significant change at frequencies
higher than the frequencies of scaling region R1. Furthermore, within the scaling region
R1 with a measured scaling exponent of β = 2.5, examination of the distribution of energy
reveals that 99.9% of the energy of region R1 which represents 99.21% of the total energy
of the signal is contained in the lowest of the low frequencies (i.e., the lowest 65 of the
131 low frequencies that make up scaling region R1 hold 99.9% of the energy of region
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R1 translating to 99.11% of the energy of the multiscaling time series as well). For a
N = 32768 time series with a sampling resolution of 4 hours, the low frequency at an index
of 65 translates to approximately 84 days11 or roughly 3 months, the approximate seasonal
length at the latitudes of the Great Lakes. As a result, from the percent energy contribution,
PER(n) of scaling region R1 and the distribution of energy (as mass) within R1 based on the
scaling behavior, intraseasonal stability of water levels in the Great Lakes is ensured but
interseasonal stability of water levels is not.

7.5

Interpretation of the Transfer Functions of the
Frequency Response Model of the Great Lakes

The scaling behavior of the time series over all frequencies ultimately determines which
transfer function equations are selected for the Frequency Response Model. In natural
systems such as the Great lakes, interpretation of the meaning or cause of each transfer
function of the Frequency Response Model is generally approached from the perspectives
of the mathematically equivalent function that each transfer function represents, the
physical process(es) of the system that may be the associated with each transfer function,
and the natural process(es) of the system that may generate the physical process behavior of
the transfer function. The scaling exponent β guides the selection of the transfer function
which then infers the physical process(es), and comparable natural process(es), of the
system that may be responsible for the behavior of the output time series over the range
of frequencies for which the transfer function holds.
For example, in the Great Lakes power spectrum, the low frequency scaling region
R1 is fit with a scaling exponent of β = 2.5. The act of integration by a system causes the
11 The

calculation is as follows. The frequency is the index value m divided by the length N of the time series
m
65
1
1
such that f = =
. The period, as T = =
= 505, is then multiplied by the sampling
N
32768
f
0.00198
resolution of 4 hours to yield 2020 hours or, dividing by 24, approximately 84 days at the low frequency
index of m = 65.
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scaling behavior of the input signal into that system to increase by β = +2 from whatever
initial value of scaling exponent β measured at each frequency of the input. Thus, when
a scaling region of a time series is found to have scaling behavior of β ≈ 2 such as R1
of Great Lakes, and the time series is the output of a large system for which the input is
1
expected to be a Gaussian white noise, the transfer function for integration, β , is selected.
s2
The modified Laplace integrator transfer function mathematically represents the physical
process of integration taking place within the Great Lakes system over the R1 scaling
region which is responsible for the generation of the behavior of the water levels over
those same frequencies of R1 in output time series. At the lowest frequencies, the cause
of this integration in the Great Lakes is attributed to the nature of a lake as a basin or
capacitor, storing water that flows into the basin, or enters from a multitude of potential
sources, through the process of integration.
Each transfer function, as part of a larger Frequency Response Model, may have an
associated individual mathematical behavior such as integration, differentiation, or low
or high frequency attenuation/amplification. However, once the transfer functions are
combined as the Frequency Response Model, the interpretation of the physical process
taking place within a system over all or a distinct range of frequencies must include not
only each individual transfer function behavior, but also the collective interactions of each
of the transfer functions with all others. Examination of the Frequency Response Model of
the multiscaling Great Lakes time series illustrates the importance of this approach to the
interpretation of the meaning behind the Great Lakes Transfer Function since there exists
two distinct scaling regions R1 and R3 where the behavior of an individual transfer function
is dominant while in two other distinct scaling regions R2 and R4, the behavior produced
by the interactions of the transfer functions is dominant.
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7.5.1

The Flattened Scaling Regions of the
Interactions of the Great Lakes Transfer Functions

In order to determine the correct transfer function equations to use to best represent the
scaling behavior of the data set, the focus is over what frequencies scaling occurs (i.e.,
where the scaling exponent does not equal zero) and over the frequencies for which
there is no perceived scaling behavior (i.e., β = 0). The single scaling time series with
a power spectrum exhibiting no scaling behavior where β = 0 over all frequencies is
usually considered stochastic. Yet, areas in a multiscaling power spectrum where no scaling
behavior is apparent that are adjacent to areas portraying distinct scaling behavior does not
mean that nothing is taking place in the flat portion of the spectrum (i.e., over frequencies
or inversely periods where β = 0) or that the processes over these frequencies (or periods)
are totally random.
When seemingly random behavior is embedded within or in conjunction with scaling
behavior in a power spectrum, some of the transfer function equations (and concurrently the
underlying physical processes) may initially appear to be canceling the scaling effects of
each other out over these frequencies (or periods) as that is the only way to generate either
a flat scaling region surrounded by two sloped scaling regions within a power spectrum
or two flat scaling regions surrounding a sloped scaling region within a power spectrum.
However, although the scaling behavior of the flat region of the spectrum may appear to be
the result of a cancellation of the transfer functions and the processes they represent, since
the measured scaling exponent of the region is β = 0, the transfer functions and physical
processes of the system that the transfer functions represent are interacting and may have
rescaled the power of each frequency, from input to output, within the flat scaling region.
Consequently, even though the scaling exponent of the flat scaling region is β = 0 which
would have initially suggested that the signal at frequencies within the flattened portion of
the spectrum passed from input to output unchanged by the system, the interaction of the
physical processes of the system represented by the transfer functions did in fact alter the
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power of all frequencies within this flat scaling region from input to output. Thus, when a
flattened scaling region is observed within a multiscaling time series, the flattened scaling
region must be examined within the context of a multiscaling signal to determine if the
system has had a significant impact on the power of any the frequencies within this region.
In a multiscaling time series, the interactions of the transfer functions in the flattened
scaling regions of the power spectrum may result in an increase (or decrease) of overall
power level of the frequencies within these scaling regions yet overall, cause the power
of the frequencies within a flattened scaling region to appear as a Gaussian white noise.
At first, this concept may seem counterintuitive as one knows that a single scaling system
1
with β set to β = 0, processing a Gaussian white noise input, will not alter the input
β
s2
signal in any way at any frequency from input to output and will generate an output signal
with exactly the same flat spectrum of β = 0 with the same level of power. However, in
the power spectrum of a multiscaling system, if there is increased (or decreased) power
from input to output in any flattened region of the multiscaling power spectrum, that is
evidence that at least two transfer functions12 (or physical processes) are responsible for
the amplification of power (or attenuation of power) at each of the frequencies within the
flat scaling region of the measured output signal.
Any two or more transfer functions of several possible combinations of an integrator,
differentiator, low or high pass filter, or low or high frequency amplifier may result in an
increase in power from input to output at frequencies within a flattened scaling region of the
spectrum though the scaling exponent of that region is measured as β = 0. For example, if
one flattened β = 0 mid-frequency region is surrounded by two sloped scaling regions for
which β 6= 0, this scaling behavior may be due to an integrator at the low frequencies, a high
frequency amplifier in the mid-frequencies creating the flattened spectrum by canceling out
the integrator at the gain value, and then a low pass filter attenuating the high frequencies.
In this example, the location of the gain value of the high frequency amplifier will determine
12 The

transfer functions referred to here are the six basic building block transfer functions found in
Tables 6.3 and 6.4.
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the amount of power increase from input to output within the flattened portion of the
spectrum.
However, the appearance of one flattened region alone is not indicative that any change
in power has occurred if the input into the system is unknown. The same pattern of
scaling behavior could be produced through a combination of a low pass filter and a low
frequency amplifier which form an overall transfer function in which the low frequencies
are amplified, the mid-frequencies are passed, and high frequencies are attenuated. This
transfer function would not be expected to increase or decrease power in the flat region
of the spectrum since the transfer function is passing the frequencies within the flattened
scaling region. As a result, when the inputs are unknown, the choice of transfer functions
to describe a system with a flattened scaling region of the power spectrum may rely on the
context or complexity of the system that is being described by the transfer function.
When a power spectrum of the output of a system contains more than one flattened
region, which have different levels of power but the same scaling behavior, the choice of
transfer functions is more transparent. In the case where there are at least two flattened
β = 0 scaling regions, with different level of power in each, surrounding a sloped scaling
region for which β 6= 0, one way in which this scaling behavior can be generated is through
a low pass filter combined with a high frequency amplifier for which the gain of the low
pass filter is at a lower frequency than the gain of the high frequency amplifier. In these
examples, the opposing transfer function contains the same scaling exponent in order to
completely cancel out the effects of the other beginning at the gain value. Thus, ultimately,
the location of the gain values and the interaction of the transfer functions will determine
the behavior of the power in the flattened portion of the spectrum from input to output.
For large systems, when one considers that the Gaussian white noise input is expected
to exhibit equal power at all frequencies, any change in the level of output power from
the level of input power within a flattened region of the power spectrum of the output
is due to the interaction of the physical processes of the system, represented by the
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transfer functions, that are amplifying or attenuating the power at each frequency within
the range of frequencies of the flattened scaling region. Otherwise, the level of power of
the Gaussian white noise input into the system would have remained at the same level
of power in the output over the frequencies of the flattened scaling region. Thus, even
though a mid-frequency region the output spectrum may be flattened and have a measured
scaling exponent of β = 0, a combination of physical processes as transfer functions of the
system have processed the inputs within this flattened region to yield an overall effect of
increasing or decreasing the power at each frequency within this region. All frequencies
within the flattened scaling region of the output still have equal power and continue to
scale as β = 0, but the level of power is increased or decreased from the initial power
level of the input signal at those same frequencies. The increase or decrease in power level
from input to output in a flattened scaling region of a power spectrum can only result from
the interaction of two or more transfer functions or physical processes that those transfer
functions represent.
For example, in the Great Lakes transfer function, there are four distinct scaling
regions R1, R2, R3, and R4. Two of these four scaling regions, R2 and R4, are relatively
flat. When the two flat regions are compared (such as in Fig. 7.7), a definite increase in
power level is observed in scaling region R2 relative to scaling region R4. Given that the
input is assumed to be a Gaussian white noise with a flat spectrum of equal power over
all frequencies, any perceived difference in power level from R4 to R2 (characterized as
an increase when examined from the perspective of the high frequency region R4 relative
to the lower frequency region R2 or as a decrease if describing from the perspective of
the mid-low frequency region R2 relative to the highest frequency region R4) is due to the
interactions of the Laplace transfer function of scaling region R1 and the high frequency
amplifier of scaling region R2.
Although these two transfer functions eventually appear to cancel each other out at
all higher frequencies than the gain value to generate the relatively flat spectrum of scaling
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region R2, the location of the gain value k1 of the high frequency amplifier at a period of
approximately 42 days allows for a significant increase in energy of all frequencies within
region R2. This is because the combination of the transfer functions of R2 and R1 in
generating the flattened spectrum at all frequencies higher than the gain of k1 , essentially
serves as a multiplier in the convolution of the Gaussian white noise input with the transfer
functions of scaling regions R2 and R1 resulting in an upward shift in the spectrum of
the frequencies within the scaling region R2, manifesting as an increase in power level.
Had the location of the gain value k1 been at a higher frequency, the overall power level
of region R2 would be reduced based on the interaction (and cancellation) of the transfer
functions of scaling regions R2 and R1. At a higher frequency gain value, the Laplace
integrator of R1 is allowed to span more frequencies before being canceled at the gain
of k1 by the high frequency amplifier of region R2. Thus, the shift to higher frequencies
is also associated with a downward shift in power level of the flattened portion of the
combined transfer function which reduces the power level (and range of frequencies within
the scaling region R2) that would result through the convolution of the Gaussian white
noise with the combined transfer function. As a result, any flat scaling region within a
multiscaling power spectrum, especially if that flat scaling region is bounded by sloped
scaling regions, may contribute to an increase or decrease in power level from input to
output within the frequencies of the flat scaling region, even though the scaling behavior
of this region is measured to be β = 0, due to the interaction of multiple transfer functions
across all frequencies.

7.5.2

Low and High Frequency Effects of the
Interactions of the Great Lakes Transfer Functions

Upon examination of the Frequency Response Model of the Great Lakes, the integrator
1
equation β (Eq. (6.2)) with the scaling exponent of β = 2.7 is dominant over the lowest
s2
frequencies though the equation spans all frequencies. This result indicates that the Great
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Lakes basin, as part of the system, acts as an integrator at the lowest angular frequencies
1
of k1 <
(a period of beyond 42 days). Any basin will accumulate everything that flows
40
into the basin and act as an integrator even if there is flow out of the system removing
the accumulation. The retention time of the Great Lakes is 99 years for Lake Michigan
and 191 years for Lake Superior which suggests that one of the reasons that we observe
integral scaling behavior at the lowest frequencies of approximately 30 years of data is that
in both of these lakes, on average the water that entered the system some 30 years ago is
still within the system. The scaling exponent, β = 2.7, for the lowest frequency transfer
function suggests that the Great Lakes response to inputs at these angular frequencies of
1
acts as somewhere between a velocity and an acceleration type of response (See
k1 <
40
Table 6.2). Furthermore, the fact that the scaling exponent is not an integer, but a decimal
value suggests that in the natural system of the Great Lakes, there is fractional integration
taking place.
The Great Lakes Transfer function Frequency Response Model may be thought of as
being composed of two spring13 inertial systems (based on the scaling exponent) coupled
together; a surface water response component over high to mid-frequencies, R4 and R3, and
a climate component over mid to low frequencies, R2 and R1. Both the climate and surface
water component have feed-forward and feedback loops. Where there is an immediate
water level response of the surface water levels in the lake such as during rain events,
there is a feed-forward loop directly to output. The feed-forward loop is captured by the
lead transfer function in the numerator for both the climate and water effects and may be
thought of as surface effects. When there is a lag in water level response to inputs, such as
ground water recharge, there is a feedback loop. The feedback loop is captured by the lag or
integral transfer function in the denominator and is a result of inputs that must be integrated
over time before a water level response is observed. As such, the feedback loop may be
thought of as the volume effects [74]. The time delay in the feed-forward and feedback
13 Alternatively,

the concept of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model as a mechanical spring may be
interpreted using the analogue of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model as a capacitor.
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loops at each frequency are dependent upon the scaling exponent and will be discussed in
greater detail in Ch. 8. Any feedback behavior is captured within the equation for the Great
Lakes Frequency Response Model (Eq. (7.1)) which represents the entire response of the
system, including feedback mechanisms, to any inputs.
A lag effect may be caused by constant small incremental changes over time which
collectively sum to a large low frequency change after a long period of time has passed.
Small amplitude high frequencies changes integrated over time create immediate small
amplitude changes that often cancel each other out but which correspond to high amplitude
changes at lower frequencies14 . This is consistent with time delay equation in Ch. 8 relating
the scaling exponent to the frequency and the inertia of the system being greater for higher
values of β at low frequencies. In summary, the entire system is represented by the transfer
function which combines the surface effects of the lead and the volume effects of the lag
where the lead feeds the input directly into the output of the system (i.e., high frequency
surface water level events) and the volume effects are where the inputs are integrated over
time to arrive at the low frequency changes in water level behavior (e.g., seasonal, climate,
and yearly fluctuations in water levels). Together, any high frequency water level changes
are overlaid on top of the low frequency water level changes to arrive at the overall output
water level which is measured at the water level station.

7.6

Relation of Physical Processes to
Transfer Function Equations

In determining the meaning behind the variables, both the scaling exponent and the gain
value, some tentative explanations are possible to relate a physical process directly to the
one of the transfer functions within the Great Lakes transfer function. However, one must
14 The

coin flip is an excellent example of how small amplitude high frequency events will remain close to
the current value upon integration. See Appendix D for an in-depth discussion on how high frequency coin
flips create low frequency structure when integrated.
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be careful not to confuse the inputs into the system with the process of what that system
does with those inputs. For the Great Lakes, the dominant processes in the low frequencies
(in Eq. (7.1)) use the same scaling exponent β = 2.7 as the integrative behavior of the
integrator equation is canceled out by the high frequency amplifier (lead filter) equation
1
beginning just before the angular frequency at a gain of k1 = , which, in terms of period,
40
is at 42 days. The significance of the gain value of 42 days may be tied to physical processes
that occur in the Great Lakes at that time interval to cause a break in slope. If a Great Lakes
basin acts as an integrator over all frequencies, what sort of physical process described by
a high frequency amplifier (lead filter) would counteract the effects of this integration and
then suddenly “turn off” at a period of 42 days on average?

7.6.1

Evaporation Flux

Thinking of timescales of known physical processes in the Great Lakes that range in
duration of on average, up to a period of 42 days, a possible physical explanation for the
1
emerges which is consistent with the properties of the equations.
break in slope at k1 =
40
One aspect of Sea Surface Temperature (SST) data from satellite data of the Great Lakes
may provide a useful insight. During the spring and winter months, SST imagery data may
not be available due to cloud cover lasting 30 to 40 days [75]. Cloud cover in the Great
Lakes region is largely due to evaporation of water which accounts for approximately 40%
of the total water volume loss of the Lake Superior and around 31% of water loss in Lake
Michigan. The remaining water loss is due to outflow [76, 77, 78]. Evaporation Flux may
be the physical process accounting for the flat portion of the spectrum between the angular
1
1
frequency gain values of k1 =
and k2 =
(42 and 2.5 days respectively) acting as a
40
2.4
high frequency amplifier counteracting the effects of the integration of the basin.
What is the mechanism behind the ability of evaporation to essentially amplify high
frequencies negating the effects of integration of the basin at these same frequencies?
Through the physical process of evaporation, water is removed from the Great Lakes system
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as a differentiation process which serves to amplify high frequencies and attenuate low
frequencies. Evaporation Flux, as a counter-integrative process in itself, would be expected
to partially negate any integration of precipitation or other water sources through the
removal of water by differentiation across the active frequencies for which the evaporation
process is dominant, taking place up to the period of around 42 days as indicated by the
maximum duration of cloud cover.
1
2.4
which is a period of 2.5 days? Using the example of the total water loss due to evaporation
Why do the effects of evaporation begin at the higher angular frequency of k2 =

at 31% in Lake Michigan, this percentage can be viewed another way, as the number of days
in which there is water loss per year. For example, if daily water inflow and water loss due
to both outflow (at 69% ) and evaporation (at 31% ) is considered, this might be viewed as
31% of the year as having 100% water loss due to evaporation (even though the rate of water
inflow, evaporation, and outflow is constant and ongoing). A quick calculation reveals that
31% of 365 days is 113.15 days which calculates to a frequency of 1 in 3.2 days. In Lake
Superior, 40% of 365 days calculates to 146 days out of the year which averages to 1 in
every 2.5 days. Furthermore, cold fronts on average move through the Great Lakes 146.3
times per year which corresponds to a frequency of 1 out of every 2.49 days. Therefore, the
1
may be related to the frequency of occurrence
high angular frequency variation at k2 =
2.4
of fronts moving through the Great Lakes region which may also drive evaporation through
temperature changes at the same frequency since a cold air mass over relatively warmer
water stimulates the development of cumulus clouds causing increased water loss at these
higher frequencies. Thus, the flat portion of the power spectra (R2) for the Great Lakes
between approximately 2.4 days and 40 days may be due to evaporation removing water,
through a differentiation process, at nearly the same rate as the basin is integrating water
over this period and as the basin resets back to the equilibrium water levels, the result is an
increase in power.
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To account for the increased power within this flattened scaling region even though
evaporation is removing water at what initially appears to be nearly the same rate as water
is being integrated, consider that the rate of evaporation will be relatively proportional to
the amount of water surface exposed to the atmosphere (excluding additional factors such
as humidity and temperature)15 . As the volume of the lake changes with integration of
positive or negative inputs by the system, the surface of the lake also changes proportionally
through expansion or contraction of the basin boundaries. Thus, evaporation will follow the
expansion and contraction of the lake as a surface effect but the basin will be able to hold
(and amplify in power) more water below the surface as a volume effect at these frequencies
than will be evaporated ultimately manifesting as increased amplitude water levels over
these frequencies of R2. In short, the increased power of water levels of R2 originates from
integration by the lake basin, as a volume effect, which is tempered by the evaporation
effects at the surface of the lake, which is the only boundary of the volume of water
contained within the basin exposed to the atmosphere. As a result, although evaporation
may be acting as a differentiation process proceeding at the same rate as integration, the
amount of water that is differentiated relative to the amount of water that is integrated is
not equal in mass. Thus, even though the rates of change of evaporation and integration
are nearly equal as indicated by the flattened spectrum up to a period of 42 days, the mass
difference between water lost versus water gained favors the process of integration leading
to an increase in power of the frequencies of region R2 of the Great Lake water levels.
15 Of

course, there are positive and negative feedback loops that may also impact the rate of evaporation. A
positive feedback loop is created through the process of evaporation and Sea Surface Temperature in which
lower water levels, and less water, result in increased SST, as less insolation or energy is required to heat the
water, leading to more evaporation. However, when water levels are lower, generally there is less surface
area of the lake exposed to the atmosphere as the lake contracts within the basin which would reduce the
rate of evaporation causing a negative feedback loop.
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7.6.2

Frontal Movements

At the high frequencies, the two dominant processes are characterized by the lead-lag
equations in Eq. (7.1) and both described by the same scaling exponent (β = 3.4) due to
their lead-lag interaction though each of the equations contains a distinct angular frequency
1
1
and in the lead equation k3 =
. The scaling
gain value, i.e., in the lag equation k2 =
2.4
1.1
behavior seen in the power spectra at the high frequencies for the Great Lakes are due only
to the equations at the high frequencies since the scaling exponent of each low frequency
equation has canceled each other out at all higher angular frequencies beyond the gain
1
value of k1 =
and has no effect. Frontal movement provides a tentative explanation of
40
the scaling exponents and gain values of both the lead and lag equations of the transfer
function for the high frequencies.
Separating the two dominant processes of the high frequency region, continuing from
1
which
low to high frequencies, the lag equation breaks in slope at a gain value of k2 =
2.4
corresponds to the average frequency (a period of every 2.5 days) of cold front movement
through the Great Lakes as pointed out previously. With frontal movements, changes in
barometric pressure can be expected which have an opposing effect on water levels as
when barometric pressure increases, water levels decrease and vice versa. At the break in
slope, the higher frequencies are attenuated as frequencies are increased, or from a different
perspective, are integrated yielding higher amplitude changes at lower frequencies. Like
all other equations, the effects extend over all frequencies but a generally only readily
observable over a distinct range of frequencies. However, at angular frequencies lower than
1
k2 =
(periods of 2.5 days and longer), the lag equation has no effect as all frequencies
2.4
lower than this gain value are passed through the equation with no change in amplitude. The
1
lead equation contains a new gain value k3 =
that has the effect of canceling out the
1.1
effects of the lag equation at all angular frequencies higher than that gain value. Similarly
to the lag equation, the lead equation passes all frequencies lower than the gain value of
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1
1
so that all angular frequencies lower than the gain k2 =
pass as well as the
1.1
2.4
1
attenuation effects of the lag equation which pass until the gain value16 k3 =
.
1.1
A probable source for a change in scaling behavior occurring at approximately a


1
is more obvious. Day to day change in water levels
period of 1.15 days k3 =
1.1
manifests itself as appearing more random with a scaling exponent near zero although
k3 =

this flat portion of the spectrum is the result of two interacting processes represented in the
lead-lag equation. As a possible explanation, a front coming through may have effect on the
water level through increased barometric pressure causing the water levels to be depressed,
while at the same time, within the weather front, wind set-up may create conditions such
as a storm surge for a seiche to form. When a seiche forms, the water levels in a basin
such as the Great Lakes can slosh back and forth (oscillating with a period of a day or less
with 12 hours usually half the period in the Great Lakes) eventually coming to equilibrium
in the basin when the cause (in this case the weather front that brought strong winds) has
passed [79]. Upon reflection from the opposite shoreline, the water levels can be amplified,
especially if the seiche is interacting with additional waves or storm surges from itself upon
reflection. Initially a storm surge or seiche caused by wind set-up will oscillate back and
forth at a frequency relative to the size of basin with large amplitude changes at first but as
the wind relaxes, with reduced energy, the basin comes to equilibrium17 and the amplitude
(or power) of the oscillations will decrease.
A front moving through the area on average every 2.5 days fits the gain value at
1
leading to the effect of prolonged water level depression caused by increased
k2 =
2.4
barometric pressure. As the weather front moves on after 2.5 days to be replaced by a
new weather system, the cessation of this process stops the attenuation of high frequencies
and passes frequencies lower than the gain value k2 . Within a front, the flattening of the
16 Technically,

the gain is the location where the magnitude has already started to change and the change
began to occur at frequencies lower than the gain, the amount which is determined by the choice of the
modified Laplace transfer function equation as first or second order form.
17 Acting similar to a damped harmonic oscillator [80].
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spectrum at periods of 1.15 days and less are possibly due to the fact that a cold front
normally results in increased thunderstorm activity at the leading edge of the front and high
winds especially if there is a strong pressure gradient. The increased activity within a front
supports the idea that wind effects, storm surge, and seiches (in addition to precipitation)
may counteract the effects of depressed water levels caused by barometric pressure causing
the water levels to fluctuate wildly during the duration of a storm while a front is passing.
Once the cold front passes, the increased barometric pressure may remain in the area slowly
dissipating as the front moves on. Thus, the weather front itself attenuates changes within
water levels through prolonged changes in barometric pressure over a few days but within
a front, the water levels are more or less random from day to day.

7.6.3

Barometric Pressure Changes

The conclusion drawn here as to the source of values of the gain (k) and why the change
in scaling exponent occurs at distinct frequencies may also have another explanation, that
which originates outside the system or that dictates a similar physical process in both the
atmospheric and water level systems in how both barometric pressure and water levels
respond from a period of 1 to 2.5 days. Interestingly, a barometric pressure time series
from the same general location as the water level station indicates a similar pattern of
change of scaling behavior with gain values at approximately the same gain values of 1
and 3 days (Fig. 7.22). The difference is that the slope is nearly double the slope of the
same region of the power spectrum. Two possible conclusions may be drawn from this.
The first is that the barometric pressure, having a slope double the scaling exponent of the
Great Lakes water levels from approximately 1 to 3 days, is driving that system at that time
scaling regime. This conclusion is bolstered by the fact that the scaling exponent (β = 3.4)
required in the transfer function equations for this region in order to produce the scaling
seen in the Great Lakes is also twice that of the scaling exponent (β = 1.7) seen over the
same range of period.
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One may ask what causes the scaling exponent of (β ≈ 3.9) seen in barometric
pressure for the same period over approximately 1 to 3 days the Great Lakes? An
explanation for the scaling exponent of β ≈ 3.9 in barometric pressure for this range of
period is not as obvious but most assuredly is a result of the general circulation patterns
caused by daily insolation, the pole to equator temperature gradient, and the rotation of
the planet. In this way, the high frequency amplitude changes in the atmosphere are
actually less in amplitude than that of the water levels at the same frequencies with the
scaling exponent nearly twice that of the water level of the Great Lakes over which the
measurements were recorded. In that sense, ultimately the source then of water level
changes seen from a period of approximately the 1 to 3 days is due to the same mechanism
causing the changes seen in the barometric pressure of the atmosphere, just that the
atmosphere is driving the changes in water levels over these same time periods. The mass of
the water in the Great Lakes basin, though relatively large, is small compared to the mass of
the atmosphere ensuring that the amplitude changes in the atmosphere are dampened when
compared to the same region in the Great Lakes (after all, a 2.54 cm change in barometric
pressure is equivalent to a 33.02 cm change in water level) [35, 36]. Though this may seem
counterintuitive, consider that generally, for an integral type system, the greater the scaling
exponent, the greater high frequencies are attenuated and lower frequencies are amplified.

7.7

Computational Experiments
and the Frequency Response Model

The interpretation of the natural causes behind the physical processes represented by the
Great Lakes transfer function may be subjective and the interpretations presented here are
provisional until verified through computational experiment or more extensive analysis of
each of the suggested natural phenomenon and how each relates to water level behavior in
the Great Lakes. However, the quantitative, equation-based transfer function approach is a
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Figure 7.22: Barometric Pressure Power Spectrum for Lake Michigan, Milwaukee, WI.
Sampled at a location in close proximity to the water level gauge, the barometric pressure
follows closely with the first three time regimes seen in the Great Lakes water level power
spectrum. The scaling exponent β = 3.9 of the barometric pressure for the second period
range is nearly double the value of the corresponding water level data (β = 1.7 seen in
the power spectrum in Fig. 4.2b) for that location. The change in slope occurs at similar
locations for both the water levels and barometric pressure observed for the 2nd time regime,
with the cut off to a new value of β (3rd time regime and new physical process) for the
barometric pressure at 4 days and the cut off for the water levels 2 days later at 6 days.
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mathematical foundation upon which theories may be tested and experiments designed
since the water levels of the Great Lakes exhibit behavior similar to the Great Lakes
Frequency Response Model derived from the power spectrum of the Great Lakes water
level data. Synthetic data sets, generated as new instances of possible trajectories of Great
Lakes water levels, may be compared against current models of water level behavior and
methods of time series analysis.
The Great Lakes transfer function allows for the calculation of how any given input,
or change to the inputs, will manifest in the output water level signal. Additionally, as
introduced in Ch. 8, the time delay from input to output may be calculated, as cause and
effect, directly from the overall scaling exponent over specific frequencies of interest to
further enhance the ability to associate a natural cause to the physical process represented
by the scaling behavior(s) and transfer function(s) of the output signal. The mathematics of
the transfer function approach, through the inclusion of the scaling exponent in the modified
Laplace equations (Table 6.3) to derive a Frequency Response Model of a system, is an
effective tool in the study of self-affine time series and illuminates the contents of the black
box of the Great Lakes.
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Chapter 8
Time Delay and the Scaling Exponent β
The power scaling exponent β yields further insights into the behavior of a system with
respect to the way in which an input signal is translated by the system into an output signal.
Looking at the equation for phase that was solved with respect to β , one may find the time
delay or system delay from input to output for any frequency for a given value of β . Recall
from Eq. (5.79) that the phase shift (of the system H [s] for the positive frequencies) can be
rewritten in terms of β as:
θH(+ω) = −β

π
4

(8.1)

The value of β used in Eq. (8.1) may be either the scaling exponent from the power
spectrum of a single-scaling time series or the value of β at a specific frequency (or range
of frequencies) in a multiscaling time series. Solving for β from the phase shift (Eq. (8.1))
yields:
β=

−4θ
π

(8.2)

From these generalized equations, the postulate is evident that as the scaling exponent
changes the phase must also change. As such, the phase can be decomposed into its
constituent parts:
θ = ωt
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(8.3)

where the angular frequency denoted by omega (ω) is:

ω = 2π f

(8.4)

One can then substitute Eq. (8.4) for omega (ω) in Eq. (8.3) and add a delta sign [∆] in
front of time (t) to yield a slight variation of the standard phase equation:

θ = 2π f ∆t

(8.5)

Assuming the sampling interval is constant, the time delay (∆t) representing the relative
shift in time from input to output of the system at each frequency can be found based on
phase shift1 and ultimately, the scaling exponent β . Note that the overall time delay is
delta-t (∆t) where the delta is representing the difference or delay in time of when an input
signal is seen in the output signal based on the frequency after having processed through
the system. Here, the term ∆t is not representing an increasing value of x(t) in the time
series that is normally associated with the term (t) in FFT and the Sampling Theorem (i.e.,
the unit increment of the sampling interval or resolution)2 . The term delta-t (∆t) represents
the overall shift in time (time delay) of the signal moving through the system from input to
output at a given β -value for each specific frequency.
In order to observe the impact that the β -value of the system has on the time delay
of each frequency in terms of sampling interval period of the signal, substitution of
1

2

To simplify this discussion, the time delay of single scaling behavior is applied to the multiscaling time
series which technically, exhibits a gradual transition in phase from one scaling region to another based
on the frequency. For increased accuracy, the phase of the multiscaling transfer function of the Frequency
Response Model at a specific frequency may be substituted as θ so that any time delay is directly related to
the phase at a specific frequency rather than the scaling exponent of a power law fit to a specific frequency
region. The time delay calculated from the phase of the transfer function of the Frequency Response Model
is introduced in Sec. 8.2.
Normally, when plotting a cosine or sine wave, the term (t) (here changed to ∆t) is time increments
(increasing by the sampling interval) that when multiplied out by the frequency, show the phase at that
moment in time.
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Eq. (8.5) for phase in Eq. (8.2) yields:

β=

−4 • 2π f ∆t
π

(8.6)

which when simplified indicates what the scaling exponent β means in terms of frequency
and time delay from input to output signal through the system:

β = −8 f ∆t

(8.7)

At first, Eq. (8.7) appears rather ambiguous. In digital signal processing, the time delay
may be thought of as the change in index value of the location of an event in the data, i.e.,
the overall phase shift of the time series at a specific frequency in reference to a particular
index value of input translated to a new index value in the output through a convolution with
the system. Eq. (8.7) clearly shows that if one knows the time delay of the output relative
to the input and the corresponding frequency, then the scaling exponent β of the system3 at
that frequency can be accurately calculated without even running a FFT or creating a power
spectrum from the output data. Likewise, by knowing that the system is an integrator type
system with β = 2, Eq. (8.7) may be used to determine or predict the time delay for each
frequency of the output relative to the input for any known value of scaling exponent β at
that frequency. Solving Eq. (8.7) for the time delay (∆t) of the system, yields:

∆t =

β
−8 f

(8.8)

Eq. (8.8) shows the direct relationship between the frequency and the time delay of
the system at that frequency for a given value of β . In fact, ∆t is given in terms of the actual
shift in the index value n relative to the total number of points N (i.e., Eq. (3.1)). Embedded
3

The system then is represented by the transfer function equation used in the convolution of input with the
transfer function to produce output. Equation (8.7) will find the scaling exponent at a specific frequency
if some event in the input time series is known and the change in index value (∆t) of that same event is
known in the output.
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within the frequency information is information about the signal and the length of the time
series as the frequency is calculated from the number of oscillations (events) divided by
the period T (which is also the length of the time series N). For example, if one creates a
cosine wave as an input signal that repeats 4 times over N = 8192 points so the frequency
of occurrence is:
f=

4
# of Oscillations
=
Total Period N
8192

(8.9)

and then integrates the cosine wave using a convolution, one can expect a sine wave as the
output. This output sine wave will be phase shifted by −90◦ from the input cosine wave
for a perfect β = 2 integrator system. For any given frequency of a purely integral system,
the shift in time ∆t relative to the time series N must equal −90◦ phase shift but this shift is
dependent upon the length or period of the time series. As such, using the above equation
in the given example:
∆t =

2
β
=
= −512
4
−8 f
−8 • 8192

(8.10)

The time delay calculated in Eq. (8.10) of the example was −512 which is exactly
what is observed in the digital signal. A −90◦ phase shift of an input cosine wave (described
by N = 8192 points) upon integration will yield an output sine wave, which is the cosine
wave shifted by 512 index points to the right for this frequency. The negative sign indicates
the direction of the shift (negative to the right), as it does for a −90◦ phase shift4 .
The phase shift is only part of the output time series and tells when an event will occur.
One could also calculate the corresponding change in amplitude which would indicate the
displacement of the event. The time delay equation simply provides a method of predicting
when an event may occur in the output given a specific input at a given frequency and
β -value.
4

One must be careful as the sign of the β -value was originally dropped. Including the original sign would
change the sign here to be 512 which is also correct being a 512 point delay in the output relative to the
input in this example depending on how one looks at the delay. For the most part, know that any form of
integration (positive β ) yields a phase shift in which there is a time delay or lag in the system.
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If one continues with the above example but instead integrates a much higher
frequency cosine wave as the input, one will find that the overall shift of a higher frequency
relative to N (or the period of the time series) is much less. For example, a cosine wave
that repeats 2048 times in an N = 8192 point sequence (a frequency of f =

2048
8192

= 0.25)

will shift by only one point in the output relative to the input upon integration (β = 2).

∆t =

β
2
=
= −1
−8 f
−8 • 2048
8192

(8.11)

Even though the time delay of the output is only −1 compared to the input, the phase shift is
still −90◦ degrees for an integrator (β = 2) at that frequency. Note that the time delay will
be different for each frequency for the same β -value (and phase shift) because necessarily,
a higher frequency needs to shift right by fewer points relative to the period of the time
series (N) than a lower frequency to achieve the same −90◦ degree phase shift in that time
series. This property is also why a phase shift affects higher frequencies more than lower
frequencies.
To state this another way, the time delay (∆t) for each frequency can be solved using
the value of the scaling exponent β of the system at that frequency so that the result is the
time delay of the system relative to the sampling interval which is some fraction of the total
period of the time series. For example, if one samples hourly for N hours, the units of the
1
sampling interval are in hours. If a low frequency input signal with a frequency of f =
10
is used as the input into the system cycling only once every 10 hours, the calculation using
Eq. (8.8) and β = 2 for the time delay equals ∆t of 2.5 hours. Considering that the sampling
for the input and output signal start at the same time, that means that an event, such as a
peak, in the input signal at that frequency can be expected to propagate through the system
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in 2.5 hours such that the peak appears in the output 2.5 hours later relative to the input for
1
that particular frequency of f =
for an integrator-type system5 .
10
An important point here is that a convolution is instantaneous as input is translated
directly to the output but that the delay corresponds to the phase shift and change in
index location of events defined by the scaling exponent of the convolution at a particular
frequency. As such, using the example of a cosine wave as input, an event may be
considered the crest of the cosine wave and the time delay difference in index values of
crest at input to crest at output based on the location of the landmark crest in the sine wave
output. Integration shifts the crest of the cosine wave through a −90◦ degree phase shift to
arrive at a sine wave which appears as the cosine wave shifted over by an change in index
values ∆t and rescaled in amplitude which are both due to the scaling exponent of β = 2.
However, the phase shift is misleading as the points making up the cosine wave did not
actually shift in time or get lost in the system, but the effects of integration are such that the
cosine appears to shift and the time delay equation suggests when the maximum effects of
this shift will be observed in the output signal. For example, the data in the crest in the sine
wave output are not the same indexed points as the data in the crest in the input. Rather, due
to integration, a point at the crest of input is immediately translated to the inflection point
of the output as the integration filter is sequentially adding all points of the cosine input
from crest to inflection point instantaneously translating those points to the inflection point
to the crest, respectively, of the sine wave output as the wave is also rescaled in amplitude
according to the scaling exponent.
5

Although the input is instantaneous to the output, the time delay equation corresponds to the phase shift
of the wave from input to output as the signal passes through the system. Thus, the time delay equation
represents the amount of time, relative to the index and sampling resolution, that a feature of the signal
observed in the input takes to pass through the system and then is able to be observed in the output. For
example, in an integrator system, the amount of time between a crest in a sine wave of an input signal
passing through a system to that same crest in a wave, though modified, in the output signal is found with
the time delay equation. However, the data in the crest in the output is not the same as the data in the crest
in the input, as with integration, the difference is that data at the crest of a sine wave input will be integrated
and the final location of this data is in the inflection point of the sine wave output shifted by a −90◦ phase
shift.
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Recall that a fast Fourier transform views the whole time series as one period in order
to fit cosine and sine functions to the time series which by definition are continuous. This
is important in order to represent the time series properly, essentially wrapping the time
series around the unit circle (from 0 to 2π), and creating the effect that the time series is
infinitely continuous though it is in fact discrete and truncated at both ends. The property
of observing the time series as one period means that each frequency and period of any
cosine and sine waves present in the time series are calculated relative to the length of the
time series and must be normalized in some way for comparison to similar time series of
different length, especially if one is attempting to compare an input time series that can be
measured with the output time series of a system. This normalization may be as simple
as making sure that each time series has the same sampling interval and converting to a
standard measure.
The time delay calculated for a specific β -value and frequency is time series specific
and will calculate the time delay or difference from the output to the input for the period
of the time series from which it was calculated. The reason that the time delay is time
series specific is because Eq. (8.8) includes both the scaling exponent and the frequency
calculated as a function of the total length of the time series (Eq. (8.9)). However, the
phase shift Eq. (8.1) incorporating frequency is independent of length of time series and
defined by the scaling exponent β . The units of the time delay will be in terms of the period
of the specific time series and the sampling interval of x[n].
Thus, generally for an integrator (β = 2), each frequency is phase shifted by −25%
of the period of the frequency relative to itself, which on a unit circle is equivalent to a
−90◦ phase shift ( −90◦ being 0.25 × 360◦ ). As an integrator phase shifts each frequency
by −25%, this shift must have a longer time delay for the low frequencies and shorter time
delay for the higher frequencies according the scaling law of an integrator when β = 2.
Per the scaling exponent, not only is the phase shifted by −90◦ for an integrator, but
the magnitudes are multiplied. A pattern develops in the integration process in which
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phase and magnitude play different roles in the overall output time series depending on
π
the β -value. With each integration, the phase cycles around the unit circle in increments
2

while the magnitude ever increases by |RX | • ω1 . Each frequency then over the total
period (length of time series N) needs to shift by a different amount relative to the total
period to achieve a −90◦ phase shift for a particular frequency. Eq. (8.1) yields insight
about a system that is not a perfect integrator but may be a system that is a half integrator
(β = 1 and a −45◦ phase shift) or perhaps a double integrator (β = 4 and a −180◦ phase
shift) or any value in between (e.g., β = 3 and a −135◦ phase shift). A higher β -value
requires a greater phase shift so that the time delay will be greater, especially in the lower
frequencies relative to the higher frequencies. Likewise, a lower β -value shortens the gap
in the time delay between the low and high frequencies. The change in the time delay with
a fixed β -value over frequencies is also a power law (follows a straight line in log-log space
(see Fig. C.2)) as the time delay is directly a result of the phase shift associated with the
β -value.
The time delay equation (Eq. (8.8)) provides a new way to predict time delays caused
by the system in the output time series of inputs into the system at specific frequencies.
For example, if one could control the frequency of the input signal and wanted to decrease
the time delay of the output signal in an integrator-type system, one can just increase the
frequency. By changing the frequency of the input, one can effectively delay when an
event in the input signal appears in the output as oscillations in the input time series are
transcribed into oscillations in the output time series. Each frequency thus has a specific
time delay relative to the sampling interval based on the β -value of the system. For further
discussion on the time delay equation, see App. C.
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8.1

Applying the Time Delay Equation
to Gain Insight into Stochastic Time Series

The time delay equation Eq. (8.8) has some interesting characteristics that provide insight
into the inner workings of the system. The time delay of the system at any frequency may
be calculated directly from the power spectrum of the output signal in period space if one
assumes that the period of interest represents an event occurring once in that period and the
value of the scaling exponent is known at that corresponding frequency. The time delay is
 
1
in the calculation. For an event
calculated in terms of the units used for the period
T
that occurs once a year in a time series, this can be translated to any time unit representing a
1 year period such as 365 days, 12 months, or 52 weeks. Eq. (8.9) allows for the calculation
1
1
of the frequency as either f =
to get the time delay in days, f =
to get the time delay
365
12
1
in months, f =
to get the time delay in weeks, or some other unit. This offers the ability
52
to directly read the β -value and corresponding period from the power spectrum regardless
of the units used to quickly calculate the time delay for the system under investigation.
For instance, from the previous example of a yearly event and time delay equation, the
following results are arrived at for 1 year with a β -value of 1. Note that substitution of β = 1
1
π
into Eq. (8.1) yields a phase shift of − or −45◦ degrees which represents of the total
4
8
 ◦

−45
1
period 360◦ = − 8 = −0.125 . Using any units for a frequency of 1 year (e.g., months,
weeks, days, hours, etc.), the time delay can be calculated in those units and converted to
days to show that the equation works for all frequencies. Table 8.1 is a summary of these
time delay calculations and from the table, one can see that no matter what units of period
are used, a time delay of −45.625 days is calculated in which the result represents exactly

a −45◦ degree phase shift (or time delay) in one year for β = 1 as −45.625
=
−0.125
.
365
Plotting a time series in the frequency domain, if a peak occurs in the power spectrum
at 1 year, this means that there is a strong periodic component occurring at yearly
increments. If the power spectrum of a time series has a slope of β = 1, the time delay for
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338
365

8760

525600

31536000

β =1

β =1

β =1

β =1

12

β =1

52

1

β =1

β =1

Period (T) of 1 Year

Scaling Exponent

seconds

minutes

hours

days

weeks

months

year

Units of (T)

−65700

−3942000

1.9 × 10−6

3.17 × 10−8

seconds

minutes

hours

−1095
0.000114

0.00274

days

months

−1.5

−45.625

year

−0.125

weeks

Units of ∆t

Time Delay ∆t

−6.5

0.019231

0.08333

1

 
1
Frequency
T

−45.625

−45.625

−45.625

−45.625

−45.5

−45.625

−45.625

∆t in Days

Table 8.1: The time delay equation (Eq. (8.8)) will calculate the correct time delay no matter which frequency is used. The time delay
is always calculated in the same units as the period of the input (which is usually the units of the sampling resolution). In the above
example with β = 1, each time delay calculated in different units equivalent to a period of 1 year, will ultimately reveal a −45◦ phase
shift which is equivalent to a −45.625 day time delay from input (cause) to output (effect).

the yearly periodicity is about −45 days. The negative sign indicates the delay as the time
delay equation is solved from the perspective of the output. Though the transfer from the
input signal to the output signal is instantaneous, the meaning behind the time delay is that
an event such as a crest of a periodic input signal with a frequency of 1 year will be delayed
by −45.625 days from input to output through a system with a single scaling exponent of
β = 1. For other systems, given a different value at the frequency of 1 year, a yearly cycle is
delayed (i.e., phase shifted) by the amount dictated by the scaling exponent (e.g., −90 days
for β = 2, 0 days for β = 0 ). For a fixed scaling exponent at a specific frequency, the time
delay will be equivalent to the phase shift of the scaling exponent at that frequency. The
time delay equation, which is determined by both a combination of frequency and scaling
exponent at that frequency, is an important tool in determining just how much time passes
from the initial causes in the input signal as these causes pass through the system and are
observed as effects in the output signal.
In the frequency domain, the time delay of the output signal can be understood as
the phase shifting of each frequency due to the scaling exponent as the system performs
a convolution on the input signal. For a stochastic time series, a yearly cycle may be
embedded within and masked by the stochastic input signal. The yearly cycle in the output
signal may be observed as a scaled and shifted variation of the yearly cycle in the input
time series after having passed through the system. As the input signal with embedded
periodicity is passed through the system defined by the scaling exponents, there is an
interaction of the scaling exponent at the frequency of one year with this yearly periodicity
delaying the effects of the yearly cycle in the output time series in proportion to the phase
shift of the scaling exponent. Depending on the scaling exponent(s) of the system and
the additive effects of all frequencies upon convolution of the input with the system, the
periodicity at a specific frequency may emerge in the output signal shifted from the origin
of the periodicity in the input by the amount dictated by the time delay equation. The time
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delay may be thought of as the delay between cause (input) and effect (output) due to the
inertia of the system.
As such, for any type of system with a positive scaling exponent, the lower frequencies
are delayed to a greater degree than the higher frequencies relative to the units of resolution
of the time series even though the phase shift is the same.

The highest frequency

oscillations in the input signal are almost immediately passed through the system while
the lower frequency oscillations appear delayed (and appear to be more resistant to change
or having more inertia). The duration of the delay per frequency is described by the time
delay equations and the characteristics of the scaling exponents defining how the system
scales and shifts any input time series that is passed through the system. The time delay
equation provides a quantitative description of the cause and effect in a system yielding
insights into the underlying dynamics of the system. In terms of natural systems with
unknown inputs, given an event observed in the output time series, the time delay equation
can be used to calculate how long ago the cause in the input time series occurred to produce
that effect in the output time series. Likewise, if one observes some initial event occurring
at a specific frequency entering a system and one knows the scaling exponent of the system
at that frequency, the time delay can be calculated and the time of the event in the output
predicted.
With a yearly periodicity in the measured output of the time series, a question might be
asked if this periodicity originated from within the system or from some outside influence
as part of the input into that system. Can one predict the number of days that will pass
before the input will be seen as an effect in the output of the time series? Restated, what

is the change in time ∆t f from input to output of the system at the frequency of the
periodicity?
This time delay effect is observed in Great Lakes temperature data.

For daily

temperature records from the Great Lakes region, a yearly low in temperature is observed
in the time series occurring on average in mid to late January, which is typical for the
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Northern Hemisphere. The yearly low in temperature in the time domain translates to a
peak at 1 year in the power spectrum of Great Lakes temperature data indicating a yearly
periodic cycle. This peak represents a process that originated outside the system such that
the periodicity is added to the stochastic inputs into the system, passes through the system,
and is observed in the output as a yearly periodic cycle. If this yearly low in temperature,
as the output signal, occurs in January and the origin of this temperature low is due to
some outside cause acting on the inputs into the system, how many days prior to the low
temperature effect observed in the atmospheric temperature data did the cause originate?
In other words, how many days elapse for the oscillation in the input to pass through the
system at the frequency of 1 year from input to output? The time it takes for the signal
to pass through the system (the time delay) is due to the inertia of the system, that is, the
resistance of the system to change. The frequency, as a yearly low, of the event in the
input is the same as the frequency of the event in the output with the time delay determined
wholly by the scaling exponent at that frequency.
For the Northern Hemisphere, climate records show that the scaling exponent for
temperatures is, on average, β ≈ 0.6 over low frequencies in which the period of 1 year
occurs6 [81, 82, 33]. Expanding the example, one may observe a yearly low in temperature
in January and based on a scaling exponent of β ≈ 0.6 observed at a period of 1 year,
one can use the time delay equation to calculate how many days prior to the yearly low
in temperature to look for the cause of that yearly low temperature. Based on the scaling
exponent of β ≈ 0.6, the time delay equation solved for a yearly frequency indicates that the
cause occurred 27.375 days earlier which is approximately December 21st , the shortest day
of the year with the least amount of insolation. The 27.375 day time delay of temperature
versus solar radiation may be thought of as the inertia built into the system and how long
a cause takes to pass through the system and is based on the scaling behavior of how the
6

The scaling exponent of temperature data naturally varies with the location of the temperature station,
proximity to bodies of water, and the sampling interval and period over which observations are made.
The scaling exponent of β ≈ 0.6 was extrapolated from yearly paleoclimate data of the Northern
Hemisphere [81].
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system filters inputs. The frequency of the cause, the duration of sunlight on a particular
day, is a continuously occurring cycle where the amount of solar radiation on a given
calendar day will be approximately the same from year to year manifesting occurrence
at a yearly frequency for each day. The effects of the input of solar radiation as the cause
of temperature is delayed though the system and this delay is indicated by the scaling
exponent of the output of the system as temperature. The time delay of 27.375 days is
consistent with a noted 27.5 day phase lag between the first harmonic of solar radiation and
the corresponding temperature in the United States [83, 84]. (See Fig. 8.1) Yet, this phase
lag in temperature as a result of solar forcing and astronomical seasons was calculated to
exist from the time delay equation rather than observed directly in comparison of solar
radiation and temperature data.
The delay from the shortest day, as the causal input into the earth-atmosphere system,
to the lowest temperature, as effectual output, is solved using Eq. (8.8) and the scaling
exponent of the system at a frequency of 1 year. The shortest day of the year occurring
at a yearly interval and subsequently reduced insolation (incoming solar radiation) is the
causal input into the earth-atmosphere system. The earth, acting as an imperfect black body,
absorbs insolation, warms, and radiates heat back to the atmosphere over time regulating
temperature [85]. The thermal flux of storing heat and radiating heat back to the atmosphere
is delayed due to the thermal inertia of the system at that frequency as defined by the time
delay, i.e., the time temperature takes from the shortest day of the year to the coldest day
of the year. The concept of a time delay based on the scaling exponent allows quantitative
determination or verification of cause and effect in natural systems.
In a sense, while not directly evident, the time delay equation may be tied to Fourier’s
law of Conduction which states that the rate of heat flow is equal to the thermal conductivity
multiplied by the area and temperature difference over a certain distance [85]. The time
component of the rate of heat flow may be equivalent to the time delay and as this equation
(Eq. (8.8)) predicts, the lower the frequency, the slower the wave propagates through the
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Figure 8.1: “Two sine curves, each of 365-day period....The solid curve represents the solar radiation and is in arbitrary units (the
amplitude varies with latitude). It has a maximum at the summer solstice in June (Northern Hemisphere) and a minimum at the winter
solstice in December. The dashed sine curve depicts the response in the mean U.S. surface temperatures. Again the period is 365
days...but there is a phase lag between the two curves of 27.5 days.” - (Trenberth, 1983). The figure is based upon Trenberth (1983)
who identified a time delay (or phase lag) of 27.5 days between solar radiation and mean U.S. surface temperatures [84]. In this work,
using surface temperature records for the Northern Hemisphere with a scaling exponent of β ≈ 0.6 at the period of year, the time delay
equation (Eq. (8.8)) correctly predicts a time delay of 27.375 days from input to output. Changes in solar radiation at a yearly frequency
(as the causal input) into the earth-atmosphere system has a phase lag equivalent to ∆t = 27.375 days (green arrows) to the yearly
variation in temperature, as the output of the system, in the Northern Hemisphere. Amplitudes and phase lag are not drawn to scale.

conduction material. This suggests that a high frequency event passes through conductive
material (as an analog to a system) more effectively than a low frequency event. The
reason for the increased effectiveness of a high frequency event to appear as an output
signal is that while a signal (as input) containing both high and low frequencies may pass
through a conductive material (as a system) with the progression of the signal as a front
moving at a constant rate, when the front of the signal reaches the other side (as output) the
high frequency will have completed a complete period in less time than a low frequency
signal will complete one period of the signal. Thus, an event in the high frequencies will
have completely propagated through a conductive material sooner than a similar event at
a lower frequency. The time delay equation is referring to the amount of time that must
pass between input and output based on the frequency or period of the wave and the phase
change dictated by the scaling exponent. Lower frequencies take a longer amount of time
to match a specific phase shift than a high frequency at the same scaling exponent and
phase shift relative to the sampling resolution. Since a black body might be considered
an integrator of all energy to which the black body is exposed, theoretically, the scaling
exponent for the system of the black body may be near β = 2 such that the time delay for
any signal propagating through the black body may be calculated.
The fact that the time delay is consistent with the phase lag is indicative that the
initial assumption used in measuring the scaling exponent is correct, that the input into
the climate system is Gaussian white noise due to the CLT. Through the assumption that
the inputs collectively are Gaussian white noise, a transfer function and scaling behavior
describing the system can be obtained directly from the power spectrum. If the time delay
is calculated correctly since the calculation relies entirely at the scaling exponent β at a
particular frequency, then the scaling exponent of β = 0.6 must be correct representing the
total contribution of the system to any scaling behavior and the input must be Gaussian
white noise with β = 0. If the input was not Gaussian white noise and the system was not
β = 0.6 but the output time series was still measured at β = 0.6, then that would mean
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that the system would process the input differently and the time delay would no longer be
accurate since the delay is no longer represented by the scaling exponent of the system, but
the combined effects of input and system on output. In other words, if the system contains
a periodicity such as a yearly signal and if a time delay at that yearly frequency can be
accurately calculated from the scaling exponent that was measured from the output time
series (or directly from the transfer function of a multiscaling time series as described in the
following section (Sec. 8.2) to yield a plausible phase lag based on the physical parameters
of the system (such as the cause of temperature being solar radiation), then the transfer
function and scaling behavior may be considered to be the true Frequency Response Model
of the system under investigation.

8.2

The Time Delay Equation and the Great Lakes

Examination of the time delays of multiscaling time series may be approached from
two perspectives. The first is the time delay associated with fixed values of the scaling
exponent β for each distinct scaling region which are calculated using Eq. (8.8). Generally,
Eq. (8.8) is better suited for time series and systems that exhibit single scaling behavior. The
reason is that although the scaling exponent β indicates what sort of scaling and shifting
behavior will occur in a single scaling time series, in a multiscaling time series, the shifting
that occurs at each frequency from input to output is frequency dependent, especially near a
transition from one scaling region to the next. Generally, the time delay equation (Eq. (8.8))
may always be used to calculate the exact shift from input to output of a single scaling
time series or system. However, for a multiscaling time series, the time delay equation
(Eq. (8.8)) is on average, more accurate within a scaling region as opposed to near the
edges of a scaling region, where Eq. (8.8) will yield approximations of the time delay in
the transition areas between one scaling region and the next.
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8.2.1

Time Delay Equation and the Multiscaling Time Series

To illustrate these concepts, the time delay equation (Eq. (8.8)) will first be applied to the
multiscaling time series of the Great Lakes. The values of β used in the time delay equation
will be the power law fit to each individual scaling region. As such, near the transition in
scaling behavior from one scaling region to the next, the change is extremely abrupt. For
example, in scaling region R2, the scaling exponent is β = 0.01 while scaling region R3 is
fit with a scaling exponent of β = 1.7 (from Table 8.2). The transition in scaling behavior
is extremely abrupt. Moving from low to high frequencies, scaling region R2 suddenly
stops and at the very next frequency scaling region R3 begins. Technically, this behavior
is an artifact of the method of fitting a scaling region with a single power law fit and not
representative of the smooth transition between scaling regions as dictated by the transfer
functions of a multiscaling time series. However, the time delay equation is applied here to
show the benefits and complications of calculating the time delay directly from the scaling
behavior of a power law fit without the need to derive a transfer function from the data.
Table 8.2 displays periodicities and the breaks occurring at the various time regimes
present in the power spectrum of Great Lakes data. Time delays have been calculated (using
Eq. (8.8)) for the frequency of each of the peaks at the specific value of β over which the
peak occurs and also for each β -value on each side of the break at the frequency of the
break to demonstrate the variation around the breaks in slope when one does not account
for the smooth transition between scaling regions. Overall, the time delay equation (using
Eq. (8.8)) is useful for multiscaling time series at frequencies at which periodicities occur
since the peak behavior is often embedded within a scaling region away from the transition
frequencies. However, at transition frequencies or breaks between with a scaling regions,
the choice of the scaling exponent of the scaling region that is used in Eq. (8.8) naturally
will significantly alter the calculation of a time delay.
Upon examination of the periodicities of the multiscaling time series, the time delay
of the peak at a period of 0.55 days (the tidal cycle at 12 hrs. 25 min.) indicates that there
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is approximately a 20 minute time delay from input to output at this frequency and β -value
(Table 8.2). The most probable cause for this 20 minute delay seen in the Great Lakes is the
Lunitidal interval, the difference between the moon passing over the meridian (the periodic
input) and the following high tide at that meridian. The water level change observed due to
the effects of the moon took 20 minutes to propagate through the Great Lakes system due
to the inertia of the lake and is verified using the time delay equation.
The peak occurring at a period of 365 days or approximately 1 year occurs in a region
of the power spectra with β = 2.5 and translates to a 3.74 month time delay (which is
roughly 114 days) from input to output at that frequency. If the scaling exponent of β = 2.7
from the transfer function equation Eq. (7.1) is used, the time delay calculates to 4.1 months
or about 123.18 days. This time delay is equivalent to seasonal effects of climate in the
input taking approximately 3.74 to 4.1 months to propagate through the system before
being observed in the output. The mass and size of the Great Lakes buffers and integrates
seasonal effects over this time period and appears slow to respond as indicated by the time
delay at this frequency due to the inertia of the system.
One may note that seasons, such as winter, are typically defined astronomically in
terms of period between the solstices and equinoxes and each of the 4 seasons, when
defined in this manner, last 3 months. However, meteorological winter is based on the
latitude and the further north one is, the longer the winter season. While in general seasons
last about 90 days, at high altitudes, the effects of seasons may be longer supporting the
result of 4.1 months.
Breakpoints may also provide insight to the physical processes occurring in each time
regime. However, in a multiscaling time series, using Eq. (8.8) to calculate the time delay
at a break point assumes an abrupt transition has occurred from one scaling region to the
next. For instance, the break point that occurs at 30 days consists of a transition from one
β -value (β = 0.1) in scaling region R2 to another (β = 2.5) in scaling region R1 at the
frequency equivalent of a period of 30 days. When the time delay is calculated for this
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frequency at each of these β -values, one finds a delay of only 9 hours before the break and
225 hours (or 9.375 days) just after the break. Clearly, in a natural system, the assumption
that the change in scaling behavior is abrupt is inappropriate as there is no mechanism that
would explain the sudden delay within the system with the change of a single, adjacent
frequency.
In short, the preliminary application of the time delay equation (Eq. (8.8)) to
multiscaling time series can yield some insight into the physical processes of the system,
especially if the frequencies of interest are within a scaling region and not near a transition
frequency from one scaling region to the next. However, since a multiscaling time series
does not generally experience abrupt changes in scaling behavior across scaling regions,
a more accurate time delay calculation method is needed for multiscaling time series. A
summary of time delays calculated from the time delay equation and the scaling behavior
of each scaling region of the Great Lakes water levels is found in Table 8.2.

8.2.2

Time Delay from Phase of the
Transfer Function of a Multiscaling Time Series

The time delay of a multiscaling time series is more appropriately calculated directly from
the phase of the transfer function (Eq. (7.6)) of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model
(Eq. (7.2)) rather than from the scaling exponents that were fit to each scaling region. As
discussed in Sec. 8.2.1, changes in scaling behavior between scaling regions are not abrupt
transitions generally observed, as in Fig. 8.2b, when fitting distinct scaling regions with a
scaling exponent β . In natural stochastic time series, scaling exponents do not suddenly
snap to a new value of β once a specific frequency is reached but instead, changes in
scaling behavior are gradual as is observed in the Bode power plot of the transfer function
of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model in Fig. 8.3a. When calculating the time
delay from the phase of the transfer function, the parameters used in the transfer function
equation will affect the time delay that is calculated. As a result, the parameters in the
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−0.33
−0.6
−5.1
−15.3
−0.9
−9
−225
−2737.5

−0.01375
−0.025
−0.2125
−0.6375
−0.0375
−0.375
−9.375
−114.063

β = 0.2
β = 0.2
β = 1.7
β = 1.7
β = 0.1
β = 0.1
β = 2.5
β = 2.5

0.55

<1

>1

<3

>3

< 30

> 30

365

Break at

Break at

Break at

Break at

Break at

Break at

Peak at

Peak at

∆t (hours)

∆t (days)

Scaling Exponent

Period (days)

Property

−3.74

−13500

−540

−54

−918

−306

−36

−19.8

∆t converted to. . .

months

minutes

minutes

minutes

minutes

minutes

minutes

minutes

Units of ∆t

Seasonal Variations in Climate

-

-

-

-

Frontal Movement

-

Lunitidal Interval of 12h 25 m tidal cycle

Potential Cause

Table 8.2: The time delay (Eq. (8.8)) is calculated for each scaling region and scaling exponent of the Great Lakes Power Spectrum. At
the breaks in slope, the time delay was calculated using the scaling exponent on each side of the break. At peaks, the scaling exponent
used was the scaling exponent over the frequency at which the periodicity occurred. The possible causes of the time delay are also
listed if a known physical process can be assigned to the calculated time delay. In this table, the scaling exponents from the power
spectrum were used instead of the scaling exponents from the transfer function equations or the transfer functions themselves. While the
scaling exponent β does allow a reasonable approximation of the time delay for multiscaling time series, a more effective and accurate
calculation of the time delay is to use the transfer function of the Frequency Response Model directly. As such, values in this table are
approximate since the calculations assume abrupt scaling behavior changes at the breaks in slope when in fact the transition from one
scaling region to the next is smooth.

Frequency Response Model may need to be adjusted slightly to achieve the correct scaling
behavior which also influences the phase shift of the transfer function.
The benefit of calculating the time delay of a multiscaling time series directly from
the phase of the transfer function is that the phase shift, and related scaling exponent,
are well defined at the transition frequencies between scaling regions where a break in
slope is observed when fitting distinct scaling regions. After the transfer function is
derived as a Frequency Response Model through Bode analysis, the transfer function
solved for phase (θ in the positive frequencies) is defined by Eq. (7.6).

Since this

phase represents the collective phase of the interaction of all transfer functions over
all frequencies (understanding that some transfer functions are dominant over distinct
frequency regions), the phase of the Frequency Response Model may be used to calculate
the time delay at each frequency for a multiscaling system which accurately represents the
time delay, from input to output, of any signal passing through the system. To calculate the
time delay, the general equation for phase (Eq. (8.5)) may be solved for the time delay as:

∆t =

θ
θ
=
2π f
ω

(8.12)

When Eq. (8.12) is solved for ∆t, the solution is in units of the sampling resolution
allowing for the conversion to any resolution. In the case of the multiscaling Great Lakes,
the time delay is now calculated from Eq. (8.12) by substitution of phase (θ ) and angular
frequency (ω) of the transfer function of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model into
this equation. Plots of the multiscaling time delays for days, hours, and minutes are found
in Fig. 8.4. In the calculation of the time delay directly from the phase of the transfer
function, one observes that the time delay is continuous throughout the multiscaling time
series undergoing gradual changes in the amount of each delay at subsequent frequencies.
When the time delay is calculated directly from the phase through Eq. (8.12), there are no
areas where the time delay is discontinuous such as at the transition frequencies between
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(a) Synthetic Great Lakes water level time series generated with the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model.

(b) Power spectrum of synthetic Great Lakes water level time series of Fig. 8.2a. Starting from low to high
frequencies (right to left), the color key for each scaling region is R1 (green), R2 (red), R3 (blue), and R4
(purple).

Figure 8.2: Synthetic Great Lakes water level time series and power spectrum generated
through the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model (Eq. (7.2)). The transfer function that
is found from examination of the Great Lakes water levels may be used to calculate the
time delay from input to output.
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(a) Bode power plot of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model (Eq. (7.2)) showing the scaling behavior
of the transfer function filter across periods (only positive frequencies are shown).

(b) Phase shift (Eq. (7.6)) in degrees of the transfer function of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model
(only positive frequencies, as periods, are shown). Note that the phase shift at the highest frequency (just
above the Nyquist frequency) begins at −36.66◦ . The phase shift dictates the time delay of each frequency
from input to output as the signal is filtered through the Great Lakes system.

Figure 8.3: Bode power plot and phase plot of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model.
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scaling regions as is observed when using the scaling exponents from the power law fit to
the power spectrum.
Furthermore, the scaling exponent β may be calculated directly from the phase (θ )
using Eq. (8.2) or directly from the time delay (∆t) using Eq. (8.7) to observe the gradual
change in scaling behavior across frequency regions. Within the transfer function, the
scaling exponent is directly related to phase and in fact, the transitions in scaling behavior
between transfer functions dominate the signal (Fig. 8.5). The benefit of observing the
scaling exponent calculated from the phase or time delay is that one can see directly how
the transitions between scaling regions dominate scaling behavior with the scaling exponent
constantly changing at a gradual rate. At the high frequencies, the scaling behavior
fluctuates with the transfer functions, reaching a peak in the value of the scaling exponent
at just over a period of 1 day before immediately transitioning to the next transfer function
(e.g., Fig. 8.5a). In many ways, the scaling exponent at each frequency in Fig. 8.5 that is
calculated directly from the phase or time delay is similar to finding the slope, as β , of
the tangent line to the Bode power plot (Fig. 8.3a) at each frequency which illustrates that
the scaling behavior is constantly changing, especially at the breaks in slope of the Bode
power plot. A summary of time delays calculated from the Great Lakes transfer function
is found in Table 8.3 which can be examined in conjunction with Table 8.2 to show the
difference between the calculation of the time delay of a multiscaling time series from
Eq. (8.8) and the scaling exponent β of each scaling region as compared to the calculation
of the time delay directly from the phase of the transfer function and Eq. (8.12). In practice,
for multiscaling time series, the time delay should be calculated directly from phase rather
than from the general time delay equation (Eq. (8.8)) of single scaling time series using the
scaling exponents of each scaling region.
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(a) Time delay (in days) from phase of Great Lakes Frequency Response Model

(b) Time delay (in hours) from phase of Great Lakes Frequency Response Model

(c) Time delay (in minutes) from phase of Great Lakes Frequency Response Model

Figure 8.4: Time Delay in days, hours, and minutes as calculated from phase (Eq. (7.6))
of the transfer function of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model (Eq. (7.2)).
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(a) The scaling exponent β is calculated directly from the phase (θ ) of the Great Lakes transfer function
using Eq. (8.2) (only positive frequencies, as periods, are shown).

(b) The scaling exponent β is calculated directly from the time delay (∆t) of the Great Lakes Frequency
Response Model using Eq. (8.7) (only positive frequencies, as periods, are shown).

Figure 8.5: The scaling exponent β is calculated directly from the phase (θ ) and from the
time delay (∆t) of the transfer function of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model,
both methods arrive at the same answer. The scaling behavior within the transfer function
takes on the characteristics of the phase, as an inverse image.
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Period (days)

0.55

1

3

30

365

Property

Peak at

Break at

Break at

Break at

Peak at

∆t (days)

−0.07
−0.16
−0.49
−5.38
−128.60

Phase Shift (in degrees) of
Great Lakes FRM

−43.23◦
−58.23◦
−58.29◦
−64.54◦
−118.68◦

−3086.50

−129.10

−11.66

−3.88

−1.59

∆t (hours)

−185189.86

−7746.16

−699.68

−232.95

−95.12

∆t (minutes)

2.82

1.43

1.30

1.29

0.96

Scaling Exponent β within
Great Lakes FRM at Period (days)

Table 8.3: The time delay is calculated for the multiscaling behavior of the Great Lakes system by calculating the time delay directly
from the phase shift of the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model. With the transfer function of the Great Lakes (Eq. (7.2)), the
phase shift from input to output at every frequency is known (as Eq. (7.6)). As a result, the time delay from input to output may be
calculated directly from the phase shift of the transfer function representing the Frequency Response Model. This method of calculating
the time delay from the transfer function provides a more accurately time delay calculation for multiscaling time series, given the smooth
transitions in phase, than when the general time delay equation (Eq. (8.8)) is used calculated directly from the scaling exponent of each
frequency region. The difference in accuracy is observed in comparing this table to Table 8.2 for which the time delay was calculated
from the scaling exponent alone. The reason for the discrepancy in some values from Table 8.2 to this table is twofold, the first is due
to the fact that changes in scaling behavior and the scaling exponent β are not abrupt transitions generally observed when fitting distinct
scaling regions (Fig. 8.2b) but instead, changes in scaling behavior are gradual as suggested by the plot of the Great Lakes Frequency
Response Model in Fig. 8.3a and as indicated directly in Fig. 8.5. The second is that the parameters in the Frequency Response Model
may need to be adjusted slightly to achieve exact scaling behavior which also influences the phase shift of the transfer function. For
example, in the flat high frequency region R4, although the scaling exponent of the power law fit is β = 0.2 at a period of 0.55 days
from Table 8.2, the scaling exponent within the transfer function at a period of 0.55 days is β = 0.96 due to the smooth transition in the
transfer function between scaling regions. As such, the time delay of the Lunitidal interval is not readily observed when the time delay
is calculated from the transfer function using the current parameters. The scaling exponent within the transfer function of the Frequency
Response Model is calculated using Eq. (8.7). Plots of the multiscaling time delays are found in Fig. 8.4.

8.3

Usefulness of time delay equation

Now that the correct application of the time delay to both single and multiscaling time
series has been discussed, the remainder of the discussion in this chapter will focus on
single scaling systems for which the general time delay equation (Eq. (8.8)) is useful to
portray concepts of scaling behavior as related to control systems. For simple, single
scaling control systems and inputs, if one knows the β -value of a system, one can determine
the exact frequency necessary as input to obtain the desired time delay and adjust that
frequency accordingly. Alternatively, if the frequency is fixed and a specific time delay is
desired, one may be able to change the scaling exponent β (in digital systems) to arrive
at the exact time delay. For simple inputs, such as a sine wave or cosine wave of a fixed
frequency, the time delay equation is straightforward. For more complex inputs, such as a
white noise, the equations still hold for all frequencies and scaling exponents, though each
frequency will have a different and distinct time delay relative to the sampling resolution.
Even though the phase shift is fixed for a scaling exponent, the time delay equation
translates the phase shift into units of sampling resolution at each frequency. However, if
a white noise signal is in fact riding on top of a lower frequency periodic signal, the time
delay from input to output would appear to favor the low frequencies as they are translated
with greater power into the output signal and appear to shift more in time from input to
output. In reality, the high frequency will phase shift according to the value of the scaling
exponent at that frequency and this shift takes place superimposed upon the low frequency
signal for which the phase shift translates to a greater shift in time. Thus, the time delay
equation captures the fundamental shifts in time at each frequency as the input signal is
translated to the output signal through the system for which these phase shifts are defined
by the scaling exponent.
Remember that Eq. (8.8), ∆t =

β
−8 f ,

yields a time delay result in terms of the index

value (in units of the sampling resolution) with each increment of t being 1 unit increment
of the index for the data of input translated into output. Thus, if a time delay of −256 points
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from input to the output of a 1024 point signal was desired and the system is an integrator
with β = 2, one can then solve for frequency to determine what frequency is needed as an
input to obtain the desired output. Solving Eq. (8.8) for frequency yields:

f=

β
−8∆t

(8.13)

which upon substitution of β = 2 and a -256 point time delay yields:

f=

2
1
= 0.000977 =
−8(−256)
1024

(8.14)


1
of a 1024 point signal as an input into an integrator
Thus, the lowest frequency
1024
system with β = 2 will yield the desired time delay of −256 points between the input


and output. If the length of the input signal is doubled, to say 2048, then the second


2
lowest frequency
will yield the −256 point time delay. Recall that the frequencies
2048
calculated are dependent on the length of the time series and as such, the time delay, being
dependent upon the frequencies, is also dependent on the length of the time series.
While the scaling exponent of the system is usually calculated in the frequency
domain, the relationship of the input to output allows the scaling exponent to be calculated
in the time domain as well. A variation of the time delay equation, Eq. (8.7), allows
the calculation of the scaling exponent directly from the input and output signal and any
landmarks within those signals that may indicate the phase shift. For example, in a simple
case, if a sine wave of a certain frequency is delayed by

1
4

of the length of the sine wave

(i.e., a −90º phase shift) from input to output passing through a system, then the scaling
exponent can be determined as β = 2 based only on the time delay and frequency of that
sine wave. This feature allows one to determine the scaling behavior of the system if inputs
into the system can be controlled and the output observed without having to convert to the
frequency domain using the FFT and fitting with a power law.
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The time delay equation (Eq. (8.8)) offers additional insight to determine the
maximum time delay that is possible to observe in the system. For example, the maximum
time delay that may be observed for an integrator (β = 2) system of any length of time
series is

1
4

of the length of the time series which is apparent in the equations. As the length

of the time series is fixed when data is sampled, then the maximum time delay that may be
observed is dependent upon both the length of sample of the time series under investigation
and the β -value of the system.
However, the equations also offer the ability to determine the minimum sample length
a time series must be in order to observe a desired time delay for a particular frequency
within a system with a known value of β . The system is static and processes the inputs
according to a fixed set of equations. In general then, higher frequencies will appear to
move through the system faster7 experiencing a shorter time delay than low frequencies and
if one has the option of changing the input to a system, one can increase the frequency of
the input to reduce the time delay of an input signal observed in the output. The time delay
equation can be applied to all frequencies, in addition to those containing periodicities,
so that the delay due to the scaling exponent of the system at a frequency between input
and output can be calculated. For example, if one is interested in obtaining a −256 point
time delay for an event such as the crest of a cosine wave, or is looking for one in an
integral system, at a minimum, at least 1024 points will represent one period of the correct
frequency that would generate a −256 point time delay. In real time, the actual output of
the event, the crest of the wave, will be observed 256 points (in increments of the sampling
resolution) after the input and the signal will appear as a sine wave (which is a cosine
7

The appearance of moving through a system faster is within the context of understanding that the signal,
from input to output is instantaneous but that the system delays the appearance of an event relative to the
phase shift imposed by the system. For example, in the integration of a cosine wave to arrive at a sine wave,
the appearance of the phase shift is the due to the instantaneous translation of the crest in the cosine wave
input to the inflection point of the sine wave output upon summation in an integral system with β = 2. As
summation continues, after a quarter cycle, eventually the cosine wave inflection point of the input becomes
the point at the crest in the sine wave output. Higher frequencies, with shorter periods, will take less time
on average to complete a full cycle and realize the appearance of a phase shift from crest in cosine wave
input to crest in sine wave output, hence, the shorter time delay.
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wave shifted by −90◦ ) for an integral system. In the case of an integrator system and from
Eqs. (8.13) and (8.14), the highest frequency possible to observe a -256 point time delay
1
, which is the lowest frequency of the 1024
from input to output is a frequency of
1024
point signal.
Alternatively, one can reduce the duration of the time delay by reducing the β -value
resulting in a smaller phase shift. With this knowledge, the time delay equation allows
the determination of the minimum length of time series that must be sampled based on
the scaling behavior and frequency in order to observe the passage of an event through
the system. An event that occurred in the input is delayed in passage through the system
according to the time delay of the system at the frequency. If one would like to see the
full effects of the event in the output signal, one must record at a minimum the number
of increments predicted by the time delay to fully realize that event. This offers some
predictive aspects of the time delay equation.
Previously discussed in describing a crest of a wave shifting in time from input to
output, the translation from input to output is instantaneous. To understand how the phase
shift (and time delay) occurs when the translation from input to output is instantaneous,
the mathematics defining a wave are examined. For example, consider a purely integral
system where the scaling exponent is β = 2, if a value (x) exists on the crest of a sine
wave, upon convolution through the system, the value that is at the crest of the resulting
cosine wave (for a −90◦ phase shift) is not the same value (x) as if the values in the crest
shifted in time. Rather, upon numerical integration, the value (x) is still in the same index
location, just added to the previous value. When the input time series is further integrated,
one sees the pattern that develops where the value (x) now exists in the current location and
in all subsequent index locations of x + 1, x + 2, . . . x + n of the output signal where (n) is
the length of the integrated time series since the next value is added to the previous value
which contains (x). This is why the term memory for an integral type system is referred
to as short-term memory; the current value or time step of the output signal includes the
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cumulative effects of all previous values of the input signal summarized in that value so
that when the next value is added, only the previous current value needs to be known to
determine the position.
The overall effect is that upon summation, the sine wave appears to phase shift
becoming a negative cosine wave as each next value was added to the previous value.
Therefore, as the wave is centered around 0, all positive values of the sine wave add and
create the run up to the next crest of the cosine wave which is the output of the system.
Once the values of the sine wave become negative, then the crest has been reached and
the values of the cosine wave begin to decline. This creates the illusion of a sine wave
that has shifted in time to become a cosine wave when in reality, the values are still in the
same location so the values themselves do not shift, just the process of integration caused
an effect that is equivalent to a phase shift (and amplification) of the original sine wave. As
a result, lower frequencies shift more because there is a greater build-up of positive values
(within a half period of the sine wave) upon integration before the added values become
negative and start the decline again in the output.
The time delay does not mean that the low frequencies are trapped in the system
waiting to be released at a predetermined time as all frequencies are represented in the value
that is added to the next upon integration. This is why a time series can be decomposed
into the sum of cosine and sine waves, as each value in time contains an element of all
frequencies. For a natural system, the discussion implies that any time delay or phase
shift that occurs from input to output is a result of the mathematics and interactions of the
system with the inputs into that system. Although the input is translated instantaneously
to the output signal, the appearance of a time delay emerges in the output signal due to
the frequency of the input and the scaling exponent of the system. In terms of cause and
effect in natural systems, the time delay equations show the location of the origin in the
input signal of an event in the output signal. The lower the frequency of the cause and the
greater the scaling exponent of the system, the more inertia a system will have defined by
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the time delay equations. That is, the inertia may be viewed as half of a period of a low
frequency signal (as the positive values or the negative values) for which the half period
must cycle completely before the inertial tendencies cease or reverse direction (entering the
other half of the period)8 . However, with each time delay and phase lag, there also is an
increase in power at all frequencies above the magnitude transition frequency9 fA through
amplification if β > 0 or decrease in power through attenuation if β < 0.
Thus, the inertia of a system is characterized not only by the phase shift (and time
delay) from input to output, but also by the magnitude component which may amplify the
input based on the scaling exponent. The basic property of inertia as a resistance to change
is explained through any positive scaling exponent of the system as any phase shift and
increased power of the output contains all the integrated10 energy of the input signal at any
given point. In order to reverse the inertia of the output of the system, all this energy would
have to be removed through differentiation by the same scaling exponent. In other words,
if a low frequency event is the cause of some effect in the integrated output, the inertia of
the system characterized by the scaling exponent and corresponding phase shift will result
in a very powerful low frequency effect as that low frequency is shifted and amplified in the
output. The integrative system can also take a high frequency event and appear to translate
this into a more powerful low frequency signal upon integration similar to the case of a
running sum of a coin flip since high frequencies greater than fA are attenuated and low
frequencies less than fA are amplified. Inertia of the system can then be partially quantified
by the time delay equation which can determine the length of time relative to the sampling
8

Consider a low frequency sine wave added to some value x, the inertia may be considered in relation to the
movement of the position of x. The positive values of the sine wave as half the period will tilt the balance in
favor of movement of the value x in a positive direction until the inflection point of the sine wave, at which
point the inertial characteristic favor movement in a negative direction. Incidentally, this also implies that
the strongest inertial pressure imparted to x by the sine wave and largest shift in position of x occurs at a
quarter period of the sine wave for positive movement and at a three-quarter period of the sine wave for
negative movement.
9 A discussion of the amplification/attenuation effects of the signal around the magnitude transition frequency
fA due to the scaling exponent β is found in App. D.3.1.
10 The degree of integration is dependent upon the scaling exponent β of the system with β = 2 being one
complete integration while fractionally integrated systems exhibit 0 < β < 2.
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resolution that will pass before any effects of inputs into that system across frequencies will
be realized as output.

8.4

Prediction of Recurrence
Through the Time Delay Equation

The time delay equation can be used to predict approximately where to look for events
in future recordings of the output signal based on tracking of the data observed in the
output time series at specific frequencies. When a stochastic time series is observed, one
notices patterns as if there is a certain regularity of highs and lows. The origin of this
perceived regularity is partly due to the cosine and sine waves of which the time series is
composed. Sometimes, the patterns of these crests are readily seen as with time series that
are characterized by higher β -values with distinct periodicities. At other times, the highs
and lows of the time series are obscured and lost in noise. The time delay represents the
phase shift of one period of the signal at a specific frequency based on the scaling exponent
at that frequency within the time series. Therefore, if the time delay is multiplied by the
total period divided by the phase shift, the result is a prediction of the recurrence of the
signal of interest particular to that time series and when the signal will begin again within
the time series based on the time delay.
The recurrence of a signal (R∆t) within a time series can be written:

R∆t = ∆t •

2π
θ

(8.15)

where the phase (θ ) is in radians. The recurrence of a signal (R∆t) is given in units of
the sampling resolution. Likewise, if the term 2π which represents the total period in
Eq. (8.15) is set to any other fraction of 2π, then the result will be the location within
the time series corresponding to that fraction of the total period of the signal (e.g., π
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π
results in the location of recurrence of a half period of the signal, will show the location
2
1
of recurrence of of the period of the signal). The FFT considers the cosine and sine
4
components of any time series to extend to positive and negative infinity in the frequency
domain so in reality, the recurrence equation Eq. (8.15) is finding the frequencies within a
signal and extending these frequencies into the future based on this property of the FFT and
the assumption that any time series is one period of an infinitely long signal. If a certain
frequency can be approximated from the output and the scaling exponent determined for
that frequency, then the recurrence equation may be used to predict subsequent recurrence
of the property of interest (e.g., crest or trough) at that frequency within the future behavior
of the signal prior to the output being recorded. This prediction assumes that the observed
scaling behavior of the system does not change.
Substitution of the time delay (Eq. (8.8)) and the phase shift for any scaling exponent
(Eq. (8.1)) into Eq. (8.15) yields:

R∆t =

2π
β
•
−8 f −β π4

(8.16)

which when simplified, shows that the recurrence is equivalent to the period of the signal
of interest within the time series:
R∆t =

1
f

(8.17)

The result in Eq. (8.17) is straightforward and expected. The scaling exponent cancels
out leaving just the period of the signal of interest. For any β -value, the repetition of
 
1
the cosine or sine wave in the future signal is simply the period
of the wave since
f
repetition is dependent on the frequency. A graph of a stochastic time series may be
overlaid with a sine wave at a specific period and the peaks of the crests should roughly
align with other peaks in the data set that also occur at the same period. Whether or
not a crest in the time series is observed when a crest is observed in the sine wave is
still a function of the random nature of the time series and the constructive or destructive
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interference of all other frequencies that compose the time series when the sine and cosine
components of the FFT are summed. However, if a wave crest is to be observed that
is precisely related to a specific frequency or period, then the crest should occur at the
locations predicted by the sine wave and not in the trough locations of the sine wave. The
key is to align the sine wave and underlying time series so that the crest of the sine wave
aligns with the crest of the corresponding period in the time series. Though the practice
may be largely speculative for very complex data sets, periodicities allow the recurrence to
be more easily discerned if a significant event was observed from input to output and the
peak in the output can be identified.
The discussion of predictability of stochastic time series may appear trivial but the
mathematics behind this inherent predictability is sound. The human brain likes to see
patterns and sometimes, in reality, a hidden order emerges even within stochastic time
series.

If the input can be made not totally random, meaning that the input is not

equivalent to β = 0, then the predictability of future events becomes more apparent as
the higher β -value at lower frequencies yields less noise and a greater chance of observing
the predicted recurrence of the signal indicated as a phase shift. If the input is simple
containing only a few frequencies added together and the scaling exponent of the system
is known, then the future behavior of each frequency becomes predictable at the interval
of recurrence based on both the known input and transfer function of the system. In a
sense, the recurrence signal equations are not predicting the time series but just aligning
the embedded cosine or sine waves with the time series in the time domain that the time
series is composed of in the frequency domain.
As mentioned before, the time delay through the recurrence equation (Eq. (8.15))
allows proper sampling of an output signal by determining the minimal number of samples
that need to be taken to ensure that an event at a specific frequency in the input signal is
fully represented within an output signal after passing through the system. If the signal is
tied to an event in the input at a specific frequency, the recurrence equation allows for the
proper calculation of the duration of sampling in units of the sampling resolution that must
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be collected as an output signal in order to fully realize the input signal based on the phase
shift introduced by the system. For example, if the input is a sine wave of length n = 1024
through a pure integration system (i.e., β = 2), to fully realize the complete sine wave in
the output, one must account for the time delay as the complete sine wave passes through
the system and sample at a minimum the length (or recurrence period) of the sine wave
plus the time delay of the system.
Sampled Output to Capture
β =2 System

Sine Wave Input
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Length(Input)

= Period

z }| {
∆t = −256

= 1024

Complete Sine Wave Input
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Length(Out put)

= (Period − ∆t)
= 1024 − (−256) = 1280
(8.18)

The calculation in Eq. (8.18) is from the perspective of the input signal. In other words,
a n = 1024 sine wave input through a β = 2 system has a time delay of −256 points so to
fully sample the complete sine wave phase shifted by −90◦ degrees through the integration
system, one must sample 1280 points assuming sampling of the input and output occurs at
the same time. This allows the proper time frame to be determined for sampling an output
signal to allow enough time to elapse as the complete period of the input signal passes
through the system and is delayed based on the time delay of that frequency in the system
to be observed in the output as the complete period of the phase shifted signal.

8.5

Phase Lag of Input to Output and Implications

As discussed in Sec. 6.2, the collective input into a large natural system is stochastic, minus
any periodicities, due to the CLT. The literature often describes the Fourier transform of a
stochastic process yielding random or no useful phase information (e.g., [60]) most likely
because the phase information is not observed directly in plot of the power spectrum. While
a power spectrum contains only magnitude information and no phase information, the FFT
in the pure rectangular complex number form contains all the information needed to obtain
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phase information upon conversion to polar notation. Even for random processes, the phase
information resulting from a FFT, while random, is the exact phase information needed to
recreate that particular random process time series. As such, the phase information is not
random in general (meaning one cannot just substitute another random data set for phase),
but specific to that random process, and only appears random because a stochastic process
was transformed in the calculations for the phase (Further discussion on phase is found in
Ch. 5.13.2).
Technically, each phase shift is distinct and the correct phase for each frequency so
that upon summation of the sinusoids composing the signal of each frequency at a specific
amplitude and phase, the time series is revealed. Changing these perceived random phases,
randomizing them, or omitting phase altogether creates a new time series. In fact, an
integral system with a known β -value of 2 will shift each random phase of the input (usually
π
a white noise) to the output by −90º degrees, or , for each frequency. Consequently, each
2
frequency will then experience a different time delay relative to the sampling resolution
based on this universal −90º degree phase shift of all frequencies for an integrator. If the
system is not a pure integrator and the β -value is not 2, the shift from the random phase
input translated to the output will be determined by the β -value at that frequency according
βπ
to θ = −
, for positive frequencies of single scaling systems, resulting in the proper
4
phase shift upon convolution for each frequency.
In summary, the phase for a FFT of a white noise can be described as having a random
phase with clarification of what is meant by random. Having established that the phase
of a white noise time series appears random, one notes that a different white noise will
produce a different set of random phases at each frequency. Any randomness is time series
specific to that particular white noise time series. What makes the phase appear random is
that a white noise stochastic time series was converted through the FFT to the frequency
domain and any randomness in phase is due to the random elements of the initial stochastic
time series. The phase determines the relative position of the sinusoids of each amplitude
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and frequency to each other so that upon summation, these component sinusoids add up
to recreate the original time series. Being time series specific, the random phase could
not be replaced by another set of random phases at each frequency because the resulting
inverse fast Fourier transform would fail to generate the original white noise time series
and instead, generate a new white noise time series. If the phase was totally random and
not related to the specific random white noise of this example, then the phase information
could be eliminated from the calculations and convolutions of systems. The phase is a
fundamental result of the FFT calculation, is time series specific, and is not meaningless
information.
The phase shift, as dictated by the scaling exponent, is how the system will shift each
random phase from the input signal to the output signal. The output signal can appear to
have random phases which represent the phase shift of each frequency based on the scaling
exponent at that frequency of input to output. For stochastic data sets then, the input and
output signal may both contain random phases which were phase shifted by the system
according to the scaling exponent at each frequency and Eq. (8.1). To see this, compare
the phase of the stochastic input signal to the phase of the stochastic output signal at each
frequency, the difference between the two phases at each frequency will be the phase shift
dictated by the scaling exponent in the phase shift equation (Eq. (8.1)). Refer to Fig. 5.5 for
an example.
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8.6

Inertia of the System and Origin of

1
Noise in Nature
f

1
noise11 date back to the discovery of the phenomenon in 1925 [86, 87, 59].
f
The answer to the question of why noise is ubiquitous in nature lies partly in the

The origins of

mathematics. Any stochastic time series, from a Gaussian to log-normal time series, when
converted from the time domain to the frequency domain will exhibit some variation of
1
noise scaling. One may argue that power law scaling is partially because the very
f
act of converting from the time domain to the frequency domain and then finding the
power spectrum is a squaring process in which the amplitudes are squared to plot the
power versus frequency. The power found in polar notation when fit with a power law
will scale according to the value of the scaling exponent β over all frequencies and is
1
observed as noise12 while the amplitudes of the rectangular notation counterpart will not
f
scale according to a power law at the same frequencies. However, there is another common,
natural phenomenon that produces scaling behavior in the power spectrum of the frequency
domain, the process of integration or differentiation.

8.6.1

On the Origin of

1
1
noise or noise
f
s

Perhaps, a more direct explanation as to the origin of
the scaling and shifting effect of the β -value of

1
noise in nature can be derived from
f

1
noise. A positive β -value indicates an
s

1
noise. However, from the discussion in Ch. 5, the more
f
1
1
descriptive term is
noise and the origin of
noise is better understood from within the context of
s
f
1
1
noise. The more generic frequency term noise is used here for historical discussion when in fact, once
s
f
1
1
the scaling exponent β is included on the frequency term, noise or β scaling behavior is more accurate.
s
s2
12 The term 1 noise here is meant to be general. The scaling exponent here on the frequency term is not
f
1
defined and includes the class of signals of any value of β . Thus, the term noise does not refer strictly to
f
a β -value of β = 1 but of the whole range of possible β -values of the scaling exponent on frequency.

11 Historically,

the literature speaks in terms of
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integrative system where β = 2 is a single full integration, β = 1 is a half integral, and β = 3
may be considered one and a half integrations. In nature, most natural systems are either
full or fractional integral type systems taking in inputs from many different sources, passing
the inputs through an integration system (e.g., full or partial integration filter) across all
frequencies, to yield some measurable output which is observed to scale according to a
1
noise since the power spectrum is a plot of
power law and is generally described as
f
only frequencies, not phase. For example, a river flow may be integrated to define the
water levels of the lake or reservoir that the river flows into. Additional inputs into the lake
or reservoir system include positive inputs such as rainfall, runoff, groundwater flow and
also negative inputs13 or losses such as evaporation, diversion, and flow out of the lake or
reservoir. All inputs, both positive and negative are summed or integrated to arrive at the
final lake or water level . Such systems however may not be fully integrated as in nature,
1
fractional integration is possible. Thus, the origin of noise is due to most systems being
f
integrative type systems where the value of the scaling exponent indicates the extent of
this integration for the system as a whole and the common property that the inputs into the
system collectively, from the Central Limit Theorem, are Gaussian white noise which when
integrated, take on the scaling characteristics of the scaling exponent(s) of the system.
In nature, often the integration process is incomplete or energy is lost along the way.
In the previous example, the flow of a river into a lake or reservoir, the water levels of the
lake or reservoir may be considered roughly a pure integral of the flow. However, in reality,
the flow or input is accompanied by rainfall, inputs from groundwater, runoff, and water
loss through evaporation, absorption, diversion, or any multitude of physical processes.
The sum of the inputs with flow into the lake or reservoir may then be considered a white
13 The term “negative inputs” is used to define the property that all of the external effects are included together

as “inputs” into the system. The result is that the system integrates everything to yield the final result as
one output. So, while not strictly an input, the overall effect that negative inputs have on the inputs into the
system is to make the values slightly less than had negative inputs not been present. For example, a simple
basin is an integrator of flow into the basin. If the flow is higher due to rain or lower due to diversion, that
does not change the fact that as a basin, everything that falls into the basin is integrated into the volume of
the basin.
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noise process. The lake levels then are an approximation of an integration process of the
input with flow over a given range of frequencies with some loss of matter, energy, or
information, so the measured scaling exponent β of the output may be less than 2, or
a fractional β -value. Natural integral processes are not limited to integer multiples of
2 for the β -value or even whole integrators, but may be half integrals (β = 1), decimal
or fractional integrals (β = 1.5), or differentiators (β = −2). The β -value now offers a
way to observe nature in terms of fractional integration processes in addition to complete
integration processes (Refer to Fig. 6.1). Furthermore, the interaction of integration
processes, high or low pass filters, or differentiators across all frequencies as defined by
the transfer function of a natural system may also yield fractional scaling behavior over
distinct ranges of frequencies.
1
noise is
f
ubiquitous in nature because almost everything in nature is some type of an integration
From an environmental systems perspective, the scaling behavior of

process (where in fact a derivative is just the negative of an integration process). Nature
1
power scaling
is abundant with integration processes which are responsible for the
f
behavior. Whether it is the flow of a river into a reservoir, rainfall over a watershed
recharging a lake, the daily insolation heating the earth and atmosphere, or even the growth
or decline of biological populations, all are integration processes summing a variety of
inputs into a measured output changing through time that can be plotted as a time series.
In the above examples, the collective stochastic inputs can be positive or negative and upon
summation by the system, generate an output that appears to have scaling behavior. In
nature, due to the Central Limit Theorem, several inputs together compose a random input
1
signal and as a stochastic input into an integral-type system will scale according to a
f
noise because the very act of integration upon passing through a natural integral system is
a scaling process in the frequency domain with β = 2. The natural system is responsible for
creating the process attributed to noise exhibited in the output measured signal due to the
integration of random or stochastic inputs. The mathematical relation between the value of
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the time series, the Laplace integral operator, and the frequency or
1
β
2

1
1
noise as noise or
f
s

has important implications for natural systems and offers insight as to the reasons for

s
1
observation of noise throughout a variety of scientific disciplines.
f
1
Furthermore, the concept of
noise and the systems approach (i.e.,
s
input-system-output) offers insight into the origins of chaos observed in nature and
why forecasting natural systems is often accurate only in the short-term. For example,
consider the Great Lakes water levels in which the Great Lakes system is so large that
the inputs into the Great Lakes system collectively sum to a Gaussian white noise input
with added periodicities. The predictable aspect of the Great Lakes water levels stems
from either the periodicities or the scaling behavior over distinct ranges of frequencies.
However, one cannot predict with long term accuracy what the inputs will be as the inputs
are Gaussian white noise which are constantly changing only being constrained around a
natural oscillation or central mean (i.e., the center of the normal or Gaussian distribution).
Although one may predict a probabilistic forecast within an envelope, as is observed in the
synthetic models, any output represents one instance of an infinite number of possibilities
given another Gaussian white noise input to a large system and the outputs themselves
can vary wildly within the envelope since the path itself is probabilistic. In the Frequency
1
noise contributes directly to the origins of chaos
Response Model of large systems,
s
in long-term forecasts of large, natural stochastic systems such as the Great Lakes and
climate models.

8.6.2

Inertia and

1
noise from a Systems Perspective
s

The integration process can also be linked to the inertial characteristics of the physical
1
and natural environment. Natural systems often exhibit inertia.
noise may then be
s
thought of as the inertial effects of integration in these natural systems. For example,
climate inertia would dictate that the coldest part of the year in the Northern Hemisphere
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occurs in late January some 27.3 days after the shortest day of the year due to the inertial
(integrative) effects solar radiation on temperature. Any change in solar radiation now
impacts temperature 27.3 days (the time delay or lag) into the future. Hence, any change in
temperature now is due to the inertia characteristics of the earth-atmosphere system of how
incoming solar radiation was changing 27.3 days ago. The summation effects of inertia
create an environmental system that integrates inputs from a variety of sources which,
when added together, become stochastic even though they initially may or may not be
random. Any natural system measurements observed today are not just the effects of the
last few minutes, but the memory effects (i.e., time delay) of the last hours, days, weeks,
months, and years based on both the scaling exponent and the frequency. Thus, inertia in
environmental systems can be thought of as an integral process of scaling behavior over all
frequencies. The degree of inertia in the system may be related to the time delay for which
a higher scaling exponent β translates into a larger time delay from input to output which
is frequency specific. The scaling exponent may be useful to calculate the system inertia
through the length of time that will pass before an input is seen in the output signal (and to
what extent the scaling effect will be from input to output).
Generally, a natural system is an open system where not all of the input is translated
into the output or the output is changed by something else not measured in the system. If
the input is assumed to be white noise, then the measured output will represent how the
system as a whole is scaling at each frequency, what information is lost (or frequencies
attenuated) and what information is amplified. The fact that flow of a river into a reservoir
does not yield an exact integration process of the measured input flow directly into water
levels as measured output should not be surprising. Generally, though one would expect
an integration process, certain inputs at specific frequencies may not get translated into the
measured output before taking on some other function in the system.
For example, consider flow into a lake, when measuring the output (water levels),
one is also measuring an open system which has water leaving in other ways such as
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evaporation. Likewise, due to the expansive boundaries of the lake, as water volume
increases, the lake may expand or contract horizontally expanding or contracting the
shoreline so that even though there is more water in the system, the overall water level
changes minimally. Of course, different water levels might have different expansive
boundary properties due to the gradient of the shoreline so a lake might expand or contract
to a point and then shift into vertical changes in water level. By measuring the water
levels, all of the other physical processes in the system that could have an impact on the
water levels need to be accounted for even though the flow into the lake (from a variety
of sources) is the main input that the system is integrating. Fundamentally, the measured
output reveals the power scaling behavior of the system as a whole at all frequencies and is
summarized in the transfer functions.
From the control system perspective, the natural system is considered as an open
system for which the boundaries of the system have been expanded out far enough so
that all inputs are included which would imply, on the large scale, that the natural system
represented by the transfer functions may be viewed as an approximate closed system.
However, due to the vastness of a natural system, and the fact that even when the system
is expanded as far as possible, there are forces outside the system that can and do have
an impact on the natural system such as the tidal effects of the sun and moon on water
levels in not only the oceans, but the Great Lakes as well. As such, while the Central
Limit Theorem allows all inputs into the system to be considered a white noise, there
are other possibilities of sources of variations not described in the transfer function and
these periodicities, from planetary rotation or daily tidal effects from the interaction of
the earth, sun, and moon, can be included as part of the input added to the Gaussian
white noise input. When an input signal is a Gaussian white noise, embedded upon a
low frequency periodic signal, the oscillation of the periodicity sufficiently constrains the
signal to a more stationary oscillatory pattern. The periodicity at the low frequency yields
a peak at a specific frequency in the power spectrum but does not otherwise impact the
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measurement of the scaling exponent β for which the scaling range spans the region of the
peak. Therefore, one may assume Gaussian white noise input due to the CLT with added
periodicities so that the derivation of a transfer function from the output time series of a
system is still valid. Any added periodicities allow for direct calculation of time delays or
inertia due to the system in the output time series at the frequency of the periodicity based
on the scaling exponent of the region in which the periodicity occurs.
Either way, whether or not a natural system is opened or closed is usually a question
of scale as when a lake or river is considered by itself, the system is viewed as open
while when scaled up to the size of the watershed or even the planet, the system may
be considered closed.

The argument of open versus closed system has implications

when considering the concepts of stationary and nonstationary time series from a systems
perspective. Generally, however, the label of open or closed system does not alter the
transfer function of the system which captures the dynamics of how the system responds to
all inputs, whatever the source, at all frequencies. The transfer function, as the Frequency
Response Model of the system, is representative of the processes by which a dynamic
equilibrium is achieved as a system evolves to a time-independent steady state given a fixed
range of inputs (with added periodicities) into the system [88]. A more appropriate label
1
for a natural system is then a noise dynamical system which better defines the transfer
s
function of the system as opposed to the terms open and closed systems which tend to focus
on the inputs into the system [53].

8.7

Clarifying the Concept of Stationarity
as Defined by the Scaling Exponent

One question that often arises is the fact that low frequencies of natural systems often
exhibit highly nonstationary behavior and some scientists have speculated that a time
series that exhibits this property such as a lake cannot possibly be nonstationary in the
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lowest frequencies or else the entire earth should be flooded14 . Mandelbrot referred to the
seemingly infinite energy in the low frequencies when the scaling exponent β ≥ 1 as the
infrared catastrophe [22]. The misconception that a lake or climate must at the very low
frequencies have a scaling exponent that is stationary is prevalent and many believe that a
stationary signal cannot have a power spectrum with a high scaling exponent over a range
of low frequencies [91, 89].
From control theory and Bode analysis, the inputs into many large natural systems
are assumed to be a Gaussian white noise, which collectively upon convolution with the
transfer function of the system, yields an output. Within each of these three components
(input, system, output), there are a variety of factors or characteristics to consider which
define what is allowable as a value for the natural system and provide indications on
the current or future stability output time series from that system. To answer questions
about what is observed in nature as relatively stable systems versus what the mathematics
and scaling exponent suggest as nonstationary systems when β > 1 at low frequencies, a
discussion is necessary separating the contributions from influences outside the system, the
type of input, the properties of the system, and the properties of the environment holding
the output.
Foremost, the nonstationarity under discussion is that suggested by the value of the
scaling exponent β of the output time series at the lowest frequencies of the time series
that is sampled regardless of whether or not the time series exhibits single scaling or
multiscaling behavior. The value of the scaling exponent on natural time series is the
same as the value of the scaling exponent of the system at those same frequencies since
a Gaussian white noise input yields a scaling exponent of β = 0 for all frequencies. If for
14 The

argument for flooding of the planet draws from the case of sea level changes at Bermuda investigated
by Wunsch, 1972 which found that there was a slope close to β = 2 at low frequencies suggesting that
the island of Bermuda would eventually be under water given the argument of nonstationarity [89, 90].
However, when viewed in the context of conditional stationarity introduced in this section (Sec. 8.7) and
within the framework of the scaling exponent on a transfer function of a system, there is no expectation
of flooding since the inputs into the system (as a nonstationary integration process with β = 2) are not
unlimited and in fact balance out in positive and negative increments.
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some reason the input was not a β = 0 input, perhaps for a small system, then the value
of the scaling exponent on the output time series will be the value of the scaling exponent
of the input plus the value of the scaling exponent of the system at each frequency. For
multiple scaling time series, if the value of the scaling exponent β over the low frequencies
is β > 1, while the frequency is decreasing, the power at each frequency is increasing.
As such, values of multiscaling time series in the time domain will be constrained within
the limits imposed by the scaling exponent of the lowest frequencies which means that in
the time domain, the high frequencies are tracking and riding on top of the low frequency
behavior. However, the value of the power scaling exponent β at the low frequency range
is subject to the length of the time series sampled so that any perceived nonstationarity at
the lowest frequencies must be viewed within the context of the sample length.
For example, if only 1 month (30 days) of data was sampled of the Great Lakes water
levels at Mackinac City, MI, the scaling exponent is β = 0.1 up to a frequency of about 30
days suggesting that the time series is stationary over 30 days. However, in sampling the
same location of the Great Lakes water levels out to 30 years, at periods from 30 days to
30 years, the scaling exponent is β = 2.5 suggesting that the time series is nonstationary
up to 30 years. The length of the sample of the natural time series then will determine the
scaling exponent and even if the scaling exponent suggests the time series is nonstationary,
further sampling in time (especially over long-term geologic time for which data may be
sparse) may yield lower values of the scaling exponent β and imply stationarity at even
lower frequencies. However, paying attention to the log axis of the power spectrum, just
doubling the time series is not enough to observe significant changes in scaling behavior.
One may need to increase the length (sampling duration) by a factor of 10 or more to
observe a change in scaling behavior if one exists. So, using the Great Lakes example,
instead of sampling only 30 days, sample 365 days. However, if extending 365 days to
30 years, sampling the Great Lakes at 30 years of data yields no discernible change in
scaling behavior from what was already determined from one year of data. The logical
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interpretation is that over the course of the sampling period, the time series may indeed be
nonstationary. However, relative to geologic time, 30 years is only 0.2% of the Great Lakes
approximately 15,000 year history.
When the concept of stationarity is approached from the systems perspective, there
is no reason why the scaling exponent of a natural system must be a stationary scaling
exponent (i.e., classified as β < 1) at the lowest frequencies at which one is sampling or
even at lower frequencies beyond which one samples. A basin, as a system, will always be
an integrator and have the property of β = 2 no matter what the frequencies are of the input
signal, even if there is no input signal. Consider that the scaling exponent observed on the
output time series describes the system and what the system is doing to the inputs at each
frequency, manifesting as the scaling exponent of the output time series. For example, lake
water level time series is the measured output of a lake as a system, so that the lake system,
while bounded by the banks and surrounding topography of the area, is still a basin and an
integrator of all frequencies including the lowest frequencies of everything that falls within
the basin. The idea of any basin as an integrator is mathematically sound and is represented
1
by the Laplace transform of β with β = 2. For an analogy from electrical engineering, a
s2
lake or basin as an integrator of all flow into the lake behaves as a capacitor which stores
a electrical energy based on the flow of charge or electrical current. The Laplace equation
1
1
for a capacitor is also multiplied by a factor
for which C is the capacitance. The
s
C
capacitance is the ability of a body to store a charge and a function of the structure and
dimensions of the physical geometry of the capacitor. In other words, for a natural system,
C may describe the boundaries of the basin and the limits of that basin to store water.
With the systems approach, the time series of the output of a system (here, the water
levels of the Great Lakes) is dependent both on the inputs into that system and the scaling
and shifting behavior of the system defined by the value(s) of the scaling exponent β over
all frequencies. As an integrator with β = 2 over all frequencies, any flow into a basin
will be added to the current water level. At extremely low frequencies of stochastic white
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noise as the inputs into the system, the amplitudes of the low frequencies are generally
the same as that of the high frequencies (as at the scaling exponent β = 0), there is equal
power over all frequencies) so there is no lower limit where the input amplitude at any low
frequency of the input is too extreme for the size of the basin. All inputs of any frequency
that enter into the basin are integrated. Of course, in small systems, if the input is not a
white noise but some other input that exhibits β > 0, then there may be a case where the
effect of integration is amplification of the input signal to an amount greater than the upper
boundary limits of the basin, but due to the CLT for large systems, this is not expected for
many natural data sets in open systems.
There are of course stationary aspects observed in many natural systems relative to
geological time. In the short time frame that the water levels are sampled (e.g., 30 years
relative to the geologic time of the age of the Great Lakes), the basin is an integrator and the
inputs into the system have all been within the limits of the basin so that the Great Lakes
basin has integrated everything that has entered from a wide variety of sources. Of course,
the mathematics of integration of a white noise input indicates that any nonstationary
behavior is very slow to develop given that the variance of an integrated white noise is
dependent upon the length of the signal15 . Any stationarity or nonstationarity observed
is due to the amplitudes of the inputs, the quantity of the input available, and the way in
which the system processes such inputs. Considering the case where the basin or reservoir
was at the maximum height, where further integration would overflow the basin (such as a
bathtub), measuring the water levels would produce an upper limit to the water level height.
The measured water levels of the basin at the maximum height limit would not produce the
stationary stochastic signal at only the low frequencies but a flat line of very small to no
amplitude changes at all frequencies when the water level is measured only at this upper
limit. However, despite any overflow, the basin or system is still integrating the inputs since
15 A

full discussion of integration/differentiation and fractional integration/differentiation of a white noise
based on the value of the scaling exponent β and the influence of the length of the time series on the
variance and standard deviation is found in App. D.
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the process has not stopped, and if the volume of water that was overflowed was accounted
for, the basin would still be observed as integrating all inputs. Upon overflow, a basin has
reached the upper limit of ability to store water or, in other words, has reached capacitance.
When the basin has overflowed, the water level is no longer representative of the basin, but
also of the basin plus the expansive boundary that the basin has flowed into.
The threshold of the basin or capacitance in terms of water containment is usually
not met in any sampling time frame and thus, the power spectrum of water levels appears
essentially unbounded for the time period over which the water levels were sampled. There
is no reason to think that somehow the lake must have some process or mechanism at a
lower frequency that prevents the lake from flooding the planet. From the transfer functions
for the Great Lakes, one observes that the integration transfer function spans all frequencies
and would span even higher or lower frequencies if the water levels were sampled at a
higher resolution for a greater length of time. The integration transfer function is describing
the basin and the physical property of the basin integrating everything that falls within.
The only reason that the integration transfer function for a basin would cancel out is
if another physical process represented by another transfer function begins to dominate
at a certain frequency gain. If inputs were unlimited and there was enough continuous
water as inputs into the system, then the lake would flood the planet because a basin is an
integrator of everything that enters the basin system. If the basin can no longer contain
the inputs, the basin does not suddenly start draining the inputs through a different process
(i.e., the properties of the system are still integral and do not suddenly change). Instead,
the perimeter of the basin expands and the water levels stay at, or overflow if above, the
maximum value for the basin until the inputs into the system subside. Thus, if a lake
overflows, as with any flooding, the topography of the region dictates the new boundaries
of the lake to contain the overflow but the lake is still integrating everything that is in the
input minus of course, any new flow out.
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The physical limits of the perimeter of the basin, which contain the water in the basin
preventing overflow, are dependent upon the water levels. As water enters a lake and is
integrated, if there is a river or creek that flows out of the lake, then the flow in the river
or creek is dependent on the water levels in the lake. If the water levels are high, the flow
is faster out of the lake and if the water levels are low, the flow out is slower (i.e., flow
is dependent upon the elevation head of the water level.). This incomplete integration of
all water that enters the lake does not change the scaling exponent of β = 2 and is not
characterized by a scaling exponent less than β = 2. The reason for this is that if there was
flow into a lake and also flow out of the lake, then the difference of flow in minus flow out is
what is integrated. The flow out just serves to reduce the amount of water that is ultimately
integrated as water levels but does not change the process of integration. In reality, water
level is maintained within the basin through integration exhibiting fluctuations where the
water levels are increasing when the flow in is greater than the flow out, decreasing when
the flow out is greater than the flow in, and achieving equilibrium when the flow in is equal
to the flow out. If a system is a basin and an integrator yet the inputs are very small or
there is flow out of the system to balance the inputs (where again, collectively the flow
in/flow out is balanced and represented as Gaussian white noise), the system can maintain
that integration without overflow for a very long time which if observed in the frequency
domain would constitute very low frequencies. As such, the lowest frequencies can still
be an integrator of all that enters and the measured water levels can exhibit nonstationarity
(i.e., a wandering mean) at the lowest frequencies measured without flooding the earth.
The concept of stationarity has been defined in the past from the examination of
the output signal and described based on the variance that would be observed at each
scaling exponent [10]. However, the scaling exponent of the system alone, as measured
as the scaling exponent on the output time series, is not indicative of stationarity since the
scaling exponent is now shown to represent the process(es) within the system generating
the output time series combined with the scaling exponent of the input at each frequency.
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Implying stationary or nonstationary behavior based solely on the scaling exponent β fails
to address the fact that the scaling exponent is representative of a system process such as
β = 2 for integration and any stationarity or nonstationarity of any output of the system
represented by that process is subject to both the inputs and additional influences of driving
forces outside the system. The fact that the scaling exponent is embedded within the
output time series as an artifact of convolution does not change the fact that the origin
of scaling behavior is the combined scaling behavior of the system convolved with the
scaling behavior of the input signal. To be clear, the scaling exponent β of the measured
output time series does not always determine the scaling exponent of the system, especially
if the system is small without a Gaussian white noise as input or if there are periodicities
originating outside the system that dominate when added to the Gaussian white noise input
for larger systems, but does indicate what the system has done and the process or processes
used in generation of the time series. Control theory shows that both the scaling exponent
of the system combined with the scaling exponent of the input at each frequency determines
the properties of the output time series and the scaling exponent that is measured on the
output time series which is why the scaling behavior of the input time series may also
control the degree of stationarity for a system that one may have defined as a nonstationary
system.
An obvious example is the scaling exponent β = 2 of an integral system and a cosine
wave as input. No matter how many iterations are done or the total length of the cosine
wave as input, a cosine wave integrated by a β = 2 integral system will always produce
1
a sine wave as output (i.e., a scaled (by β ) and shifted (by −90◦ ) cosine wave)16 . The
s2
resulting time series is stationary around the mean of zero with the total variance being the
amplitude of the sine wave. Even though a β = 2 scaling exponent is used, the resulting
time series is not nonstationary as is usually described when β = 2 suggesting that the
16 Integration

here is meant to be theoretical or integration taking place in the frequency domain and
not cumulative summation (or numerical integration) which yields a scaled and shifted signal with a
significant offset. For an in-depth discussion on numerical versus frequency domain integration, see
App. B.6.1 and B.6.1.1.
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scaling exponent is not an indicator of the stationarity of a simple input such as a cosine
wave. Thus, although the system is an integrator and has a known scaling exponent of
β = 2, whether or not the output time series of the system is considered stationary or
nonstationary is dependent upon the input used and not the scaling exponent of the system
itself. A simple cosine wave as input passed through an integration system with β = 2 will
produce a stationary sine wave as output while a stochastic Gaussian white noise as input
passed through the same integration system with β = 2 will produce a Brownian motion as
output and be considered nonstationary.
To further extrapolate the concept of the scaling exponent as an indicator of
stationarity, consider the fact that a coin flip sequence of a fair coin is an example of a
simplified white noise random signal. However, a coin flip, no matter how many flips,
will generate approximately equal numbers of heads and tails with the variance slowly
increasing over time but ultimately, still representing equal numbers of heads and tails [92].
If the coin flip is integrated with heads counting at +1 and tails as −1, the overall final
position or displacement would be expected to be a relative stationary signal with equal
numbers of heads and tails. Even though the coin may wander off in either positive or
negative direction, the fact that there are approximately equal numbers of heads and tails
suggests that the time series generated by integrating a coin flip will remain close to the
origin with the probability of any outcome being the binomial probability distribution.
The time series of the coin flip may be seen as nonstationary in the sense that the
duration of flips (length of the time series) determines the allowable variance which is
limited to the number of flips. In the short term, the time series of the coin flip is moderately
stationary as the variance increases very slowly with time due to the additive effects of
integration. A time series of the running sum of a coin flip will yield a power spectrum with
a scaling exponent of β = 1.8 which, if stationarity was determined by value of the scaling
exponent β , suggests that a running sum is a nonstationary signal. However, even though
the mean may change through time, the final displacement is expected to be relatively close
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to the origin since, on average, equal numbers of heads and tails are expected. As a result, a
relative stationary type of behavior emerges in what otherwise is defined, from the value of
the scaling exponent β , as a nonstationary signal. The process of integration of a coin flip
will yield a balanced Brownian motion time series with expected equal numbers of heads
and tails and with the number of runs of each run length of heads or tails balancing out each
other. The nonstationary time series is confined within an envelope of possible values with
a greater probability of values in the middle rather than at the extremes of the envelope.
A Gaussian white noise time series as input integrated to a Brownian motion will behave
similarly to the coin flip, with the positive or negative signs of the incremental values of the
Gaussian white noise having the same pattern as positive (+) heads or negative (−) tails
of a coin. If the Gaussian white noise time series is passed through an integral system with
β = 2, then the same sort of distribution and variance within an envelope of possible values
may be expected as the coin flip. Further discussion relating a coin flip to Gaussian white
noise is found in App. D.
From the equations derived in Ch. 5 and the examples of a cosine wave or a coin
flip as inputs into the same integral β = 2 system which generated both a stationary
and nonstationary signal, the evidence is clear that the scaling exponent is not a direct
indicator of stationarity or nonstationarity. Rather, the scaling exponent resides on the
1
Laplace operator s of the transfer function (e.g., β ) describing the processes with system
s2
responsible for generation of the output time series and can be found by examining the
power spectrum of the output time series of stochastic signals. The scaling exponent cannot
be found by examining the power spectrum of the sine wave output of a cosine wave input
unless there are multiple frequencies used at which point the slope of the peaks of the
periodicities in the power spectrum will indicate the scaling exponent. The fact that the
power spectrum of the single sine wave does not yield a scaling exponent does not mean
that the sine wave was not generated through the integration of a cosine wave. If one
knew the change in magnitude of the sine wave from input to output, one could calculate
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the correct scaling exponent to achieve that magnitude change just as if one knew the exact
phase shift from output to input, one could also calculate the exact scaling exponent needed
to achieve that phase shift. The lack of a scaling exponent of the power spectrum of a
sine wave does not imply that a particular sine wave was generated from integration of a
cosine wave as there are easier methods for generating a pure sine wave. The point is that
the scaling exponent, as a property of the system may or may not indicate stationary or
nonstationary behavior in the output time series generated by the system depending upon
the scaling behavior of the inputs into that system and the scaling behavior of the system at
each frequency.
Though the initial cause of the infrared catastrophe is the nonstationarity of stochastic
data sets when β ≥ 1 assuming infinite energy, an alternate interpretation is that the scaling
exponent is describing the processes of the system, manifesting as the scaling behavior
of the output time series, but ultimately subject to the properties of the input time series.
After all, since a basin is always an integrator and one may have flow out of a basin as
well which, when considered as a negative input, balances out the inputs as a Gaussian
white noise, then the act of integration is not only integrating positive values, but negative
as well maintaining the stationarity of the integrated time series. If for some reason, the
inputs were not Gaussian white noise and always positive (i.e., unlimited positive inputs),
then an infrared catastrophe would occur. However, though the variance will increase with
increasing length of the time series, one must remember that the variance is increasing
with a certain probability so that extreme values exceeding the variance are extremely
unlikely as time progresses and the majority of values are expected to be in the middle
of the variance envelope. Furthermore, the perspective from which the question is asked
matters a great deal in the mathematics as calculation of the variance out to an index of
1000 values will produce a large envelope but if the time series crosses the mean at an
index of 900, calculation of the variance from that point out to the index of 1000, only 100
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values, will yield a much smaller envelope having reset the envelope calculation once the
time series is sampled.
There is a periodic property of the FFT that is assumed for any time series that
is converted from the time domain to the frequency domain17 . For the length of any
nonstationary time series, the entire time series can be thought of as one period of an
infinitely long repeating signal and is thus conditionally stationary over the period as is
required by the FFT. Mandelbrot introduced conditionally stationary spectra to solve the
case of the infrared catastrophe by changing perspective and viewing power spectra as
conditional spectra and conditionally stationary (over the length of the time series) instead
of out to infinity [22, 16]. A systems approach goes one step further and provides an
explanation as to why the conditional spectra approach is consistent in that any output
time series (and the degree of stationarity of the output) will depend upon the inputs into
the system that generates the output time series. In short, classification of the stationarity
of a signal by the scaling exponent alone fails to take into account the contribution of the
input signal to the overall trajectory and constraints placed on the output signal by the input
signal. Due to the fact that these inputs are not unlimited and largely oscillatory about some
mean18 (e.g., Gaussian white noise from the CLT), infinite energy is not available despite a
system being a form of an integral and nonstationary from the perspective of the output and
through classification by the scaling exponent. Conditional stationarity is implied by the
fact that the inputs into a natural system are ultimately limited (in amplitude or in time) and
may contain oscillatory waveforms over certain frequencies as periodicities constraining
the input around a central value as the mean of Gaussian white noise (within the variance
of the input signal).
17 To be accurately analyzed, any time series converted from the time domain to the frequency domain through

the FFT must be periodic or made periodic through a preprocessing step such as the application of the
Hann Window or mirroring the data to force the endpoints to match. This preprocessing step allows for
the recovery of the correct values of scaling exponent β at all frequencies. The technique for endpoint
correction through either windowing or mirroring data are discussed in App. A.
18 Note that the mean of the time series does not represent the mean of the system as a whole; often the mean
of the time series observed is several standard deviations away from the true mean [92, 93].
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From another perspective, conditional stationarity of a stochastic time series generated
by a natural or physical causal system may be thought of as a direct consequence of
the conditional stability of a system that experiences natural harmonic oscillations when
disturbed from initial conditions. This challenges the traditional approach of defining a time
series as stationary or nonstationary based solely on the scaling exponent β , when viewed
within the context of the property of conditional stability of a system that generated that
time series. Stability of a system is implied for systems with a Gaussian white noise input,
centered around a mean, for which a modified Laplace transfer function which includes the
scaling exponent β is derived directly from the measured scaling behavior of the power
spectrum of the output time series which was transformed into the frequency domain by
the FFT. Recall from Eq. (5.7), when σ = 0, s = jω so that the Laplace transform is equal
to the Fourier transform. In setting σ = 0, conditional stability is invoked which allows the
frequency response of the system in the form of the modified Laplace equations to be found
just from the magnitude or power spectrum of the stochastic time series in the frequency
domain as a result of the FFT [62].
What is being described is more than just stationary or nonstationary behavior, but
the stability of natural systems. A system which exhibits power scaling behavior and
a measured power scaling exponent β in the frequency domain may be thought of as
only marginally stable or existing within an equilibrium state. While the input may be
bounded, once the input is integrated, the output may be unbounded (as in the case of a
step input) so a system that has some form of integration technically cannot be classified as
bounded input-bounded output (BIBO) stable but must instead be classified as marginally
stable [94, 95]. A BIBO stable system is defined as a system where for any bounded
input, there is a bounded output [73, 95]. Even a fractional integrator, that may have been
considered stationary with β < 1, may be considered to yield unbounded output given a step
1
input since all frequencies greater than the magnitude transition frequency (as fA =
2π
discussed in App. D.3.1) are amplified. However, marginally stable systems such as a
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single integrator are sometimes considered an exception or special case and considered for
the most part, stable systems, especially when written as a finite time integrator [96, 47].
Overall, the scaling exponent β and a systems approach to stochastic time series analysis,
by inclusion of the scaling exponent within the Laplace transfer functions, imposes a
necessary reevaluation of the definitions of stationarity and nonstationarity as defined by
the scaling exponent.
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Chapter 9
A Summary of the
1
Scaling Exponent β and Noise
s
9.1

A Systems Approach to Time Series Analysis

Quantification of stochastic signals through time is generally performed through either
direct analysis of a time series in the time domain (e.g., Rescaled-Range Analysis,
Detrended Fluctuation Analysis) or through examination of the power spectrum of the
time series upon conversion to the frequency domain (e.g., discrete Fourier transform, fast
Fourier transform). Many time series analysis methods tend to focus on patterns, trends,
periodicities, correlations, or structure within a signal, the way in which values rise and fall
over time. By focusing only on the behavior of values of the time series and not addressing
the underlying mechanisms of how the time series was generated, these methods provide
limited short-term insight into the current and future predictability of the time series.
Greater insight into past, present, and future behavior of a time series may be gained
through the understanding of the underlying dynamics of the system or physical process(es)
responsible for the generation of specific properties or behaviors observed within the output
signal. As the measured output of a system, any properties of a time series (as patterns,
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trends, periodicities, correlations, or structure) and behavior of a time series associated
with these properties originates directly from either the inputs into a system or the result
of one or more physical or mathematical processes within a system filtering these inputs
in order to generate that specific time series. In other words, in answering the question of
how the output signal was created, one may begin to understand why certain patterns or
structures emerge within a time series. The question then becomes, how to determine the
physical or mathematical processes responsible for the generation of a time series directly
from that time series alone? The answer is found in the noise.
Usually the stochastic behavior, or noise, within the time series is consider
meaningless random and unwanted background data that interferes with the true signal
of the time series. Many methods used to analyze stochastic time series seek to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio and extract the signal from the noise. However, the practice of
filtering or reducing the noise embedded within a stochastic signal results in a loss of
information. Generally, in stochastic data sets, the noise is part of the signal and holds
a significant amount of information about the underlying dynamics or physical processes
that generated the time series. As an alternative, time series analysis may be approached
from a control theory or systems perspective with minimal preprocessing or manipulation
of stochastic data keeping the noise within the signal intact which is essential to developing
a quantitative, equation-based model of how many stochastic time series are created.
With a systems approach, the origination of a time series may be mathematically
described as a function of how an input signal (usually unknown) is translated (filtered)
through a system to generate an output signal that is then measured and recorded as a
time series. In traditional control theory, inputs and outputs of a system are related by
one or more differential equations, or transfer functions. In a linear systems approach, an
input signal is transformed into an output signal by filtering the input through an impulse
response filter of the system. The output represents how the impulse response filter (the
system) will scale (in magnitude (M)) and shift (in phase (θ )) any input into the system at
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every frequency. This scaling and shifting of the input to output represents a convolution
of the input signal with the system in the time domain. In the frequency domain, the
impulse response filter is represented as a transfer function of the system, as the output
signal divided by the input signal, and may also be referred to as the Frequency Response
Model (FRM).
The system under investigation, and corresponding transfer function, may be thought
of as a black box. Physical processes and the interaction of these processes, the internal
dynamics of how the system evaluates a given input, determine what is observed in
the output which is measurable. However, the exact nature of these processes and the
mathematical equations describing the dynamics in the black box that cause this observed,
measured output are largely unknown a priori and may be complex. Through direct analysis
of the stochastic output time series in the frequency domain, the transfer function may be
obtained as a mathematical description of how the system filters inputs and translates any
input into an observed output time series. Thus, obtaining a system transfer function is
equivalent to opening the black box revealing the inner workings of the system as the FRM.

9.2

Concepts and Theory

In the generation of stochastic time series, many of the physical interactions that take place
are more accurately described in terms of frequency, magnitude, and phase, not time. The
physical processes of the natural system filters the inputs into that system by scaling and
shifting each frequency in the frequency domain to yield all of the changes observed in
the measured output time series in the time domain. In short, many stochastic time series
can be viewed as the interaction of waves across all frequencies (i.e., the input time series
combined with physical processes, collectively known as the system, that act to modify the
amplitudes and phases of the input at specific associated frequencies, are responsible for
generation of the output time series). This framework, approached from the perspective of
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the frequency domain, of viewing the interaction of inputs into the system, as time series
themselves, and physical systems, dominant across some or all frequencies, is useful to
describe time series behavior observed as outputs of a system. Thus, in order to analyze
the noise within a stochastic data set to discover the underlying dynamics of a system
or transfer function, conversion of a stochastic time series from the time domain to the
complex frequency domain is necessary.

9.2.1

The Scaling Exponent of the Complex Frequency Domain

To convert from the time domain to the complex frequency domain, a complex discrete
Fourier transform, as a fast Fourier transform (FFT), is used which decomposes time
series data into a series of cosine and sine waves of varying frequencies, both positive
and negative, each with an associated amplitude and phase. The results of the FFT are
a set of complex numbers (x + jy) at each frequency index which are the rectangular
notation representation of the amplitudes of the cosine (x) and sine ( jy) components. The
amplitudes are then converted from rectangular notation to polar notation to determine the
magnitude (M) (or power (P)) and phase (θ ) at each frequency. A time series, no matter
how complex, can be fully described by these complex frequency components.
Results of a FFT are typically presented in polar notation as a power spectrum with
the log of frequency on the x-axis and the log of power on the y-axis, where power is
proportional to the wave amplitude or magnitude squared at each frequency. The slope of
the power spectrum of the stochastic data, as the exponent of a power law, is determined
through a linear-least squares fit of frequency versus power. A power law is the only
function in which the slope appears as a straight line in log-log space. The negative of the
exponent of the power law (the slope in the spectrum of positive frequencies versus power)
is the scaling exponent denoted as the Beta value (β ). Traditionally, the scaling exponent
β is used to indicate the type or color of noise within a time series (e.g., a stochastic time
series with β = 0 is Gaussian white noise). A time series is self-affine if the stochastic
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portion of the time series exhibits power law scaling between frequency and power in a
power spectrum.
When an input signal is filtered through a system, the physical or mathematical
processes that are responsible for the generation of the time series output embed a signature
of the system dynamics within the noise or stochastic portion of every output signal. This
signature, as an artifact the system, is found imprinted as one or more scaling exponents
(β ) within the scaling behavior of the power spectrum in the complex frequency domain
representation of the output stochastic time series. Therefore, the scaling exponent β of
the power spectrum of any stochastic time series is not only a measure of noise in the data,
but also an indicator of the process or processes that generated the time series, the overall
structure, and formation of innate characteristics of the time series from which transfer
functions may be developed to represent the frequency response of the system.
The physical or mathematical process(es) describing the dynamics of a system
generally remain the same over time evoking similar behavior in the properties of the
output time series generated by the system even though the inputs into the system are
constantly changing. For stochastic signals of large systems, the inputs into the system
may be assumed to be a stochastic Gaussian white noise, based on the Central Limit
Theorem (CLT), combined with any periodicities that originate outside the system allowing
for the transfer function or impulse response of the system to be derived directly from the
scaling behavior of the power spectrum of the output signal so that any transfer function
represents the exact frequency response of the system. Thus, given Gaussian white noise
as input, any stochastic time series output represents one instance of an infinite number
of possible stochastic output signals produced by the dynamics of the system. Yet, even
though there may be an infinite number of stochastic time series produced as output by any
one system, each output signal contains information, embedded within the scaling behavior,
that may be used in the determination of the exact mathematical process(es), and possible
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representative physical process(es), which define the dynamics of the system over all scales
and frequencies.
From the scaling behavior of the power spectrum of a time series, a transfer function
may be obtained that relates the inputs to the outputs and thereby provides a mathematical
description of the complex internal dynamics of the process(es) controlling the system.
The transfer function of the system, derived from the scaling exponent(s) β of the power
spectrum at each frequency or frequency range, describes all scaling and phase shifting
behavior at each frequency for any input that enters the system and allows one to calculate
the exact output signal for any possible input signal. The power spectrum of a stochastic
time series may exhibit single scaling behavior, as one value, or slope, of the scaling
exponent β for all frequencies, or multiscaling behavior, as multiple values, or multiple
slopes, of the scaling exponent β over distinct ranges of frequencies, all of which may be
encapsulated in a transfer function. For instance, a time series with a power spectrum with a
single scaling exponent of β = 2 is indicative of an integrative process over all frequencies
responsible for the generation of that time series and represents a Brownian motion or
random walk. In order to incorporate of the scaling exponent β within the transfer function
1
of the system to derive the FRM, the mathematics behind the relationship between noise
f
and the scaling exponent β is reexamined and corrected.

9.2.2

1
1
On the Relationship of -Noise to -Noise
f
s

Generally, physical and biological processes recorded as time series signals exhibit power
spectra with statistical power law scaling characteristics. In fact, nearly all stochastic data
sets, when converted from the time domain to the frequency domain, will exhibit what
1
traditionally is referred to in the scientific literature as
noise1 in the power spectral
f
1
representation of the data. The questions of the origin of statistics, the meaning behind
f
1

1
1 1
1
noise is also referenced in the scientific literature as β , α , and β ; always in terms of the
f
f
f
f2
simple frequency ( f ).

The term
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the scaling exponent β , and why scaling behavior is ubiquitous in nature have been the
subjects of intense ongoing research in a variety of disciplines. The answers, which were
previously unknown, are found partly in the mathematics and in modification of traditional
Laplace equations.
1
to describe the scaling behavior of noise observed in stochastic time
The term
f
series is limited in function. As a simple frequency term, ( f ) can only describe scaling of
magnitude at each frequency but cannot describe any phase shifting which naturally occurs
in all stochastic self-affine time series generated as an output of a system. Technically, the
1
use of noise as a reference to scaling behavior related to β is somewhat ambiguous, only
f
refers to scaling observed in positive frequencies in relation to the power of the measured
1
time series, and is a source of inaccuracies in many of the methods used to measure
f
scaling behavior.
1
time series analysis, the phase is often discarded and only the
Unfortunately in
f
power spectrum is retained since the phase components of stochastic data sets appear
1
random. By describing fractal-like statistics using equations in the form of , all of the
f
information contained only within the phase component is omitted. The lack of phase
information omits the phase shift of the output signal relative to the input signal upon
passing through the system or filter. Mathematically, this is troubling because as the scaling
exponent β increases, the phase shift becomes greater.
The scaling exponent β of the transfer function is more than just a scaling factor which
describes rescaling of the input signal as attenuation or amplification of a magnitude at each
frequency. The scaling exponent β also defines shifting in phase of the input signal in the
frequency domain which translates to a time delay in the time domain, where the extent
of the time delay from input to output is dependent upon both the scaling exponent β and
frequency. Since a system defined by a scaling exponent β is shown to be deterministic
thus dictating that any specific output time series must have a specific input time series,
if transfer function equations which omit phase are used to filter time series data, errors
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due to improper phase shifts leading to the misalignment of values at every frequency may
interfere with the ability of the FRM filter to accurately represent distinct scaling behaviors.
Since magnitude and phase each contain significant and distinct information about the
time series, the combination of magnitude and phase properly depicted in transfer function
equations with the scaling exponent β permits a more in-depth examination of the time
series than is possible with the magnitude or power alone. The frequency term ( f ) is
only half of the solution of the FFT and the results of the FFT are more appropriately
stated by the Laplace term denoted as (s) which represents a complex frequency ( jω) in
both positive and negative frequencies where j is the imaginary component and omega
(ω) is the angular frequency. Traditionally, the Laplace term (s) contains only integer
values of exponents on (s) where the integer exponent represents the control order of the
system. In order to allow the fractional scaling exponent β to appear as the exponent on
the Laplace term (s), a modification is made to the traditional Laplace transfer function
equations to allow fractional exponents on (s), and fractional control orders of systems.
Thus, upon substitution of the complex Laplace frequency (s) for the simple frequency
1
1
noise observed in stochastic time series is
noise
( f ), a more accurate name for
f
s
β
understanding that the scaling exponent on the Laplace complex frequency term (s) is
2
1
to yield β for a single scaling system (i.e., fractional integration/differentiation). Through
s2
 
1
this extraordinary equation
, by changing the sign of the scaling exponent β , one can
β
2
s
perform integration or differentiation and by changing the value of the scaling exponent
(with the sign), one can perform fractional integration or fractional differentiation on
1
any signal within the complex frequency domain. Furthermore, the β equation, solved
s2
1
βπ
βπ
for magnitude as M = β and phase as both θ(+ω) = −
and θ(−ω) =
, fully
4
4
ω2
encapsulates all the information needed about the magnitude scaling and phase shifting
behavior at each frequency given by the scaling exponent β in what were previously
1
1
referred to as time series, here referred to as time series.
f
s
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From the equations relating phase to the scaling exponent β , an equation for the time
delay (∆t) or lag in the system of the output relative to the input, being different for each
frequency, may be derived. With the recognition that the scaling exponent dictates the
phase shift at each frequency, the scaling exponent β over a specific frequency defines the
β
time delay from input to output as ∆t = − in units of the sampling resolution of the time
8f
series. The time delay allows one to calculate the temporal locations of cause and effect of
any signal from input to output passing through the system and is completely preserved in
1
phase and in using β as the Laplace transform equation. As such, the modified Laplace
s2
1
equation β is a remarkable equation useful for describing all self-affine time series that
s2
exhibit single scaling behavior of any value of the scaling exponent β .
β
With the new knowledge that the scaling exponent β in the form may be introduced
2
as the exponent of the Laplace transforms, the traditional transfer functions found in
Laplace transform tables which use only integer exponents can be rewritten2 . Through
modification of the traditional Laplace transfer functions, the scaling exponent β was
incorporated into six basic building block Laplace transfer functions, solved for magnitude
and phase, which alone or in any combination, describe nearly all aspects of the behavior
of stochastic time series in the frequency domain to create a FRM for any time series that
exhibit single or multiscaling behavior. With this new class of transfer functions, one may
mathematically define all aspects of fractional behavior such as fractional control orders,
scaling, phase shifting, filtering, integration, or differentiation known to occur in systems
that generate stochastic time series.
In order to determine the FRM of a system and borrowing from concepts in control
theory and electrical engineering, Bode analysis is performed on the power spectrum of a
2

β
is introduced as the control order of the first order form
2
of the modified Laplace equation such that all values within the Laplace transfer function (e.g., (s) and
gain (k)) scale according to β . However, for a second order system, which is already a first order system
β
squared, the scaling exponent β is introduced in the form so that the scaling result of the equation yields
4
the correct slope in the power spectrum.
Specifically, the scaling exponent β in the form
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stochastic time series to explain variations in scaling behavior of β . Bode Analysis is a
method of fitting transfer functions in the frequency domain by examining the patterns of
change in amplitude and phase across frequencies. To ensure compatibility with fractional
scaling behavior, Bode analysis has also been modified from the traditional sense with
the substitution of the fractional scaling exponent β in place of the integer-only exponent
of the Laplace transforms. Based on the scaling behavior at each frequency, a transfer
function is derived from a Bode magnitude plot of the data using the modified Laplace
transforms. Bode analysis results in a series of two transfer function equations, for
magnitude and phase, for each distinct value of β over a specified range of frequencies. The
incorporation of the scaling exponent β into the Laplace transforms of the FRM accurately
describes the underlying dynamics of the system that generated the stochastic time series,
encapsulates time series scaling behavior through exact quantitative frequency domain
models, allows one to calculate the output response to any given input, and enables the
synthetic reconstruction of new instances of any stochastic time series given an alternative
input.

9.3

1
The Fractional Calculus of -Noise
s

The results of this research extend across a multitude of disciplines from environmental
science, medicine, control theory, cybernetics, information theory, electrical engineering to
1
digital and audio signal processing. The mathematics behind stochastic noise have now
f
1
been developed as the fractional calculus of noise by modifying the traditional analog
s
Laplace equations through the incorporation of the scaling exponent β into the Laplace
transforms allowing for exact solutions to transfer functions rather than approximations
which also introduces the ability to perform fractional integration and differentiation
(fractional calculus) on a signal. Synthetic self-affine time series can now be generated
to simulate any stochastic time series or noise behavior using the combination of the
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scaling exponent β and the Laplace transform that will be statistically identical to the
original time series allowing for probabilistic forecasts of future possible time series
trajectories exhibiting the same scaling behavior and providing possible explanations as
to the origins of chaos often observed in natural and stochastic systems. The traditional
approach of just fitting the power spectrum with a least-squares fit to obtain the scaling
exponent β is enhanced with the application of a new class of modified Laplace transfer
function differential equations that accurately describe fractional scaling behavior over all
frequencies, and provide insight on the processes occurring inside the black box.
In the fields of digital and audio signal processing and electrical engineering, the new
class of modified Laplace transfer functions incorporating the scaling exponent β allow for
the development of highly accurate filtering equations for specific scaling behaviors to filter
or identify similar systems or to fine tune traditional filters to act as fractional low or high
pass filters, band pass or notch filters, or any combination of fractional filter. No longer
are electrical circuits limited to analog equations or Laplace transforms with only integer
exponents in the Laplace transfer functions, digital circuit and filter equations can truly be
digital so that instead of a cascade of analog equations needed to achieve an approximate
scaling behavior, a single modified Laplace transform with the scaling exponent β may be
used to achieve a specific scaling behavior. Using the modified Laplace equations in digital
circuits, filters, and systems will reduce computation time, increase efficiency allowing for
faster circuits or response through the system, and improve the accuracy of circuits and
filters eliminating approximation errors.

9.4

Conclusion

Developing an understanding of the mathematics behind time series formation is crucial to
the ability to model the dynamic scaling behavior of complex systems. Time series that
1
exhibit single or multiscaling behavior, traditionally referred to as noise, in the power
f
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spectra of the frequency domain are common in natural and stochastic systems. Generally,
within a data set, noise is often thought to obscure the true signal. However, the results of
this dissertation research indicates that in many natural and stochastic data sets, the noise
is part of the signal and holds significant information about the underlying dynamics of the
system, as the physical or mathematical process(es), that generated the time series.
Commonly, only the measured output of the system is known, as a stochastic time
series, while the complex dynamic processes of the system that generated the output signal
are unknown and considered a black box. As a signal is translated from input to output by a
system, the scaling exponent β of the power spectrum of the output signal represents how,
at each frequency, the system will scale (in magnitude) and shift (in phase) any input that
passes into the system. Through Bode analysis, the degree of scaling and shifting behavior
across frequencies from input to output by a system may be expressed by one or more
differential equations, or transfer functions, also referred to as the Frequency Response
Model (FRM). Laplace transforms are used to represent the transfer function where the
Laplace term denoted as (s) represents a complex frequency ( jω) in both positive and
negative frequencies. Where appropriate, since no previous method or equations allowed
for the fractional power scaling exponent β to be used in Laplace transforms, the scaling
exponent β is introduced into the complex frequency Laplace equations such as in replacing
1
1
the integer-based exponent on the Laplace term (s) and redefining noise as β noise.
f
s2
By incorporating the scaling exponent β within the Laplace transfer functions, a
series of six basic building block transfer functions is developed which alone or in any
combination, describe nearly all single or multiscaling behavior of any stochastic time
series. With this new class of transfer functions and upon examination of the power law
scaling behavior signature of the noise within a power spectrum of a stochastic time series,
a quantitative, equation-based model of the dynamics of the system, as the FRM, may
be determined directly from the scaling behavior of the power spectrum of the output
signal which fully describe the collective behavior of the complex physical or mathematical
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process(es) of the system responsible for generation of the time series. The mathematics of
1
the noise transfer function approach, through the inclusion of the scaling exponent β in
s
the modified Laplace equations and subsequent use in Bode analysis to derive the FRM of
a system, is an effective tool in the study of the fractional calculus of self-affine time series
and illuminates the contents of the black box.
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Appendix A
Preprocessing Data:
Scaling Exponent Correction Methods
A.1

Determining the Scaling Exponent
of a Self-Affine Time Series

One of the fundamental tools of time series analysis is the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
which is described in detail in Ch. 3, Sec. 3.1. Traditionally, this method has been used to
identify significant periodic signals within a time series (e.g., [97, 32, 98]). More recently,
the method has been applied to identify a power law relationship between spectral power
and frequency of self-affine time series (e.g., [10]). Regardless of the application, care
must always be taken when transforming a discrete signal from the time domain to the
frequency domain, and vice versa. The discrete time series signal generally requires some
preprocessing prior to implementation of the FFT to ensure that the FFT is calculated
correctly. Differences between the computed and the desired transform can be introduced
from a variety of sources such as uneven sampling, gaps in data, endpoint mismatch, trends,
or misapplied preprocessing techniques that alter the time series.
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The scaling exponent of a time series describes the power of the frequencies which
dominate a time series. The scaling exponent however is not found in the time domain,
but in the frequency domain as the slope of a log-log plot of frequency versus power. The
scaling exponent in the frequency domain of the time series yields insight into the overall
behavior of the time series in the time domain. In time series analysis, the scaling exponent
is referred to as the β -value. Determining the scaling exponent of a time series provides
information on the underlying dynamics and processes responsible for the creation of that
time series.
In order to determine the scaling exponent from the power spectrum, the time series is
converted to the frequency domain using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The frequency
domain consists of a series of complex numbers in rectangular form as (half) amplitudes of
cosine and sine components at each frequency, both positive and negative, which when
summed, generate the time series. The rectangular form can then be converted into
magnitude (polar form) by taking of square root of the square of the amplitudes (taking
the absolute value of the complex number) of each frequency.
For the FFT, the power is the square the amplitudes or magnitudes of the FFT in the
positive frequencies multiplied by 2. Since each cosine and sine component contains half
of the amplitude at that frequency (half in the positive frequency and half in the negative
frequency), the squaring result of the amplitude must be multiplied by 2 to represent the
true power at that frequency. Likewise, multiplying the magnitude squared by 2 yields the
power at each frequency as well. Thus, power is equivalent to 2 multiplied by the amplitude
or magnitude squared, both of which are equivalent upon squaring but distinct prior to the
calculation. The power then is graphed in log-log space with frequency on the x-axis and
power on the y-axis. A linear least square fit of a power law to the data then will yield a
slope which is the scaling exponent or β -value.
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A.1.1

To Bin or Not to Bin

Note that some authors claim that fitting a straight line power law in log-log space to the
increasingly highly variable, broadening spectrum of power (or magnitude) values, when
progressing from low to high frequencies, lacks precision and is unreliable, going as far
as labeling the broadening spectrum “Spanish moss” and suggesting that any power law
straight line fit to a broadening power spectrum is meaningless [99, 16]. Several authors
warn against plotting the spectral data raw and suggest “fixing” the spectrum prior to fitting
a power law to the data by log-binning data into equal frequency bins and then averaging the
data within each bin [99, 10, 16]. However, based upon the understanding of the meaning of
the scaling exponent β directly from the mathematics as the scaling exponent of the Laplace
1
1
operator s in β noise dynamical systems (formerly referred to as noise), any binning
f
s2
of the data or averaging obscures the true scaling behavior of the system resulting in a loss
of useful information necessary for the development of an accurate Frequency Response
Model. Foremost, the scaling exponent is a property of the system, not the output, with
β appearing as an artifact on the output time series only after the convolution of the input
signal with the system that is defined by the scaling exponent (Refer to Ch. 5 through 8).
Due to the loss of information when frequency domain data is log-binned and
averaged, the practice of log-binning data should not be used, and is not used here, in
the measurement of the scaling exponent β and derivation of the transfer function from
the power spectrum. One must realize that each frequency is scaled and shifted from
input to output according to the value of the scaling exponent β at each frequency. The
noise perceived as a broad spectrum in the high frequencies is representative of the scaling
and shifted amplitudes, and power, at each frequency and the high variability of power
within the higher frequencies of the spectrum originates in the amplitudes and power
at each frequency of the Gaussian white noise input signal. Naturally, power at high
frequencies will appear stretched, very broad, and highly variable in log-log space relative
to the lower frequencies because the powers at the higher (and amplitude changes) are
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much more variable due to the way in which the amplitudes of the FFT are calculated, by
multiplying each value of the time series by the correct cosine and sine wave component at
each frequency as defined by the angular frequency ω and the index value t, then integrating
2
these values to find the area of the entire period T , and finally multiplying the area by
T
to obtain the amplitude at that frequency. High frequencies, by their very nature, fluctuate
more rapidly and generate more variability between each time-indexed value leading to
increased variability in the area and amplitude associated with each frequency whereas low
frequencies are more likely to generate similar values from one value to the next given that
the angular velocity (or frequency) is similar at each index value when compared to high
frequencies. The end result is that amplitudes of low frequencies are more constrained (and
more likely to be in phase) than high frequencies which can change rapidly over the course
of one frequency to the next jumping in and out of phase relative to adjacent frequencies
and the sampling interval of the time series.
Furthermore, multiscaling time series are affected to a greater degree than single
scaling time series since, by log-binning data and then averaging the values within the
bins, the breaks in slope or gain values in multiscaling data sets are moved, especially
when a break occurs at the edges of a bin. The act of log-binning across frequencies
where a break in slope, and change in scaling exponent, occurs interferes with the ability to
obtain accurate parameters of the transfer functions when the multiscaling power spectrum
is averaged since breaks in slope are landmarks to the gain values used in the transfer
function equations. Once the transfer function is determined for a particular time series,
the transfer function may be plotted directly on top of the original data, not as a fit,
but as a representation of the scaling behavior introduced by the system. If the data is
log-binned and averaged, the correct transfer function will not overlay the spectral data
properly because any breaks in slope of the log-binned and averaged data may be shifted
somewhat from the frequency location of the original spectral data. If the transfer function
was developed from the log-binned and averaged spectral data, any synthetic data generated
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from the log-binned transfer function will not be representative of the original data, but of
the log-binned data which, in some cases, will render a model unreliable and meaningless
as the time delays and gain values are lost in the averaging of the information contained
within all of the spectral data.
To verify that the power spectrum data of a stochastic time series should not be
log binned, an input time series may be generated and the power spectrum of the input
obtained. Then, as the input is passed through the system through a convolution, such as
1
an integration as β with β = 2, the power spectrum of the output that is obtained will
s2
be exactly a multiple of the input magnitude at each frequency multiplied by the system
1
integrator β magnitude value at that same frequency, to yield an output magnitude at
ω2
that frequency rescaled by the value of the scaling exponent β . If one has access to the
input time series as well as the output time series, the value of the scaling exponent may
be determined directly from the change in power (or magnitude) and phase from input to
output at each frequency without having to fit a power law to the data. Lastly, in order
to convert back and forth from the time domain to the frequency domain through the FFT
and from the frequency domain to the time domain through the IFFT, all the data must
be present, both in real and imaginary components of rectangular notation (magnitude and
phase in polar notation) at all positive and negative frequencies with the proper symmetry
of the data. If the spectral data was log-binned and averaged, any conversion back to
the time domain using the averaged log-binned data at the pseudo-frequencies of the bins
may reproduce a semblance of the original time series, but in reality is a new time series
altogether. In short, the power law fit to a broad spectrum is not meaningless but holds
a wealth of information useful for developing transfer functions, determining time delays,
and is key to understanding the underlying processes responsible for the generation of the
time series under investigation.
The ability to generate a synthetic time series with exact scaling behavior is perhaps
the strongest reason not to log-bin power spectral data. In App B.3.2, a standardized
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transfer function method is developed which generates a Gaussian white noise input,
converts this input from the time domain to the frequency domain using the FFT, converts
from rectangular notation to polar notation to arrive at the power at each frequency, and
finally determines the value of the scaling exponent β from a power law fit of the log of
frequency versus the log of power. As the scaling exponent β of the Gaussian white noise
input signal, directly from the data without binning, this scaling exponent represents the
overall fit of all power at all frequencies. With knowledge of the scaling exponent of the
input signal, the parameters on the transfer function may be slightly modified (or corrected
based on the scaling behavior of the input time series) in order to generate an output time
series with exactly the desired value of the scaling exponent β . By subtracting the scaling
exponent of the input time series from the desired scaling exponent, the scaling exponent
1
in the β transfer function equation of the system is determined that is needed to generate
s2
an output time series with the desired scaling exponent. When this input corrected system
scaling exponent is then used in the transfer function convolved with that particular input,
the scaling exponent of the output time series is exact with absolutely no decimal noise
in the measurement. For example, if a synthetic time series of β = 2.0 is desired, the
standardized transfer function method, using all power spectral data without log-binning,
will yield β = 2.0000. If log-binning was used in the measurement of the input signal, the
standardized transfer function and exact synthetic time series standards for any value of the
scaling exponent β would not be possible. The fit of the power law to the power spectrum
yields exactly what is predicted from the mathematics of control theory as one moves from
input to output passing through the system.

A.2

What the Scaling Exponent is Not

There are some common misconceptions of the information about the time series in the time
domain provided by the scaling exponent β found in the frequency domain as a result of the
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FFT. While the scaling exponent may be used as a measure of the relation of one value in the
time series to another and describe how the values change over the length of the time series,
in reality the scaling exponent is a property of the system and summarizes the process(es)
at a particular frequency or range of frequencies that generated the time series. The FFT
decomposes the time series into a series of cosine and sine waves which collectively sum to
yield the time series. If a cosine or sine wave of a certain frequency at a specific amplitude
exists within the time series, as long as the frequency was sampled due to the sampling
interval that was initially set1 , the FFT will be able to calculate the amplitude of that cosine
or sine wave at that frequency which is embedded in the time series. However, whether
or not the cosine or sine wave is actually observed in the time series is determined by the
interaction and additive effects of other cosine and sine waves at that and other frequencies
which may or may not interfere with the wave of interest. However, in addition to the
amplitudes of the cosine and sine components at each frequency adding to determine the
time series, the phase of each cosine and sine wave at each frequency is equally important
in determining if the cosine or sine amplitudes of a given frequency exhibits constructive
or destructive interference with other cosine and sine waves at each of the frequencies in
the overall summation to yield the time series.
The scaling exponent(s) of a power spectrum is describing the scaling of the power
over all frequencies and the power is comprised of the square of the amplitudes2 of both
the cosine and sine waves at each frequency. The phase of the waves is not a part of the
calculation of the power, not plotted in the power spectrum, and the role of phase in relation
to the scaling exponent is not intuitively obvious. However, the scaling exponent dictates
the overall phase shift in the cosine or sine wave from input to output for each frequency.
As such, the scaling exponent describes both scaling and shifting by the system of a time
1

2

Recall that the frequencies calculated by the FFT are dependent upon the length and sampling interval. If
a specific frequency is desired, make sure that the length and sampling interval will yield that frequency
upon transforming the time series with the FFT.
More specifically for the FFT, the amplitudes squared multiplied by 2.
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series from input to output. The scaling exponent is in many ways, an artifact of the process
which generated the time series and is representative of the system or process that created
the time series and not necessarily of the time series itself.
For example, consider the case of an integral system with a scaling exponent of β = 2.
If a cosine wave is integrated by this system, the output time series is a sine wave, yet,
unless multiple sine waves were used, no such indication of the scaling exponent exists
in the measured output sine wave unless one knew that the input was a cosine wave (to
indicate the phase shift of −90◦ ) or that the measured output sine wave was amplified (by
1
) compared to the input cosine wave. Incidentally, if several cosine waves are integrated
β
ω2
through a β = 2 system, the peaks of the periodicities will scale according to the scaling
exponent β but there will still be noise (less than zero) between the peaks in the power
spectrum. Refer to Figs. A.1 and A.2 for an example of this property.
If however, a stochastic input is integrated through a β = 2 system, then the resulting
scaling that occurs in the measured output time series allows one to fit a power law to
the power spectrum and determine the scaling exponent of the process which generated
the output time series3 . The scaling exponent then is representative of the process that
generated the time series, but from the perspective of the output, is an artifact of the
process and not always representative of the output time series itself since any output is
also dependent upon the input into that system and the scaling behavior of the system.
Though the scaling exponent has been used then to describe the relation of one value in the
time series to the next and how the values change over time, the distribution of the inputs
into the system will determine what values are scaled and shifted and impact the values and
distribution of the output time series.
There are an infinite number of ways to generate a synthetic data set which will yield
a scaling exponent of β = 2 just as there are an infinite number of ways to add two numbers
3

Or, for smaller systems, the scaling exponent is a result of the scaling behavior of the input combined with
the scaling behavior of the system process(es) since the scaling exponents are additive from input through
the system to output. Refer to Ch. 5.13.
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(a) Sum of Three Sine Waves at different frequencies but same amplitudes. The amplitude is 0.18 for each.
The frequencies used here are the same for the Great Lakes (i.e., one low yearly frequency and two high
frequencies, a 24 hour frequency and a 12 hour 25 minute frequency).

(b) The Power Spectrum of the three sine waves from Fig. A.1a show three peaks occurring at the correct
frequencies. All amplitudes calculate to the same power by design since the amplitudes of each sine wave was
the same (0.18 initially). If only the peaks of the power spectrum are fit (green arrow), the scaling exponent
is β = 0. While there is a visible power spectrum for all other frequencies, only the three frequencies with
peaks are relevant (and above zero). The remainder of the spectrum can be safely ignored since the values, at
about 10−23 , are well below zero and noise from the calculation.

Figure A.1: Three Sine Waves and their Power Spectrum
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(a) Integration of the Three Sine Wave Sum from Fig. A.1a yields the following time series. The sine waves,
especially at the high frequencies, appear much smoother as the low frequency sine wave is amplified to a
greater extent by the scaling exponent of β = 2 upon integration than the high frequencies.

(b) The Power Spectrum of the three integrated sine waves from Fig. A.2a show three peaks occurring at
the correct frequencies now scaling according to the scaling exponent β = 2 for an integrator. Thus, even
though the effects of the scaling exponent may not be apparent in the sine wave time series from Fig. A.2a,
the effects of the scaling exponent, with the input having passed through an integration system, are observed
in the power spectrum of the output. When only the peaks of the power spectrum are fit (green arrow), the
scaling exponent is β = 2. A visible power spectrum for all other frequencies is a mirage, as only the three
frequencies with peaks are relevant (and above zero). Values of the power spectrum, from about 10−15 to
10−20 , are well below zero originating from noise in the calculation and can be safely ignored.

Figure A.2: Integration of Three Sine Waves and their Power Spectrum
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together to equal the integer 2. When the scaling exponent of any time series is measured,
the scaling exponent is representing the process by which that time series was created.
Scaling exponents from input, through the system, to the output are additive. The simplest
explanation is that the input into the system is white noise due to the Central Limit Theorem
(CLT) and that any scaling exponent that is measured is due solely to the system process
that is responsible for generating that time series. In the case of an integral system, finding
a time series with a single scaling exponent of β = 2 would suggest that the input signal
was a white noise with a scaling exponent of βX = 0, while the system as an integral had a
scaling exponent at all frequencies of βH = 2 to yield the measured output time series with
a scaling exponent of βY = 2.
However, since the scaling exponent represents the exponent on the Laplace term s of
1
the single scaling transfer function β , there is a possibility that the scaling exponents are
s2
reversed in the convolution. The possibility exists that the input is a time series signal that
has already been integrated so that βX = 2 and the scaling exponent of the system is βH = 0.
If true, the system actually does nothing, passing the entire signal through unchanged to
yield the measured output time series as βY = 2 where in fact, the input equals the output
(i.e., βX = βY ). Even in this case, the scaling exponent does indicate that at some point in
the past, the input time series was subjected to an integration process or multiple processes
that give the appearance and effect of integration.
As another example, consider the case where the input time series is βX = 1 and
the system has a single scaling exponent of βH = 1. With additive scaling exponents,
the measured output time series has a scaling exponent of βY = 2 which again suggests
integration. However, the output βY = 2 time series was generated through the half-integral
(βH = 1) of an input βX = 1 time series. Through experiment, in all cases, if the same
initial Gaussian white noise was used to generate the synthetic time series as input, whether
βX = 0, 1, 2, to scale through a βH = 2, 1, 0 system, respectively, the final βY = 2 output
time series is exactly the same. Determination of the scaling exponent does not have to be
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unnecessarily complex as in many of the systems that are encountered in natural stochastic
time series, the system has been extended to the outer boundaries so that the system is large
enough that the CLT allows for the assumption that all the inputs sum to a Gaussian white
noise such that βX = 0.
In summary, the scaling exponent reflects the process or processes by which the time
series was created. The scaling exponent however, is additive from input to output so that
the scaling exponent of the output time series is a result of the scaling exponent of the
input at a certain frequency added to the scaling exponent of the filter of the system at
that frequency to yield a final scaling exponent of the output at that frequency. Thus, even
though a system may have a scaling exponent of βH = 2, if the input into the system is
not white noise with βX = 0, then the output time series may have a scaling exponent that
reflects the scaling behavior of the input time series as well. However, if the system is large
enough that the CLT would dictate that the scaling behavior of all the collective inputs into
a system is βX = 0, then the scaling exponent on the output time series is a reflection of the
scaling exponents of the system at every frequency. Not all time series will exhibit scaling
behavior within the power spectrum such as the case of a time series of a single sine wave
created directly from the sine wave equation. Conversely, the lack of the ability to measure
a scaling exponent in the output time series is not always indicative that the time series was
generated by a process that does not exhibit scaling behavior, since a sine wave may be
created from the integration of a cosine wave. In any circumstance, as long as a scaling
exponent can be measured no matter how the time series was formed, a Laplace transfer
function can be written as the Frequency Response Model and a synthetic time series with
the same statistics as the original may be generated.
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A.3

Why Find a Scaling Exponent?

Once the scaling exponent or exponents have been found, the Frequency Response Model
can be created from the transfer functions for the scaling exponent(s) assuming the white
noise input into the system. Furthermore, since the scaling exponents are additive, transfer
functions which act as filters may also be developed for systems to generate a time series
with any desired power spectrum even from non-white noise inputs if the power spectrum
of the input is known4 . Transfer functions spanning all frequencies then can be used for a
variety of useful applications such as finding the inputs to a signal (through deconvolution),
modification of the signal, integration of the signal, and filtering the signal to generate any
single or multiple scaling power spectrum in the frequency domain and the corresponding
time series in the time domain.
Knowing the scaling exponent(s) at all frequencies, the scaling exponent can be used
to model instances of a time series, estimate the probabilistic trajectory and future behavior
of that time series, and determine how a system that generated that time series behaves
and reacts to inputs into that system. The scaling exponent, even though indicative of the
process(es) that generated the time series, can indicate the overall stochastic behavior of
the system and the degree of correlation of adjacent values in the time series since these
are properties that are created by the process through which the data was generated. Low
values of β indicate more random behavior in the time series while higher values of β
indicate more correlation of adjacent values. Furthermore, from the discussion in Ch. 8, the
scaling exponent is useful to determine the time delay of cause versus effect in the system
according to the frequency of the event. The scaling exponent of a power spectrum may
be the result of one process or multiple processes acting together spanning all frequencies.
Only in the creation of the simplest transfer function to explain the Bode magnitude plot,
can one realize if the scaling exponent in a particular region is a combination of two or
4

Or, drawing from the standardized transfer function technique of App. B.3.2, the measured output can be
passed through a transfer function filter that has been modified based on the current scaling behavior of the
measured output to generate a new measured output with the desired scaling behavior.
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more processes or may be attributed to just one process. For example, in the Great Lakes,
the flat portion in the middle of the spectrum is a combination of an integral process and
a high frequency amplifier process that cancels out the effects of integration resulting in
a white noise that is created from two opposing processes over certain frequencies. In
control theory, the fractional aspect of the scaling exponent β and introduction into the
1
Laplace transfer function equations such as in β allows for more precise modeling of
s2
systems or filtering of data through systems.

A.4

All Scaling Behavior is not the Same

Several methods currently exist that describe some aspect of scaling behavior within data5 .
Scaling exponents can be placed in roughly two categories. The first is a scaling behavior
associated with power laws and fractal dimension that includes scaling of size versus
frequency, size versus range, branching processes, and scaling of patterns among others
where the initial order of the data is not taken into account because the data, as plotted on a
log-log plot, is arranged from smallest to largest (size, number, etc.) eliminating any time
component of sampling. The second, and subject of this dissertation, is scaling behavior
observed in either time series or in the frequency domain of a time series where the order
and sampling of the time series in the time domain is imperative in determining the correct
scaling exponents. The time-ordered focus of this dissertation and the preprocessing steps
requires that any time series maintain the order of values (with the exception of reordering
entire sections for gap correction of Sec. A.6.4 and A.6.5) for proper conversion through
the FFT to the frequency domain to ensure correct calculation of the scaling exponent β .
Other methods used to find the scaling exponent of time series include Rescaled Range
Analysis, Wavelets, Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA), and the Maximum Likelihood
5

The origin of the time series scaling exponent β in relation to the FFT and Euler’s identity is discussed in
Ch. 5 of this dissertation.
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Estimator [100, 9, 101, 10, 102, 103]. A discussion of the scaling exponent β and the Hurst
exponent is found in Appendix E.
Scaling exponents are sometimes compared or used interchangeably even though the
mathematics used to calculate the scaling exponents is different. A large body of literature
compares the scaling exponent for time series β with the Fractal Dimension (D) used to
describe shapes or structure, or the Hurst exponent (H) used for Rescaled Range Analysis
attempting to link the structure or shape of fractional Brownian motion (fBm) time series
with the scaling exponent (e.g., [7, 24, 26, 8, 19, 10]). While other measures of scaling
behavior may directly indicate the shape or structure of a data set, caution is advised when
attempting to link scaling exponents such as D and H to the scaling exponent β which is
calculated solely in the complex frequency domain and represents the process by which
the time series was created, not the time series itself nor directly the structure of the time
series6 . Since a system with a scaling exponent β can have any input from a simple sine
wave to a stochastic data set, the output time series is not always indicative of the scaling
exponent of the system just as the scaling exponent is not indicative of the trajectory of the
time series as output. The shape or structure of the time series will largely be determined
by the input time series and the same scaling exponent (e.g., β = 2) may yield a sine wave
as output (if cosine was the input) or a Brownian motion, as a fBm, as the output (if a
Gaussian white noise, as a fGn, was the input). Even the variance and standard deviation of
the output are a consequence of the convolution of the modified Laplace transfer function
containing the scaling exponent β with the input signal and are dependent upon the type
and variance of the input signal.
Though the scaling exponent β has been used to describe the behavior or structure of
the time series, one must be careful not to overstate the origin of the scaling exponent
measured in the output time series and remember that the scaling exponent resides on
6

However, from the scaling behavior of β , one can infer some general properties of a stochastic time series
originating from a system defined by β such as the Number of Runs per Run Length which generates
some of the familiar structural characteristics within a time series associated with specific values of β as
discussed in App. D.2.
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the Laplace term s in the complex frequency domain as a property of the process of
the system combined with the scaling behavior of the input signal. In this sense, the
scaling exponent(s) β as a description of the system describes the behaviors or structures
of time series that may be produced by the system given specific inputs, yet are not always
produced by the system as another structure or behavior may be produced by the same
system with the same values of the system scaling exponent(s) given a different input with
possibly different scaling behavior or perhaps no observable scaling behavior. The point
here is that the scaling exponent β may be used to describe stochastic noises in both process
and behavior but is not always able to be measured in simple or non-stochastic time series
such as a sine wave, though a system scaling exponent may exist, since β represents the
process that created the time series and not necessarily the time series itself.
For example, a Brownian motion with β = 2 may be made by the integration of
a Gaussian white noise with β = 0. The process described by the scaling exponent is
integration, as a β = 2 process. The output time series of this integration, the Brownian
motion, does take on the scaling exponent of the system, but only because the scaling
exponent of the input was β = 0. In this sense, the only time the scaling exponent of the
output time series represents both the process that generated the time series and the output
time series itself is if the input was a Gaussian white noise. The Brownian motion with
β = 2 may have just as easily been generated using a half integration system (defined by
β = 1) and a non-white noise input, as a red noise with β = 1. Since the exponents from
input through system to output are additive through a convolution, the result would still be
the same β = 2 but in this case, the scaling exponent measured on the output Brownian
motion time series represents the collective scaling behavior of the input and the system.
The only time the scaling exponent of the output represents the time series alone and not
the process is if the system itself is β = 0 for which all inputs are passed directly to the
output time series unchanged in both magnitude and phase which would also mean that the
input and the output are equal with β = 2.
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The scaling exponent β deals primarily with scaling and shifting behavior in time,
where an input enters a system and then undergoes scaling and shifting according to the
scaling exponent at each frequency to yield an output. However, in some cases in the
literature, the scaling exponent β has been used to describe changes in space over distance,
which also preserves the order of the sampled series. However, while the equations may
apply to a spatial data set, there are two conundrums that must be addressed. An illustration
of difficulties that arise when applying the time scaling exponent β to purely spatial data
can be seen with shoreline data. The first is that a spatial data set such as a movement
along a shoreline does not necessarily have to be a single-valued series meaning there may
be cases where there is more than one y-value per x-value (e.g., as may be observed with
a peninsula, spit, or bar) unless the spatial data set is unwrapped or recorded so that in the
case of the shoreline, the x-axis is always parallel to the shore while the y-axis is always
perpendicular to the shore. The second is that although converting the spatial data set to
the frequency domain through a FFT is possible to yield a scaling exponent, the meaning
behind the scaling exponent is not as clear as would be with a time series since the Laplace
equations do not carry the same meaning when applied to spatial data.
For instance, a time series of length N = 1024 may have as an input a periodic sine
wave (as a cosine wave) that is integrated according to the scaling exponent and results
in an exact −90◦ phase shift from input to output to yield a sine wave as the output time
series (or the cosine wave shifted to the right by 256 points). If one attempts to apply an
integral system to a shoreline that is 1024 meters long, there is no physical mechanism
that attaches one spatial point to another location in space through integration such as
something occurring at 0 meters and then being shifted 256 meters away after being
integrated through a system along the shoreline. One cannot integrate a shoreline in the
usual sense converting one part of the shore as input into another location on the shore as
output that has been amplified in magnitude and shifted in phase according to a scaling
exponent of some mysterious process acting at a distance. In short, the application of the
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control theory approach of modified Laplace transforms to some physical spatial data sets
(but not necessarily all), such as the change in shoreline with distance, does not make sense
so caution should be exercised to ensure that the mathematics are applied correctly.
Once one realizes that the scaling exponent β of the power spectrum resides in the
mathematics as the exponent on the system equation to describe a process by which the
input is scaled and shifted in time to yield the observed output, one may see that an
integrative process does not occur across a position such as the change in shoreline across
distance, but instead the integrative process can only occur at a particular position or point
on the shoreline changing through time. The mathematics does not allow a shoreline
to be integrated over the length of the shoreline treating the change in distance as the
change in x (or n as time) suggesting that the shoreline position at one location is due
to the integrative effect of the shoreline position at another location in space, such as −90◦
phase shift associated with the scaling exponent β = 2 from input to output at a certain
spatial frequency. Strictly from the time scaling exponent interpretation, a phase shift in
the shoreline position across distance as the output signal would imply that the cause is
some shoreline position input at an earlier location in distance along the shoreline which
is nonsensical. However, the mathematics does allow any specific shoreline location to
be the result of an integrative process of changes occurring at that location, such as water
level changes through time at a particular spatial point since a fixed shoreline position on
the x-axis (or distance axis) with changes through time in the y-axis at x may be used as a
proxy for water level change through time also at position x (Refer to Ch. 7.3.2). In short,
any inputs, as accretion or erosion, to any point on the shoreline are generally perpendicular
to the shoreline and not necessarily parallel, other than lateral transfer by wind or water.
To conclude that a time series (as a spatial series) of shoreline across space exhibits
the time scaling exponent known as β fails to recognize the origin of and meaning behind
1
the β -value as the exponent on the complex frequency in a Laplace equation such as β .
s2
Of course, a shoreline series of data points which summarizes the way in which a shoreline
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changes over distance may be converted to the complex frequency domain through the
FFT and the scaling exponent β may be determined but just because one can plug the
data into the equation does not mean that the output reflects a correct application of the
method or that the interpretation of the scaling exponent β in a time series has the same
interpretation of the scaling exponent β found in a spatial series. Mathematically, one
must call into question the application and interpretation of the time scaling exponent β
to spatial data. For example, if a spatial shoreline series was found to be β = 2, which
in a time series is equivalent to a Brownian motion, the time series interpretation of the
scaling exponent β for a spatial data set implies that the shoreline position at the current
position is the complete summary of all positions that occurred previously in the spatial
series when in reality, shoreline accretion and erosion occurs at all values simultaneously
so that each value immediately before and after any position are impacted at the same time.
Clearly, the concepts of the time scaling exponent β as defined by the scaling and shifting
at each frequency only applies at a particular point in shoreline position through time and
not spatially across a shoreline over distance.
Thus, a scaling exponent β may be useful for describing the degree of randomness of
the spatial series but caution should be used in the method used to determine the scaling
exponent of spatial data. Wavelets have been used on spatial series to determine the scaling
exponent β based on the log-log plot of variance and filter width [100, 10, 103]. Wavelets
are a convolution of wavelet transform filters with the signal of interest. When the wavelet
transform is examined, the filter width generally increases by a power of 2 and each
additional filter is rescaled so that the energy is constant at each scale [10]. Wavelets
perform a convolution in the time domain and in many ways are acting similar to the
transfer function approach except that each filter pulls out specific frequencies that would
be associated with each filter width. The result is a series of signals corresponding to each
filter width representing the convolution of the filter with the original signal. The variance
of each filter is calculated and plotted on a log-log plot against the filter width and when fit
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with a slope, the scaling exponent β is said to have been calculated. However, the scaling
exponent β calculated from wavelets is not entirely the same as the scaling exponent β of
the modified Laplace transfer function.
Wavelets are perfectly appropriate for shoreline analysis. However, when a scaling
exponent is calculated and referred to as the β -value, the implication is that the scaling
exponent calculated from wavelets is inferred to be equivalent to the scaling exponent
calculated from the power spectrum in the complex frequency domain of the FFT of the
time series. From a systems perspective, with the scaling exponent as a property of the
system and not the time series, the scaling exponents while appearing the same, cannot
be exactly the same. In order to accept this premise, a few qualifiers are in order. For
a stochastic data set with a single scaling exponent, the scaling exponent β calculated
from wavelets and the scaling exponent calculated from the power spectrum of the FFT
have been shown to be the same [10]. Recall that for stochastic signals, the output time
series takes on the scaling exponent properties of the system so that if any white noise is
convolved with a system with a specific scaling exponent, then the output time series will
incorporate the scaling exponent of the system into the slope over all frequencies for which
the scaling exponent of the system applies. Thus, the relationship between scaling exponent
β for wavelets and for power spectra are nearly equivalent for Gaussian stochastic signals
as long as the signal represents a single scaling time series or a signal capable of both
scaling in amplitude and shifting in phase from input to output which is what the scaling
exponent β represents.
The problem emerges for a simple integration system where the scaling exponent is
β = 2 when the input is not a Gaussian white noise. If the input was the sum of three sine
waves (as in Figs. A.1 and A.2), while the power spectrum will reflect the scaling behavior
of the integration system in the peaks of the sine waves, the wavelet method will not be
able to generate the correct scaling exponent. Taking this example further, if the system
is a complex multiscaling system, while the wavelets may be able to discern multiscaling
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behavior, the resulting scaling exponents (with a fit to the slope limited by the number
of filters) will not have nearly the resolution as a correctly made power spectrum which
would indicate both changes in scaling behavior and the frequencies at which the scaling
behavior changed (gain values). Clearly, the calculations are not the same and especially
if the time series is multiscaling, would not expected to be equivalent. The danger in the
assumption that the scaling exponent β calculated using two methods are equivalent comes
when comparing data sets as one method, wavelets, examines and describes the variation
of the time series, and the other, the FFT and system approach, examines the time series
yet is a descriptor of the process that created the time series which also yields information
on the behavior of the time series (though there is also the realization that the output time
series is dependent upon the input time series that is passed into the system).
If instead, one observed the changes of shoreline with time in one location, which is
similar to the observation of changes in water level behavior in time at one water level or
tidal station, then the system approach applies. This is not to say that the scaling exponent
β and the systems approach has no place in spatial data sets. On the contrary, pathways
in a spatial 2D images or a volumetric 3D textures environment can be analyzed using this
approach. Any path should roughly be an integral process of the steps, in any direction,
that created that path and any 2D or 3D pathway can be converted into a 1D time series of
magnitude changes of step size versus time. Furthermore, as integration (such as with the
scaling exponent β ) is possible in two and three dimensions, the mathematics behind a 2D
1
FFT and 3D FFT can further be developed deriving the β equations for 2D static space
s2
and 3D space and time based on the concepts developed in this dissertation with scaling
behavior in 1D time series.
To avoid confusion, scaling exponents should remain as distinct as possible to the
method of calculation. Currently, scaling exponents such as β are calculated using multiple
methods or techniques and often compared across data sets that are analyzed with different
mathematical methods. If the FFT and methods described in this dissertation are not used
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to calculate the scaling exponent β for time series and instead the value of the scaling
exponent β for a time series is calculated using wavelets or from a conversion equation
using the Hurst exponent, the value of β that is arrived at using these alternative methods
may contain artifacts of the method of calculation (e.g., wavelets and Hurst generally do
not account for multiple scaling behavior providing only one scaling exponent for the entire
time series). Nuances in the calculation of the scaling exponent from different methods of
calculation may introduce artifacts where comparison is inappropriate as the results, though
appearing equivalent, are no longer exactly equivalent and use vastly different processes
for calculation. Furthermore, misapplication of methods to the wrong type of data set may
yield a scaling exponent β without meaning. Whenever possible, comparisons of scaling
exponents such as β should be made within methods and not across methods and only with
similar types of data appropriate for the method.

A.5

Preprocessing Methods for
Scaling Behavior in Time Series

In order to calculate the exact scaling exponent that is found on the Laplace variable s,
the data must be properly formatted prior to running the FFT to ensure that no errors are
introduced by the calculations. A number of situations arise when collecting data and the
first step should be to plot the data to look for outliers, missing data, frozen data (with the
same number recorded), and to check the spacing and resolution of data. Preliminary visual
inspection, either direct or plotted, often reveals many of the problems associated with data
that will cause errors in the calculation of the scaling exponent. Additionally, algorithms
may be developed that examine the data for common errors. Rather than discuss the more
common problems that arise with time series which are covered extensively in a variety
of sources (e.g., [32, 13, 14, 104]), the focus of the discussion will shift to commonly
encountered issues specific to the calculation of the scaling exponent β from the power
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spectrum of the FFT and impact of various preprocessing methods on the accurate recovery
of the scaling exponent.
The FFT is sensitive to sampling resolution as defined by the spacing of samples
and therefore, only evenly spaced (or sampled) data should be used. Generally, when
data is missing, gaps are introduced causing uneven sampling and the FFT will not be
calculated properly. The FFT algorithm of a program such as that found in MATLAB
accepts an array of numbers which are indexed only by the order in which the numbers
are received by the algorithm. If any data is missing, the remainder of the data set is
compressed by the missing amount and the amplitudes calculated for each frequency are
no longer accurate since all data after the missing data is misaligned. The effect is more
pronounced for high frequencies than low frequencies since any shift in data relative to
frequency causes a much greater shift in higher frequencies leading to a whitening effect
in the high frequencies. A time series with multiple gaps or unevenly spaced data yields
inaccurate calculations of the scaling exponent. Surprisingly, however, a single large gap in
the time series data is fixable and one may still recover the correct scaling exponent. Trends
are part of the signal and should be left in the data with no impairment of determining the
scaling exponent. Subtracting out trends, depending on the algorithm used, may change
the scaling exponent for high values of β or short time series. The reason that the scaling
exponent and power spectrum should be as accurate as possible is because the power
spectrum, when converted to Bode space, will be used to find the transfer function of the
system and accurate scaling exponents and gain values are essential in determining what
building block transfer function equations (Table 6.3) can be applied to the data and over
what frequencies the transfer functions are most influential.
Two of the tell-tale signs that an error may have occurred in the calculations is to
arrive at a power spectrum with a scaling exponent of β ≈ 1.8 or to observe what has
been referred to as the “Hockey Stick Effect” or a flattening of the power spectrum at high
frequencies. While not always indicative of an error, if any of the tell-tale signs occur,
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caution would dictate that one double check the results. The remainder of this appendix
will detail the issues specific to calculation of the scaling exponent β and how to correct the
time series, if possible, prior to calculation of the FFT to yield accurate scaling exponents
over all frequencies.

A.5.1

Endpoint Mismatch

Generally, a data record of a natural time series will not start and end in the same place.
A significant discrepancy between starting and ending positions of a time series is referred
to as an “endpoint mismatch”. In the FFT, the finite discrete time series is considered to
be a repeating periodic process and assumed to represent one period (T = 0 to 2π) of an
infinitely long data set due to the fact that cosine and sine waves by definition must extend
to infinity in positive and negative directions (i.e., Eq. (3.2)). The mathematics of the FFT
essentially wraps the time series around the unit circle so that one revolution (as one period
of 2π) represents the complete length (N) of the time series which is repeated with each
revolution indefinitely to positive and negative infinity.
As a time series is transformed to the complex frequency domain using the FFT, the
wrapping of the time series around the unit circle connects the first and last points of the
time series at 0 and 2π respectively. If the time series was sampled where the starting and
ending values are close together (i.e., the value at the index of n = 1 is the same or close
to the value at the index of n = N), then when the time series is wrapped around the unit
circle, there is no misalignment between the points at the period of 2π (specifically, 2π at
the end of the data set (N) and 0 at the start of the next revolution (N + 1)). When the
endpoints meet, the correct cosine and sine amplitudes in rectangular notation and then
magnitude and power in polar notation may be calculated for each frequency over 1 period
length of the time series. However, if there is a significant difference beyond what may be
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expected as the next value7 between the starting and ending values of the time series, the
treatment of the time series as a periodic process by the FFT introduces a discontinuity or
‘step’ at the period of 2π between the starting and ending values in the time domain and
an endpoint mismatch occurs. In other words, a non-periodic signal in which the endpoints
do not match cannot be passed through an FFT without introducing errors, the signal must
first be converted to a periodic signal to correct for endpoint mismatch without significantly
modifying the relationship of one value to the next or the overall scaling behavior.
The jump in values occurring at a discontinuity as an abrupt transition from the last
point relative to the first point is a reflection of the endpoint mismatch and not an actual
increment of the time series. The FFT equations will treat the discontinuity as an actual
high frequency step in the value of the time series incorporating the discrepancy of the
endpoint mismatch into an incorrect calculation of the cosine and sine wave amplitudes
of every frequency. Incorrect amplitudes at each frequency lead to the miscalculation of
the scaling exponent based upon the power spectrum which included the discontinuity in
values from endpoint to starting point when in fact the change in values is not a change in
real data but is actually an artifact of the way that FFT handles the time series connecting
the ending and starting values during the calculation.
Endpoint mismatch may yield a poor approximation of the true scaling behavior of the
time series, especially as the nonstationarity of the time series increases. All frequencies
include the discontinuity created by endpoint mismatch and noise is introduced into the
calculation. For stationary time series which already exhibit noise, i.e., β < 1.8 , the effect
of endpoint mismatch is not as apparent with the calculated scaling exponent nearly the
same as the true scaling exponent. For long time series (e.g., N = 4096) with nonstationary
time series behavior, an error of β = 1.8 will result for all time series with endpoint
mismatch that normally yield a scaling exponent with β > 2 without endpoint mismatch.
7

The points do not necessarily have to match exactly but be within the expected next value which is based on
the properties of the increments or first difference of the data as the mean, variance, and standard deviation
of each step size.
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The magnitude of the error is more pronounced for data sets with higher scaling exponents
which are more likely to have endpoint mismatch and thus are more prone to the incorrect
calculation of the scaling exponent as noise is introduced lowering the scaling exponent to
β = 1.8 unless care is taken in how the endpoint mismatch is corrected. Interestingly, short
time series (e.g., N = 128) will exhibit an error of β = 2.3 for all time series with β > 2
with the error increasing with higher scaling exponents. The concepts of wrapping a time
series around the unit circle and endpoint mismatch are summarized in Figs. A.3 and A.4.
The current approach to handle endpoint mismatch is to use of windows on the
time series data. A window filters the data forcing the endpoints together through a
multiplication of the window function with the time series in the time domain prior to
transforming with the FFT to the complex frequency domain. Commonly used windows
include the Welch window and Hann window which incorporate different functions to
modify the time series (e.g., [98]). These windows all reshape the signal in the time
domain and remove any discrepancy between the starting and ending values. The result of
this preprocessing technique is a windowed time series in which the endpoints match that
can then be run through a FFT without incurring problems related to endpoint mismatch8 .
Each windowing function modifies the time series in a different way and, depending on
the type of window used, this approach to determine the scaling exponent behavior seems
to work well for longer data sets with the Hann window preferable to the Welch window.
However, windowing any data alters the data itself and shorter data sets run into problems
in recovering the scaling exponent as the window equation dominates the signal after
windowing overshadowing the scaling behavior of the original time series. A data set
that is windowed is significantly altered from the original over the entire range of data just
to make the endpoints match. Overall, the ability of each method to recover the scaling
8

The application of a correction for endpoint mismatch is essential for any time series that is converted to the
complex frequency domain by the FFT regardless of whether or not a power spectrum or scaling exponent
is the purpose of analysis.
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(a) The mathematics of the FFT wraps the time series around the unit circle so that the total length (N) with
an index from n = 1 : N is equivalent to values from 0 to 2π so that the time series represents one period
(T ) of an infinitely long data set to ensure proper conversion from the time domain to the frequency domain.
The endpoints of the time series must match to ensure that no discontinuity is created when calculating the
amplitudes of the cosine and sine components of the time series as by definition, cosine and sine waves are
periodic functions extending to positive and negative infinity.

(b) In this figure, at 2π, the time series from Fig. A.3a repeats itself ensuring endpoints match.

Figure A.3: In the mathematics of the FFT, a time series represents one period of an
infinitely long data set and the endpoints must match to ensure proper calculation.
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(a) A time series is wrapped around the unit circle without first ensuring that the endpoints matched. The
FFT algorithm does not distinguish a correctly setup time series with matching endpoints from a time series
with endpoint mismatch that will cause errors in the calculations. The FFT algorithm will still generate a
result but the result is in error, especially as the scaling exponent increases beyond β = 2.

(b) At 2π, the time series from Fig. A.4a has a discontinuity and does not directly repeat itself. Endpoint
mismatch has occurred and any further calculations will yield faulty scaling exponents as FFT equations
will treat the discontinuity as an actual step in the value of the time series. In essence, artifacts within the
calculations have been introduced at every frequency by the abrupt jump in values from 2π to 0.

Figure A.4: When the endpoints of a time series do not match, the FFT will not calculate
amplitudes correctly leading to errors in the determination of the scaling exponent.
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exponent is a function of the method, the scaling exponent of the original data set, the
severity of the discontinuity at the endpoint mismatch, and the length of the data set.
Standard time series analysis techniques include removing any trend from the time
series before transforming the data with the FFT. However, if the trend is removed as a
method to correct for endpoint mismatch, other artifacts of the trend removal method may
be introduced into the resulting time series that effect the ability to properly measure the
scaling exponent. Overall, with windowing data, the trend is adjusted with the window and
the correct scaling exponent may still be recovered. Section A.5.2 discusses trend removal
in more detail. Alternatively, a new method referred to as mirroring the data is introduced
to address endpoint mismatch that does not alter the time series in any way and still arrives
in most cases at the correct scaling exponent to be determined at each frequency (though
twice as many frequencies are used).
To demonstrate the effectiveness of each of the methods used to correct for endpoint
mismatch, 1000 single scaling time series of each length N = 8192 and N = 256 were
generated9 for each value of β ranging from (−1 < β < 5) with increments of β = 0.25.
Each of the time series for each scaling exponent was then divided in half to simulate
endpoint mismatch (i.e., N = 4096 → N = 2048 and N = 256 → N = 128) and the first half
of the time series was then passed through the FFT both with and without preprocessing
corrections (Welch and Hann windows, and the new Mirror approach) to determine the
scaling exponent for the uncorrected data set compared to each of the methods. The
results for each of the 1000 iterations for each scaling exponent were recorded and then
the mean and standard deviation was calculated for each method and scaling exponent.
Figs. A.17 and A.18 and also Tables A.1 through A.4 summarize the methods used to
correct for endpoint mismatch for both long and short data sets.
9

All synthetic time series were generated using the method described in App. B using the Laplace transform
1
equation with scaling exponent β .
s2
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A.5.1.1

Welch Window

The Welch window as applied to a time series multiplies the time series by a window filter
with values between 0 and 1. The equation for the Welch window is written:

wn = 1 −

n−
N
2

N
2

 !2
(A.1)

where the index n = 1, 2, 3, ...N [10]. Eq. (A.1) indicates that the degree of modification
of the time series is based on the index values of the time series with the endpoints being
adjusted more than the middle portion of the time series. The shape of the Welch window
resembles an arc or a half period of a sine wave. The application of a Welch window
to a time series that exhibited endpoint mismatch allows a reasonable approximation of
the scaling exponent in the range of (−1 < β < 4) for long data sets. However, for short
data sets, the Welch window tends to overestimate the scaling exponent at all values of
β > 0.5 with the severity of the error increasing as the scaling exponent increases. Refer
to MATLAB Code Snippet (A.1) for an example of the Welch window applied to a time
series.
Code Snippet A.1 MATLAB Code to Welch Window Data
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

% Create Welch Window and multiply by time series
% Determine length and create index
N = length ( timeSeries ) ;
t =(1: N ) ;
% Welch Window Equation
WelchWindow = 1 - (( t -( N /2) ) /( N /2) ) .^2;
% Welch Windowed Time Series
welchTS = timeSeries .* WelchWindow ;

A synthetic β = 3 time series was generated to demonstrate the effects of endpoint
mismatch and the methods to correct for endpoint mismatch. For the time series without
a significant discrepancy between starting and ending positions (e.g., Fig. A.5a), the
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associated power spectrum of the non-windowed time series is measured to have a scaling
exponent of β = 3, thereby correctly quantifying the known scaling properties of the
signal. For the time series with a significant discrepancy between starting and ending
positions, the associated power spectrum for the non-windowed time series exhibits power
law scaling of β = 1.82 which significantly underestimates the known β = 3 value of
the signal (e.g., Fig. A.5b). To recover the actual scaling exponent, the Welch window
is applied to the synthetic β = 3 time series with a discrepancy between starting and
ending positions (Fig. A.6). In Fig. A.6a, the effects of endpoint mismatch on the power
spectrum and measurement of the scaling exponent is again shown. The time series with
endpoint mismatch is then multiplied by the Welch window correcting the time series by
aligning the starting and ending values (e.g., Fig. A.6b). In the time domain, the effects
of windowing are evident yet the power spectrum is now calculated without the effects
of endpoint mismatch allowing the recovery of the correct scaling exponent. Windowing
minimizes the amplitude of the signal fluctuations near the end points of the time series
and forces the starting and ending values of the time series to be nearly equal and close to
zero10 . Refer to Figs. A.5 and A.6 for an example of the application of the Welch window
to a time series with endpoint mismatch.

A.5.1.2

Hann Window

The Hann window also multiplies the time series by a window filter with values between
0 and 1. However, the shape of the Hann window more closely resembles one period of a
negative cosine wave, the origin of which can be observed in the Hann window equation.
10 One

additional note, while in many cases, the time series is normalized prior to applying a window, the
window does not necessarily have to be applied to a normalized data set to recover the scaling exponent.
When the purpose of the calculations is to recover a scaling exponent, any application of the window
directly to the time series without normalization will still generate the same scaling exponent since the
scaling behavior remains intact with or without normalization. The degree of the amplitudes may change,
but the overall relationship of one amplitude to another remains unchanged and the same scaling exponent
is realized.
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(a) To demonstrate the effect of endpoint mismatch, a synthetic time series (N = 8192) with a single scaling
1
exponent of β = 3 was generated using the Laplace method and β . The power spectrum of the full time
s2
series with endpoints matching is β = 3.02.

(b) The first half of the β = 3 time series (N = 4096) from Fig. A.5a will exhibit endpoint mismatch and
a discontinuity from starting to ending points that is beyond the expect value of each increment. Without
any processing, the time series with endpoint mismatch is run through the FFT resulting in a skewed power
spectrum with a scaling exponent of β = 1.82. The difference in the measured scaling exponent of β = 1.82
from the true scaling exponent of β = 3 is representative of the increased noise caused by endpoint mismatch
at every frequency reducing the overall scaling exponent. Note that the scaling exponent is correct for a time
series with a discontinuity but is not representative of the true scaling exponent and the process by which
the time series was generated. In order to find the true scaling exponent, the discontinuity occurring at the
endpoint mismatch must be corrected prior to the FFT otherwise, the effect of the discontinuity is what is
measured rather than the process by which the time series was generated.

Figure A.5: A comparison of two β = 3 time series generated through a

1

process (a full
β
s2
data set and the first half the same data set). Endpoint mismatch results in miscalculated
amplitudes at every frequency by the FFT leading to errors in the determination of the true
scaling exponent of the process by which the time series was generated.
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(a) The first half of the β = 3 time series (N = 4096) from Fig. A.5a demonstrates endpoint mismatch and
must be corrected prior to the FFT to ensure the correct scaling exponent is calculated. Though the power
spectrum would appear to indicate that the scaling exponent is β = 1.8, the result is an artifact of endpoint
mismatch and not representative of the true scaling exponent of β = 3.02.

(b) Applying the Welch window (in red) to the time series (in blue) from Fig. A.6a corrects for the
discontinuity caused by endpoint mismatch by aligning the ends together but leaving the middle relatively
intact. For long data sets, the effect of windowing retains the scaling behavior. With the mitigation of the
effects of endpoint mismatch, the true scaling exponent (here, β = 3.07) is observed when a power law is
fit to the power spectrum. The shape of the Welch window resembles an arc which modifies the time series
based on multiplying the time series by a filter with values between 0 and 1.

Figure A.6: To ensure that the scaling exponent β of a time series can be measured
accurately, the Welch window may be applied to the time series to correct for endpoint
mismatch prior to calculation of the FFT.
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(a) A comparison of measured (in red on y-axis) versus actual (in blue on x-axis) scaling exponents β of
1000 synthetic time series of both short length (N = 256) and long length (N = 4096) data sets. These data
sets do not exhibit any endpoint mismatch and the correct scaling exponent is calculated for any length data
set. Table A.1 contains the numerical values associated with this and other similar figures.

(b) Each of the time series for each scaling exponent in Fig. A.7a were then divided in half to simulate
endpoint mismatch (i.e., N = 256 → N = 128 and N = 4096 → N = 2048). The first half of the divided time
series was then passed through a FFT and measured to determine the scaling exponent of the uncorrected
data set with endpoint mismatch. The results show that no matter the length of the time series, that above a
scaling exponent of β = 2, the correct scaling exponent cannot be measured and a default scaling exponent
error occurs, which is β ≈ 2.3 for short data sets (left) and β ≈ 1.85 for a long data sets (right).

Figure A.7: 1000 single scaling time series of each length N = 256 and N = 8192 were
generated for each value of β ranging from (−1 < β < 5) with increments of β = 0.25. In
the full length data sets, no endpoint mismatch occurs and the scaling exponent is correctly
measured. Each data set was then divided in half to simulate endpoint mismatch. The
scaling exponent of an uncorrected time series with endpoint mismatch (e.g., as with the
half time series) cannot be correctly measured if the time series has a scaling exponent
beyond β = 2. Shorter data sets also show some deviation from the actual scaling exponent
as the value of the scaling exponent increases beginning at β = 0.75. Furthermore,
while time series with β < 2 appears to be insensitive to endpoint mismatch without the
correction, all amplitudes will incorporate the discontinuity of the endpoint mismatch and
the error may be compounded for multiscaling data sets.
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Figure A.8: The Welch window was applied to each of 1000 half synthetic time series for each scaling exponent seen in Fig. A.7b to
correct for the inaccurate calculation of the scaling exponent. The application of a Welch window allows a reasonable approximation
of the scaling exponent in the range of (−1 < β < 4) for long data sets. However, for short data sets, the Welch window overestimates
the scaling exponent at all values of β > 0.5 with the severity of the error increasing as the scaling exponent increases. Compared to the
uncorrected data set with endpoint mismatch, the effect of Welch windowing the data correcting for the discontinuity occurring at the
endpoints offers a good alternative to no correction in measuring the scaling exponent of a time series. However, the Hann window and
a new mirror method offer more accurate results to recover the scaling exponent than the Welch window.

The equation for the Hann window is written:



1
2πn
wn =
1 − cos
2
N

(A.2)

where the index n = 1, 2, 3, ...N [10]. When the Hann window is applied to a time series,
the endpoints are aligned correcting for the discontinuity of endpoint mismatch of the time
series. Refer to MATLAB Code Snippet (A.2) for an example of the Hann window applied
to a time series.
Code Snippet A.2 MATLAB Code to Hann Window Data
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

% Create Hann Window and multiply by time series
% Determine length and create index
N = length ( timeSeries ) ;
t =(1: N ) ;
% Hann Window Equation
HannWindow = 0.5 * (1 -( cos ((2* pi * t ) / N ) ) ) ;
% Hann Windowed Time Series
hannTS = timeSeries .* HannWindow ;

The scaling exponent that is measured of a Hann windowed time series closely
resembles the actual scaling exponent of the time series (without endpoint mismatch) for
long data sets in the range of (−1 < β < 5). However, as with the Welch window, the Hann
window introduces increased power in the low frequencies of shorter data sets causing an
overestimation of the scaling exponent at all values of β > 0.75 with the severity of the error
increasing as the scaling exponent increases. A β = 3 time series with endpoint mismatch
and the correction from the application of the Hann window is shown in Fig. A.9. The
effectiveness of the Hann window to recover the scaling exponent for all scaling exponents
is shown in Fig. A.10.
Generally, windowing modifies the original time series and, in so doing, may alter the
scaling properties of the time series depending on the window and length of the data set.
For a time series containing periodic signals or if the periodic signal is the only thing of
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(a) The first half of the β = 3 time series (N = 4096) from Fig. A.5a demonstrates endpoint mismatch and
must be corrected prior to the FFT to ensure the correct scaling exponent is calculated. The scaling exponent
of a β = 3 time series with endpoint mismatch is β = 1.8, and not representative of the true scaling exponent
of β = 3.02.

(b) Applying the Hann window (in green) to the time series (in blue) from Fig. A.9a corrects for the
discontinuity caused by endpoint mismatch by aligning the ends together but leaving the middle relatively
intact. The Hann window is recommended over the Welch window for long data sets. With the mitigation of
the effects of endpoint mismatch, the true scaling exponent (here, β = 3.09) is observed when a power law
is fit to the power spectrum. The shape of the Hann window resembles one period of a negative cosine curve
which modifies the time series based on multiplying the time series by a filter with values between 0 and 1.

Figure A.9: The Hann window ensures that the scaling exponent β of a time series
can be measured accurately by correcting the time series for endpoint mismatch prior to
calculation of the FFT.
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Figure A.10: The Hann window was applied to each of 1000 half synthetic time series for each scaling exponent seen in Fig. A.7b to
correct for the inaccurate calculation of the scaling exponent. The application of a Hann window allows an excellent approximation of
the scaling exponent in the range of (−1 < β < 5) for long data sets. For short data sets, the Hann window overestimates the scaling
exponent at all values of β > 0.75 with the severity of the error increasing as the scaling exponent increases. Compared to the uncorrected
data set with endpoint mismatch, the effect of the Hann window on the data accurately corrects for the discontinuity occurring at the
endpoints allowing for accurate measurement of the scaling exponent for long data sets.

interest in a stochastic time series where the periodicities are the reason behind the analysis,
window modifications may be acceptable and the correct dominant frequency information
may be determined from the windowed transform (e.g., [32]). When one is interested in the
scaling relationship between all frequencies of a time series and in recovering the scaling
exponent that assists in defining the process by which the time series was created, such as
a stochastic self-affine time series (with or without periodicities), the effects of windowing
may introduce artifacts into the measured scaling exponent. Windowing is therefore not
always a reliable method for obtaining the scaling exponent of a self-affine time series but
of the methods, the Hann window is fairly accurate and is recommended keeping in mind
the effect of the Hann windowing equations on both short data sets and time series values.

A.5.1.3

Normalization

Additionally, though a common approach is to normalize the time series prior to
windowing, normalization is not required if the purpose of the analysis is to recover
the scaling exponent as both the normalized time series and the same non-normalized
time series will return the same scaling exponent. Normalization is frequently used to
standardize data sets to allow for comparison of time series with different scales or units.
Here, normalization of a time series is performed using the normalization formula:

zn =

(xn − µ)
σ

(A.3)

where xn is value of the time series at index n, µ is the mean of the time series, and σ is
the standard deviation of the time series. Eq. (A.3) modifies the time series to have a mean
of µ = 0 and a standard deviation of σ = ±1. MATLAB code for normalization is found
in Code Snippet (A.3).
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Code Snippet A.3 MATLAB Code for Normalization of Data
1
2
3
4
5

% Normalization of time series
TSaverage = mean ( timeSeries ) ; % Mean = 0
TSstddev = std ( timeSeries ) ;
% Standard Deviation is 1
% Normalizing data using z =( x - u ) / s
TSnormalized = ( timeSeries - TSaverage ) /( TSstddev ) ;

Overall, the scaling exponent β is identical for both a normalized and non-normalized
time series when non-windowed and nearly identical when both a normalized and
non-normalized time series is windowed. Refer to Figs. A.11 and A.12 and MATLAB Code
Snippet (A.3). For an example, with a synthetic β = 2 time series, the measured scaling
exponent is β = 2.03 with normalization and measures to be the same β = 2.03 without
normalization. The effect of normalization is seen in the amplitude changes and the range
of power calculated from the normalized amplitudes but not in the scaling exponent. The
preferred method of applying a window to a time series is the method that recovers the
correct scaling exponent with the least manipulation and modification of the original time
series to avoid compounding mathematical artifacts. Normalization does alter the time
series and the range of power in the power spectrum yet normalization has a negligible
effect on the scaling exponent when compared to the effect of windowing on the scaling
exponent. Since normalization prior to windowing a time series does not appear to add
any additional accuracy to the calculations, normalization does not need to be included in
calculations used to recover the scaling exponent11 .
11 This

is not to say that normalization is without merit as normalization is useful in comparing data sets with
different ranges and in the generation of normalized synthetic data sets using the transfer function approach
that can be easily scaled to simulate the natural time series from which the transfer function was derived.
However, strictly for scaling exponent recovery, normalization does not increase accuracy.
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(a) A synthetic time series (N = 8192) was generated with a scaling exponent of β = 2. In this time series,
there is no endpoint mismatch. The measured scaling exponent is β = 2.03 with the discrepancy of +0.03
between scaling exponent of the system and the measured scaling exponent of the output due to the scaling
exponent of the Gaussian white noise input which was β = 0.0287. Synthetic time series generation using
1
the Laplace equation with the scaling exponent (i.e., β ) generates an exact increase of +2 to the scaling
s2
exponent from input to output through a β = 2 system.

(b) The synthetic time series (N = 8192) that was generated with a scaling exponent of β = 2 in
Fig. A.11a was normalized using Eq. (A.3). In this normalized time series, the mean is µ = 0, standard
deviation is σ = 1, and there is no endpoint mismatch. The measured scaling exponent is also β = 2.03.
Normalization does not alter the scaling exponent of the non-windowed time series but normalization does
alter the range of the power in the power spectrum.

Figure A.11: The effect of normalization on the scaling exponent of a synthetic time series
with a scaling exponent of β = 2 is examined. The scaling exponent is measured accurately
in both cases when the time series is left unaltered or when the time series is normalized to
a mean of µ = 0 and standard deviation of σ = 1 as long as there is no endpoint mismatch.
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(a) The synthetic time series (N = 8192) with a scaling exponent of β = 2.03 in Fig. A.11a was windowed
using the Hann window (green line and Eq. (A.2)). In this time series, there was no endpoint mismatch
but the window was applied to demonstrate the effect on the scaling exponent. The Hann window forces
the starting and ending points to 0 regardless of their original value. The measured scaling exponent of this
Hann windowed time series is β = 1.99. The slight discrepancy of −0.04 between actual and windowed
time series is due to the modification of the time series by the window equation. Overall, a non-normalized
Hann windowed time series yields a nearly identical scaling exponent as the original and normalization is not
necessary prior to windowing to recover the scaling exponent. Note: The green line representing the Hann
window on the time series plot appears as a straight line due to the scale of the original time series.

(b) The synthetic time series (N = 8192) with a scaling exponent of β = 2.03 in Fig. A.11a was normalized
first using Eq. (A.3) and then windowed using the Hann window equation (green line and Eq. (A.2)). In this
normalized windowed time series, the mean is µ = 0, standard deviation is σ = 1, and there is no endpoint
mismatch. The measured scaling exponent is again β = 1.99. Again, the slight discrepancy of −0.04 between
actual and windowed time series is due to the modification of the time series by the window equation and not
the normalization equation. Normalization does alter the range of the power in the power spectrum but does
not significantly alter the scaling exponent of the windowed time series.

Figure A.12: The effect of the Hann window with and without normalization on the
scaling exponent of a synthetic time series with a scaling exponent of β = 2 is examined.
The scaling exponent is measured fairly accurately in both cases when a Hann window is
applied to the time series that is unaltered and when the Hann window is applied to the
normalized time series with a mean of µ = 0 and standard deviation of σ = 1. Windowing
introduces a slight discrepancy of −0.04 from the measured scaling exponent to the scaling
exponent of the original but normalization appears to have little to no effect on the measured
scaling exponent.
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A.5.1.4

New Mirror Approach

To address the disadvantages of windowing on the calculation of the scaling exponent, an
alternative preprocessing technique introduced here as the “mirror” approach was created to
recover the scaling exponent of a time series signal with a discrepancy between the starting
and ending values. The mirror approach corrects for endpoint mismatch, independent of
the length of the data set, and will allow for the accurate calculation of the scaling exponent
of self-affine time series in the frequency domain within the range (−0.5 < β < 4.5) for
any length time series. The primary focus is on applying the mirror approach to self-affine
time series, but the technique can be used on any time series. Normally, the length of the
data set will determine which method is appropriate to correct for endpoint mismatch of a
time series in order to recover the correct scaling exponent. For long data sets, the Hann
window or the mirror approach may be used to recover the scaling exponent. For short data
sets, both the Hann and Welch windowing methods overestimate the scaling exponent by
introducing low frequency behavior into the time series from the window filter equations.
Windowing data changes the relationship of the beginning and ending values more than the
middle values which may affect ability to correctly analyze the scaling behavior of the time
series, especially since not all windows modify the data in the same way. The practice of
windowing data raises questions as to whether one is measuring the artifacts of the window
on the data or obtaining the actual measurement of the data depending on what is being
measured (e.g., short versus long time series).
In terms of finding the scaling exponent which describes the process that generates the
data set, the same process that generates the data set forward in time is the same type of
process (with the same scaling exponent) that could generate the data set backwards in time.
The mirror approach takes advantage of the property that any magnitude or power spectrum
is independent of the direction of the time series. Direction (in time) is not identified in the
magnitude (M), power (P), or scaling exponent β (Fig. A.13). Direction is in fact part of
the phase (θ ). Since the magnitude and the power of a time series in the frequency domain
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is identical in every way including the scaling exponent of the power spectrum whether the
time series is analyzed forward or backward in time, then concatenating a forward direction
time series with itself in the reverse direction (the mirror approach) will also ensure that the
endpoints match12 (Refer to the MATLAB Code Snippet (A.4) and Fig. A.14). Of course,
the mirror approach will produce twice as many frequencies since the time series is now
twice as long. However, since the frequencies of a time series twice as long are interlaced
with the frequencies of the original time series, the scaling exponent, the location of breaks
in slope, and overall location of periodicities in terms of frequency are not changed13 . The
linear least squares fit of the log-log plot in the frequency domain is not affected by twice
as many frequencies using the mirror approach resulting in the correct scaling exponent
for both long and short time series. Refer to Figs. A.15 and A.16. The mirror approach as
applied to a time series is summarized in MATLAB Code Snippet (A.4).
Code Snippet A.4 MATLAB Code for Mirroring Data
1
2
3
4

% Mirroring a time series
tsForward = timeSeries ;
% Time Series ( Forward )
tsBackward = fliplr ( timeSeries ) ;
% fliplr reverses direction
newTimeSeries = [ tsForward tsBackward ]; % Concatenate to mirror

When the data is mirrored, the values in the time series are not altered nor is the
relationship of one value to the next. Instead, the time series is reflected back on itself
12 Recall

that in polar notation, the calculation of the magnitude is essentially a normalization process which
allows the time series to be sampled at any starting point and still generate the same power spectrum as
long as the processes remained the same. However, in rectangular notation, the signs on the amplitudes
may be used to indicate direction which is useful for dealing with a gap in the data.
13 The mirror approach, while generating twice as many frequencies does not increase the sampling resolution
nor introduce any new frequencies beyond the sampling resolution of the Nyquist frequency of the original
time series. However, the sampling Nyquist frequency should not be confused with the Nyquist rate of
the time series which represents the smallest sampling (Nyquist) interval at which any new information is
gained and is a property of the physical system under investigation (twice the highest frequency embedded
within the signal) [105]. Any real-world self-affine time series will experience a minimal sampling
resolution (Nyquist rate) beyond which no new information is gained and aliasing is likely to occur.
One may sample a natural data set at a higher frequency up to the Nyquist rate to gain greater sampling
resolution. By mirroring data, the effect on the frequencies of the power spectrum is the same as if the time
series was sampled with the same resolution at twice the length with no endpoint mismatch.
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ensuring that there is no discrepancy between endpoints. Unlike windowed data, mirroring
data does not distort the ends of the time series nor introduce low frequency behavior
(trends) that may increase the scaling exponent in short data sets. Compared to windowing,
the mirror approach yields comparable and extremely accurate results for recovery of the
scaling exponent with the least modification of the values of the time series. Thus, for the
purposes of finding the scaling exponent of the time series, the preferred and most robust
preprocessing methods to correct for endpoint mismatch in both long and short time series
prior to the FFT are the mirror approach or the Hann window if the data set is long enough.

A.5.2

Trends in the Data

Natural time series also may exhibit a trend in behavior of increasing or decreasing
values causing an endpoint mismatch in the time series.

One of the preprocessing

techniques commonly applied to time series involves detrending data and much of the
signal processing literature suggests that one should remove any trends from a time series
before transforming to the frequency domain. With stochastic self-affine time series, a
shift in thinking is necessary to properly address the questions of whether or not a trend
in a sampled data set is a real trend or a natural fluctuation caused by the way in which
the system processes inputs into that system and if the trend should be removed prior to
analysis. A time series is often thought of as some signal that is measuring a property of
a system where the concept of the system and the measured output have been combined.
For instance, water levels in a lake change with the passage of time and a time series of
water level fluctuations may be seen as a property of the lake under investigation. There
is however more information that can be gleaned from a time series if one shifts thinking
of a time series from just what the lake time series is doing now and instead perceives the
time series as a measured output signal of a system (the lake) that processes the inputs
according to specific scaling behaviors across frequencies. A natural time series may be
thought of as the measured result (output) of a system of physical processes that scale and
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Figure A.13: Synthetic time series (N = 8192) in the forward direction (Fig. A.13a) and reverse direction (Fig. A.13b). The direction of the
time series, whether forward in time or reversed, has no effect on the power spectrum or measured scaling exponent. The magnitude and power
contain no directional information. All directional information as to the orientation of the time series is found in the phase. As a result, the time
series no matter which direction will generate the same power spectrum and scaling exponent.

(b) Synthetic time series from Fig. A.13a in the reverse direction (original stop: red arrow to start: green arrow) and the power spectrum also indicating β = 2.03.

(a) Synthetic time series (N = 8192) in the forward direction (start: green arrow to stop: red arrow) and the corresponding power spectrum indicating β = 2.03.
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Figure A.14: As an alternative correction to endpoint mismatch to recover the scaling exponent, the new mirror approach was applied to the
synthetic time series of Fig. A.13a. Since the power spectrum is identical for both forward and reversed time series, the time series may be
mirrored or reflected upon itself to achieve matching endpoints. By concatenating the forward time series with a reversed copy of itself, the
endpoints must match as indicated by the red arrows and no window is needed. Although the time series will be twice as long and the power
spectrum created from this mirror approach will have twice as many frequencies, the scaling exponent will remain intact allowing recovery of
the true scaling exponent for both short and long data sets. Furthermore, the mirror approach does not alter the relationship of the time series
values to one another. Here, the mirrored time series is also β = 2.03 as was the original.

(a) The first half of the β = 3 time series (N = 4096) from Fig. A.5a demonstrates endpoint mismatch. The
discontinuity between ending and starting values must be corrected prior to the FFT to ensure the correct
scaling exponent is calculated. The true scaling exponent of the time series is β = 3.02.

(b) Applying the Mirror method to the time series from Fig. A.15a corrects for the discontinuity caused by
endpoint mismatch by immediately repeating the time series in reverse. The concatenation of a time series
with the reverse indexed copy of itself causes the endpoints to align and the correct scaling exponent may
then be determined from a data set no matter the severity of endpoint mismatch. Here, in mirroring the
data, β = 3.01. The method relies on a property of the power spectrum in that any power spectrum will be
exactly the same for both the forward and reverse instances of a time series since the directional information
is contained within the phase and not magnitude nor power. Although the data set is now twice as long
with twice as many frequencies, the scaling behavior is properly represented at each frequency. Recall that
by doubling the length of the data set, one frequency is added at the lowest frequency and an additional
frequency is inserted between each frequency. Furthermore, because the mirror method does not alter the
time series, the correct scaling exponent may be determined from both short and long data sets without any
error that is introduced by windowing short data sets.

Figure A.15: Mirroring a data set with the mirror method introduced in this dissertation
ensures that the scaling exponent β of a time series can be measured accurately by
correcting the time series for endpoint mismatch prior to calculation of the FFT without
altering the time series. The mirror method has been extensively tested and is reliable even
for very short data sets with extreme trends.
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Figure A.16: The new mirror approach was applied to each of 1000 half synthetic time series for each scaling exponent seen in
Fig. A.7b to correct for the inaccurate calculation of the scaling exponent. The application of the mirror method allows an excellent
measure of the scaling exponent in the range of (−1 < β < 4.5) for long data sets. For short data sets, the mirror method also allows
an excellent measure of the scaling exponent at all values of the range (−0.5 < β < 4.5). Compared to the uncorrected data set with
endpoint mismatch and the window methods of correcting the data set through modification of the time series to recover the scaling
exponent, the mirror approach appears to offer the most accurate approach for both short and long data sets to correct for the discontinuity
occurring at the endpoints and does not alter the values of the time series, merely reflects the time series in reverse, allowing for precise
measurement of the scaling exponent within the range (−0.5 < β < 4.5) for any length time series.

Figure A.17: A summary of the effect of endpoint mismatch and a comparison of corrective methods
of 1000 synthetic time series of each scaling exponent β for both short (left) and long (right) data
sets. The blue line represents the true β -value of the synthetic time series. The red circles represent
the average measured β -value of 1000 time series without endpoint correction, and then after the
application of each method to correct for endpoint mismatch. The effect of endpoint mismatch is
pronounced in uncorrected time series for all time series with scaling behavior of β > 2. Methods
used to correct for endpoint mismatch vary in accuracy in recovering the true scaling exponent and are
sensitive to the length of the data set, the severity of the discontinuity at the endpoints, and the actual
scaling exponent of the time series that is being measured. The mirror approach is accurate for both
short and long data sets.
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Figure A.18: Superimposing all methods of endpoint mismatch correction on the effects of endpoint mismatch shows where each
method is equivalent and each method deviates in the accurate calculation of the scaling exponent. Endpoint mismatch (green) is
corrected through either windowing or mirroring the time series. The Hann Window (light blue) is most effective for long data sets,
while the mirror approach (magenta) is most effective for all lengths of data to recover the actual scaling exponent. The Welch window
(dark blue) is the least effective data correction technique yet still offers accurate results up to β = 4.
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Actual β

Measured Mean β
of Full Synthetic
-1.00
-0.75
-0.50
-0.25
0.00
0.25
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1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00

Measured Mean β
of Half Synthetic
-1.00
-0.75
-0.50
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.76
1.01
1.26
1.51
1.76
1.98
2.08
2.07
2.02
1.98
1.93
1.89
1.88
1.86
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.84

Measured Mean β
of Mirrored Half
-0.99
-0.74
-0.50
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.51
3.76
4.03
4.29
4.51
4.64
4.69

Measured Mean β of
Welch Windowed Half
-1.00
-0.75
-0.50
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.01
1.26
1.51
1.76
2.01
2.26
2.51
2.77
3.02
3.27
3.52
3.77
4.01
4.20
4.26
4.17
4.05

Measured Mean β of
Hann Windowed Half
-1.00
-0.75
-0.50
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.01
1.26
1.51
1.76
2.01
2.26
2.51
2.77
3.02
3.27
3.52
3.77
4.03
4.28
4.53
4.78
5.03

Table A.1: Comparison of actual versus measured mean scaling exponent β from 1000 Synthetic long-length time series with and
without endpoint corrections applied. Full length time series with no endpoint mismatch are of length N = 4096 and divided, half length
time series with endpoint mismatch and corrected time series with no endpoint mismatch are of length N = 2048.
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-0.75
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0
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1
1.25
1.5
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2
2.25
2.5
2.75
3
3.25
3.5
3.75
4
4.25
4.5
4.75
5

Actual β

Measured SD of β
of Full Synthetic
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.020
0.019
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.020
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.020

Measured SD of β
of Half Synthetic
0.030
0.030
0.028
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.028
0.028
0.030
0.029
0.029
0.046
0.146
0.235
0.266
0.284
0.230
0.170
0.172
0.120
0.096
0.072
0.084
0.109

Measured SD of β
of Mirrored Half
0.036
0.035
0.036
0.036
0.034
0.036
0.035
0.034
0.034
0.035
0.036
0.036
0.034
0.035
0.035
0.034
0.035
0.035
0.036
0.039
0.043
0.052
0.038
0.050
0.088

Measured SD of β of
Welch Windowed Half
0.034
0.033
0.032
0.033
0.033
0.032
0.032
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.032
0.033
0.033
0.032
0.031
0.032
0.033
0.036
0.092
0.234
0.350
0.396

Measured SD of β of
Hann Windowed Half
0.039
0.037
0.037
0.038
0.037
0.036
0.038
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.037
0.036
0.037
0.037
0.038
0.037
0.037
0.038
0.036
0.037

Table A.2: Comparison of actual versus measured standard deviation of the mean scaling exponent β from 1000 synthetic long-length
time series with and without endpoint corrections applied. Full length time series with no endpoint mismatch are of length N = 4096
and half length time series with endpoint mismatch and corrected time series with no endpoint mismatch are of length N = 2048.
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4
4.25
4.5
4.75
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Actual β

Measured Mean β
of Full Synthetic
-1.00
-0.75
-0.51
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.74
0.99
1.26
1.49
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.01
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00

Measured Mean β
of Half Synthetic
-1.02
-0.77
-0.51
-0.25
0.01
0.26
0.53
0.80
1.04
1.32
1.58
1.83
2.06
2.23
2.38
2.42
2.44
2.42
2.42
2.41
2.32
2.34
2.28
2.26
2.26

Measured Mean β
of Mirrored Half
-0.93
-0.72
-0.48
-0.23
0.00
0.24
0.49
0.74
0.97
1.23
1.48
1.73
1.99
2.22
2.48
2.75
3.00
3.24
3.50
3.75
4.02
4.26
4.49
4.72
4.90

Measured Mean β of
Welch Windowed Half
-1.06
-0.79
-0.52
-0.26
0.00
0.26
0.53
0.80
1.05
1.32
1.58
1.86
2.13
2.39
2.66
2.93
3.20
3.47
3.73
4.01
4.29
4.51
4.72
4.90
4.98

Measured Mean β of
Hann Windowed Half
-1.06
-0.79
-0.53
-0.26
0.01
0.26
0.52
0.80
1.04
1.32
1.58
1.86
2.13
2.39
2.66
2.95
3.21
3.49
3.75
4.03
4.32
4.57
4.85
5.14
5.41

Table A.3: Comparison of actual versus measured mean scaling exponent β from 1000 Synthetic short-length time series with and
without endpoint corrections applied. Full length time series with no endpoint mismatch are of length N = 256 and divided, half length
time series with endpoint mismatch and corrected time series with no endpoint mismatch are of length N = 128.
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4
4.25
4.5
4.75
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Actual β

Measured SD of β
of Full Synthetic
0.135
0.133
0.131
0.129
0.134
0.132
0.129
0.133
0.130
0.129
0.131
0.130
0.133
0.132
0.129
0.131
0.134
0.132
0.134
0.133
0.131
0.132
0.127
0.135
0.136

Measured SD of β
of Half Synthetic
0.210
0.204
0.210
0.202
0.196
0.202
0.204
0.202
0.207
0.204
0.207
0.204
0.208
0.228
0.274
0.355
0.423
0.449
0.505
0.533
0.483
0.551
0.479
0.481
0.456

Measured SD of β
of Mirrored Half
0.243
0.219
0.227
0.227
0.217
0.224
0.230
0.224
0.234
0.228
0.226
0.226
0.229
0.236
0.227
0.228
0.223
0.225
0.232
0.232
0.231
0.227
0.232
0.227
0.229

Measured SD of β of
Welch Windowed Half
0.229
0.227
0.233
0.233
0.228
0.222
0.226
0.227
0.223
0.224
0.229
0.223
0.220
0.220
0.223
0.224
0.225
0.215
0.218
0.215
0.219
0.224
0.236
0.274
0.365

Measured SD of β of
Hann Windowed Half
0.262
0.259
0.262
0.264
0.264
0.257
0.266
0.254
0.250
0.258
0.256
0.258
0.252
0.247
0.257
0.254
0.253
0.249
0.255
0.247
0.255
0.256
0.256
0.253
0.249

Table A.4: Comparison of actual versus measured standard deviation of the mean scaling exponent β from 1000 synthetic short-length
time series with and without endpoint corrections applied. Full length time series with no endpoint mismatch are of length N = 256 and
half length time series with endpoint mismatch and corrected time series with no endpoint mismatch are of length N = 128.

shift a collection of inputs which collectively through the Central Limit Theorem add up
to be persistently exciting white noise. This concept is very different from analysis of the
time series alone without thinking about the inputs or the how the system processes those
inputs at each frequency.
In fitting a trend line to a time series without recognizing that the time series is the
output of a system, one is attempting to predict the next values based on the behavior of
adjacent values, and might conclude that a trend clearly exists in the data. However, if the
time series is truly a stochastic self-time series, one realizes that this approach falls short in
recognizing that the next values are independent of adjacent values with the only link being
the process that is generating the values from Gaussian inputs into the system. For example,
fitting a trend line to the running sum integral of a fair coin flip is never appropriate, even
in cases where there is a perception that a trend exists14 . The reason that a coin flip should
not be fit with a trend line is that the increments of the running sum are independent events
of heads (+1) or tails (−1) which when integrated, will create the appearance of trends in
the data (with a scaling exponent of β ≈ 1.8) but any trend line cannot predict with any
accuracy if the next value is heads to tails or if the trend will increase or decrease because
the next value is drawn from a modified Bernoulli (random) process. Fitting a trend line to
stochastic data sets is misleading as a trend line may reflect what has occurred but cannot
reflect what will occur in a stochastic data set and better substituted by an envelope of
probabilities. This shift in thinking requires characterizing a time series in the frequency
domain rather than the time domain as the measured output signal of a system of physical
processes over distinct frequencies which was convolved with an input signal and offers
greater insight into the system under investigation.
14 The

same idea is applicable for all stochastic data sets. Trend lines such as a linear least-squares fit or
moving average will always fit the data for what has happened but can never reflect what will happen
since each step increment is drawn from a random distribution. For stochastic data sets, the input and the
processes within the system define future outcomes, not the output signal that is already generated. For
example, even if one has 5 heads in a row, from the perspective of the current location, one cannot predict
the very next flip let alone the exact future pathway of fair coin, only the envelope of future outcomes
based on the process of the system (integration in the case of a coin flip) and the range of the input into that
system.
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As another example, consider the flow of water from a faucet into a basin which would
exhibit an upward trend in water level but in reality, the trend represents what has happened
to the water levels due to the flow but not necessarily what will happen when the faucet is
turned off. The water level in the basin is a result of a simple integration process of the
velocity of flow in the pipe. With each second that goes by, a volume of water flows out
of the faucet adding through simple integration to the amount of water in the basin. The
output time series that we measure, the water level in time, is representative of the physical
process of the system (the basin) integrating the flow into the basin with time. As such, any
trend seen in the output time series is due to the input flow since the process of integration
of water in the basin has not changed. By separating the process (here, integration) from
the measured time series (water level in the basin), one realizes that any observed output is
heavily dependent on the inputs into the system and in fact, a trend in the data is dependent
on the nature of the inputs and the structure of the basin itself. One important note here
is that the flow out of the basin (such as a drain) is dependent upon the water levels in the
basin such that higher water levels (with a greater hydraulic head) will generally generate
a faster flow out of the basin than lower water levels. As such, the flow out of the basin is
due to an integration of water levels and represents the same phase shift as the water levels.
Furthermore, in order to understand the total water level in the basin, the flow into the
basin is integrated (which shifts the frequency of the flow according to the scaling exponent
and the time delay equation) and then any flow out is subtracted based on the current water
level height. The result is the total water level in the basin from the net flow as the flow
in minus the flow out integrated in time. Fig. A.19 shows an example of this concept in
a simple time series which exhibits a trend caused by the flow out of the basin being less
than the flow into the basin but fluctuating according to the water levels within the basin.
Like the example of the basin in Fig. A.19, a system can be designed in which there is
an oscillation of flow into the basin resulting in an oscillation of the flow out of the basin
based on the hydraulic head of the water levels within the basin. Although the system
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(basin) is an integrator of all flow in, flow out is considered negative flow and indirectly
integrated so that the water levels in the basin oscillate as a sine wave phase shifted by
−90◦ from the flow in. Overall, in this simple example, the water levels are periodic and
stationary as they are confined to the sine wave. In other words, when the water levels of
a basin are measured and the power spectrum reveals that β = 2 indicating that the basin
is an integrator, the water levels that are measured are the collective net water levels of all
flow into and out of the basin, not only flow in or what is traditionally thought of as input,
negative inputs (flow out) counts as well in the determination of the total water level.
Of course, there may be cases where there actually is a trend in a time series caused
by something outside the system. For example, if a fair coin is flipped and integrated, one
may expect an outcome within an envelope of probabilities resembling a Pascal Triangle.
This concept and the concept of trend behavior is discussed in detail in App. D and in
Figs. D.24 and D.25. If however, an unfair coin is flipped, there will be a trend in the
resulting time series but overall, the probabilities for the outcome of the sequence are still
within an envelope of probabilities and not just along a trend line. The point here is that
regardless of whether a true trend exists or not, attempting to determine if a coin is fair or
not from one trial or one sequence of flips is not solved with fitting a trend line that may
be the result of random chance or an actual trend but by using a Bayesian approach and
calculating a posterior probability distribution function of the coin flip sequence.
In natural data sets, often only one time series of a certain location or event is available
yet the statistics of stochastic data suggests a cautious approach when inferring trend-like
behavior from only one data set. Furthermore, from the systems perspective, in natural
stochastic data sets, there is no indication if an observed trend is a long-term sustained
trend in the data or a relatively short-term fluctuation that may not be sustained into the
future. One must realize that due to the stochastic nature of the integration processes in
natural systems (no matter what degree of integration or scaling behavior β ), natural time
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Figure A.19: A oscillating flow into a basin was simulated with a simple sine wave. The basin acts as an integrator of flow into the basin
and the −90◦ phase shift (of input, through an integration process, to output as the change in water levels) is observed. Broadly, any
oscillation in flow may simulate daily, monthly, seasonal, or yearly effects and the input flow has been simplified for this example. The
output flow is calculated from the hydraulic head of the water levels in the basin, with a faster flow out of the basin at higher water and
slower flow as water levels decrease. Since the flow out is calculated from the water levels, the flow out is dependent upon the integrated
water levels. Thus, the flow out of the basin as function of the water level height is itself an indirect integral of flow in being directly
calculated from the water levels with the same phase shift as the water levels . The flow out is also confined within the boundaries of the
basin and minimal head level of the flow out (the physical location of the drain in the basin). In this example, the flow out was designed
to, on average, be slightly less than the mean value of the flow in which introduces a upward trend in the water level. Regardless of any
trend, the basin is an integral process with a scaling exponent of β = 2 as is indicated by the phase shift of the time series.

(a) A synthetic time series was generated with a single scaling exponent of β = 3 (N = 8192). The power
spectrum indicates a scaling exponent of β = 3.0287. The scaling exponent of the input signal used to create
this time series was β = 0.287 so that the scaling behavior is exactly +3 from input to output. The shaded
green portion is a region with what appears to be a strong trend and could represent an actual sampled time
series if sampling had only occurred within this region.

(b) The green shaded region in Fig. A.20a is examined to simulate a time series that is sampled only during
times bounded by the green shaded region (here a region of length N = 4096). The increase in time series
y-values with time normally would suggest a significant trend in the sampled region and the question would
arise as to the cause of the trend. However, in the context of the system approach, one knows how this time
series
 was made, by convolving a Gaussian white noise input (β = 0.0287) with a system transfer function
1
with a scaling exponent of (β = 3). As such, the perceived trend is an illusion, a mirage created
β
s2
3
entirely by the integration of white noise. Thus, when trends are observed in large stochastic natural time
2
series, with the input as white noise from the CLT, a trend may be created due to random chance alone and not
significant nor caused by any particular process. The power spectrum without endpoint mismatch correction
indicates β = 1.8 as expected.

Figure A.20: A trend observed in a stochastic data set may be due to random chance and
should not be used as an indicator of the future direction of the time series. Of course, this is
not suggesting that in every case, the trend is due to chance and not caused by some outside
influence. However, with stochastic data sets, a real trend cannot be separated easily from
a trend due to the scaling and shifting of white noise inputs and in most cases, if sampled
further, the false trend would reverse as occurs in Fig. A.20a.
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(a) A Hann window was applied to the synthetic time series with the trend intact from Fig. A.20b to find
the scaling exponent. The measured scaling exponent of the Hann windowed time series with the trend is
β = 2.97. With or without the trend, the Hann window allows for the recovery of the scaling exponent.

(b) The mirror approach was applied to the synthetic time series with the trend intact from Fig. A.20b to find
the scaling exponent. The time series from Fig. A.20b was reflected upon itself before being passed through
the FFT and then converted to a power spectrum. The measured scaling exponent of the mirrored time series
with a trend is β = 3.0115, again nearly identical to the β = 3.0287 of the original. Both with and without a
trend, the mirror approach accurately recovers the scaling exponent.

Figure A.21: The trend is part of the signal and does not have to be removed from the time
series to recover the scaling exponent. Here, with a significant trend, the synthetic time
series from Fig. A.20b is corrected for endpoint mismatch using the Hann window or the
mirror approach in order to recover the scaling exponent.
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(a) A trend line (green) was fit using a Linear Least Squares fit to the false trend of the synthetic time series
from Fig. A.20b to find the equation of the trend line to remove the trend from the data. The equation of the
line is y = mx + b where m = 5.01 and b = −9658.33. Once again, this trend is a false trend generated by
random numbers of the input time series drawn from a Gaussian distribution which are scaled and shifted by
β = 3. The trend is fit here only as an example of false trends in stochastic data.

(b) To remove the trend from the data, the line equation (green) is subtracted from the data set (blue) in
Fig. A.22a yielding a modified time series without a long term trend. The time series still contains endpoint
mismatch and the power spectrum without endpoint mismatch correction indicates a slightly higher β = 1.93
since the discrepancy between starting and ending points is smaller with the trend removed.

Figure A.22: Generally, a trend in data is usually fit with a trend line. While not appropriate
for stochastic data sets, the trend line is fit to the data here to show the effect of trend
removal on the scaling exponent.
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(a) A Hann window was applied to the synthetic time series with the trend removed from Fig. A.22b to
find the scaling exponent. The measured scaling exponent of the Hann windowed trend removed time series
is now β = 2.96, slightly less than the β = 3.0287 of the original due to the modifications by both trend
removal and windowing. However, despite the absence of the trend, the scaling behavior is intact allowing
the recovery of the scaling exponent.

(b) The mirror approach was applied to the synthetic time series with the trend removed from Fig. A.22b to
find the scaling exponent. Here, the time series from Fig. A.22b was reflected upon itself before being passed
through the FFT and then converted to a power spectrum. The measured scaling exponent of the mirrored
trend removed time series is now β = 3.0018, nearly identical to the β = 3.0287 of the original. The mirror
approach accurately recovers the scaling exponent even with the trend removed.

Figure A.23: Even though the trend has been removed from the synthetic time series from
Fig. A.22b the Hann window or the mirror approach may be used to correct for endpoint
mismatch and recover the scaling exponent.
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series will be generated that appear to have real trends (both short and long term), the cause
of which is due entirely to random chance alone without any outside influences.
Furthermore, in the context of geological time, trends in natural time series that span
the normal life span of a human being may be perceived to exist as a real trend due to some
outside influence when that perceived trend, in being consistent with the scaling behavior at
low frequencies, is in reality part of the natural variation of how a system processes random
inputs according to the transfer function of the Frequency Response Model. Human beings,
embedded within the time frame for which the system is under observation, such as in the
case of climate or water level data, often underestimate the natural variation that may be
generated by a system in geological time that spans much longer time periods over much
lower frequencies than one lifetime. The point is that many perceived trends observed in
stochastic time series are illusions that are adequately explained by the Frequency Response
Model which incorporates changes in scaling behavior over all frequencies. The greater
the scaling exponent β at lower frequencies, the more likely long term perceived trends are
entirely due to natural random variations within the collective Gaussian white noise input
signal entering a system for which the scaling and shifting of the input at each frequency
is described by the transfer function of the system. Excellent examples of a variety of
perceived trends in stochastic signals for which none of the perceived trends are real are
found in Figs. 7.17 through 7.17 which portrays 15 years of synthetic Great Lakes water
level data generated from the Frequency Response Model. In several of these synthetic
water level time series, there are perceived trends that appear to span many years of the
signal but these trends are not real and any increase or decrease in the values of the data set
over time are allowable by the system processing the random numbers used as input.
The focus here though is not to determine if a trend is real or not (e.g., if the coin
is fair), but a discussion of trends and trend removal on the calculation of the scaling
exponent15 . From Fig. A.13, since a power spectrum of any time series (even a time series
15 Additional

discussion on the effect of trends (or bias) relating the coin flip to stochastic data sets through
consideration of the number of runs per run length is found App. D.2.
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with a significant perceived trend) is the same both forward in time or reversed in time,
then if the trend is migrating upwards, the time series may be reversed and the trend may
just as easily be migrating downwards with no effect on the scaling behavior. In stochastic
systems, trends upwards or downwards in the time series come from the inputs into the
system and are not usually a result of or introduced by a scaling process in system since
the system is just representing the process by which the inputs are scaled and shifted. For
example, the trend or direction of a time series generated by the cumulative summation
of the flip of a fair coin (the process of integration) is entirely dependent upon the input
sequence of the fair coin as heads or tails and at no time does the integration process of the
system change. Regardless of whether or not the direction of the values of the output
time series are increasing, decreasing, or changing direction, any directional perceived
trend of the cumulative summation of a fair coin output signal is due to integration by
the system of the input signal. While detrending would also minimize, if not remove,
discrepancies between the starting and ending values of a time series, the Hann window
or mirror approach must still be applied to the time series in order to recover the scaling
exponent (e.g., Fig. A.23). To avoid corruption of the measurement of the scaling exponent,
minimal modification should be done to the time series. In most cases in stochastic data
sets, perceived trends, just as the noise, are part of the output signal generated by the system
and the recommendation is to not remove trends from the signal to ensure that the correct
scaling exponent β and transfer function can be determined.

A.5.2.1

Trend Removal in the Frequency Domain

Should one ultimately desired to remove a trend from stochastic data, a more accurate
method of trend removal (rather than subtracting a linear least squares fit line from data)
is to remove the trends at certain frequencies. For example, one could remove only the
low frequency behavior or the high frequency behavior, leaving all other frequencies
intact.

While one might think of using either a low pass or high pass filter to do
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this, the method involves using the resampled time series which can be stretched to any
number of points (equaling the length of the original time series) using a concept referred
to as FFT interpolation in which the frequency domain representation is padded with
zeros and then passed through an IFFT which creates an FFT interpolated data set [4]
This allows one to directly remove the low or high frequency (structural) components
of the time series using a combination of resampling data, zero padding through FFT
interpolation, and then using the FFT interpolated time series to remove trends from the
original. Fig. A.24 through A.26 show the steps necessary to remove low or high frequency
components (and their trends) from stochastic data sets. Zero padding in the frequency
domain is easily done in MATLAB using the command interpft after the data has been
resampled at a lower resolution16 .

A.5.3

Sampling Resolution

The Nyquist sampling theorem will determine the minimum sampling resolution needed
to sample the data set to ensure a sufficient sampling resolution is obtained to capture the
highest frequencies embedded within the signal (i.e., the Nyquist frequency ( fc )) and to
prevent aliasing. The sampling rate ( fs ) (also referred to as the Nyquist Rate) is twice the
Nyquist frequency and is written as:

fs ≥ 2 fc

(A.4)

or, conversely, as:


1
fs = fc
2

16 Note


(A.5)

that zero padding cannot be used to recover data that has not been sampled so that when the length of
the time series is increased, there is no increase in sampling resolution or any improvement in accuracy at
higher frequencies [4, 105]. Instead, zero padding preserves the structure of the time series at the resolution
of the resampling, then is used to match the same length of the original to allow for a one to one subtraction
at each time interval of the zero padded data set from the original.
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(a) A synthetic time series was generated with a single scaling exponent of β = 3 (N = 8192). For
comparison, the same time series from Fig. A.20a is used. The power spectrum yields a scaling exponent of
β = 3.0287.

(b) The time series in Fig. A.24a is sampled at a low resolution of every 128 points (which, from a N = 8192
time series yields only 64 points). Sampling at such a low frequency does not allow one to capture high
frequency behavior but the low frequency structure of the time series is intact in the low resolution sample.
The power spectrum of the sampled data set measures β = 2.82 which is expected given the small number of
points (Ns = 64 for the sampled time series). This low frequency sample can now expanded to the original
length of the time series using the FFT interpolation technique of zero padding.

Figure A.24: A more robust method to remove a trends in stochastic data sets is to use
properties of the FFT to remove specific portions of the time series related to specific
frequencies. While one could pass the time series through a low or high pass filter directly,
an alternative method is to first resample the time series directly at a lower resolution (or
sampling frequency). Figs. A.25 and A.26 contain steps 2 and 3 respectively.
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Figure A.25: Using zero padding in the FFT (here, the MATLAB command interpft was used), the low resolution Ns = 64 resampled
time series from Fig. A.24b was passed through a FFT into the frequency domain, zero padded to increase the number of points, and the
passed back to the time domain with the IFFT expanding the time series now to N = 8192 points (left), the same length as the original.
In the figure on the right, the interpolated time series (green) is plotted over the original data set. The interpolated data aligns very
well with the low frequency behavior of the original and this can now be used to remove the low frequency trends in the time series
(regardless of direction of the trend) by subtracting the interpolated data from original time series without affect the scaling behavior
at higher frequencies. Note: In using FFT interpolation, the assumption is made that the endpoints match and the time series being
interpolated is periodic.

(a) From Fig. A.25, the interpolated time series (green) was subtracted from the original data set (in
Fig. A.24a) to yield only the high frequency components of the original time series which removed all trends
and structure associated with low frequencies. The power spectrum of the modified time series shows that for
the low frequencies, the power spectrum is flat indicating no power at low frequencies. For all frequencies
higher than the sampling resolution of the resampled data set (that was FFT interpolated), the scaling exponent
remains intact as the red line indicates a scaling exponent of β = 3.05 which is consistent with the scaling
exponent of the original at β = 3.0287. This method allows for more exact trend removal of multiple trends
in several directions, especially since a stochastic data set cannot be characterized by a single linear fit but is
more likely to have multiple trends throughout the sampling period.

(b) In order to accurately subtract out the high frequencies and instead leave the low frequencies, the high
frequency data calculated in Fig. A.26a is now subtracted from the original data set in Fig. A.24a. The result
is the removal of all high frequency components while leaving the low frequency behavior and structure
intact. When the power spectrum is made from this time series, a scaling exponent is not fit to the entire
spectrum since all the high frequencies are well below 0 (at 10−20 ). The low frequencies are left intact and
identical to the power spectrum of the resampled data set in Fig. A.24b with a scaling exponent of β = 2.82.

Figure A.26: Once a time series has been resampled and then resized using FFT
interpolation, the modified interpolated time series may be used to remove stochastic trends
which do not follow any particular pattern. The traditional approach of fitting a linear least
squares fit trend line to stochastic data creates a false impression of the future direction of
the time series. This FFT interpolation approach is more robust and accurate allowing one
to remove trends in terms of frequencies rather than time.
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where the Nyquist frequency is half of the Nyquist rate [4, 105, 73, 54]. In a natural time
series, generally the sampling frequency will be above the Nyquist frequency or may be
determined from physical properties of the parameter being measured17 . The sampling
interval is the time between samples which is also referred to as the sampling period which
is the inverse of the sampling frequency. In reality, assuming that each sampling interval is
at or above the Nyquist rate, the length (N) of the time series determines the resolution of
the FFT with an increase in the length of the time series increasing the frequency resolution
and decreasing the spacing between frequencies [4]. In a natural time series, an even
sampling interval then is one interval or period of some unit (e.g., every second, minute,
1
hour, or day, or in the case of the Great Lakes, 4 hour intervals) so that = fs = 1 which
fs
18
translates to a Nyquist frequency of fc = 0.5.
In synthetic time series, the Nyquist rate is determined by the way in which the
synthetic time series was generated. For example, a synthetic time series with a known
1
scaling exponent can be generated using the Laplace equation β . The scaling exponent of
s2
the whole newly created time series is measured in the frequency domain. With synthetic
data, the resolution in the time domain at which the data set was created provides the most
efficient resolution to correctly sample data and obtain the correct scaling exponent β . In
the case of synthetic data, the data is created so that each time interval between values is
1
1 which translates to 1 =
so that fs = 1 of some arbitrary unit which yields a Nyquist
fs
frequency of fc = 0.5.
17 The

Nyquist frequency that is calculated by the FFT (i.e., the highest frequency that the FFT will calculate)
is fN =0.5. Normally, one attempts to determine the highest frequency embedded in the signal ( fc ) so that
fN = fc = 0.5 to then determine the correct sampling rate ( fs ) of the data set. However, in some cases,
the calculated Nyquist ( fN ) of the data set is not the true Nyquist ( fc ) and ( fs ) is incorrect resulting in
undersampling or oversampling. This concept is further discussed in Sec. A.5.3.1.
18 In the case of the Great Lakes sampled at 4 hour intervals, the Nyquist frequency is multiplied by 2 to
get the sampling rate of fs = 1, representing the 4 hour interval. However, if the period of the Nyquist
1
frequency is calculated from Tc = , then Tc = 2, which is multiplied by the 4 hour sampling interval to
fc
yield the minimal period represented by the Nyquist frequency which is 8 hours and can be seen in the
power spectra for the Great Lakes.
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A.5.3.1

Discretization

After the synthetic time series is generated, sampling at higher frequencies than the Nyquist
frequency, or a sampling rate greater than 1 (which is a sampling interval less than 1), will
not yield a more accurate scaling exponent. In fact, the value of β will be reduced if the
frequencies sampled are more than the frequencies at which the time series was created as
a result of oversampling and attempting to sample information that just is not there since
a synthetic time series has no frequencies higher than the Nyquist frequency embedded
within the signal. Likewise, sampling at frequencies lower than the Nyquist frequency, or a
sampling rate less than 1 (which is a sampling interval greater than 1) will undersample the
data and also yield a poor measurement of the scaling exponent. Evenly spaced synthetic
data at a sampling interval of 1 and Nyquist frequency of f c = 0.5 will yield the correct
scaling exponent in cases when the synthetic time series is left intact.
Discretization is a useful tool in resampling a lengthy time series. Discretization was
shown to be useful for removing trends since a discretized data set can be FFT interpolated
with zero padding but there can be no increased resolution added unless the original
values removed during the discretization process are added back. In terms of the effect of
discretization on scaling behavior, caution is advised. If the synthetic data set is discretized,
the effect is equivalent to extending the sampling interval which will undersample the data
1
= 0.1
set. For example, if the synthetic data set is resampled every 10 points, then fs =
10
1
which translates to fc =
= 0.05 (which is far from the Nyquist frequency of fN = 0.5).
20
The effect of discretization is a reduction of the scaling exponent (at least in synthetic data
sets) as the correlations and relationships between adjacent values are lost. The true scaling
exponent β cannot be recovered once a synthetic data set is discretized because the data is
no longer in the form of the original data set and the data will be undersampled. Any scaling
exponent measured from a discretized synthetic data set (assuming proper preprocessing
steps were followed such as matching endpoints) is the actual scaling exponent of the
discretized data set, however, and represents the loss of resolution (or correlation) as the
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sampling interval is increased. The effect of discretization on synthetic data sets is more
apparent as the sampling interval increases or the scaling exponent of the original synthetic
data set increases.
For natural data sets however, as compared to synthetic data sets, often the data sets
are undersampled compared to the highest frequency (the Nyquist frequency) embedded in
the natural time series. If the data is undersampled, one may always resample the data at
smaller intervals to increase the sampling rate to sample at frequencies closer to the true
Nyquist frequency. In other words, often natural data sets are already discretized when
first sampled. For example, the data for Great Lakes water levels was sampled every 4
hours. The water level data also could have been sampled every hour or every 6 minutes
(which is common to water level and tide gauge stations). However, in terms of data, 30
years of 6 minute data is roughly 2, 629, 800 data points. Although the data most likely can
be sampled at 6 minute intervals without any aliasing as there are still higher frequencies
embedded in the system, when thinking about the periods of interest in the Great Lakes,
changes in water levels of periods over 8 hours and more are of greater interest than periods
from 12 minutes to 8 hours. Thus, sampling water levels at 4 hour intervals still allows for
the calculation of the correct power spectrum for the 30 years of 4 hour data (roughly
65, 745 points) and the 4 hour intervals represent a discretized natural data set.

A.5.3.2

FFT of Discretized Synthetic Data:
An Effect of Reduced Sampling Resolution

A simple experiment with evenly spaced synthetic data can show how the scaling exponent
is reduced for an FFT upon discretization. A synthetic time series of known beta value is
discretized evenly by removing every other point. The measured scaling exponent of the
remaining points is lower as the correlations between adjacent points have been broken and
the high frequency components of the data have been removed. In the case where every
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other point is missing, one can and should expect a reduced Beta value. In fact, there is
more to this concept from the point of view of the FFT equation.
If a single scaling evenly spaced time series of N = 8192 points with a sampling
resolution of 1 point has every other point removed, the result is a time series of N = 4096
points but with a sampling resolution of 2 points. Running an FFT on the two time series
yields insight on what is happening at each frequency. With a 8192 point time series,
4096 frequencies are fit to determine the scaling exponent. With the 4096 point time
series, the lowest frequency drops off and so does every other frequency of the original
4096 frequencies that normally would have been calculated if the time series were 8192
points. The result is 2048 frequencies for the 4096 point time series. However, the highest
frequency (the Nyquist frequency of fN = 0.5) now corresponds to twice the sampling
interval. Since the 4096 point data set is now sampled at a lower sampling rate compared
to the original, the highest frequency ( fc = 0.5) now is equivalent to every 4 points of the
data set. Compared to the original data set where the Nyquist frequency corresponded to
every 2 points (twice the original sampling resolution of 1), the discretization of the time
series lost information and reduced correlations in the frequency domain.
The overall effect is a reduction in the scaling exponent. One important note is that
the scaling exponent of the power spectrum calculated from the FFT of the time series is
accurate (using the methods described in this paper) for the time series under investigation.
In this sense, the scaling exponent accurately portrays the correlations and scaling of the
time series from which the exponent is calculated. If a time series with a known scaling
exponent is discretized and the scaling exponent is reduced, that reduction represents the
loss of information and loss of correlation between adjacent values reflecting the actual
scaling behavior of the discretized time series. The fact that the scaling exponent of the
discretized time series is not the same as the scaling exponent of the original time series
with a known β -value is not a fault of the FFT method to determine or recover the original
scaling exponent. The scaling exponent of the discretized time series is reduced because
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(a) A synthetic time series was generated with a single scaling exponent of β = 2 (N = 8192). The power
spectrum yields a scaling exponent of β = 2.0287.

(b) The time series in Fig. A.27a is discretized sampling every other point to create a new time series that
resembles the original in structure yet is half the length at N = 4096. The power spectrum yields a scaling
exponent of β = 1.8565 which is slightly lower than the β = 2.0287 of the original. Discretization has
the effect of lowering the scaling exponent (at least in synthetic data sets) because the correlations and
relationship between adjacent values are lost.

Figure A.27: Discretization of the synthetic time series reduces the scaling exponent β .
In a natural time series, discretization will reduce the resolution of frequencies used to
calculate the power spectrum and fit the scaling exponent.
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that is the correct scaling behavior of the discretized time series compared to the original
time series and the FFT method is sensitive to the loss of information and reduced sampling
resolution.
Both discretization of the synthetic time series and sectioning (e.g. cutting in half or
removing a portion of the time series in order without changing the sampling resolution)
a synthetic time series from the original will reduce the scaling exponent for different
reasons. The amount of reduction of the scaling exponent depends upon the predetermined
scaling exponent of the original synthetic time series and the type of modification done to
this time series. The effect is more apparent for sectioning than removal of points due to
the effects of misaligned endpoints. Since the FFT wraps the time series around the unit
circle treating the length of the time series as 1 period of an infinitely long time series,
sectioning will cause misaligned endpoints to come together on the unit circle causing
a discontinuity in the time series, miscalculating the amplitudes at each frequency, and
reducing the scaling exponent. The reduction in the scaling exponent is increased the
greater the scaling exponent is over β = 2 when a synthetic time series is cut in half or
sectioned from the original. Any time series that is divided or sectioned must be windowed
or mirrored to correct for endpoint mismatch introduced by the sectioning prior to a FFT to
recover the true scaling exponent of a synthetic time series. Windowing and mirroring data
sets, however, while correcting for endpoint mismatch, will not correct for discretization.
The true scaling exponent of a synthetic time series cannot be recovered, only
estimated, for data sets which are discretized. With discretization of a synthetic time series,
the scaling exponent is reduced because the high frequency information is lost as the time
series is undersampled. By removing points, correlations are removed between adjacent
points losing all information contained within the high frequencies between the sampling
rate and the Nyquist frequency. As discretization removes points, the length of the new
discretized time series is dependent on how many points are removed. With every other
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point removed, the length of the data set is cut in half and the shorter data set will calculate
half the number of frequencies of the original.
Furthermore, there is another but often overlooked effect of discretization which may
introduce errors in methods sensitive to the time index or in plots of discretized data. If
the values are evenly spaced, but are indexed in time, there is a danger of compressing the
time component of the signal if the time index locations are not preserved also through
discretization. When plotting data that is discretized, common practice is to plot data with
a time component on the x-axis and the time series values on the y-axis. However, often
the time component of the x-axis is in a separate array from the y-value components of
the time series of the y-axis. If one were to remove every other point of the y-values of
the time series through discretization, in terms of the numerical index values on the x-axis
of the time series, the remaining time series is shifted over by 1 point after each point is
removed. As a result, the first point removed when discretizing a data set is close to the
correct location of the original time index but the last point removed is now shifted in index
location by the total number of points removed (which with 1 point removed would be half
the data set). The result is a compression of the data relative to the numerical index and
as the number of data points removed is increased, the displacement of the remaining data
is increased. For the FFT, which only accepts a single y-value array, the discretized data
is evenly spaced and the correct amplitudes and frequencies are still calculated. However,
when plotting the newly discretized time series data, the data should be plotted against an
equivalent discretized time index as the new x-axis to ensure that each y-value data point
aligns properly with the original x-value location in time. In short, when discretizing an
array of a time series (y-values), be sure to also discretize the time component (x-values) as
well to ensure proper alignment when plotting a graph of the data or when using a method
that requires both the x and y values.
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A.6

Effects of Time Series Order, Missing Data,
and Gaps on the Scaling Exponent

A time series should be evenly sampled in time (or the unit of the x-values). However,
sampling natural data sets is sometimes fraught with challenges related to the method of
collection. For example, if an instrumentation problem occurred during collection, a time
series may contain gaps in the data. A time series with missing data poses certain problems
in recovering the scaling exponent of the time series depending on a variety of factors
such as how many instances of missing data are contained within the time series (i.e.,
the number of gaps within the time series) and the variability of the data that is missing
(e.g., the missing data may be highly variable, unchanging, or of low variability). In
addition to adding corrections to the time series to better measure the scaling exponent,
some preprocessing steps can also provide insight into the nature of the time series scaling
exponent β . In defining corrective methods to recover the scaling exponents of time
series with missing data, both the sensitivity and robustness of the scaling exponent β
are revealed.
In order to address the aspect of missing time series data, certain categories of missing
data are established. The first is a data set in which there are multiple instances of missing
data in which the number of gaps in the data exceeds 1. The problem with multiple gaps
in the data is that the algorithms and analysis equations (e.g., FFT) do not allow a time
component in the equations and base the calculation of frequencies on the number of points
in the time series array. If the time series has significant gaps, since only the y-component
of the signal is analyzed by the equations, the effect is a compression of all data occurring
after each gap resulting in a misalignment of the data relative to the frequencies and a
miscalculation of the amplitudes at all frequencies. In other words, multiple gaps within
the data currently do not allow for the accurate calculation of the scaling exponent using
the FFT in the frequency domain. Overall, data sets with gaps are incomplete, and the
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scaling exponent will be miscalculated if the data with gaps are included in the analysis.
The resolution of the data set to obtain an accurate scaling exponent is limited by the size
of the largest gap. In this sense, the time series with multiple gaps, resampled at the index
size of largest gap (as long as the resampling is aligned correctly and does not attempt
to sample within a gap), will produce an accurate scaling exponent up to that period (or
inverse of the frequency of sampling) but not beyond. This scaling exponent however is
representative of the discretized, resampled time series and not the original without gaps
and may be expected to provide a reasonably accurate representation of natural time series
but will most likely undersample synthetic data sets.
The second category of missing data is when the number of gaps are so prevalent
that essentially, the data set is unevenly sampled. Unevenly sampled data will not yield
the correct scaling exponent if the time series is converted into the complex frequency
domain using the FFT which requires evenly spaced data in order to calculate the complex
frequencies. An alternative to the FFT for unevenly spaced data is the Lomb-Scargle
periodogram [106, 107]. The Lomb-Scargle method involves calculation of a periodogram
by oversampling frequencies using an oversampling parameter. The FFT and Lomb
Periodogram are equivalent methods when determining the scaling exponent when the
oversampling parameter is set to 1 since the Lomb-Scargle equation collapses to the FFT
equation when the oversampling parameter is set to 1. No new information or accuracy is
obtained for the scaling exponent when using the Lomb-Scargle periodogram over the FFT
when gaps are present as any calculation of amplitudes at any frequencies incorporates
the lack of data in the gaps. Both the length of the gap and the location of the gap in
terms of what data is missing affects the time series scaling exponent β in the same way
for both the FFT and Lomb-Scargle Periodogram. The oversampling parameter of the
Lomb-Scargle Periodogram may be useful for determining the location of peaks in the data
set but provides no new information regarding the scaling exponent of the power versus
frequency plots. In fact, setting the Lomb-Scargle oversampling factor to more than 1 does
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not yield new information and in many cases yields a less accurate scaling exponent. While
unevenly spaced data is a problem in the frequency domain, in the time domain, if the inputs
are also known, then the scaling exponent may be determined at a specific frequency from
the time delay equation (as discussed in Ch. 8).
The third category of missing data is a data set in which only one gap is present in the
data. If, for example, an instrumentation problem occurred while a time series was being
collected and then at a later time, the problem was fixed allowing additional data to be
collected, the entire data set (gap included) may be used to recover the scaling exponent.
In this case, the assumption is made that the process generating the data has remained the
same both before and after the gap in the data and no change point has occurred. No matter
what data fills the gap, whether the gap is filled with values of 0, the average of the time
series, or if the instrumentation froze and the same number was constant during the gap,
the methods used to correct for a single gap within the data (no matter the length of the
gap) use properties of the FFT to eliminate the need to include the gapped portion of the
data, dropping the gap, and still recovering the correct scaling exponent.
One additional point is that when deciding whether or not to analyze only the data
either up to or after the gap or to analyze the entire data set with the gap, the information
gained may not enhance the results of the power spectrum or add much more information.
Recall that in terms of frequencies, the length of the data set will determine the number of
frequencies used to calculate the FFT and the power spectrum. If the gap in data occurs
in either the first half or latter half of the data set, if the time series is only analyzed in
the half without the gap, the result will be a similar power spectrum (minus the lowest
frequency and every other frequency) since cutting any data set in half still retains most
of the power spectrum. Of course, when fitting a power law to the power spectrum to find
the scaling exponent, more frequencies provide a slightly more accurate measure in the
linear least squares fit. Still, in some cases, if the purpose is to find the scaling exponents at
each frequency to generate a modified Laplace transfer function equation (as a Frequency
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Response Model), then analysis up to the gap may be adequate. However, if the gap is small
relative to the length of the time series and one would like to analyze the entire time series
spanning the gapped region, then a correction for the missing data is necessary without
hampering the ability to correctly recover the scaling exponent.
Before introducing the new methods used to correct for a single gap within a data
set, one must understand the meaning behind the power spectrum and scaling exponent
in relation to the time series. Several seemingly different time series can have the exact
same power spectrum, and the exact same magnitude and power at every frequency to
yield the exact same scaling exponent β at each frequency and yet, still be completely
different (to the eye but not in behavior of the mathematics). Any trends in stochastic data
sets, whether up or down, are the same process with only a change in sign separating the
two. Furthermore, any time series can be significantly altered through sign changes in the
frequency domain and still retain the scaling characteristics and β -value of the original
time series prior to any sign changes.

A.6.1

Time Order

As previously mentioned (Sec. A.5.1), a time series is wrapped around the unit circle (2π)
matching the first and last points in order to run the FFT. The magnitude (or cosine and
sine components in rectangular notation) is calculated separately for each frequency over
1 period (the length of the time series). Magnitude and Power of each frequency and the
magnitude and power spectra do not contain any directional information relating to the
time series (and are always positive). Therefore, changing the starting point by rotating
the time series around the unit circle as long as the endpoints initially matched (or were
made to match), does not affect any scaling behavior calculated from the magnitude when
compared to the original. Figs. A.28 through A.30 demonstrate this property in which a
synthetic time series is generated and then rotated, changing the starting point of the time
series prior to converting to the frequency domain using the FFT. From the discussion of
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the mirror approach, a time series in both forward and reverse directions yields exactly the
same magnitude and power spectra and scaling exponent behavior.
Likewise, when the time series is wrapped around the unit circle, as long as the
end points meet, the starting point then does not matter and any change in the starting
point of the time series will also yield the same magnitude, power spectra, and scaling
exponent behavior for each frequency. Any difference relating to the order of the time
series in the frequency domain is found in the sign of each amplitude of the cosine and sine
components in the rectangular notation of the FFT. The mathematics of the FFT calculates
the number (amplitude) and direction (in the sign (±)) for cosine or sine components at
each frequency for the time series as a whole. For example, in Fig. A.29, if the time series
is reordered placing the values in the last half of the time series where the first half was,
there is no change in the power spectrum in power, slope, or frequencies calculated (in polar
notation19 ). Switching the last half of the time series with the first half of the time series
is equivalent to rotating the time series, or changing the starting point, on the unit circle.
The starting point does not matter as long as the data is kept in the same order overall with
respect to adjacent points. The magnitude and power normalizes the behavior so that any
starting point of the same time series will always yield the same scaling behavior and value
of β at each frequency. Due the fact that the scaling behavior remains constant within a
time series in either the forward or backward direction and in also the same time series in
which the time order is changed, as a rotation of the starting point on the unit circle, but the
relationship between adjacent values is left intact, some useful preprocessing corrections
may be applied to time series prior to being converted into the frequency domain in order
to ensure that the correct scaling exponent is recovered in the event of a single large gap in
the data.

19 There

is, however, a change in sign of the amplitudes at some frequencies in rectangular notation which is
useful in manipulating the time series in the frequency domain.
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Figure A.28: A synthetic time series was generated with a single scaling exponent of β = 2
(N = 8192). The power spectrum yields a scaling exponent of β = 2.015. (Note: While
the data in the time series is the same as the data in Fig. A.27a, the scaling exponent in this
set of figures is β = 2.015 and not β = 2.0287 as in Fig. A.27a. The discrepancy is due
solely to a change in the power law fitting algorithm used in MATLAB.)
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(a) The synthetic time series is rotated changing the order of the time series. On the left is the original
time series, on the right is the reordered version of the original in which the relationship to adjacent points
is left intact but the starting point has changed. In this case, the endpoints matched so no discrepancy was
introduced when the last half of the time series (highlighted in blue) was removed and concatenated to the
beginning of original time series (highlighted in purple). The end effect as the reordered time series is passed
through the FFT is a rotation of the time series around the unit circle.

(b) The power spectrum of the rotated time series shows that in changing the order of the time series, the
power spectrum remains exactly the same with the same scaling exponent β = 2.015 as the power spectrum
in Fig. .A.28. Magnitude, and then power is insensitive to changing the starting point and direction of the
time series as long as the order of adjacent points does not change.

Figure A.29: The time series is reordered (the last half becomes the first half) to
demonstrate that there is no change in the power spectrum if the starting point of a time
series is changed as long as the order in time of the time series remains intact.
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(a) The synthetic time series of Fig. .A.28 is again rotated changing the order of the time series, this time
moving the first 1024 points to the end. On the left is the original time series, on the right is the reordered
version of the original in which the starting point has changed but the relationship to adjacent points is left
intact. The endpoints match and no discrepancy is introduced when the first 1024 points of the time series
(highlighted in purple) is removed and concatenated to the end of original time series (highlighted in blue).

(b) The power spectrum of rotated synthetic time series again is identical with a scaling exponent β = 2.015.

Figure A.30: The time series is reordered (the first 1024 becomes the last 1024) to
demonstrate that there is no change in the power spectrum if the starting point of a time
series is changed as long as the order in time of the time series remains intact.
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A.6.2

Sensitivity of β to Data Missing in Gap

While the FFT is not sensitive to the starting point of the time series, when a gap
is introduced in the data, the measured scaling behavior changes in proportion to the
variability of the missing data. When there is a gap or discontinuity in the data, the data
filling the gap becomes part of the calculation. If the missing data would have exhibited low
variability, then inclusion of the gap (and some default filler values such as 0 or the mean of
the time series) would not significantly alter the measurement of the scaling exponent from
the power spectrum. However, if the missing data would have exhibited high variability,
such as a large jump in values of the time series, then omission of the highly variable
values and substitution with low variability values as constant or interpolated values might
be to fill the gap, would reduce the ability to recover the correct scaling exponents at each
frequency.
To demonstrate that the values of the lost or missing data is what is important when
measuring scaling behavior of a time series with missing data, a synthetic time series was
generated and a gap of 512 points was introduced (Fig. A.31). In the first trial, a 512
point low variability section is removed from the middle of the time series (Fig. A.32a,
shaded in green) and in the second trial, a 512 point high variability section is removed
from near the beginning of the same time series (Fig. A.32b, shaded in red). The power
spectrum and scaling exponent β is then calculated from each of the gapped data sets. The
results show that the scaling exponent is sensitive to the variability of the missing data as
the scaling exponent of the first trial with a low variability section removed was correctly
measured while the scaling exponent of the second trial with a highly variable section
removed was reduced. By omitting data that is highly variable, the amplitudes calculated
at each frequency are reduced which reduces the magnitude and power slightly resulting in
a slightly lower scaling exponent.
An important point to realize is that the measured scaling exponent from a power
spectrum is the actual scaling exponent of the time series that is analyzed whether or not
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the time series has missing data. If data used to fill the gap is changed from 0 or the mean
of the time series to an interpolation of values (which is not recommended for stochastic
time series), the amplitudes and thus, the scaling exponent, will reflect the variability of the
new values used to fill the gap. The FFT does not skip over missing data and since a gap
is filled where no data is present to preserve the time spacing, the amplitudes calculated at
each frequency will be influenced by the data used to fill the gap. Missing data affects the
calculations of the cosine and sine amplitudes for all frequencies, none are immune. The
fact that the power spectrum calculated from a data set that includes a gap filled with some
value is the actual power spectrum of the gapped time series may be demonstrated with
the inverse FFT. If the IFFT is taken of the result of the FFT of a gapped time series, the
original gapped time series is returned because the frequencies are arranged in the proper
phase for the cosine and sine components to all cancel out inside the gap creating a flat
portion (or whatever values were used to fill the gap).
Each of these time series in Fig. A.32 have a different scaling exponent than the
original because of the different variability of the data missing in each gap (of the same
length). Even if the lengths of the gaps are different, for example, if a 1024 point
gap instead of a 512 point gap had occurred, the length of the gap does not impact the
measurement of the scaling exponent compared to the variability of the data that is missing.
If the variability of the missing data was low in both cases, both lengths (the 512 point
gap and the 1024 point gap) may measure the same scaling exponent. Furthermore, these
results suggest that caution should be exercised when attempting to fill in any missing data
through interpolation since in stochastic time series, one does not know the variability of the
missing data which, as is demonstrated in two gaps of the same length in different parts of
the same time series, can differ enough in variability to alter the recovery of the amplitudes
and recovery of the scaling exponent. This property of stochastic data sets suggests a need
for an alternative approach to deal with missing data as using the value of 0, the mean,
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or interpolation to fill in for the missing data may interject new data that has a different
variability from the original lost data resulting in artifacts in any future analysis.
A question may arise as to what effect, if any, the location of the gap in time has on
the calculation of the scaling exponent (i.e., if a gap is occurs at the beginning, middle,
or end of a data set, is the scaling exponent the same?). The initial location of the gap
with respect to what data is actually missing (data with low or high variability) in that gap
from the original time series is what will determine the scaling exponent. If a gap in data
has occurred and data is missing, changing the location of the starting point of the gapped
data would still yield the same scaling exponent (as long as the endpoints matched) as the
initial gapped time series regardless of where the gap falls once the time series is rotated.
The same data missing irrespective of location and only the data that is missing affects the
scaling exponent, not the location in time. The implications of this are used to correct for
gaps in data sets. In a natural time series, the location of the missing data occurring at the
beginning, middle, or end is inconsequential and the location of the missing data is only
consequential in determining what data is first missing. For example, a gap of 512 points
will affect the scaling exponent depending on where the gap initially occurs in the data and
what data is removed. However, once the gap is in a specific location, the gapped time
series can then be rotated to start anywhere which moves the same 512 point gap now to
any location in time but still occurring in the same location with respect to the original time
index without any change in the measured scaling exponent. Fig. A.32 demonstrates that
the data missing in the gap (the initial location) is what matters and not the location of the
gap itself.
One further note, if a natural time series is found to contain a section with missing
data, one may be tempted to generate a synthetic data set and to introduce the same gap
pattern of missing data as the natural time series to compare the effects of the missing data
on the time series. From this discussion, the practice of comparing the gap pattern (in both
the location of a gap and size of the gap) of a gapped natural data set to the effects of the
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same gap pattern in gapped synthetic data is inadvisable. A synthetic data set, even with
exactly the same pattern of missing data as defined by a transfer function, will not yield
comparable conclusions of the effects of the missing data in a natural time series because
the difference in the scaling exponent from the true scaling exponent of the time series to
the measured scaling exponent if gaps are included is solely the result of the variability of
the actual data that is missing or lost due to the gap, not the location or size of the gap. The
danger of interpolation of stochastic data sets is that there is an assumption made that the
missing points are bounded between the two surrounding points and influenced by them
when in fact the missing points, as in the case of an integration process, are not defined but
just drawn from a Gaussian distribution, are not influenced by the bounding adjacent points
being independent values, and are also scaled and shifted by the scaling exponent.
Interpolation may be appropriate when the time series was created from an equation,
is a linear process, or has a significant periodic component such as the yearly cycle in the
water levels of the Great Lakes. For example, interpolation may be useful if there was
a significant periodicity in the data at a low enough frequency to constrain the majority
of the stochastic portion of the data set on the periodicity. However, a stochastic process
cannot be interpolated exactly because the surrounding points give no indication of the
value of the points that lie in between and would have been independently drawn from a
Gaussian distribution as the input into the integrated time series. In other words, in a natural
stochastic data set, once the data has gone missing, one does not know the variability of
the data and even with interpolation, cannot guarantee that the stochastic data (based on
random numbers) has been interpolated correctly as one cannot predict a random number.
Even FFT interpolation, while useful for removing trends in data sets, is not recommended
for filling gaps in data sets. For example, a stochastic data set such as the running sum of
a fair coin with a scaling exponent of β = 2 may contain a gap and in no way can the gap
be filled accurately since the data set draws entirely from unpredictable random flips of a
coin. Even if a running sum sequence of a fair coin was substituted in the gap, the filler
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data may not align properly with the original data that is missing or the remaining data set.
As such, any synthetic data set used to fill the gap through interpolation cannot reproduce
the exact variability missing in stochastic data sets which will generate noise if attempting
to determine the original scaling exponent.

A.6.3

Time Series Manipulation through the Frequency Domain

A question should arise as to what exactly is different in the frequency domain when the
power spectrum and scaling exponent are exactly the same yet the time series in the time
domain appears distinct in order, trend, or direction. To put this another way, how can
three seemingly different time series (such as in Figs. A.28 through A.30) all have the
same exact power spectrum down to the exact magnitude at each frequency and how can
an IFFT reproduce each distinct time series? The answers are found in the sign of the
amplitudes of the cosine and sine components at each frequency in rectangular notation.
When the rectangular notation of the data is examined, one observes that for time series
where the power spectrum and scaling exponent is the same, all of the number values of
the amplitudes of the cosine and sine components at each frequency are also the same
yet the sign of the amplitude may be different depending on the starting location of the
time series. However, depending on the orientation of the time series, specific patterns are
observed in the signs of the cosine and sine components.
For example, if a time series is reordered, moving the last half of the time series to the
first half, this rotated start time series will contain the same numbers in the cosine and sine
amplitudes at each frequency in rectangular notation but there is a distinct pattern in the
sign on the reordered time series. Upon moving the last part of the time series to the first
part, when comparing the numbers of the rectangular notation of the FFT, one sees that the
sign of the amplitudes of the complex numbers is the opposite for every other frequency
row than the original time series. Overall, in terms of defining the time series as the sum
of the cosine and sine components, the effect of adding up the same frequency numbers
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with altering signs allows different cancellations to take place resulting in a change in the
rotation of the time series even though the original and the rotated time series have the
same power spectrum. Fig. A.35 demonstrates the variation in sign of amplitudes that
occurs upon reordering, keeping the values of the amplitudes intact. Although technically,
a sign change on an amplitude produces a different amplitude, since the numbers are the
same, the squaring in the magnitude calculation normalizes the time series irregardless of
sign so that the starting location does not matter. This property of the magnitude allows for
beginning sampling anywhere in the time series and also allows for a particular time series
to be rotated around the unit circle so that it can start anywhere and still retain the same
power spectrum. Any change in the time series as long as the sequence order remains the
same such as a change in direction, in switching each half (which is rotation), or inverting
the time series, will in the frequency domain, result is sign changes to the amplitudes in
rectangular notation which translates to differences only in the phase in polar notation, with
no change in the magnitude, power, power spectrum, nor the scaling exponent.
The properties of the sign changes of amplitudes may be used to alter the time series
entirely within the frequency domain to effect changes in the time series in the time domain.
There are a number of manipulations which may be done to the time series in the frequency
domain, four of which will be examined. Though not appearing useful at first, there are
some benefits to understanding these concepts providing insight into the nature of the
scaling exponent and what information about the time series is actually contained within
the power spectrum and scaling exponent. The time series can sometimes be more easily
reordered entirely from sign changes in the frequency domain than the time domain with
the same degree of accuracy. As demonstrated, several time series can have the exact same
power spectrum, the same magnitudes at all frequencies, and observe the same scaling
behavior at each frequency but be completely different in the time domain, each a variation
of each other. Thus, the time series may be altered in the rectangular notation of the
frequency domain through the multiplication of the real or imaginary complex numbers
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by −1 in order to change the sign. Changing the sign of a complex number without
changing the numerical value of the amplitude does not alter the scaling behavior but will
alter the time series by flipping, rotating, or changing direction of the time series and any
combination of these changes may be made based only on the pattern of sign changes used.
With this knowledge, further manipulations of the time series may be done by performing
sign changes in the frequency domain altering the time domain representation but retaining
and the same scaling structure and scaling exponent. Furthermore, the relative association
of the sequence of time series points to one another remains intact in each of the four
patterns of sign changes discussed here. Other patterns of sign changes and time series
manipulation are possible but are not part of this study.
As an example, consider the case in which the latter half of a time series is moved to
the first half in the time domain. The process can also be done entirely in the frequency
domain by first converting the original time series from the time domain to the frequency
domain through the FFT. The odd indexed complex numbers of the FFT in rectangular
notation of the frequency domain are then multiplied by −1 to swap the sign for every
other frequency (every odd indexed row). The new complex number data set with the new
pattern of sign changes is then passed back through the IFFT to get back to the time domain.
The result is a newly ordered time series with the last half rotated to the first half created
entirely within the frequency domain. Refer to Fig. A.36 as a reference for the change in
sign that occurs when the amplitudes are multiplied by −1 at each frequency used in this
example. Additionally, MATLAB code of this concept is provided in the MATLAB Code
Snippet (A.8) as is a figure for reference in Fig. A.39b.
To perform an inversion of the time series, i.e., to turn the time series upside
down where all the negative numbers become positive and all positive numbers become
negative, the signs of each amplitude in frequency are swapped. The numerical values
of the amplitudes remain the same, only the sign changes. Multiplying both the real and
imaginary components of the complex numbers of each frequency by −1 in the frequency
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domain has the same effect as multiplying each of the numbers in the time domain by
−1 (as long as the time series is normalized around zero). Applying the IFFT to the
sign-adjusted complex numbers will then flip the time series upside down. A figure is
provided for each example beginning with the original synthetic time series to illustrate
the concepts in Fig. A.37. MATLAB code is provided for each of the four sign change
patterns that will allow for time series manipulations in the frequency domain. For all
examples, the MATLAB code is given in rectangular notation where calcX is the real
(cosine) portion of the complex number and calcY is the imaginary (sine) portion of the
complex number. MATLAB Code Snippet (A.5) contains the algorithm for inverting a
time series (normalized around zero) which is shown in Fig. A.38a.

Code Snippet A.5 MATLAB Code Inversion of Time Series
1
2
3
4
5

% Inversion of Time Series in the Frequency Domain
% Multiply ( x + ji ) by -1
freqChange = complex ( -1*( calcX ) , -1*( calcY ) ) ;
% New Inverted Time Series
newTimeSeries = ifft ( freqChange ) ;

To change directions of the time series from forward to backward in time (which is
the same as flipping the time series from left to right with the MATLAB command fliplr),
multiply only the imaginary (sine) component of the complex number of the original time
series FFT by −1 in the frequency domain. Then, apply the IFFT to the sign-adjusted
complex numbers. Thus, instead of a sorting array algorithm in the time domain to change
directions of the time series, the direction of the time series can be reversed with sign
changes in the frequency domain retaining all the original numerical values but in reverse
order. The magnitude and power are unaffected by direction of the time series and the
scaling exponent remains the same. MATLAB Code Snippet (A.6) contains the algorithm
for reversing a time series which is also shown in Fig. A.38b.
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Code Snippet A.6 MATLAB Code for Reversing Direction of Time Series
1
2
3
4
5

% Reversal of Time Series in the Frequency Domain
% Multiply ( ji ) by -1
freqChange = complex (1*( calcX ) , -1*( calcY ) ) ;
% New Reversed Time Series
newTimeSeries = ifft ( freqChange ) ;

To spin the time series 180◦ , flipping the time series left to right and then upside
down (a combination of inversion and reversal), multiply the real (cosine) component of the
complex number of the original time series FFT by −1 in the frequency domain followed
by the IFFT. The new time series is changed in sign and direction (relative to the index
values). However, the numerical values remain intact and so does the relationship of one
value to the next ensuring that the power spectrum and scaling exponent are unchanged.
MATLAB Code Snippet (A.7) contains the algorithm for spinning a time series 180◦ as
shown in Fig. A.39a.

Code Snippet A.7 MATLAB Code for Spinning the Time Series
1
2
3
4
5

% Spin Time Series 180 in the Frequency Domain
% Multiply ( x ) by -1
freqChange = complex ( -1*( calcX ) ,1*( calcY ) ) ;
% New 180 Time Series
newTimeSeries = ifft ( freqChange ) ;

Lastly, to switch the location of the starting point of the time series (trading places
between the last half and the first half) entirely within the frequency domain, as mentioned
in the discussion, all odd indexed complex numbers are multiplied by −1. The MATLAB
code is slightly more complex but just involves setting up arrays so that the real and
imaginary components of the odd and even frequencies are properly indexed, multiplying
the odd indexed complex numbers by −1, and then shuffling the arrays back together
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in the correct order once the calculation is finished. MATLAB Code Snippet (A.8) and
Fig. A.39b are provided.

Code Snippet A.8 MATLAB Code for Switching Last/First Half of Time Series
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

% Reorder Time Series
% ( First Half to Last Half and Last Half to First Half )
% Real ( Cosine ) Even / Odd Arrays
evenCalcX = calcX (1:2: end ) ;
oddCalcX = calcX (2:2: end ) ;
oddCalcX = oddCalcX .* -1; % Odd Real ( x ) multiplied by -1
% Imaginary ( Sine ) Even / Odd Arrays
evenCalcY = calcY (1:2: end ) ;
oddCalcY = calcY (2:2: end ) ;
oddCalcY = oddCalcY .* -1; % Odd Imaginary ( yi ) multiplied by -1
% Combine x and yi of Even / Odd Array to create a complex number
evenComplex = complex ( evenCalcX , evenCalcY ) ;
oddComplex = complex ( oddCalcX , oddCalcY ) ;
% Loop to shuffle Odd and Even indexed values back together
incrementer = ( length ( evenComplex ) ) ; % Length of Even Array
for i = (1: incrementer ) ;
freqChange ((2* i ) -1) = evenComplex ( i ) ;
freqChange (2* i ) = oddComplex ( i ) ;
end ;
newTimeSeries = ifft ( freqChange ) ; % New Reordered Time Series

These experiments and examples demonstrate the robustness of the scaling exponent
and provide insight on what is exactly represented by the scaling exponent. The same
time series was altered by changing the signs of amplitudes in the frequency domain to
a create a new time series that behaves like the original yet has a different trajectory,
trend, or orientation than the original. In the frequency domain, all the magnitudes for
each new orientation were the same, the differences in the orientation or direction of the
time series is expressed in the phase in polar notation which is not part of the power
spectrum. By changing the sign on the amplitudes in rectangular notation, the phase is
altered but the extent of the alteration at a frequency is dependent upon the original signs
of the real or imaginary components at each frequency. However, certain patterns of sign
changes such as multiplying either one or both of the real or imaginary components or
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every other frequency by −1 will produce a different orientation or directional effect in
the time domain. Furthermore, despite any new orientation or direction of the altered time
series, the numerical values of the complex numbers remained the same for all frequencies
regardless of orientation or direction with the only difference being in sign. The scaling
behavior and exponent remained the same for all frequencies suggesting that the process by
which the time series was created and the relationship between adjacent points remained
intact. There is no reason why the scaling exponent should not remain the same unless the
signs are changed haphazardly (such as the case when all even frequencies are multiplied
by −1 instead of the odd frequencies in the last example (Fig. A.39b), the scaling exponent
becomes β = 1.997 instead of β = 2.015).
For example, in the case of time series inversion, a β = 2 time series created by the
process of integration of white noise would not be expected to be different if the random
input was inverted prior to integration. The scaling exponent is indicating the process of the
system, the transfer function equation (here an integral equation written in the frequency
1
domain as β ), through which the white noise, inverted or not, is filtered through to create
s2
a Brownian motion time series as output. As mentioned earlier, the reason for the same
power spectrum for what appears to be different time series in appearance and behavior is
due to the absolute value calculation used to calculate magnitude which eliminates the sign
to yield a magnitude that is always positive. In rectangular notation, amplitude measures
displacement but also contains directional information in the sign. In polar notation,
magnitude does not contain directional information and only measures displacement with
direction contained in phase.
Thus, even though two time series, such as the first halves of the original time series
in Fig. A.37 and the inverted version of that same time series in Fig A.38a appear to have
totally different behaviors in the time domain with an apparent trend of the first half of
each time series in opposite directions, in the frequency domain both time series follow
the same scaling behavior and represent, in reality, two sides of the same coin. The same
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physical process is responsible for their creation, the integration of random white noise and
both forms are equally likely to exist. In this sense, in stochastic time series that draw from
stochastic inputs (whether the stochastic input is due to something as simple as a series of
flips of a fair coin or the collective behavior of multiple time series which are acting as
stochastic white noise input due to the Central Limit Theorem), a trend is an illusion as an
increasing behavior in the original time series and a decreasing behavior in the inverted time
series appear to be distinctly different but in reality, have the same physical process as the
cause. Of course, any perceived trend may also be caused by some low frequency periodic
behavior originating outside the system but then, that is not a trend but an oscillation which
would be realized upon further sampling of the data set.
The point here is that whether the stochastic time series is inverted, reversed, inverted
and reversed, or reordered through a rotation changing the starting location, the scaling
exponent and power spectrum will remain the same. Insight provided by these frequency
manipulation exercises demonstrate that the power scaling exponent β is dependent upon
the relationship of adjacent values, in a sequence where the sign of the values is important
in terms of determining the distance between two adjacent values (two positive numbers
versus a positive and negative). However, the direction, orientation, and even rescaling
with windowing will not hamper the calculation of the scaling exponent as long as the
relationship between adjacent points remains intact. Of course, the power of the power
spectrum is slightly reduced when a time series is windowed, but the scaling exponent
remains unchanged.
Despite the changes to a time series that do not alter the scaling exponent, the location
and size of the gap in the time series may or may not have a significant impact on the
measured scaling exponent and ability to describe the scaling behavior depending on what
data is missing. The variability of missing data is key to the overall effect that inclusion
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of a gap has on the ability to correctly measure the scaling exponent20 . The implications
pertaining to natural time series suggest that the practice of comparing gaps in the data of
natural time series to artificially introduced gaps of the same sizes and locations in synthetic
time series is mathematically inappropriate as the same sized gaps in the same locations do
not necessarily imitate the missing data of the natural time series. Generally, even when
attempting to interpolate missing data in any output time series, the simple fact is that there
is no way of knowing what the variability of the missing data may have been within the
gap since that data was drawing entirely from stochastic type behavior within the input
when passing through the system. Therefore, any interpolation of stochastic data, without
taking into account both the input time series, the scaling exponent(s) of the process(es)
generating the output time series, and the alignment of the interpolated data relative to the
frequencies that are embedded within the existing data of the signal is likely to yield errors
in the measurement of the true scaling exponents in the system21 .
Examples in Figs. A.31 through A.32b illustrate that the same sized gap introduced
in different locations on the original time series (so that data of different variability
was missing) yielded a different scaling exponent for each time series. In contrast, in
Figs. A.33a through A.34b,when a gap was introduced removing the same data with the
20 One

important note is that a gap in the time series does not alter the process or scaling behavior by which
the time series was created. Instead, a gap in the data interferes with the ability to measure the scaling
exponent embedded within the data in order to determine the scaling behavior and possible process of
formation of the time series. Even with a gap, the missing data cannot alter the system by which the time
series, as output, was generated. The gap merely reflects lost data in the output and as such, any scaling
exponent of a time series which includes a gap is a manifestation of the gap in the data and not necessarily
an indication of a change in the process from a non-gapped data set from the same general location, type
of natural time series, or same time series sampled at a different point in time.
21 Note, this does not mean that when missing one or two points, the space cannot be filled using interpolation
to retain the index location of each value relative to the time series to prevent compression of the data set
and misalignment of frequencies. In the case of a few missing data points, the high frequencies are most
affected since a few missing points may cover a greater portion of the period of each high frequency than
low frequencies. At high frequencies, any loss of data that is not accounted for introduces a shift in the
index of the time series of all points after the lost data causing some high frequencies to be completely out
of phase after the missing data. If the index location of each value is not maintained, when the amplitudes
are then calculated, data before the missing data that can calculate amplitudes correctly is combined with
the shifted data after the missing data which will calculate all amplitudes incorrectly and introduce more
noise in the high frequencies, flattening the high frequencies, and decreasing the overall scaling exponent.
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same variability from a rotated time series to change the index of the starting position
moving the location of the gap, each rotated gap time series always yields the same scaling
exponent if the same data is missing no matter what the order. Also, in terms of the size of a
gap, since data is not measured in the gap nor is the gap closed which would compress data
after the gap, a gap that was 512 points long has the same effect on the scaling exponent
as a gap 1024 points long based on the variability of the values that are missing within
the gap. Thus, the values and variability of the missing data are what is important, not the
location nor the size of the gap. In short if a gap is included in the time series, whether or
not the gap is filled, interpolated, or closed improperly, if the missing data once contained a
large jump or highly variable scaling behavior, that will have a greater effect on the ability
to measure the scaling exponent β than if the missing data only contained low variability
scaling behavior which would have a reduced effect on the scaling exponent β . A question
then arises, what can be done to recover the scaling exponent in the presence of a gap in
data in which quality data is available on both sides of the gap?
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Figure A.31: A synthetic time series (N = 8192) was generated with a single scaling
exponent of β = 2.015. In each of two trials, one of the highlighted sections (in red
and green) will be removed and represents 512 points. The red section consists of highly
variable values while the values of the green section exhibit low variability. The starting
and ending points match so no endpoint correction is needed.
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(a) In this time series, data of low variability (shaded in green) was removed creating a gap of 512 points
directly in the middle of the original time series of Fig. A.31. Relative to the time series, the location being
in the middle is not important and what matters is what data is missing. The missing data was replaced with
zeros as if the measuring instrument failed. In the above time series, the gap removed data that scaled at very
high frequencies and did not result in the loss of large scaling features. Thus, the scaling exponent is nearly
identical to the original at β = 2.01.

(b) In this time series, data of high variability (shaded in red) was removed creating a gap of 512 points near
the beginning of the original time series Fig. A.31. As before, the missing data was replaced with zeros to
preserve time spacing. Here, by removing a highly variable section near the beginning, a more pronounced
reduction in the scaling exponent has occurred when compared to removal of the data with low variability
of the middle section. The highly variable data contained large scaling changes which were not incorporated
into the amplitude calculations at each frequency. As a result, the scaling exponent at β = 1.945 is lower than
the original time series of β = 2.015.

Figure A.32: The variability of the data that is lost when a time series has a gap will
influence the ability to recover the scaling exponent if the gap (with filler data) is included
in the calculation.
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(a) A synthetic time series was generated with a power spectrum scaling exponent of β = 2.0356. The area
highlighted in green, which exhibits high variability, will be removed to to create a gap of missing data.

(b) A gap is introduced and the missing data was replaced with zeros as if the measuring instrument failed.
The entire time series including the gap (fixed in position relative to the original data) was rotated to start
in a different location, here near the beginning of the time series. The endpoints of the original time series
matched so no endpoint corrections were made prior to rotation of the time series. The missing data time
series yields a power spectrum scaling exponent of β = 1.9468.

Figure A.33: A synthetic time series is generated to compare the effect of the location of
the gap in the time series, with the same data missing, on the power spectrum and scaling
exponent. Missing data reduces the scaling exponent.
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(a) The gap introduced in Fig. A.33 in which the missing data was replaced with zeros is rotated to the middle
of the data set. The sequence of the values in the time series remains the same, with the gap occurring at a
new index number. The missing data time series with the gap near the middle yields a power spectrum scaling
exponent of β = 1.9461.

(b) Again, the gap introduced in Fig. A.33 in which the missing data was replaced with zeros is now rotated
to near the end of the data set. The sequence remains the same with the gap occurring at a new index
number. The missing data time series with the gap near the end yields a power spectrum scaling exponent of
β = 1.9399.

Figure A.34: When the location of the gap is changed, keeping the same missing data
relative to the time series, there is no effect on the power spectrum or the calculation of the
scaling exponent. The small variations with respect to β = 1.9468 versus β = 1.9399 are
not significant and due to minor rounding within the calculations.
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Figure A.35: The first 20 complex number points of two time series, a synthetic time series on the left and the same
time series with the left and right half switched on the right, are shown in rectangular notation of the frequency domain.
The data begins at the lowest frequency and increases as the index increases. In each column, for each frequency (index
value), the complex number is written as x + yi where x is the real (cosine) value and y is the imaginary (sine) value. Note
that every other row (odd rows) have the opposite sign on both complex numbers while the even rows are have the same
sign. Also note that all numbers for each row are identical to all decimal places.
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Figure A.36: To change the starting point in the frequency domain (e.g., to change the synthetic time series on the left
to the rotated start synthetic time series on the right), every other frequency is multiplied by −1 to change the sign of
the complex number of all odd indexed frequencies (blue arrows). This produces a new data set in the frequency domain
which is then passed through an IFFT to obtain a reordered time series in which the last half is rotated to the beginning to
become the first half. Even indexed rows (red arrows) are not altered in any way. Despite the change in sign, all numbers
are identical in each row so the power spectrum and scaling behavior will remain the same.

Figure A.37: A synthetic time series with a scaling exponent of β = 2.015. In the following
examples (Figs. A.38 through A.39), the original synthetic time series will undergo a FFT.
Then, in the frequency domain, will be modified using only sign changes. The modified
frequencies are then passed back to the time domain through the IFFT to produce an entirely
new time series with similar behavior as the original time series. Each of the new time
series will have an identical power spectrum and scaling behavior at each frequency as the
original time series and demonstrates that the orientation or direction of the time series is
not measured by the scaling exponent. The shaded blue area is for reference to indicate
that latter half of the original time series. The red arrow indicates the original orientation
of the time series. The green arrow indicates the original direction (forward in time) of the
original time series.
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(a) If the time series is normalized around a mean of 0, to invert the time series the real and imaginary
amplitudes of the complex numbers at each frequency are multiplied by −1 in the frequency domain. The
new frequency values are then passed back into the time domain through the IFFT. The end result is the time
series turned upside down as indicated by the red and green arrows where all the negative numbers have
become positive and all positive numbers have become negative (i.e., the numerical values remain the same,
only the sign changes). The same effect can be realized by multiplying each of the numbers in the time
domain by −1 (as long as the time series is normalized around zero).

(b) To change directions of the time series from forward to backward in time, multiply only the imaginary
(sine) component of the complex number of the original time series FFT by −1 in the frequency domain, then
pass the new frequencies through the IFFT. The new time series is reversed in direction which is the same as
flipping the time series from left to right with the MATLAB command fliplr. The red and green arrows
indicate the new orientation.

Figure A.38: The orientation and direction of a time series may be changed entirely in the
frequency domain through sign changes of specific frequencies. The modified frequencies
are then passed back to the time domain through the IFFT generating a new time series
with a new orientation. In these examples, there scaling behavior is left intact.
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(a) If the time series is normalized around a mean of 0, to rotate the time series 180◦ flipping the time series
left to right and then upside down (a combination of inversion and reversal), the real (cosine) component of
the complex number in the frequency domain of the original time series is multiplied by −1 and then all
frequencies passed back through the IFFT. Though the signs and the direction of the numbers have changed,
the scaling behavior remains intact and the result is the same power spectrum with β = 2.015 as the original.
The red and green arrows indicate the new orientation.

(b) Here the starting point of the time series was changed entirely through sign changes of the amplitudes
in the frequency domain. In the frequency domain, to switch the last half of the time series with the first
half, every other complex number (all odd indexed numbers) is multiplied by −1. Once the newly modified
frequencies are passed through the IFFT to the time domain, the new time series is reordered with the last
half of the time series now appearing first. All the values of the time series are identical as is the order of
adjacent values of the time series with the exception of the starting location. The power spectrum and scaling
exponent is identical to the original synthetic time series. The red and green arrows indicate that the same
orientation is kept while the blue shading indicates that the latter half now is first. The endpoints also match
in this scenario and must match prior to any time series modifications in the frequency domain.

Figure A.39: As long as the time series is normalized around zero, changes to the signs of
the real and imaginary components of any time series in the frequency domain will translate
to changes to the direction or orientation of the time series in the time domain.
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A.6.4

Single Gap Correction for Time Series when Endpoints Match

Using the concepts developed thus far, a method can be developed to recover the ability
to measure the correct scaling exponent β in a time series that contains a single gap in the
data in the case of a time series where endpoints match or are aligned within a reasonable
approximation of the next value. The FFT only uses the y-values of a time series as a
single array, assumed to be evenly spaced, with no time component or x-values entered
into the equation. As such, the FFT equations will accept any input, even a time series
with a gap in the data, but the quality of the output in the frequency domain is dependent
upon the quality of the input. Since there is no time component, if a gap has occurred, a
time compression occurs where the values immediately after the gap in data are entered
directly after the values immediately preceding the missing data. However, with a few
steps, any time series with one gap can be correctly converted from the time domain to the
frequency domain without errors in amplitude at each frequency in rectangular notation or
in the power spectrum and scaling exponent in polar notation.
The first step is to preserve the time component by filling the gap (Fig. A.41a). The gap
may be filled with zeros, the average of the time series, or interpolated values. Whatever
values the gap is filled with do not matter because the filler data ultimately will be dropped
out and eliminated from the calculations and is only used to keep the time component
intact if testing the impact on the gap on the measurement of the scaling exponent. When
endpoints match, this first step is somewhat arbitrary since the gap will eventually be
eliminated before any operations sensitive to the time component are used. The second
step is to rotate the time series so that the gap with filler values is rotated to the front of the
data set at an index of n = 1 (Fig. A.41b). Any data that occurred before the gap is tacked
on to the end of the time series and since there was no endpoint mismatch, no discontinuity
is introduced when the data from the beginning is concatenated to the end. The time order
of the data set is still preserved, however, the gap that contained the missing data is now
rotated to the front of the time series. Next, the time series is truncated to drop the entire
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gap leaving only the rotated available data (Fig. A.42a). Once the gap is eliminated, the
endpoints will no longer match due to the data that was lost when the gap was eliminated.
Thus, either the Hann window or the mirror approach is applied to the truncated data set
(Fig. A.42b) prior to using the FFT to convert to the frequency domain in order to correct
for the discontinuity of endpoint mismatch. The end result is a Hann windowed rotated
time series with no gap which will yield the same scaling exponent over each range of
frequencies22 as the original time series without any missing data.
This method works because any rotation of the starting point in the time domain will
not change the magnitude or power spectrum. Furthermore, since the variability of the
missing data and inclusion of substitute values to fill in the gap in data will affect the ability
to measure the scaling exponent, by eliminating the gap, no spurious data is included in the
calculation of the FFT. The only drawback is that the frequencies that are calculated with
the FFT are now calculated based on the length of the truncated data set without the gap
though the sampling resolution remains the same. That said, if converting frequencies to
period, the proper scale must be used since the power spectrum is slightly shorter and
does not include as many frequencies as would a time series of the same time scale and
sampling resolution without a gap. Still, this method will recover the scaling exponent at
all frequencies in all cases where there is a single gap with endpoints that match initially.

A.6.5

Single Gap Correction for Time Series with Endpoint Mismatch

In the previous section, a method was developed to recover the ability to measure the correct
scaling exponent β in a data set containing a single gap in which there was no endpoint
mismatch. However, the endpoints of most time series are not aligned and a discontinuity
22 The

scaling exponent measured using this method will be valid over the same range of frequencies as
the original but technically, a truncated data set will yield slightly different but similar frequencies as the
original. Thus, this method will not generate the scaling exponent at the exact frequency of the original
unless the gap was half the length of the data set in which case, each frequency of the half length data set
that is calculated is the same frequency as every other frequency of the original which would yield the same
scaling exponent at those same frequencies.
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Figure A.40: A synthetic time series is generated with a single scaling exponent of β = 2
(N = 4096). The power spectrum yields a scaling exponent of β = 2.02. This time series
will be used to demonstrate a gap occurring in the time series and the method used to
correct for the gap when endpoints match in order to recover the scaling exponent. Any
data set in which a single gap occurs in which the endpoints match may be corrected for
the impact that the loss of data within the gap has on the ability to properly convert the time
series to the frequency domain using the FFT and to measure the scaling exponent of the
power spectrum. To demonstrate the correction method, a synthetic data set is generated
and an gap artificially introduced into the data set to simulate lost data. Each step of the
correction method is then applied to recover the original scaling exponent of the synthetic
time series.
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(a) A 512 point gap is introduced into the synthetic time series in Fig. A.40 starting after index n = 512
through index n = 1024. In step 1, time spacing is preserved by replacing the missing data with zeros. The
missing data section that was removed was an area of high variability containing a large downward peak.
Inclusion of the gap in the FFT causes a loss of accuracy in measuring the scaling exponent with a significant
change in the scaling exponent to β = 1.85. Thus, the data set must be corrected for the gap in order to
recover the correct scaling exponent of β = 2.02.

(b) Step 2: The time series in Fig. A.41a is “rotated” to place gap at the beginning of the time series.
This action takes the data from indexes n = 1 : 512 and concatenates that data to the end of the data set
from n = 1024 : 4096. This concatenation can only be performed when there is no endpoint mismatch or a
discontinuity will be introduced into the data preventing recovery of the scaling exponent. The gap is now at
the beginning of the time series at a new index of n = 1 : 512 to yield a scaling exponent of β = 1.86.

Figure A.41: A time series with a single gap in the data set without endpoint mismatch
may be corrected for the gap prior to conversion to the frequency domain using the FFT.
While the data either before or after the gap may be used instead of the entire data set, by
keeping all data and eliminating the gap, more frequencies can be calculated allowing a
greater range of frequencies to be plotted and used to measure the scaling behavior over all
frequencies.
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(a) Step 3: Once the gap has been rotated to the front of the time series (Fig. A.41b), the time series is
truncated to eliminate the gap. The truncated time series now has 512 fewer points, but the relationship of
adjacent values remains intact. However, truncation of the data set to eliminate the gap has now introduced
a case of endpoint mismatch causing a discontinuity in the data at the end points. The power spectrum with
endpoint mismatch yields a scaling exponent of β = 1.31.

(b) Step 4: The Hann window is applied to the new truncated data set (Fig. A.42a) to correct for any
discrepancy in starting and ending values caused by eliminating the gap in the data set. Though the Hann
window is used here, the mirror approach may also be used. The power spectrum of Hann windowed, rotated
data set with the gap eliminated now allows full recovery of the correct scaling exponent with β = 2.02,
which was the same scaling exponent of the original.

Figure A.42: To correct a data set with a single gap of missing data, the gap is filled to
preserve time spacing, then rotated to move the location of the gap to the beginning of the
time series. The time series is then truncated to eliminate the gap and a Hann window is
applied to the truncated data set to correct for the discontinuity introduced when the gap was
dropped. This method works only with data sets that are either stationary, or non-stationary
where the starting and ending points are nearly the same (e.g., in cases where the original
data does not need to be windowed, mirrored, and there is no clear trend). The endpoint
correction is only applied once the gap has been removed allowing full recovery of the
scaling exponent. In data sets where the endpoints do not match initially, an alternative to
this method, introduced in Sec. A.6.5, is applied to the data.
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would be created using the method in Sec. A.6.4 when the time series is rotated. Thus, a
modified and slightly unorthodox version of the previous technique must be used instead
to recover the correct scaling exponents of any data sets with one gap in cases where the
endpoints do not match. The unorthodox part of this gap modified correction method is
that the time series will be Hann windowed twice to correct for both instances of endpoint
mismatch, the endpoint mismatch that currently exists in the data and the discontinuity that
will be introduced once the gap is eliminated. Still, despite windowing the data set twice,
the correct scaling exponent can then be recovered for any data set with a single gap and
nonmatching endpoints.
To recover the scaling exponent of a time series containing a gap with endpoint
mismatch, the first step of the single gap correction method is to preserve the time spacing
of the gap filling the gap with values such as 0 to prevent compression of the data set. While
this first step is somewhat arbitrary in the previous method with matching endpoints, when
the endpoints do not match, this step is absolutely necessary because a Hann window will
be applied to the data and the Hann window is sensitive to the original time component
of the signal. If the Hann window was applied to compressed data (with the gap already
eliminated), the window will not align correctly to the data set after the gap and recovery
of the scaling exponent will no longer be possible. In these examples, the value of 0 is used
to fill the missing data in the gap.
In the second step, because the endpoints of the time series do not match, a Hann
window is applied to the filled gap data set to correct for the discrepancy at the endpoints.
Since the time series includes the gap filled with values of 0, the data in the gap is included
in calculations when the Hann window is multiplied by the data set. However, the effect of
Hann windowing the filled gap data set is that the data before and after the gap is windowed
properly while the data in the gap, being all values of 0, remain values of 0 in the new
Hann windowed data set with a gap. Thus, the gap is still present in the windowed time
series but the endpoints now are aligned which will allow the time series to be rotated.
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The third step then is to rotate the first part of Hann windowed time series before the gap
to the end of the windowed time series after the gap and to concatenate the last and first
parts together. Then, the method proceeds as before where in the fourth step, the gap in
the Hann windowed rotated time series is eliminated creating a new truncated time series.
Finally, in step five, the truncated time series must be Hann windowed again (or mirrored)
to correct for the endpoint mismatch created when the gap was removed. The windowed
modified time series can now be passed through a FFT in order to generate the correct
scaling exponent in the power spectrum which matches the original time series without any
gap in the data.
Overall, the presence of a single gap is no longer a problem in processing data to
determine the correct scaling exponent over different frequencies using this new technique.
The correction method is straightforward and similar in both cases when endpoints are
either aligned or mismatched where a data set contains only one gap. In the case of endpoint
mismatch, an additional processing step of Hann windowing the time series containing
the gap is necessary prior to rotating and dropping the gap to ensure that no disparity of
endpoint mismatch is introduced when the data before the gap is concatenated to the data
after the gap. Furthermore, the gap itself also creates a case of endpoint mismatch once the
gap is removed which is dealt with through a second application of the Hann window. A
example of the correction method is shown with synthetic data in Figs. A.43 through A.47.
However, if applied to a real natural multiscaling time series, such as the Great Lakes
water levels, the correction method works as well as shown in Figs. A.48 through A.50.
Whether or not these methods to correct for a single gap in the data are used is judged by the
benefit of extending the length of the time series in the time domain which also increases the
number of frequencies calculated in the frequency domain by which the scaling exponent
is determined. The more frequencies, the higher the confidence in the scaling exponent
measured through the fit of the power spectrum. If the gap occurs directly in the middle of
the data set, then the benefit is that these corrective methods nearly double the number of
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frequencies that will be used to generate the power spectrum. However, if the gap occurs
near the end of the data set (or beginning) where there are only a few added points after (or
before) the missing data, the corrective method adds only a few more frequencies and the
scaling exponent that is measured could have been measured if only the majority of data
up to (or after) the gap was used.
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Figure A.43: A synthetic time series is generated with a single scaling exponent of β = 2
(N = 8192). The power spectrum yields a scaling exponent of β = 2.0356. The scaling
exponent of the input used to generate this time series was β = 0.0356. To simulate
endpoint mismatch, the first half (in blue) of the data set will be used to ensure that
endpoints do not match. The area highlighted in green, which is a highly variable region,
will be removed from the first half to simulate a gap in the data.
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(a) The data in Fig. A.43 is cut in half (taking the blue portion) to generate a data set (N = 4096) in which
endpoint mismatch occurs. The discontinuity created by the endpoint mismatch, though at about a 100 point
difference in y-values, does not have a severe impact on the scaling exponent, and yields a power spectrum
with a slight decrease in the scaling exponent of β = 2.00 when compared to the original scaling exponent of
β = 2.0356.

(b) The halved data from Fig. A.44a is passed through a Hann window to show that the scaling exponent is
β = 2.036. Application of the Hann window allows for the recovery of the correct scaling exponent to better
reflect the scaling behavior of the original input.

Figure A.44: In cases of data with a discrepancy between starting and ending points, the
Hann window may be applied to recover the original scaling exponent. Here, the Hann
window has been applied to a time series containing endpoint mismatch in which a gap
will be introduced (highlighted in green) to show the scaling exponent (β = 2.0306) that
should be recovered using the new method to correct for a single gap in a data set with
endpoint mismatch.
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(a) A 512 point gap was introduced which removed the large peak that was present in the original endpoint
mismatched data set (Fig. A.44a). In step 1 of the gap correction method, the missing data was replaced with
zeros as if the measuring instrument failed in order to preserve the time component which is necessary to
correctly apply the Hann window to data. The gap combined with endpoint mismatch reduces the scaling
exponent to β = 1.889.

(b) Step 2: The Hann window is applied to the endpoint mismatched data with a gap to align endpoints.
Additionally, the gap is included to preserve time spacing and does not affect the windowed data because
windowing multiplies the value of the window by the value of the time series at each index value. Since the
values of the gap are 0, when multiplied by the window at the index values of the gap, the result is also 0
within the gap but the time series values are now windowed as if there was no gap in the data. The scaling
exponent is now β = 1.9228 which is entirely due to the lack of data in the gap.

Figure A.45: To correct for a single gap in a time series with endpoint mismatch, the Hann
window must first be applied to the gapped data set with endpoint mismatch correcting the
discontinuity between endpoints but leaving the gap intact.
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(a) Step 3: The windowed time series with the gap (from Fig. A.45b) is then rotated placing the missing
data section at the beginning of the time series (rotation indicated by green arrow, gap is highlighted in
green). The values of the time series is the first section were concatenated to the end of the time series. Since
the time series was previously passed through a Hann window, the endpoints matched and no discrepancy
between endpoints was introduced when the first section was concatenated to the last section of the time
series. However, the rotation of the time series produced a new discontinuity at the endpoints which is
reflected in the scaling exponent of this new time series. Thus the power spectrum indicates a scaling exponent
of β = 1.889 which is a result of both the missing data and endpoint mismatch.

(b) Step 4: The gap is dropped by truncating the data set. The resulting time series now has no missing data
and is 512 points shorter (as N = 3584) than the original (at N = 4096). By dropping the gap, the scaling
exponent is raised slightly to β = 1.9063 but the time series still contains endpoint mismatch (red arrows)
which is more severe due to the first window applied to the data.

Figure A.46: Once the section of missing data is rotated to the beginning of the time series,
the gap is dropped by truncating the data set to only real values. However, by eliminating
the gap, endpoint mismatch is introduced.
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Figure A.47: Step 5: Hann window the data for a second time. Once the gap is eliminated,
the truncated data set is corrected for endpoint mismatch using the Hann window (here,
the mirror approach will also work). The relationship of adjacent points both in time
and in value is preserved even though the data set was windowed twice. The power
spectrum reveals a scaling exponent of β = 2.0285 which is very close to the original
scaling exponent of β = 2.0306. With rounding, both are β = 2.03.
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(a) To demonstrate the effective of single gap correction on a natural data set, Great Lakes water levels from
Mackinac, MI. are shown with approximately 2 years worth of missing data (shaded on gray). The power
spectrum of the entire data set with a gap reveals an overall scaling exponent of β = 0.88. Note, for this
example, the overall collective scaling exponent is measured even though there are clearly multiple scaling
regions within the data. A power law fit through the entire data set is indicative of the collective behavior
of each individual scaling region if fit individually. If the multiple time scaling behavior remains the same,
then the overall fit to all frequencies should remain the same. The gap was included but since the y-values
were only used, the time component was not preserved and the gap was collapsed. The data after the gap is
misaligned in terms of time and the compressed data is used in the calculation of the FFT. The power spectrum
is approximately preserved but the variance of the spectrum is broader with changes in scaling regions not as
well defined as when the gap is eliminated.

(b) The Great Lakes water levels at Mackinac, MI. up to but not including the gap (nor data after the gap)
is highlighted in green. The overall power spectrum of the data highlighted in green up to the gap yields
an overall scaling exponent of β = 0.80. The power spectrum is finer with more distinct changes in scaling
behavior than the original in Fig. A.48a.

Figure A.48: In a natural time series such as Great Lakes water level data, inclusion of
the gap without preserving the time component prevents the recovery of the correct scaling
behavior.
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(a) Step 1: The gap in the Great Lakes Mackinac water level data is filled with zeroes to preserve time spacing.
However, the inclusion of zeros introduces an extreme discontinuity in the data set and demonstrates that in
filling the gap with zeros, the power spectrum is calculated incorrectly. Here, the overall scaling exponent
is β = 1.77 (near the default β = 1.8 error) and the power spectrum exhibits errors at all frequencies with
complete loss of periodicities. Initially, this data may look as if the scaling behavior cannot be recovered but
the correct scaling behavior will be able to be measured from this data set upon continuation of the correction
method for endpoint mismatched data sets with a single gap.

(b) Step 2: The Hann window is applied to the Great Lakes water level data set with the gap containing zeros
to align the endpoints of the data (on left). The data now resembles the Hann window because the data was
not normalized. However, even though the data looks nothing like the original, the relationship of data points
to adjacent points remains intact and all the information about the Great Lakes water levels is still present.
Step 3: On the right, the next step is to rotate the time series so that the portion before the gap (highlighted
in blue) is now attached to the end of the time series after the gap (highlighted in purple). Step 4: The time
series is then truncated, eliminating the gap (highlighted in gray). The time series is shorter by the length
of the gap but everything is still scaling correctly in the correct order. However, upon further examination, a
discontinuity has been introduced at the endpoints upon elimination of the missing data.

Figure A.49: To correct for a single gap in a natural time series such as Great Lakes water
level data, the Hann window was applied to the Great Lakes Mackinac data containing
one gap filled with zeroes. The time series is then rotated and truncated completing steps 1
through 4 of the correction method for a single gap in a time series with endpoint mismatch.
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(a) The rotated windowed Great Lakes time series with the gap removed is still incomplete as once again,
elimination of the gap has introduced endpoint mismatch. Without a correction for endpoint mismatch, the
power spectrum is nearly unrecognizable with a default error in the scaling exponent of β = 1.8.

(b) Step 5: The scaling behavior of the original Great Lakes water levels can be recovered from the truncated,
rotated, windowed Great Lakes time series of Fig. A.50a through the application of the Hann window to the
data. The overall effect is a realignment of endpoints and even though the time series appears (due to scale)
as a Hann window, the relationship of each point is intact. The power spectrum yields the correct multiple
scaling regions, including periodicities, with an overall scaling exponent of β = 0.80, the same as the original
without the gap (of Fig. A.48b). Notice that the purple and blue areas represent the same areas of the time
series prior to windowing but the time series is modified only enough (mostly the purple portion and at the
end of blue portion) to correct for endpoint mismatch.

Figure A.50: The correction method works for multiple scaling time series with a single
gap of missing data. By applying the Hann window twice, once before and once after
rotation and elimination of the gap, all the scaling behavior over each frequency and
each periodicity present at specific frequencies within the original signal are recovered
reproducing the power spectrum successfully.
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Appendix B
Synthetic Data
B.1

Background of Synthetic Data Generation

In nonlinear time series analysis, often synthetic time series data set or control is needed
for comparison, to calibrate algorithms to test methods, or to verify the method of analysis.
In order to determine the effectiveness of current and new methods of time series analysis
of scaling exponent behavior, a synthetic time series with an exact chosen scaling behavior
and scaling exponent of power over specific frequencies can be created as a test data set.
Testing methods with synthetic data sets of known scaling properties ensures confidence
that the results of the calculations are not an artifact of the calculations used in the method
of analysis but an actual measurement of the true scaling exponent of the time series
itself. Furthermore, in understanding the limitations of the methods through computational
experiments with synthetic data sets, the methods may be corrected with the development of
additional preprocessing steps (found in App. A) such as windowing or mirroring that must
be applied to the data prior to using any method to determine the correct scaling exponent
to ensure that the methods will accurately measure or recover the true scaling exponent
of natural data sets. With new knowledge gained through computational experiments with
synthetic time series, current methods can be also be enhanced to bypass prevailing known
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limitations of the method of analysis through exploitation of properties of the FFT in order
to recover the correct scaling exponent. For example, new methods have been developed to
handle a single gap in a natural data set where the endpoints do not meet and still recover
the true scaling exponent (Sec. A.6.5).
Additionally, synthetic data sets may be used to model time series behavior directly
from the Frequency Response Model (FRM) created from the behavior of the scaling
exponent β of a natural system. Synthetic time series generated using the modified Laplace
transfer function equations will allow reproduction of the statistical characteristics of the
original time series using fewer parameters (only using the modified Laplace transfer
functions, the scaling exponent β , and the gain value (k)).

For example, there are

many stochastic weather generators that simulate time series of weather data of a single
location [108, 109, 110, 111]. The FRM, using the 6 basic building block equations
introduced in Ch. 6 and Table 6.3, will generate a statistically identical synthetic time
series to the observed original time series, such as a possible weather pattern, of any
length for analysis and risk assessment. A synthetic time series generated using a FRM
uses Gaussian white noise as inputs (with embedded periodicities) providing a stochastic
simulation of any natural time series and may serve as an alternative to current stochastic
weather generators. Furthermore, the FRM represents exactly how the natural system
responds to any given input so that any synthetic output is how the natural system would
respond given that same input.
Past studies have proposed various methods to generate synthetic self-affine time
1
series data yet, upon a review of the literature, the mathematics behind statistics has
f
not been fully developed or contains serious inconsistencies. In describing the scaling
1
behavior of processes, various disciplines may use different terms for the same definition
f
or the same term with a different meaning. Many methods used to determine the scaling
exponent in power spectra from time series introduce artifacts into the calculations causing
inaccuracies in the measurement of the scaling exponent. Preliminary research shows
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that several of these previous methods generate synthetic time series in which the scaling
exponent β is not constant over all frequencies [112].
Inconsistencies in the nonlinear literature regarding the mathematics, methods, and
concepts of scaling behavior observed in time series and the scaling exponent β have led to
inaccurate analysis of time series signals in published research and these misinterpretations
continue to be published today. Anomalies also arise when techniques to generate synthetic
self-affine 1D time series are based on an incomplete mathematical understanding of
the origin of scaling behavior and how to encapsulate the scaling exponent in synthetic
data generation equations. A uniform, consistent vocabulary of nonlinear terms and a
1
standardized principled approach to statistics incorporating the scaling exponent β are
f
1
essential to unite the interdisciplinary fields of nonlinear research and to advance the
f
1
1
1
scientific understanding of scaling behavior replacing the concept of noise with
f
f
s
noise.
For example, methods from past studies used to generate synthetic, self-affine,
single-scaling time series data have yielded time series that at first may appear to scale
correctly yet time series created with these methods upon conversion to the frequency
domain show a power spectrum for which the slope is not constant over all frequencies,
amplitudes which are calculated incorrectly, a power spectrum that exhibits excessive
noise in the high frequencies, an output signal that is misaligned (temporal offset) relative
to the input signal, or y-values which scale incorrectly. The inaccuracies found using
current methods in the literature are due to one or more of the following: a lack of
phase information in the calculations, randomization of phase information within the
calculations, the inclusion of only positive frequencies, the inclusion of only the real portion
of complex numbers, failure to preserve the even and odd symmetry of the FFT, or mixing
a combination of polar and rectangular notation without proper conversion between the
two with calculations being done using two different notations. In nonlinear time series
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analysis, a synthetic time series is used to verify the method of analysis and must be
accurate in order to determine the effectiveness of both current and new methods.

B.2

1
β
2

for the Generation of Synthetic Time Series

s
with any Single Scaling Exponent Behavior
As part of this dissertation research, the specific scaling exponent β of the power spectrum
was examined as a result of the complex discrete fast Fourier transform (FFT). Having
identified and clarified discrepancies within the literature on scaling behavior in time
1
series analysis, the mathematical relationship of the scaling exponent β to time series
f
behavior was derived fully describing the effects that the value has on the power spectra and
ultimately the time series itself. New techniques and equations were developed from Bode
Analysis using modified Laplace transfer function equations involving the actual scaling
exponent behavior (and not strictly integer exponents) of both the magnitude and phase
and a random white noise signal (with periodicities from outside the system) as the input
1
1
to generate exact synthetic time series data (better described as β time series) with one
f
s2
or more scaling exponents that may be used to model any stochastic time series1 .
The modified Laplace transform method that was developed generates a synthetic time
series of any length for a single scaling exponent (−2 < β < 7.5) that is identical across
all frequencies and this method may be used as well for synthetic time series with multiple
scaling exponents over distinct ranges of frequencies such as is observed in water level data
of the Great Lakes. The power-scaling exponent β is determined as described earlier by
 
1
fitting the slope of the log-log plot of period
versus power in the frequency domain. A
f
power spectrum with a single β -value over all frequencies is scale invariant (self-similar).
The synthetic time series that are generated using the modified Laplace transform with
1

The modified Laplace transform method is summarized here but for a more thorough discussion with a
more extensive treatment of the underlying mathematics, refer to Ch. 5 and 6.
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scaling exponent method in the form of

1

hold the same correlation properties and degree
β
s2
of conditional stationarity as natural time series with the same scaling exponent.
Briefly, time series with β < 0 are negatively correlated and generally referred to as
anti-persistent signals. The scaling exponent of β = 0 is characteristic of a white noise time
series which has no internal correlation. Time series with β > 1 are generally considered
nonstationary, i.e., the mean wanders. As the β -value increases from zero, persistence, or
the degree of internal correlation, increases. However, the scaling exponent is more than a
property of the output time series, but a reflection of the process or processes of the system
from which the time series was generated. In fact, one may argue that the scaling exponent
that is measured in the output time series is entirely an artifact of the system, leftover
after the convolution and any scaling exponent that is measured may have originated in a
number of ways. In this sense, even if the scaling exponent is measured correctly, by not
knowing what the input was, the output time series may yield a particular scaling exponent
that is a combination of the interaction of the system with the input time series. However,
the simplest and most efficient explanation is that the system under investigation is large
enough that the inputs collectively are white noise2 .
Borrowing from concepts in control theory and electrical engineering, analysis
may be performed on the power spectra created from the FFT that yields quantitative
equation-based models describing the processes that created the time series. Through Bode
analysis, transfer function equations may be developed from the scaling behavior of β of
the time series which can be useful to describe the underlying dynamics of how the system
that created the time series will respond to any given input. Bode analysis is a method of
fitting transfer functions in the frequency domain to explain variations in scaling behavior
2

An explanation of the role of the Central Limit Theorem in defining inputs into a large system is found
in Sec. 6.2. The concept of the output signal representing the system and not the input must be taken
into account when dealing with small system in which the input may not be strictly a white noise (with
added periodicities). In such cases, a scaling exponent measured on the output signal may just as well have
originated with the input with no change from the system or may be modified, but only slightly, by the
system. Either way, the collective effect is a time series which contains all the characteristics and statistical
properties of the scaling exponent that is measured in the output, no matter what the origin.
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by examining the patterns of change in amplitude and phase across frequencies. A transfer
function representing the output of the system divided by the input is derived from a Bode
magnitude plot of the data using Laplace transforms.
Laplace transforms are used to translate from the time domain to the frequency domain
and allow complex differential and integral equations to be solved using simpler algebraic
operations. For example, to make things easier, the convolution of the transfer function
becomes multiplication when completed in Laplace space. Converting the transfer function
further into log space (sometimes referred to as Bode space), a transfer function composed
of a product of terms is equal to the sum of the decibel (dB) magnitudes of the individual
product terms of that transfer function (i.e., log (xy) = log (x) + log (y)). In other words, the
convolution in the time domain becomes multiplication in the complex frequency domain
or Laplace space which then becomes addition in log or Bode space.
In the complex frequency domain, Bode analysis is used to calculate magnitude and
phase information for any fractional scaling exponent which results in a series of two
transfer function equations, one for magnitude and one for phase, for each distinct β over
a specified range of frequencies in which the magnitude and phase are both dependent on
β . The resulting magnitude and phase for all positive and negative Fourier frequencies
( jω) are then converted from polar notation to rectangular notation as complex numbers
to perform all subsequent calculations. Conversion to the time domain through an inverse
fast Fourier transform (IFFT) yields a time series with the scaling properties of the desired
scaling exponent. Once the equations have been derived, the modified Laplace transform
method can be used to model scaling behavior and generate a synthetic self-affine time
series which is statistically self-similar at all scales for any scaling exponent over any range
of frequencies.
Overall, this is a powerful method to identify the underlying properties of any power
law time series. From the components which create the transfer function of a particular
system, an excellent quantitative description of the dominant processes covering the range
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of scaling exponents is found in the power spectra of the time series data. For example,
attenuation, where the output amplitude is inversely proportional to the input frequency,
indicates that the system is acting to some degree as an integrator (which amplifies the
low frequencies and attenuates the high frequencies). The Laplace transfer function for an
integrator is:
1
s

(B.1)

To calculate the frequency response for an integrator, substitute jω for s where ω now
represents frequency in the complex number jω. This substitution results in the Fourier
transfer function:
1
jω

(B.2)

The change in amplitude, i.e., the transfer function, for a given angular frequency ω is
indicated by the magnitude of the complex number, or modulus:
1
=
jω

s

1
1
•
jω − jω


=

1
ω

(B.3)

A Bode plot representation of an integrator shows a gain curve that slopes downward
with a 20 dB reduction in amplitude per decade (which is a factor of 10 in log space).
Thus the amplitude ratio (gain) changes by −20 dB for each factor of 10 increase in
frequency [53]. This result can easily be seen in the 20 dB log of the transfer function:
 
1
20 log
= −20 log (ω)
ω

(B.4)

A power spectrum plot which has a power scaling exponent of β = 2 also slopes downward
at −20 dB per decade in frequency. Thus, a system in which the scaling exponent is β = 2
acts as an integrator and can be represented by the magnitude of the transfer function of
Eq. B.3.
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The argument or phase θ of the transfer function can be solved in a similar manner
and does not depend on ω but will be dependent upon the scaling exponent β . The phase
shift calculated here will be the same for all positive frequencies and remain the same
numerical value at each frequency but change signs for negative frequencies to preserve
odd symmetry becoming zero at the transition between positive and negative frequencies
(i.e., the Nyquist frequency). To calculate phase, first, Eq. B.1 is solved for the complex
number components of (x + jy):
1
1
→
=
s
jω



−1
ω


(B.5)

j

From Eq. (1.5), the complex number for an integrator contains only a y-component and no
x-component. Solving for phase, the complex argument of the transfer function yields:

θ = arg

1
jω



= tan−1

y
x

= tan−1

− ω1
0

!
= tan−1 (−∞) = −

π
= −90◦
2

(B.6)

The equations show that for an integrator, the scaling exponent of β = 2 will yield a
−90◦ phase shift of the output relative to the input. From Eq. (1.1), the exponent on
the Laplace transfer function term (s) for an integrator is 1. However, one may substitute
β
for the exponent of 1 a fractional exponent given by and solve to yield:
2
1
1
= β
1
s
s2

(B.7)

Note that the exponent is half of β because β is in terms of power and the transfer functions
are expressed in terms of magnitude. Substitution of a fractional scaling exponent directly
into the transfer function results in the following set of equations which may be used to
generate a synthetic time series. Phase is calculated directly from and is dependent upon
the scaling exponent, irrespective of the frequency, which was omitted in previous work. In
summary, the polar notation of the transfer function equation for an integrator defines the
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magnitude (for positive frequencies) as:
1

M=

ω

β
2

(B.8)

and the phase as:
Phase for Positive Frequencies:

θ(+ω) = −β

π
for all (+ω)
4

(B.9)

At the Nyquist Frequency:
θNyquist = 0

(B.10)

Phase for Negative Frequencies:

θ(−ω) = β

π
for all (−ω)
4

(B.11)

The magnitude is always positive for all frequencies and exhibits even symmetry about the
Nyquist frequency3 . Phase however, exhibits odd symmetry about the Nyquist frequency
and must change sign to ensure the correct transition from positive to negative frequencies.
1
1
The β equation, solved for magnitude as β and phase as both θ(+ω) = −β π4 and
s2
ω2
θ(−ω) = β π4 , fully encapsulates all the information needed about the scaling and shifting
behavior at each frequency given by the scaling exponent β and describes all self-affine
1
time series that exhibit single scaling behavior in what were previously referred to as
f
time series. Furthermore, building on control theory research, as part of this dissertation,
3

If actual negative frequencies are used in Eq. (B.8), the resulting numerical values will be of the wrong
sign. As such, the term negative frequencies is used loosely to describe the frequencies that occur as a
mirror image of the positive frequencies about the Nyquist frequency. Often, the calculations are more
straightforward if done completely in positive frequencies and then adjusted for even/odd symmetry in the
negative frequencies since the numerical values are the same and the only difference is the sign. To ensure
even symmetry if the sign is included on the frequency term and negative frequencies are used, then the
1
.
magnitude of an integrator for negative frequencies (−ω) is: M(−ω) = −
β
−ω 2
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the Laplace term (s) and the scaling exponent β were incorporated into six basic building
block transfer functions, solved for magnitude and phase, which together, describe nearly
all aspects of the behavior of stochastic time series in the frequency domain to create a
FRM for time series that exhibit multiscaling behavior. By using these equations, one can
more accurately describe time series using more exact quantitative Frequency Response
Models.

B.3

Summary of Methodology

B.3.1

Generation of Synthetic Time Series with
Scaling Behavior Defined by β

In order to generate a synthetic time series with a known scaling exponent across all
frequencies, a few steps must be followed. The first is to generate a Gaussian white noise
time series using a random number generator which will be used as the input signal. The
number of points (N) should be even and a power of two in order to reduce any issues with
the FFT when a power of two is not used4 . The reasoning behind using a Gaussian white
noise, also sometimes referred to a persistently exciting white noise, is due to the Central
Limit Theorem (CLT) and Spectral Factorization Theorem [41, 42, 43, 14]. A natural
system may have several random inputs with or without a Gaussian distribution that due
to the CLT, sum to become one Gaussian white noise process as the input into the system
as a whole. Any periodicities desired in the output signal not due to the system are also
generated at this time and added to the Gaussian white noise time series as part of the input
signal.
4

Using a power of two (e.g., 212 or 4096) may be dependent on the software program used. In MATLAB,
the FFT command can be set to automatically pad the time series with zeroes up to the next power of two
so a power of two is not really necessary using the synthetic time series generation program introduced
here. However, an even number of samples should always be used regardless due to indexing effects on
the calculation of the Nyquist frequency as any odd number of samples cannot possibly calculate the exact
Nyquist frequency of 0.5.
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Next, a FFT is performed to convert the Gaussian white noise input time series from
the time domain to the frequency domain. This is because the mathematics and calculation
of a convolution in the time domain is much simpler in the frequency domain becoming
multiplication and addition in log space and a convolution is necessary to generate a
synthetic scaling time series. All of the calculations are done in rectangular notation rather
than polar notation in the MATLAB code created for this time series generator. Primarily,
the method involves the stochastic input time series with a scaling exponent of β = 0
1
multiplied by a filter (e.g., a transfer function such as β ) in rectangular notation that is the
s2
equivalent of the behavior of the scaling exponent(s) at each frequency. In Bode space in
the frequency domain, the scaling exponent of the output is the additive sum of the scaling
exponent of the input time series and the scaling exponent of the filter to which the input
was multiplied. The result is a synthetic time series created from the Gaussian white noise
input that represents both the correct scaling exponent β over each frequency and the phase
shift as a time delay at each frequency from the white noise input to the output signal of
the system.
Evaluation tests were run on the methods developed as part of this research using
artificial or synthetic data sets prior to the application of the modified Laplace transform
methods to real world data. The derivations have shown that the power law scaling
exponent β is indeed part of the underlying mathematics, the internal dynamics of
the system, and provides greater understanding of the processes which generated the
time series. The synthetic data sets were created in the frequency domain to have a
predetermined scaling exponent β of power over specific frequencies or over the entire
range of frequencies and mathematically represent a time series with all of the properties
associated with a specific value of β and scaling behavior. The high degree of accuracy
that may be achieved, even with minor variability in the scaling exponent of the Gaussian
white noise input signal, is demonstrated in the results of 1000 trials of synthetic data sets
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generated using the modified Laplace equation incorporating the scaling exponent β which
are shown in Table B.1.
On a side note, using any signal as the input into this method and setting β = 2 will
integrate that signal5 . Likewise, by setting β = −2, the input signal will be differentiated.
Fractional integration can also be done using this method as well with β = 1 being a
half-integral. Table 6.1 has more information on appropriate values of β to obtain different
degrees of integration of the time series. Overall, this method appears to be as robust as
numerical integration and allows signals such as cosine waves or sine waves to be integrated
far beyond what would normally work through numerical integration. The caveat is that
the endpoints are forced to meet due to the FFT which is not what normally occurs upon
numerical integration. However, for such functions that are periodic or oscillate such as a
waveform like a cosine wave, the technique arrives at the expected answer.

B.3.2

Generation of Exact β Synthetic Data For Use as Standards

Thus far, in creating a synthetic data set using this modified transfer function approach (e.g.,
1
), any discrepancies between the desired scaling exponent and the measured scaling
β
s2
exponent are not due to the modified Laplace transform method used to generate the
synthetic data set, but due to the scaling exponent of the random Gaussian white noise
used as an input. In the generation of synthetic data, the measured scaling exponent of
the output time series is an exact calculation of the sum of the scaling exponent of the
input time series plus the scaling exponent of the filter or transfer function over each
frequency. Since the scaling exponent of the filter is directly selected by the user, the
discrepancy of the synthetically generated output time series lies in the scaling exponent
5

The integration however will treat the input signal as one period of an infinitely long data set so the
endpoints must match.
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β
β
β
β
β
β
β
β
β
β
β

= −1
= 0.0
= 0.5
= 1.0
= 1.5
= 2.0
= 2.5
= 3.0
= 3.5
= 4.0
= 4.5

Selected β Value

Scaling Exponent of Synthetic Time Series (N = 4096)
Mean of 1000Trials
−0.9886
0.0005
0.4953
0.9875
1.4835
1.9790
2.4729
2.9676
3.4626
3.9573
4.4519

0.0297
0.0286
0.0283
0.0584
0.0274
0.0294
0.0286
0.0277
0.0287
0.0282
0.0286

Standard Deviation (1000 Trials)

Table B.1: Table of synthetic time series generated with the modified Laplace transform method summarizing the results
of 1000 trials for each value of β . For each value of scaling exponent β , 1000 Gaussian white noise time series were
generated using a random number generator, passed through a FFT, and multiplied by the transfer function. The results
were then passed back through a IFFT to obtain a new synthetic time series with scaling behavior of the value of β
selected. The new time series was then measured for β and the results were averaged for all 1000 time series. The small
standard deviation over 1000 trials indicates the accuracy of the method. All trials measured the scaling exponent β
over the full range of frequencies. No frequencies were omitted. In these trials, the accuracy of the mean and standard
deviation is determined entirely by the variability in the scaling exponent of the Gaussian white noise time series used as
1
input that is convolved with the equation β . In the mathematics, if the white noise input is exactly 0, the increase in the
s2
scaling exponent is exactly by the numerical value of β . As such, the variation in the mean and standard deviation shown
here are a reflection of the random number generator used in MATLAB and not the method.

of the input and is not an artifact of the calculation6 . The realization of the source of the
discrepancy between desired and measured scaling exponent allows a minor modification to
the synthetic generation method in order to generate an entire class of standardized signals
with the ability to create a time series with exact scaling behavior without any decimal
noise in the measurement.
In other words, standard scaling signals may be generated in which a desired synthetic
time series of β = 2 is a measured synthetic time series of β = 2.0000 and a desired
synthetic time series of β = 0, which may be used as input, is a measured synthetic time
series of β = 0.0000. This allows for the generation of pure Brownian motion and pure
Gaussian white noise, as far as the scaling exponent β is concerned, which may be used as
benchmarks for a wide variety of digital signal processing methods. Likewise, a synthetic
time series of any value of the scaling exponent β may now be generated as a standard
benchmark with extreme accuracy in scaling behavior so that if one desires a time series
with a scaling exponent of β = 1.75, the measured scaling exponent of the time series will
be β = 1.7500 with no additional decimal variation. In order to generate such accurate
standards, one must take into account the scaling behavior of the Gaussian white noise
used as input.
To be clear, an ideal Gaussian white noise is said to have a scaling exponent of β = 0
over all frequencies. The random number generator will provide a time series of random
numbers with a Gaussian distribution of a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1. In
Table B.1, the values listed for β = 0 are the values of the input time series since, in setting
1
β = 0 in the transfer function equation β , there was no change from input to output. With
s2
this in mind, from Table B.1, the random number generator does generate a random time
series with some minor variation in scaling behavior from β = 0 so that for a Gaussian
6

The scaling exponent of a Gaussian white noise used as input generated by a random number generator in
MATLAB has some minor variations in scaling behavior and is not necessarily exactly β = 0 each time. At
a scaling exponent of β = 1, there is slightly more variation in the standard deviation due to the transition
from stationary to nonstationary behavior. However, as described in this section, these variations are made
non-existent if the scaling exponent of the input signal is incorporated into the signal generation method.
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white noise, the mean of 1000 time series was βµ = 0.0005 and the standard deviation of
1000 time series was σ = 0.0286. Knowing this, an modified algorithm based upon the
1
synthetic data generation method can be developed that will yield synthetic time series
β
2
s
with exact measurements of the scaling exponent so that the measured scaling exponent is
exactly β with no variation in β from no matter what scaling exponent is chosen.
To generate an entire class of standard single scaling exponent signals for any exact
value of β , a similar method was followed as before. From the mathematics, the scaling
exponent of the input is additive to the scaling exponent of the system (the scaling exponent
1
β in the equation β ). Thus, if the scaling exponent of the input is taken into account prior
s2
to convolution with the system, the scaling exponent of the system may be slightly modified
so that upon convolution, the output time series yields exactly the scaling exponent that
was desired, accurate to at least 10 decimal places (at which point there are slight rounding
errors in the calculations).
The method to generate exact values of β in a synthetic time series is as follows. First,
a Gaussian white noise is generated as input using a random number generator. However,
in the modified algorithm to create standard time series with exact scaling behavior, once
the Gaussian white noise input signal is converted from the time domain to the complex
frequency domain using the FFT, as an additional step, the scaling exponent of the Gaussian
white noise input signal is determined from fitting a power law to the power spectrum.
Now, with the scaling exponent of the input signal known, an output signal with any
scaling exponent may be generated through modification of the system equation based
on the scaling behavior of the input signal. A smart transfer function is created which
self-adjusts the scaling exponent on the Laplace operator based on the scaling exponent
of the input signal to achieve the desired scaling exponent β . Since the scaling exponents
of the input and system are additive, one must only take into account the effect that the
scaling exponent of the input signal will have in the convolution. As such, no matter what
the scaling exponent of the input signal is, the scaling exponent of the system may be
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slightly modified so that the resulting scaling exponent of the output signal is the scaling
exponent that is desired.
For example, if a Brownian motion time series is desired with an exact scaling
exponent of β = 2.0000 and the scaling exponent of the Gaussian white noise input signal
1
is found to be β = 0.0125, the value of β used in the transfer function equation β is
s2
set to β = 1.9875 instead of β = 2. The value of the scaling exponent of the system
is set to the desired scaling exponent minus the scaling exponent of the input so that
upon addition with the convolution of the input and transfer function, the output scaling
exponent is the exact desired scaling exponent. For further clarity of the example, the
desired output scaling exponent of βDesired = 2 minus βInput = 0.0125 equals the scaling
1
exponent βSystem = 1.9875 needed in β to achieve the desired scaling behavior of the
s2
output as βMeasured = 2.0000 given that exact input. Once the parameters of system are
modified by the scaling exponent of the input signal, the input signal is multiplied by this
corrected transfer function (in rectangular notation) and when the results are passed back
to the time domain through the IFFT, the new synthetic time series will yield exactly the
scaling behavior that was desired with extreme accuracy. For reference, this method will
be referred to as the standardized transfer function method in which the parameters of the
transfer function are corrected based upon the scaling behavior of the input signal prior to
convolution with the same input signal. The standardized transfer function method may be
used to generate both single scaling and multiscaling time series.
To fully demonstrate that this standardized transfer function method produces
synthetic time series with exact scaling behavior which may be used as standards for testing
methods or as test signals in digital signal processing, a total of 10000 synthetic time series
(length N = 8192) were generated for each value of β from β = −1 to β = 5 in 0.25
increments using the standardized transfer function approach that introduces input scaling
exponent corrections into the parameters of the transfer function. The mean and standard
deviation was then calculated of all 10000 synthetic time series for each value of β . The
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results are summarized in Fig. B.2 and Table B.2. From these results, the scaling exponent
that was expected (the desired scaling exponent) is achieved in all cases for all values of β
from β = −1 to β = 5 with the mean of all 10000 time series being the same for each value
of β . The standard deviation for each value of β is σ = 0.0000 for all 10000 synthetic
time series meaning that the standardized transfer function method correctly generates a
synthetic time series with the exact scaling behavior at every instance. Additionally, the
fact that 10000 synthetic time series can be made with scaling behavior with absolutely
no variation from the standard deviation of σ = 0.0000 suggests that the mathematics of
1
-noise is completely deterministic given a known stochastic input. A flowchart of the
s
standardized transfer function method is found in Fig B.1. App. F contains links to a
repository containing MATLAB code to run this computational experiment and generate
this table and also additional code to generate standardized time series with exact scaling
exponents.
The synthetic time series produced with the standardized transfer function method are
pure signals given the lack of variation among 10000 trials per value of β and may be
used as inputs themselves into any transfer function or Frequency Response Model. The
standardized transfer function method allows for the generation of very clean input signals
which can be used as inputs into complex, multiscaling transfer functions when generating
any synthetic data from the Frequency Response Model of a natural system such as the
synthetic Great Lakes time series shown in Ch. 7 ensuring that the scaling behavior of
the synthetic time series is consistent, always the same, and repeatable. For example, if
one would like to generate a synthetic natural time series that always will yield the same
scaling exponents (over the same range or ranges of frequencies) as the original, then the
standardized transfer function method may first be used setting the desired scaling exponent
to β = 0 in order to produce a pure standard Gaussian white noise signal with β = 0.0000.
Then, this standard Gaussian white noise signal may be used as the input signal, with
included periodicities, convolved with the transfer function of the system to ensure that no
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Figure B.1: Flowchart of a Pure Noise Generator. The standardized transfer function method produces noise with exact scaling behavior.
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Figure B.2: Expected versus Measured Scaling Exponent β of 10000 Synthetic Time
Series Per β . The standardized transfer function method works by monitoring the scaling
behavior of the input signal and then adjusting the scaling exponent of the transfer function
of the system which the input is convolved with based on the scaling exponent of the input
signal. The standardized transfer function method is extremely accurate in generating exact
values of the scaling exponent β with zero standard deviation, even over 10000 synthetic
time series. As such, the standardized transfer function method provides the ability to
generate pure scaling signals useful as standards or benchmarks for testing digital signal
processing methods and equipment.
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−1.00
−0.75
−0.50
−0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00

Expected β

Standardized Synthetic β
Mean of 10000 Trials
−1.0000
−0.7500
−0.5000
−0.2500
0.0000
0.2500
0.5000
0.7500
1.0000
1.2500
1.5000
1.7500
2.0000

Standard Deviation
(10000 Trials)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00

Expected β

Standardized Synthetic β
Mean of 10000 Trials
2.2500
2.5000
2.7500
3.0000
3.2500
3.5000
3.7500
4.0000
4.2500
4.5000
4.7500
5.0000

Standard Deviation
(10000 Trials)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Table B.2: Table of synthetic time series generated with the standardized transfer function method summarizing the results of 10000
trials for each value of β . For each scaling exponent β from β = −1 to β = 5 in 0.25 increments, 10000 Gaussian white noise time series
(length N = 8192) were generated as input signals using a random number generator in MATLAB. Each synthetic time series input was
converted from the time domain to complex frequency domain through a FFT and the scaling exponent was determined from a power
law fit to the power spectrum. Once the value of the scaling exponent β of the input was known, the desired (expected) scaling exponent
was adjusted by the scaling exponent of the input by subtracting the scaling exponent of the input from the desired scaling exponent
1
to arrive at the scaling exponent of the system used in the input corrected or standardized transfer function β . Upon convolution in
s2
the frequency domain, the input signal is then multiplied by the standardized transfer function, the scaling exponents are additive, and
the output of this convolution, as complex numbers in rectangular notation, is converted back to the time domain through the IFFT to
obtain a new synthetic time series with scaling behavior of the value of β selected. The new time series was converted back to a power
spectrum, measured for β , and the results were averaged for all 10000 time series. All trials measured the scaling exponent β over
the full range of frequencies and no frequencies were omitted. In these trials, the accuracy of the mean and standard deviation is exact
with no deviation from the expected or desired scaling exponent. Since each input was individually measured and the transfer function
modified for that particular input, the output time series generated via this standardized transfer function method is exact, all means were
exactly the same over 10000 time series and the standard deviation of each value of β for all 10000 time series was σ = 0.0000.

variation was introduced into the synthetic output time series by the variation of the scaling
behavior of the input and that any variation in scaling which is observed is entirely due to
parameters set in the transfer function of the Frequency Response Model. For single scaling
time series or a multiscaling time series such as the Great Lakes, the process is exactly
the same in that the Great Lakes transfer function may be convolved with a standardized
Gaussian white noise signal with added periodicities so that scaling behavior appearing in
the synthetic output is due to the scaling and shifting of the random number input as set by
the parameters used in the Great Lakes transfer function, not due to minor variations in the
scaling behavior of the input signal.
Synthetic time series from the standardized transfer function method covering the full
range of β from β = −1 to β = 5 in 0.5 increments, here generated from the same random
number time series, are shown in Figs. B.3 through B.7. In these figures, the reason that
the same input was used was to show the full effects that the scaling exponent has on the
scaling and phase shifting behavior. However, these standardized, synthetic time series
were also normalized to have a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1 so that everything
is constrained within y-axis values of ±4. In reality, as the scaling exponent increases,
the amplitudes are so greatly increased that without normalization, comparison of different
scaling exponents of synthetic time series cannot be shown graphed on the same y-axis. For
each 0.5 increment in the value of the scaling exponent β , there is a phase shift of 22.5◦ per

1
in this
frequency (e.g., relative to the sampling interval, the lowest frequency f = 8192
time series of length N = 8192 will shift 256 index values with each β = +0.5 increment).
From these graphs, as the scaling exponent increases given the same Gaussian white noise
input, the phase shift associated with increasing values of β becomes obvious as does
the attenuation of high frequency behavior at all frequencies higher than the magnitude
transition frequency7 fA for scaling exponents of β > 0.
7

The magnitude transition frequency is fA = 0.159155 or fA =
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1
and is discussed in App. D.3.1.
2π

One further point, the standardized transfer function method may be used for any input
into the system allowing the scaling parameters of the system to be modified by the input so
that the desired result is achieved. Thus, if an input signal does exhibit any variability in the
scaling exponent as does the generation of Gaussian white noise using a random number
generator, then the scaling behavior of the input may be monitored so that the parameters
in the system actively change with the changing input so that the output is always scaling
according to the desired value of the scaling exponent β . In essence, the standardized
transfer function method is fractional integration (or differentiation) of the input signal,
with the corrections to the parameters of the transfer function of the system (the filter)
based upon the scaling behavior of the input signal, in order to achieve the exact scaling
behavior necessary in the output signal. Viewed in this context, the standardized transfer
function method has the ability to take an input signal with a constantly changing scaling
behavior and to covert this signal to a consistent output based on continuous modification
of the transfer function with the input signal. For example, if an input signal is fluctuating
between low and high frequencies events so that there is white noise of β = 0 mixed with
periods of red noise at β = 1 and one desires only white noise as an output, the scaling
parameters of the transfer function of the system may be corrected (in near real-time)
based on the changing scaling behavior of the input to yield only white noise output with
β ≈ 0.0 eliminating the effects of the variable input into the system. Thus, the standardized
transfer function method allows for the development of smart filters or transfer functions
that self-adjust based upon the scaling behavior of input into the filter.
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(a) Normalized synthetic time series with a measured scaling exponent of β = −1.0000.

(b) Normalized synthetic time series with a measured scaling exponent of β = −0.5000.

(c) Normalized synthetic time series with a measured scaling exponent of β = 0.0000.

Figure B.3: Exact synthetic time series (β = −1.0000 to β = 0.0000) generated
by the standardized transfer function method. For each 0.5 increment in the value
of the scaling exponent β , there is a phase shift of 22.5◦ per frequency. Note, in
Figs. B.3 through B.7 only, the same Gaussian white noise input was used to demonstrate
the scaling and shifting behavior of the scaling exponent β .
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(a) Normalized synthetic time series with a measured scaling exponent of β = 0.5000.

(b) Normalized synthetic time series with a measured scaling exponent of β = 1.0000.

(c) Normalized synthetic time series with a measured scaling exponent of β = 1.5000.

Figure B.4: Exact synthetic time series (β = 0.5000 to β = 1.5000) generated by the
standardized transfer function method.
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(a) Normalized synthetic time series with a measured scaling exponent of β = 2.0000.

(b) Normalized synthetic time series with a measured scaling exponent of β = 2.5000.

(c) Normalized synthetic time series with a measured scaling exponent of β = 3.0000.

Figure B.5: Exact synthetic time series (β = 2.0000 to β = 3.0000) generated by the
standardized transfer function method.
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(a) Normalized synthetic time series with a measured scaling exponent of β = 3.5000.

(b) Normalized synthetic time series with a measured scaling exponent of β = 4.0000.

(c) Normalized synthetic time series with a measured scaling exponent of β = 4.5000.

Figure B.6: Exact synthetic time series (β = 3.5000 to β = 4.5000) generated by the
standardized transfer function method.
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Figure B.7: Exact synthetic time series (β = 5.0000) generated by the standardized transfer
function method. Here, the normalized synthetic time series yields a measured scaling
exponent of β = 5.0000.
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B.3.3

Summary of Methodology for
Generation of Synthetic Natural Time Series

There are a number of steps necessary to generate a synthetic time series that emulates a
natural time series with accurate scaling behavior over all frequencies. One must first obtain
a scaling exponent transfer function of the original time series that is to be synthetically
simulated before the transfer function may be used to generate synthetic time series. Once
the transfer function of a time series is obtained, the transfer function can be used to
simulate that time series for any length data set8 . The following steps may be used to
find a transfer function and generate synthetic data.
1. Obtain a natural time series that contains power law scaling and perform a FFT on the
time series to convert from the time domain to the frequency domain. For any natural
time series with stochastic behavior, preprocessing may be necessary to correct for
endpoint mismatch or gaps in data prior to passing the time series through the FFT.
2. Convert the results of the FFT from rectangular to polar notation (from cosine and
sine amplitudes to magnitude at each positive, negative, and Nyquist frequency).
3. Convert from polar notation (of magnitude) into Bode space by converting magnitude
to decibels as 20 log dB (magnitude) from Eq. (6.7) and plot decibels on the y-axis
versus ω (angular frequency) on the x-axis of a Bode plot. The slope(s) defining the
scaling exponent(s) β or locations of any breaks (k) in slope of the power spectrum
are the same as the Bode plot of the same data, when plotted as decibels of power,
8

Any length within reason may be generated using this method. Increasing the length of the synthetic
data set beyond the length of the original time series that was measured is still fairly accurate since the
sampling interval is preserved in the Nyquist frequency and a longer data set merely adds frequencies that
are already encapsulated by the scaling exponent. For example, since doubling the length of a synthetic data
set just adds one frequency to the end (at the low frequency) and then additional frequencies in between
each frequency of the original data set, the scaling exponent is not affected since for the most part, new
frequencies that are added are added directly into scaling regions for which the frequency range of each
scaling exponent was already measured in the original data set. As such, even a 4 or 5 fold increase in
the length of the synthetic time series may still be expected to keep the scaling exponent of the original
frequencies intact and generate an accurate synthetic time series.
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and provide a framework for selecting which Laplace equations are needed to begin
fitting the data. In this work, the Bode plots are plotted in terms of decibels of
power and not magnitude, as is customary in Bode magnitude plots, preserving the
scaling behavior of the power spectrum. However, the transfer functions are fit in
β
terms of magnitude, which is half of the slope as of the power scaling exponent
2
β , whereupon the magnitude frequency response of the transfer functions are then
squared and converted to decibels of power using 20 log dB (power).
4. Find the transfer function equations by fitting one of the six basic building block
transfer functions to the graph of the data (found in Table 6.3). When choosing
the transfer function, fit first based on the activity (scaling exponent β and gain
(k) if any) at the low frequencies and how and where the slope changes as the
frequencies increase towards high frequencies. Any flat portion within the Bode
plot (or power spectrum) will require a reversal of the current slope, usually with an
opposing equation. For example, an integrator or a low pass filter may be effectively
canceled with a high frequency amplifier of the same scaling exponent β to create
the flat spectrum. The equations graphically add in Bode space making the selection
of transfer functions fairly straightforward. The total transfer function is the sum of
all transfer functions for each section of the Bode plot.
(a) The original Laplace transfer functions all contain integer exponents on the
Laplace operator (s). For increased accuracy, a fractional scaling exponent β
was substituted for the integer exponent on the Laplace term (s). The equations
in Table 6.3 are already solved in terms of β for each original ordered equation
but if solving manually, ensure that the relationship of β to power is preserved
 
 
β
for first order (using 2 ) and second order (using β4 ) equations.
(b) To determine that the correct value of β is used in the transfer function equation
of each scaling region if multiple scaling exponents are present, be aware of the
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possibility that the scaling exponent used in the transfer function might not be
the exact scaling exponent that was fit to the power spectrum with a power
law trend line due to the relative rate of change in slope at the gain (k) and
the interaction and type of transfer functions used to define a certain frequency
range. For example, to achieve an abrupt change in slope that lasts only over a
short range of frequencies, a higher value of β may be necessary in the transfer
function than was suggested by the power spectrum which is then canceled out
by a reciprocal transfer function equation for which the overall effect is the
interaction of each equation generating the scaling exponent that was initially
measured in the power spectrum over that range of frequencies. This is because
transfer functions such as a low pass filter or high frequency amplifier generally
do not change slope abruptly when the scaling exponent is low and in order to
achieve the correct change in slope over the correct range of frequencies, a
higher scaling exponent may be used to increase the rate of change of the slope.
(c) The transfer function represents the Frequency Response Model of the system
and represents the black box capturing how the system will respond to any
input (assuming Gaussian white noise input originally). If using stochastic
input, a synthetic time series simulating the original may be generated. The
FRM also allows further experiments with simpler inputs to demonstrate how
modifications to the inputs may impact the output of the system and allows time
delays to be calculated for all frequencies based on the scaling exponent at each
frequency.
5. The transfer function equation for the line fit to the data is the magnitude only, so
solve each part of the equation for phase (θ ) as well using the following equation (or
use the already solved equations in Table 6.3 provided):
θ = tan−1
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y
x

(B.12)

Note that while the phase for each transfer function must be solved individually, the
phase of each transfer function is added to create a total phase response. This is the
phase response for the entire FRM of the positive frequencies.
6. Preserve even and odd symmetry by calculating the magnitude and phase for the
negative frequencies.
(a) Recall that the magnitude will exhibit even symmetry about the Nyquist
frequency and has no change in sign but the phase will experience
odd symmetry about the Nyquist frequency and must change sign when
transitioning to the corresponding negative frequencies by multiplying the
phase value at each positive frequency by −1. The phase should be in radians
with a phase of 0 at the first index value of frequency and a phase of 0 at the
Nyquist frequency (See the reference Table 6.3).
(b) Since the total transfer function is in decibels, conversion from decibels back to
magnitude is necessary using the following equation at each frequency:
Decibels
M = 10( 20 )

(B.13)

7. Convert the entire transfer function now in magnitude and phase from polar notation
into rectangular notation (i.e., from magnitude and phase to complex numbers) for
each positive and negative frequency using the conversions:

x = M cos (θ )

(B.14)

y = M sin (θ )

(B.15)

8. Generate a Gaussian white noise input signal of the length desired which includes
any periodicities that originate outside the system that are present in the data.
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Alternatively, a standardized Gaussian white noise signal with β = 0.0000 may
be generated in place of a regular Gaussian white noise using the standardized
transfer function method described in Sec. B.3.2 and any periodicities originating
outside the system may be added to that standardized Gaussian white noise. For
example, to generate an input signal for the Great Lakes, a white noise stochastic
time series was generated with a random number generator and correctly scaled (in
amplitude, length, and frequency) periodicities were added. The easiest method to
add periodicities is to create sine waves (with some minor noise to slightly broaden
the peak) at the corresponding frequencies and just add all sine waves representing
these periodicities to the stochastic time series input. For the Great Lakes, a low
frequency yearly periodic component and two high frequency components, a 12 hour
25 minute periodicity and a 24 hour daily cycle, were added to the white noise input
to generate the total input signal. The total input signal was then passed through
a FFT to convert the input signal from the time domain to the frequency domain.
The results are complex numbers in rectangular notation and no further conversion
is necessary since all calculations will take place in rectangular notation.
9. Multiply out the complex numbers (in the form (x + jy)) of the total transfer function
from step #7 in rectangular notation by the complex number results of the FFT of
the total input signal in step #8 for each frequency, both positive and negative. This
performs the equivalent of a time domain convolution of the input signal with the
system filter and since the calculations are performed in the complex frequency
domain, a new set of complex numbers are generated as output. Ensure the even
(cosine) and odd (sine) symmetry was preserved.
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10. Inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) the complex number results of step #9. Select
only the real numbers to omit the round-off errors9 . As long as symmetry was
preserved, the synthetic time series generated by the IFFT represents the output of
the system. The synthetic data set represents the same scaling behavior and same
basic statistical measures as the original natural self-affine time series. Of course,
the amplitude of changes is relative to the range of the input data. However, if the
data was normalized, the new time series, which contains the same scaling behavior
as the original, should be able to be adjusted to reflect the actual data by multiplying
each value by a rescaling factor to adjust the range to be the same as the original and
then adding the synthetic data to the mean of the original data set. The end result is
a synthetic data set with the same mean, range, periodicities, and scaling behavior
at all frequencies as the original time series and since the synthetic time series was
generated with stochastic numbers as input, represents one possible instance of the
output of a large system in which the input is a Gaussian white noise due to the
CLT10 .
The generation of synthetic data sets with exact scaling behavior can now be accomplished
1
with the introduction of the modified transfer function approach (e.g., β ). Data sets
s2
generated in this manner have exact increases in scaling behavior from input to output
based on the scaling exponent and transfer function(s) used as system filter and frequency
9

If even and odd symmetry was preserved, there should be no significant numerical values to the imaginary
numbers. In most cases, imaginary numbers will be generated by the IFFT due to round-off errors but
upon further examination, the imaginary numbers that are generated are so close to zero that they are
insignificant and can be routinely omitted. However, if the imaginary numbers generated at this stage by the
IFFT do contain significant numerical values that are not nearly 0, the calculations should be re-examined,
particularly the symmetry of the complex number data set passed into the IFFT.
10 For stochastic data sets, even if the inputs were not white noise such as the case may be for small systems,
by finding the transfer function of a time series under the assumption that the inputs are white noise, and
then using white noise as the input signal to synthetically generate a time series, a synthetic time series will
be generated that will have the same power spectrum as the original time series. Thus, even if the transfer
function does not accurately reflect the system, possibly because the output time series is an interaction of
the input time series and the system, as long as the transfer function is built from the power spectrum of
the output of the system, synthetic data sets generated using the FRM will be statistically identical to the
original output time series.
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response model. A variety of scaling behavior is summarized in Fig. B.8 showing multiple
time series, all generated from the same Gaussian white noise input, each with a different
scaling behavior. The power spectrum of each time series is found in Fig. B.9. In Fig. B.10,
each single scaling transfer function was converted from the complex frequency domain to
the time domain to show what the convolution filter looks like in the time domain. Thus,
not only can fractional Gaussian noises (fGn with −1 < β < 1) and fractional Brownian
motions (fBm with 1 < β < 3) be accurately generated using the modified transfer function
approach, but extended classes of signals can be accurately generated with higher values of
the scaling exponent β .

B.4

Comparison of Modified Laplace Transform Method
to Generate Synthetic Data with Current Methods

The modified Laplace transfer function method to generate synthetic time series with a
known scaling exponent was compared to a sampling of currently published methods11 for
generating synthetic time series in the literature [58, 113, 10, 102, 59, 60]. The differences
among methods are in the underlying mathematics and in how or if the scaling exponent
is used. Four of the methods were tested using the same Gaussian white noise signal as
the input and in an attempt to generate a synthetic time series with the scaling exponent of
β = 3.

B.4.1

Current Methods for Synthetic Self-Affine Data Generation

In Malamud and Turcotte’s original 1999 method (Fig B.11) for generating synthetic data, a
synthetic data set was generated using only real numbers and only positive frequencies [10].
This process generated a synthetic time series that could not always match high scaling
11 There

are more methods than compared here or listed that purportedly generate a synthetic self-affine time
series but the methods discussed here appear to be the most popular methods.
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with the range −2 < β < 7.5. Moving from
β
s2
left to right in any row has the effect of integrating the time series in the previous column. The phase plays an important role in the new
time series, having the effect of shifting the time series to the right by one quarter cycle for each column in each row. As β increases,
the time series also becomes smoother as high frequencies are attenuated. The time series were all created from the same white noise to
demonstrate the phase shift as the scaling exponent increases.

Figure B.8: A collection of synthetic time series generated using the transfer function
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Figure B.9: Corresponding Power Spectra of synthetic time series (Fig. B.8) with the range −2 < β < 7.5 that are generated using
transfer functions based on the scaling exponent at each frequency.
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Figure B.10: Corresponding convolution filter representation in time domain of synthetic time series (Fig. B.8) with the range
−2 < β < 7.5 that are generated using transfer functions based on the scaling exponent at each frequency.

exponents. In short, the output time series did not represent an accurate translation
from input to output. By using only real numbers and positive frequencies, Malamud
and Turcotte’s 1999 method introduced errors associated with the real discrete Fourier
Transform and exhibited loss of symmetry and phase information. Furthermore, polar
and rectangular notations appear mixed in the calculations rather than the calculations
being done in one notation or the other further exacerbating the problem. The resulting
power spectrum using this method displayed a definite and undesirable reduction in scaling
exponent behavior at high frequencies often referred to as the hockey stick effect (Refer to
App. C).
A variation of Malamud and Turcotte’s 1999 method (Fig B.12) was also tested
using complex number notation and both positive and negative frequencies but still using
only real numbers from the complex numbers. Overall, the result was more promising
generating a synthetic time series with the desired scaling exponent when using the FFT.
However, in terms of the actual process and correct phase shifts at all frequencies, omitting
the imaginary portion created a time series that did not represent true scaling exponent
behavior. The reason is that the imaginary numbers were discarded which meant that
all sine components of the signal were left out. By deleting the imaginary numbers, the
inverse Fourier transform created noise in the calculations because the symmetry of the
complex discrete Fourier Transform was no longer preserved preventing the phase shifts
from being calculated properly which were then translated into the synthetic time series.
The imaginary portion of the signal is necessary to properly calculate the phase information
which determines how much each frequency is shifted from input to output. Also, the
imaginary (sine) component contains half of the amplitude of a given frequency which is
added to the real (or cosine) component to recover the total amplitude at each frequency.
Again, this method is not mathematically correct because no phase is calculated, amplitudes
are lost with the omission of imaginary numbers, and rectangular and polar notation are
mixed in the direct calculations. Imaginary numbers do not imply numbers that do not
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exist. Instead, the imaginary number is a mathematical tool which allows the orthogonal
complex numbers at each frequency to be added rotating the sine component 90◦ to align
with the cosine component allowing addition.
Another method to create synthetic data proposed by Keshner, 1982 (Fig B.13)
involved creating a series of cascading pole/zero combinations in which several circuits
1
noise signal
containing only integer exponents can be linked together to create a
f
with any exponent depending on where one starts and stops the location of the poles
and zeros [113]. Surprisingly, this method tracked the modified Malamud and Turcotte
method which used positive and negative frequencies very closely when compared using
the same Gaussian white noise as input. The Keshner method is cumbersome to program
and does not work as well for high scaling exponents. The correct number of pole/zero
combinations is determined by the desired scaling exponent, is somewhat arbitrary, and
may be inappropriate to translate into a natural system process suggesting everything is
a series of pole/zero combinations with integer-based exponents. The proper phase shifts
are also not expressed using the Keshner method rendering the method impractical when
1
compared to the synthetic data generation using the modified Laplace equation β .
s2
Two other common methods to generate a synthetic time series are the random phase
method and the running sum of a white noise. In the random phase method some authors
state that the phase information from a time series is random and suggest that an alternative
method to create synthetic time series is to just randomize the phase components of a FFT
signal [60]. In reality, even though a Gaussian white noise time series may contain random
phase information in the input signal, the transfer function used in the modified Laplace
transform method will shift each random phase appropriately so the output still has what
appears to be a random phase but the signal at each frequency is in the correct location for
the system which is defined by the transfer function. A random phase is shifted through
a linear transfer function by a specific phase shift for each frequency depending on the
scaling exponent and transfer function at each frequency. This allows a new signal to be
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Figure B.11: Comparison of 1 of 4 time series generated from the same white noise
input signal using different methods in an attempt to generate a β = 3 time series. A
synthetic time series (in dark blue) was generated using the original method described by
Malamud and Turcotte (1999). The power spectrum of the resulting time series yields a
scaling exponent of β = 2.87. The gray time series represent time series resulting from
other methods using the same Gaussian white noise input for direct comparison. In this
method, only positive frequencies of the FFT are used and only real numbers of the white
noise input. Additionally, polar and rectangular notation are mixed as a magnitude term
is multiplied by the amplitude at each frequency. The time series is therefore not properly
aligned with the expected amplitude changes and phase of the one true time series (shown
in Fig B.15) and mathematically correct output of the β = 3 system.
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Figure B.12: Comparison of 2 of 4 time series generated from the same white noise input
signal using different methods in an attempt to generate a β = 3 time series. A synthetic
time series (in light blue) is generated using a modified version of Malamud and Turcotte’s
original method using all positive and negative frequencies but no phase information. A
power spectrum yields a scaling exponent of β = 2.93. This method, although slightly
more accurate, fails to preserve symmetry by omission of the phase component. The result
is a time series that is still incorrect since there can only be one specific output per specific
1
input of a β system and this can only be achieved when all components, both magnitude
s2
and phase, are taken into account. This time series used the same Gaussian white noise
input as the methods in Figs. B.11, B.13, and B.15 shown in gray.
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Figure B.13: Comparison of 3 of 4 time series generated from the same white noise
input signal using different methods in an attempt to generate a β = 3 time series. A
synthetic time series (in green) was created using the Keshner (1982) Method of Pole/Zero
Combinations in which several circuits (cascade filters) containing only integer exponents
1
are linked together as a cascade filter to obtain noise with any approximate exponent.
f
This method cascades multiple filters, where the number of filters needed is dependent upon
the slope or scaling exponent. The phase information is not included, if only the frequencies
are used as Keshner suggested, so any scaling behavior does not break at the correct
locations (in gain values) providing only an estimate of scaling behavior. Furthermore, the
number of filters needed to demonstrate single scaling behavior creates an unnecessarily
1
complex equation which can be replaced by the more accurate equation β defining the
s2
exact single scaling exponent.
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created which shifts each frequency by the correct time interval so that the cosine and sine
components add up properly to create a new time series.
If a time series is generated using the random phase method, randomization of the
already random phase information essentially creates disarray, destroys symmetry, and
creates a hockey stick effect at the high frequencies because most of the frequencies do
not add up the cosine and sine components correctly. This results in a poor time series
for testing code. Since the transfer function of the modified Laplace transform method
relays the locations of the phase shift information, randomizing phase destroys the proper
phase locations for the translation of input to output. Thus, the signal does not add up
properly with errors occurring at the highest frequencies. Furthermore, since the phase shift
is entirely dependent upon the scaling exponent at each frequency which may be different
over a different range of frequencies, if a multiple scaling time series is randomized, the
scaling behavior at each frequency is lost completely.
The running sum, or cumulative summation, is another method thought to generate
an accurate data set when one wants a data set equivalent to β = 2. However, extensive
testing and some insight into the mathematics shows that the running sum of a white noise
is always approximately β ≈ 1.8 and not exactly β = 2. Additionally, the running sum of
a time series with any scaling exponent will always increase the scaling exponent of that
time series by β ≈ +1.8. For example, if a time series with a scaling exponent of β = 2
is cumulatively summed, the result is a new time series with β = 3.8 (an increase of +1.8)
after the Hann window or mirror technique is applied otherwise the default error exponent
of β ≈ 1.8 will emerge due to endpoint mismatch introduced by numerical integration. The
slight reduction in scaling behavior from β = 2 to β ≈ 1.8 is due to the effects of numerical
integration with the index values not being able to reduce past the sampling interval of 1
index value upon numerical integration. For instance, the time interval shift (as a phase
shift) from input to output of all frequencies higher than f = 0.25 is less than 1 unit of
sampling interval and since each index value of the time series is exactly an increment of
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1, the high frequencies cannot properly phase shift locations resulting in the hockey stick
effect and flattening at high frequencies.
If the white noise is instead integrated using the modified Laplace transfer function
approach, the same white noise that when numerically integrated yields a time series with
β ≈ 1.8 will become a time series with β = 2 because the frequencies between f = 0.25
and f = 0.5 can properly phase shift in the frequency domain at increments less than 1 unit
of sampling interval prior to conversion back to the time domain. Insight into this process
is directly from the time delay equation developed in Ch. 8. A time delay equation however
will allow for the location of the start of flattening of frequencies (i.e., the hockey stick) to
be determined so that the offending frequencies for any scaling exponent may be removed
to properly recover the scaling exponent if numerical integration is used. The running sum
overall appears however to preserve the proper phase shift in the mid to low frequencies
but the high frequency amplitudes are significantly different due to the loss of the high
frequency information. The hockey stick effect and corrections to the high frequencies are
discussed in App. C.
Furthermore, the running sum of a coin flip in which the heads is +1 and tails −1 also
has a scaling exponent of β ≈ 1.8. However, even though the coin flip is a running sum
and β ≈ 1.8, the result occurs from a combination of both numerical integration and the
fact that the coin flip is drawing from a modified Bernoulli distribution and not a Gaussian
white noise. The increments, no matter how close the sampling interval, are still +1 or
−1 with no ability to have any fractional increments which could occur with a normal
Gaussian distribution. If a synthetic integration is run on a coin flip using the modified
Laplace transform method and transfer function for an integrator, the result becomes β = 2
because in the frequency domain, the high frequencies can now be adjusted for increments
less than one even though technically, this is not physically possible to have less than one
coin increment change per flip. The flattening effect at high frequencies disappears (as
is observed in Fig. B.14). For the coin flip as well, the phase shift at lower frequencies
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appears relatively intact upon summation but the amplitudes differ from what would be the
amplitudes for a Laplace integrator. In this case, the change in scaling exponent from β = 0
to β ≈ 1.8 appears to more accurately reflect the running sum of a coin flip and the effects
of numerical integration on discrete data sets. Still, as an integral based system, the running
sum offers the ability to predict the trajectory of future values of the time series within an
envelope of probabilistic future behavior with unknown random coin flips as input, even if
the coin is unfair. A full discussion of the behavior of coin flips and the insight about the
scaling exponent that a simple coin flip example provides is found in App. D.

B.4.2

Comparison of Modified Laplace Transform Method to
Current Methods for Synthetic Self-Affine Data Generation

The modified Laplace transform method (Fig B.15) uses the complex discrete fast Fourier
1
transform and the scaling exponent β on the Laplace variable s (as β for a single-scaling
s2
data set) to calculate the proper change in magnitude and phase shift for each positive
and negative frequency which is in polar notation [112]. These values are then used to
convert the scaling filter (which is the transfer function) to rectangular notation in order
to perform all subsequent calculations. The method introduced here is initially similar to
the method of Malamud and Turcotte (1999) but the modified Laplace transform method
introduces a few more equations and steps (for both magnitude and phase) when compared
to Malamud and Turcotte’s original method which only included the magnitude, did not use
complex frequencies, and omitted all phase information and negative frequencies. Since
phase in polar notation is needed to convert back to rectangular notation, the modified
Laplace transform method also introduces an equation to calculate phase from the scaling
exponent which was derived using a Laplace Transform relationship of the phase to an
1
integrator. The derivations of all equations related to β is found in Ch. 5.
s2
As one of the main additions in the modified Laplace transform method, the formula
βπ
that was introduced for phase θ = ±
relates theta θ in polar notation directly to the
4
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(a) A synthetic time series (N = 8192) was generated with the running sum of fair coin flip (left). The
corresponding power spectrum (right) yields a scaling exponent of β = 1.83, not exactly β = 2. A flattening
of the high frequencies, or hockey stick effect, is apparent.

1

with β = 2.
β
s2
Synthetic integration of a fair coin flip (left) and the power spectrum (right) yields a scaling exponent of
β = 2.01 which effectively handles the Bernoulli distribution of the ±1 coin flip input and allows higher
frequencies to be properly generated between values which is not possible in numerical integration.
(b) The same fair coin input time series from Fig. B.14a is synthetically integrated using

Figure B.14: A fair coin sequence was generated from a random number generator and
the sign function. The fair coin sequence was then cumulatively summed (via the running
sum) to generate a new “integrated” time series. The same fair coin sequence was then
synthetically integrated using the modified Laplace transfer function combined with the
scaling exponent β .
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Figure B.15: Comparison of 4 of 4 time series generated from the same white noise input
signal using different methods in an attempt to generate a β = 3 time series. A synthetic
time series (in red) is generated using a method based on the modified Laplace transform
βπ
βπ
1
, which uses θ(+ω) = −
for phase for positive frequencies and θ(−ω) =
for phase
β
4
4
s2
for negative frequencies. The scaling exponent of the power spectrum is exactly β = 3.00.
This method is very robust mathematically and given a specific input, a system defined by
a Frequency Response Model will only generate one specific output. The synthetic time
series of Fig B.15 is the only output that is mathematically correct given the specific white
noise input passed through a β = 3 system. Again, this time series used the same Gaussian
white noise input as Figs. B.11, B.12, and B.13 yet the resulting trajectory of this synthetic
time series is noticeably different from all other methods (in gray). The synthetic time
series in this figure, unlike the other methods, is completely correct in phase and appears
to rise rather than fall in the first 1000 points due to how the system handles this specific
input. In terms of predicting the outputs of a system given a known input, a time series
generated using the modified
 β  Laplace transform equation with the scaling exponent on the
Laplace operator as s 2 will generate a time series that is properly aligned. Knowing if
a time series will rise or fall given any known input may be an important element and can
only be calculated properly with inclusion of phase information.
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Figure B.16: Summary and comparison of all 4 time series generation methods. Given that each method used the same Gaussian white noise
input, there should be only one correct output from the β = 3 system yet each of the methods generated a different time series. The only method
to generate the correctly aligned output time series (in amplitude and phase), after passing a known Gaussian white noise input through a β = 3
1
system, was the synthetic method using β where β = 3 (in red). The power spectrum of this synthetic time series yields a scaling exponent
s2
of β = 3.00 whereas all other methods generated alternative but misaligned time series of β ≤ 2.93. Of these methods, the most robust method
1
mathematically of generating synthetic time series with a single scaling exponent is in using the modified Laplace equation β as any output of
s2
this method will represent the actual frequency response of the system to a specific input. Furthermore, the synthetic time series in red captures
the true trajectory of the output of the β = 3 system given this specific known input as there is an increase in y-values in the first 1000 points of
the synthetic time series while all others decrease in value. The direction of the time series is captured in the phase information and is useful in
predicting outputs of the system given known inputs into that system.

scaling exponent β and the sign of the frequency. A sign change of this formula occurs for
negative frequencies. The addition of this formula allows for the proper conversion from
polar to rectangular notation for any scaling exponent of a single scaling time series12 .
Without this formula, a proper conversion from polar to rectangular notation cannot take
place and errors occur. The converted rectangular formula includes the magnitude and
phase in the formula as a series of complex numbers for both positive and negative
frequencies. This allows the convolution to take place by simple multiplication of the
complex numbers of the scaling filter and the input time series. Overall, the new method
will produce a time series of any length with single scaling behavior and a scaling exponent
that is identical across all frequencies over the entire range of positive frequencies. In
addition to generating an accurate synthetic single scaling data set, the same method can be
used for more complicated multiple scaling data sets using the transfer functions derived in
Ch. 6.
Furthermore, the new method creates a power spectrum that scales at all frequencies
to the correct value for the scaling exponent β and does not need to be log-binned to obtain
accurate results, as no high frequency effects such as the hockey stick are observed nor do
any frequencies need to be cut off to properly fit the scaling exponent. One caveat of any
synthetic data set used for testing is that if the data set is cut in half after generation or only
a portion of the synthetic data set is sampled, endpoint mismatch will be created which
requires a preprocessing correction to the sampled data of either the Hann window or the
new mirror technique found in App. A in order to recover the correct scaling exponent.
However, to the best knowledge of the author, the only synthetic time series generation
method that preserves symmetry, does not exhibit a hockey stick effect at high frequencies,
has the correct phase shift for all frequencies, and is the mathematically correct result of
the output through a transfer function for any given input at all frequencies is the modified
12 For

multiple scaling time series, refer to the phase formulas of Table (6.3).
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Laplace transform method incorporating the scaling exponent β on the Laplace operator s
1
(as in β ).
s2

B.5

Phase and the Synthetic Data Method

In generating synthetic time series, the modified Laplace transform method uses the
rectangular notation of complex numbers to perform all calculations and incorporates
accurate phase information for any scaling exponent β . Concepts from Bode analysis and
βπ
for phase for positive
Laplace transforms were used to develop the equations θ(+ω) = −
4
βπ
frequencies and θ(−ω) =
for phase for negative frequencies in order to calculate the
4
phase information for fractional scaling exponents of single scaling systems yielding a
simple relationship of phase as related to the scaling exponent β . For each of the methods
compared except the modified Laplace transform method, the lack of phase information
omits the phase shift of the output relative to the input. Mathematically, to not account
for the phase shift is incorrect because as β increases, the phase shift becomes greater and
if other methods which omit phase are used to create synthetic time series with a specific
given input, the output will not be correct for that specific input, especially in phase. This
could lead to errors if incorrect time series are used to test for accuracy when developing
code and techniques used to measure scaling behavior. The time delay or lag in the system
of the output relative to the input, being different for each frequency, is preserved in the
phase and in using the modified Laplace transform method. Another important concept
is that for any given β of a single-scaling time series, the phase shift is constant for that
scaling exponent at every frequency but relative to the frequency, the amount of shift from
input to output in units of time decreases as the frequency increases. The shift in time from
input to output for each frequency is found in the time delay equation (Eq. (8.8)).
A running sum of a white noise time series with a scaling exponent of β = 0, thought
previously to yield a new time series of β = 2, is now known to always yield a new time
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series with a scaling exponent of β ≈ 1.8 ± 0.05 due to the fact that a running sum is a
numerical integration and an approximation of an actual continuous signal. Although a
running sum will have the correct phase shift for most frequencies that can be observed and
will assign the output in approximately the correct location, the amplitudes will not scale
according to a β = 2 and will be slightly off due to the approximation of this numerical
integration method at time intervals of less than a sampling interval of 1 and yield β ≈ 1.8
instead. Thus, as a way of creating self-affine synthetic time series to test if a method
is working properly, the running sum should not be used and should not be expected to
yield an exact increase in any β by +2 as was previously thought. Furthermore, while the
cumulative summation process of the running sum may be important in the generation of
a summed time series which correctly defines position, for something such as a negative
cosine wave, the running sum will yield a time series with a heavy DC offset while synthetic
1
integration of a negative cosine wave using β with β = 2 will yield a negative sine wave
s2
as expected.
The addition of phase information (θ ) to synthetic time series generation corrects
the amplitudes by properly aligning cosine and sine components in the correct phase for
summation of all frequencies allowing the time series to scale more accurately according
to the desired scaling exponent β . Furthermore, the correct phase shift of any value of β is
achieved only by this modified Laplace transform method. This is especially important in
the case of higher values of β which have a greater phase shift over each frequency. Refer
to Table B.3 for a comparison of the phase shift of the system from input to output for a
given value of the scaling exponent β .
The modified Laplace transform method is a modification of previously published
methods, but takes advantage of the symmetry and complex number characteristics of the
FFT and includes the correct phase information through the addition of modifications of
the Laplace equations to include the scaling exponent β . By preserving the symmetry
of cosine and sine components of both the positive and negative frequencies by inverting
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Table B.3: The relationship of the scaling Exponent β to the phase shift of the system from
input to output written in terms of positive frequencies.

Scaling Exponent β

Phase (θ ) in Degrees

Phase (θ ) in Radians

β = −1.0

45◦

π
4

β = 0.0

0◦

0

β = 1.0

−45◦

−

π
4

β = 2.0

−90◦

−

π
2

β = 3.0

−135◦

−

β = 4.0

−180◦
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3π
4

−π

the magnitude or changing the sign of the phase at the Nyquist frequency, the modified
Laplace transform method also returns only real numbers after an IFFT is performed to
obtain a synthetic time series. This same method can then be used in the creation of
new self-affine complex time series that exhibit multiple power law scaling over different
frequencies or time regimes. In the frequency domain, concepts from Bode analysis and
Laplace Transforms are used to create a set of modified transfer function equations of the
magnitude and phase which are both dependent on β . To the knowledge of the author, this
is the first time the scaling exponent β has been used directly with the Laplace operator
s which also provides a fractional, rather than integer approach, to the exponent on s
used in Bode analysis. The effect of a scaling exponent in the frequency domain then
is equivalent to a convolution in the time domain as a time series is scaled and shifted by
a digital filter which is represented by the modified transfer function. The extent of the
scaling and shifting of the input time series to output time series is dictated directly by
the overall scaling exponent at each frequency of the system. As a result, the modified
Laplace transform method generates a synthetic self-affine time series which is statistically
self-similar at all scales.

B.6

Alternative Uses of the
Modified Laplace Transform Method

B.6.1

Synthetic Integration in the Frequency Domain

The possibility of using the behavior of the scaling exponent and

1
β
2

to integrate a data set

s
has been briefly mentioned (in Sec. 5.10) but a more thorough discussion is in order to fully
understand the benefits and limitations of the integrating a data set within the frequency
1
domain. Using the modified Laplace transfer function β and the scaling exponent as
s2
β = 2, any input signal may be convolved with the transfer function yielding an integrated
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signal as output. Due to the fact that the FFT treats any data set as one period of an infinitely
repeating time series, frequency domain integration yields advantages for periodic signals
but disadvantages for signals that are not periodic or would yield a non-periodic signal
upon integration. Upon frequency domain integration, amplitudes of periodic data sets are
generally the same as if the data set had been integrated numerically. In frequency domain
integration, the phase shift from input signal to output signal is described by the scaling
exponent β . Non-periodic signals, because of the characteristics of endpoint mismatch,
must be adjusted prior to conversion to the frequency domain. As such, a non-periodic
signal is returned as a periodic signal so the amplitudes of a frequency integrated data
set may not necessarily align with the numerically integrated amplitudes of that same data.
Still, the location of high and low points within the data will align properly for non-periodic
data sets as that information is dictated by the phase shift at each frequency based on the
scaling exponent.
One interesting benefit of integration within the frequency domain is that the
integrated signal lacks a DC offset after integration so there are no added calculations to
subtract the DC offset prior to subsequent integration. The lack of a DC offset is due to
the lack of a constant of integration on the output signal upon integration in the frequency
domain which always yields a DC-balanced waveform. This allows periodic signals to
cycle through the entire period with four integrations. For example, each integration for
which β = 2 will yield a 90◦ phase shift from input to output13 . Since a signal passed
into the frequency domain through the FFT is viewed as a continuously repeating periodic
signal, after four integrations, the signal will have cycled through 360◦ , or one full period
of the time series. That said, every fourth integration of a simple signal, such as one
frequency of a cosine wave, will yield an output signal which appears the same as the
original structurally with the exception of the increase in amplitude upon integration. This
fact can also be easily observed in the trigonometric identities of a simple cosine wave,
90◦ phase shift is from the perspective of the input. From the perspective of the output signal, the input
signal is shifted −90◦

13 The
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which cycles through positive and negative sine and cosine waves with each integration
until arriving back at a cosine wave after the fourth integration. However, for more complex
time series, with each integration, the time series becomes smoother (as high frequencies
are attenuated and low frequencies amplified) but the signal still shifts in phase by 90◦
at each frequency. The end result is that even complex time series, if integrated through
multiple integrations, eventually will resemble and behave like a sine wave (a property
which may be observed in Fig. B.8) due to the scaling which smooths the time series and
shifting that phase shifts the time series with each integration.
While integration in the frequency domain is not always practical, the scaling
exponent β is expected to increase by approximately β = +2 with each time or frequency
domain integration with an exact increase in the scaling exponent by β = +2 in using
1
the modified Laplace transform synthetic generation method β . As such, for periodic
s2
signals, multiple integrations may be performed in one action by increasing the scaling
1
exponent β (e.g., setting β = 6 in β will perform three integrations on the input
s2
signal). The same holds true for differentiation, which decreases the scaling exponent
by β = −2 for each differentiation. Furthermore, integration in the frequency domain
allows something not easily achieved in the time domain, that of fractional integration (or
fractional differentiation) which is accomplished easily through adjustment of the scaling
exponent β to a non-integer or odd integer value.

B.6.1.1

Comparison of Numerical and
Frequency Domain Integration of a Signal

Two currently used numerical integration techniques are tested against two frequency
domain synthetic data generation techniques and a modified Laplace transform frequency
domain method of synthetic integration using a cosine wave of a fixed amplitude and
frequency. The cosine wave, as the input signal, will be integrated three times. The
two numerical integration techniques are the Running Sum (or cumulative summation,
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implemented by the MATLAB command: B = cumsum(A)) and Cumulative Trapezoidal
Numerical Integration (cumulative summation using the trapezoidal method implemented
by the MATLAB command: B = cumtrapz(A)). The effectiveness of frequency domain
integration is compared among the methods discussed in Sec. B.4 which include the
original Malamud and Turcotte method used for synthetic time series generation, the
modified version of the Malamud and Turcotte method, and the modified Laplace transform
1
method used to generate a synthetic data set using β with β = 2 as the transfer function
s2
to convolve with the input signal (in this case, the cosine wave).
By using a simple signal such as a cosine wave as the signal to be integrated, the
effectiveness of each method can be tested. The following trigonometric identities will be
used as a benchmark of what is expected as outcome from the equations compared to the
actual results. The 90◦ phase shift with each integration is also apparent with a full return
to the original cosine wave after four integrations.
ˆ
cos (x) dx = sin (x) +C

(B.16)

sin (x) dx = − cos (x) +C

(B.17)

− cos (x) dx = − sin (x) +C

(B.18)

First Integration:
ˆ
Second Integration:
ˆ
Third Integration:

ˆ
Fourth Integration:

− sin (x) dx = cos (x) +C

(B.19)

Any deviation of the outcome from the theoretical trigonometric identities is due to
the propagation of numerical errors from the numerical time domain or frequency domain
integration technique. Discrete numerical integration should be an approximation of the
continuous equations. Often discrepancies from data to equations do not appear with
the first numerical integration but appear instead with additional integrations due to the
introduction (in numerical integration) of the DC offset as the constant of integration.
For both running sum (Fig. B.17a) and trapezoidal numerical integration (Fig. B.17b)
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methods, three integrations of cosine are needed in order for the equations to break
down and the signal to exhibit an increasing effect due to the DC offset of the negative
cosine wave (after two integrations have been done). The fact that the identities do
not immediately align with the numerical techniques is not an indication that numerical
integration techniques are incorrect. In fact, the values that are produced, in the amplitude
changes, are entirely real and the DC offset will occur. However, numerical integration is
prone to inflation of the DC offset with each integration. DC offset is usually undesirable,
especially in communications, audio and digital signal processing, and electronics, and
is usually removed through filters such as a high pass filter. Both numerical integration
techniques result in a substantial DC offset and all values being above zero after several
many integrations.
1

in the frequency domain (Fig. B.18)
β
s2
automatically resets the DC offset each time (by elimination of the constant of integration).
The synthetic integration method using

The modified Laplace transform synthetic integration method achieves expected results
from the trigonometric identities of Eq. (B.16) through (B.19) by producing DC-balanced
waveforms (since the data is treated as one period in the frequency domain). By setting
1
the scaling exponent β in the transfer function equation β to β = 2 for each integration,
s2
a periodic signal may be integrated entirely within the frequency domain. Furthermore,
by setting the scaling exponent to β = −2, differentiation is performed as is shown in
Fig. B.19. Several integrations, continuing indefinitely, may be performed on a data set in
the frequency domain continuously amplifying the signal, but producing a properly phase
shifted DC-balanced waveform. For example, in the almost absurd case of performing
20 integrations of a cosine wave, the cosine wave may be amplified by setting the scaling
1
exponent to β = 40 in the equation β . The results, an amplified cosine wave, are shown in
s2
1
Fig. B.20. In the world of digital signal processing, β offers an effective way to filter data,
s2
produce DC-balanced waveforms, and remove DC offsets more accurately than current
methods of a fixed high pass filter with integer based exponents on the Laplace operator s.
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Figure B.17: A cosine wave is numerically integrated´ three times. The expected sequence upon integration
of a cosine wave from
´
trigonometric
´ identities is as follows: First Integration: cos (x) dx = sin (x) +C; Second Integration: sin (x) dx = − cos (x) +C; Third
Integration: − cos (x) dx = − sin (x) +C. Each of these methods fails at the third integration due to lack of removal of the DC offset.

(b) A cosine wave is numerically integrated through Trapezoidal Cumulative Summation implemented by the MATLAB command: B=cumtrapz(A). As with the
running sum, the first two numerical integrations are as expected but in the third integration, the lack of removal of the DC offset again leads to a runaway effect
rather than the expected a negative sine wave.

(a) A cosine wave is numerically integrated through the Running Sum also referred to as Cumulative Summation, implemented by the MATLAB command:
B=cumsum(A). The first two numerical integrations are as expected but in the third integration, the lack of removal of the DC offset leads to a runaway effect rather
than the expected a negative sine wave.
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1

and setting β = 2 for each frequency domain
β
s2
integration.
The expected sequence upon integration
of a cosine wave from trigonometric ´identities is as follows: First Integration:
´
´
cos (x) dx = sin (x) +C; Second Integration: sin (x) dx = − cos (x) +C; Third Integration: − cos (x) dx = − sin (x) +C. Since there
is no DC offset in the frequency domain, no matter how many integrations, the modified Laplace transform synthetic data generation
1
method using β yields the expected results of integration when β = 2. Alternatively, three integrations may be performed in one step
s2
1
through the convolution of the cosine wave in the frequency domain with β and setting β = 6.
s2

Figure B.18: A cosine wave is integrated three times in the frequency domain using

The fact that the scaling exponent, when set to β = 2, can be used to perform an
1
integration in the frequency domain has been demonstrated using β . This integration
s2
property of the scaling exponent also allows the effectiveness of other frequency domain
synthetic data generation techniques to be tested to show how effectively these methods
can integrate a single cosine wave. From the trigonometric identity of Eq. (B.16), a cosine
wave when integrated once will yield a sine wave. Thus, the alternative methods from
the literature that have been used to purportedly generate synthetic data sets with a known
scaling exponent may be tested in the ability of each method to perform an integration as
is required when β = 2. In a computational experiment, if the methods are accurate, then
one might expect the synthetic generation methods to be able to integrate a simple cosine
wave of one frequency if the scaling exponent was set to β = 2.
The first alternative frequency domain method tested was the original Malamud and
Turcotte method, which used only real numbers and positive frequencies, for which a cosine
wave was used as the input signal with the scaling exponent set to β = 2. This method
did not yield a sine wave as the output and in fact produced a noisy cosine wave due to
missing information lost when only real numbers were used (Fig. B.21a). The sine wave
cannot accurately be reconstructed without the entire complex number and since all phase
information was lost, the method is incapable of ever achieving a sine wave as the output
with a cosine as the input.
The second alternative frequency domain method that was tested was the modified
Malamud and Turcotte method using again, a scaling exponent of β = 2, for which only
real numbers were used but all frequencies, both positive and negative, were included. The
results were no better in terms of integration because although the method did achieve the
amplitude scaling associated with integration, there was no phase shifting that is necessary
for integration so that a cosine wave as input generated another cosine wave as output
(Fig. B.21). Neither of the alternative frequency domain methods, when compared to the
1
frequency domain method using a Laplace integrator as β , performed a proper integration
s2
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of a cosine wave input when β = 2 to generate a sine wave output which is further evidence
of why these methods should not be used to generate synthetic data sets for which the
correct scaling exponent is paramount.
To further illustrate the properties of synthetic integration, more complex data sets
may be generated and compared.

Both the running sum and trapezoidal numerical

integration exhibit increased noise at the highest frequencies which would not be expected
to be observed in any of the figures using a low frequency cosine wave as input. However,
high frequency noise manifests when more complex stochastic time series are used as
inputs to numerical integration methods. A Gaussian white noise with a scaling exponent
of β = 0 was generated with a random number generator in MATLAB to serve as the input
in testing the integration techniques on more complex stochastic data sets.
The white noise was then integrated using each numerical integration technique (i.e.,
running sum, trapezoidal) and the frequency domain method of synthetic integration using
1
to compare the time series and power spectrum of each. The effects of the integration
β
s2
technique on the amplitudes, and power, of the high frequencies is of interest since any
noise in the high frequencies will affect the calculation of the scaling exponent. The
Running Sum experience the hockey stick effect, with the power spectrum flattening out
at the highest frequencies causing a lower scaling exponent of β = 1.8 than the expected
value of β = 2 (Fig. B.22a). The trapezoidal integration method experiences attenuation
of the high frequencies as shown in the power spectrum to yield a higher than expected
1
scaling exponent of β = 2.3 (Fig. B.22b). In comparison, all frequencies of synthetic β
s2
method exhibit the same scaling behavior and this is the only technique that yields both
the correct amplitude scaling of β = 2 with the proper phase shift of exactly 90◦ for each
frequency in the time series (Fig. B.22c).
Currently, standard practice seems to be to generate synthetic stationary time series
(as fractional Gaussian noises or fGns) and then to sum these time series to arrive at the
fractional Brownian motion (or fBm) counterparts. The problem with generating synthetic
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fGn time series and then performing a running sum on the time series as the method to
increase the scaling exponent to create a fBm time series is that any increase in the scaling
exponent from the original time series of the running sum method will only be by β = +1.8
and not β = +2. Furthermore, the numerical integration of the running sum introduces
noise (and a decreased scaling exponent) at the high frequencies14 .
From Laplace equations, an integrator should increase the scaling exponent of any
time series by exactly β = +2 from input to output and phase shift the original time series
by 90◦ at each frequency. Several examples of integration of the stochastic data sets are
shown in Figs. B.23 through B.26. Any deviation of the scaling exponent behavior from the
scaling and shifting behavior is a result of errors introduced by the integration method that
is used. For the purpose of generating synthetic data sets or integrating a periodic signal,
if attempting to generate a data set to test methods that measure the scaling exponent,
while numerical methods may yield correctly displaced time series, the power spectrum
that is measured from data sets produced with these methods will not render the desired
1
scaling exponent. The synthetic β method in the frequency domain is the only method
s2
of all that were tested that ensured proper scaling across all frequencies, a match of the
theoretical Laplace equations to the scaling exponent returned, the correct phase shift of
the time series as defined by the scaling exponent, and the ability to integrate periodic
signals multiple times with no loss of fidelity of the original signal.

14 Appendix (C) addresses the hockey stick effect observed in the power spectrum at high frequencies and also

provides a method based on the time delay equation to recover the correct scaling exponent and eliminate
the noise at high frequencies.
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Figure B.19: A sine wave is differentiated in the frequency domain using

1

and setting
β
s2
β = −2. By setting the scaling exponent to β = −2, differentiation is performed in the
frequency domain on the input signal. Differentiation of a sine wave yields a cosine wave
d
as is expected from the trigonometric identity
sin (x) = cos (x).
dx
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1

and setting β = 40. The
β
s2
result is an amplified (and shifted though not apparent) cosine wave as the output. The scale of amplification observed in the output is
extremely large after 20 integrations and since integration in the frequency domain yields DC-balanced waveforms, the cosine signal
remains intact. Furthermore, frequency domain integration is simplified since all 20 integrations are performed in one multiplication in
1
the frequency domain by the β transfer function rather than multiple integral iterations in the time domain.
s2

Figure B.20: A cosine wave is integrated 20 times in one convolution in the frequency domain using
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Figure B.21: A cosine wave is integrated in the frequency domain using both the original synthetic generation method described by
Malamud and Turcotte and a modified version of that same method with ´the scaling exponent set to β = 2. From trigonometric identities,
the expected result of integration of a cosine wave is a sine wave as in cos (x) dx = sin (x) +C. Both of these methods failed to yield
the expected result of integration with β =2.

(b) A cosine wave is integrated in the frequency domain using the modified version of the method described by Malamud and Turcotte and described in Sec. B.4.1
which uses only real numbers of both positive and negative frequencies but omits phase information. The result is a cosine wave instead of a sine wave. Since the
imaginary numbers were omitted, there is no phase information and the output is another cosine wave.

(a) A cosine wave is integrated in the frequency domain using the synthetic generation method described by Malamud and Turcotte and described in Sec. B.4.1
which used only real numbers, positive frequencies, and omits phase information. The result is a noisy cosine wave instead of a sine wave. The fact that this method
does not integrate a simple cosine wave at one frequency is evidence of the mathematical disadvantages of using of this method to generate a synthetic data set.

(a) Running Sum of a Gaussian white noise. The effects of numerical integration are apparent with a flattening
at high frequencies to yield β = 1.8. The time series is displaced appropriately for the input.

(b) Trapezoidal Cumulative Summation of a Gaussian white noise yields a power spectrum with attenuated
or muted high frequencies to yield β = 2.3. The time series shows a displacement similar to the running sum.

1

and β = 2. This method yields the expected
β
s2
β = 2 power spectrum. Displacement reflects a periodic, repeating signal as required by the FFT.
(c) Synthetic Integration of a Gaussian White Noise using

Figure B.22:

Two numerical integration methods (Running Sum and Trapezoidal
1
Cumulative Summation) and a frequency integration method using β and setting β = 2
s2
are compared using the same Gaussian white noise as input.
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1

frequency integration of a stochastic data set with β = −0.2 yields an
β
s2
exact increase in the scaling exponent of the power spectrum by β = +2. The result is a
scaled and shifted data set with a power spectrum of β = 1.8.

Figure B.23:
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1

frequency integration of a stochastic data set with β = 1.3 yields an exact
β
s2
increase in the scaling exponent of the power spectrum by β = +2. The result is a scaled
and shifted data set with a power spectrum of β = 3.3. The phase shift of 90◦ from input to
output is apparent upon integration though the output time series was normalized reducing
the amplitude.
Figure B.24:
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1

frequency integration of a stochastic data set with β = 2.0 yields an exact
β
s2
increase in the scaling exponent of the power spectrum by β = +2. The result is a scaled
and shifted data set with a power spectrum of β = 4.0. The phase shift of 90◦ from input to
output is apparent upon integration though the output time series was normalized reducing
the amplitude.
Figure B.25:
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1

frequency integration of a stochastic data set with β = 2.4 yields an exact
β
s2
increase in the scaling exponent of the power spectrum by β = +2. The result is a scaled
and shifted data set with a power spectrum of β = 4.4. The phase shift of 90◦ from input to
output is apparent upon integration though the output time series was normalized reducing
the amplitude.
Figure B.26:
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B.6.1.2

Comparison of Numerical (First Difference) and
Frequency Domain Differentiation of a Signal

Since many researchers may use the first differencing technique in the analysis of
nonstationary fBm signals, a more thorough discussion is warranted. Interestingly enough,
the act of numerical differentiation has the opposite effect to numerical integration.
While integration increases the scaling exponent by β = +2 and numerical running sum
integration increases the scaling exponent by β = +1.8, the first difference decreases the
scaling exponent by β = −1.8 while the derivative decreases the scaling exponent by
β = −2. Some examples are shown in Figs. B.27 and B.28 comparing the effects of the first
difference versus frequency differentiation on the scaling exponent β . The importance of
this fact should not be overlooked since many methods that look at scaling behavior, such
a R/S analysis used to find the Hurst exponent, require a time series that is stationary and a
fGn in order to be analyzed. For such techniques that require a fGn signal, if a time series is
a nonstationary fBm, the first difference is taken to convert the time series to an fGn before
the time series is analyzed. The implications of this are that the act of first differencing any
time series actually reduces the scaling exponent by less than what is theoretically expected
and as a result, any time series that is numerically differentiated will undergo a reduction in
the scaling exponent of only β = −1.8 which is less than the expected β = −2 reduction.
This has the potential to introduce inaccuracies in the measurement of the scaling exponent
such as the Hurst exponent since the reduction of the scaling exponent by the first difference
introduces a β = +0.2 discrepancy from the measured to true scaling exponent15 .
For example, the first difference may be used to convert a signal from a fBm to a fGn
prior to analysis by R/S analysis to find the Hurst exponent. However, from the perspective
of the scaling exponent β , if the first difference is taken of a time series, the resulting fGn
15 Reasons

for the disagreement between measured (β = −1.8 from first difference) and theoretical (β = −2
from differentiation) reduction of the scaling exponent are discussed extensively from the context of
integration in App. C. The source ultimately is noise introduced at frequencies less than the sampling
interval due to the numerical discrete differentiation.
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time series will be β = +0.2 over what the time series should be theoretically. This means
that any fBm time series that has been first differenced will experience a slight change
in scaling behavior as an artifact of the effects of discrete data that must be corrected
or else any subsequent measurement of scaling behavior will include the artifact of first
differencing and not represent the true scaling behavior expected from differentiation of
the time series. In R/S analysis, to correct for this artifact, the recommendation is to use
frequency domain differentiation prior to R/S analysis to ensure that the Hurst exponent is
measured from a correctly scaled fGn16 .

B.6.2

Noise Removal through the Scaling Exponent β
on Magnitude Only and Not Phase

If noise is an issue in the signal, then one can use a modification of the modified Laplace
1
1
transform β method using only β to effectively filter out all noise at the high frequencies
s2
ω2
while enhancing the low frequencies. This method will generate a new time series with an
increase in the scaling exponent of any time series by any amount without changing the
phase or position of high and low points. This noise removal method has a similar effect
to the trend removal through frequency method discussed in Sec. A.5.2.1 but this method
directly changes the scaling exponent at all frequencies rather than selectively removing
frequencies. Given the global effects of this noise removal method, the trend removal
through frequency method may be better suited to specific removal of noise while this
method is useful in enhancing low frequencies within the signal. In this noise removal
method, the scaling exponent and magnitude are used but the phase component is turned
off to prevent a phase shift in the output signal.
16 The

Hurst exponent is discussed in more detail in App. E as is the error introduced by the first difference
and the proper steps required to obtain the correct Hurst exponent. The scaling exponent error due to first
differencing versus frequency domain differentiation is unknown in the literature and is introduced here for
the first time. An additional comparison of numerical differentiation to frequency domain differentiation is
found in Fig. E.4.
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(a) A Synthetic Brownian motion time series with a scaling exponent of β = 2.03 was generated using

1
β

.

s2

(b) Synthetic frequency differentiation of the Brownian motion time series of Fig. B.27a using
reduced the scaling exponent by exactly β = −2 to yield a new time series with β = 0.03.

1
β

and β = −2

s2

(c) The first difference the Brownian motion of Fig. B.27a reduced the scaling exponent by β = −1.8 to yield
β = 0.23.

Figure B.27: Case 1: β = 2 to β = 0. The first difference only reduces the scaling exponent
by β = −1.8 instead of the expected β = −2 when compared to frequency differentiation.
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1

(a) A Synthetic time series with a scaling exponent of β = 3.05 was generated using

β

.

s2

(b) Synthetic frequency differentiation of the β = 3 time series of Fig. B.28a using
the scaling exponent by exactly β = −2 to yield a new time series with β = 1.05.

1
β

and β = −2 reduced

s2

(c) The first difference of the β = 3 time series of Fig. B.28a reduced the scaling exponent by β = −1.8 to
yield β = 1.23.

Figure B.28: Case 2: β = 3 to β = 1. The first difference reduces the scaling exponent by
β = −1.8 instead of the expected β = −2 when compared to frequency differentiation.
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For example, if there is a signal containing high frequency noise, one can “filter”
this signal using a convolution of the signal with the desired scaling exponent which
will attenuate high frequencies (and also reduce the amplitudes overall). As the scaling
exponent increases, there is an increase of attenuation of lower frequencies so selection of
the correct scaling exponent is necessary based on how much noise one wants to remove
from the original time series. Whatever scaling exponent is used as a filter, the scaling
exponent of the original time series will be increased by that amount. The method works
best for normalized time series for which any new normalized signal that is produced can
be multiplied by a rescaling factor to have the same bounds as the original normalized
time series, yet without the high frequency noise. A rescaling factor is necessary since
attenuation by the scaling exponent reduced the range of the new time series. The amount
of noise left on the signal is determined solely by the scaling exponent selected in the
convolution filter.
The method provides a useful way to clean up a signal from unwanted noise without
changing the overall characteristics of the signal though the scaling exponent will increase
by whatever scaling exponent was used in the filter. For an analogy, the noise removal
method is the equivalent of a dial associated with a noise parameter (the scaling exponent)
and by adjusting the dial, one can directly adjust the amount of noise in the signal without
shifting the signal. This method is similar to the modified Malamud and Turcotte’s method
for creating a synthetic time series. However, the main difference here is that while both
use both positive and negative frequencies, this method relies on rescaling the magnitude
by changing the scaling exponent in order to remove noise and then multiplying the
normalized time series by a rescaling factor to get back to the correct amplitude for the
original scaling exponent that was removed by rescaling by magnitude (where the term
scaling here in the time domain is a multiplier which is different from scaling in the
frequency domain which would be convolution in the time domain). The phase is omitted
from this process because inclusion would cause shifts in each frequency of the time series
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changing the structure and locations of events such as highs and lows. This method retains
relatively the same overall shape and structure, reducing all effects of high frequencies
and smoothing out the signal in order to reduce the noise. Fig. B.29 summarizes the
noise removal method. Still, the global effect of increasing the scaling exponent at all
frequencies to remove noise may not be desirable. If noise needs to be removed and the
scaling exponent needs to remain intact in order to preserve the scaling behavior for the
portion that is not removed, the alternative trend removal through frequency method of
Sec. A.5.2.1 is recommended.

B.6.3

Determining the Input Time Series of the System

By definition, if an output time series is produced by a convolution of an input time series
with the transfer function of the system, the reverse must be true. Through deconvolution of
the output signal with the transfer function of the system, the input time series is obtained.
However, in determining the transfer function of the system through measurement of the
output time series, the input is assumed to be a white noise input with periodicities not
added by the system. The question then arises as to what value is there in determining
the input time series when the input time series is already assumed to be white noise. The
answer is best explained in the context of the scaling and shifting introduced by the scaling
1
exponent within the modified transfer function β . Any transition from input to output
s2
1
signal through a β system is an exact scaling and shifting of each frequency as defined
s2
by the scaling exponent β . Mathematically, for any measured output time series given the
1
same β system with the same scaling exponent, there can only ever be one true input.
s2
Specific properties of the input time series may be examined through deconvolution of the
output time series with the transfer function of the system.
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1

with β = 2 and then was normalized.
β
s2
The corresponding power spectrum (right) yields a scaling exponent of β = 2.01. To reduce the high
frequency noise of this time series, a β = 1 filter may be used.

(a) A synthetic time series (left) (N = 4096) was generated using

(b) The synthetic time series from Fig. B.29a was multiplied by a β = 1 magnitude filter in the frequency
domain without including phase information. The result is an attenuated time series with reduced amplitudes
across frequencies (which increases the scaling exponent by the value of β , here β = 1). The power spectrum
now yields a scaling exponent of β = 3.01. Since the time series was normalized, to rescale the new time
series to approximately the same range as the original, the new time series was then multiplied by a rescaling
factor of 1.33 which is approximately the equivalent effect of attenuation of the normalized signal by β = 1
for this data set. The end result is a normalized rescaled time series with all high frequencies removed,
enhanced low frequencies, and no phase shift of values normally associated with an increase in the scaling
exponent.

Figure B.29: Noise can be removed from a time series at all frequencies by rescaling the
time series in magnitude only and not phase. Overall, this method enhances low frequencies
by increasing the scaling exponent by exactly the amount selected for the filter.
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B.6.3.1

Determination of a Possible Global Input

For example, if one has several time series from different locations taken during the same
sampling time interval, one may wonder if the same input was involved in the generation of
each time series even though the measured output time series may have a different scaling
exponent. In Fig. B.8, each time series has a different scaling exponent yet each time series
was generated using the exact same Gaussian white noise input. In the natural world, the
same situation may exist in which there is one global input which generates a different
output time series based on how each local system processes inputs. If each of the transfer
functions of each system, upon deconvolution with each corresponding output time series,
generates a similar white noise input, then one may conclude that although each system is
different and each output is different, each system is related by the influence of one overall
global input17 into each system.
The same holds true for more complex systems such as the Great Lakes water levels.
Each water level time series is an output response based on the location and bathymetry of
the area which dictates how a specific area will respond to any given input and defines the
transfer function of the system for that particular water level station. Each Great Lake yields
a similar but slightly different transfer function as the FRM with similar scaling exponents
over similar frequency ranges. The resulting water level plot is also similar but each is
unique. By deconvolving each water level output time series with the Great Lakes transfer
function for that specific water level station over a predefined time interval, an input time
series for each water level station may be generated. Through observation of similarities of
each input at each water level station, a conclusion may be drawn that there is an overall
global input, at least within the geographical range of the Great Lakes water level stations,
and any differences in the output time series at different locations are generated mainly
17 Based

on the concept that the system under investigation is expanded out far enough that all the inputs
into the system are collectively a white noise input, the term global input here refers to possibility that the
same white noise input may serve as the input to multiple systems within a region or within a collection of
systems (such as the Stock Market) but each system has a different transfer function and different frequency
response so each system generates a unique output time series containing only minor similarities.
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by the transfer function and scaling exponent behavior of the system at each location and
not from the input alone18 . Additionally, if a transfer function is known for a water level
station for which no data exists during a certain time period such as when there is a gap
in data but the input is known from other stations in the area for which a global input is
found, the global input for that time period may be used to generate a synthetic data set that
should closely resemble the missing data for that particular location. Thus, a global input
may offer the ability to reconstruct a signal from the FRM at various locations for which
no data was observed.

B.6.3.2

Engineering a Synthetic Outcome from
Statistical Properties of the Input

To build or engineer a system with a specific scaling exponent in the output, by knowing
that the scaling exponents are additive, the input scaling exponent can be added to the
system scaling exponent at each frequency to obtain any desired output scaling exponent
at any frequency. Likewise, if both the transfer function of the system and output time
series are already known, even if the input signal is unknown or something other than a
white noise, the measured output of the system may be used to find the exact input that
is necessary which when convolved with the system, yields the output with a particular
scaling exponent at each frequency. Changing any one of the scaling exponents of either
the input, the system, or the output has an additive or subtractive effect on the others. With
the FRM of the system, one may predict the output given a known input. The FRM offers
the ability to define the output through manipulation of the input time series or the system
response to achieve any desired outcome. Thus, the scaling exponent is useful in the design
of systems or to determine the correct input into a fixed system to arrive at the desired
scaling exponent. A system may also be engineered to alter the scaling behavior so that an
unknown input will generate a response predictable within an envelope of probability.
18 This

is an area of potential future research and has not been implemented yet as of this writing.
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Even if the input of the system is known to be a white noise, the range, mean, and
standard deviation of the white noise input may be unknown. There is still information
to be gained through a deconvolution with the transfer function as determination of the
input will provide the mean, standard deviation, variance, and range of amplitudes for
the input both of the white noise and the periodicities that should be simulated if the
transfer function is used to create synthetic data sets of the time series under investigation.
By knowing the specifications of the white noise input, the synthetic data sets produced
through a convolution with a white noise input with added periodicities will better reflect
the original time series without the need for further manipulation to rescale the synthetic
time series from a generic white noise input with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1.
As a result, by knowing the statistical properties of the white noise input, the synthetic data
set that is generated is more accurate.
One important consideration in the deconvolution of a signal with the transfer function
are the periodic components of a signal. In many cases, the periodic component is added as
part of the input and not introduced by the system. For example, the tides observed in the
oceans and even in some of the Great Lakes introduce a periodic component (peak) at 12
hours and 25 minutes and at 24 hours and 50 minutes. There is also a yearly periodicity in
water levels associated with yearly fluctuations in water levels. These periodic components
at different frequencies are not introduced by the system under study but in fact exist outside
the system and also may have an impact on the inputs as well. The overall result is that
any periodicities in the input are translated through the system into the output showing
up as peaks at those specific frequencies in the power spectrum. While the white noise
input will scaling according the scaling exponent(s) over all frequencies, periodicities will
scale according to the scaling exponent(s) of the system at the frequency of the periodicity.
The time delay equation introduced previously in Ch. 8 can provide much insight as to the
origin of events seen in the frequency domain of the output signal and also offer insight on
when to expect the effects of any periodicities to emerge in the signal in the future.
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B.6.3.3

Small Systems for which the Input is not White Noise

One other alternative point of view is the case of a small systems that do not have inputs that
are a white noise due to the CLT. Without the assumption that the inputs into the system are
persistently exciting white noise, a transfer function cannot be obtained directly from the
output time series. However, if one knows that a system is absolutely an integrator, such
as the integration of velocity (or step size per unit time) to generate a path of displacement
(position), then if the pathway is analyzed (such as the case of Brownian motion) and the
scaling exponent is anything but β = 2, then the origin of the difference in the scaling
exponent from β = 2 is due to the scaling behavior of the input time series. For example,
consider the classic case of the random walk (or drunkard’s walk) if a random noise is
integrated, the result is a Brownian motion with a scaling exponent of β = 2.
In a simple system such as a walk, there is a real possibility that the walker is not a
random walker (or a drunkard) and walks with some purposeful movement. By integrating
each step, one can still expect the scaling exponent to increase by β = 2 but if the input
signal (the random walk) is not random, then the scaling exponent will increase the scaling
exponent by 2 from the scaling exponent of the nonrandom input19 . For stochastic time
series, when the transfer function of the system is absolutely known, the output time series
may be analyzed with an understanding that any difference in scaling behavior of the output
time series from the transfer function of the system is an indication of the scaling behavior
of the input.
Of course, the complex interactions of the transfer functions necessarily dictate all
frequencies are involved in the creation of the signal. While the transfer function is
determined from the output time series based on the general assumption is that the input
is a white noise, for small systems, a theoretical approach may be useful to infer the most
likely transfer function and scaling exponent of the system. For example, any path should
19 For

simple systems, such as if the input is only a cosine wave at a specific frequency, the scaling exponent
is generally not apparent in the power spectrum or output time series but is manifest in the phase as the
phase shift behavior at each frequency from input to output.
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be the integral (or cumulative sum) of all steps (or velocity) to generate the path or any
basin should be an integral of all flow into that basin. Without even measuring the output
time series, a theoretical approach suggests that the transfer function equation for both a
O(s)
1
= β with β = 2. Still, when implementing the
Brownian motion path and a basin is
I(s)
s2
theoretical approach described here, the basic transfer function structure can be deduced
for simple systems in which the input may not necessarily be equivalent to β = 0 at all
frequencies, especially if the simple system is taking the output of some other system
as the input. Knowledge of how the system processes inputs is important (such as a
basin integrating all flow into that basin) so that if there is any discrepancy between the
scaling exponent of the output of the system to what the system theoretically should be, a
reasonable explanation can be made.

B.6.4

Using Synthetic Time Series Generated with the
Frequency Response Model for Probabilistic Forecasts

The overall transfer function defining the FRM can be thought to represent the total internal
dynamics of the natural system over all frequencies from which the equations were derived.
When a white noise containing all external periodicities found in the data is convolved with
the FRM, an output signal that behaves analogous to the actual original time series data
from which the transfer function was derived is generated. The output signal created in this
way will have nearly the identical power spectrum as the original time series. The FRM acts
as a digital filter executing a convolution on the white noise input and the transfer function
is a linear equation with only one possible output per given input. Any synthetic time series
generated from a random number input with periodic components represents one instance
of a possible time series that may emerge in the real natural data set given the assumption
that the system is large enough that the collective input into the system is white noise. To
simulate possible instances of a natural system, if several thousand synthetic time series
were generated, each from a different white noise, a virtual map of probabilistic outcomes
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would emerge within an envelope defined by the FRM with probabilities of occurrences
within the envelope20 . The discussion of coin flip behavior in App. D addresses this in
depth and shows how natural stochastic data sets can be approached in much the same way
as a simple coin flip.
The modified Laplace transform method shown here can be applied to any self-affine
time series that exhibits power law scaling behavior from modeling physical systems such
as oceans, atmosphere, and climate to providing a quantitative way to model previously
difficult to model nonlinear systems such as environmental, ecological, and feedback
systems. The benefit of using the FRM in terms of natural time series is allowing additional
synthetic time series to be created from the scaling behavior of the natural time series.
This allows several instances of a natural time series to be created when there might have
been only one to study allowing for increased understanding of the underlying dynamics
and behavior of the natural system creating that time series. The FRM incorporating the
scaling exponent β on the Laplace operator s and within the Laplace transfer functions
allows the development of all possible scenarios that may originate from a system with the
same FRM and scaling behavior which may be beneficial to a variety of disciplines from
risk assessment to environmental engineering and non-environmental disciplines such as
control theory, environmental engineering, and digital signal processing.

20 At

least up to half the length of the data set since each synthetic data set by definition of the FFT is one
period of an infinitely long repeating data set and is conditionally stationary. Due to this limitation, if
possible trajectories are desired over a fixed time interval in the future, the synthetic data set generated
should be twice as long as the fixed time interval to ensure that any effects observed are not due to the
periodic nature of the FFT.
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Appendix C
The Running Sum and the
Scaling Exponent of β = 1.8
C.1

A Curious Exponent and
Remarkable Constant of β = 1.8

One of the interesting observations of studying the scaling exponent β of the power
spectrum was the continuous recurrence of a scaling exponent1 of β ≈ 1.8. In many
cases, the origin of the β = 1.8 exponent can be explained from the effects of numerical
integration of the time domain versus synthetic integration in the frequency domain. For
instance, the running sum of a coin flip2 will generate a time series with a scaling exponent
of β = 1.8 while performing a running sum once on any stochastic data set will increase
the scaling exponent of the original stochastic time series by β = +1.8. In other cases, the
origin of the β = 1.8 exponent is not apparent but results in all cases when endpoints do
not match in time series with β ≥ 2 such as when a synthetic data set above β = 2 is cut
1

2

Here, the approximation of β = 1.8 is used. The actual scaling exponent may be β = 1.8 ± 0.05.
Throughout the text, however, the generalization of β = 1.8 will be used to reference β = 1.8 ± 0.05
in lieu of β ≈ 1.8.
The coin flip is useful in understanding a wide variety of scaling behavior observed in stochastic data sets
for which a thorough discussion is found in App. D.
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in half and passed through a FFT without endpoint adjustment through a window or mirror
technique3 . If a time series is measured and the scaling exponent of β = 1.8 is found,
caution should be exercised to ensure that the scaling exponent is in fact representative of
the time series being measured and not an artifact of preprocessing or lack of preprocessing
the data.
Knowing the origin of the scaling exponent behavior is key to addressing whether or
not the scaling exponent is real and if real, if the scaling exponent is an accurate reflection
of the time series. A scaling exponent resulting from an error in preprocessing data, such
as the case of endpoint mismatch, and the corrections to recover the true scaling exponent
were discussed extensively in App. A and will not be addressed here. Necessarily, however,
the origin of the numerical integration scaling exponent of β = 1.8 must be addressed as
does the reasons of exactly why the scaling exponent of numerical integration of β = 1.8
does not equal the scaling exponent of integration which is β = 2. In other words, while
synthetic data sets can be integrated in the frequency domain using a white noise as input
1
and the modified transfer function β to have exactly a scaling exponent of β = 2, what
s2
accounts for the −0.2 discrepancy when the same white noise is numerically integrated
through a running sum4 ?

C.2

The Running Sum and Flattening
at High Frequencies: The Hockey Stick Effect

Contrary to popular practice, an accurate β = 2 time series cannot be produced through
the running sum of white noise with β = 0. A running sum, due to the properties of
3

4

A figure representing the default error exponent β = 1.8 indicating an error in preprocessing is found in
Figs. A.7b and Table A.1 for long data sets. For short data sets, the default error exponent tends to be
slightly higher at β = 2.3 as observed in Figs. A.7b and Table A.3.
Also of interest is the β = +0.2 discrepancy from differentiation with a change in the scaling exponent of
β = −2 versus the first difference as numerical differentiation with a change in scaling exponent of only
β = −1.8. Refer to Sec. B.6.1.2 and Figs. B.27 and B.28.
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numerical integration5 , will always produce a β = +1.8 increase in the scaling exponent
of the output time series from the scaling exponent of the input time series. If the goal is to
generate a synthetic time series that follows a power law, is self-affine, and scale-invariant
meaning that it is true on all scales, the running sum will yield only an approximation of
the desired scaling behavior but will not be able to generate an exact synthetic time series
that is useful for testing the accuracy of new preprocessing steps or methods developed
to measure the scaling exponent β . The running sum violates the original mandate, to be
true on all scales, and is not entirely scale-invariant producing noise in the high frequency
region which manifests as a flattening of the power spectrum, or the hockey stick effect.
Depending on the scaling exponent of the data sets that are passed through the running sum
process, for some data sets the flattened area is subtle while for others, the flattened area is
more pronounced and visibly apparent. Either way, the overall effect is a reduction of the
scaling behavior when a power law is fit to the entire power spectrum of a running summed
time series (for single scaling time series).
As a consequence, the validity using such running time series to synthesize accurate
scaling behavior of β is called into question along with the generally accepted principle
that the running sum of a white noise with β = 0 (or any fGn) is a Brownian motion with
β = 2 (or, respectively, a fBm with an exact β = +2 increase in scaling behavior) [10, 17].
The running sum of a white noise with β = 0 is a cumulative summed time series with
β = 1.8, close to a Brownian motion, and perhaps more accurately representative of the
actual displacement of the time series upon integration, but is not a scaling exponent of
β = 2. The running sum contains noise at high frequencies which prevents the scaling
exponent from being measured as β = 2 which is expected for integration. The origin
of the noise is due to numerical integration of the running sum process but to understand
5

The discrete numerical integration of a cumulative summation process or running sum is also known in the
literature as a random walk or Brownian walk. All are discrete forms of integration. That said, random
walk or Brownian walk models, using discrete data, should also be expected to yield a power spectrum
with a scaling exponent of β = 1.8 if the input is also a Gaussian white noise.
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why the noise occurs, one must first revisit how a synthetic self-affine time series which is
scale-invariant is generated.

C.2.1

The Origin of Noise at High Frequencies and the Time Delay
1

to generate accurate synthetic data
β
s2
sets with exact scaling behavior was introduced in Ch. 5, 6, and App. B. This method
A method using modified transfer functions such as

uses both magnitude and phase information and positive and negative frequencies to yield
a self-affine, scale invariant time series with one or more power scaling exponents over all
1
frequencies. Unlike the running sum, when the same white noise was used as input, the β
s2
method does not introduce any flattening or hockey stick effect at the high frequencies so
1
that the correct scaling exponent may be achieved. The explanation for why the β method
s2
generates the correct scale-invariant behavior while the running sum does not for the same
white noise input is found in the time delay equation (Eq. (8.8) originally and referenced
again here in Eq. (C.5)) which was introduced in Ch. 8.
Briefly, the time delay equation describes the delay, in units of the sampling interval,
of a input signal at a specific frequency to the output signal at that same frequency as the
signal passes through a system (which is defined by the transfer function). The origin of
the time delay (∆t) arises from the equation linking the scaling exponent β to the phase
(θ ). To summarize the derivation of the time delay equation found in Ch. 8, from Euler’s
equation, the phase (θ ) relative to the scaling exponent β was found and for positive
angular frequencies (+ω) is:
θ(+ω) = −β

π
4

(C.1)

Solving for the scaling exponent β , one arrives at:

β=

−4θ
π
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(C.2)

The phase (θ ) can be rewritten as θ = ω∆t where the angular frequency6 is further
rewritten as ω = 2π f to yield:
β=

−4 • 2π f ∆t
π

(C.3)

The constant π cancels out leaving the scaling exponent β relative to the frequency ( f ) and
∆t:
β = −8 f ∆t

(C.4)

Finally, solving the equation for ∆t, the effect of the scaling exponent β and the frequency
( f ) on the lag between output and input becomes apparent as the time delay of the system:

∆t =

β
−8 f

(C.5)

For a single scaling time series, while the phase is constant over all frequencies, the
time delay (Eq. (C.5)) necessarily changes with each frequency. This fact is easily observed
in the following examples showing the calculation of the time delay for each of three
different frequencies. In these examples, a time delay will be calculated for a system with
β = 2 of length N = 8192 for three different frequencies, a low frequency and two high
frequencies to demonstrate the variance in time delay with frequency. A low frequency
signal with 4 cycles of the period N yields the following calculation for a time delay (in
units of the sampling interval of N):

∆t =

β
=
−8 f

2
4
−8 •
8192

= −512

(C.6)

For a β = 2 system, the phase shift at each frequency is −90◦ so that at a low frequency,
there is a −512 time delay or shift from input to output. For example, if the input signal
6

The sign of the angular frequency may be omitted at this stage since only positive frequencies are used in
the power spectrum. The sign was only included on +ω to ensure that the correct equation relating the
scaling exponent β to phase (θ ) was used.
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was a cosine wave, which when integrated becomes a sine wave, the peak of the cosine
wave is shifted −90◦ or −512 points from a peak in the sine wave from input to output.
At a higher frequency, when there are 2048 cycles over the period N, the time delay is
calculated as:
∆t =

β
=
−8 f

2
= −1
2048
−8 •
8192

(C.7)

which is key to understanding the origin of the β = 1.8 scaling exponent from numerical
integration due to a flattening effect at high frequencies. Note that 2048 cycles over a period
of 8192 points is equivalent to a frequency of f = 0.25 and a time delay of only ∆t = −1
which may be referred to as the delta one ( f∆1 ) frequency since the phase shift corresponds
to a shift from input to output of only one discretized point in units of the sampling interval.
In other words, at f∆1 , the time delay is the negative of the sampling interval. However,
the FFT will calculate frequencies as high as the Nyquist frequency of fc = 0.5 which is
equivalent to 4096 cycles over a period of 8192 points. At the Nyquist frequency, the time
delay is calculated as:

∆t =

β
=
−8 f

2
= −0.5
4096
−8 •
8192

(C.8)

providing the insight needed on why the running sum of a white noise experiences noise
in the high frequencies. While the Nyquist frequency represents a period of 2 times the
sampling interval, the point here is that the phase shift for a β = 2 integration system does
shift some high frequencies in time at less than the sampling interval from input to output.
To clarify, the time delay (or phase shift of a system) does not mean that the signal
is somehow lost in the system only to emerge at a later time. Instead, the time delay is
directly coupled to the phase shift from input to output and the time delay equation provides
a reference, in units of the sampling interval, of when one may observe a particular output
characteristic of the signal knowing when the particular characteristic of the signal entered
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the system. For any system, the signal passes through the system instantaneously, as the
value in the input is immediately translated to the output. However, for a system, especially
with a positive scaling exponent near β = 2, the values are integrative, meaning that an
index value located on the crest of an input sine wave translates immediately to being
located on the inflection point of the output sine wave (Fig. C.1). In other words, the time
delay (∆t) indicates the amount of time that passes from when a particular characteristic
at a specific index value is observed at a later index value in the output signal due to the
phase shift associated with each scaling exponent and frequency. Thus, the delay refers
to the location of the same part of the wave (e.g., crest, trough) in the output signal at a
specific frequency relative to the input signal at that same frequency even though in reality,
the values of the crest in the input may have evolved into the inflection point of the output.
The time delay is able to calculate how long it takes for one period of an input sine wave at
a given frequency to process through the system and appear in the output as a complete sine
wave at the same period. Since the time delay equation translates the phase shift at each
scaling exponent based on the frequency to units of the sampling interval, the results are
more intuitive than knowing the phase shift alone. The time delay equation is valid for all
stochastic signals which exhibit power law scaling and is also valid for systems which have
1
a scaling exponent associated with them such as a modified transfer function β , whether
s2
or not there is any stochastic data.
1
The β method used to generate synthetic self-affine time series in the frequency
s2
domain accounts for all frequencies all the way to the highest frequency which is the
Nyquist frequency. Thus, upon synthetic integration occurring when β = 2, all frequencies
less than the sampling interval (from f = 0.25 to fc = 0.5) are phase shifted appropriately
given a specific input so that in the example above, the range from 2048 cycles to 4096
cycles is properly represented. The process of integration has the property that high
frequencies contain phase shift information of frequencies that shift less than the sampling
interval which cannot be represented properly in numerical integration of discrete data sets
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Figure C.1: A pictorial representation of the 90◦ phase shift that occurs upon integration as the input signal passes through the system.
1
In this example, a sine wave with 1 cycle over 100 index values is passed through a β = 2 integral system. The frequency is then f =
100
so that the time delay calculates to ∆t = −25 using Eq. (C.5). The star indicates the location of a crest relative to the input signal which
becomes the inflection point of the output signal and the triangle represents the inflection point of the input signal which becomes the
crest in the output signal upon integration. Any time delay of the signal from input to output is dictated by the scaling exponent β of
the system and the frequency of the signal. Note that the phase shift is written from the perspective of the input signal. If written from
the perspective of the output signal of a β = 2 integration system, the phase shift would be −90◦ . The output amplitude is not drawn to
scale.

in the time domain. However, since the data is in the frequency domain, phase shifts of
frequencies that shift less than the sampling interval can and are properly represented so
that even discrete data in the frequency domain can be shifted at intervals less than the
sampling interval since all frequencies are added together upon conversion back to the time
domain using the IFFT.
In numerical discrete integration such as the running sum, the sampling interval is
fixed with each discrete time step. Upon numerical integration, high frequencies less than
the f∆1 frequency that normally would shift less than one sampling interval cannot be
placed at points less than the sampling interval when added together. The end result is
that all frequencies between f∆1 and fc are misplaced so that noise and flattening of the
power spectrum occurs at the high frequencies reducing the scaling exponent from β = 2
to β = 1.8.
In summary, the hockey stick effect of the running sum is the direct result of the noise
introduced when the increasingly higher frequencies cause the time delay (∆t) from input to
output to fall below 1 unit of the sampling interval at f∆1 for discrete data sets. At the high
frequency range from f∆1 to fc , a discrete data set cannot properly represent the frequencies
at which ∆t < 1 from input to output7 because each index value of the data set is 1. These
high frequency phase shifts (or time delays) then are still assigned only at index intervals of
1 instead of at fractionally index values (which is possible in the frequency domain using
1
the β method8 ). Thus, for numerical integration with β ≈ 2, the output signal contains
s2
noise at all frequencies higher than the frequency f∆1 where ∆t( f ∆1→ fc ) < 1. The hockey
7

8

The lack of the negative sign in ∆t < 1 is from a change in perspective. From the perspective of the output,
the shifting is negative or to the right to match the input. When addressing why running sum integration
breaks down and introduces noise into the high frequencies, the perspective must be from the input since
high frequencies representing less than one sampling interval from the numerical integration of the input
cannot be placed at intervals less than the sampling interval in the output of a discrete data. As a result, the
sign is eliminated.
This was also shown in Fig. B.14 for which a coin flip was passed through both a running sum integration
1
and a synthetic integration using the β method for which only the synthetic method yielded a scaling
s2
exponent of β = 2 of the output time series though the displacements are altered to be periodic.
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stick effect is not observed in sampling of natural systems because the system is acting as
a filter at all frequencies higher than the sampling interval as well. However, in discrete
data sets, the mathematics of discrete numerical integration introduces noise in the high
frequencies because of the misalignment of the time delay from input to output according
the phase shift required at each frequency. Thus, the mathematics of the frequency domain
1
integration using the β method treats the data set similar to a continuous data set or natural
s2
system allowing fractional changes in time while numerical integration sees each value as
discontinuous discrete steps.
So far, only the time delay and delta one frequency when the scaling exponent is
β = 2 has been examined. However, each scaling exponent β experiences a distinct phase
shift relative to the frequency and thus will exhibit a time delay commensurate with the
phase shift. As a consequence, as the scaling exponent increases, f∆1 migrates to higher
frequencies. The time delay equation (Eq. (C.5)) can be rearranged to reflect the calculation
of frequency ( f ) as:
f=

β
−8∆t

(C.9)

β
8

(C.10)

which upon substitution of ∆t = −1 yields:

f∆1 = −

which is the frequency f∆1 at which the phase shift corresponds to a time delay of exactly
1 unit of the sampling interval. Note that Eq. (C.9) also implies that at f = 0.125, β = −∆t
which provides an easy reference for quick calculation since the slope of each time delay is
1 unit of the sampling interval (Fig. C.3). The negative sign in Eq. (C.10) is just an indicator
of perspective, from output to input which is why ∆t = −1 is used since the time delay is
originally written from the perspective of the output signal. Table C.1 is a summary of the
frequency at which the time delay falls below 1 unit of the sampling interval based on the
phase shift and f∆1 for each scaling exponent.
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Figure C.2: The time delay of each scaling exponent is plotted in log space to show the frequency ( f∆1 ) at which the time delay falls
below the sampling interval due to the phase shift which is dictated by the scaling exponent β . The blue dashed lines indicate the
intersection of frequency ( f∆1 ) with the time delay of the scaling exponent (multicolor lines in units of the index) and the time delay
1
interval of ∆t = 1. Each integer value of β is a difference of th frequency at ∆t = 1. Once the time delay falls below ∆t = 1 at f∆1 , all
8
frequencies from f∆1 to fc experience phase shifts less than the sampling interval. Note that the time delay equation follows a power law
with a slope of 1 in log-log space due to the dependency on frequency. Fewer frequencies are affected as β increases based on the phase
shift and time delay equation.

Table C.1: Delta One Frequency f∆1 as defined by the Scaling Exponent β for which the
time delay is exactly 1 index value (in units of the sampling interval). At all frequencies
higher than f∆1 , the phase shift of the output signal is less than 1 index value (or sampling
interval) and is fractional relative to the sampling interval of the input. The frequency f∆1
1
increases by for each integer value of the scaling exponent β .
8


β
β
∆t
f∆1
Eighth Step −
8
1
8
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−1
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1
8
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−1
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-
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−1
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2
8
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−1
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-
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−1
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3
8
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−1
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-
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−1
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8
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-
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Figure C.3: The time delay of each scaling exponent is plotted in log space to show an interesting characteristic at the frequency
1
f = 0.125 (indicated by the blue dashed vertical line) which is equivalent to . At this frequency, the scaling exponent equals the time
8
delay (blue dashed horizontal line) (i.e., β = ∆t at f = 0.125).

One note of caution however is that for each scaling exponent, the time delay and
f∆1 are different yet in the case of a single numerical integration, the time delay of 1
sampling interval (∆t = −1) is always the same occurring at f∆1 = 0.25 no matter what
the scaling exponent is of the time series being integrated. This is because what matters
when calculating f∆1 is the scaling exponent of the system or process (which for integration
is β = 2) and not the scaling exponent of the input time series undergoing the integration or
the output time series having been integrated. In numerical integration such as the running
sum, to show where the noise at high frequencies (i.e., the hockey stick) starts, the scaling
exponent of β = 2 is used to calculate the frequency at which ∆t falls below 1 index value9
(which is the limit of sampling resolution for a discrete data set) so f∆1 is always f∆1 = 0.25.
Additionally, one further point is that the time delay and the frequency f∆1
corresponding to each value of the scaling exponent β has a property of migrating towards
the Nyquist frequency as the scaling exponent increases since the degree of the phase
shift will also increase as the scaling exponent increases. Comparatively, there is also a
magnitude transition frequency ( fA ) (described in App. D.3.1) equivalent to a frequency of
1
or fA ≈ 0.159155. The magnitude transition frequency ( fA ) has a unique property
fA =
2π
where for all single scaling exponent time series systems represented by a value of β > 0,
at all higher frequencies than this magnitude transition frequency (from fA to the Nyquist
frequency fc ), all values at these frequencies will be attenuated and at all frequencies lower


1
), all values at these frequencies
than fA (from fA to the lowest frequency fLow =
N
will be amplified. When β < 0, the magnitude transition at fA still holds, just that the
amplification/attenuation pattern is reversed so that high frequencies are amplified and low
frequencies are attenuated about the frequency fA . At β = 0, there is no change from input
9

The scaling exponent β = 2 represents the system of integration. Even though a running sum will increase
the scaling exponent by β = 1.8, technically the process of integration should increase the scaling exponent
by β = +2. The reduction in the scaling exponent of the running sum is a direct result of limitations of
discrete data introducing noise at high frequencies due to improper phase shifts preventing the ability to
measure the proper scaling behavior. Therefore, the running sum process is not a true β = 1.8 process but
is numerical integration and a β = 2 process which is why the scaling exponent of β = 2 and not β = 1.8
is used in Eq. (C.5) to calculate the time delay and Eq. (C.10) to calculate f∆1 .
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to output in the signal. The degree to which any frequency is amplified or attenuated is
dependent upon the value of the scaling exponent β .
The significance of the magnitude transition frequency is that no matter what the value
of the scaling exponent is as long as β > 0, at frequencies higher than fA from fA to the
Nyquist frequency fc , a reduction in values of these frequencies is expected from input to
output. From the standpoint of Eq. (C.10), a time delay of 1 unit of the sampling interval
f∆1 will occur at a frequency of fA ≈ 0.159155 when β = 1.27. In an integration system,
since the scaling exponent is β = 2 for continuous or frequency domain integration and
β ≈ 1.8 for numerical integration, more than β = 1.27, the time delay of exactly 1 unit
of the sampling interval is f∆1 = 0.25, within the range of attenuated frequencies from fA
to fc . Thus, the values of the input frequencies that are passed to the values of the output
frequencies are improperly attenuated or reduced from the range of f∆1 to fc which is
contained within the range of fA to fc where all these frequencies should be attenuated. As
a result, the origin of the flattening of the power spectrum at high frequencies is the fact that
the phase shift at these frequencies (from f∆1 to fc ) falls below the sampling interval and
instead of these frequencies experiencing an absolute reduction in magnitude (or power)
from input to output as defined by the properties of the magnitude transition frequency
in all of the high frequencies from fA to fc , noise is introduced in the high frequencies
from f∆1 to fc . Furthermore, the lack of proper attenuation at frequencies higher than the
magnitude transition frequency also provides an explanation for the origin of the β ≈ 1.8
scaling behavior in numerically integrated time series. The origin of β ≈ 1.8 shown here
is not introduced by endpoint mismatch (which also yields time series with β ≈ 1.8) that
usually accompanies numerical integration since the value of β ≈ 1.8 still exists on the
power spectrum when endpoint corrections have been applied (as shown in Fig. C.10a )
because the endpoint correction method does not repair noise due to lack of attenuation in
the high frequencies from f∆1 to fc .
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C.3

The Effect of Multiple Integrations
with the Running Sum

Curiously, the effect of the noise in high frequencies due to the phase shift does not
necessarily propagate through successive numerical integrations. For example, if a white
noise time series with β = 0 is used as input and numerically integrated through the running
sum, the noise introduced in the high frequency range from f∆1 to fc will yield an output
time series with a power spectrum having an overall scaling exponent of β ≈ 1.8 when
measured across all frequencies. If that β ≈ 1.8 output signal is passed through another
second numerical integration, noise is still introduced at high frequencies within the same
region from f∆1 to fc since the process is still integration which normally should shift all
frequencies higher than f∆1 less than one unit of sampling resolution from input to output.
However, with numerical integration, a shift of values cannot occur less than one unit of
sampling resolution. The effect of noise introduced in the high frequency range from f∆1 to
fc by the second running sum integration appears to interact with the noise in that frequency
region from the first integration. The resulting output time series of the second integration is
observed to produce a power spectrum within a range of scaling exponents of 3.6 < β < 4.4
when measured across all frequencies depending on the original input time series10 .
The end result is that when a Gaussian white noise (β = 0) is numerically integrated
twice through two running summations, the output time series may yield any number of
different combinations of overall scaling behavior within the range 3.6 < β < 4.4 even
though the scaling exponent across all frequencies of the input time series is β ≈ 1.8 from
the first running sum. Several examples are shown in Figs. C.4 through C.7 covering
the entire possible range of scaling exponents (3.6 < β < 4.4) observed with the second
10 The

time series from the second running sum integration data must be windowed or mirrored in order to
recover the correct scaling exponent or else the default error exponent of β = 1.8 will be recovered which
is not the same as the scaling exponent of β = 1.8 as a result of a running sum, the fact that they are the
same numerical value is for entirely different reasons (endpoint mismatch versus noise introduced at high
frequencies from numerical integration).
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numerical integration despite all inputs having a scaling exponent of β ≈ 1.8. For example,
Fig. C.4 shows a final power spectrum with β = 3.6 where there was more noise introduced
in the frequency range from f∆1 to fc from the second integration further reducing the
overall scaling exponent when measured across all frequencies. Fig. C.5 represents a power
spectrum with β = 3.8 where any noise introduced in the range from f∆1 to fc had no effect
on the noise already present within that range. Next, a power spectrum with β = 4.0 is
shown in Fig. C.6 where new noise introduced by the second running sum in the range
from f∆1 to fc effectively corrected the noise introduced by the first running sum in the
same range. Finally, in Fig. C.7, a power spectrum with β = 4.4 is shown where the noise
introduced by the second running sum in the range from f∆1 to fc significantly reduced the
noise introduced by the first running sum in the same range greatly amplifying the scaling
exponent of the β = 1.8 input time series with an increase of β = +2.6.
Thus, even though the first integration produced an output time series with β = 1.8, the
second numerical integration produced a time series spanning a range of (3.6 < β < 4.4)
which is an extremely large variation (0.8) in the increase of the scaling exponent by
(+1.8 < β < +2.6) from the β = 1.8 input due to the degree of interference of noise at the
frequencies from f∆1 to fc . Given that integration should produce an exact β = +2 increase
in the overall scaling exponent, an increase within such a large range of (+1.8 < β < +2.6)
is unacceptable. This is also why numerical integration is not an accurate method to
produce a synthetic time series with a known scaling exponent because the degree of
interference of the noise is entirely dependent on the initial time series used and cannot
be accurately predicted. As such, while one may think two running sums of an initially
β = 0 time series should generate a β = 4.0 time series since there are two numerical
integrations, in reality the end result is a time series with a highly variable scaling exponent
from β = 3.6 to β = 4.4 which cannot be used to test the effectiveness of methods to
measure the scaling exponent.
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One other point, the question that naturally arises from these observations is
what is different about the first running sum time series in the examples shown here
(Figs. C.4 through C.7) to not only affect the degree of interference of noise at frequencies
from f∆1 to fc , but also result in such large variations of overall scaling behavior upon
a second numerical integration? The first running sum will always increase the scaling
exponent β of any input time series by β ≈ +1.8 yet even though the scaling behavior is
the same, the trajectories of the time series are different and dependent upon and dictated
by the Gaussian white noise time series used as input. However, after the first running sum,
if a second running sum is performed on the output time series of the first running sum,
that may or may not increase the scaling exponent by +1.8 and instead may increase the
scaling exponent within the range of (+1.8 < β < +2.6) from the original β ≈ 1.8 due to
variations in the degree of noise interference in the frequency range from f∆1 to fc .
Examination of the trajectories of the first and second running sum time series of
Figs. C.4 through C.7 reveals additional time series characteristics that account for the
significant variation in the range of possible overall scaling exponents from a second
numerical integration (as the running sum). Each of the first running sum time series
that were inputs into the second running sum time series that exhibit higher values of
the scaling exponent (i.e., β = 4.0 shown in Fig. C.6 and β = 4.4 shown in Fig. C.7)
experience significant discrepancies between start and finish. This illusory trend dictated
by random values of the Gaussian white noise input creates a runaway trajectory effect
often observed upon numerical integration when the DC offset is not removed from the
first running sum prior to a second numerical integration to obtain the second running
sum which then interferes with the scaling behavior. In comparison to frequency domain
integration, which maintains the waveform without introducing a DC offset, a significant
DC offset caused by the first numerical integration appears to effectively cancel out the
noise over the high frequencies from f∆1 to fc in some cases of the second numerical
integration, even when the time series is windowed or mirrored to correct for endpoint
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mismatch. Ultimately, the trajectories of a time series upon a running sum is an effect
of random chance from the order of numbers in the initial Gaussian white noise that was
integrated and the large variation observed in scaling behavior from the second running
sum is drawn from this stochastic behavior. The large variation of possible overall scaling
exponents of a time series is only apparent in the second running sum numerical integration
1
method and not in the frequency domain integration method using the transfer function β
s2
(for these same time series) which can integrate a time series multiple times (setting β = 4
for two frequency domain integrations) with an increase in the scaling exponent from input
to output by exactly β = +2 with each integration. Further discussion on integration and
the DC offset may be found in App. B.6.1.

C.4

Post-processing High Frequency Correction

In the case of numerical integration of the running sum, one may wonder if there are any
post-processing corrections that may be applied to the output time series or power spectrum
to correct for the hockey stick effect of flattening at the high frequencies. Since the running
summed time series has been generated, the effects of the noise is embedded throughout
the time series. Still, a brute force method is to just omit all frequencies that contain noise
from f∆1 to fc when fitting the power law to the power spectrum. This method, while
not ideal since frequencies are truncated, does effectively increase the scaling exponent to
better reflect the integration process of β = 2 rather than β = 1.8.
A demonstration of this method is found in Figs. C.8 through C.10. The time delay
is used to define where noise is introduced in the high frequencies due to phase shifts in
time below the sampling interval at f∆1 given the known process of integration. When
the entire power spectrum of the running sum of a white noise is fit with a power law,
the resulting scaling exponent is β = 1.83 (Fig. C.9a). However, even without endpoint
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Figure C.4: Performing two running sums on a white noise time series does not always
yield the expected results due to noise introduced in the high frequencies from f∆1 to fc
for each integration where f∆1 = 0.25. Here, the second running sum produced a time
series with β = 3.6 (an increase of β = +1.8) with a input time series of β = 1.8. The
flattening of high frequencies (the hockey stick effect) is visible in the power spectrum
of the second running sum. This is also why the running sum is not an accurate method
for generating synthetic time series with exact scaling exponents. Note: For each of the
Figs. C.4 through C.7, the time series was corrected for endpoint mismatch using the
mirror method prior to calculating the scaling exponent. For clarity however, the original
running summed time series is shown. Also, in all figures, for each running sum numerical
integration, f∆1 = 0.25.
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Figure C.5: Here, the second running sum produced a time series with β = 3.8 with a
input time series of β = 1.8. There was an increase of the scaling exponent by β = +2.0
from input to output for the second running sum. The flattening of high frequencies (the
hockey stick effect) is clearly visible in the power spectrum of the second running sum.
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Figure C.6: Noise introduced in the high frequencies from f∆1 to fc for each integration
might at first seemed to have a positive effect generating a β = 4.0 power spectrum from
the second running sum with a input time series of β = 1.8. However, since the output time
series of the first running sum was β = 1.8 which was then passed through a second running
sum, this means that the scaling exponent increased by β = +2.2 in order to generate a
power spectrum with β = 4.0. Clearly, there are inconsistencies in the running sum process
due to the interference of noise at the high frequencies.
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Figure C.7: Noise introduced in the high frequencies from f∆1 to fc for each integration
can lead to unpredictable results. Here, the second running sum produced a time series with
β = 4.4 (an increase of β = +2.6) with a input time series of β = 1.8. The flattening of
high frequencies (the hockey stick effect) is not visible in the power spectrum of the second
running sum shown here. From Figs. C.4 through this figure (Fig. C.7), the first running
sum is consistent in generating an increase in scaling behavior of β ≈ +1.8. However,
the second running sum yields a time series with a highly variable increase in the scaling
exponent over the range (+1.8 < β < +2.6) when the process of integration should only
increase the scaling exponent by β = +2 with no variability. With such a disparity between
output time series from the running sum when a similar β = 1.8 time series is used as input,
using the running sum as a method to generate synthetic time series with prescribed scaling
exponents is not recommended.
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mismatch correction11 , if the high frequency region from f∆1 to fc is removed and the
remaining power spectrum is fit, the scaling exponent is now measured to be β = 1.99 (Left
Power Spectrum of Fig. C.9b). The high frequency region alone from f∆1 to fc is measured
to be β = 0.97 without endpoint correction (Right Power Spectrum of Fig. C.9b). With the
application of the mirror method to correct for endpoint mismatch of the running sum12 ,
the entire spectrum is still β = 1.85 as expected (Fig. C.10a). However, by truncating
the power spectrum at f∆1 , the power spectrum from the lowest frequency up to f∆1 is
now measured to be β = 2.00 (Left Power Spectrum of Fig. C.10b). The high frequency
region f∆1 to fc of the endpoint corrected version is β = 1.15 (Right Power Spectrum of
Fig. C.10b). Thus, by omitting all frequencies from f∆1 to fc , the β = 2 scaling exponent
of integration is recovered. This method effectively corrects for the hockey stick effect of
flattening at high frequencies with the drawback that half of the frequencies from f∆1 to fc
have been eliminated.
A second example of the high frequency f∆1 correction method is shown when the
running sum of performed on a time series that is not strictly a Gaussian white noise. In
1
this example (Figs. C.11 through C.12), a time series is first generated using the β method
s2
to have a scaling exponent of β = 1. The time series is then integrated through both
1
the frequency integration method using β and setting β = 2 (Fig. C.11b) and through
s2
the running sum method (Fig. C.11c). Due to the fact that the running sum results in
a displacement of the time series values (which are adjusted in the frequency domain to
achieve a periodic nature to the time series), the mirror approach was used to correct
for endpoint mismatch (Fig. C.12a). The resulting power spectrum is an increase in the
11 In

this example, the running sum happened to produce a time series with nearly matching endpoints. In
many cases, the endpoints will not match which is why an endpoint correction must be applied in addition
to removing the noise by dropping the frequencies from at f∆1 to fc .
12 The mirror approach is used to correct for endpoint mismatch rather than the Hann window. The Hann
window introduces a low frequency component to the time series preventing the proper measurement of
the scaling exponent in this case whereas the mirror approach does not alter the values of the time series
and even though the mirror method produces twice the number of frequencies, there is no alteration the
frequency at which f∆1 occurs (though the index value of f∆1 is doubled).
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(a) To demonstrate the use of the time delay in choosing the frequency location ( f∆1 ) at which noise is
introduced into the power spectrum by the running sum, a white noise (N = 8192) is first generated as a
test signal using a random number generator. The power spectrum shows that this white noise has a scaling
exponent of β = 0.03.

(b) The white noise time series from Fig. C.8a was integrated in the frequency domain using

1

setting
β
s2
β = 2. The result is an integrated time series with a power spectrum that is scale-invariant with a scaling
exponent of β = 2.03, an exact increase by β = +2 from the scaling exponent of the white noise.

Figure C.8: Running Sum High Frequency Correction (β = 0 → β = 2): Sequence 1 of 3.
A white noise test signal is generated. The white noise is then integrated in the frequency
domain to generate a new time series with a scaling exponent of β = 2. Unlike, the running
1
sum process, synthetic integration using β does not introduce noise in the data.
s2
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(a) The white noise from Fig. C.8a was numerically integrated through a running sum. The result is a similar
time series in general appearance as Fig. C.8b but when a power law is fit to all frequencies of the power
spectrum, the measured scaling exponent is found to be β = 1.83 and not β = 2. The frequency location
( f∆1 ) at which the time delay is less than the sampling interval for the process of integration is marked by
a green line on the power spectrum at f∆1 = 0.25. The reason for the reduced scaling behavior is the noise
introduced at high frequencies due to incomplete phase shifts of discrete data as indicated by the time delay
equations from f∆1 to fc . By removing all frequencies to the right of f∆1 , the noise can be eliminated from
the spectrum. No endpoint correction was applied.

(b) The power spectrum from Fig. C.9a is shown here separated by f∆1 with each range of frequencies fit
with a power law. The power spectrum on the left shows lowest frequency up to f∆1 and a measured scaling
exponent of β = 1.9992. The power spectrum on the right shows the high frequencies, where β = 0.97 from
f∆1 to fc , all of which have a time delay of less than 1 sampling interval due to the phase shift dictated by
the scaling exponent. Note that while the power spectrum on the right of the high frequencies looks small,
the high frequency region from f∆1 to fc contains half (2048) of all of the frequencies (4096) generated by
the FFT from a N = 8192 time series so the noise is significant. The high frequency region was plotted using
the same axes for clarity. No endpoint correction was applied and since the endpoints nearly matched, the
brute force correction of omitting all frequencies from f∆1 to fc generated nearly the correct scaling behavior.
Standard practice, however, should be to always apply an endpoint correction.

Figure C.9: Running Sum High Frequency Correction (β = 0 → β = 2): Sequence 2 of 3.
A running sum will generate a time series with a scaling exponent of β ≈ 1.8. By knowing
the time delay and scaling exponent β , one may calculate the frequency ( f∆1 ) at which
noise is introduced into the power spectrum and eliminate the noise when fitting the power
spectrum.
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(a) The running sum of the white noise is likely to generate a time series for which the endpoints do not match.
As such, an endpoint correction must be applied prior to the FFT. Here, the mirror approach (App. A.5.1.4)
was used to correct for endpoint mismatch of the running sum. The frequency location ( f∆1 ) at which the
time delay is less than the sampling interval for the process of integration is again marked by a green line on
the power spectrum at f∆1 = 0.25. As expected, the noise from the improper phase shifts of discrete data at
high frequencies introduces noise from f∆1 to fc reducing the measured scaling exponent to β = 1.85. To
correct for the hockey stick effect, the power spectrum will be truncated at f∆1 = 0.25.

(b) When the power spectrum of Fig. C.10a is separated at f∆1 with each range of frequencies fit with a power
law, the power spectrum on the left from the lowest frequency up to f∆1 yields a measured scaling exponent
of β = 2.0028. The power spectrum on the right of the high frequencies, where β = 1.16 from f∆1 to fc ,
shows the noise that was introduced causing the initial reduction in scaling behavior from β = 2 to β = 1.8.

Figure C.10: Running Sum High Frequency Correction (β = 0 → β = 2): Sequence 3 of
3. Endpoint correction by the mirror approach is necessary prior to eliminating frequencies
from f∆1 to fc . In this example, the accuracy gained through the application of an endpoint
correction is hardly noticeable. However, in many cases of the running sum, without
endpoint correction, the power spectrum will remain fixed at β = 1.8 even with high
frequencies from f∆1 to fc omitted.
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scaling exponent from the original input time series by only β = +1.8 as expected from
the running sum and not β = +2 which is the correct increase in the scaling exponent for
integration. Since the running sum introduced noise at all frequencies from f∆1 to fc where
the time delay from the phase shift was less than the sampling interval, once the frequencies
where noise was introduced were separated from lower frequencies (Fig. C.12b), the power
spectrum with high frequencies eliminated from f∆1 to fc was able to more effectively
measure the correct scaling increase for integration.
The necessity of a high frequency f∆1 correction on running summed time series and
the increased noise with each running sum integration (discussed in Sec. C.3) suggests that
the running sum method is an unsatisfactory method for generating stochastic time series
of known scaling behavior (e.g., exact scaling behavior cannot be obtained in using the
running sum to generate fBms from fGns, extended fBms from two running sum integrations
of fGns, and Brownian motion from Gaussian white noise). When an exact scaling behavior
is desired over all frequencies, a running sum offers little certainty that a true scale-invariant
time series will be generated due to the variability and noise at the high frequencies from
f∆1 to fc .
1

method to generate
β
s2
a time series ultimately depends on the reason why the time series is being generated.
In a sense, the choice of the using a running sum versus the

The running sum is useful for quick approximations of integration as the phase shift and
displacement are adequately represented for discrete data sets. Furthermore, integration
through the running sum has both positive aspects, such as representing displacement
and not representing the time series as one period of an infinitely long time series, and
negative aspects such as introducing a DC offset in true periodic time series limiting the
ability to perform multiple integrations such as the cosine integration example shown in
Fig. B.17a compared to Fig. B.18. The running sum is also limited in allowing only
whole integrations, cannot perform fractional integrations, and cannot be used to model
a complex system. If the purpose of generating a time series is to produce a time series
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with exact scaling behavior, the

1

method surpasses the running sum in generating exact,
β
s2
scale-invariant scaling behavior with no noise introduced at high frequencies, including
complex models of multiple scaling behavior, and also allows fractional integration in the
frequency domain.
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(a) A β = 1.01 time series (N = 8192) is generated using the transfer function

1
β

.

s2

(b) The β = 1 time series from Fig. C.11a was integrated in the frequency domain using

1

setting β = 2.
β
s2
The power spectrum indicates a scaling exponent of β = 3.01, an exact increase by β = +2 from β = 1.01.

(c) The β = 1 time series from Fig. C.11a was numerically integrated through a running sum. The measured
scaling exponent is the default error exponent of β = 1.81 as expected without endpoint correction.

Figure C.11: Running Sum High Frequency Correction (β = 1 → β = 3): Sequence 1 of
2. To demonstrate the post-processing correction at the frequency location ( f∆1 ), a β = 1
time series is integrated in the frequency domain and through the running sum.
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(a) Applying endpoint correction to the running summed time series of Fig. C.11c returns a power spectrum
with a scaling exponent of β = 2.84 which is the β = +1.8 increase of the running sum. The frequency
location ( f∆1 ) at which the time delay is less than the sampling interval for the process of integration is
marked by a green line on the power spectrum at f∆1 = 0.25.

(b) The power spectrum from Fig. C.12a is shown here separated by f∆1 with each range of frequencies fit
with a power law. The power spectrum on the left shows lowest frequency up to f∆1 and a measured scaling
exponent of β = 2.96. The power spectrum on the right shows the high frequencies, where noise reduces the
scaling exponent to β = 1.91 for all frequencies from f∆1 to fc , each of which have a time delay of less than
1 sampling interval due to the phase shift dictated by the scaling exponent.

Figure C.12: Running Sum High Frequency Correction (β = 1 → β = 3): Sequence 2
of 2. Fitting a power law to the range of low frequencies up to the frequency ( f∆1 ) at
which noise is introduced into the power spectrum effectively eliminates the high frequency
noise of the running sum process. While not ideal, the use of the time delay to calculate
f∆1 is effective in recovering the proper β = +2 increase in scaling exponent from the
input to output time series dictated by the integration process even though the running sum
introduces noise from f∆1 to fc reducing the overall increase in the scaling exponent to
β = +1.8. However, the fact that a correction for the high frequencies needs to be applied
at all suggests that the running sum is not an ideal method of producing synthetic data sets
with exact, scale-invariant, scaling exponents, especially when compared to the results of
1
the β method.
s2
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Appendix D
Insight on Time Series Scaling Behavior:
Coin Flips, Trends, and Probabilities
One important insight into time series analysis and stochastic processes addressed by the
scaling exponent β is the ability to make probabilistic forecasts. Too often, a stochastic
time series is analyzed directly without referring to the underlying physical processes that
are responsible for generating that time series. The danger lies in thinking that one knows
well into the future what comes next in the time series based on a few previous values or
overall trend. An effective way to illustrate the pitfalls of stochastic data sets is to use the
classic coin flip example.
For instance, one can create a stochastic time series in which a fair coin is flipped and
the result is numerically represented for heads as +1 and tails as −1 (a slightly modified
Bernoulli process1 ). Since the odds of heads or tails with each flip is 50/50, the act of
flipping a coin is considered random, a white noise process and is unpredictable as the next
flip is indeterminate of the previous flip and has no memory and no internal correlation. If
one were to flip a coin 10, 000 times, one would expect to get roughly 5000 heads and 5000
tails, or a 50/50 split due to the Law of Large Numbers.
1

Bernoulli processes speak in terms of success and failure and an actual Bernoulli process would label heads
as +1 and tails as 0, with the probability of each being 50/50.
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If one were to assign the value of +1 for heads and −1 for tails and flip a coin 10, 000
times, starting at 0, for each random coin flip, one can create a running sum of the stochastic
time series in which the value of the current coin flip as ±1 is added to the previous value
and then plotted on a graph with heads (+1) and tails (−1) on the y-axis against time
or number of flips on the x-axis. Overall, one would expect the heads and tails to cancel
each other out, on average, so that the total displacement is still close to the origin after
10, 000 flips of a fair coin. The result of this summation or integral-type process is an
approximate Brownian motion process created entirely from cumulative summation of a
white noise time series. Upon measurement of the β -value of the resulting approximate
Brownian motion time series, the scaling exponent of the new time series is β = 1.8. The
reason that the β -value is β = 1.8 and not β = 2, even though the process or system that
created the Brownian motion time series is from the integration of the white noise time
series is due to the nature of numerical integration and the fact that the scaling behavior
and time delay associated with each frequency is strictly limited to integer, not decimal,
values so that there is loss of information and noise introduced at high frequencies where
the time delay is less than 1 increment of the sampling resolution which results in a slight
flattening of the spectrum at high frequencies. Upon fitting the spectrum with noise at
higher frequencies, the scaling exponent is reduced slightly from β = 2 to β = 1.8. Refer
to Figs. D.1 and D.2 for an example of time series created both from cumulative summation
(running sum) of a sequence of fair coin tosses and the synthetic integration of that same
sequence of fair coin tosses.
The running sum time series of a coin flip with β = 1.8 is created entirely by the
integration process of a white noise (a sequence of flips of the coin). The next value in a
time series has two distinct properties, persistence and memory. Short-term persistence in
the coin flip time series may be viewed by the fact that to determine the next value, the
difference can only be ±1 and no more, e.g., flipping a coin is incremental only by ±1
and cannot suddenly jump by ±3 in the next value. Hence the time series is persistent and
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(a)
 To simulate a fair coin flip, a white noise was first generated with a mean of 0. The sign function
x
sgn (x) =
was then used to pull the sign of each value of the white noise creating a sequence of
|x|
random ±1 values. The running sum was performed on the coin flip sequence (adding +1 for Heads and −1
for Tails). The power spectrum of the running sum of a coin flip yields a scaling exponent of β = 1.815.

(b) The application of a Hann window to the running sum of coin flip yields a power spectrum scaling
exponent of β = 1.82. The Hann window corrects for endpoint mismatch but does not correct for the effects
of numerical integration. Flattening of the spectrum at high frequencies still occurs.

Figure D.1: The effects of numerical integration results in increased noise in the high
frequencies as can be demonstrated in the comparison of a running sum of a coin flip to
the synthetic integration of that same coin flip. The reduced scaling exponent is not due to
endpoint mismatch but the properties of numerical integration as is demonstrated with no
improvement of the scaling exponent with the application of the Hann window.
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1

where β = 2) of the same ±1 coin flip (used
β
s2
as input in Fig. D.1a) yields a power spectrum scaling exponent of β = 2.0029 because the
high frequencies can now be adjusted for increments less than one. The flattening effect
at high frequencies disappears. Notice that the resulting time series appears to rise and
fall in the same locations with the main difference appearing to be the relative amplitude
changes comparing the running sum form of numerical integration with the synthetic form
of integration. The FFT produces a time series in which endpoints match representing one
period of an infinitely repeating time series so there is no DC component after integration
as is observed in the running sum.
Figure D.2: Synthetic integration (using
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stable because the most that the time series could rise or fall in n number of flips is by ±1
multiplied by n. Memory on the other hand relative to a coin flip refers to how many values
are required to summarize the current position, i.e., only the previous value in a coin flip is
required, to add or subtract the next flip of ±1, to express the current position. All values
of position from the start of the coin flip sequence, upon summation, are contained in the
previous value as total displacement of the coin in time.

D.1

Trends in Data

True stochastic data sets may appear to contain a trend in the data but this trend may be
fortuitous2 . In reality, the next value of the coin being drawn from a white noise coin
flip time series has a 50% chance of being heads (+1) and a 50% chance of being tails
(−1). The next value is entirely unpredictable in the sense that direction is not part of the
prediction; one does not know if the value will be +1 or −1 but the amplitude of change
in the next flip will most certainly be an increment in either direction of 1, no more nor
less. Occasionally in a stochastic time series, one may get a run of all heads or all tails or
several runs in a row and a trend might be observed in the running sum of these values.
This is where many authors run into trouble because they see that the time series is steadily
increasing and can draw a trend line through the last half of the time series. Once a trend
line is drawn, an illusion is created of an upward trend for maybe the last half of the time
series or even over the entire time series and some underlying physical process or cause
is thought responsible for the trend itself. The trend found in stochastic time series is an
illusion and is not due to any outside physical process because in fact this trend is entirely
created from the process of integration by the system of a random input and statistically
speaking, falls within the probability of random chance as one possible outcome.
2

In the case of a fair coin, trends may appear to exist but the next value is inherently unpredictable. A trend
might be created with an unfair coin, but then, the time series created would not be a true stochastic data
set.
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In nature, just as in this example of a running sum of a coin flip, a necessary paradigm
is to think of these time series as measured outputs of a system and the result of the
modification of an input signal by the physical processes of that system. In the coin flip
example, the filter for the system is the process of numerical integration, as the running
sum, which produces an approximate Brownian motion as the measured output from a
purely stochastic time series created entirely of random coin flips as the input into that
system. Likewise, a natural time series may be generated from several sources of inputs,
which add to a Gaussian white noise due to the Central Limit Theorem, that enter into
the natural system and are filtered according to some variation of the scaling exponent β
over all frequencies (i.e., single scaling behavior) or several variations of β over multiple
frequencies (i.e., multiscaling behavior). The end result is time series represented in the
measured output created solely by physical processes within the system filtering white
noise. As a result, attempting to define a trend in a stochastic time series created in this
manner is dangerous3 . One can no more predict that a trend in a stochastic time series will
forever increase than one can predict the very next value in a coin flip as the time series
and the next value in a coin flip are created only from the integration of random numbers.
In other words, trend lines in purely stochastic data sets (with no bias) such as a Brownian
motion (as the running sum of a fair coin) do not exist, and the illusion of any trend is based
solely on the scaling and shifting behavior of the value(s) of the scaling exponent β of the
system on the Gaussian white noise input. The unsound practice of fitting linear trend lines
to certain sections of stochastic data while ignoring other sections and then attempting to
extrapolate the trend line into the future of a stochastic data set is mathematical fallacy. If
one would never attempt to fit a running sum of a fair coin with a trend line or attempt to
predict the next values of heads or tails beyond statistical probabilities unless the coin was
3

This is not to say that a trend can never exist in a stochastic time series as one may have a stochastic time
series combined with a true linear trend such as a decline in water levels of a basin due to a new diversion or
outflow. However, the point here is that the inputs into a large system are expected to be a Gaussian white
noise with no trend (or bias) due to the Central Limit Theorem and a scaling system such as an integrator
does not introduce real trends using a Gaussian white noise as inputs, only the perception of trends.
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weighted, then why would one attempt to fit a trend line to natural stochastic time series
and attempt to predict future values based on an illusory trend, governed by the same type
of integrative scaling processes with Gaussian white noise as the input due to the CLT?
The point here is not to say that a trend never exists in stochastic time series, but that
the source of the trend may originate purely from random chance due to the stochastic
nature of the data. Of course, if there is a significant periodicity in the input, the periodicity
occurring outside the system may cause a trend to be observed in the output time series.
However, any periodicity is an oscillation, not specifically a trend, and the frequency of
the oscillation is more indicative of future behavior of the time series than any trend line
fit to parts but not all of the data set. Furthermore, while the Gaussian white noise input
may be weighted to introduce a bias, such as an unfair coin, the unfair coin still exhibits
stochastic behavior so that the trend from the bias might be enhanced or reduced by the
stochastic nature of the data and the process of integrating that data. There may be cases in
which portions of the input signal are known, even when the total input collectively adds to
Gaussian white noise for a large system, and in such cases, the effect of any known inputs
on the output of the system can be determined directly from a convolution of the known
inputs with the transfer function of the system. However, in these instances, ultimately
the other inputs into the system that are unknown may obscure the behavior of the known
inputs through constructive or destructive interference so that a predicted output from a
known input through the transfer function is more or less than what is predicted without
the addition of the other unknown inputs. In other words, to address perceived trends in
stochastic data sets, one must know the origin of the trend and if the source is due entirely
to random chance, as in the case of a coin flip or natural stochastic data set, or due to
some outside influence that actually exists and allows limited predictability of stochastic
behavior.
Observing a trend in a stochastic time series, some authors immediately want to
subtract out the trend in order to analyze the time series thinking they are removing some
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outside influence on the time series. Trend removal may include subtracting a linear trend
directly from all values of the data, moving averages, or filtering using high4 , low, or
band-pass filters [104]. This is also a dangerous practice as a first step in analyzing any
chaotic or nonlinear time series since noise may be introduced or the scaling behavior
destroyed depending on the detrending technique [114, 115, 116]. The reason is that one
does not know the source of the perceived trend. For stochastic data sets, one must address
the question as to whether the perceived trend was introduced by the underlying dynamics
of the system such as the integration of a coin flip or if, instead, the trend is due to some
outside force acting on the system as a whole such as the integration of an unfair coin as part
of the input. Determination of the source of any perceived trend is necessary to accurately
ascertain the proper course of action regarding any perceived trend and if removal of the
trend from stochastic data is appropriate for analysis.
Generally, by including the trend, as long as the endpoints of the time series match
or the time series is windowed using the Hann window or the Mirror technique to correct
for endpoint mismatch, the correct scaling behavior and underlying system dynamics, as
a Frequency Response Model, may be determined. Within stochastic time series, trends
naturally appear over some or all of the data set without any outside forcing such as in the
integration of a fair coin to yield a Brownian motion. However, when integrating a coin
flip, even if the coin is unfair and biased, the trend created by the bias is part of the signal
and has no influence on the measurement of the scaling exponent because the bias does
not interfere with the system process of integration. An integration system will integrate a
biased coin as input just as easily as an unbiased coin.
4

Incidentally, the first difference is sometimes used as a high pass filter to remove a trend from the data.
However, from the understanding of the effect of the scaling exponent β in a differential system (for which
β = −2), any time series that is first differenced will also experience a 90◦ phase shift of each frequency
from the original time series. As such, the first differenced time series is no longer aligned properly in
terms of the index values in time, especially if the original time series was drawn from a natural data set.
For example, in a yearly time series, if a certain distinct feature such as a yearly low was observed at a
certain time index value in the first differenced time series, that low frequency feature may have actually
occurred shifted −90◦ in the time index relative to the original natural time series. Here, the phase shift of
−90◦ is used when translating from the first differenced data set back to the original (integrated) data set.
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Detrending using techniques such as the moving average or high or low pass filtering
would be expected to directly affect the scaling exponent of the system preventing
the determination of the correct scaling behavior and transfer function of the system.
Furthermore, if any perceived trend was caused directly by the underlying dynamics of the
system such as is observed with integrative systems, then removal alters the data set from
what normally is expected as output of the system and any further analysis may represent
the altered data set rather than the original. For example, if a trend was removed through
differentiation prior to analysis, a transfer function obtained from the differentiated data set
will not represent the system, but instead represent a differentiated version of the system
with a reduction in the scaling exponent β at all frequencies by β = −1.8 for numerical
differentiation or β = −2 for frequency domain differentiation. However, if the trend that
naturally occurs in a stochastic signal is removed by linearly subtracting the trend line,
the resulting detrended signal is altered yet will still be able to generate nearly the correct
scaling exponent β since the overall all relationship of one value to the next is maintained
and scaling preserved. When the dynamics of the system as defined by the scaling exponent
β are of interest, removal of perceived trends which naturally occur within the stochastic
signal is unnecessary. See Figs. D.3 and D.4 for an example of a stochastic time series with
a naturally occurring illusory trend.
Based on the scaling exponent β , an envelope window can be predicted which shows
the average upper and lower limits of the time series at each time interval if all conditions
remained the same. Since the value of the scaling exponent β amplifies and shifts any
input signal, the range of the envelope will be partially determined by the range of the
input values which are rescaled upon passing through the system. Within this envelope, a
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1

with β = 2 and appears to have a
β
s2
distinct downward trend. The time series was fit with a linear trend line (green) for which the line equation
is y = mx + b where m = −0.094611 and b = 363.68. The power spectrum of the stochastic time series with
the trend (without endpoint correction) yields a scaling exponent of β = 1.82.
(a) A stochastic Brownian motion time series was generated using

(b) The application of a Hann window to the stochastic Brownian motion time series with the trend effectively
corrects for endpoint mismatch and yields a power spectrum scaling exponent of β = 2.06. Note, the trend
was not removed, only the Hann window was applied. As long as the endpoints are corrected using the Hann
window (or mirror technique), the time series with the trend yields the correct scaling exponent.

Figure D.3: An example of a stochastic Brownian motion time series with trend both
with and without a Hann window applied to the data. A stochastic Brownian motion time
series exhibits a illusory trend that is actually a result of the integration of random numbers
(Gaussian white noise). Even though a downward trend is clearly suggested by the data,
the decrease in values with time is generated entirely by random chance. Mathematically,
the prediction of direction or a continuation of the illusory trend of this stochastic data set
is not possible.
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(a) The line equation (y = mx + b, m = −0.094611 and b = 363.68) was subtracted from the stochastic
Brownian motion time series with a trend from Fig. D.3a. Since linear trend line removal approximately
realigns the endpoints providing some, but not ideal, endpoint correction, the power spectrum of the detrended
stochastic Brownian motion time series yields a scaling exponent of β = 2.00.

(b) The application of the Hann window to the linearly detrended stochastic time series of Fig. D.4a yields a
power spectrum of β = 2.05. The linearly detrended Hann windowed time series exhibits virtually the same
scaling behavior as the original Hann windowed time series with the trend.

Figure D.4: An example of a detrended stochastic Brownian motion time series both with
and without a Hann window applied to the data. When a stochastic time series is linearly
detrended, the effect on the scaling exponent is negligible as long as a Hann window is used
to correct for endpoint mismatch. Once again, the trend which was removed arose naturally
in the generation of the stochastic data set and is an illusion created by the integration of
Gaussian white noise.
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range of probabilities exists as to where the time series is most likely to fall5 . Additionally,
the variance and standard deviation envelopes associated with each value of β may also
be generated from synthetic data to represent the average variance and standard deviation
expected at each index of time. The probabilistic envelope approach is much more
appropriate than a trend line due to the fact that direction is not part of the integration
process and the direction is solely due to random chance in the selection of the values (as in
heads or tails or the sign of the value) of the original input time series and the characteristics
of the numbers that are integrated. One can see that a natural stochastic time series that is
created through an integrative process cannot be trivialized with the addition of a trend
line. The intricacies of the time series and why the values are increasing or decreasing are
much more complex and largely unpredictable due to the stochastic nature of the input.
The width of the predictive envelope is based on the scaling exponent β , the extent of the
integration (or amplification of the frequencies), and the range of the input signal.
From the context of stochastic processes that can be represented as the output of a
1
transfer function of a system such as β with a Gaussian white noise input due to the
s2
CLT, many interpretations of random patterns have been misidentified as real phenomenon
and then explained through theories such as the illusion of the Hot Hand hypothesis when
in fact, streaks, or runs of heads and tails can and do occur in the flips of a fair coin due
entirely to chance. Misconceptions of probabilities and statistics or thinking of the problem
from the wrong perspective fuels the misperception of random events as something with
a definite cause [117, 118]. The main point is that incredibly complex time series, with
seemingly paradoxical trends, can and do form entirely from the process of integration
of random white noise across a wide range of frequencies. Stochastic inputs entering
5

The envelope representing the average upper and lower limit of a time series may be generated by first
determining the transfer function of a natural stochastic data set which represents the system of interest and
then generating 1000 synthetic data sets representing possible output time series generated by the system.
The range (maximum and minimum) of each time index value may then be determined and then averaged
to obtain the average range for each index value of 1000 time series. This allows even multiscaling data
sets to be forecast into the future within a predictive envelope. Of course, the range of the Gaussian white
noise input will also have to be determined so that the synthetic time series exhibit the same range in data
as the original from which the transfer function was derived.
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into a system that exhibits multiscaling behavior over different frequencies will produce
an enormously complex output time series thwarting attempts to describe the statistics
of the output time series alone without consideration of the system that generated the
output signal. A statistical model derived only in the time domain of a complex time
series may require several parameters to describe all of the variations observed in the
stochastic data set and still not capture the essence of the data set or accurately reproduce a
synthetic data set from the model with the same scaling behavior as the original. However,
from the context of control theory, a natural multiscaling system may be represented by
a Frequency Response Model comprised of a compact transfer function with a scaling
exponent and possibly gain values using only Gaussian white noise as input yet produces
a synthetic time series that is virtually indistinguishable from the original. No complex
theory or explanation is needed other than the Frequency Response Model and white noise
to describe the origin of many perceived trends in natural stochastic time series which is
a much simpler approach in both degrees of freedom and explanation as a model of the
process generating the time series. By thinking of time series in the frequency domain
rather than the time domain and in viewing a time series as the output of a system, the
complexity of nature is no longer as complex.

D.2

A Coin Flip as an
Example of Scaling Exponent Behavior

D.2.1

Run Sequences of a Coin Flip and Run Lengths of
Stochastic Time Series of any β

In order to understand the how short term probabilistic predictions may be made in the
context of the scaling behavior which defines a system, the simplest example is found
in tossing of a fair coin and the running sum of the coin flips. The system here is the
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integration or running sum of the process of flipping a coin and adding each outcome to the
previous position which generates a discrete form of a Brownian motion. The integration
1
system is represented by the transfer function6 β where β ≈ 2. The inputs into the system
s2
are the values of the stochastic, yet high frequency, flip of a fair coin which generate a series
of heads or tails7 . Now, when the input is then processed through the system undergoing
a running sum, this numerical integration of +1 for heads and −1 for tails generates a
new time series as the measured output. This new time series is entirely the result of the
integration process of the system and all properties of the output time series are due to the
calculation in which each current value is added to the immediate preceding value of the
cumulative summed time series. A FFT of the coin flip input time series yields a power
spectrum with a slope equivalent to β = 0. A FFT of the running sum of the coin flip
as the measured output yields a power spectrum with a β = 1.8 (equivalent to β = 2 for
non-discrete time series). The change in the scaling exponent from input to output is a
function of the system and the process of integration. Even though the inputs are random
coin flips each with an equal chance of heads or tails, upon summation, an interesting
and somewhat predictable pattern (in terms of expected deviation per increment within an
envelope) begins to emerge as Brownian motion.
To elaborate, a fair coin has a 50% chance of heads (H) and a 50% chance of tails (T)
when flipped once. Further flips of a fair coin will result in several possible combinations
of heads and tails where each combination can be represented by two outcomes, heads or
tails, to the power of the number of flips. When the coin is flipped twice, the calculation
is 22 or 4 possible combinations that will emerge which are HH, TT, HT, and TH. The
6

7

1

represents the process of integration when β = 2. The running sum,
β
s2
while a cumulative integration process, is not entirely scale invariant and yields β ≈ 1.8. A thorough
discussion on the process of integration and noise introduced in the high frequencies by the running sum is
found in App. C.
A coin flip may be viewed as an event that takes place at a high frequency since the act of tossing a coin
and recording the value as heads or tails, without integration, takes place at the resolution of the sampling
interval. Even when the time series then is translated to the frequency domain, since the calculated Nyquist
frequency at fN = 0.5 is twice the sampling interval, each flip occurring at the sampling interval takes place
at an even higher frequency than the Nyquist frequency.
To be clear, the transfer function
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probabilities of each of these flip combinations are equal8 . For two flips, each combination
1
has a 2 or 1 in 4 chance of emerging. For three flips of the coin, we have 23 or 8 possible
2
combinations which are HHH, HHT, HTT, HTH, THT, THH, TTH, TTT. For three flips,
each combination is equally likely having a 1 in 8 chance of emerging. This means that
HHH is equally likely (as a whole) as HTT or HTH or any of the other sequences as
each toss is completely independent of the other. In fact, given 10 fair coin flips, with
210 or 1024 possibly combinations, the sequence HHHHHHHHHH is equally likely as
HTHTHTHTHT, each with a 1 out of 1024 chance of that exact sequence occurring. One
may wonder how a sequence of 10 heads in a row is equally likely as an alternating
sequence of heads and tails giving 5 heads and 5 tails for a fair coin. The point here is
that the question that is asked is the probability of an exact sequence in so many flips prior
to any flips and the way the problem is set up mathematically is to answer this question.
However, for 10 flips of a fair coin, there are more sequences in 1024 combinations that
have approximately equal numbers of heads or tails than all heads or all tails.
Since the flip combinations are equally likely, at first predictability of such a system
appears erroneous. However, in reality, some very strong statistical patterns begin to
emerge in the running sum time series behavior of the coin flip which are expressed as
persistent behavior in the cumulative summed time series. Despite the low probability of a
run of 10 heads in 10 tosses of a fair coin, as the sample size increases (i.e., the number of
tosses increases), a run of 10 heads in a row eventually is expected. For example, the longest
expected run in a sequence of 1024 fair coin tosses is 9 heads in a row. For 2048 tosses,
the longest expected run is 10 heads given that the probability of heads is p (H) = 0.5. If
the coin now is weighted so that a bias is introduced to land on heads 70% of the time,
the longest expected run of heads in 1024 tosses is now 16 heads. For 2048 tosses with
8

Any sequence of length n then yields 2n possible outcomes (or paths). In terms of a coin flip, n is the
number of flips, each with only 2 choices as heads (H) or tails (T). The number of possible combinations
in n flips of a fair coin is then 2n . This also means that the probability of any sequence or combination
1
of heads and tails is n . Thus, each sequence is equally likely when the question is asked from the origin
2
before any flips occur.
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p(H) = 0.7, the longest expected run is 18 heads in a row. These calculations come from
the equation:
R p = log 1  [n (1 − p)]

(D.1)

p

where R p is the longest expected run of one outcome in a Bernoulli sequence (e.g., a coin
flip) of length n where p is the probability of success (such as heads, p(H)) [119, 120].
The term R p in Eq. (D.1) defines the expected number of heads or one possible outcome in
a row only. Mathematically, if one is asking what is the longest expected run of heads or
tails in a row, then one must add the value 1 as R p + 1 to the longest expected run of heads
alone. Thus, for heads or tails, Eq. (D.1) becomes:




R pq = log 1 [nq] + 1

(D.2)

p

where p is the probability of heads and q is the probability of tails as q = (1 − p) for any
sequence of length n [119, 120].
Of course, the longest run ends when interrupted by an alternately signed value (i.e.,
heads following a run of tails or tails after a sequence of heads) but may be followed by
another run continuing the increase or decrease in values of the time series. Additionally,
the mathematics of the coin flip is not limited to calculation of the longest expected run
within a time series of length n. The expected number of runs greater than or equal to any
size run may be calculated using:
ER = nqpR

(D.3)

in which ER is the expected number of runs ≥ R where R is the run length given p, n is
the length of the time series, p is the probability of heads (or a positive sign increase as
+1), and q = 1 − p or the probability of tails (or a negative sign decrease as −1) [119].
In practice, calculation of the expected number of runs greater than R may not be ideal
since ER includes the number of all runs greater than R and is not specific to any particular
number of runs. Therefore, if one wants to calculate how many runs of a certain specific
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length are expected, the first difference of Eq. (D.3). provides the answer as:

NR = ER − ER+1 = nqpR − nqpR+1

(D.4)

where NR is now the number of runs that occurs for a specific run length R, at least for a
fair coin.
Solving Eq. (D.4) for all expected runs, if the number of runs (NR ) for a coin flip of
length n is plotted for all R up to the longest expected run R p , one cannot help but notice
that the number of runs occurring per run length experiences exponential decay. For each
run length R, to verify that the exponential decay in the number of runs (NR ) predicted
by the theoretical equation (Eq. (D.4)) for any length n represents exactly what occurs in
reality, a computational experiment is required to simulate a coin flip and then to count
how many runs of each run length are found within the coin flip sequence. A fair coin flip
may be simulated with a computer algorithm by generating a Gaussian white noise using a
random number generator9 with a mean of 0. The sign function:

sgn (x) =

x
|x|

(D.5)

is used to pull the sign from each value, eliminating the white noise value, creating a
sequence of random ±1 values which may be interpreted as heads (+1) or tails (−1) from
a fair coin with p = 0.5 and q = 0.5. The number of runs of heads and tails of all lengths
can then be counted within the time series of simulated coin flips.
One important stipulation is necessary in defining a run in this experiment, for both
the runs that are calculated by Eqs. (D.3) and (D.4) and the runs that are counted in a
simulated coin flip, a run is considered the entire complete sequence bounded by opposite
signed values with no overlap (e.g., the sequence THHHHT contains only one run of four
heads, not, as overlapping runs suggests, a run of four heads, two runs of three heads, three
9

A random number generator such as MATLAB command y = randn(1,N);.
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runs of two heads, and four runs of one head). Likewise, a run may have many values or
just one value such that the sequence HTH (or + − +) contains one run of one tail (or −).
In this computational experiment, 10000 iterations were performed simulating flipping a
coin n = 8192 times. When all the runs are counted in the sequence, the number of runs
(NR ) of each run length R are averaged across all iterations and plotted as a bar plot of
heads (positive sign) and tails (negative sign) for each run length R and compared with the
predicted number of runs per run length given by Eq. (D.4). Another important point is that
if the simulated coin flip was integrated, the time series in which the runs are counted is the
incremental time series within the integrated time series. In other words, the incremental
time series is the differentiated time series of any integrated time series (or first differenced
time series of any running summed time series) since the runs of interest reside in the
increments or decrements of the time series which influences the behavior of the integrated
time series.
Upon examination of the actual runs of each run length found within a coin flip
sequence, the theoretical equation predicting the number of runs per run length is validated.
For any specific sequence, the number of runs of heads is only approximately equal to the
number of runs of tails since any increase in the number of heads reduces the number of
tails contained within the entire time series but not necessarily in the same run length. An
example of an individual sequence is shown in Fig. D.5 and Table D.1. However, since the
probability of heads or tails is p = 0.5 and based on the average of the number of runs per
run length of all 10000 iterations, the number of runs of heads equals the number of runs
of tails on average as expected. Thus, for a stochastic data set generated by the integration
of a Gaussian white noise (similar in behavior to a coin flip), the number of runs (NR ) of
each run length R may be predicted with Eq. (D.4) such that any Brownian motion with
β = 2, the number of deviations of size R may be calculated for any probability p or q for
an unbiased Brownian motion or any biased Brownian motion.
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In a sense, the random walk need not be as random since one now may say that there
are some definite predictions that may be made. Any walk, or path taken, implies the act of
integration of the past action or step. If the walk is truly a random walk with p = 0.5 and
q = 0.5 drawn from a Gaussian white noise, a walk of length n = 1024 yields some definite
predictions in the number and size of runs. There are equal numbers of runs in opposing
directions expected for the same run length and solving Eq. (D.1) for n = 1024 and p = 0.5,
one expects the longest run in one direction to be ER = 9. This means that the maximum
number of steps in one direction is expected to be 9 steps before interrupting the sequence
with a step in the opposite direction when only a total of 1024 steps are taken. Naturally,
there are going to be cases in a sequence of 1024 steps in which the maximum number of
steps at a time in one direction exceeds 9 steps, but such cases become increasingly rare as
1
the number of steps in a run increases. After all, a sequence of 9 heads in a row has a 9
2
1
1
chance of occurring (or
) but a sequence of 10 heads in a row has only a 10 chance of
512
2
1
occurring (or
) when the question is asked from the origin.
1024
When Eq. (D.4) is solved for a random walk of n = 1024, p = 0.5, and q = 0.5 for each
length of R up to ER , a distinct pattern emerges of exponential decay from one run length to
the next longer run length (e.g., from R1 to R2 ). Thus, within a random walk (or Brownian
motion) of length n = 1024, a run length of 1 value by itself bounded by opposite signed
values (i.e., as (+) or heads in the sequence (− + −) or THT or as (−) or tails within the
sequence (+ − +) or HTH) is expected to occur approximately 128 times in each direction,
as 128 positive single steps and another 128 times as negative single steps. For a run length
of 2 values in a row bounded by opposing values (i.e., as (+) or heads in the sequence
(− + +−) or THHT or as (−) or tails within the sequence (+ − −+) or HTTH), there
are 64 positive sequences of run length 2 and another 64 negative sequences of run length
2. For a run length of 3 (i.e., (− + + + −) or THHHT or as (+ − − − +) or HTTTH),
there are 32 positive and another 32 negative run sequences expected. Continuing for a
random walk of n = 1024, one expects 16 positive and 16 negative run sequences of run
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length 4, 8 positive and 8 negative run sequences of run length 5, 4 positive and 4 negative
run sequences of run length 6, 2 positive and 2 negative run sequences of run length 7, 1
positive and 1 negative run sequences of run length 8, and 1 positive and 1 negative run
sequences of run length 9. Additionally, any bias in the outcome due differing probabilities
of p(+) and q(−) also can be used to predict the number of runs per run length due to a bias
within a Brownian motion.
The exponential decay observed in the number of runs from one run length to the next
may then be fit with an exponential function. The standard equation for exponential decay
written in terms of the number of runs (NR ) of each run length R is:
R

N(R+1) = N(R) e− τ

(D.6)

where N(R+1) is the number of runs calculated at run length R + 1, N(R) is the initial value
which is the current number of runs (NR ) at a specific run length R at which point R is
counted from the current position. The time constant, tau (τ), is the exponential decay
1
rate or the time the runs take to decay by
[66]. An important point about Eq. (D.6) is
e
that the values used as N(R) and R are the current values whereupon solving the equation
will provide the next number of runs at the next run length R + 1. This equation may be
modified to obtain longer values of runs as long as the run length increment used for R
is counted from the current position. Furthermore, the value of the first run length, N(1) ,
may be used for N(R) but the length of the time series (n) should not be used directly for
1
N(R) . This is because the first run length N(1) for a Gaussian white noise is actually of
8
the length of the time series so that:
1
N(1) = n
8

(D.7)

which allows Eq. (D.6) to be rewritten according to the length of the time series n, but only
for a β = 0 Gaussian white noise directly or as the increments of a β = 2 Brownian motion.
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Figure D.5: A simulated β = 2 time series containing Gaussian white noise (β = 0) increments was generated. The increments
of the β = 2 time series were examined for runs of heads (runs of positive (+) sign increments) and tails (runs of negative (−)
sign decrements) by removing the sign for each value using the sign function (Eq. (D.5)). The number of runs (NR ) for each
run length R was counted for each positive and negative run. The structure in a stochastic time series is partially the result of
the probabilistic but random occurrence of runs within the increments or decrements. A Brownian motion from integration of
a Gaussian white noise follows Eq. (D.4) so that the expected number of positive increases and negative decreases of each run
length in the time series is predictable. For example, in a Brownian motion time series of length n = 8192, one may expect
approximately 1024 single step increases, 512 double step increases and so on with the longest expected run of the same sign as
ER = 12. Conversely, the expected number of negative runs per run length is the same as indicated in the bar graphs above and
Table D.1.

(b) Any single integrated time series shows excellent agreement with the theoretical equation (Eq. (D.4)) of the number of each run length given a time
series of length n. Variations observed between theoretical, positive, and negative runs are entirely due to random chance in the stochastic time series.

(a) A synthetic time series of length n = 8192 was generated. The power spectrum shows that β = 2.00. Runs were counted within the increments of the
β = 2 time series and then plotted in the bar graph as the number of runs (NR ) per run length (R).

Table D.1: The number of runs (NR ) for each run length (R) was counted for each positive
and negative run found within the increments of an individual β = 2 synthetic time series
of length n = 8192. The increments of the integrated time series are a Gaussian white
noise (β = 0) for which the theoretical equation (Eq. (D.4)) may be used to determine
the number of runs expected for each run length (of either positive or negative runs) and
Eq. (D.1) may be used to determine the longest expected run (ER ) given the length of the
time series. Based on the length of the time series, the longest expected run is a probabilistic
calculation incorporating p = 0.5 and q = 0.5 for this stochastic time series and may exceed
the value of ER due to random chance alone, as observed here for tails at R = 15 when there
is one run of 15 negative (−) sign decrements. In this particular individual time series, any
variations between the observed runs versus theoretical runs are due entirely to chance and
are not indicative of any bias or unexpected behavior. Note that the number of runs (NR )
that is calculated from Eq. (D.4) is the number of runs of heads or tails, not heads and tails.
In a data set of length n = 8192, there are 2048 possible positive runs and 2048 possible
negative runs of all possible run lengths which, combined, total 4096 runs of all possible
run lengths, both positive and negative. Thus, the number of runs in this Gaussian white
noise data set (4096) is half the length of the data set (n = 8192). Plots of this table are
shown in the bar graphs of Fig. D.5.
Run Length
(R)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Number of Runs (NR )
Predicted by Eq. (D.4)
1024
512
256
128
64
32
16
8
4
2
1
1
0
0
0

Runs of Positive (+)
Increments (Heads)
1031
478
289
117
67
37
20
4
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
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Runs of Negative (−)
Decrements (Tails)
1054
474
263
117
69
43
16
3
5
2
0
1
0
0
1

Substitution of Eq. (D.7) into Eq. (D.6) yields:
R−1
1
N(R) = ne− τ
8

(D.8)

which describes the number of runs given the length (n) of the time series. Note that in
Eq. (D.8), the subscript on N as R and superscript on e as R − 1 was adjusted to provide
a direct calculation of the number of runs at R whereas Eq. (D.6) provided the next value
of R + 1. Again, for other time series in which the value of the scaling exponent β is not
β = 0, Eq. (D.8) does not apply since the number of runs of a run length of 1 is no longer
1
of the original length n of the time series10 .
8
Previously mentioned, in the computational experiment involving 10000 iterations of
Brownian motion, the average number of runs (NR ) of each run length R of the incremental
time series exhibits exponential decay. Since the number of runs of heads is equal to the
number of runs of tails in the incremental time series of a Brownian motion, the number
of positive sign values (or heads) per run length was fit with an exponential function to
determine the time constant, tau (τ). For a integrative β = 2 process (for which the
increments are examined) or a β = 0 time series directly which represents the Gaussian
white noise increments, the time constant is τ(β =0) = 1.4427. The time constant is sensitive
to the number of decimal places to obtain the exact value of N(R) and the entire value to
4 decimal places is necessary. The fit of the exponential function to the positive number
of runs of each run length of the increments of the average of 10000 iterations of a β = 2
Brownian motion is shown in Fig. D.6.
Now that the time constant (τ) is known for Brownian motion, Eq. (D.6) or
Eq. (D.8) may be used in lieu of Eq. (D.4) to determine the expected number of runs per
10 The

problem of the proper number of runs of a run length of 1 given any value of β is not trivial. In
the following section, computational experiment will show the average number of runs of run length 1 of
10000 series. However, though the relationship of the scaling exponent to the exponential time constant
τ is determined through this computational experiment, the exponential time constant cannot be used to
discover the number of runs of run length 1 though τ does approximate the number of runs of additional
run lengths well if the number of runs of run length 1 is known.
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run length for any length random walk with β = 2 (as the integral of Gaussian white noise)
or any length Gaussian white noise of β = 0 directly. For example, revisiting the n = 1024
point incremental time series of a Brownian motion time series, solving Eq. (D.8) for a run
1
2−1
length of 2 results in N(2) = • 1024 • e− 1.4427 = 64. Longer run lengths may also be solved
8
1
6−1
directly from Eq. (D.6) (e.g., a run length of 6 results in N(6) = •1024•e− 1.4427 = 4). Even
8
thought the result of the calculation may require slight rounding, using the exponential
decay rate of Eq. (D.6) or Eq. (D.8) offers an advantage over Eq. (D.4) in that the expected
number of runs per run length may be calculated in one calculation directly from the length
of the original time series when p and q are assumed to be equal.
Most importantly, since Brownian motion represents a β = 2 integrative system11
and the increments of Brownian motion are Gaussian white noise with β = 0, the scaling
exponent β may be related to the time constant τ in order to determine the number of
runs per run length for any length of integrated, single scaling time series (with β = 2).
Additionally, through examination of synthetic single scaling data sets that have values of
β other than β = 0, Eqs. (D.4) and (D.6) may be used as benchmarks to further develop
the exponential decay function of runs of positive and negative increments in terms of a
particular scaling exponent β . However, in order to properly address the number of runs of
a certain sign in a stochastic time series due to different values of the scaling exponent β ,
one must first address the issue of bias (of p or q) in a time series without the influence of
β (i.e., when the time series is β = 0 or β = 2 for which the increments of the time series
are β = 0).
11 Technically,

even though β = 1.8 for the running sum of a coin flip, the -0.2 difference between β = 2
and β = 1.8 is error introduced by the cumulative summation process as opposed to integration at all
frequencies. A full discussion of this error and corrections are found in Appendix C. Thus, to predict the
values of the coin flip using the exponential function and conversion equation from β to τ, the theoretical
value of β = 2 should be used, not β = 1.8 which contains errors in the high frequencies.
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(a) The number of runs (NR ) of each run length R are averaged across all 10000 iterations and plotted as
a bar plot of positive runs (heads) in dark blue and negative runs (tails) in light blue for each run length
R. Comparing the benchmark predicted number of runs per run length given by the theoretical Eq. (D.4) in
green, the positive and negative average number of runs for each run length are equal.

(b) The number of positive runs N(R+) (or heads) per run length R was fit with an exponential function to
determine the time constant, tau (τ). A Gaussian white noise (or a sequence of coin flips) yields a time
constant of τ = 1.4427. Note, the discrepancy of τ = 1.443 indicated by the figure versus τ = 1.4427 is only
due to rounding in the legend. In practice, the non-rounded τ = 1.4427 to 4 decimal places should be used to
calculate N(R) for β = 0 time series.

Figure D.6: A computational experiment was performed simulating a n = 8192 Gaussian
white noise time series (as the increments of a Brownian motion). The process is equivalent
to flipping a coin n = 8192 times. A total of 10000 time series were generated and the
number of runs for each run length were counted in each time series.
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D.2.1.1

Time Constant τ of Exponential Decay
to Predict Runs in a Biased Stochastic Time Series

As shown in Fig. D.5, the structure of the rise and fall of the Brownian motion β = 2 time
series may be partly attributed to the numbers of runs and run length of positive increases
of value (as heads) and of negative decreases of value (as tails) within the incremental time
series which is summed to yield Brownian motion. Interestingly enough, the idea of the
longest run of heads or tails of a coin flip, having been adapted for Gaussian white noise
signals in terms of the sign of the values, may be expanded to determine the expected
number of runs per run length for a wide range of biased time series. Logically, since the
simulated coin flips are drawn from a Gaussian white noise based only on the sign, then
Eq. (D.1) may be used to calculate the longest expected run of the same sign within a biased
stochastic time series that exhibits scaling behavior of β = 0 (or β = 2 as the integral of
the β = 0 time series) of any length n as the longest expected run without interruption of
positive increases (or negative decreases if q is used) in a time series, based only on the
sign regardless of the value of the increases.
Likewise, Eqs. (D.4) and (D.6) may be used to calculate the total number of positive
and negative runs of each run length expected within a stochastic time series (again, as
either β = 0 or β = 2) of length n, as both increases or decreases in a Gaussian white
noise time series or the integrated counterpart (through examination of the increments).
The runs, both the longest expected run and number of expected runs of any size drawn
from the white noise input, thus provide the structure associated with the Brownian motion
that is also associated with the scaling behavior of β . In examination of any single scaling
time series with β = 2, the pattern of the relatively few longer runs becomes apparent in
the range of the low frequency runs of increasing or decreasing values, where the limit of
the longest run length is ultimately dictated by the length (n) of the time series and the
probability of the outcome, such as positive (p = 0.5) and negative (q = 0.5) runs of a fair
coin or any bias of p and q for an unfair coin.
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Thus, some estimation of stochastic time series behavior in terms of the number and
length of expected runs in sign in either direction is capable of being calculated. However,
this should not be confused with the mistaken idea of predicting direction in persistence.
Both the Gaussian white noise input and the increments of the integrated Brownian motion
(or any rescaled time series using Gaussian white noise as input through a system defined
by β ) with equal probabilities of positive and negative values are expected to have the same
runs in sign, directly from the Gaussian white noise and of the increments of the Brownian
motion, so that for any length time series the longest expected runs and number of runs per
run length of an increase or decrease in values (based on the sign of the input regardless of
size) may be calculated. If there is a bias in the coin flip or a weighted Gaussian noise in
the probability of positive values (or heads using the coin flip terminology), the number of
runs per run length may exhibit a perceived trend or positive bias but this is not persistence,
this is due to the increased probability of one outcome which also increases the number of
runs per run length on the positive side and decreases the number of runs per run length on
the negative side.
Just as there is no predictability in direction of an unbiased Gaussian white noise, there
is little predictability of when a run in sign of a certain run length will occur. However, one
may calculate the percentage of runs in sign of a given length that are expected to occur in
a stochastic time series of a given length based on the number of runs of each run length
as calculated and shown in Table D.1. For example, in Table D.1 and from the theoretical
equation Eq. (D.4), on average the number of positive runs (NR ) of run length R = 1 is
1024 out of 4096 possible runs in total12 in a Gaussian white noise (β = 0) data set of
length n = 8192, as the increments of a Brownian motion (β = 2) data set. Thus, there
are theoretically13 2048 total runs on average for a run length R = 1 for both positive and
12 In

the Gaussian white noise data set of length n = 8192, there are a total of 2048 possible positive runs and
2048 possible negative runs of all possible run lengths which, combined, total 4096 runs of all possible run
lengths, both positive and negative.
13 The actual number of runs counted in any individual time series may vary due to natural variation and
random chance. The theoretical number is calculated direction from Eq. (D.4).
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negative values in a data set of length n = 8192. The total number of runs of all possible
run lengths of both signs, positive and negative, is calculated to be half of the length of
the data set. As such, from 2048 possible positive and negative runs of run length R = 1
out of 4096 total runs, on average 50% of the runs in a data set of length n = 8192 will be
comprised of a run in sign of length R = 1, both positive and negative. Separately by sign
of either positive or negative runs, from 1024 possible positive (or negative) runs of run
length R = 1 out of a total of 4096 possible runs, on average 25% of the runs of the data
set of length n = 8192 will be comprised of positive runs in sign of run length R = 1 and
25% of the runs of the data set of length n = 8192 will be comprised of negative runs in
sign of run length R = 1. Likewise, continuing this example from Table D.1 and theoretical
equation Eq. (D.4), the number of positive runs (NR ) of run length R = 4 is calculated to be
128 runs, on average, out of the 4096 possible runs in total. Therefore, from 256 possible
positive and negative runs of run length R = 4 out of 4096 total runs, on average 6.25% of
the runs of the data set of length n = 8192 will be comprised of runs in sign of length R = 4,
both positive and negative (or on average 3.125% for each positive or negative run of run
length R = 4 in a data set of length n = 8192). So while the time frame of when exactly
a run will occur is not predictable, the percentage of runs of each run length and sign are
predictable from the theoretical equation Eq. (D.4).
The perspective from which the probability of occurrences is calculated matters in
the determination of whether or not an event is expected14 . While runs of specific run
length sequences may have an increased probability due to the run length when calculated
before starting a sequence, once a run is started, the chance of continuing the run in the
next increment is 50/50. However improbable any specific sequence may be, after a
specific sequence has occurred, then there is no point in concluding that the origination
of the sequence was an improbable event or was somehow selected for by some unknown
14 A

more thorough discussion of the importance of perspective in the calculation of probabilities is found in
Sec. D.2.2.
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mechanism after the fact since the stochastic nature of a coin flip can explain many of the
emergent patterns.
From the perspective of the beginning of the sequence, if one will flip a fair coin 10
1
times, each outcome has a 10 chance (1 out of 1024) of occurring so that each sequence
2
in itself is a rare event. However, from the perspective of having completed the sequence,
if a coin has been flipped 10 times, one of the 1024 possible sequences will have occurred
100% of the time. In fact, from the perspective of just before the last flip (or the 10th
flip), for each of 9 flips that preceded the last flip, all of the values for at least one specific
sequence had already fallen in place, such that there is a 50/50 chance of completing what
would have been labeled an improbable sequence that initially only had a 1 out of 1024
chance of occurring before starting to flip the coin. In understanding the mathematics of
a coin flip, one can better understand the mathematics of an integral system that takes a
Gaussian white noise as input and generates a Brownian motion as output.
If one is interested in determining the possible probability values of positive
increments (as p) and negative increments (as q) of a stochastic time series such as
Brownian motion, the sign changes of the incremental white noise stochastic time series
are expected to produce the same type of pattern of runs per run length as a fair coin flip if
there is no bias where p = q. If a large difference is observed between the expected number
of positive and negative runs per run length or the number of runs per run length no longer
appears to follow the expected exponential decay, the probability of the sign changes may
indicate a positive or negative bias which would be a round about way of determining if
there is a bias in sign changes in the time series. For example, reversing Eq. (D.1) and
solving for p when the longest run of a particular sign is known in a finite time series, one
may estimate if a bias may be present based on sampling a finite length, determining the
longest run of positive values, and then back-calculating p that would yield that expected
length of run in the sampled time series of length n.
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In other words, even if a series of coin flips resulted in 60% heads and 40%
tails, as long as the coin was fair, the length of the longest run (Eq. (D.1)) and the
number of runs per run length would still be expected to follow the exponential decay
of Eqs. (D.4) and (D.6) since the number of heads and tails is independent of the number
of runs per run length and any bias favoring p (i.e., if p > 0.5) would be expected to reduce
the exponential decay rate of the number of runs per run length by increasing the value of
the exponential time constant τ from τ at p = 0.5 which is τ(p=0.5) = 1.4427. Likewise,
any bias favoring q (i.e., if p < 0.5) would be expected to increase the exponential decay
rate of the number of runs per run length by decreasing the value of τ from τ at p = 0.5. In
summary, a bias for which p 6= q results in the expectation that the run length of longest run
will be higher if p > 0.5 or lower if p < 0.5 than the longest run length of an unbiased time
series where p = 0.5 since the length of the longest run is dependent on both the direction
and extent to which p 6= q. The run length of the longest run of unbiased time series is
only calculated when p = q or p = 0.5. Due to the degree of bias of p, the value of τ will
capture the exponential decay rate of the number of runs per run length in both an unbiased
and biased time series. Of course, statistically, a large sample size is necessary to eliminate
the possibility of a type I or II error in any goodness-of-fit test [121]. The effect of a bias
in p on τ is confirmed in several examples of the change in number of runs per run length
of an unbiased (p = q) coin flip and biased (p 6= q) coin flip, with the bias ranging from
p = 0.9 to p = 0.1 in 0.1 decrements, shown in Figs. D.7 through D.14 and summarized in
Tables D.2 and D.15.

D.2.1.2

Time Constant τ of Exponential Decay to Predict
Approximate Runs in Stochastic Time Series Defined by β

Now that the influence of bias in a time series is known for the number of runs per run
length, the impact of the scaling exponent on the number of runs per run length can be
determined and compared to the influence of any bias in the sign of the increments of the
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(a) Using Eq. (D.4), the number of positive runs (NR ) of each run length R are calculated for n = 8192 flips of
an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin (green, left) and a biased (p = 0.9) coin (blue, right) and plotted as a bar plot. A
coin with an extremely strong bias (p = 0.9), exhibits a tremendous increase in the number of runs of longer
runs while the number of runs of shorter runs drops considerably when compared to the unbiased (p = 0.5)
coin.

(b) Plotting both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a biased (p = 0.9) coin on the same plot (left), the effect
of an extremely strong bias on the number of runs per run length is apparent. The number of positive runs
N(R+) (or heads) per run length R for both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a biased (p = 0.9) coin was fit with
an exponential function to determine the time constant, tau (τ). The unbiased coin yields a time constant of
τ = 1.4427 while the extremely strong biased coin yields a time constant of τ = 9.4912.

Figure D.7: From Eq. (D.4), the process of flipping a coin n = 8192 times will yield an
expected number of runs for each run length and is dependent upon the bias of the coin.
Here, a fair, unbiased (p = 0.5) coin is compared to a biased (p = 0.9) coin. The bias also
influences the time constant tau (τ) which can also be used to predict the expected number
of runs of each run length.
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(a) Using Eq. (D.4), the number of positive runs (NR ) of each run length R are calculated for n = 8192 flips
of an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin (green, left) and a biased (p = 0.8) coin (blue, right) and plotted as a bar plot.
A coin with an extreme bias (p = 0.8), exhibits an increase in the number of runs of longer runs while the
number of runs of shorter runs decreases when compared to the unbiased (p = 0.5) coin.

(b) Plotting both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a biased (p = 0.8) coin on the same plot (left), the effect
of an extreme bias on the number of runs per run length is apparent. The number of positive runs N(R+)
(or heads) per run length R for both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a biased (p = 0.8) coin was fit with an
exponential function to determine the time constant, tau (τ). The unbiased coin yields a time constant of
τ = 1.4427 while the extremely biased coin yields a time constant of τ = 4.4814.

Figure D.8: From Eq. (D.4), the process of flipping a coin n = 8192 times will yield an
expected number of runs for each run length and is dependent upon the bias of the coin.
Here, a fair, unbiased (p = 0.5) coin is compared to a biased (p = 0.8) coin. The bias also
influences the time constant tau (τ) which can also be used to predict the expected number
of runs of each run length.
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(a) Using Eq. (D.4), the number of positive runs (NR ) of each run length R are calculated for n = 8192 flips
of an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin (green, left) and a biased (p = 0.7) coin (blue, right) and plotted as a bar plot.
A coin with a moderate bias (p = 0.7), exhibits an increase in the number of runs of longer runs while the
number of runs of shorter runs decreases when compared to the unbiased (p = 0.5) coin.

(b) Plotting both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a biased (p = 0.7) coin on the same plot (left), the effect of a
moderate bias on the number of runs per run length is apparent. The number of positive runs N(R+) (or heads)
per run length R for both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a biased (p = 0.7) coin was fit with an exponential
function to determine the time constant, tau (τ). The unbiased coin yields a time constant of τ = 1.4427
while the moderately biased coin yields a time constant of τ = 2.8037.

Figure D.9: From Eq. (D.4), the process of flipping a coin n = 8192 times will yield an
expected number of runs for each run length and is dependent upon the bias of the coin.
Here, a fair, unbiased (p = 0.5) coin is compared to a moderately biased (p = 0.7) coin.
The bias also influences the time constant tau (τ) which can also be used to predict the
expected number of runs of each run length.
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(a) Using Eq. (D.4), the number of positive runs (NR ) of each run length R are calculated for n = 8192 flips
of an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin (green, left) and a biased (p = 0.6) coin (blue, right) and plotted as a bar plot.
A coin with a bias (p = 0.6), exhibits an increase in the number of runs of longer runs while the number of
runs of shorter runs decreases when compared to the unbiased (p = 0.5) coin.

(b) Plotting both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a biased (p = 0.6) coin on the same plot (left), the effect of
a bias on the number of runs per run length is apparent. The number of positive runs N(R+) (or heads) per run
length R for both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a biased (p = 0.6) coin was fit with an exponential function
to determine the time constant, tau (τ). The unbiased coin yields a time constant of τ = 1.4427 while the
biased coin yields a time constant of τ = 1.9576.

Figure D.10: From Eq. (D.4), the process of flipping a coin n = 8192 times will yield an
expected number of runs for each run length and is dependent upon the bias of the coin.
Here, a fair, unbiased (p = 0.5) coin is compared to a biased (p = 0.6) coin. The bias also
influences the time constant tau (τ) which can also be used to predict the expected number
of runs of each run length.
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(a) Using Eq. (D.4), the number of positive runs (NR ) of each run length R are calculated for n = 8192 flips
of an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin (green, left) and a biased (p = 0.4) coin (blue, right) and plotted as a bar
plot. A coin with a reverse bias (p = 0.4), exhibits an increase in the number of runs of shorter runs while
experiencing a decrease in the number of runs of longer runs when compared to the unbiased (p = 0.5) coin.

(b) Plotting both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a reverse biased (p = 0.4) coin on the same plot (left), the
effect of an reverse bias on the number of runs per run length is apparent. The number of positive runs N(R+)
(or heads) per run length R for both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a reverse biased (p = 0.4) coin was fit
with an exponential function to determine the time constant, tau (τ). The unbiased coin yields a time constant
of τ = 1.4427 while the reverse biased coin yields a time constant of τ = 1.0914.

Figure D.11: From Eq. (D.4), the process of flipping a coin n = 8192 times will yield an
expected number of runs for each run length and is dependent upon the bias of the coin.
Here, a fair, unbiased (p = 0.5) coin is compared to a reverse biased (p = 0.4) coin. The
bias also influences the time constant tau (τ) which can also be used to predict the expected
number of runs of each run length.
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(a) Using Eq. (D.4), the number of positive runs (NR ) of each run length R are calculated for n = 8192 flips
of an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin (green, left) and a reverse moderately biased (p = 0.3) coin (blue, right) and
plotted as a bar plot. A coin with a reverse moderate bias (p = 0.3), exhibits an increase in the number of
runs of shorter runs while experiencing a decrease in the number of runs of longer runs when compared to
the unbiased (p = 0.5) coin.

(b) Plotting both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a biased (p = 0.3) coin on the same plot (left), the effect
of an reverse bias on the number of runs per run length is apparent. The number of positive runs N(R+) (or
heads) per run length R for both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a reverse moderately biased (p = 0.3) coin
was fit with an exponential function to determine the time constant, tau (τ). The unbiased coin yields a time
constant of τ = 1.4427 while the reverse moderately biased coin yields a time constant of τ = 0.83058.

Figure D.12: From Eq. (D.4), the process of flipping a coin n = 8192 times will yield an
expected number of runs for each run length and is dependent upon the bias of the coin.
Here, a fair, unbiased (p = 0.5) coin is compared to a reverse moderately biased (p = 0.3)
coin. The bias also influences the time constant tau (τ) which can also be used to predict
the expected number of runs of each run length.
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(a) Using Eq. (D.4), the number of positive runs (NR ) of each run length R are calculated for n = 8192 flips of
an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin (green, left) and a reverse extreme biased (p = 0.2) coin (blue, right) and plotted
as a bar plot. A coin with a reverse extreme bias (p = 0.2), exhibits only a slight increase in the number of
runs of shorter runs while experiencing a decrease in the number of runs of longer runs when compared to
the unbiased (p = 0.5) coin.

(b) Plotting both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a biased (p = 0.2) coin on the same plot (left), the effect
of an reverse bias on the number of runs per run length is apparent. The number of positive runs N(R+) (or
heads) per run length R for both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a reverse extremely biased (p = 0.2) coin
was fit with an exponential function to determine the time constant, tau (τ). The unbiased coin yields a time
constant of τ = 1.4427 while the reverse extremely biased coin yields a time constant of τ = 0.62133.

Figure D.13: From Eq. (D.4), the process of flipping a coin n = 8192 times will yield an
expected number of runs for each run length and is dependent upon the bias of the coin.
Here, a fair, unbiased (p = 0.5) coin is compared to a reverse extremely biased (p = 0.2)
coin. The bias also influences the time constant tau (τ) which can also be used to predict
the expected number of runs of each run length.
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(a) Using Eq. (D.4), the number of positive runs (NR ) of each run length R are calculated for n = 8192 flips
of an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin (green, left) and a reverse extremely strong biased (p = 0.1) coin (blue, right)
and plotted as a bar plot. A coin with a reverse extremely strong bias (p = 0.1), counterintuitively exhibits a
decrease in the number of runs of shorter runs while still experiencing a considerable decrease in the number
of runs of longer runs when compared to the unbiased (p = 0.5) coin. An explanation for the decrease in the
number of short runs is found in the fact that there are now so many extremely long runs of q = 0.9 that the
probability of any single value of heads is extremely low.

(b) Plotting both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a reverse extremely strong biased (p = 0.1) coin on the
same plot (left), the effect of an reverse bias on the number of runs per run length is apparent. The number of
positive runs N(R+) (or heads) per run length R for both an unbiased (p = 0.5) coin and a reverse extremely
strong biased (p = 0.1) coin was fit with an exponential function to determine the time constant, tau (τ). The
unbiased coin yields a time constant of τ = 1.4427 while the reverse extremely strong biased coin yields a
time constant of τ = 0.43429.

Figure D.14: From Eq. (D.4), the process of flipping a coin n = 8192 times will yield an
expected number of runs for each run length and is dependent upon the bias of the coin.
Here, a fair, unbiased (p = 0.5) coin is compared to a reverse extremely strong biased
(p = 0.1) coin. The bias also influences the time constant tau (τ) which can also be used
to predict the expected number of runs of each run length.
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Table D.2: The average number of positive runs (NR+ ) for each run length (R) was calculated using Eq. (D.4) for a n = 8192 time series
to represent an unbiased (p = q) coin flip and biased (p 6= q) coin flip, with the bias ranging from p = 0.9 to p = 0.1 in 0.1 decrements.
Interestingly, a run length of R = 2 appears symmetrical around p = 0.5. The table reflects a time series that is either a biased or unbiased
Brownian motion, β = 2, or the increments of the Brownian motion as a biased or unbiased Gaussian noise, β = 0. A bias does not
change the scaling behavior since the scaling behavior is indicative of the process that created the time series and the same processes are
responsible for the creation of a biased or unbiased time series. Plots of this table are shown in the bar graphs of Fig. D.7 through D.14.

(a) The exponential decay rate of the number of runs per run length of positive sign increments was examined
in Figs. D.7 through D.14 and are summarized here. An unbiased time series, p = 0.5 exhibits an exponential
time constant of τ(p=0.5) = 1.4427 in the number of runs per run length. A biased time series for which p 6= q
results in the expectation that the run length of longest run will be higher if p > 0.5 or lower if p < 0.5 than
the longest run length of an unbiased time series.
(b) The table below lists the values of τ for each bias p in the above figure (Fig. D.15a).

Bias (p = )
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

Tau (τ)
9.4912
4.4814
2.8037
1.9576
1.4427
1.0914
0.83058
0.62133
0.43429

Figure D.15: The bias of p in the sign of a stochastic time series will determine the
exponential rate of decay of the number of runs per run length expressed by the exponential
time constant (τ). The figure and table presented here is a summary of the exponential
decay rate of the number of runs per length of positive sign increments as determined by
the bias in the signs of the values in a stochastic time series. Figs. D.7 through D.14 are
summarized in Table D.2 and fitting the number of positive runs (NR+ ) for each run length
(R) from this table results in the exponential decay rates shown here.
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time series. With the systems approach described in Ch. 5, 6, and 7, the assumption is
not only that a Gaussian white noise is appropriate as the input into a large system due
to the Central Limit Theorem, but also that the Gaussian white noise input is assumed
to be unbiased meaning that the probability of a positive (+) sign increase in the next
incremental value is equal to the probability of a negative sign decrease in the next value
(i.e., p(+) = q(−) ). For unbiased time series, an exponential time constant (τ) describing
the exponential decay rate of the number of runs per run length can now be formulated for
any scaling exponent β through computational experiment.
To formulate a relationship between the exponential time constant (τ) and the scaling
exponent β , 10000 synthetic time series of length N = 8192 were generated using the
method described in App. B. For each of the 10000 time series for each scaling exponent
β , the time series was first differentiated in the frequency domain15 to obtain a time series
of the incremental changes. Then, the number of positive (+) sign runs and the number
of negative (−) sign runs of each run length were counted in the incremental time series.
For each scaling exponent β , the total number of runs for each run length of all 10000 time
series was then averaged to obtain the average number of runs of each run length per a
given value of the scaling exponent β . Once the average number of runs per run length was
determined for a particular scaling exponent, an exponential fit was applied to determine
the value of the exponential time constant τ for that scaling exponent β . The results of this
computational experiment are shown in Figs. D.16 through D.21 and Tables D.3 and D.4.
The relationship of the exponential time constant τ to the scaling exponent β is shown in
15 An

important point here is that differentiation of the time series takes place in the frequency domain by
setting β = −2 and using the synthetic time series under investigation as the input into the convolution with
1
the equation β . This allows the scaling exponent of the time series to be exactly reduced by −2 from the
s2
original without introducing high frequency noise if differentiation was performed in the time domain. The
reason that the incremental time series is examined instead of the original time series is that the increments
of any time series are the first difference of the time series, reducing the scaling exponent by β = −2 no
matter what the scaling exponent of the original time series may be. The sign changes of the incremental
time series, of one value to the next, ultimately do determine the structure of the original time series and
looking for a pattern in the expected number of runs per run length is useful in estimating any expected
continuation of increasing or decreasing behavior or trends.
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Fig. D.21b and Table D.5. Appendix F contains a link to a repository containing MATLAB
code to generate these figures and to count runs of positive and negative sign increments in
a time series.
From the results, with the probability of positive and negative sign increments being
equal (i.e., p(+) = q(−) ), the average of the number of runs of each run length of positive
sign and negative sign increments is also equal as expected. A time series in which β = 2,
for which the incremental time series yields β = 0, also follows the same exponential decay
rate as dictated by the equations (Eqs. (D.4) and (D.6)) as expected with an exponential time
constant of τ(β =2) = 1.4427. At higher values of the scaling exponent β , the exponential
time constant is slightly increased so that τ(β >2) > 1.4427 and at lower values of the scaling
exponent, τ decreases so that τ(β <2) < 1.4427 as expected. The relationship then of the
scaling exponent β to the exponential time constant τ, at least for incremental time series
in the range of −3 ≤ β ≤ 1 as the increments to time series in the range of −1 ≤ β ≤ 3,
may then be defined through a 5th degree polynomial (as shown in the fit to the data in
Fig. D.21b) as:

τ(β ) = m1 β 5 + m2 β 4 + m3 β 3 + m4 β 2 + m5 β 1 + m6

(D.9)

where m1 = −0.006, m2 = −0.046, m3 = −0.114, m4 = −0.047, m5 = 0.359, and
m6 = 1.4427. While a 5th degree polynomial is not an ideal, simple relationship, the key
point here is that for a time series with any value of the scaling exponent β (within the
range −1 ≤ β ≤ 3), by plugging in β to Eq. (D.9), one can now calculate the appropriate
exponential decay rate of the approximate number of runs per run length as the exponential
time constant τ of the incremental time series which defines how one value changes to the
next providing useful insight as to what to expect from a time series with any single scaling
behavior.
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Worth noting is the fact that although each of the 10000 time series of a wide range
of values of the scaling exponent β was an unbiased time series with original run lengths
as defined in Figs. D.6, the effect of the scaling exponent β upon rescaling the original
Gaussian white noise input in creation of the synthetic time series did significantly alter
the pattern of sign changes in terms of the number of runs of each run length due to
the way in which each frequency is added and phase shifted when convolved with the
1
equation β . With integration, the sign of the incremental time series (the input) that is
s2
added to the current value creating the output may change the sign of the current value but
only if the amplitude of the input value is greater than the current value. This creates an
unusual set of circumstances where as the scaling exponent increases, the probability of
sign changes is greatly decreased since the rescaling of the input through amplification by
1
is comparatively small compared to the complete sum of successive amplified values.
β
s2
Even more interesting is that the approximate number of runs of each run length that will
occur in a time series of a given length for each scaling exponent is predictable to an extent
and follows an exponential rate of decay which is constrained to a much smaller range of
the exponential time constant τ than a time series with any bias. Recall that an incremental
biased time series with a scaling exponent of β = 0 (where the integrated time series would
be β = 2) and any constant bias p in the range of 0.1 < p < 0.9 yields an exponential
time constant of in the range of 0.4343 < τ < 9.4912 while an incremental unbiased time
series with a scaling exponent in the range of −3 ≤ β ≤ 1 (where the integrated time series
would be in the range of −1 ≤ β ≤ 3) yields an exponential time constant of in the range
of 0.7849 < τ < 1.5891.
One important caveat is that the current equations do not adequately describe an
important parameter useful in calculation. The number of runs of run length 1 is only
calculated when the scaling exponent of the time series is β = 2 through the incremental
β = 0 unbiased or biased time series and since the number of runs of a run length of 1 is
1
no longer th of the original length n of the time series, the number of runs of run length
8
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1 is no longer easily calculated due to the fact that the scaling exponent of the incremental
time series is different from β = 0. Knowledge of the number of runs of length 1, or at
least the number of runs of a certain run length, is essential to using the exponential time
constant to calculate the number of runs of longer lengths. Still, at least for a time series of
length N = 8192, the number of runs of length 1 was determined for a range of values of the
scaling exponent β through computational experiment which may serve as a useful starting
point in the determination of the relationship governing the association of the number of
runs of length 1 to any scaling exponent, not just when β = 2 with an incremental time
series of β = 0.
Furthermore, from computational experiment and listed as R1 in Table D.3 and D.4,
the number of runs of run length 1 (or NR of R1 ) of a N = 8192 length time series of a range
of scaling exponents is provided as a starting point for additional calculations. One may be
able to find the length of the longest run and knowing the exponential time constant τ for
a particular value of β , back-calculate to arrive at the approximate number of runs of run
length 1. The equations for the number of runs per run length for the scaling exponent β are
good approximations, though not as exact as when the equations are used to calculate the
number of runs per run length in an unbiased or biased time series in which the incremental
time series is β = 0 and the integrated time series is β = 2. The point here is not to
focus on the exponential time constant τ as related to β since the since the equations are
only approximate when β 6= 0, but to use these computational experiments and examples
through the equations to illuminate the origin of the somewhat ordered structure observed
in stochastic time series with a single scaling exponent.
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(a) Positive and Negative Runs of the Increments of a β = −1 Time Series

(b) Positive and Negative Runs of the Increments of a β = −0.5 Time Series

Figure D.16: A total of 10000 synthetic time series of length N = 8182 each of β = −1 and
β = −0.5 were generated and then differentiated in the frequency domain to determine the
incremental time series reducing the scaling exponent of each by exactly β = −2. The total
number of positive and negative runs for each run length were counted in each incremental
time series of all 10000 time series and then averaged to obtain the average number of
runs of each run length per a given value of the scaling exponent β . An exponential fit
was applied to the average number of runs per run length to determine the value of the
exponential time constant τ for each scaling exponent β .
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(a) Positive and Negative Runs of the Increments of a β = 0 Time Series

(b) Positive and Negative Runs of the Increments of a β = 0.5 Time Series

Figure D.17: A total of 10000 synthetic time series of length N = 8182 each of β = 0 and
β = 0.5 were generated and then differentiated in the frequency domain to determine the
incremental time series reducing the scaling exponent of each by exactly β = −2. The total
number of positive and negative runs for each run length were counted in each incremental
time series of all 10000 time series and then averaged to obtain the average number of
runs of each run length per a given value of the scaling exponent β . An exponential fit
was applied to the average number of runs per run length to determine the value of the
exponential time constant τ for each scaling exponent β .
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(a) Positive and Negative Runs of the Increments of a β = 1 Time Series

(b) Positive and Negative Runs of the Increments of a β = 1.5 Time Series

Figure D.18: A total of 10000 synthetic time series of length N = 8182 each of β = 1 and
β = 1.5 were generated and then differentiated in the frequency domain to determine the
incremental time series reducing the scaling exponent of each by exactly β = −2. The total
number of positive and negative runs for each run length were counted in each incremental
time series of all 10000 time series and then averaged to obtain the average number of
runs of each run length per a given value of the scaling exponent β . An exponential fit
was applied to the average number of runs per run length to determine the value of the
exponential time constant τ for each scaling exponent β .
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(a) Positive and Negative Runs of the Increments of a β = 2 Time Series

(b) Positive and Negative Runs of the Increments of a β = 2.5 Time Series

Figure D.19: A total of 10000 synthetic time series of length N = 8182 each of β = 2 and
β = 2.5 were generated and then differentiated in the frequency domain to determine the
incremental time series reducing the scaling exponent of each by exactly β = −2. The total
number of positive and negative runs for each run length were counted in each incremental
time series of all 10000 time series and then averaged to obtain the average number of
runs of each run length per a given value of the scaling exponent β . An exponential fit
was applied to the average number of runs per run length to determine the value of the
exponential time constant τ for each scaling exponent β .
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(a) Positive and Negative Runs of the Increments of a β = 3 Time Series

(b) Positive and Negative Runs of the Increments of a β = 3.5 Time Series. The number of runs per run length
is decreasing while the run length is increasing. The usefulness of an exponential fit here is questionable.

Figure D.20: A total of 10000 synthetic time series of length N = 8182 each of β = 3 and
β = 3.5 were generated and then differentiated in the frequency domain to determine the
incremental time series reducing the scaling exponent of each by exactly β = −2. The total
number of positive and negative runs for each run length were counted in each incremental
time series of all 10000 time series and then averaged to obtain the average number of
runs of each run length per a given value of the scaling exponent β . An exponential fit
was applied to the average number of runs per run length to determine the value of the
exponential time constant τ for each scaling exponent β .
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(a) Positive and Negative Runs of the Increments of a β = 4 Time Series. Again, the number of runs per run
length is decreasing while the run length increases rendering an exponential fit here questionable.

(b) The relationship of the scaling exponent β (of the incremental time series) to the exponential time constant
τ may then be defined through a 5th degree polynomial (Eq. (D.9)) where m1 = −0.006, m2 = −0.046,
m3 = −0.114, m4 = −0.047, m5 = 0.359, and m6 = 1.4427. While incremental time series greater than
β = 1 were measured, these time series were not included in the fit since the lack of variation within these
time series resulted in values of τ outside the fit of this polynomial.

Figure D.21: A total of 10000 synthetic time series of length N = 8182 with β = 4 were
generated and then differentiated in the frequency domain to determine the incremental
time series reducing the scaling exponent by exactly β = −2. The total number of positive
and negative runs for each run length were counted in each incremental time series of
all 10000 time series and then averaged to obtain the average number of runs of each
run length. An exponential fit was applied to the average number of runs per run length
to determine the value of the exponential time constant τ for increments of the scaling
exponent β = 4. The scaling exponent β of all incremental time series was then plotted
against the exponential time constant τ and fit with a 5th degree polynomial.
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Table D.3: The number of positive runs (NR+ ) per run length (R) was counted in 10000 unbiased time series of length N = 8192 and
averaged to obtain the average number of runs per run length for each value of the scaling exponent β . The average was then rounded to
the nearest integer. The scaling exponents indicate the incremental or original time series. Plots of this table are shown in the bar graphs
of Figs. D.16 through D.21.
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Table D.4: The number of negative runs (NR− ) per run length (R) was counted in 10000 unbiased time series of length N = 8192 and
averaged to obtain the average number of runs per run length for each value of the scaling exponent β . The average was then rounded
to the nearest integer. The scaling exponents indicate the incremental or original time series. Minor discrepancies between (NR+ ) of
Table D.3 and (NR− ) here are due to rounding errors in the calculations. Plots of this table are shown in Figs. D.16 through D.21.

Table D.5: The relationship of the scaling exponent β (of the incremental time series) to
the exponential time constant τ. The values here are plotted in Fig. D.21b. A 5th degree
polynomial can accurately reproduce the correct value of τ for a given value of β of the
incremental time series where m1 = −0.006, m2 = −0.046, m3 = −0.114, m4 = −0.047,
m5 = 0.359, and m6 = 1.4427.
Scaling Exponent of
Original Time Series
-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

Scaling Exponent of
Incremental Time Series
-3.0
-2.5
-2.0
-1.5
-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
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Exponential Time Constant
(τ)
0.7849
0.8412
0.9110
0.9997
1.1135
1.2621
1.4427
1.5943
1.5891
1.6917
3.5686

D.2.1.3

Number of Runs Per Run Length to Describe
the Origin of Structure in Single Scaling Time Series

In Ch. 1, the point was made that any structural characteristics or distinct shape of a time
series and behavior associated with that structure is determined by the processes by which
a time series is generated. Previously discussed, the process of generating a time series
involves following mathematical arguments which represent how a system processes an
input signal (usually unknown) which is translated (or filtered) through a system to generate
an output signal that is measured and recorded as a time series. Furthermore, the processes
of a system responsible for generation of the time series are assumed to generally remain
the same over time so that the structure or shape of the time series generated by that system,
through time, is constrained by both the limits to the modification of the inputs into a system
by the processes and the probabilities of the inputs even though the values of the inputs
into the system are constantly changing as a Gaussian white noise. If a certain structure
is observed in a time series exhibiting scaling behavior, the question must be posed as to
what are ways in which that structure in the time series can be generated, the underlying
processes responsible for the structure, and if there is more than one process that may be
involved. As the measured output of the process or processes of a system, the perception
then of an observer of viewing a time series, as either smooth or rough in structure or
shape must then be able to be adequately described by both the processes responsible for
generation of the time series and the statistical properties of the input signal.
In terms of the single scaling process or multiscaling processes of a system, there
are limits to the extent of modification done to the inputs by the system. For example,
1
a simple integration system defined by β with β = 2 that integrates all inputs into the
s2
system is limited in how much the system will modify the inputs based on the not only
the boundaries of the input values, but also the frequencies based on the length of the
time series. Thus, in terms of magnitude, the change in magnitude from input to output
1
through an integral system is which means the degree of amplification, if any, of higher
ω
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frequencies will be less than that lower frequencies. For instance, in the frequency domain
convolution, at the Nyquist frequency fc = 0.5 where ω = π since ω = 2π f , the magnitude
1
of the input is multiplied by which is equivalent to multiplying the input magnitude at
π
that frequency by 0.0318, actually a reduction in magnitude contributing to the smoothing
nature of the integration process. Comparatively, a lower frequency of say fm(1) = 0.01
which would be the lowest frequency of a time series of length n = 100 with the frequency
subscript m(1) being the index of that frequency, the magnitude of the input is multiplied by
1
which is equivalent to multiplying the input magnitude at that frequency by 15.92
0.0628
essentially magnifying that lower frequency portion of the signal from input to output.
In an integrative system, the upper limit of magnification of the input signal is then
due to the frequency as defined by the length of the time series used in conversion to
the frequency domain while the degree of the lower limit, being an actual reduction in
magnitude at the highest frequency, is always the same and equivalent to a reduction of
1
of the original magnitude of the input16 . Likewise, for an integrative system, any
about
32
shift in phase from input to output is defined by the frequency and will always shift by
π
β
−90◦ or per the time delay equation ∆t =
discussed in Ch. 8. As far as the inputs
2
−8 f
into a stochastic system, as mentioned in Ch. 8.7, the bounded inputs naturally restrict the
distribution of the Gaussian white noise as there are upper and lower limits to the inputs
available to a such a system. Encapsulated with the Gaussian distribution of a white noise
are the probabilities of positive or negative values (as an unbiased or biased value) and the
number of runs per run length of positive and negative signs, with values removed, that
these probabilities will generate based upon the exponential time constant τ. So, while
the process or system may defined the rescaling and shifting of the output to input, the
1
reduction of
for an integrative β = 2 system is from the fact that at the Nyquist frequency fc = 0.5,
32
or highest frequency from the FFT in the signal, will be twice the sampling interval and is not dependent
upon the length of the time series. However, what this frequency represents to the signal is entirely
dependent on the sampling interval chosen to sample the time series. A full discussion on the mathematics
of the transition frequency separating magnitude amplification and reduction from input to output is found
in Sec. D.3.1.

16 The
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properties of the input values into that system also contribute to the overall structure of a
stochastic time series.
Generally, the concepts described here of expected runs of positive or negative sign
increments provides a framework for understanding the origin of some of the structure
found in stochastic scaling time series and also begins to answer the question of why in
a Brownian motion (or other scaling) time series, one observes what appears to be limits
on both the range and number of sharp increases or drops in the time series values. The
extremely sharp increases or drops are always limited in duration since these are either
the manifestation of the longest runs in a time series (in either direction) or the statistical
odds based on the probability of getting two or more long runs in a row perhaps separated
by a short run. Furthermore, these runs occur based on the length of the time series as
the inputs are drawn from Gaussian white noise for which the sign changes are defined by
Eqs. (D.1) through (D.8). This is precisely why when looking at a Brownian motion, one
may see only a handful of large increases or drops in value that all appear to be about the
same length since both the number and length of these drops are limited by the longest
run size which is directly related to the length of the time series and the exponential decay
rate as defined by the scaling behavior of the time series (as shown in Fig. D.21b and
Table D.5). In fact, based on the number of runs, one may be able to predict the average
expected number of rises and falls of certain amplitudes and frequencies within the time
series even though there is no periodic component to the signal.
To be clear, for a integration system, the run patterns of the Gaussian white noise
input into the system dictate the overall structure of the time series once the time series is
integrated. For example, in a Brownian motion time series of length n = 1024 generated
1
through β with β = 2 from an unbiased Gaussian white noise input, one may expect a
s2
maximum run (as both an increase or decrease in values) of 9 same signed values in a row
from Eq. (D.1) and observations of runs greater than 9 would be considered rare. The run
patterns in a stochastic time series allow for the prediction if a time series may reach a
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certain threshold in a limited number of steps based on the probabilities of each outcome.
Thus, the probability of a bias on the sign of each input increment, the length of the time
series, and the scaling exponent of the system ultimately defines the number of runs of
same sign increments of each run length, with a particular exponential decay rate and time
constant τ, which generates the somewhat ordered structure observed in stochastic time
series. The benefit of this realization is that one may be more confident in predictions of
where the time series may track within an envelope and where the time series will not track.
One may also explain why any continuous same-signed trend is indeed abnormal behavior
in that one would never expect an unbiased Brownian motion to continuously increase in
value without following the exponential run pattern defined here. If a natural time series
did exhibit an unexpected rare event of an abnormally long run length, then perhaps some
outside influence created the conditions for that rare event to occur such as introducing a
bias into the inputs in the system.
One other point, theoretically the length of the longest expected run is dictated by
the length of the time series which is useful if the time series data set is already obtained.
However, if embedded within a system that one is constantly sampling (which, in reality,
might be considered of unlimited length), the mathematics suggest the possibility of runs
much longer than possible in a truncated data set. In other words, how does one know
whether or not a long run observed in a sampled time series is a true outlier of what is
expected based on the time series length or if perhaps the sampled time series could be
considered a subset of a much longer time series in which the outlier would be expected?
This is why perspective matters in defining the equations used with probabilities as the
mathematics of the past necessarily constrains the possibilities within the numbers expected
from the length of the data set whereas the mathematics of the future may define the time
series out to infinity. Since the probability of all heads in an unbiased time series out
1
to infinity is , an extremely small and unlikely value, the more prudent approach is to
∞
redefine the question of the probability of an extremely long run within a reasonable time
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frame in the future. This is also why long data sets are used to determine if there is a bias
in a coin since the ability to determine if something fits within the expected values or is
out of the ordinary requires a large sample size. By examining the exponential decay rate
of the number of runs per run length, one might arrive at the answer as to whether or not a
coin is biased or unbiased more quickly.
Thus, the origin of the structural properties and why the stochastic Brownian motion
time series, or any stochastic single scaling time series, does not wander off continuously
in one direction is due to the fact that in any time series defined with a Gaussian white
noise input and integrated in some fashion (either through a full integration or fractionally
1
through β ) will be bound within the constraints of not only the number of runs per run
s2
length, but also the fact that there is both a positive and negative incremental component
that balances out the walk trajectory. On average, an unbiased Gaussian white noise when
integrated is expected to generate approximately equal numbers of positive and negative
runs per run length offering an additional point of balance than just equal probabilities of
positive and negative runs.
In general for all stochastic processes, not only are there expected equal numbers
of positive sign (heads) increments or negative sign (tails) decrements, there are also
equal numbers of positive and negative runs for each run length which experience an
exponential decay rate further influenced by the value of the scaling exponent β defining
the physical process of the system. The longest run length also influences the maximum
continuous movement in one direction, in a fixed length time series, while the number
of runs for each run length determines the number and height of what may appear to be
nonperiodic oscillations which occur randomly throughout the time series. An example
of a Brownian motion and the sign changes associated with the structural components is
found in Figs. D.22 and D.23.
Furthermore, the number of zero crossings in the incremental time series, occurring at
each change in sign, is approximately the sum of the number of both positive and negative
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runs per run length of all runs minus 1. In equation form, the number of zero crossings in
an incremental time series (Z.C.Inc. ) would be:
!

R=R pq

Z.C.Inc. ≈

∑

(NR+ + NR− ) − 1

(D.10)

R=1

Therefore, by treating the number of positive and negative runs per run length
mathematically as an inverse proxy of zero crossings, since in order to have a zero crossing
there must be a change in sign, then the exponential time constant τ may also be viewed
as an indicator of the number of zero crossings expected from an incremental time series
which translates, upon integration, to the number of changes in direction of a time series
with any value of scaling exponent β . For example, in the right half of Fig. D.23b, the
incremental time series contains 21 positive runs (∑ NR+ ) of various lengths from R = 1 to
R = 7 and 20 negative runs (∑ NR− ) of various lengths from R = 1 to R = 8. Plugging these
values into Eq. (D.10) yields (∑ NR+ + ∑ NR− ) − 1 = (21 + 20) − 1 = 40 zero crossings
expected in the incremental time series and exactly that amount is observed in Fig. D.23b.
Furthermore, when the right half of Fig. D.23a is examined and the number of changes in
direction of the Brownian motion time series is counted, the number of directional changes
in the Brownian motion time series is also approximately 40, equal to the number of zero
crossings of the sign of the increments.

D.2.1.4

Displacement of the Values of a
Running Sum of a Coin Flip

The running sum integration process of the stochastic input with values assigned of +1
for heads and −1 for tails yields some distinct properties in the resulting time series.
Thinking of each coin flip as a displacement from the current position, a distinct pattern
emerges in the probabilistic behavior of the time series for every combination of flips. This
predictability is also what makes this time series persistent and provides the correlation
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s2

β

1

and setting β = 2. The power spectrum is single scaling with β = 2.02.

Figure D.22: To demonstrate the origin of structure within a Brownian motion, the number of runs per run length in the incremental sign time
series of a Brownian motion will be counted. The results of the number of runs per run length are shown in Fig. D.23.

(b) The synthetic Brownian motion from Fig. D.22a was differentiated in the frequency domain to obtain an incremental time series which was then passed through a sign
function to remove the value and retain the sign only. The power spectrum of the incremental sign time series with values removed yields β = 0.07 as expected.

(a) A synthetic Brownian motion was generated using
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Figure D.23: The number of runs of a positive or negative sign increase or decrease per run length determines the characteristic appearance and
overall structures found in a Brownian motion or any single scaling time series and will change based on the value of the scaling exponent β .

(b) The incremental sign time series yields the expected exponential decay in the number of runs (NR ) per run length (R). Any variation in the actual number of runs per run
length compared to the theoretical benchmark (B) is due to chance. Here, the arrows indicate the location of each run within the incremental time series.

(a) The first 100 values (left, highlighted in red) of the synthetic Brownian motion from Fig. D.22a are removed and shown enlarged (right) to display the positive and
negative sign runs. The green and red arrows indicate the start and stop of the only run of 8 negative sign decrements. The orange and purple arrows indicate the start and
stop of 1 of the 3 runs of 7 positive sign increments. The number of runs (NR ) per run length (R) influences the overall structural properties of the Brownian motion.

to the current position in the next several flips. In other words, the origins of persistent
behavior of the time series emerges from the integration process that created that time
series, even though the time series is created entirely from stochastic coin flips.
The pattern of coin flip displacement probabilities is quite remarkable, especially
when considered within the context of the number of runs per run length and why runs
of certain lengths are more likely to occur. Consider one flip of a coin, a 50/50 chance of
heads or tails and a displacement of +1 or −1, respectively, from the current position is
all that is possible. Now, that same coin flipped twice yields a totally different pattern of
possibilities. Of the four combinations, after flipping a coin twice, two add up to a total
displacement of ±2 away from the current position (HH = +2 and TT = −2) while the
remaining two combinations cancel out each other resulting in a total displacement of 0
from the current position (HT = TH = 0). Thus, for two coin flips, 2 out of 4 (50%) will
result in no displacement while 1 out of 4 (25%) will result in a positive displacement of
+2 and 1 out of 4 (25%) will result in a negative displacement of −2. With just two flips
of a coin, the probabilities indicate that 50% of the time, the total displacement will remain
at the current position while 25% of the time, the total displacement will be +2 above the
current position and 25% of the time the total displacement will be −2 below the current
position. Even though each combination has an equal chance of emerging (1 out of 4),
in terms of displacement, the resulting time series favors remaining at the current position
because of the process of integration.
For three coin flips, the process becomes even more predictable as the next values
favor remaining close to the current value. There are 8 possible combinations of three
flips of a coin and assigning displacement values to each, of those 8 combinations, 2
favor extreme displacements of ±3 while the remaining 6 possible combinations favor
displacements of only ±1. After three flips, the possibilities are HHH as +3, TTT as −3
and then HTH, HHT, THH as +1 and THT, TTH, and HTT as −1. As a result, even though
there is a 1 in 8 chance of getting any one of these combinations, 6 out of 8 (75%) favor
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±1 while 2 out of 8 (25%) favor ±3. As we can see, the persistence of the running sum
time series is a result of the favoring of smaller displacements of ±1 by 75% over the
large displacements of ±3 which only occur 25% of the time. Thus, even though the coin
flips themselves are totally random, the values assigned to the coin flips and the running
sum creates a statistical pattern which favors the next possible values being close to the
current position and offers a degree of predictability even for what seemed to be totally
stochastic time series. In flipping a coin, the initial distribution of input values does not
appear Gaussian. However, when looking at the overall displacement of adding +1 for
heads and −1 for tails, after three flips, a clear pattern begins to emerge. There is a greater
probability after three flips of the current position being just one step away from the position
before the three flips than three steps away after three flips (if each flip stepped away one
step increment in either direction during a run).
The possible combinations may be extrapolated for any number of flips. The number
of flips may be denoted by (n) and since there are two sides to a fair coin, the number
of combinations of heads or tails in (n) flips is 2n . One definite pattern that emerges with
absolute certainty is that an even number of coin flips may result in the total displacement of
0, or a total displacement of any even number up to n, from the current position. Likewise,
an odd number of flips must be a total displacement of at least +1 or −1 away, or a total
displacement of any odd number up to n, from the current position, and this pattern extends
to infinity. The statistics of the probability forecast of the displacement are fairly simple.
A binomial probability can be calculated for each combination and number of flips and the
results plotted from the current position. A formula for the general binomial probability is:

P (x) =

n!
px (1 − p)n−x
x! (n − x)!

(D.11)

where n is the number of trials (here, coin flips), x is event such a heads, and p is the
probability of the event (e.g., heads, pH = 0.5) occurring [52]. The term q may also be
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used in place of (1 − p) to represent the probability of the event not occurring such as the
probability of tails (tails, qT = 0.5). The results, plotted as the probability of displacements
after n flips, resemble a Pascal triangle and are plotted for a fair coin (pH = 0.5, qT = 0.5)
in Fig. D.24 and an unfair coin (pH = 0.6, qT = 0.4) in Fig. D.25.
For example, 6 flips of a fair coin has 26 or 64 possible combinations ranging from
extreme positive combinations such as HHHHHH, to equal combinations of heads and
tails such as HHHTTT, to extreme negative combinations such as TTTTTT. In these three
examples, one may ask what is the probability of all heads or all tails or any combination
1
as each sequence has the same probability.
6 flips. The answer to that question is
64
However, one then may ask the question as to how many combinations result in total
displacement of ±6, and the answer is only 2, HHHHHH and TTTTTT, each of which have
2
1
1
chance or together,
chance which translates to a
chance that in 6 coin flips,
a
64
64
32
a total displacement of ±6 from the current position is observed. Since each combination
of 6 flips is equally likely, we must understand that the sequence of HHHHHH is just as
1
probability. This question is an entirely
likely as HHHHHT and HHHTTT, all with
64
different question from which combination is likely to appear first which surprisingly,
not all sequences are expected to appear first with the same probabilities. At first, this
may seem entirely counterintuitive, leading to the question of how can all combinations
be equally likely yet some combinations are favored over others to appear first in the
series. Furthermore, since each combination is equally likely, what is the likelihood that
one displacement is preferred over another and how are these two properties related to each
other? The outcomes of each coin flip is independent of any other flip but the sequence and
displacement of n flips is dependent on the previous flip since they overlap.
In the book “Taking Chances ”, John Haigh describes a game called Penny Ante [121].
One question addressed in that book is that fact that of all the sequences of three flips,
even though each single flip is equally likely, not all the combinations of flips are equally
likely to appear first. This may seem counterintuitive yet is a result of the fact that the
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outcomes of combinations of flips are not independent of each other. The probabilities of
first appearance of a specific sequence combination depends on the overlap of heads or tails
in the combinations of heads and tails. For example, in the game of Penny Ante, one may
choose a sequence of 3 flips of a fair coin that will occur before any other sequence of 3
flips of the same fair coin at least 2/3 of the time.
This also provides some reasons for continuation of runs of H or T seen after an initial
sequence of HHH or TTT. After a series of HHH, the independent fair coin still has a 50%
chance of flipping heads on the very next flip continuing the series of heads. Runs of heads
or tails are expected because the distribution being drawn from in the case of the fair coin
is 50/50. Clustering occurs as well within a run since once the sequence occurs, there are
overlapping bursts of HHH. For example, in the sequence HHHH, there are two sequences
of HHH, in the first three flips of H and in the last three flips of H. This overlapping of HHH
is where the statistics of runs emerges as after the first three values of H, there is a 50%
probability of another value of H continuing the sequence of HHH. The runs thus continue
with 50% probability on each independent flip and are the origins of what has been called
the Hot Hand phenomenon in similar sequences [117, 118]. Understanding the statistics of
these sequences and the impact on displacement in a running sum provides insight into the
integration process.
The question may then be asked of how many combinations of 6 flips have equal
numbers of heads and tails so that the total displacement is 0 from the current position
as observed, for example, in HHHTTT. This can be solved using the binomial probability
equation of 6 choose 3 in which we find that 20 out of 64 combinations have equal numbers
of heads and tails. Thus in a random series of coin flips where each next flip value is added
10
1
chance of ±6 displacement but a
chance
to the current value, we find that we have a
32
32
of no change from the current position. The integration process as the running sum favors
remaining close to the current position and is the source of persistence in our time series.
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The fact remains that for every (n) number of flips and (2n ) combination of flips
for that number, even though each 2n combination is equally likely for n flips, the actual
displacement is not equally likely over the complete ±n range as displacement values
close to the current position are more likely or persistent due to the increasingly greater
combination of sequences with time that produce displacements close to the current
position. For instance, in spite of all combinations being equally likely, most (98%) of
the 235 combinations produce a series that is at most a total displacement in a range of
±13 from the origin after only 35 flips. For 34 flips, 97.5% of 234 combinations yield a
total displacement of ±12. The running sum of a coin flip favors the creation of a time
series in which most combinations of flips yield a final displacement still near the origin
according to the probability distribution. The persistent property then is a result of the
emergent behavior of a running sum process and surprisingly, the integration of a random
process such as a coin flip becomes quite predictable.

1
In summary, in n number of flips, there are
combinations, each with a
2n
probability of emerging. However, of the (2n ) combinations, many more combinations
(2n )



favor a total displacement of close to the origin as the 50/50 probability of a fair coin
n
n
suggests that after n number of flips, roughly should be heads and should be tails17 .
2
2
Furthermore, since there is an increased probability that certain sequences will emerge
before others, particularly sequences with roughly equal numbers of heads and tails, the
total displacement after n flips favors remaining close to the current position in a running
sum process exhibiting persistent behavior.
n
n
heads and tails after n flips of a fair coin decreases with time due to
2
2
the fact that the possible values spread out from the origin as the number of flips increases so that there are
n
n
n
n
approximately heads and tails after n flips. The probability of exactly heads and tails after n flips
2
2
2
2
n
is equivalent to combinatorial of n choose divided by the total possible number of combinations as 2n . In
2


n
n
n
formula form, the probability of exactly heads and tails after n flips is obtained through n
/2n .
/2
2
2

17 However, the probability of exactly
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D.2.2

Perspective Matters in Probabilities

Perspective of the sequence and from which the calculations are performed is also
important on whether or not the sequence has been or will be realized. Perspective and
calculations may be viewed from the end of the sequence looking back in time or from the
beginning of the sequence or origin looking forward into the future. The role of perspective
is extremely important to the appropriate probability equations to use and is similar to
the role of the observer often used by Einstein in explaining his theories. From the coin
flip example, standing at the origin prior to any flips, any predetermined number of flips
n will yield 2n combinations. From the origin perspective of predicting if a particular
sequence will emerge after n flips of a fair coin, achieving the whole sequence (of any
 
1
exact sequence) is improbable as
. For example, the sequence HHHHHH is equally
2n
 
1
chance
as likely at HTHTHT before the process begins each with a probability of a
26
of occurring.
The question of the probability of each sequence occurring prior to any flips however
is different than the probability of a specific sequence occurring after the coin has already
 
1
been flipped though each does have the same probability as
from the perspective
2n
of the origin. For example, when the sequence of six coin flips is nearly complete, only
one flip away, (e.g., HHHHH or HTHTH) the probability is 50/50 that the next value
will complete the sequence of any sequence. From the perspective of the origin, each flip
decreases the exponent on the possible outcomes by 1. So, that in a sequence of six flips
of a coin beginning at the origin, the total possible number of combinations of the entire
sequence with each successful coin flip realization is 26 before the first flip, 25 if the first flip
is successful, 24 if the second flip is successful and so on as . . . 23 , 22 , 21 = Final Sequence.
1 1 1 1 1 1
The probability of success increases with each successful flip as 6 , 5 , 4 , 3 , 2 , 1 to
2 2 2 2 2 2
achieve the desired sequence of heads and tails in a series of 6 coin flips. Thus, from
1
the perspective of the origin, the probability of achieving any exact sequence is 6 while
2
from the perspective of having achieved 5 successful flips, the probability that the next flip
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1
. The process of integration organizes the sequence
2
ensuring a greater chance of success as each sequence is realized. From the perspective of
will complete the sequence is only

being embedded within the signal, the inquiry of the probability from the current location
of the sequence that the next value will be heads to complete a sequence of six heads in a
row, which is a probability of (PH = 50%), will yield a different answer than if that same
question was asked at the origin, prior to beginning to flip a coin, for which a run of six
heads in a row has a probability of only (PH = 1.5625%).
As another example, consider the case of flipping a fair coin 1000 times. Since the
probability of heads or tails is 50%, one expects approximately equal numbers of heads
and tails after 1000 flips. The first experiment reveals that after 1000 flips, 508 are heads
while 492 are tails. Now, repeat the experiment again of flipping a fair coin 1000 times
but this time stop the process at 500 flips and determine the number of heads and tails.
Suppose after 500 flips, one finds that there are 450 heads and only 50 tails. If asked at this
point to predict the number of heads and tails in the next 500 flips given the knowledge that
there were 450 heads in the first 500 flips, what is the prediction? Even though from the
perspective of the origin, one expects even numbers of heads and tails of 1000 flips of a fair
coin, knowledge of the state of the experiment at 500 flips yielding 450 heads should not
alter the prediction from that point on from 501 to 1000 flips. A fair coin from the index of
501 to 1000 flips, flipped 500 more times is expected to produce approximately 250 heads
and 250 tails despite the fact that in the first 500 flips, there were 450 heads. Regardless
of the run of heads in the first 500 flips, one should not expect more tails than heads in the
next 500 flips of a fair coin to somehow even out the sequence to get back at 50/50. In
reality, by observing the results at 500 flips, index 501 became the new origin. The coin has
no memory and each toss is independent of the previous toss. As a result, achieving 450
heads in the first 500 flips of a fair coin, while rare and perhaps considered an anomaly, is
entirely within the realm of a statistically plausible outcome but the rarity of the sequence
does not alter future behavior of a fair coin. As the sample size is increased with more
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flips to perhaps 10, 000 or 100, 000, the number of heads and tails over time will ultimately
approach a 50/50 probability of heads and tails as long as the coin is fair.
Note, however, that the probability of a particular sequence is different from the
probability of a specific total displacement as there are many more possible combinations
that will yield a displacement close to 0 once the process of flipping a coin has begun so
that depending on location, the amount of time to final sample controls the probability. As a
result, the probabilities tend to favor being grouped according to displacement. While there
are multiple paths, each with a distinct probability, several of the trajectories will arrive at
the same final displacement so that ultimately, a total displacement may be more probable
due to multiple sequences arriving at the same displacement even though each sequence by
itself is improbable.
Natural time series behave in a similar fashion to a coin flip. The realization that
natural stochastic systems like water levels and climate behave similar to a coin flip
underscores the dynamic characteristics of nature so that any observations must be taken
within the context of whether or not an event is within the realm of statistical probability.
The passage of time ensures increased probability of the sequence being realized when a
time series is nearly complete since the already sampled time series is viewed from the
perspective of the ending of the sequence and each result has already been fully realized
successfully in order to have been recorded. As such, the next value in the sequence needs
only to focus on the probability distribution of input values from which the sequence is
drawing and the modification of the value by the system that is processing the input. With
an integrative system with a scaling exponent of β ≈ 2, for a coin flip, the distribution
of the input is 50/50 and the running sum of a coin flip yields an approximate Brownian
motion with β = 1.8. For a Gaussian white noise input, the probability of the next value
will draw from the standard bell curve where there is approximately a 68% probability that
the next step will be ±1 standard deviation from the mean of the input, 95% probability
that the next step will be ±2 standard deviations from the mean, and 99% probability that
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the next step will be ±3 standard deviations from the mean. Based on the perspective
of predicting the next value given the physical process (in this case integration) and the
distribution of the inputs (in this case Gaussian white noise), one may see why natural time
series created through an integrative process where the input is assumed to be a form of
Gaussian white noise (with periodicities added) cannot extrapolate trends into the future but
can predict within an envelope where the values will occur within an expanding envelope as
time increases. The probability forecast for the total displacement of a coin is summarized
in Figs. D.24 and D.25.
All stochastic time series that are created through a system process based upon
some degree of integration of a Gaussian white noise signal act in the same statistical
manner as the signs of a coin flip and the realization of this fact has implications for
current stochastic time series research from stock market analysis to climate change. Once
the Frequency Response Model and processes generating a time series are understood
from a system perspective and described through the modified Laplace transfer functions,
arguments about predictability based only on the output time series signal fail to address
the distribution of the inputs into the system and the interaction of these inputs at each
frequency based on the scaling and shifting behavior of the system at each frequency.
Furthermore, in such cases where a trend line is drawn on a purely stochastic time series
(with no bias), the attempt to indicate the future trajectory of a stochastic time series with
a linear trend line is equivalent to claiming to know the unknowable as a systems approach
indicates that there is no way to predict direction in the sign of the values (or the exact path
of a coin flip) of a purely stochastic time series unless the input is biased and the coin is
not fair or there is some feedback in the system or bias introduced directly by the system.
A purely stochastic time series is more accurately forecast within a probabilistic envelope
rather than a trend line.
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Figure D.24: A probability forecast of total displacement is created from the running sum of a fair coin (pH = 0.5, qT = 0.5). Here, an envelope
of probabilistic future behavior with unknown inputs as random fair coin flips is created based on the probabilities of the number of heads (+1)
and tails (−1). These results show that even though a probabilistic envelope may be created, not all displacements are equally likely (though
each sequence is flips is equally likely). What is shown here is that even after 35 flips into the future, the majority of the time, there are higher
probabilities within the envelope across a Gaussian distribution, i.e., the time series will only be ±12 points from the starting value due to the
probabilities of certain coin flip combinations (this is also in accordance in that runs longer than 12 become increasingly unlikely.). This is
because the scaling process, an integrator or running sum (where β = 1.8), is drawing from a Gaussian white noise distribution and after several
flips of the coin, the most likely outcome is even numbers of heads and tails. The outer edges of the envelope represent the total possible range
with each flip given a run of all heads or tails. These results resemble a Pascal Triangle, are generated from the general binomial probability
formula, Eq. (D.11), and offer insight on the origin of persistence.
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Figure D.25: A probability forecast of total displacement is created from the running sum of an unfair coin (pH = 0.6, qT = 0.4) from the
general binomial probability formula, Eq. (D.11). An unfair coin weighted to fall 60 % heads (+1) and 40 % tails (−1) is flipped and undergoes
the same running sum process. The results show that while the general envelope is the same as the fair coin (Fig. D.24), the Gaussian distribution
inside the envelope is slightly skewed in favor of heads for the unfair coin. Now, the majority of displacements for all sequences after 35 flips
is between +19 H and −5 tails due to the probabilities of certain coin flip combinations. The width of the Gaussian distribution is the same
(≈ 24 points as in (D.24)). While both processes of a fair or an unfair coin (Figs. D.24 and D.25) would measure the same scaling exponent
of β = 1.8, the trend seen in the resulting time series is only due to the unfair coin as part of the input. The trend here is not introduced by
the system or part of the integrative process of a running sum, and not part of the scaling process, but is introduced from outside the system as
a weighted input. The coin is not fair by (60 % H/ 40 % T) so a trend upward is favored. The outer edges of the envelope represent the total
possible range with each flip given a run of all heads or tails and this range is the same for both a biased (unfair) coin and unbiased (fair) coin.

D.3

A Coin Flip Example to Explain How
an Integration System Handles Frequencies

When one thinks about taking a series of coin flips and integrating them to arrive at a
Brownian motion, mostly the discussion has focused on how the values of each flip are
handled. However, the other side of the coin is in how the frequencies are handled as well.
For a pure integration system, high frequencies have a smaller phase shift and a smaller
change, if not a reduction, in magnitude upon integration relative to low frequencies (from
Eqs. (6.6) and (6.9)). However, a coin flip is just a series of high frequency values in
that each flip represents an independent value based on a stochastic process of flipping a
coin. There are no low frequency signals represented in a coin flip (before summation),
just one flip with each increment18 . The act of integration has been described as a filter
that attenuates high frequencies. In the case of the cumulative summation of a coin flip,
the high frequencies are additive in that the addition of several high frequency events forms
a smooth low frequency signal upon numerical integration such as the running sum of a
coin flip. In this sense, the high frequencies then are not really attenuated in a cumulative
summation, but any suppression of high frequencies results from the statistical properties
of integration. The fact that most of the high frequency values remain close to the previous
values (drawn from a Gaussian distribution) produces the idea of persistence translating the
high frequency coin flips into lower frequency displacements.
In numerical integration, the system then shows the highest frequencies as random
noise since in many cases, the order of heads or tails does not matter at the highest
18 As

mentioned previously, the high frequency coin flip occurs at the sampling resolution or interval of
each flip. In translation to the frequency domain, the power spectrum begins at the Nyquist frequency of
1
fN = 0.5, twice the sampling resolution, to the low frequency of fLow =
where N is the length of the
N
signal. As such, every frequency is represented. The actual change in amplitude from one value to the next
in the time domain is either 0 if the coin flip lands the same (i.e., HH or TT) or ±2 if the coin flip lands
opposite (i.e., HT or TH) which translates to some variation of amplitudes between ±2 for each frequency.
Upon integration, all frequencies from fN to fLow are rescaled by the value of the scaling exponent β which
is how a high frequency event of the coin flip is translated to scaling behavior over all frequencies.
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frequencies with the majority of combinations of coin flips being close to the origin in either
a positive or negative direction relative to the origin. For example, in any combination of
three flips of a coin, 6 out of 8 possible flips are only ±1 away from the origin while 2 out
of 8 are ±3 so that in terms of high frequencies, 3 combinations arrive at the same overall
displacement after three flips as +1 while on the negative side, 3 combinations arrive at
−1. If one flips a coin yielding any combination of HTH, THT, HHT, TTH, THH, or HTT
other than the combinations of HHH or TTT, the end result is the same, a displacement of
±1 point in three flips of a coin. Since each flip is a high frequency event, that means that
essentially for a running sum of a coin flip, the order of heads to tails in flips mostly (75%
of the time) yields a small displacement (±1) after three flips. In this sense, the possibility
for several paths to arrive at the same displacement after three flips of a coin becomes a
random-like noise at the high frequencies for which the origins are from both the values of
the input times series (with only a small ±1 increment with each flip) and the process of
integration.
The integration process of only high frequency events creates increased power in the
low frequencies by having the change in the value of y occur very slowly upon integration.
When a running sum favors the current position, this means that any discernible change in
position will take longer to occur giving more power to lower frequencies whereas changes
in the high frequencies are attenuated as they consistently cancel each other out with a total
displacement near the current position. Think of the example of flipping a coin 64 times,
20 out of 64 flips canceled each other out; that is high frequency attenuation and provides
insight into the mechanisms behind a system integration process to create low frequency
behavior in the output from the integration of high frequency changes in the input. Long
periods of time which favor the current position are normal in an integration process
as are infrequent lead changes corresponding to the increased power at low frequencies.
Individual high frequency events do not impact the overall displacement of the signal until
many high frequency events are summed up over time. The summation of individual high
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frequency events leads to the occurrence of large amplitude, low probability events, such
as a long run of heads or tails, that have a significant impact on the overall trajectory of
the time series translating to increased power at low frequencies. Overall, the summation
or integration process is responsible for the displacement or trajectory of the time series
which manifests as increased power scaling behavior as defined by the scaling exponent β
in the lower frequencies.

D.3.1

The Magnitude Transition Frequency fA

Still, in explaining the effects of integration pertaining to frequency, a more useful approach
would be to define the magnitude transition frequency, designated here as fA , above which
all magnitudes are attenuated or reduced and below which, all magnitudes are amplified
from input to output passing through the integrative system (for which β > 0). In the
reference variable fA for the magnitude transition frequency, the subscript A is meant to
represent amplification or attenuation around this transition frequency. The discussion in
Sec. D.2.1.3 briefly gave an example of a low frequency amplifying an input signal and
a high frequency attenuating that same input signal. However, formal development of the
mathematics of the location of the transitional frequency allows for a deeper understanding
of how the scaling exponent influences the degree of amplification or attenuation around
the location of the transition frequency.
Solving for the magnitude response, for a single scaling integration system strictly
1
defined by β with β = 2, one finds that the exponent on the angular frequency ω
s2
β
of the magnitude change from input to output is equal to 1 (from ) so that the
2
1
convolution equation multiplied by the input magnitudes at each frequency is . A simple
ω
integration system that integrates all inputs into the system then must have a transition
frequency fA , below which magnitudes are amplified and above which, magnitudes are
attenuated. Integration in the time domain is equivalent to convolution and when the
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convolution is performed in the frequency domain, the magnitudes of the input are
multiplied by the magnitude form of the impulse response equation (MH ) of the system
from Eqs. (5.1) through (5.3). Thus, relative to frequencies defined by the sampling interval
and length of the time series, the magnitude of any input at a specific frequency is multiplied
by the appropriate rescaling factor for the scaling exponent β which for an integrator is
1
as previously mentioned. The implications of the magnitude form (MH ) of an
MH =
ω
integrator are that there exists a transition frequency fA where the angular frequency ω = 1
1
for which the magnitude impulse response of the system at fA is MH = , such that the
1
input magnitude at that frequency is passed through the system unchanged in magnitude
having been multiplied by 1 (though the frequency will have been phase shifted by −90◦ for
an integral system). The transition frequency defines the impulse response of the system
1
and the change in magnitude from input to output so that at lower frequencies, MH >
1
1
and at higher frequencies MH < for single scaling systems for all values of the scaling
1
exponent of β > 0.
In order to define the transition frequency fA where MH = 1, one must define the
frequency which will effectively cancel out the angular frequency ω. For a pure integral
system and all single scaling systems, this transition frequency must then be equal to
1
fA =
or approximately fA ≈ 0.159155 in decimal form since ω = 2π f . Fully illustrated,
2π
given ω = 2π f , the magnitude form of the impulse response equation for a single scaling
system is:
1

MH =

ω

β
2

(D.12)

such that at the magnitude transition frequency ( fA ):

fA =

1
2π
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(D.13)

so that upon substitution:

MH =

1
ω

β
2

=

1
(2π fA )

β
2

=

1
1
=
=1
β
1 β
2
(1)
(2π ) 2
2π

(D.14)

for all values of the scaling exponent β . As a result, even if the scaling exponent of a single
scaling time series is a value other than β = 2, since the exponent is on ω, the value of
the scaling exponent is arbitrary since ω must equal 1 prior to the exponent being applied
meaning that the same frequency is necessary for any value of β to ensure that MH = 1.
1
for all single scaling
In short, the magnitude transition frequency is a constant fA =
2π
systems of any value and sign of the scaling exponent and any length of time series.
However, although a constant, the index location (m) of fA relative to the frequency
domain form of the time series is entirely based on the length of the time series. As
discussed in Ch. 5, the length of the time series necessarily dictates the index values
(m(0) . . . m( N ) ) in the frequency domain used to calculate frequency. To determine the
2

index value (m fA ) at which the magnitude transition frequency will occur in the positive
frequencies within the frequency domain, relative to the length of the time series, the
following formula may be used:
m fA =

N
2π

(D.15)

where N is the length of the time series. Alternatively, this formula could be written in the
form of the magnitude transition frequency constant fA as:

m fA = N f A

(D.16)

where, once again, N is the length of the time series. One note, although these formulas
work to describe the exact location of the magnitude transition frequency, because one is
dividing by 2π, an integer value will not be achieved no matter the length of the time series.
As such, the index location is rounded to the nearest integer. However, the benefit of these
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formulas is that the all values calculated at index values above and below the transition
frequency index value of m fA follow a general set of rules based on the value of β for
single scaling time series.
Naturally, a question then arises as to what influence, if any, the value of scaling
exponent β has on the magnitudes (or power) at, above, and below the magnitude transition
frequency fA . The answer to this question is dependent upon the value and sign of β .
Foremost, for all positive and negative values of the scaling exponent β , at fA , MH = 1
so that the magnitude of the input at that magnitude transition frequency passes directly
through the system unchanged in magnitude (and subsequently power, but not phase).
For all single scaling systems with β > 0 (defined as integration or fractional integration
systems), as already mentioned, at all higher frequencies above fA up to the Nyquist
frequency, all magnitudes (and thus powers) are attenuated or reduced, the degree of
this rescaling of magnitude is dependent solely on the value of the scaling exponent β .
Likewise, at all lower frequencies below fA down to the lowest frequency defined as
1
fLow = , all magnitudes are amplified from input to output passing through the single
N
scaling systems with β > 0 where again, the degree of amplification of the magnitudes is
determined by the value of the scaling exponent β . For a single scaling system which has a
scaling exponent equivalent of β = 0, there is no change in magnitude (or power) or phase
at any frequency and the input passes directly through the system to the output unchanged.
However, the reverse is true for all single scaling systems with β < 0 (defined as
differentiation or fractional differentiation systems) where at all higher frequencies above
fA up to the Nyquist frequency, all magnitudes (and thus powers) from input to output
passing through the system are amplified, the degree to which is once again dependent
solely on the value of the scaling exponent β . At all lower frequencies below fA down


1
to the lowest frequency fLow =
, all magnitudes are attenuated from input to output
N
passing through the single scaling systems with β < 0 with the degree of attenuation of the
magnitudes determined by the value of the scaling exponent β . Examples of attenuation
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and amplification around the magnitude transition frequency fA as related to the value and
sign of the scaling exponent β are shown in Figs. D.26 and D.28.
As a result, the reasons behind why the scaling exponent either amplifies or
attenuates certain frequencies are made apparent and are better understood through the
magnitude transition frequency fA being the pivot point between amplification/attenuation
of frequencies based on the value of the scaling exponent β . Furthermore, if developing a
signal that one is passing through an integration or fractional integration single scaling
system, and one does have control over the inputs into this system, if one wants to
ensure that a specific portion of the input signal is amplified and not attenuated after
passing through the system, then one must make sure that the signal of interest is at a
1
or else that signal will
frequency lower than the magnitude transition frequency fA =
2π
be attenuated. The changes in magnitude above, at, and below the magnitude transition
frequency also explains the source of the increased smoothness property of the process of
integration-type systems (with β > 0) and the increased roughness property of the process
of differentiation (with β < 0).
One further point, with multiple scaling systems, the magnitude transition frequency
1
exists though the expected transitions at fA are no longer straightforward. Whether
fA =
2π
or not there is a change in magnitude (as amplification or attenuation) from input to output
above and below fA is subject to both the value of the scaling exponent β that defines the
region of frequencies surrounding fA and also due to the overall scaling behavior of the
multiple scaling regions, and transfer functions which define these regions, which may or
may not amplify or attenuate magnitudes at specific frequencies due to the changing values
of the scaling exponents over a range of frequencies. For the most part, for multiscaling
systems, the modified Laplace transfer functions incorporating the scaling exponent β that
define the high frequency region containing fA will define the changes in magnitude (or
power) at each frequency for all frequencies contained within that region, including at fA .
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Figure D.26: A Gaussian white noise (N = 8192) yields a power spectrum with β = 0, which upon integration, produces a Brownian motion
yielding a power spectrum with β = 2. A integration system that integrates all inputs into the system has a magnitude transition frequency fA
1
(green line at fA =
) such that all frequencies lower than fA experience amplification of the magnitudes in the output at those frequencies and
2π
all frequencies higher than fA experience attenuation of magnitudes in the output at those frequencies. At fA , there is no change in magnitude
from input to output.
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Figure D.27: The power spectra of time series generated with scaling exponents ranging from −1 < β < 4 are shown. Red lines indicate an
integration process with β > 0. At β = 0 (purple line), there is no change from input to output. Orange lines indicate a differentiation process
with β < 0. A power law fit to each of the power spectra reveals the magnitude transition frequency fA (dashed green line atconvergence of red,

1
purple, and orange line fits) common to all single scaling time series. The magnitude transition frequency fA is a constant fA =
≈ 0.159
2π
that exists for values of β for single scaling systems.
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Figure D.28: For all single scaling systems with β > 0 (red lines, defined as integration or fractional integration systems), all magnitudes (and
thus powers) are attenuated or reduced at all frequencies higher than fA up to the Nyquist frequency and conversely, all magnitudes are amplified
1
from input to output at all frequencies lower than fA down to the lowest frequency defined as fLow = where N is the length of the time series.
N
For a system which has a scaling exponent of β = 0 (purple), there is no change in magnitude (or power) at any frequency and the input passes
directly through the system to the output unchanged. The reverse is true for all single scaling systems with β < 0 (orange lines, defined as
differentiation or fractional differentiation systems) where all magnitudes (and thus powers) from input to output passing through the system are
amplified at all frequencies higher than fA up to the Nyquist frequency(at fc = 0.5)
 and conversely, all magnitudes are attenuated from input to
1
output at all frequencies lower than fA down to the lowest frequency fLow =
. The degree of any rescaling of magnitude is dependent on
N
the value of the scaling exponent β .

D.4

Rethinking Persistence

In the literature, the concept of persistence has been interpreted as the signal remaining
on one side of the mean or the other. Here, the term mean is broadly used more often for
stationary signals and the terms starting point or origin for nonstationary signals though
some nonstationary signals might effectively have a stationary mean over fixed increments.
In reality, a more persistent signal will cross the mean or origin a fewer number of times
after the signal has drifted far above or below the mean or origin19 . However, when a
threshold, mean, or origin is crossed, a persistent signal can be expected to cross over
several times over a small time interval as the neighboring values of the next increments of
the time series remain close but whether the next values are higher or lower values than the
previous value is not defined. For example, the clustering effect that black noise exhibits
is due to the strong correlation between adjacent values. With a black noise process of
1
a system defined by β with β = 3 drawing from a Gaussian white noise as input, the
s2
effects of one and a half integrations when β = 3 will exhibit very close values in the high
frequencies since these frequencies are attenuated falling between fA and fc . As such, a
black noise might seldom cross over the origin or a high or low threshold value of the time
series but may cross over several times in a row once the signal does cross the origin before
drifting away again [29].
The direction of the next neighboring value should not be part of the definition of
persistence. To say that in a persistent signal, if one value goes up in value that the next
value will be higher in number and will also go up or if one value goes down, the next
value will be lower in number is incorrect. This false assumption of persistence is most
likely derived from the definition of persistence often given in the literature stating that if
the trend is increasing, then the trend will continue to increase or if the value is above the
19 The

concept of the probability of returning to the origin is best demonstrated by the classic gambler’s ruin
problem [92].
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mean, then the value will likely remain above the mean, which says nothing of the next
neighboring value [10, 122].
Likewise, by suggesting that an anti-persistent signal also has some directional
component claiming that each step will be followed by a step in the reverse direction
creating a zigzag pattern is also false [123]. Consider that a signal, for which the mean
is zero, that changes sign every step is not an anti-persistent signal but is defined as a
periodic signal with a definite periodic component and wavelength twice the sampling
interval. From the coin flip example in Sec. D.3, for what would be described as a persistent
signal with a high scaling exponent of β = 1.8, since the inputs are drawn from a “white
noise” modified Bernoulli distribution, even a persistent signal will reverse itself (50% of
the time20 ) in the highest frequencies but the overall “trend” is enhanced low frequency
behavior. In short, since all sequences of each scaling exponent may be made drawing
from the same white noise which behaves accordingly, the difference between each scaling
exponent (and persistence) is not the direction of the signal, but the scaling and shifting
behavior of each frequency and how those frequencies interact with each other. Higher
scaling exponents yield greater scaling, as amplification/attenuation around the magnitude
transition frequency fA , and shifting, as defined by β , at all frequencies relative to each
frequency.
To verify that direction should not be part of the definition, one just has to look to
how a persistent signal is formed such as Brownian motion (β = 2) by summation of a
white noise or a random signal as input. The increments (or first difference) of a Brownian
motion is a Gaussian white noise. The concepts used in a systems approach are useful
in separating the output time series from both the scaling behavior of the system and the
scaling behavior of the input time series. Through the integration process of the system,
each random value of white noise input is added to the current output value giving a position
for Brownian motion but the next value in the output sequence is totally random, coming
20 The

number 50% being from 50/50 probability of heads or tails with each flip of a fair coin.
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from white noise, in both amount (though bound within the range of values in the Gaussian
white noise) and direction and not defined as being higher or lower than the previous or
current value as the Brownian motion is drawing from a Gaussian white noise distribution.
A more correct statement eliminates direction from the definition of persistence and states
that in a persistent signal, the next value will be closely correlated to the previous value
and can be either higher or lower than the previous value, even if this value may cross the
mean or origin. Strictly speaking in the case of integration of a coin flip, each individual
step size of the running sum of a coin flip is actually the same magnitude of ±1 as the step
size of the input. The appearance of a smaller step size then in is proportion to the range of
the cumulative time series that is generated through the summation process of the fair coin,
such as in every two flips, 50% of the possible outcomes will be a displacement of 0 from
the current value and in every three flips, 75% of the possible outcomes will be ±1 from
the current value creating an effect of persistence in the high frequencies.
Thus, as persistence or the value of the scaling exponent β increases, the step size
away from the previous value decreases since increasing the value of β has the effect of
increasing the amount of attenuation at all frequencies higher than the magnitude transition
frequency fA . For a more persistent signal as defined by an increase in the value of
the scaling exponent β when β > 0, the difference between each step over short time
increments is small relative to the range of values in the time series since the effect of
increasing scaling is amplifying low frequencies and attenuating high frequencies about
the magnitude transition frequency fA . In fact, for an anti-persistent signal, the same
systems approach may be used and one sees the process in reverse when β < 0 with the low
frequencies being attenuated and high frequencies amplified about the magnitude transition
frequency fA which is why an anti-persistent signal is thought to favor the high frequencies.
As such, the systems approach and the magnitude transition frequency fA is a more robust
way of looking at the concepts of persistence and anti-persistence in time series literature
instead of only from the perspective of the output time series.
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D.5

Stationarity and Variance
Due to the Scaling Exponent β

The concepts of stationarity, nonstationarity, and variance have been associated with the
scaling exponent β within the literature [10]. The aspects of stationary versus nonstationary
behavior being defined by the scaling exponent were discussed in Ch. 8, Sec. 8.7. To further
illustrate the impact of the scaling exponent on the time series, a series of experiments were
performed to measure the variance of synthetic time series with various scaling exponents.

D.5.1

Variance as Related to the Scaling Exponent β

The experiment consisted of generating 1000 synthetic time series, each with N = 8192
time indexed values (t = 1, 2, 3, . . . N) for each of 7 Beta values (β = −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
For each time interval (ti = 1 : t) for each of the 1000 time series for each Beta value, the
variance was calculated for the time interval of index t = 1 up to that time index (t). The
variance was calculated using the standard formula for variance for a time series:

VN = σ 2 =

1 t
(xt − x̄)2
N − 1∑
1

(D.17)

The calculated variance was then averaged for each interval index to obtain an average
variance for each time increment interval of 1000 time series.
For example, for β = 2, 1000 synthetic time series of length N = 8192 were generated.
The calculation of variance of the time interval ti for each of 1000 time series was
performed in a loop in MATLAB. The variance of the first time interval (ti = 1 : 1) of
all time series is 0 since only the first value of the time series is present. Next, the index
value t was increased by 1 to extend the time interval ti and then the variance of each of the
1000 time series for index ti = 1 : 2 was calculated and then averaged to obtain the average
variance of a β = 2 time series at the interval ti = 1 : 2. The loop restarts increasing the
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index value by 1 and again the variance of each of the 1000 time series for index ti = 1 : 3
was calculated and then averaged to obtain the average variance at the interval ti = 1 : 3.
Each time the loop restarts, the index value is increased by 1 and the process repeated to
measure the average variance of the time interval ti . The loop continues up to and including
the interval ti = 1 : 8192 (which is ti = 1 : N) so that for each time interval, the variance of
each time series was obtained to calculate the average of all 1000 time series. The entire
process was performed for each value of β . The results are plotted in graphs showing the
averaged variance of time interval ti = 1 : N (of 1000 time series of length N = 8192) for
each of 7 Beta values (β = −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) shown in Figs. D.29 through D.35.
Variance is calculated as a positive value due to squaring but since the trajectory of
a pathway can be in either a positive or negative direction from the origin, the variance
is presented as plus or minus some value of variance from the mean of the time series
(i.e., ±V ). When the variance of each time series of each of the scaling exponents was
calculated for all time intervals (ti = 1 : t) up to t = N, positive mean variance values were
generated for each index (t) for each single scaling exponent value of β . The negative
mean variance was created by multiplying each positive mean variance for time index (t)
by −1. The positive and negative mean variance, when plotted together, show how the
average variance envelope expands with increasing time (t index up to N) for each scaling
exponent β .
Each of the 1000 synthetic time series for each scaling exponent was generated using
the method described in Appendix B. Each synthetic time series uses as an input a newly
generated random Gaussian white noise with β = 0 ± 0.03, a mean of x̄ = 0, and standard
deviation of σ = ±1. The variability in the effect of the scaling exponent of the modified
1
Laplace transfer function β that was applied to the random white noise to create the
s2
synthetic time series is seen in the increasingly large variance as the scaling exponent
increases. The y-axis of each of the figures is scaled according to the total variance
calculated for each non-normalized time series. However, due to the expanding nature
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of the variance with any increase in scaling exponent of non-normalized time series, the
total variance of each of the scaling behaviors of the non-normalized time series are not
plotted on the same graph since the variance of the high scaling behavior overwhelms the
plot. While normalized time series may be used, the variance is then reduced in scale from
the true variance if a white noise signal is filtered through the scaling exponent system
giving a false impression of the limited size of the normalized variance when in reality,
there is a vast difference in size of the true variance envelopes observed when comparing
non-normalized time series generated with different scaling exponents.
Additionally, the envelopes that are shown in Figs. D.29 through D.42 are the
plus/minus average values of variance (±VN ) and standard deviation (±σN ) for the time
intervals ti = 1 : 1 through ti = 1 : N and represent the average variance or standard deviation
of 1000 synthetic time series. An important note, as a result of the synthetic nature of
the time series, all envelopes appear to suggest stationarity of the variance and standard
deviation eventually emerges for all values of β . However, the perceived stationarity based
on the envelopes is due to the fact that, by definition, the FFT which is used to generate
synthetic time series is considered as one period of an infinitely long time series so that
the endpoints are forced to match by the FFT and IFFT when the time series is returned
after generation. The eventual stationarity of all time series that are produced synthetically
1
from the convolution of the transfer function (such as β ) with a Gaussian white noise is a
s2
byproduct of the process of generating synthetic single scaling time series in the frequency
domain.

D.5.2

Proper Length of Synthetic Data Sets to
Determine Variance and Standard Deviation Envelopes

The stationarity that is imposed on the signal by the method however does not mean that the
envelopes generated by examination of synthetic time series have no scientific value. Since
all time series were originally of length N = 8192, if the envelopes of each of the scaling
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N
,
2
a different picture emerges where one observes that the envelopes appear stationary at
exponent are examined over half of the time interval as ti = 1 : 4096 which is ti = 1 :

all values of the single scaling exponent of β ≤ 1 and appear nonstationary at all values
of the single scaling exponent of β > 1. The recommendation then, if using synthetic
time series to generate a range of possible values of variance for a particular value of the
scaling exponent β within an envelope, is to generate a time series twice the length of
the time series that the variance envelope is needed. In this way, the envelopes may be
cut in half to represent the possible variance of a real time series with a specific scaling
N
rather than the longer synthetic time series of length N that
exponent up to the length
2
exhibits a periodic return to matching endpoints of a due to the FFT/IFFT. The method of
synthetic time series generation using a modified Laplace transfer function with the scaling
exponent β will simulate the behavior of a real time series with the same scaling exponent
behavior. However, the periodic nature of the time series, both transformed through the
FFT and returned from an IFFT, must be addressed when generating synthetic time series
for simulation or synthetic time series to calculate a variance or standard deviation envelope
which is why generation of twice the length needed and truncating the time series in half is
recommended.
N
2
or of length N as long as no change point in the underlying physical process occurred in
Recall that the power spectrum is essentially identical for a time series of length

the generation of the time series. In terms of frequencies, the length of the data set will
determine the number of frequencies used to calculate the FFT and the power spectrum
so that truncation of a time series in half only removes the last frequency and every other
frequency in between but does not alter the scaling behavior at all as long as one transfer
function may represent the entire time series (i.e., no change point occurred in the natural
data set from which the transfer function may be derived). The benefit of synthetic data
generated from the modified Laplace transfer function method using the scaling exponent
β is that any natural time series may be simulated and the variance measured directly of the
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simulated time series such that an envelope containing the variance of all possible future
values given any Gaussian white noise stochastic input (from the CLT) may be generated
from the transfer function. In this way, predictions of the future range of variance and
standard deviation of any natural time series, even multiple scaling time series, may be
made within an envelope generated from synthetic time series that are twice the length of
the time series of interest.
For example, if the range of possible values of Great Lakes water levels over the next
30 years is desired, 1000 synthetic Great Lakes water levels representing 60 years (based
on the number of data points needed per the sampling resolution) may be generated using
the modified transfer function and the data set cut in half to adjust for the periodicity of the
FFT. A variance or standard deviation envelope of the expected range of Great Lakes water
levels then may be determined from the halved 1000 synthetic water levels representing 30
years of data which will have the same scaling behavior as the Great Lakes water levels
as long as the proper preprocessing steps applied such as the Hann window or mirroring
the data to correct for endpoint mismatch. The benefit of this approach in measuring
the variance and standard deviation directly from synthetic time series generated from a
Frequency Response Model is the ability to measure the possible future variations, within
an envelope, of any natural data set that can be represented by the modified Laplace transfer
functions even if the data set is multiscaling with multiple values of the scaling exponent β
over distinct frequency ranges.

D.5.3

Standard Deviation as Related to the Scaling Exponent β

Additionally, the standard deviation was calculated to compare the average variance of
1000 synthetic time series to the average standard deviation of the same 1000 synthetic
time series at each time interval. The standard deviation, as the square root of the variance,
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Figure D.29: Variance Tests of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = −1. Each value of variance at an index number t represents the
variance of 1000 time series from 1 : t averaged together to produce an average variance for 1000 time series over the time interval ti .
The values in red (positive variance) were calculated from the variance equation (Eq. (D.17)) and the values in blue (negative variance)
were calculated by multiplying the average positive variance value at each time interval ti by −1. Together, the positive and negative
variance produces a variance envelope that the future values of the time series with the same scaling exponent are most likely to fall
within. With β < 0, there is a slight deviation in the average variance envelope at the initial index values. Each of these figures may be
cut in half at the index of N = 4096 to account for any periodic behavior introduced into the synthetic data sets by the FFT.
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Figure D.30: Variance Tests of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = 0 which is a Gaussian white noise with a mean of x̄ = 0 and standard
deviation of σ = ±1. The standard deviation equals the variance in the case of the Gaussian white noise.
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Figure D.31: Variance Tests of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = 1. High frequency fluctuations are emphasized as the time series
opens up immediately to ±7 which is taken from the extremes of the distribution of the Gaussian white noise. The envelope for the time
series appears to settle to stationary behavior with a final total average variance of approximately ±15.
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Figure D.32: Variance Tests of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = 2. For β = 2, the time series opens up more gradually as lower
frequencies are emphasized over high frequencies. The variance for an integral process is shown here which leads to some insights into
the concept of stationarity. This figure shows the average variance at each index number of 1000 time series for β = 2, the time series
appears to be stationary by the end of the time series. When determining if the time series is stationary or nonstationary, one observes
how the mean and variance changes in time. Here, for β = 2, the average variance flattens out by the time the index value t equals the
length N of the data set (blue arrows) suggesting stationarity. The slope of the variance is decreasing, becoming 0 as the index increases,
so that as Mandelbrot suggested, for what would normally be thought of as nonstationary time series, that for the length of the time
series, the whole time series can be thought of as one period of an infinitely long repeating signal and is thus conditionally stationary
over the period as is required by the FFT [22]. The envelope up to half the length of the data set (here, N = 4096) is more appropriate
showing the increasing variance with the process of integration. After an index value of N = 4096, the envelope is subject to the property
of the FFT treating the time series as one period repeating indefinitely and thus must be stationary over the length of the data set.
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Figure D.33: Variance Tests of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = 3. High frequency fluctuations actually seem to be attenuated as low
frequency behavior is enhanced. As the variance envelope becomes more narrow, the idea of persistence in enhanced because attenuated
high frequencies translates to the next value of the time series staying close to the current or previous value. The time series does appear
to begin to become stationary eventually (blue arrows). In one sense, if thinking of conditional stationarity as Mandelbrot suggested
(that for the length of the time series, the whole time series can be thought of as one period and is thus stationary for that period), then
all time series (even if normally called nonstationary) can be referred to as stationary for their period length once translated into the
frequency domain. The scaling exponent β then influences how long the time series takes and the path (sudden increase, gradual sine
wave) that the time series takes to stationarity imposed by the frequency domain representation but eventually will get there for the finite
length time series under investigation and exhibits no infrared catastrophe. If the length of the time series is increased by N number of
points, for each value of β , approximately the same pattern of variance change is observed.
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Figure D.34: Variance Tests of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = 4. High frequency fluctuations are attenuated as low frequency
behavior is enhanced. This is persistence, meaning that the y-values of the time series increments change very little compared to the
whole time series. The time series does appear to have the same suggestion of stationarity by the time t = N near the end of the total
length of the time series which is imposed by the frequency domain representation of the time series which treats the time series as
periodic in nature. The difference in the average variance with increasing scaling exponents seems to be in the path to stationarity. Here,
the pattern of positive variance (and by symmetry negative variance) begins to resemble a wishbone shape.
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Figure D.35: Variance Tests of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = 5. By the time β = 5, high frequency fluctuations are practically
non-existent having been attenuated at all frequencies higher than the magnitude transition frequency fA . The average variance envelope
resembles a wishbone and can provide insight as to the trajectory of the time series. Of course, since this and all of the envelopes shown
represent the average variance increasing with time, the actual trajectory will fluctuate around the envelope, not be contained within,
according to scaling of the Gaussian white noise from which these synthetic time series were created. Again, due to the stationarity
imposed by the frequency domain representation of a time series, the average variance envelope should only be examined up to half the
length of the index values of the time series up to N = 4096. The envelope up to half the length suggests nonstationarity, a conclusion
made possible only by accounting for any stationarity imposed by the frequency domain.

is simply:
s
p
σN = VN =

1 t
(xt − x̄)2
N − 1∑
1

(D.18)

Thus, the envelope for variance opens differently than the envelope for standard
deviation for each scaling exponent due to the squaring of the variance. The behavior of the
standard deviation is similar to the variance in that the range of possible values is greater
with a higher scaling exponent as the envelope widens. Figs. D.36 through D.42 show the
averaged variance compared to the standard deviation of time interval ti = 1 : N (of 1000
time series of length N = 8192) for each of 7 Beta values (β = −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).

D.5.4

Stochastic Time Series are Better
Defined by Envelopes, Not Trends

The variance and standard deviation of each scaling exponent can be defined as an envelope
within which the synthetically generated time series will be bounded approximately 68%
of the time (with 1 standard deviation). Through the analysis of a natural stochastic time
series and estimation of the parameters (mean and standard deviation) of the input along
with any periodicities, the transfer function derived from the natural time series may be
used to generate several possible instances of synthetic versions of the natural single or
multiple scaling time series in order to calculate the predictive envelopes of possible future
behavior. In many ways, the envelopes may be thought of as the increase in entropy
with increasing time for stochastic data sets for which, as Gibbs theorized, the measure
of probability increases with time, or the universe tends to disorder [124]. The increase
in entropy and appearance of chaos as the future behavior of the time series becomes
increasingly unpredictable is drawn from the fact that the envelopes continuously open
up (using only half the length of a synthetic time series), especially for cases where β > 1,
and the random inputs into the system cannot be predicted. This is also why periodicities,
especially those which occur outside the system, are important as any periodic behavior
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Figure D.36: Variance and Standard Deviation of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = −1. The standard deviation is calculated from
the square root of the variance. The input into the β = −1 system is Gaussian white noise with a mean of x̄ = 0 and standard deviation
of σ = ±1. Here, the variance settles to VN = ±0.25 for which the square root and standard deviation is σ = ±0.5. Again, from the
discussion in Sec. D.5, each of these figures may be cut in half at the index N = 4096 to account for any periodic behavior introduced
into the synthetic data sets by the FFT.
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Figure D.37: Variance and Standard Deviation of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = 0. The input into the β = −1 system is Gaussian
white noise with a mean of x̄ = 0 and standard deviation of σ = ±1. There is some noise seen in the standard deviation plot which
originates from the random number generator used to generate the Gaussian white noise and not the method for creating synthetic time
series. Generating a synthetic time series by filtering a Gaussian white noise as input through a β = 0 system leaves the input time series
unchanged.
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Figure D.38: Variance and Standard Deviation of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = 1.
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Figure D.39: Variance and Standard Deviation of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = 2. The standard deviation provides an excellent
¯ 0
measure of the spread of the distribution about the mean of the time series created from the integration of a white noise (with x =
and σ = ±1). The standard deviation of the envelope extends to σ = ±100 for the β = 2 integral of the white noise. In short, when
generating a synthetic β = 2 time series from a white noise, one can expect the time series to appear within the envelope (approximately
68% of the time with one standard deviation) which can be useful for predicting the behavior of future systems if the range (mean and
standard deviation) of the inputs are known or if the inputs can be determined from the deconvolution of the output signal with the
transfer function.
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Figure D.40: Variance and Standard Deviation of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = 3. The envelope of standard deviation has a much
larger spread of the distribution of the time series due to the scaling effects of the β = 3 system.
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Figure D.41: Variance and Standard Deviation of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = 4. For a double integral β = 4 system, the effect
¯ 0 and σ = ±1) is shown in the standard deviation which settles to
of the scaling exponent on the Gaussian white noise input (with x =
σ = ±300000.
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Figure D.42: Variance and Standard Deviation of 1000 Synthetic Time Series for β = 5.

provides some structure to the chaos, or in many cases such as the Great Lakes yearly
cycle, provides cyclical behavior constraining the noise embedded upon that periodic signal
providing some predictability and order.
The synthetic time series, as the output signal of the impulse response filter

1
β
2

, used

s
to calculate the variance and standard deviation in these examples were not normalized
because any normalization (i.e., conversion to a time series with a mean x̄ = 0 and standard
deviation σ = ±1) hides the true nature of how a scaling exponent of the system rescales
and shifts (or fractionally integrates or differentiates) a white noise signal amplifying the
input signal as the scaling exponent of the system increases. Additionally, normalization
gives the impression that higher values of β appear to scale the same as lower values of
β and is very misleading when the envelopes are overlapped. Without normalization,
if all of the mean variance or standard deviation envelopes for all scaling exponents of
non-normalized time series are plotted on the same graph, the lower values of β appear as
a thin line compared to the variance or standard deviation of the higher values of β due to
the degree of scaling that takes place as the scaling exponent increases.
The scaling exponent β determines how much and how fast a signal changes as all the
time series were made from white noise drawn from the same standard normal distribution.
Looking at the y-values of each of the figures (Fig. D.29 through D.42), one can see with
increasing values of β that the amplitude changes within the time series became large very
quickly and a pattern of predictability emerged as an envelope within which the majority
of the time series is bounded. The scaling effect and the integral-like behavior of these
exponents also has further predictability within the envelope as described in Fig. D.24 for
a β = 2 integral system. Due to the nature of the inputs in many stochastic systems, the
white noise inputs due to the Central Limit Theorem will redefine the boundaries of the
scaling envelope based upon the mean and standard deviation of the input. However, as
indicated by both the variance and standard deviation figures, a full length synthetic time
series ultimately settles down and appears stationary even when the scaling exponent is high
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since the equations for the FFT and IFFT must assume that any time series transformed
by these equations is one period of an infinitely repeating time series. The conditional
stationarity that Mandelbrot postulated for finite length time series is observed for what
normally are described as nonstationary signals [22]. However, by accounting for this
stationarity imposed by the frequency domain by examining the signal up to half the length
of the data set, one observes a nonstationarity for values of the scaling exponent of β > 1.
The meaning of the variance and standard deviation envelopes as related to the value of the
scaling exponent β that is generated from synthetic data must be viewed within the context
of natural system that is represented by the transfer function of the system with similar
scaling behavior.
For any length of synthetic data set generated using the modified Laplace transfer
function in conjunction with the Fourier transform, the envelope of variance or standard
deviation calculated directly from the measurement of multiple synthetic time series should
contain the same relative trajectories as natural time series with the same scaling behavior
for the first half of the data. However, due to properties of the FFT, synthetic data using
the modified Laplace transfer function will always be bounded and appear stationary by
the end of the entire synthetic time series no matter the length of the time series as length
N = 1024, N = 8192, or more. Ultimately, if synthetically generated time series from the
modified Laplace transfer function are used to calculate predictive envelopes to represent
natural time series with the same scaling behavior, the envelope out to half the length of
the synthetic data set suggests the possible trajectories if the time series was not one period
of a infinitely long repeating cycle. However, for time series with β > 1, the expanding
envelopes calculated from half the data set suggest that energy is unlimited, possibly
non-oscillatory, and generates the infrared catastrophe (discussed in Ch. 8.7) suggesting
the possibility of infinite energy in low frequencies. The question then becomes if there are
constraints on time series generated by natural systems exhibiting nonstationary behavior
for which the scaling exponent is β > 1 at the lowest frequencies of the power spectrum
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of any time series generated by that natural system. While any synthetic time series will
conform to the variance and standard deviation envelopes based on the scaling exponent,
the stationarity imposed by the frequency domain, and the parameters of the input, any
natural time series generated by a truly nonstationary natural system, such as a basin as an
integration system, will be constrained by the inputs into the system, or lack of unlimited
inputs (Refer again to the discussion in Ch. 8.7).
Perhaps more important than the variance or standard deviation envelopes that indicate
the expected variation of all possible trajectories regardless of probability is viewing these
envelopes in the context of the range of displacement probabilities that occur within the
total variation envelope. The running sum of a fair coin, or numerical integration for
which β = 1.8, is shown to produce displacement probabilities according to the general
binomial distribution formula as shown in Fig. D.24. A coin flip is strictly a modified
Bernoulli distribution of ±1 for which, upon integration, the total displacement of most
sequences is much more constrained than all the possible variations of all sequences. For
example, the final displacement of the running sum of a sequence of coin flips falls along
a central backbone of the most probable values within the variance envelope being at most
±13 points from origin after 35 flips 98% of the time. While the possible range of the
running sum of a coin flip is at most ±35 after 35 flips which would be an unlikely
1
sequence of all heads or all tails, each with a probability of 35 , the final displacement
2
of the sequence and more stationary-like behavior is less than half the total range since
there is more than one pathway to arrive at any particular displacement except for the very
extremes. The increased probability of central values and stability comes from the greater
number of pathways that will allow for the final displacement to be centrally located.
Translating the behavior of a coin flip to Gaussian white noise to represent the inputs into
1
a noise dynamical system that generates a natural or stochastic time series is a matter
s
of assigning the statistics of the coin flip to the sign of the Gaussian white noise (with a
mean of 0) regardless of value. From these computational experiments and analysis, more
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insight is gained by using the modified Laplace transfer functions to generate synthetic data
sets from which probabilistic forecasts (within envelopes) may be made which provides
more information on the trajectory of any stochastic time series than just the envelopes
of variance and standard deviation alone which say nothing of the probabilities within the
envelope.
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Appendix E
Return to the Nile River
with the Scaling Exponent β
E.1

The Scaling Exponent of the Frequency Domain
versus the Scaling Exponent of the Time Domain

The scaling exponent β of the power spectrum, when viewed in the context of control
theory and linear control systems, offers a very different conceptualization from what has
historically been the traditional approach to define time series scaling behavior. The power
scaling exponent β will often be compared to more common scaling exponents within the
literature describing time series such as the Hurst exponent (H) and the fractal dimension
(D). However, in order to fully understand the relationship, if any, of the scaling exponent
β to the Hurst exponent and fractal dimension, further discussion of what each of these
scaling exponents represents in a time series is necessary to combat misconceptions and
inconsistencies regarding time series scaling exponents.
From Chapters 5 through 7, the power scaling exponent β was shown to exist as the
1
exponent on the Laplace operator s of the modified Laplace transfer function, such as β , in
s2
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the frequency domain1 . The transfer function is a representation of the impulse response of
the system in the frequency domain and describes how the system filters all inputs into the
system translating inputs into the measured output time series of the system. In essence, any
input in the time domain is convolved with the impulse response of the system as defined
by the transfer function and scaling exponent(s) attached to the transfer function to yield a
scaled and shifted output. For any given system, the frequency domain scaling exponent
β represents part of the process (or the process directly for single scaling systems) that
generates the output time series, not necessarily the output time series itself.
For example, a system representing integration is described by the transfer function

1
β

s2
1
with β = 2, which is simply , and any input that passes through this system experiences
s
the effect of integration in the time domain even though the system and scaling exponent β
are representative of power scaling in the frequency domain2 . A simple, single frequency
1
input, such as a cosine wave when integrated by a system is both scaled (in power) and
s
shifted (in phase) to become an amplified sine wave as output. Measurement of the scaling
exponent directly from the power spectrum of a sine wave output at a single frequency
is not possible though the scaling exponent still exists as β = 2 but if the input cosine
wave was known, the scaling exponent as β = 2 may be determined directly from the
−90◦ phase shift through the equation β =

−4θ
π

(Eq. (8.2)). If a stochastic time series such

as a Gaussian white noise (β = 0) is integrated, for which there are multiple frequencies
present, the input power of each frequency is scaled and shifted so that the power spectrum
of the output time series reveals several rescaled frequencies that can be fit with a power
1

2

The Laplace operator s represents the complex angular frequency as s = jω. The power scaling exponent
β is also the exponent on the gain value k in the Laplace transfer function such as in a high or low pass
filter. More information on the location of the scaling exponent β in Laplace transfer function equations is
found in Table (6.3).
1
From Ch. (5), L ( f −n (t)) = n F (s) (which is Eq. (5.26)) summarizes the combined input-system-output
s
1
concept, the output time series L ( f −n (t)) is equal to the process of the system (here as integration by )
s
multiplied by the complex number representation of input time series in the frequency domain (as F(s))
β
where n = 1 to represent 1 integration, which in terms of the scaling exponent β is n = with β = 2.
2
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law to find the scaling exponent as β = 2. Consequently, the scaling exponent is left as
an artifact of the filtering of the input by the impulse response of the system on the output
time series and since the exponents are additive at each frequency in the convolution of the
input signal with the impulse response filter given by the transfer function, the measured
scaling exponent(s) of the output is not only dependent on the scaling exponent(s) of the
system but also on the scaling exponent(s) of the input at each frequency.
The concept of the scaling exponent β as part of the transfer function in the frequency
domain representing the system is not the same as a scaling exponent measured only from
the output time series in the time domain such as the Hurst exponent or fractal dimension.
For time series generated by large systems, the scaling exponent β describes the impact
of the system in the frequency domain on inputs entering into that system, the process or
processes by which the time series was generated, not the output time series itself in the
time domain3 . For smaller systems for which the input into the system may not be Gaussian
white noise such as a β = 1 input, the output as β = 2 may reflect a combined scaling effect
1
of both the input at β = 1 convolved with a β system also with β = 1 to yield a β = 2
s2
output. Contrast this to the Hurst exponent, found through Rescaled Range analysis of the
output time series alone directly in the time domain. In this sense, even though the Hurst
exponent is measured from the output signal, the Hurst exponent may not reflect the true
nature of the system or process if the inputs are not Gaussian white noise. The fact that the
scaling exponent β in the frequency domain represents how power (or magnitude but not
amplitude) scales at each frequency of the power spectrum of the system must be taken into
account in conversion equations that represent some form of scaling in the time domain of
the output signal. In short, the scaling exponent β and the Hurst exponent H represent not
only two distinct domains, the frequency domain and time domain respectively, but also
3

From Eq. (5.2), the scaling exponent exists first as the exponent on the system H[k] in the frequency
domain equation for convolution (X[k] • H[k] = Y [k]) and may or may not exist on the power spectrum of
the output time series Y [k] depending on if the signal is a stochastic signal or contains enough frequencies
to measure the scaling behavior in the power spectrum. The scaling exponent does not exist directly in
the time domain on the output time series y[n] in Eq. (5.1), which is the time domain convolution equation
(x[n] ∗ h[n] = y[n]).
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represent two different parts of the convolution equation, one the system and the other, the
output signal.
Furthermore, the power spectrum often reveals natural stochastic time series that have
multiple scaling regions with a different scaling exponent β over distinct frequency ranges
such as observed in the Great Lakes water level data. The linear control systems approach
using modified Laplace transfer functions (the six building block transfer functions found in
Table 6.3) allows several equations to be linked together generating multiscaling behavior
with multiple values of the scaling exponent β over different frequencies. This is an
exact approach since the scaling exponents of the input signal and convolution filter at
each frequency are additive to generate a summed scaling exponent of the output signal
at the same respective frequency. The scaling exponent β offers increased precision and
accuracy when compared to the Hurst exponent, as defined through rescaled range analysis,
which separates the output time series data into sub-intervals which groups frequencies
together4 so that any multiscaling behavior is averaged into the rescaled range result
making determination of the correct multiscaling frequency ranges impossible.
4

In rescaled range analysis, the data set is divided in half, then each half is divided again, and so on until
R2 /S2 = 1 [10, 17]. The effect of division of the time series into halves in the frequency domain is to
remove 1 low frequency at the lowest frequencies and a frequency between each frequency up to the
Nyquist frequency which is the frequency of twice the sampling
interval
with each division. As a result,


1
the highest frequency ( fc = 0.5) up to the lowest frequency f =
is grouped together for each half so
N
that multiscaling behavior cannot be observed. The power scaling exponent β of a multiscaling time series,
however, is represented within the Frequency Response Model, composed of several combined transfer
functions, each of which span all frequencies so that even short data sets contain scaling information for
multiscaling behavior (e.g., Fig 4.12). Due to limitation of the Hurst exponent to represent multiscaling
behavior, any Hurst exponent measured directly from any multiscaling time series is incorrect and not
comparable to the same value of the Hurst exponent observed on a single scaling time series.
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E.2

Is the signal noise or motion? fGn vs. fBm

The determination of whether the signal is a noise or a motion generally indicates if the time
series is considered stationary or nonstationary5 and is an important first step in analyzing
a time series for the Hurst exponent. For Rescaled Range (R/S) analysis, this crucial step
will determine the next steps to take to analyze a time series to find the Hurst exponent (i.e.,
whether or not and the number of times the time series should be differentiated) and without
this determination, results may be misinterpreted as is often the case in the literature. The
noises associated with the scaling exponent fall into two categories, fractional Gaussian
noises (fGn) and fractional Brownian motion (fBm) with the scaling exponent of β = 1 as
the transition point between a stationary and nonstationary signal as traditionally defined in
the literature. A way to determine whether a self-affine signal is a fGn or fBm is to perform
a FFT on the time series data and then determine the scaling exponent β of the resulting
power spectrum [25, 26, 10].
For time series with single scaling behavior where only one scaling exponent is fit
1
to all frequencies (i.e., β ), if the power spectrum of the signal yields a single scaling
s2
exponent within the range of −1 ≤ β ≤ 1, the time series is considered stationary and a
fractional Gaussian noise or fGn. If the power spectrum of the signal yields a single scaling
exponent within the range of 1 < β ≤ 3, the time series is considered nonstationary and a
fractional Brownian motion or fBm. Additionally, extended fractional Brownian motions
(EfBm) are defined for time series with single scaling exponents in the range of 3 < β ≤ 5.
For a fBm or EfBm, nonstationarity implies that the mean changes with time.
Overall, the classification of a time series as a fGn or fBm signal based on the β -value
scaling exponent(s) of the output time series alone, for the purposes of finding a transfer
function of a system, is unnecessary and problematic for multiscaling systems. For the
5

Of course, within the context of linear control systems, any time series that has been transformed by the
FFT is considered periodic by definition and thus may be viewed as conditionally stationary (Sec. 8.7).
However, since the literature defines stationary and nonstationary time series using the scaling exponent β ,
these definitions will be used here.
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FFT, in order to ensure that the endpoints match, the time series is windowed using the
Hann window or mirrored to correct for endpoint mismatch prior to the FFT anyway so
that even if the time series was nonstationary and a fBm, the issue of stationarity has
already been addressed in the preprocessing of the data6 . If determination of the signal
as fGn or fBm is required for some other form of analysis, such as in R/S analysis to
find the Hurst exponent, since the scaling exponent(s) on the output signal represent(s)
the combined scaling behavior of both the input time series and the scaling exponent(s)
of the transfer functions of the system, one must be sure that the system is large enough
so that the inputs into the system, due to the CLT, are Gaussian white noise with β = 0.
Ideally, any measured scaling exponent(s) on the output signal should represent the actual
behavior of the system for which fGn and fBm are defined and not the combined input plus
system since the scaling exponent(s) of the stochastic output signal are just artifacts left
by the system. Caution is advised in attempting to classify a signal as fGn or fBm that is
the output of a multiscaling system since any output from such as system contains a mix
of fGn and fBm signals. Although distinct scaling regions of multiscaling systems may be
classified either as fGn or fBm depending on the range of frequencies under investigation,
more generally, multiscaling systems cannot be classified specifically as only fGn or fBm
over all frequencies.

E.3

The Effect of Integration and Differentiation
on the Scaling Exponent β of a Time Series

1
, the process of
s
integrating a self-affine time series is found to increase the scaling exponent by β = +2

From theoretical examination of the Laplace equation for integration

6

The corrections for endpoint mismatch and the effect on the scaling exponent β are addressed in App. A,
Sec. A.5.1. Any time series that is not windowed or mirrored prior to the FFT most likely will not produce
the correct scaling exponent for all time series in which β > 2 since the FFT treats all time series as one
period of an infinitely long signal extending to positive and negative infinity.
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above the scaling exponent of the original time series over all frequencies. However,
common practice is to integrate a fGn signal to obtain a fBm signal through numerical
integration such as the running sum (or cumulative summation) which only increases the
scaling exponent of the signal by β = +1.8 when all frequencies are considered. An
1
alternate method of integration in the frequency domain using β and setting β = 2 for one
s2
integration and β = 4 for two integrations yields a β = +2 increase in the scaling exponent
from the original scaling exponent of the time series that is integrated within the frequency
domain rather than the time domain7 . The β = −0.2 difference between theoretical (or
1
frequency domain integration through β ) and the running sum must be taken into account
s2
if the resulting time series are used to test methods that measure the scaling exponent.
The distinction between integration and differentiation from the modified Laplace
1
equation perspective (i.e., β ) is only a change in the sign of the scaling exponent β on the
s2
complex frequency term s from β = +2 to β = −2. A differentiation process is expected
to theoretically reduce the scaling exponent by β = −2 over all frequencies so that the
derivative (or increments) of a nonstationary fBm signal where 1 < β ≤ 3 yields a stationary
fGn signal with −1 ≤ β ≤ 1 [27, 125, 126, 127]. Extended fBms which are more highly
integrated signals, with 3 < β ≤ 5, have stationary second differences [25]. However, from
computational experiments, the first difference (i.e., numerical differentiation) reduces the
scaling exponent of the time series by β ≈ −1.8 per differentiation and not β = −2 as
expected8 . Frequency domain differentiation using the modified Laplace transfer function
1
setting β = −2 for one differentiation and β = −4 for two differentiations achieves the
β
s2
7

8

The origin of β = +1.8 is due to the hockey stick effect and noise introduced at all high frequencies for
which the phase shift from the scaling exponent β is less than the sampling interval. Collectively, when
including all frequencies into the measurement of the scaling exponent, the high frequency noise introduced
by numerical integration (or differentiation) slightly reduces the scaling exponent by β = −0.2 to β = 1.8
from what should be β = 2 for pure integration. A complete discussion on numerical versus frequency
domain integration as well as corrections for the hockey stick effect may be found in App. C as well as
Secs. B.6.1.1 and B.6.1.2.
Each additional numerical difference reduces the scaling exponent by approximately β = −1.8 which
means that each difference introduces a β = 0.2 discrepancy. After two differences, the discrepancy
between the theoretical scaling exponent and measured scaling exponent is approximately β = 0.4 but
does vary depending on the scaling exponent of the time series that was initially differentiated.
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theoretical expectations by reducing the scaling exponent of the time series by exactly
β = −2 for one differentiation and β = −4 for two differentiations.

The β = 0.2
1
difference between theoretical (or frequency domain differentiation through β ) and the
s2
first difference (or numerical differentiation) must be taken into account if the scaling
exponent of the resulting time series will impact the outcome of analysis and differentiation
is part of the method such as in R/S analysis for all time series with β > 1 to determine
the Hurst exponent. (Refer to Figs. E.3 and E.4. Additional information is found in
Sec. B.6.1.2 and Figs. B.27 and B.28.)
One additional note, the process of integrating or differentiating a multiscaling time
series must be addressed. The discussion thus far has focused on single scaling time series.
However, in many cases, a multiscaling time series may be integrated or differentiated. The
process of integration of a time series changes the scaling exponent of that time series over
all frequencies by β = +2 over the scaling exponent of the original at each frequency. In
other words, if a time series is mixed between a fGn signal over a distinct frequency range
and a fBm signal over a different range of frequencies, than integration of that time series
will yield a β = +2 increase of the scaling exponent at each frequency so that the fGn region
becomes a fBm over the same distinct frequency range and the fBm region becomes an EfBm
over the same range of frequencies. Likewise, differentiation of a multiscaling signal will
reduce the scaling exponent by β = −2 over all frequencies such that any fBm region within
the signal will become a fGn and any fGn region within the signal will become something
less (more anti-persistent) than a fGn, perhaps labeled as an EfGn9 . Further discussion and
an example of differentiation performed on a multiscaling time series is found in Sec. E.7.
9

An extended fractional Gaussian noise (EfGn) in the range −3 < β < −1 is normally not found in natural
1
stochastic time series. However, using the modified Laplace transfer function β with β = −3 convolved
s2
with a β = 0 Gaussian white noise, a synthetic EfGn is easily generated (Refer to App. B). Likewise,
differentiating any fGn will also yield an EfGn.
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E.4

The Traditional and an Alternative Approach to
Rescaled Range Analysis to find the Hurst Exponent

In order to draw a comparison between the scaling exponent β and the Hurst exponent
(H), the scaling exponent β of a time series must be discussed from within the context
of Rescaled Range (R/S) analysis, the primary method for determination of H. The steps
required in R/S analysis to measure the Hurst exponent directly from a time series are fairly
straightforward but do require some explanation. First, R/S analysis can only be performed
on fGn, a stationary signal in the range −1 ≤ β ≤ 1, so any nonstationary fBm or EfBm
signal must be converted to a fGn through differentiation [25, 28, 10]. One differentiation
is necessary to convert a fBm to a fGn while two differentiations are needed to convert an
EfBm to a fGn.
The traditional approach to R/S analysis performs these differentiations of the time
series numerically as the first or second difference which has an impact on the final scaling
exponent. As such, instead of reducing the value of the scaling exponent β by β = −2,
the first difference normally performed on a fBm time series to convert to a fGn prior to
R/S analysis only reduces the time series by β = −1.8 per differentiation. In one sense,
if the time series was a running sum of a coin flip, which is expected to yield a scaling
exponent of β = 1.8 and is a fBm, then the first difference converts this time series to a fGn
with a scaling exponent of β = 0. The problem is that the relationship between the Hurst
exponent and the scaling exponent β assumes the theoretical reduction in scaling behavior
by β = −2 with each differentiation, not a reduction by only β = −1.8.

E.4.1

The Problem of Multiscaling Behavior and the Hurst Exponent

In order to find the Hurst exponent, the fact that R/S analysis is only appropriate for use
with fGn signals directly or on signals whose differences (or increments) form a stationary
signal (fGns), and not on the fBm itself, is problematic. For a single scaling fBm time
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series to be accurately analyzed, the first difference or derivative in the frequency domain
must first be taken of the fBm to convert the time series to a fGn and one needs to only
account for the scaling exponent discrepancy between numerical versus the theoretical or
frequency domain differentiation. However, one often overlooked necessity is that the time
entire time series should be a fGn signal in order to measure the Hurst exponent using R/S
analysis and thus be single scaling which is not often the case for natural stochastic signals.
Consequently, a question necessarily arises as how to find the Hurst exponent or apply R/S
analysis to a multiscaling time series.
If the time series contains multiple scaling regions of mixed scaling exponents
representing both fGn and fBm over distinct frequency ranges (e.g., the Great Lakes water
levels), a problem is encountered since the first difference will decrease each scaling
exponent of each frequency region by β = −1.8. This means that a fBm region of the signal
will be converted to the approximate fGn signal within the frequency ranges where fBm
originally was present but any fGn portion of the signal will experience a further reduction
well below what is normally considered fGn from −1 < β < 1 to what may be considered an
EfGn within the range of −3 < β < −1. Furthermore, R/S analysis in the way the method
works does not provide the accuracy or resolution needed to determine distinct multiple
Hurst exponents within one data set that actually experiences multiscaling behavior of
the scaling exponent β . Due to limitations of R/S analysis and the Hurst exponent when
compared to the accuracy, resolution, and ability of the FFT and scaling exponent β to
define multiscaling behavior, the recommendation is to use the scaling exponent β and
the transfer function approach to describe both single scaling and multiscaling behavior
of stochastic time series. If the Hurst exponent is desired, know that if R/S analysis is
applied to a multiscaling time series, any Hurst exponent measured will be a combination
of all scaling regions10 and the same Hurst exponent from a multiscaling time series
10 However,

one theoretically possible way around this problem is to separate the time series by scaling
regions through frequency isolation (introduced in Ch. 6.6.4) which will generate a time series for each
scaling region containing only those frequencies of the scaling region. Then, R/S analysis may be performed
on the frequency isolated time series of each scaling region to find the Hurst exponent for each region.
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does not necessarily represent the behavior of that same Hurst exponent measured from
a single-scaling time series.

E.4.2

Rescaled Range Analysis

Once the signal is in the form of a fGn, R/S analysis may be performed on the fGn signal
to calculate the series of rescaled ranges and standard deviations of the time series under
investigation in order to determine the Hurst Exponent. The rescaled range is not a just
matter of calculating the range of the time series and in fact, actually uses an integration
in the process. In essence, a mean adjusted variation of the fGn time series is integrated
through cumulative summation to generate a running sum of a time series relative to the
mean and then the range is determined from this fBm signal. The calculation of the running
sum of a time series relative to the mean may be divided into two steps, the first being found
by subtracting the mean of the fGn from each value of the fGn signal to create a zero-mean
stochastic process (yZM ) as:
yZM = y( f Gn)n − ȳ( f Gn)N

(E.1)

The new time series (yZM ) is a mean-adjusted fGn. The second step in the calculation is
to numerically integrate the mean-adjusted fGn through cumulative summation to yield a
fBm signal as the running sum of the fGn time series relative to the fGn mean. While the
nomenclature may initially appear complex, the details are provided here to avoid confusion
as the mean of the fGn time series is used to convert the fGn time series to a zero-mean
process (yZM ) before cumulative summation to obtain a fBm which is written as:

f Bm(yZM ) = ∑ (yZM )
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(E.2)

The entire process of the running sum f Bm(yZM ) of the fGn time series relative to the fGn
mean may be rewritten more succinctly as:
N

f Bm(yZM ) =



y
−
ȳ
∑ ( f Gn)n ( f Gn)N

(E.3)

n=1

An example of the steps involved in the calculation of f Bm(yZM ) and the impact on the
scaling exponent β is shown in Figs. E.1 and E.2. When the f Bm(yZM ) time series is
converted to the frequency domain, the power spectrum yields a scaling exponent of
β = 1.84, which is the expected β ≈ +1.8 increase with numerical integration (as shown
in Fig. E.2b). Worth noting is the fact that even though R/S analysis is only performed
on a fGn signal, the second step (Eq. (E.2)) involves generating a fBm, but a numerically
integrated fBm, which has a scaling exponent increase of β ≈ +1.8 and not β = +2. As
such, one of the steps involved in R/S analysis involves a running sum that introduces noise
at the highest frequencies which in practice, alters the equations11 describing the theoretical
relationship of the Hurst exponent to the scaling exponent β .

The range of this running summed time series f Bm(yZM ) is then determined for the
data set through:
R f Bm(y

ZM )



= max f Bm(yZM ) − min f Bm(yZM )

(E.4)

Next, the standard deviation (S) is determined from the original fGn12 through the
equation:
s
σ( f Gn) = S( f Gn) =

2
1 N 
y
−
ȳ
∑ ( f Gn)n ( f Gn)N
n n=1

11 The

(E.5)

equations describing the theoretical relationship of the Hurst exponent to the scaling exponent β
are examined in Sec. E.4.3. Since the theoretical equations do not often reflect reality, new conversion
equations are introduced derived directly from computational experiment (based on 1000 synthetic time
series for each value of β and H) which better describe the relationship of the Hurst exponent to the scaling
exponent β in practice.
12 Mathematically, the same answer for standard deviation may be obtained if y
ZM , the mean-adjusted fGn, is
used instead of the original fGn since yZM is a zero-mean process. Computationally, the use of the original
fGn includes the calculation for yZM and is used here.
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(a) A fractional Gaussian noise (fGn) is generated through a random number generator and yields a power
spectrum with β = 0.03.

1

with β = 2 yields a time series
β
s2
scaling over all frequencies. The power spectrum yields β = 2.03, an exact β = +2 increase.
(b) Frequency domain integration of the time series in Fig. E.1a using

(c) Cumulative summation (a running sum integration) of the time series in Fig. E.1a yields a time series with
noise at the higher frequencies. The power spectrum yields β = 1.83, an approximate β = +1.8 increase.

Figure E.1: Cumulative Summation versus Frequency Domain Integration of a fGn. When
the same fGn time series is integrated through numerical versus the frequency domain
integration, a clear distinction of β = −0.2 may be observed in the scaling behavior.
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(a) The calculation of the running sum of a time series relative to the mean may be divided into two steps,
the first being found by subtracting the mean from the fGn. Here, the fGn from Fig. E.1a is mean-adjusted
by subtracting the mean of the fGn from each value of the fGn signal. The power spectrum indicates that this
action does not alter the scaling exponent which is still β = 0.03.

(b) The second step in the calculation of the running sum of the time series relative to the mean is to perform
a running sum on the mean-adjusted fGn from Fig. E.2a. The power spectrum shows a scaling exponent of
β = 1.84, which is the expected β ≈ +1.8 increase per numerical integration comparable to Fig. E.1c. The
range of this running summed time series is then determined for the data set. As a result, even though R/S
analysis is only performed on a fGn, this step involves generating a fBm, but a numerically integrated fBm
which has a scaling exponent of β = 1.84 and not β = 2.03. As such, when comparing the Hurst exponent to
the scaling exponent β , one must understand that one of the steps involved in R/S analysis involves a running
sum that introduces noise at the highest frequencies.

Figure E.2: The calculation of the running sum of the time series relative to the mean in
R/S analysis.
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After the range (R) and the standard deviation (S) are calculated for the entire time
series of length (N), which can also be referred to as the bin length (LN ), the R/S ratio of
the range of the f Bm(yZM ) divided by the standard deviation of the fGn is determined. The
entire R/S ratio can be expressed as:






N
N
max ∑n=1 y( f Gn)n − ȳ( f Gn)N − min ∑n=1 y( f Gn)n − ȳ( f Gn)N
R f Bm(y )
RLN
ZM
r
=
=
2
SLN
S( f Gn)
1 N 
y
−
ȳ
∑
( f Gn)N
n n=1 ( f Gn)n
(E.6)


N
The time series is then divided in half placing each half in a bin of size LN =
2
and the entire process (Eq. (E.1) through (E.6)) is repeated on each half, except that the
results are now averaged so that the range of each half is determined, and then averaged
to get the sub-range for the halves together. Then, the standard deviation is determined of
each half and again averaged to determine the sub-standard deviation for the halves. Next,
the R/S ratio is again determined from the averaged halves and represents the R( N ) /S( N )
2
2


N
ratio at bin length LN =
.
2
The process is again repeated where each half is divided in half again so that there
 
N
are now 4 subsets of length
. The range is again found for each of the 4 subsets and
4


N
. The standard deviation
then averaged to get the average R at the bin length LN =
4
is also determined for each of the 4 subsets and then averaged to get the average standard
deviation. Then, the R/S ratio is again determined from the averaged values to represent


N
the R( N ) /S( N ) ratio at length LN =
. The process is repeated again, dividing each
4
4
4



N
N
subset in half again, at length LN =
then LN =
and so on until there are only
8
16
two values left per subset (i.e., LN = 2). By binning the data with each division into a new
subset defined by length (LN ), the range and standard deviation are found for all subsets,
N N
then averaged to find the R/S ratio for each bin length ,
, etc. until only 2 values
8 16
remain in each subset.
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A log-log plot is now made plotting the log (mean RLN /SLN ) on the y-axis versus the
log LN (length of bin for each subset) on the x-axis and a slope is fit to this plot. The
slope of the best-fit straight line to the average ratio R/S versus bin length LN is the Hurst
exponent (H) [10, 17]. The Hurst exponent (H) is then:


RLN
SLN




=
Avg

LN
2

H
(E.7)

A link to a repository containing MATLAB code to run R/S analysis on any stochastic time
series may be found in App. F.

E.4.3

The Theoretical versus the Experimental Relationship
between the Hurst exponent and the Scaling Exponent β

The historical aspect and extensive use of the Hurst exponent has unfortunately lead
to some serious inconsistencies within the literature regarding scaling behavior, the
Hurst exponent, and the scaling exponent β . There is some confusion in the literature
regarding the proper equation to use to convert Hurst exponent to the scaling exponent
β . Additionally, the relationship of β to H is not very consistent when using the current
theoretical conversion equations [10]. The conversion equations from β to H are derived
roughly13 from theoretical origins using the equations for power law scaling in a power
spectrum related to the variance of the increments of a fBm signal [126].
13 An

important point here is that in examining the original equations used by Voss (1985) in the development
of the theoretical relationship between the Hurst exponent and the scaling exponent β , the discrepancies
from numerical integration/differentiation versus frequency domain integration/differentiation are not
addressed and the value of the scaling exponent β is assumed to decrease by β = −2 with differentiation
instead of the actual β = −1.8 reduction found with numerical differentiation [126]. In practice some
adjustment is needed to the theoretical conversion equations and the R/S analysis method to reflect what
is actually measured. Corrections for the theoretical equations and an enhancement of the R/S analysis
method addressing discrepancies are offered in Sec. E.4.3.2.
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E.4.3.1

Theoretical Relationship between H and β

Generally, if the signal is a fGn, with −1 ≤ β ≤ 1, then:

β f Gn = 2H − 1

(E.8)

provides the theoretical relationship between H and β . If the signal is a fBm, with
1 < β ≤ 3, then:
β f Bm = 2H + 1

(E.9)

is used to describe the theoretical relationship between H and β [25, 28]. If the signal is a
EfBm, with 3 < β ≤ 5, then the theoretical relationship between H and β is:

βE f Bm = 2H + 3

(E.10)

Many scientific disciplines, citing journal articles within the discipline, use only one
conversion equation ignoring the others without realizing that each equation is necessary
depending on if the original signal is a fGn, fBm, or EfBm and as a result, errors continue to
propagate in the literature within disciplines. Previous studies examining the relationship
between β and H have found that the equations are of limited accuracy, which especially
makes sense for multiscaling time series, but these studies also have not had the benefit
1
of exact scaling time series generated through the transfer function β . Furthermore, the
s2
1
transfer function may be used to perform integration or differentiation in the frequency
β
s2
domain and is useful if implemented within R/S analysis.

E.4.3.2

Experimental Relationship between H and β and a
Correction for Differentiation of Signals in R/S Analysis

In practice, the equations describing the theoretical relationship between H and β do not
reflect the actual measurement of H from a time series with a known scaling exponent β
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and the equations may be improved based on the results of computational experiments. The
perspective, theoretical versus experimental, from which one writes an equation matters
a great deal in the solution to the problem. The theoretical equations relating H and β
(Eqs. (E.8), (E.9), and (E.10)) are accurate only at an approximate value of H ≈ 0.625
which translates to β ≈ 0.25 for fGn, β ≈ 2.25 for fBm, and β ≈ 4.25 for EfBm. At
values above H ≈ 0.625, the actual value of β from experiment falls below the value of β
given by the theoretical equations while at values below H ≈ 0.625, the value of β from
experiment is above the value of β given by the theoretical equations. However, despite
the inaccuracies of the theoretical equations relating the Hurst exponent and the scaling
exponent β , a linear relationship between H and β does exist, as long as one accounts for
the differences between numerical and frequency domain integration.
In order to compare the relationship between H and β as suggested by the theoretical
equations to the actual measurement of H from a time series with a known scaling exponent
β , single-scaling synthetic time series were generated using the modified transfer function
1
according to the methods introduced in App. B. For each value of β from β = −1 to
β
s2
β = 5 in 0.25 increments, 1000 synthetic time series of length N = 8192 were generated
1
for R/S analysis. The synthetic time series produced using the β transfer function yielded
s2
single-scaling time series with one value of β over all frequencies for which the results are
summarized in Fig. E.3 and Tables E.1 and E.2. Each of the 1000 synthetic time series for
each value of β was then converted to a fGn if necessary for R/S analysis (i.e., if the scaling
exponent of the synthetic time series was β > 1) through either numerical differentiation
(first or second differencing) or through frequency domain differentiation using modified
1
Laplace transfer function β and setting β = −2 for one differentiation and β = −4 for
s2
two differentiations.
In other words, since R/S analysis can only be applied to a fGn time series with
(−1 ≤ β ≤ 1), if the scaling exponent of the synthetic time series was already a fGn
between (−1 ≤ β ≤ 1), no differentiation is needed to perform R/S analysis and the time
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Figure E.3: Comparison of the power-spectral exponent β to the theoretical scaling
1
exponent β used in the equation β . To simulate single-scaling behavior, synthetic
s2
1
self-affine time series were generated using the modified transfer function β according
s2
to the methods described in App. B. A total of 1000 time series of each value of the scaling
exponent β from β = −1 to β = 5 in 0.25 increments were tested (marked with green
circles). Each time series contained N = 8192 points. The value of the scaling exponent β
1
used in the β equation is on the x-axis. On the y-axis, the scaling exponent of the power
s2
spectrum was measured for each of the 1000 synthetic time series per value of β and then
all 1000 values of β for each β were averaged. The standard deviation of each value of β
1
over 1000 time series is σβ = ±0.02. The accuracy of the β time series generation method
s2
is demonstrated in generating a single-scaling time series with the correct power-spectral
exponent β over all frequencies. Synthetic time series representing all values of β entered
1
into the β equation are realized falling directly on the blue line. Each of these 1000
s2
synthetic time series (N = 8192) for each value of β shown here are also used in the
measurement of the Hurst exponent (H) using Rescaled Range (R/S) analysis, the results
of which are shown in Figs. E.4 and E.5.
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series was evaluated as is without modification. When the scaling exponent indicated that
the original synthetic time series was a fBm with scaling behavior between (1 < β ≤ 3),
the synthetic time series was differentiated once to convert to a fGn before R/S analysis.
However, differentiation was done both numerically through first differencing the synthetic
time series and then again on the same original synthetic time series using frequency
1
domain differentiation through β and β = −2 to yield a total of two differentiated fGn
s2
time series (one numerical and one frequency domain differentiated) for each synthetic
fBm. Synthetic time series that were an extended fractional Brownian motion (EfBm)
with scaling behavior between (3 < β ≤ 5) were differentiated twice (both numerically
1
and again using β and β = −4) before R/S analysis to convert to a fGn.
s2
The effect of the type of differentiation process on the scaling exponent β
of the converted fGn time series used in R/S analysis is immediately apparent
when comparing numerical differentiation versus frequency domain differentiation.
Numerical differentiation (e.g.,

the first difference and MATLAB command:

fGnTimeSeries=diff(fBmTimeSeries);) exhibits a reduction in the scaling exponent of

the original time series by β ≈ −1.8 per numerical differentiation whereas frequency
domain differentiation reduces the scaling exponent by exactly β = −2 for one
differentiation and β = −4 for two differentiations. However, while the reduction in the
scaling exponent by β ≈ −1.8 per numerical differentiation holds for all fBm (where the
original time series exhibits a scaling behavior of (1 < β ≤ 3)), the reduction in scaling
behavior does not hold for all EfBm undergoing two numerical differentiations to convert
to a fGn. For EfBm signals in the range of (3 < β ≤ 4), there is still a reduction in the
scaling exponent of the EfBm by β ≈ −1.8 per numerical differentiation so that two
numerical differentiations yield a total reduction in the scaling exponent of β ≈ −3.6
to obtain a fGn signal. However, for EfBm signals in the range of (4 < β ≤ 5), two
numerical differentiations yield a reduction in the scaling exponent by much more than
β ≈ −3.6 due to the smoothness of the original time series and the way in which numerical
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differentiation handles high frequencies. As such, to convert a time series with β > 1 to a
1
fGn, only frequency domain differentiation through β will yield the correctly scaled fGn
s2
time series from a fBm time series that is differentiated once or an EfBm time series that is
differentiated twice (as shown in Fig. E.4).
Under the assumption that the relationship between the scaling exponent β and
theoretical Hurst conversion equations for fGn and fBm signals holds, to account for the
discrepancy in the scaling exponent of β = 0.2 between the first differenced time series
(β = −1.8) versus the frequency differentiated time series (β = −2), the introduction of a
correction factor appears plausible of HCF( f Bm) = 0.1 from the measured Hurst scaling
exponent only if the original time series was a fBm and was first differenced prior to
R/S analysis and if the conversion equations (Eqs. (E.8), (E.9), and (E.10)) are correct.
However, as a direct result of studying the scaling exponent behavior of β and the effect of
first differencing on the scaling exponent β of the time series, a single correction factor to
the Hurst exponent, based on the standard conversion equations from β to H, is problematic
for two reasons. The first is that numerical differentiation is not linear for all values of β
from (−1 < β ≤ 5) and the second is that the theoretical Hurst equations (Eqs. (E.8), (E.9),
and (E.10)) do not reflect the reality of what is actually measured through R/S analysis
of a time series with a known single scaling exponent β in both slope and intercept
(specifically, the x-intercept, represented as the theoretical gray dashed lines as compared
to the blue (frequency domain differentiation) and orange (numerical differentiation) lines,
of Fig. E.5).
The argument for a correction factor is based on the theoretical equation β = 2H − 1
and the fact that when numerical differentiation is implemented as part of R/S analysis,
whatever Hurst exponent is measured from the differenced time series should have H = 0.1
subtracted to reflect the introduction of the β = +0.2 discrepancy due to first differencing
in order to represent the true Hurst exponent of the time series. For example (Fig. B.27),
a correction factor seems plausible when first differencing a β = 2 time series (which is a
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Hurst exponent of H f Bm = 0.5), the resulting time series is a fGn time series with β = 0.2
(translating to H f Gn = 0.6 from the theoretical equation) instead of the expected β = 0
(which would be H f Gn = 0.5) because first differencing only reduced the scaling exponent
by β = −1.8. Hence, from only the theoretical equations, there appears the need for a
correction factor by subtracting HCF( f Bm) = 0.1 from the Hurst scaling exponent only if
the original time series was a fBm and first differenced prior to analysis. However, the
solution is not as straightforward as a single correction factor based upon more in depth
examination of the relationship of scaling exponent β and the Hurst exponent as measured
from R/S analysis; a more appropriate solution is to adjust the theoretical equations and the
R/S analysis method to generate the correct results direct from computational experiments.
To develop a series of equations that are valid for all values of β from (−1 < β ≤ 5)
that will accurately describe the relationship between and β and H as measured from
R/S analysis, a modification of the differentiation process used in R/S analysis is
necessary. Previously, the comparison was made between numerical versus frequency
domain differentiation and a distinction in the scaling exponent β based on the type of
differentiation process was noted. Numerical differencing was shown to change scaling
behavior of the time series less than the expected amount of change in scaling behavior
from both theoretical equations and frequency domain differentiation. For cases where the
scaling exponent of the original time series is β > 1, since R/S analysis relies heavily on
numerical differentiation to convert to a fGn by first differencing fBm signals or second
differencing EfBm signals, computational experiments were performed using frequency
domain differentiation in R/S analysis instead of numerical differentiation and observing
the effect on the measurement of the Hurst exponent.
Unlike numerical integration, a practically linear relationship for all values of β from
(−1 < β ≤ 5) does exist between H and β when frequency domain differentiation is used
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to convert to a fGn if needed prior to R/S analysis (Refer to Fig. E.5)14 . Frequency
domain differentiation in reducing the scaling exponent of any time series by exactly
β = −2 for one differentiation and β = −4 for two differentiations allows conversion
from a fBm or EfBm signal to a properly scaled and shifted time series with the correct
value of β as a fGn so that the Hurst exponent that is then measured by R/S analysis is
not influenced by the errors introduced by numerical differentiation. Therefore, in lieu of
numerical differentiation, the recommendation is to use frequency domain differentiation
(preprocessed with a Hann15 window if necessary) for conversion of any fBm or EfBm
signal to a fGn prior to R/S analysis to ensure that the Hurst exponent is measured from a
correctly scaled fGn.
Additionally, noise introduced due to first differencing a time series has a greater
affect on H as the scaling exponent β increases toward β = 1 of a fGn.

Previous

studies have attempted to describe the dependency of the Hurst exponent on the scaling
exponent β suggesting poor to limited agreement between H and β through experiment
1
but these studies have not had the option of using β time series with exact scale invariant
s2
behavior over all frequencies and neither did these studies implement frequency domain
differentiation to negate the effect of first differencing on scaling behavior of fBm time
series [19, 10]. From examination of the relationship between H and β of 1000 synthetic
time series for each value of β , a new series of equations relating H and β may be derived
which better describe the expected value of the H given a time series with a known single
scaling behavior. The theoretical Hurst equations (Eqs. (E.8), (E.9), and (E.10)) may be
rewritten then to represent the experimental relationship between H and β as long as
14 Over

the range from 0 < H < 1, the relationship between H and β exhibits some minor curvature in
Fig. E.5 upon examination of the results of computational experiment suggesting that the results are not
strictly linear mathematically. However, a series of modified linear equations derived from R/S analysis
incorporating frequency domain differentiation may describe the relationship between H and β with enough
accuracy that any variation in H or β due to the minor nonlinearity is negligible.
15 The Hann window, which must be used to correct time series with endpoint mismatch prior to using 1
β
s2
for frequency domain differentiation, will not affect the measurement of the correct value of the scaling
exponent β nor will the Hann window significantly affect the measurement of the Hurst exponent (H).
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Figure E.4: The effect of the type of differentiation process on the scaling exponent β
of a time series used in Rescaled Range (R/S) analysis is immediately apparent when
comparing numerical differentiation (orange line with red triangles) versus frequency
domain differentiation (blue line with green circles) using the modified Laplace transfer
1
function β setting β = −2 for one differentiation and β = −4 for two differentiations.
s2
For each value of β , the x-axis represents the average scaling exponent β of 1000 synthetic
1
time series (length N = 8192) generated with β . The y-axis represents that same time
s2
series as a fGn after none, one, or two differentiations (both numerical and in the frequency
domain) depending on the scaling exponent range of β of the original time series. In
order to determine the Hurst exponent, R/S analysis can only be applied to a fGn time
series with (−1 ≤ β ≤ 1). To convert a time series with β > 1 to a fGn, a fBm time series
must be differentiated once while an EfBm time series must be differentiated twice. The
yellow shaded region indicates that the original synthetic time series is already a fractional
Gaussian noise (fGn) between (−1 ≤ β ≤ 1) and no differentiation is needed to perform
R/S analysis. The blue shaded region indicates that the original synthetic time series is
a fractional Brownian motion (fBm) with scaling behavior between (1 < β ≤ 3) and as a
result must be differentiated once to convert to a fGn before R/S analysis. The green shaded
region indicates that the original synthetic time series is an extended fractional Brownian
motion (EfBm) with scaling behavior between (3 < β ≤ 5) which must be differentiated
twice before R/S analysis to convert to a fGn. Numerical differentiation (e.g., the first
difference) exhibits a reduction in the scaling exponent of the time series by β ≈ −1.8 per
differentiation whereas frequency domain differentiation reduces the scaling exponent by
exactly β = −2 for one differentiation and β = −4 for two differentiations.
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Figure E.5: Prior to the implementation of R/S analysis, a time series must be in the
form of a fGn signal. The conversion from a fBm or EfBm to a fGn requires one or
two differentiations, respectively. As Fig. E.4 showed, the type of differentiation process
(numerical first difference versus frequency domain differentiation) determines the amount
of reduction in the scaling exponent β of the time series that is differentiated. When a
fGn time series that is the result of one of these differentiation processes is measured
for the Hurst exponent through R/S analysis, the type of differentiation process, if any,
will then ultimately determine the Hurst exponent that is measured. From Fig. E.4, 1000
synthetic time series (length N = 8192) of each value of β were measured for the Hurst
exponent. The yellow shaded region indicates that the original synthetic time series is a
fGn between (−1 ≤ β ≤ 1), no differentiation is needed, and R/S analysis to measure the
Hurst exponent is performed directly on that time series. The blue shaded region indicates
that the original synthetic time series is a fBm with scaling behavior between (1 < β ≤ 3)
and is differentiated once to convert to a fGn prior to R/S analysis. The green shaded region
indicates that the original synthetic time series is an EfBm with scaling behavior between
(3 < β ≤ 5) and is differentiated twice to convert to a fGn before R/S analysis. Numerical
differentiation (orange line with red triangles), with a reduction in the scaling exponent of
the time series by β ≈ −1.8 per differentiation, yields a Hurst exponent of an incorrectly
scaled fGn if the initial scaling behavior is β > 1. Frequency domain differentiation (blue
line with green circles), with a reduction of the scaling exponent by exactly β = −2 for
one differentiation and β = −4 for two differentiations, allows conversion to the correct
value of β as a fGn from a fBm or EfBm signal so that the Hurst exponent is measured
from the appropriately scaled fGn whether or not the original time series was differentiated
or not. The gray dashed lines are from the following equations, yellow shaded region:
β f Gn = 2H − 1, blue shaded region: β f Bm = 2H + 1, green shaded region: βE f Bm = 2H + 3.
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frequency domain differentiation through

1
β

is used to convert from an EfBm or fBm to

s2
a fGn prior to R/S analysis.
From computational experiment, if the signal is a single scaling fGn, with −1 ≤ β ≤ 1,
then:
β f Gn ≈

3
20
H( f Gn) −
7
2

(E.11)

provides the experimental relationship between H and β . If the original signal is a fBm,
with single scaling behavior of 1 < β ≤ 3, then:

β f Bm ≈

20
1
H( f Bm) +
7
2

(E.12)

is used to describe the experimental relationship between H and β . If the original signal is
a single scaling EfBm, with 3 < β ≤ 5, then the experimental relationship between H and
β is:
βE f Bm ≈

20
1
H(E f Bm) + 2
7
2

(E.13)

Each of these equations16 (Eqs. (E.11), (E.12), and (E.13)) match with the blue lines with
green circles of Fig. E.5 and show the experimental relationship between H and β . While
the theoretical range of the Hurst exponent is (0 < H < 1) for a fGn (or fBm or EfBm
converted to a fGn) in the scaling range (−1 ≤ β ≤ 1), in practice from computational
experiment of 1000 time series per value of β , the experimental range of H that one may
actually expect to measure as a result of R/S analysis for any fGn in the scaling range
(−1 ≤ β ≤ 1) is (0.21 ± 0.01 ≤ H ≤ 0.88 ± 0.03).
Of course, often the conversion equations are more useful if solved for the Hurst
exponent to predict the expected value of H from a time series with known scaling behavior
20
in decimal form is rounded to 2.86. Each of the equations may be rewritten in decimal form
7
as approximately β f Gn ≈ 2.86H − 1.5, β f Bm ≈ 2.86H + 0.5, and βE f Bm ≈ 2.86H + 2.5. The approximate
symbol (≈) rather than the equality symbol (=) is used in each of the equations describing the experimental
relationship between β and H due to the fact that the relationship is not entirely linear (as may be observed
in Fig. E.5) even when frequency domain differentiation is used.

16 The fraction
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β . Depending on the value of the scaling exponent β of the original single scaling time
series prior to conversion to a fGn through differentiation if needed before R/S analysis,
the Hurst exponent may be predicted from the relationship of β and H derived from
computational experiment. Solving each of the equations (Eqs. (E.11), (E.12), and (E.13))
for H from the value of β of the original time series, Eq. (E.11) becomes:

14β f Gn + 21
H f Gn ≈
40

(E.14)

The scaling exponent β of the original fBm time series can be used to predict the
Hurst exponent from R/S analysis (using frequency domain differentiation17 ) solving
Eq. (E.12) for H as:

14β f Bm − 7
H f Bm ≈
40

(E.15)

Likewise, the value of β of an EfBm time series can be used to convert to the correct value of
Hurst as measured through R/S analysis (again incorporating the use of frequency domain
differentiation) solving Eq. (E.13) for H as:

14βE f Bm − 35
HE f Bm ≈
40

E.5

(E.16)

The Importance of Including the Subscripts
fGn or fBm on the Hurst Exponent H

Since a fGn time series, the derivative of a fBm time series, or the second derivative of
an EfBm time series may each be reported as having the same Hurst exponent, knowing
what type of signal the original time series is (fGn, fBm, or EfBm) and the details of the
17 Although

the literature states that a Hurst exponent of H = 0.5 may be translated to the scaling exponent
β as β = 0 or β = 2, the computational experiment reveals that the relationship is altered by the method
of differentiation. In fact, H = 0.5 is approximately β = 1.8, the exponent of numerical integration, rather
than the exponent of frequency domain or theoretical integration of β = 2.
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Mean β
of 1000
Synthetic Time Series

-1.00
-0.75
-0.50
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00

Scaling
Exponent
β

-1.00
-0.75
-0.50
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00

-1.00
-0.75
-0.50
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
-0.56
-0.32
-0.06
0.19
0.44
0.68
0.93
1.19
-0.37
-0.13
0.12
0.36
0.56
0.64
0.60
0.46

Mean β
of 1000 fGn by
Numerical Differentiation

0.21
0.27
0.35
0.44
0.54
0.63
0.73
0.81
0.88
0.27
0.34
0.42
0.51
0.60
0.68
0.76
0.83
0.27
0.34
0.41
0.49
0.57
0.64
0.70
0.74

Mean H
of 1000 fGn by
Numerical Differentiation

-1.00
-0.75
-0.50
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
-0.75
-0.50
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
-0.75
-0.50
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00

Mean β
of 1000 fGn by Frequency
Domain Differentiation

0.21
0.27
0.35
0.44
0.54
0.63
0.73
0.81
0.88
0.27
0.35
0.44
0.54
0.63
0.73
0.81
0.88
0.27
0.35
0.44
0.53
0.63
0.73
0.81
0.88

Mean H
of 1000 fGn by Frequency
Domain Differentiation

Table E.1: A summary of the mean scaling exponent (β or H) of 1000 synthetic time series of each value of the scaling exponent β
from β = −1 to β = 5 in 0.25 increments. If needed, the time series was converted to a fGn through both numerical differentiation
and frequency domain differentiation. R/S analysis was then applied to each time series to measure the Hurst exponent (H). Note the
distinction between the same scaling exponents β and H due to the differentiation process when a fBm or EfBm is converted to a fGn.
The data of this table is plotted in Figs. E.3, E.4, and E.5.
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Standard Deviation of β
of 1000
Synthetic Time Series

0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.021

Scaling
Exponent
β

-1.00
-0.75
-0.50
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00

0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.026
0.072
0.203
0.336
0.399

Standard Deviation of β
of 1000 fGn by
Numerical Differentiation

0.010
0.013
0.017
0.021
0.023
0.027
0.028
0.029
0.029
0.011
0.015
0.017
0.019
0.023
0.025
0.026
0.027
0.011
0.014
0.015
0.017
0.020
0.023
0.029
0.038

Standard Deviation of H
of 1000 fGn by
Numerical Differentiation

0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.021

Standard Deviation of β
of 1000 fGn by Frequency
Domain Differentiation

0.010
0.013
0.017
0.021
0.023
0.027
0.028
0.029
0.029
0.013
0.017
0.020
0.023
0.027
0.029
0.030
0.029
0.013
0.016
0.021
0.022
0.027
0.029
0.030
0.029

Standard Deviation of H
of 1000 fGn by Frequency
Domain Differentiation

Table E.2: A summary of the standard deviation of the scaling exponents (β or H) of 1000 synthetic time series of each value of the
scaling exponent β from β = −1 to β = 5 in 0.25 increments and of the value of β or H measured from the converted fGn. These are the
standard deviations to the mean values listed in Table E.1 which are plotted in Figs. E.3, E.4, and E.5. Note that the standard deviations
observed here are due to the natural variation of the Gaussian white noise input.

R/S analysis differentiation method are necessary for correct interpretation of the Hurst
exponent and for comparison of time series to other time series. If one was to read a
study which performed R/S analysis on a time series that arrived at a Hurst exponent of
approximately H = 0.5, without subscripts one cannot tell if that H = 0.5 is representative
of a white noise, a Brownian motion, or an extended Brownian motion without knowing if
the time series was originally a fGn, fBm, or EfBm signal if that information is not provided
in the literature and only a Hurst exponent is reported. One cannot draw any conclusions
regarding stationarity, persistence, or system behavior from just a Hurst exponent with no
additional information. Therefore, the practice of comparing Hurst Exponents of different
time series in the literature is not appropriate unless the type of signal of the original time
series is also reported as fGn, fBm, or EfBm with the Hurst exponent. For example, one may
arrive at spurious conclusions of the nature of a time series signal published in the literature
if comparing a value of H f Gn to a value of H f Bm unwittingly if both were just labeled just
H without the subscripts fGn or fBm [25]. Instead of reporting just the Hurst exponent as
H, the Hurst exponent with subscripts terms for noise or motion as H f Gn , H f Bm , and HE f Bm
must be used18 .
Unfortunately, the Hurst exponent has been incorrectly applied to concepts of
persistence and anti-persistence in the literature for fBm, particularly for cases with a
missing subscript at H = 0.5. To further demonstrate the confusion associated with Hurst
exponents, a signal with β = 1 may be described as H f Gn = 1 which is equivalent to
H f Bm = 0, as both represent the same noise behavior, but without the designation of fGn
or fBm when comparing Hurst exponents, one only sees H = 0 or H = 1 which may be
misinterpreted as one of three very different signals (as β = −1 or β = 1 for H = 0 or β = 1
or β = 3 for H = 1) though both may in fact be the same β = 1 noise. The inconsistencies
of not labeling the Hurst exponent with the subscripts fGn, fBm, or EfBm of the original
18 Additionally,

while not generally observed in nature, a synthetic EfGn time series (−3 < β < −1) may be
1
integrated in the frequency domain through β to convert to a fGn prior to R/S analysis. In this case, H
s2
written with the subscript is HE f Gn .
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time series also leads to misinterpretations of time series with regards to the concept of
persistence.
Consider that as one integrates or sums what is classically defined within the
literature as an anti-persistent time series where the scaling exponent β is within the
range (−1 < β < 0) as a fGn signal, one arrives at a fBm signal with a scaling exponent
increased by β = +2 in the range of (1 < β < 2) which is defined as persistent according
to the scaling exponent β even though the equivalent Hurst exponent in fBm in the

range 0 < H f Bm < 0.5 is always described to be anti-persistent in the literature19 .
Thus, the Hurst exponent, the scaling exponent β , and the concepts of persistence and
anti-persistence as currently defined in the literature are contradictory especially in terms
of H f Bm . Consequently, without the subscripts fGn or fBm on the Hurst exponent, if
comparing only Hurst values published in the literature with no indication if the original
time series was a fGn or fBm, one may have two different values of the Hurst exponent for
the same noise or scaling exponent β , or one may have the same value of the Hurst exponent
which in reality represents two very different signals, each with distinct definitions of
persistence or anti-persistence and have no way of knowing which signal is represented
by the Hurst exponent without a subscript.
As an example of the discrepancy for H f Bm , consider a Brownian motion time series
with a scaling exponent of β = 2 or H f Bm = 0.5. As defined in the literature for the Hurst
exponent, at exponent values greater than H f Bm = 0.5, values are defined as persistent


0.5 < H f Bm < 1 , while below H f Bm = 0.5, values are anti-persistent 0 < H f Bm < 0.5 .
19 In


many cases, the range as defined by 0 < H f Bm < 0.5 is referring to the increments (or first difference)
of the signal in which case, the label of anti-persistence is appropriate. However, when approaching the
concepts of persistence and anti-persistence from the perspective of transfer functions of systems and the
scaling exponent β , any persistence of the time series is also dependent on the inputs into the system and
apply only if the inputs into the system are stochastic. For example, a integral system defined by the transfer
1
function β with β = 2 may yield a variety of output signals depending on the input into the system. If
s2
the input is a β = −1 signal, the output will be β = 1 whereas if the input is a β = 0 signal, the output will
be β = 2. As such, depending on the size of the system and if the system can reasonably be expected to
have a Gaussian white noise input due to the CLT, the origin of the scaling behavior from the input or the
system must be addressed.
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The conversion of the scaling exponent β in the range 1 < β < 2 (using β = 2H + 1 for

fBm) to a Hurst exponent yields the range 0 < H f Bm < 0.5 . Therefore, even though the
values of 1 < β < 2 are positively correlated and persistent, the Hurst exponent labels

them as anti-persistent 0 < H f Bm < 0.5 and is inconsistent since the increments of the
time series are what are actually referred to as anti-persistent, not the time series itself.
Conversely, a persistent time series (2 < β < 3) converted to a Hurst exponent (again using

β = 2H + 1 for fBm) yields 0.5 < H f Bm < 1 also described as persistent in the literature
and is consistent [24, 25, 26, 28]. As another example, consider that R/S analysis may yield
a Hurst exponent of H = 0.2 which could represent two very different times series when the
subscript is omitted and represent either fGn or the derivative of fBm, both of which yield
the same Hurst exponent, but if looked at in terms of the scaling exponent of the power
spectrum β , one is a time series equal to β = −0.6 (fGn and negatively correlated) and the
other is a time series equal to β = 1.4 (fBm and positively correlated). Thus, the subscript
is necessary to define the original time series represented by the Hurst exponent.
Consequently, the crux of the problem in the literature is the inconsistency for the
range 1 < β < 2 and 0 < H f Bm < 0.5 which describes the time series as both persistent
and anti-persistent at the same time depending on whether the scaling exponent β or the
Hurst exponent (H) is used. This paradox is summarized in Table E.3 which shows how the
same Hurst exponent is used to describe both noises and motions, each which have distinct
values of the scaling exponent β . Scrutiny of the application of the Hurst exponent in the
literature reveals that the scaling exponent β is much better suited to describe the concepts
of persistence and anti-persistence and also avoids confusion as to what a reported Hurst
exponent means when the type of the original signal is not provided as a subscript. Not
only is the scaling exponent β more accurate, but defining the signal as a noise (fGn) or
motion (fBm) is already a necessary first step before one can properly apply R/S analysis or
other methods that rely on knowing the type of signal to know how many differentiations
are necessary to convert to a fGn for analysis. Furthermore, the Hurst exponent is rather
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insensitive to time series exhibiting multiscaling behavior which is well defined by the
scaling exponent β . Thus, a more robust approach is to report scaling behavior of a time
series in terms of β which is unambiguous and also allows for the development of transfer
functions to represent the system that generated the time series (e.g., β = 0 is a white noise,
β = 2 is a Brownian motion and anti-persistence never is found between β = 0 and β = 2).

E.5.1

Reconciliation of the Hurst Exponent in the Literature
and the Ability to Indicate Persistence or Anti-Persistence

Misinterpretation of time series only defined by H without a subscript results in a Hurst
exponent which is not comparable to a Hurst exponent from another time series if the two
time series are in fact distinct fGn and fBm signals, even if the Hurst exponents are the
same. A Hurst exponent for a fBm can only be obtained from the derivative of the fBm
time series, not from the fBm itself since R/S Analysis requires a fGn signal and yields a
nonsensical answer if a fGn is not used. The discrepancy in the literature seems to have
evolved from the method used in creating the Hurst exponent and once published has been
difficult to reconcile. As a result, the Hurst exponent found as a result of R/S analysis has
been used in the literature to describe both a fGn and also the first difference of a fBm signal.
The resulting Hurst exponent without any subscript of fGn or fBm contains no indication
as to the nature of the original time series (fGn versus fBm) and if the derivative of the fBm
signal was taken first as part of R/S analysis or if R/S analysis was just performed on a fGn
signal to begin with. Without knowing if the Hurst exponent represents fGn or fBm, Hurst
exponents are of extremely limited value from the literature in time series analysis.
The literature maintains two very different interpretations for Hurst exponents. One
interpretation of persistence and anti-persistence in terms of the Hurst exponent, the fBm
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approach, looks at the integration process20 that creates the time series. Integrate negatively
correlated values (−1 < β < 0) from a time series and the Hurst exponent of the result

is termed anti-persistent with 0 < H f Bm < 0.5 ; integrate positively correlated values
from a time series (0 < β < 1) and the Hurst exponent of the result is termed persistent

0.5 < H f Bm < 1 . The alternative interpretation of the Hurst exponent, the fGn approach,
is looking at the actual time series itself, with no integration, where anti-persistence is
defined when neighboring values are negatively correlated in the time series and persistence
occurs when neighboring values are positively correlated in the time series. The two
interpretations of these definitions are at odds with one another in that an unambiguous
persistent time series, such as β = 1, correctly defined according to one definition as
H f Gn = 1 is defined to be anti-persistent according to the other definition as H f Bm = 0.
Thus, which is the correct definition?
Since the very act of integration creates dependence on previous values, the definition
of anti-persistence of 0 < H < 0.5 for fBm is arguably false and thus incorrect. However, the
definition of anti-persistence of 0 < H < 0.5 for fGn is true and still correct (as fGn equals
−1 < β < +1 thus making all values of β < 0 anti-persistent according to β = 2H − 1
for fGn). Even if one has defined anti-persistence as turning back on itself in the area of
0 < H < 0.5, the time series is still positively correlated if the signal is a fBm and not
fGn. As a result of this logical argument, the definitions of anti-persistence and persistence
need to be re-evaluated and standardized in terms of the scaling exponent β so they always
render the same meaning and thus can be compared across a variety of disciplines.
Errors in interpretation of the Hurst exponent are thought to have propagated in the
literature because one group of authors use H to describe the correlations of fGn and another
group of authors use H to describe the correlations of the increments of fBm [25]. The two
20 Here,

the integration process is generally thought to be the theoretical integration process. However, in
practice, the running sum or a numerical integration process has been used extensively throughout the
literature in which case the increase in the scaling exponent is only β = +1.8, and not β = +2 as expected.
1
Using frequency domain integration (via β and a Hann window if necessary), the discussion relating to
s2
the theoretical integration process is more applicable.
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groups of authors then are using the same value of H to describe what should be two
distinctly separate classes of signals, fGn and fBm. Furthermore, computer programs and
code currently available that measure the Hurst exponent may assume that only one class
of signals is used for analysis and if the alternate class is used without knowing the class of
signal required by the program, further errors in measurement will result [28]. MATLAB
code which evaluates the scaling exponent β of a single scaling time series, classifies the
signal as a fGn, fBm, or EfBm, converts the signal to a fGn if needed using numerical or
frequency domain differentiation, and then performs R/S analysis to determine the Hurst
exponent was written to address the lack of robust code and is available through a link to a
code repository found in App. F.
Many researchers tend to be unaware of the fact that the type of signal determines the
correct method of analysis. As mentioned previously, there are many published articles
and books that seem to be unaware of the fact that the Hurst value can also represent fGn,
fBm, EfBm, and even EfGn. This confusion still exists today and continues to propagate in
the current literature. For clarity in understanding the concepts, deconstruction of these
incorrect ideas is necessary as some authors have used rather inventive, but ultimately
incorrect, approaches in attempts to reconcile their results. The main point is that when
one reads books or journal articles on this subject, one is often faced with contradictory
statements such as a statement that the time series has a Hurst value of H = 0.5 and is a
white noise, or another statement that the time series has a Hurst value of H = 0.5 and is
therefore a Brownian motion. Numerous cases of contradictions abound in the literature.
However, both may be in fact correct if the authors meant that H f Gn = 0.5 is a white noise
and that H f Bm = 0.5 is a Brownian motion (if the increments of Brownian motion were
what were examined using R/S analysis) but that is usually not the case. Such articles
should be approached with caution as several instances thrive in the literature where the
authors seem unaware that such a distinction between fGn and fBm even exists and have
been comparing Hurst values of fGns to Hurst values of fBms. As a result, the definitions
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of persistence and anti-persistence have become quite jumbled as time and the reprinting
of incorrect statements have exacerbated the problem.
Science has been hampered by these inconsistencies as the work of various authors
cannot be compared accurately based on the Hurst exponent, especially if the data or even a
graph of the data is not included in the published results. The scaling exponent β is a much
more descriptive exponent in which the difference between persistence and anti-persistence
is clear with white noise separating the two and simple to distinguish by the value of β .
With the Hurst exponent, Brownian motion falls between persistence and anti-persistence
on the fBm scale, while white noise repeats the definition falling between persistence and
anti-persistence on the fGn scale. This is confusing and counter-intuitive and the reason
why standardized definitions for persistence and anti-persistence should be based on the
scaling exponent β and not the Hurst exponent.

E.5.2

Reconciliation of the Scaling Exponent β , the Hurst Exponent,
and the Fractal Dimension (D)

The fractal dimension (D) has been associated with the scaling exponent β through various
equations21 depending on the classification (e.g., fGn, fBm) of the time series under
investigation [63, 128, 129, 8, 19, 130, 131, 17, 126]. The conversion equations between
β and D are not entirely accurate since the scaling exponent β is actually an exponent on
1
the system (which may be represented as a transfer function such as β ) and only exists
s2
as an artifact on the output time series. The fractal dimension, however, is a characteristic
of the output series and while the term has been applied to time series, the calculation of
3−β
= 5 − 2D to D = E +
and are often based on the relationship of the Hurst
2
exponent to the fractal dimension as D = 2 − H or D = E + 1 − H where E is the Euclidean dimension and
H is associated with β though the theoretical equations β = 2H − 1 for fGn and β = 2H + 1 for fBm.
The equations are not presented as numbered equations specifically in the text due to the logical argument
that while the scaling exponent β may roughly be associated with the fractal dimension (D) and H, that in
reality the two terms represent two distinct characteristics of time series and one should not assume that a
simple equation is appropriate to link the terms.

21 The equations range from β
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fractal dimension (such as through box counting) of a time series assumes that each fractal
generator is a scaled down version of the whole.
The problem is that time series are not formed in this way, but instead the interaction
of amplitudes, each with a distinct phase, at multiple frequencies generates the y-values
of the time series so that generally any scaling that occurs is in the frequency domain in
terms of magnitude or power, not amplitude and scaling is not observed directly in the
time domain as scaling specifically in the y-values of the time series. Additionally, the
fractal dimension as a multivalued descriptor (which can have more than one y-value per
x-value), is not appropriate for single-valued ordered time series that can never be plane
filling [132, 19]. Especially since if only the points are plotted in a time series (and the
points are not connected with lines), the time series, limited by the time order, clearly can
never fill the plane or achieve a dimension of D = 2 and any time series of a fixed length
technically “fills” the same amount of space (in normalized time series) since points in
between values for which data does not exist should not be considered (Refer to Fig. E.6).
Furthermore, in simple cases such as a sine wave which may be the output of
the integration of a cosine wave, a scaling exponent of β = 2 for integration is clearly
represented in the system through the −90◦ phase shift yet the fractal dimension for a
simple sine wave is only D = 1, not the D = 1.5 required to yield β = 2 from the conversion
equation β = 5 − 2D [133]. Overall, comparison of the scaling exponent β to the fractal
dimension D is not recommended since each of these scaling exponents represents a
different aspect of analysis, has different origins, measures two different parameters of
the same data which do not have a linear relationship, and is only comparable, if at all, over
a limited range [132, 19]. Table E.3 shows areas where inconsistencies between β , H, and
D exist when the theoretical equations are used, especially if using only one conversion
equation between β and D. Additional discussion on why all scaling exponents are not the
same and why equations converting between each should be approached with caution is
found in Sec. A.4.
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Table E.3: The scaling exponent β of the power spectrum has been described in the
literature through a theoretical relationship with the Hurst exponent using β = 2H − 1
for fGn and β = 2H + 1 for fBm solved for H. The Fractal Dimension (D) has also been
compared to β using the equation β = 5 − 2D which is derived from the relationship
D = 2 − H which is only applicable for fBm signals. However, this table is provided
for reference only based on these theoretical conversion equations, which are not entirely
accurate from Figs. E.3 through E.5, since the scaling exponent β is actually an exponent
1
on the system (such as on β ) and only exists as an artifact on the output time series.
s2
Time series, as ordered single-valued functions, can never be plane filling according to a
dimension of D = 2 so description by fractal dimension in the traditional sense is spurious
at best. Furthermore, using only one conversion equation suggests that for β at values of
−1 ≤ β ≤ 1, a time series exceeds a dimension of 2 which is not practical.
Scaling
Exponent β

Hurst
Exponent

H f Gn
from
β = 2H − 1

Hurst
Exponent

H f Bm
from
β = 2H + 1

Fractal
Dimension
from
β = 5 − 2D

β = −1.0

0.0

-

3

β = −0.5

0.25

-

2.75

β = 0.0

0.5

-

2.5

β = 0.5

0.75

-

2.25

β = 1.0

1.0

0.0

2.0

β = 1.5

-

0.25

1.75

β = 2.0

-

0.5

1.5

β = 2.5

-

0.75

1.25

β = 3.0

-

1.0

1
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Figure E.6: A time series is often plotted with the points connected creating an illusion of more values than actually exist. In both
Figs. E.6a and E.6b, the same number of points exist (N = 8192) with the only difference being the y-value. However, relative to area of
the rectangle of the figure (the plane), the same number of points (and thus, pixels in terms of area if one point is assigned to one pixel)
is occupied in both graphs of the Gaussian white noise and the Brownian motion as the result of integration.

1

with β = 2 and normalized. The power spectrum shows that the scaling exponent
β
s2
increased to β = 2.01. Again, the integrated time series is plotted with lines connecting each y-value (left) and with just the y-values (center). In a more ordered
(integrated) time series, the time series appears nearly the same as when the lines connect each point. Relative to the Gaussian white noise, each point represents
one value so that again, in the figure, only 8192 points are represented.

(b) The Gaussian white noise time series from Fig. E.6a was integrated using

(a) A Gaussian white noise synthetic time series (N = 8192) was generated which yields a power spectrum with β = 0.01. The time series is plotted with lines
connecting each y-value (left) and again with just the y-values (center). The addition of lines create an illusion that there is more data than just a cloud of random
points in time.

E.5.3

A Summary of Inconsistencies in the Literature
Regarding the Hurst Exponent

Researchers, in citing the incorrect interpretation, may be led to erroneous conclusions in
interpretation of their own or others results. Rather than just saying there is confusion
in the literature and leaving the reader to sort out the material based on the previous
discussion, several examples can better illustrate the range of contradictions both across
and within disciplines. For the most part, the theoretical equations relating H to β are used
since the literature uses these equations. Many of the examples below represent highly
cited works from well respected journals and scholarly books. An effort is made to avoid
repetition though the inconsistencies for each error classification are fully explained for
the reader. This review is by no means exhaustive but is a representative sampling of the
inconsistencies that abound regarding the Hurst exponent within the literature.
The majority of misunderstandings occur when some authors use H as a descriptor of
correlation in a fGn signal while others use H as a descriptor of correlation in a fBm signal
though only fGn and the differences of fBm share the same correlation structure. Though
R/S analysis can only be performed on a stationary fGn signal, some authors performed R/S
analysis directly on a fBm signal without first differencing the signal first and interpreted the
results of the calculation error rather than the actual H of the fGn version of the time series.
Additionally, much confusion in the literature occurs as a result of many authors reporting
only H with no subscript reference to whether or not the signal studied was already a fGn
or was first differentiated from a fBm prior to analysis leading to ambiguous findings and
incomparable results.
The classification of signals based on the value of the Hurst exponent is generally
delineated by the benchmark H = 0.5, with H = 0 and H = 1 defining the minimum and
maximum values of H. However, the most common errors are being unaware that the Hurst
exponent repeats at β = 1, which from the theoretical conversion equations is H f Gn = 1 or

H f Bm = 0, and that H = 0.5 may represent both a Gaussian white noise H f Gn = 0.5 and
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a Brownian motion H f Bm = 0.5 . When reviewing the literature, instances were found in
which authors stated that H = 0.5 is only a Brownian motion without stating that this also
represents a Gaussian white noise when the difference of the fBm is taken [134, 135, 18, 23].

E.6

Analysis of Historic Nile River Data

One of the best known examples of a time series using the Hurst exponent is that of the
Roda Gauge on the Nile River located on Roda Island in Cairo, Egypt. The data from
the Roda Nilometer is a collection of yearly water level minimums ranging from 622 A.D.
to 1284 A.D. which were compiled by Prince Omar Toussoun around 1925 and has been
studied extensively by those interested in hydrology including Hurst and Mandelbrot [7,
9, 136, 137, 10, 22, 16, 138, 139]. According to Hurst, original records of the Nile River
from 622 A.D. to 1470 A.D. were gathered from lists drawn from ancient documents put
together by three authors, Ibn Abik, Aboul Mahasin, and Shihab el Din el Higazi from
which Prince Toussoun compiled a list of flood and low level stages of the Nile River [9].
Hurst makes a point that the data does contain errors and lacks precision given their source
from ancient but unknown documents, repairs of the gauge, changes to the channelization
of the river, and variation of the gauge-observer over hundreds of years. Of these records,
the longest, uninterrupted record is from 622 A.D. to 1284 A.D. allowing for 663 years of
continuous data [7, 139]. However, though the data is said to represent the Roda Gauge,
Hurst further points out that data previous to about 711 A.D. are from a different Nilometer
near Roda which implies that the data is from two different locations, subject to the natural
fluctuations of the Nile River in those two locations but were combined as one data set
by Prince Toussoun and used by Hurst, Mandelbrot, Beran, and others for study [9]. The
discrepancy of the two combined data sets (before and after 711 A.D.) has been described
as a change point suggesting a change in physical behavior and separately as a change
in variance of the time series around 715 A.D. which was assumed to coincide with the
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construction of a new Nilometer at Roda [7, 139]. However, the change point observed
at 711 A.D. may be entirely due to the change in location from a Nilometer near Roda
to the Nilometer at Roda since a change in location may affect water levels based on the
surrounding topography and river bathymetry of the location in which the gauge resides.
Through R/S analysis, Mandelbrot and Wallis (1969) reported the Hurst exponent of
the Nile minimums from the entire 1925 data set of Prince Toussoun (from 622 A.D. to
1470 A.D.) as H = 0.91 (Fig. E.7) [11, 16]. One important note here is that in using the
all of the 1925 data set of Prince Toussoun from 622 A.D. to 1470 A.D., the analysis by
Mandelbrot and Wallis (1969) was not performed on a continuous data set and did include
gaps in the data since the data set was only continuous from 622 A.D. to 1284 A.D and
even that data set is suspected to be compiled from more than one Nilometer. Since the
Hurst exponent for the Nile River (H = 0.91) is above H = 0.5, but reported without a
subscript fBm or fGn, in some cases the Nile River has been incorrectly considered a fBm
and nonstationary [23] when in fact, the water level minimums from the Roda gauge are
a borderline fGn signal and considered a stationary process [7, 11, 22, 16]. Due to this
confusion within the literature, the Nile River has been reported to have a value of β of
β = 2(0.91) + 1 = 2.82 using the incorrect conversion equation for fBm [23]. However,
the correct conversion equation for the Roda gauge Nile River data is the conversion
for a fGn, as Mandelbrot suggests [22]. Therefore, the Nile River, when converted
from H = 0.91 through the theoretical conversion equation β = 2H − 1 (Eq. (E.8)) would
be β = 2H( f Gn) − 1 = 2(0.91) − 1 = 0.82. Comparatively, when the Nile River data is
3
20
converted from H=0.91 through the experimental conversion equation β = H( f Gn) −
7
2
20
3 20
3
(Eq. (E.11)), the result is β = H( f Gn) − =
(0.91) − = 1.1. The primary reason
7
2
7
2
for the discrepancy of the theoretical versus experimental conversion equation stems from
the fact that the limit of the Hurst exponent in actual experimental measurement of a
value of the scaling exponent β is H = 0.88 and the theoretical equations over-estimate
the measurement of the Hurst exponent. However, the accuracy of this exponent obtained
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by Mandelbrot and Wallis (1969) must be questioned due to the fact that their analysis
included noncontinuous data and data from more than one source.
To fully examine the water levels of the Nile River at or near the Roda gauge, the
continuous data of yearly water level minimums ranging from 622 A.D. to 1284 A.D. from
Beran (1994) will be examined which is the longest continuous yearly record [7]. Though
the time period from 622 A.D. to 1284 A.D. is known to contain data from a different
Nilometer near Roda from 622 A.D. to 710 A.D. and data from the Nilometer at Roda from
711 A.D. to 1284 A.D., the data is first examined here concatenated together as one data
set from 622 A.D. to 1284 A.D. as reported by Prince Toussoun in 1925 for comparison
to the works of many authors throughout the scientific literature that have analyzed this
data set. There are a number of computations that will be performed on the data. First, the
entire data set of yearly water level minimums ranging from 622 A.D. to 1284 A.D. will
be plotted and then converted to the frequency domain to obtain the power spectrum and
scaling exponent β (Fig. E.8a). However, since the endpoints are not expected to match
the Hann window will be applied to the yearly water level data from 622 A.D. to 1284
A.D. to realign the endpoints and the power spectrum and scaling exponent β again will be
determined (Fig. E.8b). For comparison, the mirror technique for realigning endpoints to
obtain the scaling exponent will also be applied to the original Nile yearly water level data
from 622 A.D. to 1284 A.D. to show the similarities of the two methods when the data set
is long (Fig. E.8c).
R/S analysis is more efficient when the data set is a power of 2 which eliminates the
omission of data points as the bin size is divided in half with each subset calculation. In
order to achieve this with the Nile data which is originally 663 years long, the last 512
years were selected and R/S analysis was performed on the yearly water level minimums of
the Nile River at the Roda gauge from 773 A.D. to 1284 A.D. to yield a Hurst exponent of
H f Gn = 0.84 (Fig. E.9). In the effort of completeness, the time series and power spectrum
with endpoint mismatch for 512 years (773 A.D. to 1284 A.D.) of yearly water level
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Figure E.7: A reproduction of a Pox diagram from Mandelbrot and Wallis (1969) of log
N
R/S versus log δ (which is equivalent to ) for the Nile (Roda gauge) yearly water level
t
minimums found the Hurst exponent to be H = 0.91 [11, 16]. Mandelbrot and Wallis
(1969) used the entire data set from Toussoun (1925) in the calculation of the Hurst
exponent of the Nile River which included gaps in the data and data from two different
Nilometers located on the Nile, near the Roda gauge before 711 A.D. and at the Roda
gauge after 711 A.D. [9, 139]. The Hurst exponent of H = 0.5 is included for reference.
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(a) Yearly water level minimums of the Nile River from 622 A.D. to 1284 A.D.. The power spectrum without
endpoint correction yields β = 0.76.

(b) Hann window of yearly water level minimums of the Nile River from 622 A.D. to 1284 A.D.. The Hann
windowed power spectrum yields β = 0.88.

(c) Mirrored yearly water level minimums of the Nile River from 622 A.D. to 1284 A.D.. The mirrored power
spectrum yields β = 0.77.

Figure E.8: Yearly water level minimums of the Nile River attributed to the Roda
Nilometer from 622 A.D. to 1284 A.D. as reported by Toussoun (1925) [7, 138]. However,
Hurst indicated that water level data previous to 711 A.D. are from a different Nilometer
near Roda while data after 711 A.D. are from the Nilometer at Roda [9].
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minimums at the Roda Gauge are shown in Fig. E.10a. The Hann window was then applied
to this 512 year data set to correct the endpoint mismatch and the power spectrum for the
Hann windowed data was determined (Fig. E.10b). Additionally, the mirror technique
applied to align the endpoints of the original 512 year data set and the power spectrum with
scaling exponent are shown in Fig. E.10c. The reason that the 512 year data set from 773
A.D. to 1284 A.D. is shown is to allow for comparison of the analysis originally performed
by Mandelbrot and Wallis (1969) where H = 0.91 for the yearly water level minimums
from 622 A.D. to 1470 A.D. The difference of H = 0.91 from 622 A.D. to 1470 A.D.
as opposed to H f Gn = 0.84 from 773 A.D. to 1284 A.D. may be explained in two ways.
First, the data that was analyzed by Mandelbrot and Wallis (1969) did include gaps in the
data which will impact the ability to accurately measure the scaling exponent and here,
only a 512 year selection of continuous data was used. Second, as Beran (1994) indicates,
depending on where the cut-off point is selected in fitting the least squares line, the value
of the Hurst exponent will change22 . R/S analysis performed here included all 512 years of
data from 773 A.D. to 1284 A.D. with no data excluded in the fit resulting in H f Gn = 0.84
whereas Mandelbrot and Wallis (1969) may have selected a different cut-off point for their
data resulting in H = 0.91.
Still, since the entire Nile River data set from 622 A.D. to 1284 A.D. is known to be
from two different locations (before and after 711 A.D.), the data set was further divided
per location and examined, an 89 year data set from the Nilometer near Roda from 622
A.D. to 710 A.D. and a 574 year data set from the Nilometer at Roda from 711 A.D. to
1284 A.D. As before, for each location, near Roda before 711 A.D. and at Roda after 711
A.D., the time series and power spectrum were obtained and then the Hann window and
mirror technique were applied to the original time series to obtain the power spectrum from
N
(1994), in R/S analysis of the Nile River water level minimums, shows that the cut-off point at
t
N
N
does change the estimate of the Hurst exponent as for
≥ 10, H = 0.856, for
≥ 40, H = 0.910, for
t
t
N
N
≥ 50, H = 0.972, and for = 100, H = 1.174 [7].
t
t

22 Beran
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Figure E.9: R/S analysis of 512 years of yearly water level minimums of the Nile River at
the Roda Nilometer from 773 A.D. to 1284 A.D. revealed a Hurst exponent of H f Gn = 0.84.
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(a) 512 years of yearly water level minimums of the Nile River at the Roda Nilometer from 773 A.D. to 1284
A.D.. The power spectrum without endpoint correction yields β = 0.93.

(b) Hann window of 512 years of yearly water level minimums of the Nile River at the Roda Nilometer from
773 A.D. to 1284 A.D.. The power spectrum yields β = 1.00.

(c) Mirror technique applied to 512 years of yearly water level minimums of the Nile River at the Roda
Nilometer from 773 A.D. to 1284 A.D.. The power spectrum yields β = 1.03.

Figure E.10: For direct comparison of the scaling exponent β from the power spectrum to
the Hurst exponent of Fig. E.9, 512 years of yearly water level minimums of the Nile River
at the Roda Nilometer from 773 A.D. to 1284 A.D. were examined.
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each of those endpoint matching techniques. Overall, the results for the 574 year data set
(Fig. E.11a) were similar to the 512 year time series, as expected, from the same region and
location. The Hann window of the 574 year data set yields a scaling exponent of β = 0.92
while the mirror technique yields a scaling exponent of β = 0.90 (Figs. E.11b and E.11c,
respectively).
From the scaling exponent of the power spectra from each location, there is a clear
indication that the yearly water levels from the Nilometer near Roda from 622 A.D. to
710 A.D. have a distinct scaling behavior separate from the scaling behavior of yearly
water levels from the Nilometer at Roda from 711 A.D. to 1284 A.D. However, due to
the short length of the 89 year data set from the Nilometer near Roda, this distinction is
not noticed if using only the Hann window to correct for endpoint mismatch since the
Hann window introduces a low frequency component in the short 89 year time series and
obscures the correct calculation of the scaling exponent making the time series appear to be
β = 0.97 when the time series really is β = 0.04 (Fig. E.12b). The correct scaling behavior
of the short 89 year time series is only observed using the mirror technique (Fig. E.12c).
Since a low value of scaling exponent needs little endpoint correction, although there is a
distinction of the scaling exponents observed between the original short 89 year time series
before 711 A.D. (Fig. E.12a) and the 574 year time series after 711 A.D., both with no
endpoint mismatch correction, the value of the scaling exponent is not as exact as when
the mirror endpoint alignment technique is used. The end result of the analysis reveals
that there are two distinct scaling behaviors with the Nilometer located near Roda from
622 A.D. to 710 A.D. having a scaling exponent of β = 0.04 from Fig. E.12c and the
Nilometer at Roda from 711 A.D. to 1284 A.D. having a scaling exponent of β = 0.90
from Fig. E.11c.
For comparison, R/S analysis was performed on the first 64 years of water level
data from 622 A.D. to 686 A.D. representing the Nilometer located near Roda and the
Hurst exponent was found to be H f Gn = 0.59 (Fig. E.13). Thus, a distinction was found
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(a) At the Roda Nilometer, 574 years of yearly water level minimums of the Nile River from 711 A.D. to
1284 A.D.. The power spectrum without endpoint correction yields β = 0.96.

(b) Hann window applied to 574 years of yearly water level minimums at the Roda Nilometer of the Nile
River from 711 A.D. to 1284 A.D.. The power spectrum yields β = 0.92.

(c) Mirror technique applied to 574 years of yearly water level minimums at the Roda Nilometer of the Nile
River from 711 A.D. to 1284 A.D.. The power spectrum yields β = 0.90.

Figure E.11: Data was separated by location. Here, at the Roda Nilometer, 574 years of
yearly water level minimums of the Nile River from 711 A.D. to 1284 A.D. were examined.
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(a) Near the Roda Nilometer, 89 years of yearly water level minimums of the Nile River from 622 A.D. to
710 A.D.. The power spectrum without endpoint correction yields β = 0.27.

(b) Hann window applied to 89 years of yearly water level minimums near the Roda Nilometer of the Nile
River from 622 A.D. to 710 A.D.. The power spectrum yields β = 0.97 which is incorrect due to the low
frequency introduced by the Hann window into the short time series.

(c) Mirror technique applied to 89 years of yearly water level minimums near the Roda Nilometer of the
Nile River from 622 A.D. to 710 A.D.. The power spectrum with properly applied endpoint correction yields
β = 0.04.

Figure E.12: Data was separated by location. Here, 89 years of yearly water level
minimums near the Roda Nilometer of the Nile River from 622 A.D. to 710 A.D..
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between the Hurst exponents representing each location in addition to the distinction
between the values of the power scaling exponents β for each location. The distinction
between locations based on the power scaling exponent β is consistent with the Hurst
exponent results of R/S analysis since the 512 year time series from 773 A.D. to 1284 A.D.
representing the Nilometer located at Roda yields H f Gn = 0.84 (Fig. E.9).
A benefit of using the scaling exponent β from the power spectrum as opposed to the
Hurst exponent is that the yearly water level minimum can be used to develop a Frequency
Response Model for the yearly Nile River data at the Roda Nilometer. For example, there
was a single scaling exponent of β = 0.90 for the yearly water level minimum of the
Nile. Using one of the six building block transfer functions introduced in Ch. 6, a transfer
function of:
NileFRM =

O(s)
1
= β
I(s)
s2

(E.17)

with β = 0.90 can be used to generate a synthetic time series similar to the Nile River water
level minimums. In other words, Eq. (E.17) is the Frequency Response Model of the yearly
water level minimums of the Nile River at the Roda Gauge (from 771 A.D. to 1284 A.D.).
Furthermore, the scaling exponent may be used to calculate the time delay in the system
at any frequency. For example, if the data was truly yearly water level minimums with a
scaling exponent of β = 0.90, one can calculate the phase shift (from Eq. (8.1) converted
from radians to degrees) to be θ(β =0.9) = 40.5◦ . Although the frequency of one year is
beyond the resolution represented in the power spectrum (since the minimum frequency
is twice the sampling interval or 2 years, a single scaling time series is expected to have
similar scaling behavior at slightly higher frequencies. A phase shift from input to output
of 40.5◦ then translates to a time delay from input to output at a frequency of one year as
β
0.90
∆t =
=
= −41.0625 days suggesting that any yearly cycle takes about 41
1
−8 f
−8 • 365
days from initial cause to manifest as a measured effect in the Nile River. One may also
use the concepts developed in App. D to calculate the exponential time constant τ from the
scaling exponent β to determine the expected number of runs per run length of positive and
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Figure E.13: R/S analysis of 64 years of yearly water level minimums of the Nile
River near the Roda Nilometer from 622 A.D. to 686 A.D. revealed a Hurst exponent
of H f Gn = 0.59. Compared to Fig. E.9 for which the data is at the Roda Nilometer after
711 A.D., there is a clear distinction between Hurst exponents based on the location of the
Nilometer.
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negative increments, the number of potential changes in direction based on zero crossings,
and experimentally determine the expected variance and standard deviation envelopes.
A synthetic Nile River data set generated from the Frequency Response Model
(Fig. E.14) was created in order to simulate 574 Years of yearly water level minimums
at the Roda Nilometer of the Nile River from 711 A.D. to 1284 A.D. . The power spectrum
and scaling exponent of the synthetic data set is identical to the actual power spectrum
of the original Nile River time series, both yielding β = 0.90. Additionally, R/S analysis
of the last 512 years reveals identical Hurst exponents with the original 512 year time
series measured at H f Gn = 0.84 and the synthetic time series measured at H f Gn = 0.83.
Statistically, the mean and range of each time series are also nearly indistinguishable adding
to the robustness of the method for synthetic time series generation based on the scaling
behavior.

E.7

Resolution of Multiscaling Behavior Using the
Hurst Exponent Versus the Scaling Exponent β

In order to fully address the difficulty of R/S analysis to resolve multiscaling time series
and to provide a valid estimation of the Hurst exponent, a synthetic multiscaling time series
with known parameters will be generated for testing. The most appropriate example, with
four distinct scaling behaviors over distinct frequency regions, is that of the Great Lakes
water levels as discussed in Ch. 7. The transfer function of the Frequency Response Model
for the Great Lakes (Eq. (7.2)) was used to generate a synthetic multiscaling time series
resembling 15 years of water levels in the Great Lakes using the parameters of β = 2.7
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Figure E.14: The Frequency Response Model is used to generate a synthetic Nile River data set. Statistically, the synthetic data set is
nearly identical when compared to the original.

1

and setting β = 0.90 to simulate 574 years of yearly water level minimums at the Roda
β
s2
Nilometer of the Nile River from 711 A.D. to 1284 A.D.. The power spectrum here is exact at β = 0.90 and R/S analysis of the last 512 years from 773 A.D. to
1284 A.D. reveals a Hurst exponent of H f Gn = 0.83. The mean of the synthetic time series is µ = 1157 and range is 917 − 1486.

(b) A completely synthetic data set generated using (Eq. (E.17) )

(a) At the Roda Nilometer, 574 years of yearly water level minimums of the Nile River from 711 A.D. to 1284 A.D.. The power spectrum with mirrored endpoint
correction yields β = 0.90. R/S Analysis of the last 512 years from 773 A.D. to 1284 A.D. reveals a Hurst exponent of H f Gn = 0.84. The mean of the time series is
µ = 1147.4 and range is 935 − 1466.

1
at low and β = 3.4 at high frequencies23 with the angular frequency gain values k1 = ,
40
1
1
, and k3 =
translating to periods of 42, 2.5, and 1.15 days, respectively. The
k2 =
2.4
1.1
input (X(s) ) in the generation of the synthetic time series was a Gaussian white noise with
added periodicities of a yearly cycle and tidal cycles of 12 hours 25 minutes and 24 hours 50
minutes as shown in Fig. 7.10. Once the synthetic multiscaling time series was generated,
a power spectrum was obtained showing that the time series is multiscaling exhibiting both
fBm and fGn regions over distinct frequency ranges. However, even though the time series
is multiscaling, the power spectrum was fit with just one power law as a reference scaling
exponent in order to demonstrate the global change that occurs at all frequencies with any
manipulation of the data through differentiation. This reference scaling exponent does
encompass the collective behavior of all multiscaling behavior over different frequencies
and for this synthetic Great Lakes time series is β = 0.95. The synthetic Great Lakes time
series is shown in Fig. E.15.
R/S analysis was first performed on the synthetic Great Lakes time series as is, with
no differentiation (Fig E.16). However, the low frequencies dominate the signal yielding
the most power at those frequencies for which the scaling exponent is β ≈ 2.5 and a fBm.
Since R/S analysis for determination of the Hurst exponent cannot be performed on fBm,
only on fGn, the Hurst exponent that is measured of the synthetic multiscaling Great Lakes
time series is nonsensical at H = 1.01. There is no subscript used on H here because the
original time series contains both fGn and fBm signals over separate ranges of frequencies
and cannot be categorized by just fBm or fGn alone. Furthermore, multiscaling behavior is
not clearly observed in the R/S plot of the Hurst exponent with only slight deviations above
or below the fit line.
23 Note

that the values of the scaling exponent used here are not the values that are found when each scaling
region is fit with a power law. These values represent the values needed in the transfer function in order
to generate the scaling exponents that are normally associated with the four scaling regions of β = 2.5,
β = 0.1, β = 1.7, and β = 0.2 from low to high frequencies, respectively. The transfer function allows
fewer degrees of freedom, two scaling exponents rather than four scaling exponents, to describe the four
distinct scaling regions of the Great Lakes. Further discussion is found in Ch. 7.2.4.
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Figure E.15: R/S Analysis of a Synthetic Great Lakes Signal (Part I): A synthetic multiscaling time series resembling 15 years of water
levels in the Great Lakes was generated from the transfer function of the Frequency Response Model using the parameters listed for β
at low and high frequencies and the gain values k1 , k2 , and k3 . The input (X (s) ) was a Gaussian white noise with added periodicities of a
yearly cycle and tidal cycles of 12 hours 25 minutes and 24 hours 50 minutes as described in Ch. 7.1. By using a synthetic multiscaling
time series with known parameters, the effectiveness and pitfalls of R/S analysis in distinguishing multiscaling behavior may be explored.
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Figure E.16: R/S Analysis of a Synthetic Great Lakes Signal (Part II): The synthetic Great Lakes time series from Fig. E.15 is again
shown here (left) with the power spectrum, plotted here in frequency space (center). The power spectrum reveals multiscaling behavior
though here, the power spectrum was fit with only one power law fit with β = 0.95 across the entire range of multiscaling behavior
to provide a general reference point allowing for comparison of the effect of differentiation on scaling behavior over all frequencies.
R/S analysis (right), when applied to the synthetic Great Lakes time series of known scaling behavior, does not adequately resolve the
multiscaling behavior that was built into the synthetic signal showing just minor deviations from the overall fit of the Hurst exponent at
H = 1.01. Here, no subscript was used on H because the original time series contained both fGn and fBm signals over separate ranges
of frequencies.

To demonstrate the errors introduced upon numerically differentiating a multiscaling
time series, the synthetic Great Lakes time series from Fig. E.15 was first differenced
(Fig E.17). In performing numerical differentiation, the synthetic Great Lakes time series
experienced a reduction in the scaling exponent at all frequencies, but collectively only
by β = −1.65 to become β = 0.70 overall from the original reference scaling exponent
of β = 0.95 but not by the amount required for differentiation which should be an overall
reduction of β = −2. The measurement of Hurst exponent through R/S analysis reveals
H = 0.35. Once again, the first differenced time series is still a multiscaling time series
as expected containing both fGn and now EfGn signals which interferes with the ability
of R/S analysis to provide a valid result. Still, R/S analysis does not sufficiently resolve
multiscaling behavior as any multiscaling behavior becomes hidden by the averaging of

so that there are only slight deviations from the fit
values within the bin length log Nt
line of the Hurst exponent to the binned first differenced data.
Though numerical differentiation is known to reduce the scaling exponent by less
than the required β = −2, frequency domain differentiation is known to reduce the scaling
exponent by exactly β = −2 over each frequency (Refer to Fig. E.4). However, despite
the increased accuracy of frequency domain differentiation in rendering the correct scaling
exponent that should be obtained from a differentiation process, one cannot attempt to
convert through a single differentiation an entire multiscaling time series containing both
fBm and fGn regions to a time series containing only fGn as required by R/S analysis and
expect the Hurst exponent to be measured properly. Since frequency domain differentiation
decreases each frequency region by exactly β = −2, frequency regions that are originally
a fBm will be converted to a fGn and those that are a fGn are converted to EfGn signals.
For R/S analysis, the mixed fGn and EfGn regions of the newly differentiated multiscaling
signal poses problems in that R/S analysis requires that the entire signal is a single fGn
signal in order to properly measure the Hurst exponent.
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Figure E.17: R/S Analysis of a Synthetic Great Lakes Signal (Part III): The synthetic Great Lakes time series from Fig. E.15 was first
differenced to demonstrate the effects of numerical differentiation on multiscaling behavior. Numerical differentiation through the first
difference of the synthetic Great Lakes time series reduces the scaling exponent at all frequencies, but only by β = −1.65 to become
β = 0.70 overall and not by the amount required for differentiation (which should be an overall reduction of β = 
−2). The Hurst
N
exponent is H = 0.35 with any multiscaling behavior hidden by the averaging of values within the bin length log t . Furthermore,
the first differenced time series is still a multiscaling time series as expected which interferes with the ability of R/S analysis to provide
a valid result.

To demonstrate the effects of frequency domain differentiation on multiscaling
behavior, the synthetic Great Lakes time series from Fig. E.15 was differentiated through
1
a convolution with the transfer function β setting β = −2 in the frequency domain.
s2
From the reference scaling exponent (β = 0.95) of the original synthetic Great Lakes time
series, frequency domain differentiation of the synthetic Great Lakes time series reduces
the scaling exponent at each frequency by exactly β = −2 so that the reference scaling
exponent becomes β = −1.05 as expected from a differentiation process (Fig E.18). By
performing R/S analysis on the frequency domain differentiated multiscaling time series,
the fit of the Hurst exponent is H = 0.33 though, in practice, any application of R/S
analysis to a multiscaling time series which is not entirely a fGn is inappropriate. The
point here is that multiscaling time series containing both fBm and fGn scaling behavior
cannot just be differentiated for R/S analysis to recover the correct Hurst scaling exponent
since multiscaling time series are not adequately expressed by the Hurst exponent. Again,
no subscript is added to H because the differentiated time series now contain both fGn and
EfGn signals over separate ranges of frequencies and are still multiscaling.
The possibility does exist, however, that a time series may be multiscaling and still
be entirely classified as a fGn. For example, in a multiscaling time series with two distinct
scaling regions, one frequency region may β = 0 and another region may be β = 0.7 for
which both regions are classified as a fGn based on the value of the scaling exponent β .
Still, even in such cases when all multiscaling exponents within a signal are a form of
fGn where no differentiation is necessary, the Hurst exponent does not resolve multiscaling
behavior satisfactorily. For example, if the time series is multiscaling and entirely a fGn,
the deviation from the fit of the Hurst exponent to the results of R/S analysis is less than the
slight deviation observed when the multiscaling exponents are much further apart as a fBm
and fGn.
The Hurst exponent through R/S analysis fails to resolve the known multiscaling
behavior of the synthetic Great Lakes time series as opposed to the scaling exponent β
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Figure E.18: R/S Analysis of a Synthetic Great Lakes Signal (Part IV): The synthetic Great Lakes time series from Fig. E.15 was
1
differentiated through a convolution with the transfer function β setting β = −2 in the frequency domain in order to demonstrate the
s2
effects of frequency domain differentiation on multiscaling behavior. Frequency domain differentiation of the synthetic Great Lakes
time series reduces the scaling exponent at all frequencies by exactly β = −2 to become β = −1.05 as expected from a differentiation
process. However, the multiscaling signal is still multiscaling as the portions of the signal at frequencies that exhibited fBm behavior are
now converted to a fGn signal and portions that were a fGn originally are now converted to EfGn signals. Overall, the fit of the Hurst
exponent is H = 0.33 though, in practice, any application of R/S analysis to multiscaling time series is inappropriate. The point here is
that multiscaling time series containing both fBm and fGn scaling behavior cannot just be differentiated for R/S analysis to recover the
correct Hurst scaling exponent since multiscaling time series are not adequately expressed by the Hurst exponent. Again, no subscript
was used on H because the differentiated time series now contain both fGn and EfGn signals over separate ranges of frequencies and are
still multiscaling.

of the power spectrum which does resolve multiscaling behavior. The lack of observable
changes in scaling behavior in the Hurst exponent is not evidence that the scaling behavior
does not exist. On the contrary, as a synthetic time series generated from the Frequency
Response Model of the Great Lakes, the multiscaling behavior was built into the synthetic
Great Lakes data and while resolvable in the power spectrum, comparison with the Hurst
exponent from R/S analysis, both as the original mixed fBm-fGn multiscaling signal and
the differentiated fGn-EfGn multiscaling signal, reveals that the method of R/S analysis
cannot determine the breaks in slope that exist in multiscaling time series. This realization
does raise questions about the validity of previous examinations of physical or natural time
series which only relied on R/S analysis and the Hurst exponent, especially if those time
series were truly multiscaling but R/S analysis failed to reveal this property.
The importance of reexamining previously studied geophysical time series cannot be
understated. Often in the literature, R/S analysis was used to measure the Hurst exponent
yielding only one scaling exponent to represent the entire time series when in fact, the time
series may have been a multiscaling time series experiencing different scaling exponents
over different frequency ranges which, as shown here, would not be resolved by the
Hurst exponent [11, 16]. While true that the Hurst exponent examines the time series
in the time domain and the scaling exponent β is a representation of the time series in
the frequency domain, the power spectral scaling exponent β is a direct indicator of the
process or processes which generated the time series and holds much more information
about the amplitude change, phase shift, time delay, recurrence time, and the influence of
each frequency from input to output passing through a system than the Hurst exponent.
Furthermore, the scaling exponent allows for the determination of the number of expected
runs per run length providing insight not only into the source or origin of the structure
observed in the time series, but also on the probability of experiencing runs in the data as
several increases or decreases in values in a row and the overall probability of the final
displacement of the time series within an envelope.
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The fact that in R/S analysis, there is no evidence of breaks in slope when extending
R/S analysis over longer records may be more a result of the method used, and not the
time series under investigation. Indeed, there exist multiscaling time series where several
physical processes occurring over all frequencies (from the transfer function equation
which spans all frequencies) interact so that one process dominates over a specific range of
frequencies yet R/S analysis does not resolve this multiscaling behavior. The concept that
each separate transfer function that is responsible for a specific portion of scaling behavior
over a short range of frequencies of a multiscaling time series must span all frequencies
within that time series has been established and is discussed in Ch. 7. Multiscaling behavior
in time series is generated through the interaction of all transfer functions (and processes)
spanning all frequencies with each transfer function affecting only specific regions of
frequencies. By examining geophysical data through the lens of the power spectrum
1
with the perspective of dynamical systems, one may observe distinct regions of scaling
s
behavior which are intrinsic to the underlying physical processes of the system and develop
quantitative transfer functions, as a Frequency Response Model, to capture the multiscaling
behavior of any stochastic time series.
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Appendix F
Repository of MATLAB Code
F.1

MATLAB Code Repository

Many of the MATLAB programs and algorithms which were developed as part of this
dissertation research are available for educational, research, and non-commercial use
through the sNoise Research Laboratory (sNRL) website: www.snoiselab.com.
The following programs, code snippets, and functions listed in Sec. F.1.1 and F.2 may
be available individually or available within a more comprehensive sNoise Software
Toolbox through the sNRL website.

The sNRL website also contains additional
1
documentation and software related to current
noise scientific research. Questions,
s
comments, suggestions, or bug reports regarding any of the programs or algorithms listed
here or provided in this dissertation manuscript may be submitted through the sNRL
website.
Commercial use of the software and algorithms contained within this dissertation or
listed here, as available through the sNRL website, is strictly prohibited without express
permission or licensing agreement obtained through the Office of Technology Transfer at
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio, USA. The Office of Technology Transfer website
is: www.wright.edu/techtransfer.
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F.1.1

1
noise Program and Algorithm Listing
s

• Great Lakes Frequency Response Model and Synthetic Time Series Generator:
This program contains the Great Lakes Frequency Response Model
(Eq. (7.2)) allowing for the generation of synthetic Great Lakes water level
time series.
• Shoreline Simulator: This function simulates horizontal shoreline movement given
a synthetic water level data set as discussed in Sec. 7.3.2.
• Risk Analysis (Pascal Simulator): This function collects trajectories of synthetic
time series and then produces a probabilistic forecast envelope based on the
simulations producing an image similar to Fig. D.24.
• Transfer Function Identifier for Stochastic Systems: This program imports a
stochastic time series and identifies the transfer function and scaling behavior
signature of the time series using the Six Basic Building Block Transfer Functions
introduced in Sec. 6.5.
• Fractional Calculus Filtering/Generation Program: This program allows filtering
or generation of a single or multiscaling time series using each of the Six Basic
Building Block Transfer Functions. The functions are summarized in Table 6.4 and
include a fractional Integrator, Differentiator, Low/High Pass Filter, Low/High
Frequency Amplifier, and a Resonance Low Pass Filter. As a Multiscaling Noise
Generator, the transfer function and parameters are defined by the user.
•

1
1
Noise Generator: This program will generate a synthetic, single scaling noise
s
s
1
noise) for any value of the scaling exponent β based on the method
(formerly
f
found in App. B.3.1. Minor variations are observed in the scaling exponent due to
the fluctuations of the scaling behavior of the Gaussian white noise input.
1
Noise Generator for Exact Values of β : This program will
s
1
generate an exact synthetic single scaling
noise for any value of the scaling
s
exponent β based on the method found in App. B.3.2. The standardized transfer
function method monitors generates a consistent output based on modification of the
transfer function with the input signal.

• Standardized

1
• Scaling Sound Generator: This function is used in conjunction with a noise
s
generator or a Synthetic Time Series Generator producing a sound or movie file of
1
the noise for any single or multiscaling behavior such as a Brownian motion or the
s
Great Lakes water levels.
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• Energy Calculator: The energy calculator function determines the energy of a single
or multiscaling time series and also calculates the percent energy per scaling region
if a multiscaling time series is analyzed as discussed in Ch. 5.15 and 7.4.
• Global and Local Scaling Exponent Calculator: This program determines the
Global and Local Scaling Exponents from the equations introduced in Ch. 5.13.
• Window Comparison Tests: This program reproduces the endpoint correction
method results found in App. A.5.1.
• Window/Mirror Function: This function corrects for endpoint mismatch through
either Hann Window, Welch Window, or the Mirror approach as discussed in in
App. A.5.1.
• Gap Correction: This function measures the scaling behavior for a stochastic data
set in either case of a Single Gap where Endpoints Match or a Single Gap where
Endpoints Mismatch as discussed in App. A.6.4 and A.6.5.
• Trend Removal (Interpolation Method): This function removes trends through the
resampling interpolation method as discussed in App. A.5.2.1.
• Frequency Removal and Isolation: This function removes specific frequencies
from a time series and displays either the time series of the removed frequencies
or the time series with the frequencies removed.
• Run Counter: Calculates the Number of Runs per Run Length for a time series
based on the concepts introduced in App. D.
• Zero Crossing Calculator: This function determines the number of zero crossings
in a stochastic time series (number of times the time series crosses the mean).
• Fractional Integrator/Differentiator: This function performs integration or
differentiation and fractional integration and fractional differentiation on any time
1
series using β .
s2
• Rescaled Range (R/S) Analysis: This program performs R/S Analysis using
Numerical Differentiation and also performs R/S Analysis using Frequency Domain
Differentiation for comparison as discussed in App. E.
• Power Law Function Fit: A generic function to determine the scaling exponent β
of a time series.
These and additional programs, functions, and algorithms are available through the sNoise
Research Laboratory (sNRL) website: www.snoiselab.com.
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F.2

Useful MATLAB Calculations

Code Snippet F.1 MATLAB Code:
Pull Sign of Phase of Transfer Function at each Frequency
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

% Use Sign Function to Pull Sign from Phase Values
signOfPhase = TotalPhase ./ abs ( TotalPhase ) ;
% Account for difference of Frequency Zero
% and Nyquist with Beta of Transfer Function
if Beta > 0
signOfPhase (1) = -1; signOfPhase (( N /2) +1) = -1;
else signOfPhase (1) = 1; signOfPhase (( N /2) +1) = 1;
end ;
% signOfPhase is the sign of the phase of the transfer function

Code Snippet F.2 MATLAB Code:
Scaling Exponent From Phase Difference
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

% Calculate Phase of Input
inputPhase = ( atan2 ( imagYInput , realXInput ) ) ;
% Calculate Phase of Output
outputPhase = ( atan2 ( imagYOutput , realXOutput ) ) ;
% Calculate Absolute Value of Phase Difference from Output to Input
phaseDiff = abs ( outputPhase - inputPhase ) ;
% Adjust for quadrant shift and pi discontinuity
for i =1:( length ( phaseDiff ) )
if phaseDiff ( i ) > pi
phaseDiff ( i ) = 2* pi - phaseDiff ( i ) ;
end ;
end ;
% Corrects Sign on Phase for Positive and Negative Frequencies
phaseDiff = phaseDiff .* signOfPhase ;
% phaseDiff now represents the phase shift of the system per Beta
% at each frequency , positive and negative .
% Calculate Beta of the system from the phase difference
% Positive Frequencies
betaSystem (1: N /2+1) = ( -4.* phasediff (1: N /2+1) ./ pi ) ;
% Negative Frequencies ( adjusted for sign change )
betaSystem ( N /2+2: N ) = (4.* phasediff ( N /2+2: N ) ./ pi ) ;
% betaSystem now represents the scaling exponent of the system
% at each frequency , positive and negative .
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Code Snippet F.3 MATLAB Code:
Scaling Exponent From Beta Difference from Output to Input
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

% Calculate Beta of Each Complex Number of Input
% Positive Frequencies
betaInput (1: N /2+1) = ( -4.*( atan2 ( imagYInput (1: N /2+1) , realXInput (1: N /2+1) ))) ./ pi ;
% Negative Frequencies ( adjusted for sign change )
betaInput (N /2+2: N )= ( -4.*( atan2 ( imagYInput ( N /2+2: N) , realXInput (N /2+2: N )))) ./ pi ;
% Calculate Beta of Each Complex Number of Output
% Positive Frequencies
betaOutput (1: N /2+1) = ( -4.*( atan2 ( imagYOutput (1: N /2+1) , realXOutput (1: N /2+1) ))) ./ pi ;
% Negative Frequencies ( adjusted for sign change )
betaOutput ( N /2+2: N) = ( -4.*( atan2 ( imagYOutput (N /2+2: N ) , realXOutput (N /2+2: N) ))) ./ pi ;
% Calculate Absolute Value of Beta Difference from Output to Input
betaDiff = abs ( betaOutput - betaInput );
% Adjust for quadrant shift and +/ -4 discontinuity
for i =1:( length ( betaDiff ))
if betaDiff ( i) > 4
betaDiff (i) = 8 - betaDiff (i) ;
end ;
end ;
% Corrects Sign on Beta for Positive and Negative Frequencies
% Positive Frequencies
betaSystem (1: N /2+1) = betaDiff (1: N /2+1) .* signOfPhase (1: N /2+1) .* -1;
% Negative Frequencies ( adjusted for sign change )
betaSystem ( N /2+2: N) = betaDiff (N /2+2: N) .* signOfPhase (N /2+2: N);
% betaSystem now represents the scaling exponent of the system
% at each frequency , positive and negative .

Code Snippet F.4 MATLAB Code:
Scaling Exponent From Magnitude and Difference from Output to Input
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

% Calculate and plot Input Beta from
% the magnitude and each angular frequency
BetaFromMagInput =( log ( InputMag ) ) ./( log (1 ./ sqrt ( omega ) ) ) ;
figure ; plot ( BetaFromMagInput , 'g ') ;
% Calculate and plot Output Beta from
% the magnitude and each angular frequency
BetaFromMagOutput =( log ( OutputMag ) ) ./( log (1 ./ sqrt ( omega ) ) ) ;
figure ; plot ( BetaFromMagOutput , 'g ') ;
% Calculate and plot difference of Beta from the magnitude and
% each angular frequency from Output to Input to yield the
% scaling exponent of the system at each frequency
BetaFromMag = BetaFromMagOutput - BetaFromMagInput ;
figure ; plot ( BetaFromMag , 'g ') ;
% BetaFromMag now represents the scaling exponent of the system
% at each frequency , positive and negative .
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Code Snippet F.5 MATLAB Code:
Parseval’s Energy Theorem and Difference from Output to Input
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

% Parseval ' s Energy Theorem
% Time Domain and Frequency Domain Should Exhibit Equal Energy
% Input
% Convert Input Time Series ( InputTS ) to Frequency Domain
InputFD = fft ( InputTS ) ;
% Input Energy of Time Domain
InputEnergyTime = sum ( InputTS .* conj ( InputTS ) ) ;
% Input Energy of Freq Domain
InputEnergyFreq = sum ( InputFD .* conj ( InputFD ) *(1/ N ) ) ;
% Output
% Convert Output Time Series ( OutputTS ) to Frequency Domain
OutputFD = fft ( OutputTS ) ;
% Output Energy of Time Domain
OutputEnergyTime = sum ( OutputTS .* conj ( OutputTS ) ) ;
% Output Energy of Freq Domain
OutputEnergyFreq = sum ( OutputFD .* conj ( OutputFD ) *(1/ N ) ) ;
% Energy Difference from Input to Output Due to Scaling Exponent
EnergyDifference = OutputEnergyFreq - InputEnergyFreq ;
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Code Snippet F.6 MATLAB Code:
Parseval’s Energy Theorem and Multiscaling Time Series
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

% Scaling Region Index Separation of R1 and R2
% ( Added + 1 to equations since MATLAB index starts at 1, not 0)
% Here , the variable N is the length of the time series
% Frequency Cutoff with Equal Numbers of Frequencies in R1 and R2
PosFreqIndex = N /4 + 1;
% Location of omega = pi /2
NegFreqIndex = N *3/4 + 1;
% Location of omega = -pi /2
% Alternatively , to separate R1 and R2 at Magnitude Transition Frequency use :
% PosFreqIndex = round ( N /(2* pi )) + 1;
% Location of omega = 1
% NegFreqIndex = round ( N - (N /(2* pi )) ) + 1; % Location of omega = -1
% Parseval 's Energy Theorem
% Here , the variable freqDomain is the complex frequencies of the FFT
% Energy Total of ALL Frequencies Directly from Parseval 's Theorem
EnergyTotal = sum ( freqDomain .* conj ( freqDomain ) *(1/ N) );
% Multiscaling Energy Equation
% Zero Frequency Only
ZeroFreqEnergy = sum ( freqDomain (1) .* conj ( freqDomain (1) ) *(1/ N) );
% R1 Lower Frequencies Only
% ( Indexing to Positive and Negative Frequencies Only , not including Nyquist )
R1PosEnergyFreq = sum ( freqDomain (2: PosFreqIndex ) ...
.* conj ( freqDomain (2: PosFreqIndex )) *(1/ N) );
R1NegEnergyFreq = sum ( freqDomain ( NegFreqIndex :N ) ...
.* conj ( freqDomain ( NegFreqIndex :N)) *(1/ N) );
% Note that R1PosEnergyFreq = R1NegEnergyFreq if calculated correctly
% Add positive and negative frequencies to find total R1 Energy
R1EnergyTotal = R1PosEnergyFreq + R1NegEnergyFreq ;
% R2 High Frequencies Only
% ( Index spans Positive , Nyquist , and Negative Frequencies )
R2EnergyFreq = sum ( freqDomain ( PosFreqIndex +1: NegFreqIndex -1) ...
.* conj ( freqDomain ( PosFreqIndex +1: NegFreqIndex -1) ) *(1/ N)) ;
% Sum Total of ALL Frequencies to obtain Energy Total
SumEnergyTotal = ZeroFreqEnergy + R1EnergyTotal + R2EnergyFreq ;
% Note that SumEnergyTotal = EnergyTotal if calculated correctly
% Percent Energy Contribution of Scaling Regions R1 and R2 to Energy Total
PercentEnergyR1 = ( R1EnergyTotal / EnergyTotal ) *100;
PercentEnergyR2 = ( R2EnergyFreq / EnergyTotal ) *100;
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Code Snippet F.7 MATLAB Code:
Energy ER(n) and Percent Energy PER(n) of Great Lakes Multiscaling Regions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

% Great Lakes Scaling Region Index Separation of R1 , R2 , R3 , and R4
% N = length ( timeSeries ); % ( Added +1 since index starts at 1, not 0)
% Regional Boundary Separation of R1 and R2 at gain k1
R1index = round (( k1 /(2* pi ))* N) + 1;
% Calculate Positive Frequency
R1indexNeg = N - R1index + 2;
% Calculate Negative Frequency
% Regional Boundary Separation of R2 and R3 at gain k2
R2index = round (( k2 /(2* pi ))* N) + 1;
% Calculate Positive Frequency
R2indexNeg = N - R2index + 2;
% Calculate Negative Frequency
% Regional Boundary Separation of R3 and R4 at gain k3
R3index = round (( k3 /(2* pi ))* N) + 1;
% Calculate Positive Frequency
R3indexNeg = N - R3index + 2;
% Calculate Negative Frequency
% *************************************************************************
% Multiscaling Regional Energy Equation R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 ( Parseval 's Modified )
% The variable freqDomain is the complex frequencies of the Great Lakes FFT
% *************************************************************************
% Energy Total of ALL Frequencies Directly from Parseval 's Theorem
EnergyTotal = sum ( freqDomain .* conj ( freqDomain ) *(1/ N));
% *************************************************************************
% Zero Frequency Only
ZeroFreqEnergy = sum ( freqDomain (1) .* conj ( freqDomain (1) ) *(1/ N));
% *************************************************************************
% ( Indexing to Positive and Negative Frequencies Only , not including Nyquist )
% Note that R(n) PosEnergyFreq = R(n) NegEnergyFreq if calculated correctly
% R1 Low Frequencies
R1PosEnergyFreq = sum ( freqDomain (2 : R1index ) ...
.* conj ( freqDomain (2 : R1index )) *(1/ N ));
R1NegEnergyFreq = sum ( freqDomain ( R1indexNeg : N) ...
.* conj ( freqDomain ( R1indexNeg : N )) *(1/ N)) ;
% Add positive and negative frequencies to find total R1 Energy
R1EnergyTotal = R1PosEnergyFreq + R1NegEnergyFreq ;
% *************************************************************************
% R2 Low to Mid Frequencies
R2PosEnergyFreq = sum ( freqDomain ( R1index + 1 : R2index ) ...
.* conj ( freqDomain ( R1index + 1 : R2index )) *(1/ N));
R2NegEnergyFreq = sum ( freqDomain ( R2indexNeg : R1indexNeg - 1) ...
.* conj ( freqDomain ( R2indexNeg : R1indexNeg - 1) ) *(1/ N));
% Add positive and negative frequencies to find total R2 Energy
R2EnergyTotal = R2PosEnergyFreq + R2NegEnergyFreq ;
% *************************************************************************
% R3 Mid to High Frequencies
R3PosEnergyFreq = sum ( freqDomain ( R2index + 1 : R3index ) ...
.* conj ( freqDomain ( R2index + 1 : R3index )) *(1/ N));
R3NegEnergyFreq = sum ( freqDomain ( R3indexNeg : R2indexNeg - 1) ...
.* conj ( freqDomain ( R3indexNeg : R2indexNeg - 1) ) *(1/ N));
% Add positive and negative frequencies to find total R3 Energy
R3EnergyTotal = R3PosEnergyFreq + R3NegEnergyFreq ;
% *************************************************************************
% R4 High Frequencies ( Index spans Positive , Nyquist , and Negative Frequencies )
R4EnergyFreq = sum ( freqDomain ( R3index + 1 : R3indexNeg - 1) ...
.* conj ( freqDomain ( R3index + 1 : R3indexNeg - 1) ) *(1/ N) );
% *************************************************************************
% Sum Total of ALL Frequencies to obtain Energy Total
SumEnergyTotal = ZeroFreqEnergy + R1EnergyTotal + R2EnergyTotal ...
+ R3EnergyTotal + R4EnergyFreq ;
% Note that SumEnergyTotal = EnergyTotal if calculated correctly
% *************************************************************************
% Percent Energy Contribution of Scaling Regions R1 to R4 to Energy Total
AdjustEnergy = EnergyTotal - ZeroFreqEnergy ;
% Adjust for Zero Freq Offset
% Calculate PER (n)
PercentEnergyR1 = ( R1EnergyTotal / AdjustEnergy ) *100;
PercentEnergyR2 = ( R2EnergyTotal / AdjustEnergy ) *100;
PercentEnergyR3 = ( R3EnergyTotal / AdjustEnergy ) *100;
PercentEnergyR4 = ( R4EnergyFreq / AdjustEnergy ) *100;
PERTotal = PercentEnergyR1 + PercentEnergyR2 + PercentEnergyR3 + PercentEnergyR4 ;
% *************************************************************************
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Nomenclature
CLT

Central Limit Theorem

dB

decibel

DFT

Real discrete Fourier transform

DSP

Digital Signal Processing

FFT

Complex discrete fast Fourier transform; also the MATLAB function used for the
same transformation.

FRM

Frequency Response Model (i.e., the transfer function that represents the
underlying dynamics of the system)

IFFT

Inverse complex discrete fast Fourier transform; also the MATLAB function used
for the same inverse transformation.

LTI

linear time-invariant system

LTI

linear time-invariant system

LTV

linear time-varying system

α

The Alpha value is an exponent used mainly to describe size/frequency power law
scaling.
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β

The Beta value is the negative of the scaling exponent (slope) of the power law of
a time series.

βθ

local scaling exponent solved from phase

βH

scaling behavior of system

βX

scaling behavior of input

βY

scaling behavior of output

∆E

change in energy from input to output

∆Eβ

change in energy per scaling exponent β

m

index of frequency

fBm

fractional Brownian motion

fGn

fractional Gaussian noise

jω

complex angular frequency

∆t

time delay

1
f

1
noise
f

1
s

1
noise
s

ω

angular frequency

L

Laplace transform

ωC

Nyquist frequency in radians (ωC = ±π)

σ

damping factor or decay constant

τ

exponential time constant of runs in a stochastic time series
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θ

phase

θH

phase of system

θX

phase of input

θY

phase of output

C

capacitance

C[k]

cross-correlation in the frequency domain

c[n]

cross-correlation in the time domain

D

Fractal dimension

E

energy

e

natural logarithm

E0

energy at zero frequency

EH

energy of transfer function

ER

longest expected run of one outcome of a coin flip (heads only or tails only)

ER

sum of energies of each scaling frequency region

ET

total energy of signal

EX

energy of input signal

EY

energy of output signal

E f Bm extended fractional Brownian motion
E f Gn

extended fractional Gaussian noise

f

frequency
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1
π

fA

magnitude transition frequency fA = ±

fC

Nyquist frequency

fS

Nyquist rate or sampling rate

f∆1

Delta One Frequency f∆1

H

Hurst exponent

H[k]

Impulse Response in Complex Frequency Domain

h[n]

Impulse Response in Time Domain

H[s]

Impulse Response in Complex Frequency Domain written with Laplace variable s

HE f Bm Hurst exponent measured from original E f Bm time series
H f Bm

Hurst exponent measured from original f Bm time series

H f Gn

Hurst exponent measured from original f Gn time series

j

imaginary term as the square root of −1

k

index variable of frequency; also the gain value

M

magnitude

MH

magnitude of impulse response equation

N

Total Number of Samples in Time Series

NR

number of runs per run length

P

power

p

probability of heads
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PER(n) percent energy contribution of a scaling region to the total energy of a multiscaling
time series
q

probability of tails

R

scaling frequency region

R/S

Rescaled Range analysis used to find the Hurst exponent

R∆t

recurrence of a signal from time delay

Rp

longest expected run of one outcome of a coin flip (heads only or tails only)

R pq

longest expected run of heads or tails

s

Laplace term representing a complex frequency jω

X[k]

Input Signal in Complex Frequency Domain

x[n]

Input Signal in Time Domain

X[s]

Input Signal in Complex Frequency Domain written with Laplace variable s

Y [k]

Output Signal in Complex Frequency Domain

y[n]

Output Signal in Time Domain

Y [s]

Output Signal in Complex Frequency Domain written with Laplace variable s

Z.C.Inc. zero crossings in an incremental time series
m fA

index of magnitude transition frequency
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